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Preface
The formation of the AIAA/NASA Conference on
Intelligent Robotics in Field, Factory, Service, and
Space (CIRFFSS '94) was originally proposed
because of the strong belief that America's prob-
lems of global economic competitiveness and job
creation and preservation can partly be solved by
the use of intelligent robotics, which are also
required for human space exploration missions. It
was also recognized that in the applications-driven
approach there are a far greater set of common
problems and solution approaches in field, factory,
service, and space applications to be leveraged for
time and cost savings than the obvious differences
in implementation details would lead one to be-
lieve. This insight, coupled with a sense of nation-
al urgency, made a continuing series of conferences
to share the details of the common problems and
solutions across these different fields of application
not only a natural step, but a necessary one. Fur-
ther, it was recognized that a strong focusing effort
is needed to move from recent factory-based robot
technology into robotic systems with sufficient
intelligence, reliability, safety, multi-task flexibil-
ity, and human/machine interoperability to meet the
rigorous demands of each of these fields of appli-
cation. The scope of this effort is beyond the
capability of the private sector alone, government
alone, or academia alone. Cooperation by all
interested parties is essential to achieve the needed
investments and maximize the benefits from
innovation.
The first AIAA/NASA conference on intelligent
robotics is a clear success, judging from the quality
and number of papers for presentation and manu-
scripts collected in these proceedings. Also, having
the proceedings available at the conference is
important to communication effectiveness and
efficiency; the authors are to be congratulated for
meeting the deadline. Having Dr. Joseph Engel-
berger, Chief Executive Officer of Transitions
Research Corporation, present the keynote address
emphasizing the applications-driven approach to
technology development sets the correct tone and
background for getting on with the job of strategic
investment in and development of intelligent
robotics through cooperative national efforts.
The papers in these proceedings are evidence that
users in each field, manufacturers and integrators,
and technology developers are rapidly increasing
their understanding of the "whats" and "hows" of
integrating robotic systems on Earth and in space to
accomplish economically important tasks requiring
mobility and manipulation. The 21 sessions of
technical papers in seven tracks plus two plenary
sessions cover just the tip of this major progress,
but reveal its presence nonetheless.
The contents pages of these proceedings do not
necessarily reflect the final program nor the ar-
rangement of presentations in sessions. The con-
ference brochure provides the information.
Appreciation goes to the Steering Committee mem-
bers, Program Committee members, Track chairs,
and Session chairs who are all so essential to mak-
ing this a successful conference through the volun-
tary giving of their time and efforts. Special thanks
and personal admiration go to Larry Seidman,
Zafar Taqvi, Hatem Nasr, Mary Stewart, Donna
Maloy, and Dottye Hamblin for their efforts to
make this conference happen.
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Abstract 1. Introduction
A case is made for strategic investment in
intelligent robotics as a part of the solution to the
problem of improved global competitiveness for
U.S. manufacturing, a critical industrial sector.
Similar cases are made for strategic investments in
intelligent robotics for field applications, construc-
tion, and service industries such as health care. The
scope of the country's problems and needs is
beyond the capability of the private sector alone,
government alone, or academia alone to solve
independently of the others. National cooperative
programs in intelligent robotics are needed with
the private sector supplying leadership direction
and aerospace and nonaerospace industries
conducting the development. Some necessary
elements of such programs are outlined.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center (JSC) can be key players in such national
cooperative programs in intelligent robotics for
several reasons: (1) human space exploration
missions require supervised intelligent robotics as
enabling tools and, hence, must develop
supervised intelligent robotic systems; (2)
intelligent robotic technology is being developed
for space applications at JSC (but has a strong
crosscutting or generic flavor) that is advancing the
state of the art and is producing both skilled
personnel and adaptable developmental
infrastructure such as integrated testbeds; and (3)
a NASA JSC Technology Investment Program in
Robotics has been proposed based on commercial
partnerships and collaborations for
precompetitive, dual-use developments.
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Intelligent robotics can boost America's
economic growth by enabling productivity
improvements that raise the standard of living for
everyone and by enabling the U.S. to build
products at world cost and quality. 1 But the boost
can occur only if intelligent robotics technology is
developed as a mature commercial capability and
is used to solve productivity problems in critical
sectors of the economy (e.g., advanced manu-
facturing, construction, field applications, and
service industries such as health care). Both the
development of intelligent robotic systems and
their early application in these strategic sectors
requi re strategic investment. The government,
and NASA in particular, should contribute to the
strategic investment by buying down the risk for
commercial technology. The government can
accomplish this by developing needed intelligent
robotic systems for government applications and
then sharing the technology with the commercial
sector in ways that allow profitable products.
These precommercial, dual-use investments and
developments are in line with President Clinton's
technology policy. 2
Intelligent robotics is the use of robotic
systems in solving problems in tasks and environ-
ments where the robot's ability to acquire and
apply knowledge and skills to achieve stated goals
in the face of variations, difficulties, and complex-
ities imposed by a dynamic environment having
significant unpredictability is crucial to success.
This means the robots can recognize and respond
to their environments at the pace of their environ-
ments and to spoken human supervision in order
to perform a variety of mobility and manipulation
tasks. This does not require a broad-based general
intelligence or common sense by the robot.
These robots are capable of significant
autonomous reaction to unpredictable events, yet
they are subject to optional human supervision
during operation in a natural way such as by voice.
We refer to this capability in the supervised robot
as "adj ustable autonomy."
I believe that the most important path to funda-
mental change in the U.S. economy is a long-term
focuson actions that will provide strategic invest-
ment in our nation's future. I believe that invest-
ments in intelligent robotics-related innovations of
the precommercial, dual-use variety will lead to
products that are ready to be commercialized and
introduced into the marketplace, which, in turn,
can provide a valuable solution to at least a part of
our continuing economic crises.
A lack of foresight in this area could inhibit
American competitiveness in today's and
tomorrow's global economy.
Intelligent robotic systems mean that less
structuring of the robot environment is required to
obtain robotic task performance, which, in turn,
means lower costs. For those applications where
structuri ng the environment is generally not
possible, intelligent robotics offers the flexibility to
enable robotic tasks otherwise not possible.
Packaging mobility with manipulation as
intelligent robotics allows frequently means fewer
manipulators than otherwise, further Iowering
costs.
The benefits of innovation transcend the new
technologies themselves. Because new technology
allows more cost-effecti ve i nvestm ent i n i nfra-
structure and commercial competitiveness, the U.S.
will be more competitive globally. This, in turn,
will produce more jobs, improve the economy, and
reduce the trade and budget deficits.
The scope of the country's problems and
needs is far beyond the capability of the private
sector alone, government alone, or academia
alone. Cooperation by all interested parties is
essential to maximize the benefits from innova-
tion! National cooperative programs are needed
with leadership direction from the private sector.
To support this approach, an example of a
cooperative program currently ongoing is the
University Space Automation and Robotics
Consortium (USARC) consisting of the University of
Texas at Austin, Texas A&M University, Rice
University, the University of Texas at Arlington,
MITRE Corporation, and NASA JSC.
However, all this is of major interest only
because intelligent robotics is within our reach as a
commercial technology, although perhaps not yet
within our grasp. Major intelligent robotics
capabilities exist in many places in industry (e.g.,
Transitions Research Corporation, Teleos, Sarcos,
Robotics Research Harvesting, and Intellagent
Systems), in not-for-profit companies (e.g., MITRE
Corporation, SRI International, and Southwest
Research), in academia (e.g., Carnegie Mellon
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Stanford University, University of Michigan,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of
Pennsylvania, and USARC), and in government
(e.g., NASA, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, and Department of Energy). Many
intelligent robotics efforts have been reported.3
These organizations and activities could form the
basis of cooperative national programs that could
pay off in the near term.
2. Investment for U.S. Manufacturinq
"Both American industry and government
under-invest in manufacturing. In contrast to their
foreign competitors, U.S. firms neglect process-
related R&D within their overall R&D portfolio.
And the federal government allocated only two
percent of its $70 billion R&D budget to
manufacturing R&D in FY92."2
Strategic investment in and use of intelligent
robotics in manufacturing offer partial solutions to
many cost and quality problems, if the robotic
systems are properly targeted and designed.
Product manufacturers and their people must
identify problem areas and ways to integrate
intelligent robotics into their manufacturing
processes. Flexibte approaches by robot
manufacturers are necessary to offer solutions to
problems rather than robots per se. These problem
identification and proposed solution activities
both require strategic investments that govern-
ment should help with in order to buy down the
initial risk. Leading technology needs are in
sensors and information extraction techniques
from sensor data to support the task needs.
One of the needed developments is to reduce
the cost of production of the intelligent robots
themselves through generic software architectures
(standardized and modular) and modular
hardware approaches.
The benefits to product manufacturing of
such strategic investment are as follows:
• Having the ability to build products at world
cost and quality
• Improving productivity
• Reducing time to market for manufactured
products
• Reducing costs
• Improving quality
• Improving our global competitiveness
• Having the ability to preserve and create jobs in
manufacturing
• Creating jobs in intelligent robotics for
manufacturers and integrators including
training and support
• Improving the economy and boosting economic
growth
• Increasing profits
• Increasing tax revenue
• Reducing the trade deficit
• Reducing the budget deficit
• Raising the standard of living tor everyone
A cost-benefit analysis for intelligent robotics
in manufacturing should be conducted if this will
help make the case more compelling for all parties.
Also, manufacturing is a strategic industry
related to defense and national security in non-
threatening ways, so that its vitality is not simply a
pure economic issue. 4
3. Investment for Applications in Other Sectors
Cases for strategic investment in intelli gent
robotics for applications in other sectors have j ust
as compelling a basis of rationale and benefits as
manufacturing, whether in construction, mining,
agriculture, undersea applications, health care,
nuclear power, or other service applications such as
grocery warehouse uses.
In construction, both the national
architectural and engineering firms and the civil
engineering community want more productive
methods such as those offered by intelligent
robotics.S,6 Our physical infrastructure is deteri-
orating at an exceedingly dangerous rate.7 This
includes our highways and bridges, mass transit,
aviation facilities, water transportation, waste-
water treatment, drinking water distribution
systems, and a host of other public works and
public facilities. This is the physical framework that
supports and sustains virtually all domestic
economic activity; it is essential to maintaining
international competitiveness as well. Intelligent
robotics applications could reduce the cost of
replacing or upgrading much of this infra-
structure. 6 NASA, likewise, needs space
construction intelligent robotics.
Intelligent robotics is required in mining in
order to enable the U.S. to remain globally
competitive cost-wise in coal production, and to
improve mine safety for miners.8 Clearly energy
and its cost are fundamental to industrial
competitiveness in the global economy. The
deeper coal veins, in general, do not have large
cross-sectional areas at the coal interface, and
robotics that can sense the vein edges from the
surrounding rock are needed. Transportation to
the surface is another task where robotics could
aid productivity. Again, NASA needs mining
intelligent robotics for large-scale planetary
resource use.
In controlled environment agriculture, which
is a several billion dollar per year business in the
U.S., intelligent robotics is needed to keep prices
competitive.9 Market forces are compelling
greenhouse operations, which are labor intensive,
to automate. A major motivation is for U.S.
producers to improve productivity in international
competition. 10 Similarly, NASA needs intelligent
robotics in advanced life support systems where
higher order plants (crops) will be used in food
production, water purification, carbon dioxide
uptake, and oxygen release as part of the
bioregenerative recycling systems that need little,
if any, resupply.11
A large number of other sectors and applica-
tions of intelligent robotics is evident, from
undersea applications to nuclear power and a
number of service industry uses. 12 Low-cost health
care is another critical factor in global
competitiveness as a major labor-related cost, and
intelligent robotics can reduce costs while
increasing quality. Despite the varied capabilities
of current field and service robots, there are many
additional tasks awaiting future field and service
robots. Some robots will be cleaning up toxic and
radioactive waste and monitoring water pollution.
Other robots will provide mobility aids for the
handicapped and infirm and bring new forms of
education and entertainment. The time required
to add these capabilities is measured not in years
but in person years of research and development.
4. Cooperative Proqrams in Intelliqent Robotics
In this section we describe some necessary
elements of cooperative national programs in
intelligent robotics. This section is based to a
significant extent on Carlisle. _3
First, we must communicate a sense of
urgency about the critical importance of manu-
facturing technology to our country's executives,
financial community, and government. Our cost of
labor will not likely compete with Singapore or
Mexico. But Japan, whose cost of labor is equal to
ours, has shown that it is possible to build products
at world cost and quality through the use of auto-
mation technology. Our government and our
boards of directors are asking the question, "What
is the manufacturing strategy that will keep us
competitive in the world market and will retain
jobs?"
Second, we need a manufacturing and
automation technology education infrastructure.
President Clinton has proposed establishing 170
technology extension centers where local
businesses can learn about new technology on
state-of-the-art machinery.2 The Robotics
Industries Association (RIA)is developing an
encyclopedia of robot applications that, combined
with equipment at these technology centers, could
greatly accelerate the adoption of robot technol-
ogy by U.S. industry. Another education-related
activity involves communication of information
about intelligent robotics and concurrent
engineering. JSC is involved in the National
Information Infrastructure Testbed (NUT), which is
an industry-led consortium to initiate the "infor-
mation superhighway," where the government
role is primarily to conduct needed research and
development and determine the policy environ-
ment and legal situation. But another key govern-
ment role in NIIT that concerns us at JSC is
providing technology information, both about
intelligent robotics and about concurrent
engineering, over the Internet. NIIT members
include AT&T, Sprint, Hewlett-Packard, Digital
Equipment Corporation, SynOptic Communica-
tions, Sun Microsystems, Ellery Systems, Novell, U.S.
West Communications, New England T&T, Sandia
National Laboratories, University of New
Hampshire, Oregon State University, University of
California, and Ohio State University. The JSC
activity involves providi ng access to information on
intelligent robotics via the Internet and using the
Internet as a distributed computing environment
for access to a suite of interoperable engineering
software applications that support a structured
process for concurrent engineering.14
Third, the cost and availability of capital for
productive investment must be addressed. Japan is
providing more than 20 times the amount of
federally guaranteed loans to small business than
the U.S. is providing -$80 billion per year in Japan
versus $3.6 billion in 1989 in the U.S. Also, Japan
provides tax credits and zero percent interest loans
up to $0.25 million for mechatronics equipment.
Banks in the U.S. are still extremely hesitant to
make loans to small and midsize businesses due to
regulatory pressure as a result of the savings and
loan collapse. We need to improve and encourage
productive private investment through changed
banking regulations and tax policies.
Finally, we must encourage applied research
and development on robotic systems for field,
construction, factory, service, and space applica-
tions. There has been almost no U.S. research
funding for industrial applications where we need
it most to help us compete in quality and cost in
the global market. Nor has there been funding for
construction applications where rebuilding our
infrastructure is a needed major strategic invest-
ment. We need to direct funds toward developing
practical applications of robotic systems as
integrated solutions to industrial productivity
problems. We need to develop system testbeds
such as JSC has developed where developers can
integrate sensing, control, and mechanical
technologies with the objective of testing robotic
solutions to actual industrial applications.
5. Johnson Space Center Role
NASA and JSC can be key players in national
cooperative programs in intelligent robotics for
several reasons: (1) human space exploration
missions require supervised intelligent robotics as
enabling tools and, hence, must develop or have
developed supervised intelligent robotic
systems; is (2) intelligent robotic technology is
being developed for space applications at JSC (but
has a strong crosscutting or generic flavor) that is
advancing the state of the art and is producing
both skilled personnel and adaptable develop-
mental infrastructure such as low-cost simulation
environments for software testing and integrated
testbeds for complete prototype testing; 16, 17and
(3) a NASA JSC Technology Investment Program in
Robotics has been proposed based on commercial
partnerships and collaborations for
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precompetitive, dual-use developments.18 The JSC
Technology Investment Program suggests efforts
on generic intelligent robotics software
architectures, modular manipulation and mobility
designs, integrated sensing and perception,
dexterous grasping and manipulation, and
prototypi ng and rapid development environments,
all as part of an approach for end-user customizing
of intelligent robotic systems. The JSC Technology
Investment Program also suggests problem-solving
approaches to applications in several sectors. JSC
also has a Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
program for intelligent robotics, which is
underutilized and has no commercial cost sharing
requirement.19 It is limited in scope to about $0.6
million and 2 years in Phase II efforts.
A key element in the cutting edge intelligent
robotics technology work at JSC is an understand-
ing of and solution approach to the key issue of
melding artificial intelligence planners with
reactive capabilities. Artificial intelligence
planners offer goal-achieving planning, but also
high-time variance due to searching. Reactive
capabilities are needed to deal safely in real time
with dynamic, unpredictable environments at the
pace of the dynamics 16. A second key element
that JSC brings is an approach to improved robotic
reliability as required for space, but also useful in
industry. A third key element that JSC brings to
cutting edge technology is an understanding of
and solution approach to the key issue of robotic
safety while maintaining productivity.
Of all of these elements, the most important
one is the personnel skilled in the state of the art
and knowledgeable about the technology.
6. The Role of Government
The proper role of government in industry, in
general, and intelligent robotics, in particular, may
be controversial. Government establishes the
environment within which business operates such
as laws, taxes, and services. Government provides
education and training funding and negotiates
mutual trade policy such as the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Government also
spends $70 billion per year on research and
development.
Japanese - creates what I would call adversarial
trade .... Competitive trade aims at creating a
customer. Adversarial trade aims at dominating an
industry .... The aim in adversarial trade ... is to
drive the competitor out of the market altogether
rather than to let it survive. "20
James Fallows argues about the
semiconductor industry: "The prevailing American
idea requires usto view industrial rises and falls as
if they were the weather. We can complain all we
want, but in the long run there's nothing much we
can do, except put on a sweater when it's cold. Or
the American idea makes economic change seem
like an earthquake: some people are better
prepared for it than others, but no one can
constrain the fundamental force. A different idea
-that industrial decline is less like a drought than
like a disease, which might be treated -would lead
to different behavior." 21
"On its way up and on its way down, the
semiconductor industry was driven not just by
private companies - although they made every
crucial operating decision and came up with every
new design - but by a network of government-
business interactions."21
Fallows quotes the Semiconductor Industry
Association: "Government policies have shaped
the course of international competition in
microelectronics virtually from the inception of the
industry, producing outcomes completely different
than would have occurred through the operation
of the market alone."21
Again Fallows states: "For instance, in 1962
NASA announced that it would use integrated
circuits - the first simple chips, produced by Texas
Instruments, Fairchild Semiconductor, and other
suppliers- in the computer systems that would
guide Apollo spacecraft to the moon .... Every
history of the semiconductor business regards
these contracts as a turning point; they
guaranteed a big and relatively long term market,
which no private purchaser could have offered at
the time ... price went down, and commercial
customers began buying more and more chips ....
Government contracts had paid for some of the
research that led to patents. "21
The global competitive landscape may be
different today than we have assumed in America.
Peter Drucker points out: "The emergence of new
non-Western trading countries- foremost the
"For aircraft ... even more than with
semiconductors, the government provided the
initial market .... Governments may not be able to
pick winners, but they seem to be able to make
winners. "21
The precompetitive, dual-use technology
investment concept advocated here for intelligent
robotics appears to have many successful historical
precedents in buying down initial commercial risk
and attracting commercial development.22
7. Conclusion
We have the intellect and skill in the U.S. to
make use of intelligent robots in ways that will
boost our economic growth, greatly improve our
national ability to compete in the global economy
through advanced manufacturing at world cost
and quality, create jobs in manufacturing of
intelligent robots, improve the quality and reduce
the cost of health care, provide needed cost
reductions and productivity improvements in
construction and mining, and, in fact, preserve
manufacturing in the U.S. What we lack, perhaps,
is the perception and commitment that this is a
strategy we must pursue. Our Congressional track
record is less than promising in investing in
robotics, but there are signs of hope. 23 We need
the commitment of an Andrew Rowan taking "A
Message to Garcia," as opposed to "letti ng
someone else do it."24
We are at a stage of developing intelligent
robotics where a major cooperative development
effort would pay off in the near term - less than
5 years, rather than 10 years or more; in fact, the
metric should be in person years, not calendar
years.
JSC and its Automation and Robotics Division
stand ready with intelligent robotics technology,
skilled people, low-cost simulation approaches and
integrated robotic testbeds, a suggested set of
activities for commercial involvement in partner-
ships, matching funding possibilities, and a small
business innovative research program that does
not require any cost sharing.
Industry must step forward and lead, but
NASA should do its part in supporting develop-
ment by industry through technology sharing and
providing some risk reducing investment funding.
.
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Abstract
The present paper describes author's work in the
field of teleoperated equipment for inspection and
maintenance of the RBMK technological channels and
graphite laying, emergency operations. New
technological and design solutions of teleoperated
robotic systems developed for Leningradsky Power Plant
are discussed.
1. Introduction
This paper is one from the series devoted to
nuclear power plant reliability and safety improvement
with the help of teleoperated and automatic
manipulative systems providing inspection and
maintenance of RBMK reactor channcls. The same
robotic systems could be implemented in case of severe
accidents at nuclear energy objects and for other
technical applications (chemical industry, space,
military technologies, etc.)
Main components of the system under
development:
- robot for fuel assemblies handling;
- advanced teleoperated / automatic sensor-based
manipulator for the reactor hall;
- teleoperated / automatic mobile manipulator for
the under reactor zone;
remote inspcction system for technological
channels;
- technological manipulative system for graphite
laying repair;
- underwater robotic system for the nuclear fuel
storage pool;
- remote inspection system for pipes and tubes of
the first reactor loop diagnostic;
- mono and stereo TV systems;
- heavy duty crane for the central hall.
All these remotely controlled systems could be
considered as cybernetic environment (under the human
operator supervising) providing inspection, maintenance
Copyright © 1994 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved
and emergency operations in the central hall, under-
reactor zone and inside the technological channels and
cells of the reactor.
2. Object for robots implementation
Two working zones are considered: the central
(reactor) hall and reactor itself. The central hall situated
above the reactor is 24 m wide, 54 m long and 33 m in
height.
In fact the floor of the central hall is an object of
maintenance. The most probable task is removing of fucl
assembly tablets parts, which can fall down to the
central hall floor during process of transportation to the
storage pool. Radiation situation in this case depends
upon quantity of the lost fuel and distance from the
manipulator.
There are 2 main difficulties in reactor
technological channel inspection and maintenance:
strictly limited geometrical parameters of the channel
and very high level of radioactivity: A technological
RBMK channel is a vertical tube of complex geometry
made of Zr and Nb alloy with minimum internal
diameter - 80 mm and total length - 18 m. Active reactor
zone length 7m. Technological channels are
surrounded with graphite laying which consists of
graphite blocks (rectangular, 250x250 mm with a hole
of 114 mm in diameter). A fuel assembly is placed
hermetically inside the channel. Radioactivity inside
graphite blocks and channels of stopped reactor
comprises alfa, beta and gamma-rays. At Leningradsk 3,
power plant reactor channels gamma-rays level is about
1800-2000 roentgen per hour.
3. Proposed solutions
Channel type reactor mainteuancc practice
determined developing of 3 independent tcleoperatcd
systems for inspection and remote handling:
1.Telcoperatcd/ automatic robot for the central
hall providing a wide range of technological operations
under unpredictable environmental conditions.
2. Remotely controlled inspection and fuel
assembly pieces removal system for the channel with
cross section diameter of 80 mm and lcngth of 18 m.
3. Teleopcratcd system for handling and removal
of fuel assembly and graphite blocks picces from the
channel with rectangular cross section (250x250 ram).
Teleoperatcd systems should include sevcral
subsystems such as: TV viewing system, lighting system,
manipulator, geometric parameters measuring system,
gamma-rays level measuring system, end effector
fixation system, azimuth measuring system.
4. Design implementation
Bellow follows a brief description of the above
mentioned telcoperated systems.
Teleoperated / automatic robot
Teleoperated / automatic robot consists of remote
master-slave manipulator; stereo-TV system; mono-TV
system (3 pieces); transport device, special set of
changeable tools, control and operation equipment.
Manipulator consists of articulated slave arm with
joint drive units containing electric motors, harmonic
gears, speed, position and advanced torque transducers
(tile slave is made of titanic alloys and stainless steel),
replica master arm, equipped with position transducers
and brushloss DC lnotors, control console containing
standard electronics housing cages, operator console,
cable set, set of tools. The slave drivcs contains 5
bilateral drive systems with brushless DC motors,
rectifiers and transistor invertors. Control system of
manipulator provides tcleoperated and automatic work
regimes.
Main technical data:
max. load capacity, kg 25
degrees of freedom, number 5
gripper squeezing force range, N 50-600
max. distance between master
and slave, m 100
total consuming power, kw 2.5
nlass, kg:
slave arm 90
master arm 70
Main design principles: bilatcral servodrives with
automatic force control and advanced force reflection,
modular drive units (M-54 design principlc), remotely
changeable tools, ability to be placcd at any of vchiclcs.
Remotely controlled channel inspection system
Main technical data:
TV camera rotation speed, dcg/s 16
TV camera rotation angle, deg 360
mirror rotation angle, deg 45
mirror movement control incremental
gripper linear movement range, mm 0 - 49
grippcr load capacity, kg 0.09
max. distance between control console
and manipulative system, m 50
gripper squeezing spccd, 1/s 1
lifter max load capacity, kg 22
manipulative system mass, kg 15
lifter position accuracy., mm 10
lifting speed, mm/s 11 and 21
This teleoperated system contains a mobile module
and a remote operator control console. The mobile
module provides working operations inside the reactor
channcls and consists of a maniplllative system and a
tower with an automatic lock (for connecting to the
central hall heaD' duty crane), a lifter with a cable dl-um
and a mechanisnl for accurate manipulative system
positioning above a channel.
The manipulative systenl is designed in the form of
a cylinder with cross scction diameter of 49 mm with
built-in:
- clcctromechanical gripper;
- rolling mirror;
- TV camera with an objectivc, lighting system and
image processing equiplnent;
- gripper drive;
- TV camera rotation drive;
- azimuth movement drive;
- channel geometric parameters measuring system
and manipulator fixation system;
- electrical connector.
The gripper sitoatcd at tile bottom side of the
manipulative system provides small objects removal out
of the channel. The gripper comprises spring loaded
tongs activated by an electric drive. (Squeczing force -
0.9 kg; maximum load capacity - 90 g).
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Strict geometricalrequirementsmade the
designerssolvea verycomplicatedproblemof all the
partsof thesystemmountingconsequentlyinsidethe
narrowsteeltubebody.ForexamplethesystemTV
camerashouldprovidebothsideandaxialviewing
modes.Thereforethe inclinedmirrorshouldhave2
fixed positions.For this a special"mirroron/olT'
mechanismwas developed.Its main idea is to
implementthesamemotorforactivatingthegripperand
rollingthemirror.Thismotoractivatesthescrew hich
makesanutwithacamslotonthesurfacemovealong
thescrew.Whilethemirrorfingerisin theverticalpart
oftheslotthemirrorremainsin thesameposition.But
whenpassingtheslopingpartof theslotthefinger
makesthemirrormoveopeningtheaxialviewfor the
camera.Movingthenutfartherwiththemirrorfinger
slidingalongthesecondverticalpartof theslotthe
motorclosesthegripperwithoutchangingthemirror
position.Movingthenutbackwardsthemotoropensthe
gripperand thencan changethe mirror position
returningtosideviewingmode.
Suchdesignsolutionprovidesa considerable
systemdimensionsreduction.
Anotherpeculiarfeatureof this manipulative
systemisacombinedmechanismforachanneldiameter
measuringandthesystemfixationinsidethechannel.
Themechanismcomprises3 metal(3,969mmin
diameter)ballsbuiltintothesystembody.Thebailscan
partlymoveoutofthebodyuntiltheymeetthechannel
wallsandfix thedeviceinsidethechannel.Therotating
ringpushingtheballsoutsideisconnectedtothemotor
activatingthemechanismandtothepositiontransducer
providingaccurate(+/- 0,001mm)displacementand
thereforechanneldiametermeasurement.
Teleoperated manipulative system for channel
graphite laying reDair
This system should provide following technical
tasks:
- internal graphite block viewing inspection;
- geometrical parameters measurement;
- sampling;
- channel, fuel assemblies and block parts removal;
- inside-cell and cell-to-cell blocks rearrangements.
The system should comprise:
- teleoperated manipulator with 200N load
capacity;
- TV viewing system;
- measuring system;
- temperature sensors;
- container for small objects;
- grinding machine;
- changeable grippers.
The system working zone cross section varies from
a circle of 114 mm in diameter to a square of 250x250
mm.
The system is currently under development.
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Abstract
This paper describes research on the ARK (Autonomous
Mobile Robot in a Known Environmen0 projecL The
technical objective of the project is to build a robot that
can navigate in a complex industrial environment using
maps with permanent structures. The environment is not
altered in any way by adding easily identifiable beacons
and the robot relies on naturally occurring objects to use
as visual landmarks for navigation.The robot is equipped
with various sensors that can detect unmapped obstacles,
landmarks and objects. In this paper we describe the ro-
bot's industrial environment, it's architecture, a novel
combined range and vision sensor and our recent results
in controlling the robot, in the real-time detection of ob-
jects using their colour and in the processing of the ro-
bot's range and vision sensor data for navigation.
1. Introduction
The ARK (Autonomous Robot for a Known Environ-
ment) Project is a precompetitive research project in-
volving Ontario Hydro, the University of Toronto, York
University, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., and the
National Research Council of Canada. The project
started in September 1991 and will be completed in Au-
gust 1995. The technical objective of the project is to de-
velop a sensor-based mobile robot that can autonomous-
ly navigate in a known industrial environment.
There are many types of industrial operations and envi-
ronments for which the mobile robots can be used to re-
duce human exposure hazards, or increase productivity.
Examples include inspection for spills, leaks, or other un-
usual events in large industrial facilities, materials handl-
ing in computer integrated manufacturing environments,
and the carrying out of inspections, the cleaning up of
spills, or the carrying out of repairs in the radioactive
areas of nuclear plants - leading to increased safety by re-
ducing the radioactive dose to workers.
The industrial environment is significantly different
from office environments in which most other mobile ro-
bots operate. The ARK project will produce a self-con-
tained mobile robot with sensor-based navigation capa-
bilities specifically designed for operation in a real indus-
trial setting. The ARK robot will be tested in the large en-
gineering laboratory at AECL CANDU in Mississauga,
Ontario (figure 1). This open area covers approximately
Figure 1. A view of the AECL industrial bay
50,000 sq. feet of space and accommodates one hundred
and fifty employees. Within the Laboratory, there are test
rigs of various sizes, mock-ups of reactor components, a
machine shop, a fabrication facility, metrology lab and
assembly area. There are no major barriers between these
facilities and therefore at any one time there may be up to
fifty people working on the lab floor, three fork lift Irucks
and floor cleaning machines in operation. Such an envi-
ronment presents many difficulties that include: the lack
of vertical fiat walls; large open spaces (the main isle is
400' long) as well as small cramped spaces; high ceilings
(50'); large windows near the ceiling resulting in time de-
pendant and weather dependant lighting conditions, a
large variation in light intensity, also highlights and glare;
many temporary and semi-permanent structures; many
(some very large) metallic structures; people and forklifts
moving about; oil and water spills on the floor; floor
drains (which could be uncovered); hoses and piping on
the floor; chains hanging down from above, protruding
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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structures,andothertransientobstaclestothesafemo-
tionoftherobotl
Largedistances,oftenencounteredintheindustrialenvi-
ronment,requiresensorsthatcanoperateatsuchranges.
The number of visual features (lines, corners and re-
gions) is very high and techniques for focusing attention
on specific, task dependent, features are required. Most
mobile robotic projects assume the existence of a flat
ground plane over which the robot is to navigate. In the
industrial environment this ground plane is generally flat,
but regions of the floor are marked with drainage ditches,
pipes - this requires sensors that can reliably detect such
obstacles.
The ARK robot's onboard sensor system consists of so-
nars and one or more ARK robotic heads and a floor
anomaly detector (FAD). The head consists of a colour
camera and a spot laser range finder mounted on a pan-
tilt unit 5 (see also figure 3). The pan, tilt, camera zoom,
camera focus and laser distance reading of the ARK ro-
botic head are computer controlled. The ARK project is
investigating different technologies for Floor Anomaly
Detection (FAD) to detect objects on the floor that cannot
be detected by the sonar system and are too large for ARK
to traverse. One technology that is being developed is a
laser based system built around the NRC BIRIS laser
head 1.A second approach is to use stereo vision to local-
ize potential floor anomalies. Unlike the classical ap-
proach to stereo, the stereo based FAD uses calibrated
non-zero torsional eye positions to warp the disparity
surface to simplify the process of detecting structures
near the ground plane 9
The ARK robot navigates in its environment without help
from a human operator and with no engineering of the
environment through the addition of radio beacons or
magnetic strips beneath the floors. Also, modification of
the environment to include unique and easily identifiable
beacons is also not permitted. The robot uses naturally
occurring objects as landmarks. The robot relies on vi-
sion as its main sensor for global navigation, using a map
with permanent structures in the environment (walls, pil-
lars) to plan its path. Whilc executing the planned path,
the robot searches the environment for known land-
marks. Positions and salient descriptions of the land-
marks are known in advance and are stored in the map.
The robot uses the relative position of the detected land-
mark to update its position. The robot's visual tasks in-
clude detection of landmarks and searching for known
objects. The robot avoids any objects in its path by using
the reactive part of its control system. These objects
could be stationary or moving, and do not have to be a
part of the internal representation.
In this paper we describe some recent research aspects of
the project. In particular we concentrate on environ-
mental path planning, the reactive control system, colour
based detection of objects and 3D scene segmentation
using the combined visual / range sensor.
2. Mobile Platform and Sensor_
We are building two ARK prototypes: one at the Univer-
sity of Toronto and the other at AECL. ARK-1 (at
Toronto) is being jointly constructed by university and
industry personnel. We use ARK-1 to test the ideas, sen-
sors and algorithms that will ultimately be included in
ARK-2. The computing for ARK-1 is done mainly off-
board while that for ARK-2 will be done mainly on-
board. Both robots use visual data obtained through ac-
tive vision processes as a primary source of sensing for
the robot. They also use non-visual sensors such as in-
frared, sonar and laser range-finders. Both ARK robots
use the Cybermotion Navmaster platform as their mobile
base (see figure 2).
Figure 2. The ARK-1 robot
2.1. Mobile Platform
The main hardware components of the ARK-1 robot are:
the Navmaster mobile platform from Cybermotion, the
robotic head with sensors and a remote link to a host com-
puter network (figure 2). The platform consists of a base
with three wheels and a rotating turret. A bumper,
equipped with contact sensors, is mounted to the turret.
The turret was originally equipped with six sonars: two of
them face forward, two backward and two sideways.
Each sonar emits a cone shaped acoustic wave and can
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detectthereflectedwave.Thetimerequiredbythesound
totravelfromtherobotoanobjectandbackgivesa
measureof theobjectdistance.Wehaveexperimented
withusingadditionalsonarsmountedontheturretorthe
bumpertoenhancetheinterpretationfthesonardata.14
Multiplereturnsignalswerecombinedinathreedimen-
sionalgridinrobotcoordinatesu ingaBayesianupdate
rule.Additionalreadingswereobtainedbysmallmove-
ments(lessthan1m)oftherobot.Thisapproachhelped
tomapmoreaccuratelyobstaclesinfrontoftherobotand
toreducetheinfluenceofnoisyreturnsignals.
TheARK-1robotcommunicateswithanetworkofhost
computersviathe8-channelremoteseriallink.Thecom-
municationbetweentherobotandthehostisonthelevel
ofprocessedsignalsfromsensorsandcommandssentto
therobot.Theon-boardcomputerscollectthedatafrom
variousensors,preprocessitandsenditviatheradiolink
tothehostcomputernetwork.Thecomputersinthenet-
workanalysethisdata,andgeneratecommandsforindi-
vidualunitsof therobot(platform,head,sonarcon-
trollers,range-finder).Theonboardcomputersperform
timecriticalfunctionssuchasemergencystop,position-
ingtheheadandmovingtheplatform.Thehostnetwork
of computersconsistsof amultiprocessorSGIPower
Series4D380andseveralSunSPARC2workstations,all
runningundertheUnixoperatingsystem.
InARK-2,mostofthecomputation,suchasprocessing
andinterpretationfdatafromvariousensorsandgen-
erationofcontrolcommands,willbedoneonboard.The
communicationlinkwillbeprimarilyusedforexchang-
ingmessagesbetweentherobotandtheoperator.Theon
boardcomputerwilloperateundercontrolofarealtime
operatingsystem.
2.2. Combined Vision / Range Sensor
We have installed a special sensor (Laser Eye) on the
ARK turret. This sensor can provide colour images and
range data at distances up to 100 m which are typical for
the industrial environment. The Laser Eye is a combined
range / video sensor consisting of a camera and a laser
range-finder 5. The range-finder uses the time--of-flight
principle and provides a single depth measurement for
each orientation of the sensor. Measuring distances to ob-
jects in the scene requires pointing the sensor at each of
them in turn and reading their depth. The range-finder
uses an infra-red laser diode to generate a sequence of
optical pulses that are reflected from a target. The time re-
quired to travel to and from the target is measured to esti-
mate the distance. The laser is eye safe - this permits its
use in the presence of people.
Our robotic head has four degrees of freedom: two ex-
Irinsic - head pan and tilt, and two intrinsic - camera
zoom and focus (figure 3). The head can tilt in any direc-
Figure 3. The robotic head with a combined
visual & range sensor (Laser Eye)
tion between 65 degrees below and 95 degrees above the
horizon and the panning range covers 360 degrees. The
head can rotate with speeds exceeding 180 degrees per
second. Figure 3 shows the rtrst model of the head with
the Laser Eye sensor.
The range-finder measures distance to an object in the
centre of the camera field of view. The co--linearity of the
camera optical axis of and that of the range-finder is
achieved by using a hot mirror (one that reflects infra-red
and transmits visible light) placed in front of the camera
lens. The mirror transmits the visible light from the ob-
served scene to the camera with minimum attenuation.
The hot mirror reflects the transmitted infra-red beam
and sends it in the direction of the optical axis of the cam-
era. The returning pulse is reflected by the hot mirror
again and projected on a detector in the range-finder 5. A
single range measurement takes 0.12 - 0.5 second de-
pending on the selected accuracy. The time required to
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pointheheadinanewdirectiondependson the required
rotation.
3. Control Architecture
The ARK control system consists of two levels: a high
level and a low level reactive system. The high level is re-
sponsible for planning robot actions, global path plan-
ning, selecting landmarks for sighting and interactions
with the user. The low level, reactive component of the
control system, uses the on board obstacle avoidance sys-
tem of the platform to detect obstacles and to navigate
around them.
The path planner assumes that the low level reactive con-
trol structure will safely execute segments of the plan in
the presence of unmodelled or unexpected obstacles. By
breaking the path planning process into a GOFAIR
(Good Old Fashioned AI and Robotics) task which can be
processed using classical AI tools, and a real time reac-
tive process which can be processed using a real time
safety critical system implemented as a subsumption
architecture, ARK takes advantage of the best of both
paradigms.
3.1. Position Estimation and Global Path Plannin_
The global navigation system uses visual landmarks to
update the robot position estimate. A dead reckoning sys-
tem on the platform measures the distance travelled and
provides the current orientation. The positional error in-
troduced by the dead reckoning system accumulates over
time and has to be reset by measuring the robot position
with respect to landmarks stored in the map. The map is
represented as a 2D floor plan that contains permanent
objects, semi-permanent objects entered by the user, ob-
stacles detected by the robot and landmarks. Each loca-
tion in the map is annotated with landmarks that are vis-
ible from this location. We use a Kalman filter to update
the current position estimate 8
The global path planning process represents the world as
a two dimensional grid. We have experimented with vari-
ous path planning algorithms such as the shortest path,
the minimum cost, and the minimum uncertainty. The
shortest path minimizes the distance travelled by the
robot and the minimum cost minimizes the number of
grid cells visited by the robot. The minimum uncertainty
path planner uses the known position of landmarks to
choose paths that minimize the expected uncertainty
from the start position to the goal. By selecting such a
path, the robot may travel a longer distance but its posi-
tional error along the path will be much smaller as it can
update its position estimate more often.
Figure 4 shows a user interface displaying a map, robot
and a planned path. The interface facilitates the creation
of a map of the environment, as well as the planning and
execution of a path by the real or simulated robot. The
high level control system assumes the presence of a low
level reactive control system that can execute the path
created by the high level.
3.2 Reactive Control
The high level planner communicates with the reactive
subsystem through a very simple set of operations that as-
sumes the reactive phase of the planner will operate au-
tonomously and asynchronously; attempting to achieve
the current subgoal 12. The low level control of the robot
is based around the subsumption approach described by
Brooks 2
The robot is guided by a set of behaviours that operate in
parallel. Each behaviour maps a sensory reading from the
robot's environment into an external action of the robot.
Conflicting behaviours are arbitrated based on an abso-
lute prioritisation of behaviours. There are three basic be-
haviours that control the robot: move, avoid, and escape.
Avoid watches for an obstacle detected by the front sens-
ing sonar. If an object appears the avoid behaviour stops
the robot, and turns it to a new direction so that the robot
will not collide with the obstacle. The escape behaviour
watches for an obstacle directly in front of the robot, in
which case, it causes the robot to back-up and then to turn
to a new direction. The escape behaviour helps to get out
of certain deadlocks that may occur with the avoid behav-
iour when the robot gets stuck in a comer. The move be-
haviour steers the robot towards a precomputed goal
position.
Figure 5 shows the planned path and the reactive path ex-
ecuted by the robot as it moves through a doorway. The
robot starts in the right top position and moves until it ap-
proaches the doorway. At this point, the avoid behaviour
is triggered by the edges of the doorway.
4. Using Vision for Navigation
Computer vision plays a major role in the ARK project.
The ARK robot uses vision to detect and track landmarks
and to search for other known objects. Subsequent sur-
veys and preliminary vision testing have yielded many
potential candidates for ARK landmarks in the AECL
bay. It is important that these landmarks not only image
well but that their occurrence be frequent. Typical land-
marks within the AECL laboratory consist of alpha-nu-
meric location signs, fire extinguisher markers, door-
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Fig ure 5. Plannedand executed path
ways, overhead lights, and pillars. The only criteria used
is that they are distinguishable from the background
scene by colour or contrast. These criteria allow the use
of both grey level and colour image processing algo-
rithms for landmark identification.
Vision provides important information where to point the
range-finder to obtain the most important information.
This location depends on the current task, for example,
detecting an obstacle or a passage between obstacles. It
Figure 4. Path planner interface
also depends on the state of a data processing and is
driven by an attention model. In two following sections
we present results of using vision to detect objects using
their colour and to select targets for range measurements.
O
5. Detecting Landmarks and Objects Using Colour
Visually searching for objects requires scanning the envi-
ronment or checking expected locations with a camera or
even moving a robot. In typical tasks of detecting visual
landmarks or searching for a target object, the object it-
self and its salient characteristic is known in advance.
When searching for a landmark the robot can predict
where to point the camera as it knows its own approxi-
mate location on the map and the coordinates of the land-
mark. Still, uncertainty of the robot's position requires
selecting a wide field of view for the camera. An attention
mechanism that selects some "interesting" locations in an
image or environment significantly speeds up and sim-
plifies the search. Features such as intensity, colour, high
contrast, motion and presence of significant edges are
often used to focus attention. Once candidate locations
have been selected, each of them is inspected closely to
verify presence of the target object.
We use colour to identify possible candidates in an
image. The colour classification scheme consists of an
off-line training phase and an on-line classification of
pixels on a real-time image processor 7. Colour informa-
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tionisusedforpixelwiseclassificationfimagesandas-
signingpixelsto possibletargetcandidatesor back-
groundclasses.Weapplyclassicalmethodsofpattern
recognitionforpixelclassification.Weachievethereal-
timeperformancebycreatinglookuptables(LUTs)dur-
ingthetrainingphaseandfastindexingduringtheon-
lineclassification.
5.1. Real-time Colour Classification
Classification of every pixel in the image is a computa-
tionally expensive task. Modern image processing sys-
tems are often equipped with large look up tables that
allow for real-time processing of every pixel. Combina-
tion of multiple data streams, for example RGB, into one
channel enables us to index into the LUT and achieve the
real-time performance of an arbitrary (non-linear) con-
version. The nature of this conversion is determined by
the contents of the LUT. The problem is how to create a
LUT that will effectively capture the important variabil-
ity of the data.
Resolution of the feature space can reach 224 (3 x 8 bit co-
lour bands) for standard colour cameras. Often it is suffi-
cient to operate on smaller arrays. There are hardware li-
mitations as well, for example, the Datacube MV20 ad-
vanced processor, used in the project, has a look up table
with a maximum of 64 k entries. The contents of look up
tables are often determined by manual selection. A more
systematic approach uses training by showing examples
and manually delineating the objects of interest. Cells in
colour space, corresponding to the feature combinations
present in the training set, are assigned to appropriate
classes. For low resolution of the feature space (200 cells)
such a technique is sufficient, as camera noise and blur
create dense clusters 13. For high resolution look up
tables containing, for example 64 k cells, this approach is
not reliable as insufficient training data creates "holes" in
the feature space. Such holes cause misclassification of
the data. Various heuristic techniques of filling the space
have been used to bridge the gaps 10
To overcome the problem of the gaps in the LUTs created
by limited number of training combinations, we use
classical statistical pattern recognition techniques to fill
the table. The brute force classification of all possible
feature combinations fills the LUT easily.
The training sets consist of images with objects of in-
terest in their natural environment and under different il-
luminations. Each pixel in the training set is described by
its three colour components (RGB or HSI depending on
the selected colour space). A clustering programme patti-
tions the three dimensional feature space and creates de-
scriptions for all clusters detected in the training set.
After clustering the user assigns individual clusters to
classes corresponding to the trained objects and the back-
ground. A classification programme uses the description
of clusters and their class assignment to process all the
pixels in a test image. The test image contains all the fea-
ture combinations for a given resolution of the feature
space and the resulting LUT will have all its cells filled by
this process. Resolution of the LUT is limited by the
image processing hardware and in our case the LUT size
is equal to 64k (2t6). Decomposition of the 24 bit input
data into 16 bits can be constant and may always rely on
the same algorithm. Alternatively, it may vary depending
on the distribution of data in the feature space.
The on-line classification combines the colour compo-
nents of every pixel into one index to address an entry in
the look up table. This entry contains a label correspon-
ding to one of the trained classes.
5.2. Implementation and Results
We have implemented the training phase (clustering and
creation of the LUT) on a Unix host. The real-time colour
classification is being implemented on the MaxVideo 20
image processing system.
We trained the classifier to detect red and green circular
plates similar to the ones displayed on the wall in the
scene shown in figure 6. The training set contained mul-
Figure 6. An office scene with coloured objects
(luminance is shown only)
tiple plates located in various locations in the scene. The
illumination varied between locations. The original pixei
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valueswererepresentedintheRGBspace. We used the
K-means algorithm to group the data into approximately
20 clusters. The user assigned clusters corresponding to
plates to three classes: red, green and the background.
This technique is described in detail in 7.
Figure 7 shows the results of pixelwise classification,
Figure 7. real-time colour detection and recon-
struction of object candidates from figure 6
filtering and reconstruction of large blobs representing
red and green classes. The results of this processing are
not perfect - both red plates have been detected but
among the four green candidates only one corresponds to
the target object. Also, detection of individual plates is
not perfect as regions in the shade or reflecting light are
misclassified. Different techniques could be used to de-
cide whether the detected blobs correspond to valid ob-
jects or not. At this resolution, however, it might be diffi-
cult to decide if the shape deformations are caused by
noise, particularly if the sensor is positioned at a difficult
viewing angle. It is much better to point the robotic head
at every candidate in turn and then acquire and process a
new set of images.
Each detected candidate is described by a set of para-
meters that define its position in the image, size and loca-
tion of its bounding window. The new orientation of the
head is calculated from a kinematic model of the head
that includes the pan, tilt and the initial size of the field of
view. The new setting for zoom is selected so that the blob
of interest is fully included in the new view but dominates
the field of view.
6. Using Vision and Range for Navigation
The robotic head with the Laser Eye provides colour
images and sparse range measurements at distances up
100 m. With the current version of the head we can obtain
sparse range measurements at a rate over 2 Hz. For the
real-time operation of the robot it is important to mini-
mize the number of measurements. We use image data to
plan where to point the range-finder 4.5.
6.1. Region Based Image Representation
We assume that nearly all significant depth discontinu-
ities in the scene coincide with the boundaries of detected
regions. This assumption requires that the initial seg-
mentation creates an over- rather than under-segmented
representation of the image. The under-segmentation
can cause potential problems as it requires additional
depth measurements to split the region along a depth dis-
continuity. The size of the regions should not be too small
as it is difficult to obtain reliable distance measurements
for small regions due to the finite size of the laser spot and
accuracy of the robotic head.
The initial segmentation creates an image tessellated into
primary regions of homogeneous image properties (in-
tensity, colour, etc.). The segmentation method adopted
for the project consists of smoothing, morphological
edge detection and the watershed transform. This has
been described in detail elsewhere ,1.Large numbers of
closed regions of similar image properties are created as a
result.
In the image of AECL bay, shown in the figure I, depth
varies from approximately 3 m to 100 m. Figure 8 shows
regions detected in figure 1 by the segmentation algo-
rithm. A range map corresponding to this scene can be
Figure 8. lmage from figure I segmented into regions
created by selecting target points for each region and
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pointingthesensorateachof them. The number of targets
required for each region depends on the world model and
the required robustness. In a simple example, a single
range measurement per region yields an approximate
range map. Orientation of a planar surface in 3D can be
recovered by measuring the distance to at least three
points for each region and fitting a plane in Cartesian
coordinates. Further processing uses the distances to
targets and properties of regions and curves. The result of
this processing is a 2 1/2 D representation of the scene.
6.2. Attention Driven Target Selection
In the example shown, the initial segmentation created
almost two hundred primary regions. Assuming the
simple model with one range measurement per region,
creation of the complete range map requires almost 200
range measurements. By applying the above technique
we have been able to reduce the number of range
measurements required to create the dense range map
from 64k samples (sampling every pixel in a 256x256
grid) to a much more manageable number of 200 to I000
samples (200 regions x 1...5 targets per region). This has
been achieved if the initial over-segmentation of the
image identified intensity discontinuities and that they
account for nearly all the depth discontinuities. For the
mobile robot, operating in real-time, this may still be too
slow. If we look at the intensity image ourselves, it seems
that a few range measurements, taken at the "right"
orientations, could provide the essential information es-
sential for a specific task. We decided to look to models of
human attention for inspiration.
The attention scheme, used here, depends on three com-
ponents 6:
i. a priori information,
ii. selection of salient features,
iii. a given task and previous results of attentive proces-
sing.
The a priori information is encoded as a function biased
to look at specific parts of the image. This function repre-
sents preferred behaviour (directional sensitivity) of the
system, for example, data in the centre or below the hor-
izon might be more important than at the periphery of the
camera image.
Representing the segmented image data as a graph allows
easy access to underlying regions and boundaries in the
graph and for access to adjacent ones. The regions are de-
scribed by features such as intensity, colour, texture des-
criptors, and their size and shape. The boundaries be-
tween adjacent regions are described by their size, shape,
orientation and contrast between regions on both sides.
Detection of winners, in the Winner Take All scheme 3,
uses a combination of these features and is biased by the
specific task performed by the robot.
For example, looking for a passage might involve search-
ing for a dark region in the image. Depth discontinuities
are likely to occur at boundaries between contrasting re-
gions. If the task is to provide a qualitative range map,
then selecting large regions first will enable faster cover-
age of the image by range data. Results of previous range
measurements can influence the selection of the next
target. This selection is task dependent. For example,
when searching for an obstacle, if a depth discontinuity is
detected, then the next ranging operations should con-
centrate on recovering the full extent of the closer object
and not the distant one. If such a discontinuity is detected
while searching for a passage then the successive ranging
operations should concentrate on objects further away -
the opposite strategy.
Figure 9 shows the attended receptive fields and the path
of 10 saccadic movements between regions of high inten-
sity. The initial bias is uniform and contributions from all
Figure 9. Bright regions selected by a uniformly
biased attention model
receptive cells (pixels) are treated equally and, as the re-
sult, large bright regions are attended first. Edges of high
contrast are likely locations for depth discontinuities.
Boundaries between regions now serve as salient fea-
tures. Pointing the range-finder at a boundary is not
practical so two regions on both sides are selected for
attention. Figure 10 shows a sequence of saccades be-
tween contrasting regions with a bias to the central part of
the image. To minimise the number of measurements,
each region is attended only once even if it is selected by
two different boundaries.
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Figure 10. High contrast regions selected by
a centrally biased attention model
7, Discussion
The ARK robot relies on its combined vision and range
sensor to navigate through the industrial environment.
This sensor is unique as it operates at large distances that
are typical for the industrial setting. Such distances are
not covered by other available techniques used by mobile
robots: stereo and active triangulation. Long distance
sensory data allows the robot to detect landmarks, search
for objects and possible paths well in advance. Early
detection of such situations allows the robot to modify its
trajectory or to change the plan without the need for an
exhaustive search of the environment. Our work concen-
trates now on extending the reactive, subsumption based,
control architecture by implementing additional behav-
iours. At present, we are moving now with our experi-
ments from the university laboratories to large open
spaces of the AECL industrial bay.
One of the strengths of the ARK project stems from the
close working relationship between the industrial partici-
pants and the researchers from the University of Toronto,
York University and the National Research Council.
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Abstract
The design and construction of a
biologically-inspired hexapod robot is presented. A
previously developed simulation is modified to include
models of the DC drive motors, the motor driver
circuits and their transmissions. The application of
this simulation to the design and development of the
robot is discussed. The mechanisms thought to be
responsible for the leg coordination of the walking
stick insect were previously applied to control the
straight-line locomotion of a robot• We generalized
these rules for a robot walking on a plane. This
biologically-inspired control strategy is used to
control the robot in simulation. Numerical results
show that the general body motion and performance of
the simulated robot is similar to that of the robot
based on our preliminary experimental results.
I. Introduction
This work is part of an interdisciplinary project
which aims to develop practical and robust robot
control strategies by using principles extracted from
neurobiology. In particular, the problem of hexapod
robot locomotion is being addressed, and the primary
sources of neurobiological data are the American
cockroach, the walking stick insect and the locust) -4
A simulation was created to aid in the development of
a hexapod robot and its controller because of the
relative ease of changing parameters and collecting
data. s'6 We have been building robots for the purpose
of further developing, testing, and demonstrating
these controllers.
Walking robots have been of interest throughout
the history of robotics, including numerous examples
with one, two, four and six legs.7-16 Hexapods are
particularly common because they can reposition half
of their legs while supporting the body in a
statically stable fashion with the other half. With
six legs, however, many actuators are required and
weight becomes a major design concern• Thus, some
method of simplifying the locomotion is often applied,
such as the use of pantograph mechanisms which
oecouple the horizontal and vertical motion. 1s'17
Despite steady progress in the field of robotics,
today's walking robots have limited locomotion
capabilities compared to insects, which execute this
complex task with remarkable skill and robustness.
Researchers are making use of biological principles to
design robots and their controllers. For example,
Raibert has constructed a variety of successful
hopping robots controlled based on the sprinciple of
the inverse pendulum as in human running.
From neurobiology, it is known that there is a
close link between the nervous system and the
physiology of any animal. In attempting to create a
system which achieves successful locomotion by
incorporating strategies from the insect world, it may
be desirable to start with an insect-like robot.
Hence, there is an interest in building
biologically-inspired robots and exploiting the
synergies found in insects between their mechanics and
their control systems. For example, Donner employed a
biologically-inspired approach for gait generation in
18
a hexapod robot. Brooks and Ferrell have built small
hexapod robots and controlled them using finite state
algorithms. 18'19
Previously, a small hexapod was built and its
straight-line locomotion on a flat surface was
controlled using a biologically-inspired neural
network, z° The purpose of the robot was to test the
controller which was previously developed and
demonstrated using a kinematic simulation, zt This
neural network was shown to be robust to the severing
• 22
of any central or sensory connection. It produced a
continuum of statically stable insect-like gaits as a
single scalar input governing the speed of the robot
zo
was varied. Three mechanisms thought to be
responsible for coordination in the walkin_ stick
insect were applied to the same locomotion task.
The robot discussed in this paper is more
insect-like than the previous robot in terms of leg
configuration and degrees of freedom. It is designed
to be capable of turning, walking on a rough terrain
and walking quickly which requires careful
consideration of power and weight. Animal muscle has
a high power to weight ratio and controllability that
is difficult to reproduce with present technology.
The power to weight ratio of DC motors is much less
than that of insect muscle• Despite this, DC motors
are typically used in robotics because of their
controllability.
Every item on a legged robot contributes to the
total weight that its legs must lift. It is typical
for one leg to support half of the body weight, and in
this case, an individual motor may have to support
this entire load. A motor which is lightly loaded in
one configuration may be heavily loaded in a different
configuration, thus, for a highly mobile robot, whose
legs may undergo many different configurations, many
of the motors must be equally powerful.
In this paper, a previous simulation is reviewed
which was developed to assist in the design of the
robot, and in particular to help choose appropriate
motors and transmissions, s'6 Next, the design and
construction of the robot are discussed. Then,
modifications to the previous simulation are
introduced to more accurately model the dynamics of
the robot. A biologically-inspired controller based
on the mechanisms which coordinate the legs of the
stick insect is then reviewed. Next, this controller
is modified and generalized for the control of the
robot walking on a plane. Numerical results
demonstrate the locomotion of the simulated hexapod
using this controller• The general body motion and
performance of the simulated robot are similar to that
of the robot based on our preliminary experimental
results.
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II. Review of A Simplified Dynamic Model of a Hexapod
Robot
Lin and Quinn developed equations which describe
the motion of an insect-like walking robot, s'6 The
robot was modeled as having a central body and six
legs, each leg having two segments and three revolute
degrees of freedom, two where the leg joins the body
(hip) and one connecting the two segments (knee). They
formulated a simplified dynamic model based on the
assumption that the inertia of each leg is much less
than the inertia of the central body. This is the
case for most insects (for example, all six legs
account for approximately 127. of the total mass of a
cockroach).
The assumption that the inertia of the leg is
much smaller than the inertia of the central body
leads to the following conclusions:
(i) Each leg which is in its power stroke (stance) may
be treated as if it is in static equilibrium and
kinematic equations govern its motion.
(ii) The reactions acting on the body at the hip joint
of a leg which is in its recovery stroke (swing) are
much less than the reactions at the hip joint of a leg
in stance and, therefore, can be neglected.
Hence, the forces and moments at the hips acting on
the central body are assumed to be due to the stance
legs only. Also, given the joint torques, these
forces and moments can be determined approximately
based on static equilibrium using the Jacobian matrix
of each stance leg.
The central body is treated as rigid with six
degrees of freedom. Each stance leg is treated as a
manipulator pivoted at the ground contact point with
the body treated as its end-effector. On the other
hand, a leg in the return stroke is treated as a
manipulator with a moving base (the hip). Hence, the
equations of motion are decoupled into dynamic
equations for the central body, dynamic equations for
each leg which is in the recovery phase, and kinematic
equations to represent each leg which is in the stance
phase. In comparison with the full dynamic model, the
number of equations are the same, but, in the
simplified model, the equations are decoupled into a
set of less complex systems. Because the equations
are decoupled, the leg masses are included in the
swinging leg equations as well as in the mass of the
body. The leg masses are counted as point masses at
their respective hip joints, thus the central body
mass is set to the mass of the entire robot. This
assumption is justified because the motors, which
comprise most of the mass, are located near the hip on
the robot described in the next section.
During each time step the simulation is set up as
an initial value problem, and given the joint torques,
the Newton-Euler equations governing the motion of the
central body are integrated to determine the state of
the body at the next time step. Then, the equations
governing the motion of each leg are integrated to
determine its state at that time step. If a leg in
its stance phase is found to be in tension, it is
switched to the recovery phase. Alternately, when the
foot of a swinging leg is found to contact the ground,
that leg is switched to the stance phase.
Note that, because the inertia of a stance leg is
neglected, the constraint force caused by the ground
acting on the foot and the joint forces at the knee
joint and at the hip joint are equivalent. Hence, the
ground reactions at the foot can be determined from
knowledge of the joint torques and will not be
unknowns in the simulation problem.
In the simulation, the joint torques and the
ground reactions are unknown and are to be determined
for a particular walking gait and corresponding joint
motions. In general, given a dynamic model of a
walking system, when more than one foot is in contact
with the ground, a closed kinematic chain is formed
and there are an infinite number of solutions to the
problem. Pfeiffer et al. used an optimization
technique to choose a particular set of feedforward24
control joint torques. On the other hand, Quinn and
Lin used a feedback control strategy to determine the
required joint torques to cause the joints to follow
the desired joint motions. Both of these strategies
have a basis in biology. Lin and Ouinn used
collocated, proportional-derivative (PD) feedback
control which effectively provided active springs and
dampers at the joints. The active stiffness and
damping gains were chosen to be proportional to the
inertia of the link they control. At each time step,
the joint torques were determined as proportional to
the error between the actual joint motion and the
desired joint motion. The ground reactions were then
determined using the simplified dynamic model and the
equations of motion were integrated as discussed
above.
Simulations were performed in which the robot was
desired to walk at a constant speed along a
straight-line along a smooth horizontal surface. The
desired motions of the simulated robot's joints were
determined based on metachronal (rear-to-front
stepping sequence) insect-like walking gaits. The
results showed that each pair of legs displayed a
unique insect-like ground reaction force pattern.
III. Design and Construction of a Hexapod Robot
The robot and controller system consists of a
personal computer, 18 motor controller circuits
contained in a motor controller box, and the robot
itself. The computer is connected to the motor
controller box with a digital bus, which in turn is
connected to the robot by an electrical tether.
The robot, shown in Fig. 1, has a mass of about S
kg, and is about 50 cm long, 30cm high, and 36cm wide
with its legs retracted. The length of an extended
leg is about 50cm, and the foot-to-foot distance of
opposite, extended legs is about l.lm. Each leg has
three segments, a coxa, a femur, and a tibia, as they
are referred to in the insect. The coxa is connected
to the body via a revolute joint with its axis
perpendicular to the plane of the body (joint 1). The
femur attaches to the coxa with a revolute joint with
its axis parallel to the body plane (joint 2). Also,
the revolute joint connecting the femur and tibia is
parallel to the plane of the body (joint 3). Thus,
there are three active (motor-driven) joints per leg.
In addition, the tibia has a spring loaded linear
bearing so that it may compress passively in the axial
Fig. 1. Photograph of the robot.
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direction,thus addinga fourth, passivedegreeof
freedomto each leg. The purposeof this
degree-of-freedomis to mechanicallystoreenergyeo
augmenttheactuators,andto reduceimpactforces
whicharegeneratedwhena footcontactstheground.
R.McN.Alexandermphasizestheimportanceof elastic
elementsin the locomotionf animals,andencouragestheir applicationi robotics.2s Wehaveattemptedto
incorporatespringsin ourrobotto gainsomeof the
advantagesenjoyedbyanimals.
The robot is constructedmostlyof aircraft
plywoodandbalsawoodto minimizemassandinertia.
Thefemurs,whicharemostlybalsa,arecoatedwith
mylar to increasesurfacetoughness.The long,
slendersectionof thetibia is aluminumtubewitha
rubbertip for a foot. Joint components are mostly
aluminum because they are subjected to relatively high
stresses. However, the axles for the hip's vertical
axis are stainless steel. The attachment between this
axle and the body is reinforced with carbon and kevlar
fibers. All the joints are supported by ball
bearings.
Each of the 18 active joints is driven with a 6
Watt DC motor with an attached planetary transmission.
The motors are located near the hip to reduce the
inertia of the leg. Joint positions are sensed with
potentiometers, and the axial load in each tibia is
sensed by a pair of semiconductor strain gages.
To supply an input to the motor, there are
digital circuits which make use of pulse-width
modulation to control the motor output. The motor
controller circuit contains an EPROM so that the
control law may be easily modified. Each circuit
contains two analog to digital converters. One of
these directly converts an analog signal, and this is
used for the position feedback. The other one is
coupled to a 10x gain to amplify the input voltage
before it is converted to digital. This channel was
designed for use with the semiconductor strain gages
measuring the axial force in the tibia. Also, the
joint torque may be estimated by monitoring the output
of the motor controller circuits.
IV. Modifications to the Previous Simulation
The net transmission efficiency under the typical
operating conditions of the robot was measured to be
about 40Z. This relatively poor performance is due to
the large torques that they transmit to lift the body.
Clearly the transmission efficiency plays a major role
in the system, contributing to large power losses and
reducing backdrivability. Therefore, an adequate
simulation of the robot must include a transmission
model which reflects this.
Transmission efficiency is related to the load
dependent, Coulomb frictional force that results as
gear teeth slide upon one another. In developing a
transmission model of this phenomenon the difficult
problem of modeling a statically indeterminate system
is encountered. For example, in the simplest model
that includes transmission efficiency, the motor
output is multiplied by the efficiency when the motor
is doing positive work (driving the joint) and divided
by the efficiency when the motor is doing negative
work {being backdriven by the joint). In this model a
discontinuity occurs when the motor speed changes
direction. In fact, the joint torque suddenly changes
by a factor of about 5 with 40Z transmission
efficiency when the speed changes sign. Thus, there
is a great potential for instability in this most
simple model because of this discontinuity in torque.
Because of the complexity of implementing a truly
rigorous transmission model, the simplified model
shown in Fig. 2 was developed to represent the
frictional characteristics of the transmission. The
I _ _ / - I K Coulomb
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Figure 2. Schematic of motor and transmission model.
m represents the inertia of the joint. F is the
1
motor torque, c is a viscous damping constant
measured from the motor torque/speed characteristics
and k is a stiffness constant. The block on the
right is modeled with no inertia and slides on a rough
surface subject to Coulomb friction. The maximum
magnitude of the Coulomb friction is a function of the
motor torque.
purpose of this model is to smooth the above noted
discontinuity yet maintain simplicity to permit a
straightforward implementation. To account for the
torque loss due to transmission inefficiency, a
massless auxiliary body was envisioned as added to
each joint. This body is coupled to the motion of the
joint via a stiff spring. Since the body is massless,
the force in the spring is determined only by the
frictional force between the body and ground (the;
stationary side of the joint). The maximum frictional
force is limited by the torque output and direction of
motion of the motor. Depending upon the sign of the
work performed by the motor, the transmission output
is described as follows:
"r = "r + x (I)
out mot loss
where, when the motor is doing positive work, the
torque loss is
= T (e - 1) (2)
loss mot
and when the motor is doing negative work, the torque
loss is
: [+]Tloss Tmo t - 1 (3)
where Tmot, e and rtos, are the motor torque (the
output of the motor multiplied by the transmission
ratio), transmission efficiency and torque loss in the
transmission due to inefficiency, respectively.
The magnitude of the torque that the spring can
apply to the joint is limited to the magnitude of the
frictional loss in the transmission by adjusting the
position of the auxiliary body. Care is taken not to
change the direction of the spring compression when
the body slips, as this also would cause a relatively
large discontinuity. When the spring is compressed
and the auxiliary body is moving with the joint in one
direction, then the inefficiency is being modeled
accurately. If the velocity then reverses, the spring
will decompress as the joint begins to move in the
other direction. Eventually, it stretches, and, when
the tension in the spring reaches the limit, the
auxiliary body begins to slide and accurately model
transmission inefficiency again.
This model of transmission inefficiency works
best on joints which undergo relatively large motions
instead of joints which have high load and maintain
nearly constant position over time. The reason is
that the spring may store some energy and actually
help the motor when the real frictional force would
hinder the motor. This effect is minimized by using a
stiff spring. However, as the stiffness approaches
infinity, the output torque approaches the
discontinuity discussed above and instability is
imminent. We can determine which joints are
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effectivelymodeledby this methodfrom the joint
torque,motortorque,andjoint velocitydata,and
interprethe results accordingly. The model may be
more useful on undulating terrain than on perfectly
flat terrain because the joints will tend to undergo
larger motions in this ease.
The inertias of the motor rotors were neglected.
The reflected value of the rotor inertia is about 407,
less than the inertia of the lightest leg segment, the
tibia. The loads on this joint when the leg is in the
air are very low, and are not of considerable
interest.
New graphical output was added to the simulation,
along with new code to .play back the graphical data
files in real time. The previous simulation contained
graphic capability, but it was not compatible with the
present machine that is running the simulation. The
graphical output is of great value in quickly
evaluating whether the simulation output is realistic
or not, and how natural it appears.
V. Review of Previous Locomotion Controller
As a first step at using a biologically-inspired
controller for the locomotion of the simulated
hexapod, a generalization of a previous
biologically-inspired controller was used. Before
describing the modifications, we will first review the
operation of the previous controller, z3
Cruse reviewed three of the mechanisms thought to
be responsible for the leg coordination of the stick
insect.-- Dean further describes these mechanisms and
shows excellent results for generating insect-like
gaits for straight-line locomotion in kinematic
simulations, z6'z7 In this model of coordination, the
insect leg moves between two positions, the Posterior
Extreme Position (PEP), and the Anterior Extreme
Position (AEP), which are both scalars measured in the
body reference frame, where positive is defined as
forward. When the leg supports the body and propels
the body forward, the foot approaches the PEP. When
it reaches the PEP, the foot lifts and moves forward
toward the AEP. When it reaches the AEP, the foot is
planted and the leg begins to propel the body again.
Fhe coordinating influences shift the PEP and AEP from
their intrinsic positions, iPEP and iAEP,
respectively, and thus phase-shift the stepping cycle
of the legs to coordinate them.
Three of these mechanisms were previously applied
to the task of straight-line locomotion on a flat
surface for a twelve degree of freedom hexapod
robot, z3 In this implementation, the coordination
mechanisms used only effect the PEP. The mechanisms
work to adjust the PEP's in the following way:
1. Each leg produces mechanism outputs unique to
that leg. Three mechanisms were used, so there are
three mechanism outputs for each leg. The mechanism
outputs are plotted in the top three graphs of Fig. 3.
These outputs are a function of time and the foot
position. The foot position is shown in the lower
graph of the same figure.
2. An influence is a dedicated channel through
which one mechanism of one particular leg (sending
leg) can affect the PEP of another leg (receiving
leg). Note that the terms "sending leg" and
"receiving leg" are relative only to the influence
being discussed. Each influence consists of a weight
times the output of the specified mechanism of the
sending leg. There is a total of 26 influences in our
implementation, all of which have positive weights.
Figure 4 illustrates these influences. Each arrow is
an individual influence, and the number in the arrow
indicates the mechanism that the influence weight
multiplies.
3. For each leg, the PEP is adjusted from the
iPEP position by an amount equal to the sum of all
influences converging on that leg. Notice in Fig. 3
that the position of the foot decreases until it
intersects the PEP trace, then it begins to increase.
Note, however, that the PEP is adjusted based on
influences from mechanism outputs of other legs, not
from the mechanism outputs shown in the same figure.
The AEP, which is not shown, is a constant, and that
is why the position trace always peaks at the same
level.
The result of applying this control strategy to
the previous robot was a continuous range of
statically-stable insect-like gaits, from the slow,
metachronal wave (back-middle-front stepping sequence)
to the relatively fast tripod gait (middle leg on one
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Fig. 3. Leg coordination mechanisms.
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Figure 4. Influences. Each box indicates a leg. L, R,
F, M, and B, denote left, right, front, middle, and
back, respectively. Each influence is shown by an
arrow. The number in the arrow indicates the
mechanism to which the influence is proportional.
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sideof thebodystepsin unisonwith thefront and
backlegsontheotherside,whileeachleft legsteps
in antiphasewiththecorrespondingr ght leg). There
was a single scalar input governing the speed of
locomotion, but the resulting gait was produced by the
dynamic interaction within the controller and was not
pre-programmed. The controller was found to be robust
in the sense that it was insensitive to changes in
most parameters.
VI. Modifications to the Controller
The new strategy generalizes these rules to
locomotion on a plane. The inputs to the controller
are forward body velocity, lateral body velocity, and
angular rate of body rotation about the vertical axis
(yaw rate). The modified controller generates the
same range of gaits for forward locomotion, but with
the additional ability to "crab" laterally and yaw.
These rules were generalized with the creation of
a l-dimensional variable which is a measurement of the
displacement of the current desired foot position from
the center of the leg's workspace (home position), in
the direction opposite the current foot motion
relative to the body. This distance is computed by
X oV
~fh ~d
x = - _ (4)
where x is the vector from the home position to the
~fh
current desired foot position, and v is the current
~d
desired velocity of the foot relative to the body.
The variable x corresponds to the position trace in
the lower graph of Fig. 3, and is used to compute new
mechanism outputs for each leg, then compared to the
PEP and the AEP to determine whether the leg should
change states (from power to return stroke or
vice-versa).
When the leg is in the power stroke, the desired
velocity v is computed at each time step. During the
~d
return stroke, however, v a is not calculated. When
the leg transitions from power to return stroke, a
desired velocity vau p is computed such that the leg
will remain up for a fixed time, and during this time
the desired position will move from its present
location to where a vector in the direction of -v
~d
starting at the home position would intersect a circle
of radius AEP centered about the home position. Thus,
if the desired body motion reverses while a leg is in
the return stroke, then it continues its present
course until it switches to power stroke, at which
time it may begin a new return stroke in the
appropriate direction. This approach simplifies the
return stroke.
The desired velocity v of the foot relative to
~d
the body is computed from the desired forward,
lateral, and yaw rates of the body in combination with
the current desired foot position. Thus, the feet can
each have a different desired foot velocity.
The desired vertical coordinate of the foot
relative to the body is adjusted based on whether the
leg is in the return or power stroke. If the leg is
in the return stroke, the desired vertical component
is incremented a fixed amount per time step until it
reaches the desired maximum, and if the leg is in the
power stroke, the desired vertical component is
decremented until it reaches the desired minimum.
Vll. Numerical Results
The masses, inertias and link length parameters
in the simulation were set to correspond to those of
the robot. By experimentation we approximated the
effective stiffnesses of the robot's joints. For the
simulation, we chose the gains for the proportional
controller so that the effective stiffnesses of the
joints of the simulated robot closely matched those of
the robot.
In the previous dynamic simulation, PD control
was used.S'6 The motor model, however, includes
viscous damping due to the back emf generated by the
motor. Therefore, in the simulation results presented
here, we used proportional control only. The motors
provide sufficient damping to maintain stability.
This was also found to be true for the robot. In the
insect, it appears that viscous forces are
significant, based on preliminary results from. z8
The midrange, no-load configuration of the
simulated robot is such that the femurs are extended
laterally and inclined approximately 45 degrees from
the horizontal and the tibias are vertical. Figure 5
shows the graphical output which was added to the
previous simulation. The simulated robot is shown as
a stick-figure casting a shadow on the plane below it.
Note that the simulated robot is under load and
walking and, thus, the joints are deflected.
The generalized control scheme described above
was interfaced with the modified dynamic model of the
robot. The simulated robot successfully walks on a
smooth level surface in a continuum of statically
stable gaits in response to three inputs: forward
velocity, lateral velocity and yaw rate. The general
body motion and performance are similar to that of the
robot based on our preliminary experimental results.
In the simulations, the controller typically causes
the simulated robot to settle into a regular gait in
just a few steps.
Footfall data illustrating the range of gaits is
presented in Fig. 6. Each leg has a trace which is
plotted against time, and the trace is only visible
when the leg is in the return stroke. These footfall
patterns illustrate two features of this controller:
The range of gaits that it can produce and the speed
with which it settles into these gaits. The top
portion of the figure shows the tripod gait and the
lower portion shows a slower metachronal wave gait.
The middle plot is a medium speed gait. Figure 7
shows the body roll and pitch during the tripod gait
shown in Fig. 6.
Because the particular influences chosen were
based on forward walking of the stick insect, during
sideways or even backwards stepping the gait is still
a back-middle-front metachronal wave. In future work
we may adjust these influences based on the desired
direction of motion. We would like to emphasize that
the sideways and backwards gaits are statically
f
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stable, but not necessarily insect-like nor optimal
for static stability. The controller does sometimes
try to lift two adjacent legs when the inputs are
changed quickly, but it does adequately maintain
static stability when the input is changed gradually,
and allows for a wide range of walking behavior.
Figure 8 displays the ground reaction forces for
the three left legs while the simulated robot walks in
the medium speed gait shown in Fig. 6. In these
figures, the X direction is forward, Y points to the
left, and Z is upward relative to the body. Note that
while the simulated robot is walking at a steady
average speed, the front legs tend to decelerate the
body, the rear legs tend to accelerate the body, and
the middle legs first decelerate then accelerate the
body during their respective drive phases. The
lateral (Y) forces are directed toward the body for
all legs. Similar force patterns have been observed
for insect locomotion, z The previous simulation, in
which PD control was used, also exhibited this
insect-like force pattern, s'6 However, the effect in
the X direction was more pronounced than in this
modified simulation. Figure 9 shows the ground
reaction forces in the X direction for the left rear
leg using a transmission efficiency of 407. and I007..
This effect is more pronounced in the 1007. efficiency
case. We conclude from this that Coulomb friction is
responsible for this difference.
Figure 10 shows the position versus time for
joint 2 (front to back swing) of the left middle leg,
which corresponds to the medium speed gait shown in
Fig. 6. The function of the transmission model (see
Fig. 2) is illustrated in Fig. II which shows motor
torque (multiplied by transmission ratio) and total
joint torque vs. time for joint 2 (front to back
-I
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swing) for the left middle leg. Note that when the
leg is in the recovery stroke the motor is doing
positlve work and its torque is higher than the joint
torque. In the first half of the power stroke, the
motor does negative work (slows the body), and in the
second half it does positive work (propels the body).
Notice that the magnitude of the motor torque is less
than the joint torque during the negative work phase
(when torque is negative in this case) and greater
than the joint torque when the work is positive
(positive torque in this case) as one would expect
from transmission inefficiency.
VIII. Summary
The design and construction of a small 18 degree
of freedom robot is described. The robot is designed
to walk on rough terrain. We modified a previous
simulation of an 18 degree of freedom hexapod to
increase its utility for the task of design and
modeling of a hexapod robot. The most significant
modifications were to add models of the motor driver
circuit, motor, and transmission, including a
simplified model of transmission inefficiency. A
previously designed biologically-inspired locomotion
controller, which originally produced straight-line
forward locomotion on a flat surface, was generalized
to produce lateral and turning motion. This
generalized control scheme was interfaced with the
modified dynamic model of the robot. The simulated
robot successfully walks on a smooth level surface in
a continuum of statically stable gaits in response to
three inputs: forward velocity, lateral velocity and
yaw rate. The general body motion and performance are
similar to that of the robot based on our preliminary
experimental results. In the simulations, the
controller typically causes the simulated robot to
settle into a regular gait in just a few steps. The
ground reaction forces generated by the locomotion
share significant features with force data on insect
locomotion.
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ABSTRACT
ODYSSEUS is an autonomous walking robot, which
makes use of three wheels and three legs for its movements
in the free navigation space. More specifically, it makes use
of its autonomous wheels to move around in an environment
where the surface is smooth and not uneven. However, in
the case that there are small height obstacles, stairs, or
small height unevenness in the navigation environment, the
robot makes use of both wheels and legs to travel efficiently.
In this paper we present the detailed hardware design and
the simulated behavior of the extended leg/arm part of the
robot, since it plays a very significant role in the robot
actions (movements, selection of objects, etc.). In particular,
the leg/arm consists of three major parts: The first part is
a pipe attached to the robot base with a flexible 3-D joint.
This pipe has a rotated bar as an extended part, which
terminates in a 3-D flexible joint. The second part of the
leg/arm is also a pipe similar to the first. The extended bar
of the second part ends at a 2-D joint. The last part of the
leg/arm is a clip-hand. It is used for selecting several small
weight and size objects, and when it is in a "closed" mode,
it is used as a supporting part of the robot leg. The entire
leg/arm part is controlled and synchronized by a
microcontroller (68CHll) attached to the robot base.
Keywords: Autonomous Walking-Wheeled Robots; Robot
Design; Robot Leg/Arm;
This work is a part of the ODYSSEUS research project
(FRG grant 1992-93).
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of autonomous walking robots (AWR) is
a very attractive area of research and human challenge,
since AWRs provide a better mobility in terrains with
irregularities than wheeled robots. In particular, in
buildings with many floors and stairs, with no access to
elevators (in case of fire or earthquake), or floors with
surfaces of different levels, wheeled robots are almost
useless beyond a one-level surface. Moreover, if for some
reason there is a blocked corridor, (e.g. because of a low
height obstacle dropped accidently), a wheeled robot has to
return to look for another open corridor in order to reach
the destination point. On the other hand, on floors w|th no
irregularities wheeled robots (so far) move faster than
walking robots and the control of their motion is simpler
than walking ones.
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
A variety of AWRs have been designed, constructed
or proposed to fulfill either new challenging ideas or
application needs [1-8]. In particular, the NOMAD walking
robot was constructed by' undergraduate students for
participation in a walking robots competition [1]. It consists
of two triangular platforms, where each platform carries
three legs located at the triangle's corners. Nomad walks by
rotating around its legs. This design presents difficulties,
however, such as instability on uneven terrains. The
AMBLER walking robot is under development for the
exploration of the planet Mars [2]. It uses six legs, three
from each robot side. The robot will move by rotating the
legs and follows a direction within an angle of 30 degrees.
The robot's size is very large, with each leg having a height
of seven meters. It has the ability to step over objects three
feet high. This robot project, however, stopped due to the
infeasibility of transferring a large and very heavy structure
with today's space capabilities. Another walking robot is
MRSR [3]. It was developed for the Mars space project and
uses two platforms. The square platform holds four legs at
its corners, and the triangular platform carries three legs at
its own corners. The triangular platform surrounds the
square one. It walks by moving triangular platform ahead
and when it is stable the square platform follows by rolling
on a common rail bar. It is a stable robot with the
capability to walk on uneven terrain. A small walking robot
with six legs was constructed by Brooks to study the
integration of a complex robot machine within a large
number of sensory inputs [4]. The robot uses six legs (three
on each side) and is about 35 cm long. Each leg is rigid and
is attached at a shoulder joint with two degree of rotation
freedom, driven by two orthogonally mounted model
airplane position controllable servo motors. Due to the small
size of this robot it can be used as a tool for the study of
microrobotics [9].
Since the walking robot research field is "open" with
unsolved problems and new challenging ideas, a new hybrid
(wheeled/legged) robot, called ODYSSEUS, is presented
[10,11]. It uses a triangular platform on which three
autonomous-extended wheels are attached at its corners,
while three legs/arms are located at the middle of each
triangle side. Note the first version (wheeled) of ODYSSEUS
was constructed by accommodating the study and design of
distributed sensory input data (sonar, vision) for the
extraction and abstract modeling of the navigation space
[10,12,13], and other important navigation issues.
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In this paper the structural design and the first stage
feasibility simulation of the leg/arm of ODYSSEUS are
presented. A brief description of the main features of
ODYSSEUS is given firstly. The design section includes the
detailed description of the leg/arm parts (joints, motors,
shoulder, elbow and hand). The functional section includes
the operation of each part and the conditions under which
these part function. The last section provides a simple
simulation of the leg/arm global operation.
2. ODYSSEUS ROBOT
In this section the main structural and operational
features of the autonomous mobile robot, called ODYSSEUS
are presented briefly.
2.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN
2.1.1 Triangular Base
The choice of the base configuration was determined
by the robot's primary objective of being capable of
climbing stairs. Additionally, it was desired that the robot
to have accessibility to as large an area as possible. After
a careful consideration it was concluded that the triangular
base (Figure 1) would best meet our objectives. Unlike a
circular base, the triangular base can reach a corner in a
room.
Attached to the base are the legs, arms, power
supply, navigation system, and control units. Underneath
the base, in the center, a battery is attached. The battery
is the power supply of the robot. At the robot's base
corners, autonomous, programmable legs/wheels are
connected to a rail system. Three legs/arms will also be
attached appropriately to the middle of the base's sides,
Figure 2. On the top of the base are the navigation systems,
the main processor and slave processors.
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Figure 2: a) Robot's top view. b) Robot's bottom-up view
2.1.2 Naviplion System
By using a digital compass the robot has the ability
to orient itself in an environment. The compass utilizes
three magnetic sensors to produce a digital readout of the
robot heading. A laser sensor is used to measure the
distance from various objects. The distance from the
objects is combined with the view from a camera to provide
a three dimensional image of the space [14]. This image
assists the robot in its planning strategy.
2.1.3 Extended Autonomous Leg/Wheel
The extended wheel consists of. three main parts.
The first part, called the basic-pipe, is attached underneath
the robot's base to a rail-line. The rail-ilne starts from the
corner of the base and ends at a distance dr > ww + sw,
where "ww" represents the maximum diameter of the wheel
and "sw" is a safety factor. Inside the basic-pipe is the
second part, called the extended-pipe. This feature allows
the leg/wheel to be extended or shortened. At the other end
of the extended-pipe, the third part, a wheel, is attached.
Four holes in the wheel are used in the calculation of
distance traveled and velocity of the robot. The wheel also
has the capability of rotating. Determination of rotation
angle is calculated by the main processor.
2.1A Extended Autonomous Arm/Leg
A detailed description of the leg/arm is provided in
this report. It has the capability of grabbing and moving an
object. Additionally it also has the capability of assisting
the legs when the robot is in the stair climbing routine [111.
2.1.5 DistnTbuted Multi-microprnceuor System
Since each robot part has its own associated
microprocessor, a multi-microprocessor distribution system
is formed. Each microprocessor (in particular a Motorola
68CHI 1) controls and processes information related to that
robot part. A central master microprocessor is used to
establish communication with all the other microprocessors.
The master microprocessor will synchronize and optimize
the operation of the distributed microprocessor system.
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Specifically, the main processor will receive processed
information from the associated microprocessors, combine
the information, and make the appropriate decisions for the
next robot action (movements, selection, rotation,
synchronization of the wheels, etc.). The master processor
shares common memories with each of the associated
processors.
3. DESIGN OF THE EXTENDED LEG ARM
The design specifications for the extended leg/arm
are explained in this section.
3.1 Brief Overview
A design of the entire arm is shown in Figure 3. It
basically contains six motors: two dual purpose motors
(labeled motor one and motor two), three elbow motors, one
at each joint, and one motor for the hand. Clearly the
elbow motor at the base is more powerful than the motor at
the hand. This design also includes two extension units that
are used during stair climbing programs. The bearing lock
system provide motors 1 and 2 the additional capabilities of
extending and twisting the arm.
3.2 Detailed Design of the Extended Leg/Arm
A primary concern in the design of the arm was how
to avoid the "Popeye syndrome". If one can recall Popeye's
forearms were much larger than his upper arm. In this
deign we wanted to minimize the weight at the end of the
arm to limit excessive stress on the components. However,
the arm must still be able to support at least a third of the
robot body weight.
3.2.1. Joint Design and Operation
The elbow joint, shown in Figure 4, consists of a
motor inside of a shell. The shell has two parts; an inner
shell which is mounted to the motor and an outer shell
which is free to rotate about the center line of the motor.
On the outside of the elbow motor are two plate mounts
which can be used for additional sensory components in
future design revisions. The outer shell is attached to one
of these plates and the inner shell is attached to the other.
When the motor rotates, the rotating gears (which are fixed
in the motor) rotate, one in the opposite direction with
respect to the other. Both of these gears are connected to
a third cylindrical gear called the shell gear. The motor's
rotation causes the plate mo,,nts to move in opposite
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rotational directions. A primary concern of this system is
the torque developed. This will depend on the motors used
and on the gear ratio of the motor gear to the cylindrical
shell gear. We will use this type of system for each elbow
location (i.e. shoulder, intermediate, and hand joints).
Obviously the hand will have the smaller and lighter system
compared to the shoulder.
3.2.2. Slum Dm_m and Operation
This section contains an explanation of the extension
units, the bearing lock systems, and motors one and two.
The extension units consist of four plates, six support rods
and one large threaded shaft. This unit is shown in Figures
5 and 6. Plates 1 and 3 are secured to each other via
support rods. The same applies to plates 2 and 4.
The concept of this design is very simple. The
threaded shaft rotates while plates 2 (which is also
threaded) and 4 ride on this shaft. They extend or contract
depending upon the rotation of the threaded shaft.
Assuming that the screw will have a right hand thread, this
system will extend when the shaft is rotating counter
clockwise and will contract when the shaft is rotating
clockwise.
Plate 1 is a mount plate that will be mounted on the
gear box. The mount plate has three mount holes and one
large shaft hole that should be larger than the threaded
shaft. Plate four has the same purpose as plate 1. Plates 2
and 3 have the dual role of supplying support and being
fenr
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Figure 5: The extension unit
able to move. It is anticipated that all plates and shafts will
be constructed from 6061 Aluminum.
By using the isosceles plate and rod design instead of
the cylindrical shaft inside a shaft design we minimized the
weight of the unit. Our design should supply ample support
in all directions. Three support rods, instead of two, are
used to assure support when twisting torque is applied to
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Figure 6: The extension unit detail design
the extension unit. However, we sacrifice speed when we
use the screw style extension unit. The reason behind the
loss of speed is the steep screw pitch that is required to
support the weight.
The bearing lock system is probably the most
complex component of the arm. It can be observed in
Figure 7. Its purpose is to allow motors one and two to
operate to two degrees of motion. One, an extension motion
explained earlier in this section, and the second a twisting
motion explained later. Using one motor for two purposes
simply eliminates the need for another motor and reduces
the overall weight of the arm.
Da_f
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Figure 7: Bearing lock system
The bearing lock system consists of a gearbox which
contains one shaft that goes to the extension unit and
another very short shaft that becomes part of the lock
system. The lock system consists of the two mount plates,
six shaft locks, three inner locks, and three outer locks.
The bearing lock that is shown as a cut away will be
mounted to the elbow motors at both the base and the
intermediate positions. Locking the outer locks will secure
the back plate and therefore the motor, gear box, and the
extension unit to the elbow motors. When this is done, the
inner lock should remain unlocked. This allows the motor
to be used for extension purl_oses. Locking the inner lock
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and unlocking the outer locks will cause the small lock shaft
to be secured to the elbow motors. At this time, when
power is supplied to the motor, the motor gear box and
extension shaft rotate around the fixed lock shaft. This
supplies a twist to the components of the arm that are
beyond the bearing lock system. It should be noted that
this system does not give freedom of either the extension
operation or the twisting operation. The extension units will
be in motion at all times. However, this should not hinder
the arm's performance significantly since the arm will
extend very little with any twist.
In addition the bearing lock system can also be used
for locking the extension unit. It is required that the
extension unit will be locked without twisting in order to
support a large amount of weight. This is accomplished by
simply locking both locks.
Several of the bearing lock faults should be noted.
Besides the difficulty in manufacturing the system, a
performance flaw exists. Each lock needs to locate a hole
in order to serve its purpose. Alignment of these locks may
become very difficult. Especially if the extension unit is
extended all the way and the lock's cannot be aligned with
the hole. In this case the extension unit would have to be
contracted in order to align the holes. This difficult)' can
easily be corrected by having a alignment solution program
in the arm's microprocessor.
Another problem is with the locks. The ones initially
chosen were magnetic locks. However, their locking power
is in question. Also, when supporting a large portion of the
robot weight, unlocking may not be feasible. In future
design revisions a gear lock may be more suitable in
alleviating these two problems.
The final component of the arm is the hand. it can
be seen in Figure 8. Here again, simplicity is evident.
When the driver bolt moves on the threaded shaft, the
slotted rods ride on the fixed pins and force the fingers open
or closed.
The major problem with the hand is structurally it
is the weakest part of the arm yet is still needs to support
a large amount of weight. Therefore, a different material
(Le. stainless steel) will be used for the hand.
Grabbing strength of the hand depends on the torque
of the motor, the pitch of the screw threads, and grabbing
method design. Since the motor of the hand will be the
smallest one on the arm, it will not have the same strength
as the other motors. A steep thread pitch is needed to
assure grabbing strength.
4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EXTENDED
LEG/ARM
This section provides a macroscopic view of the arm
design as it applies to the two major functions of the arm"
grabbing and assisting the robot in climbing stairs.
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4.1 Extended Arm/Leg Functional Parameters
It is required, during stair climbing, that the arm
design be capable of lifting the Odysseus robot upward
approximately one foot. Since there will be three arms on
the robot, two of these will be used at any time for the
lifting operation. The Odysseus robot is expected to weigh
150 pounds in the worst case. During the lifting operation
about 1/3 of the robots weight will be supported by the hind
leg. This requires the use of motors one and two during
this movement.
During the time that the arm is used to simply grab
and lift objects, all components of the arm are utilized
during this simple operation. Several limitations exist
during the arm grabbing operation. The designed arm can
contract to 35 inches and extend to 47 inches when straight.
It can grab as wide as your average soda can. Since the
shoulder only has one degree of freedom, this limits its
grabbing reach. From any one side of the base of the robot
the arm has the capability of reaching as far out as the
lower portion of the arm allows. This translates into a 27.5
inch reach with a 360 degree swing around the shoulder
axis, as seen in Figure 9.
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bFigure 9: The rotational views of the leg/arm
4.2 Operational Conditions
The only operational procedure of the arm that we
will discuss is the one needed for climbing stairs. It is
required that an arm support 1/3 of the robot's weight
during this procedure. To do so, the arm will be in a
straight down position (see Figure 9). The shoulder angle
fl must be in the 180 ° position (provided that the straight up
vertical position is defined as the 0° position). The elbow
joint must be in the 90 ° position as well as the hand joint.
The hand must be fully closed and both extension units
must be extended to the necessary length and locked at that
length. Angles O_ and O _ are not important because they
rotate axially and do not affect the length. Therefore, the
inner locks of both bearing lock systems should be unlocked
until the desired extension length is achieved. At that point
both the inner and outer locks will be locked.
When the arm is functioning as an arm, and not a
supporter, the angles, extensions, and lock positions will
vary depending on the situation. We will not cover that
situation in this paper.
4.3 Micro-controaer Operation and Interface with Arm/Leg
Components
In order to perform a micro-controller operation and
interface with the arm/leg parts, a major concern is the
maximum degree of rotation of the shoulder(t), the
elbow(a), the wrist(gamma), and the twisting of the upper
and lower arm extension (O _ and O 2)- From the arm
design shown in Figure 11, it can be seen that the maximum
degrees of rotation are as follows:
fl = 360 °
a = 300 °
Gamma = 180 °
O i = 360°
O _ = 360 °
This section contains the basic design of a
position/rotation sensing system. The position/rotation
information will be processed by the microprocessor to aid
in the control of the arm. This system will use a series of
simple optical sensors, magnetic sensors, and digital logic.
The arm is designed such that each joint and
extension will contain a motor to control its degree of
rotation. Note that 12 Volt motors will be used. Since a
high supply of amperage is required a H-bridge, consisting
of four power transistors, is used to supply power and
control the motors.
Two bits are use to control the rotation of the motor.
A digital 10 combination represents forward rotation and a
01 allows backward rotation. Using 00 halts the motor. To
prevent the power transistors from burning out 11 should
never be used.
Position sensing logic that is needed to control the
twisting action is defined by the lock configurations of the
bearing lock system. These locks will have a digital
readings of (1) locked and (0) for unlocked. It was
previously stated that for the twisting motion to occur, the
inner lock must be locked and the outer lock must be
unlocked. The slave processor must register this for the
motion to occur. Another input that is needed for position
sensing of the twist is the motor's direction. If the motor
rotates in a forward direction, the arm will twist clockwise
and vice versa if it indicates a backward motion. The
degree of twist can be measured by the number of rotations
of the motor shaft as detected by a rotational counter that
is mounted on the motor shaft. This counter has the ability
to detect fractions of turns. The angle can be determined
by the gear ratio of the motor gear to the lock shaft of the
bearing lock system. For example, if the gear ratio of the
motor gear to the lock shaft is n:m, than the angle of
rotation (a) of n with respect to m is:
a = [360(n/re)I*[# of revolutions of ni (1)
The upper and lower extensions must also contain
length controllers. The motor's rotational counter can be
used for this. It was stated previously in section three that
the extension units will always be functioning whenever the
motor is turning. For every rotation of the motor shaft, the
extension shaft rotates a fraction of a revolution dependent
on the gear ratio. For every rotational motion of the
extension shaft, the extension unit extends or contracts some
distance depending on the thread pitch. Therefore if the
gear ratio, the motor's rotational direction, and thread pitch
are known, determination of the extension unit's position is
calculated by:
Ext. unit dist. =
orl# I
[.motor gear.Jlratl_['], pitch J
Equation 2 gives the distance traveled by the extension unit
for a certain number of rotations of the motor shaft.
However, nothing is said about the original position of the
unit. By using the microprocessor logic this problem can be
resolved. By calibrating the logic to use the fully contracted
shaft as the relative starting point, then all other positions
can be calculated by using the equation above.
Position control of the hand is determined by an
optical sensor. One optical sensor placed at both
extremities of the drive is sufficient. To trigger the sensors
the drive nut must have a trigger lip. When the drive nut
is against the motor, the hand is closed and a (01) will be
sent to the slave processor. When the drive nut is all the
way forward, the hand is completely open and a (10) is sent
to the slave processor. Any positions between the two
extremes will register a (11).
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5. FEASIBILITY SIMUI,ATION
Mechanical feasibility was tested in simulation to
anticipate possible difficulties in construction. Starting from
a downward vertical (standing) home position, the arm is
programmed to transfer weight to the wheels, maneuver
into positions near an intended object, open and close the
hand, and return to home. The simulation plots arm
movement in the fourth quadrant of the x and y axes, where
point A represents the shoulder, B the l'wst extension unit,
C the elbow, D the second extension unit, E the wrist, and
F and G the fingertips.
The open_hand and close_hand operations assume a
line running between points D and E as the center about
which the grasp angle _b is measured. The law of cosines is
employed to fred the orientation of the DE vector with
respect to the origin, 0, as calculated in Equation 3 and
shown in Figure 10:
O = acos((c2-a2-b 2)/2ab) . (3)
Defining the distance from E to F or G as LI, the new F
and G coordinates for close_hand are then found as:
Fx = Gx = tIcos(0) ÷ E_, (4)
and
Fz = G_ = tI sin(0) + Ey , (5)
and for open_hand:
and
Fx SCALESYM200} = L I cos ( O ÷ _ ) + E x (6)G_
Fy SCALESYM200) = LI sin ( 0 + _ )G_ _ + % (7)
D b "-'---_ / F
Figure I0: Open_hand and close_hand
angles.
Rotations about point A, executed as subroutines
swing_left and swing_right, simply rotate all other points
about A as origin, as illustrated in Figure 11. Subroutines
swing_up and swing_down similarly rotate all points distal
to point C as origin. The simulation will redraw the arm
when angles rotate or extensions along the AB and DE
vectors are user-specified. Safety checks are added to
ensure that workspace and robot geometry constraints are
not violated, but forces, weights, and frictions are not yet
taken into consideration. Coordinates of the sample
simulation shown in Figures 12 through 15 were based upon
the maximum possible extension of the arm in inches.
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Figure ii: Swing_left and swing_right
angles and lengths.
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Figure 12: Home
Position.
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Figure 15: Swing_left of 45 degrees.
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Figure 1%: Then a swing_up of 45
d_grees.
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Figure 15: And an openhand of 45 degrees.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the structural design and the functional
modes of an extended leg/arm used by an autonomous
legged/wheeled robot (ODYSSEUS) have been presented.
The leg/arm part of the robot plays a very important role
by supporting the robot to step over obstacles and climb
stairs. The construction of the leg/arm is in progress at the
AAAI research lab. The authors wish to thank
all the undergraduate students for their work on the
ODYSSEUS robot.
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ABSTRACT
A model-based approach to identifying
and finding the orientation of non-overlapping
parts on a tray has been developed. The part
models contain both exact and fuzzy
descriptions of part features, and are stored in
an object-oriented database. Full
identification of the parts involves several
interacting tasks each of which is handled by a
distinct agent. Using fuzzy information stored
in the model allowed part features that were
essentially at the noise level to be extracted
and used for identification. This was done by
focusing attention on the portion of the part
where the feature must be found if the current
hypothesis of the part ID is correct. In going
from one set of parts to another the only thing
that needs to be changed is the database of
part models. This work is part of an effort in
developing a Vision Advisor System (VAS) that
combines agents and objected-oriented
databases.
INTRODUCTION
The bulkheads of Grumman aircraft,
including the E2C, are assembled-using a
visually guided robot cell, called the Flexible
Assembly System (FAS). Parts are laid out on
a tray with the surface of the part that is to be
attached to the bulkhead against the tray.
Each part has a flange that is perpendicular to
the tray. The robot receives information about
the position and orientation of parts on the tray
from a 2-D vision system which looks directly
down on the tray, located about 6 feet away
from the cameras. This means that the
flanges that the vision system must locate are
viewed edge on. FAS uses the coordinates
supplied by the 2-D system to move a robot
arm to the designated pickup point on a part
which is always located on the flange. Once
the arm is in position, the part is picked up at
the pickup point. A 3-D camera with very
limited range is used to find the positional error
between a marker hole on the part and a
reference hole on the gripper. Correcting this
error allows the robot to determine the position
of the part on the gripper accurately for
placement on the bulkhead. After the part is
placed against the bulkhead, the robot rivets it
in place.
The Vision Advisory System (VAS)
reported in this paper concerns the
identification of parts and the location of their
flanges using tray images such as the one
shown in Fig. 1. Our goal is to make VAS an
autonomous visual recognition system where
the only change needed when the robot begins
work on a new part set is a database
describing the new parts. VAS is currently in
the evaluation stage. It runs on a Macintosh
2fx connected via NFS to a Sun computer
which runs the old 2-D vision system. Thus, it
operates on the existing FAS manufacturing
system, in parallel to the older, less-than-
satisfactory 2-D vision system. The current
Copyright c 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All Rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A Typical tray Image in which the fiducial marks in the corners
were found and used to calibrate distance.
role of VAS is to provide "advice" regarding
part identification and flange location to the
existing system so a better decision can be
made with regard to where the part pickup
point is.
SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
Although the parts never overlap or
even touch one another the problem being
addressed is made difficult by the similarity of
some parts. Often the only difference
between parts is the position of features on
the sides of the parts, such as bumps and
notches. These features can be viewed as
convex or concave imperfections in the
normally smooth and straight sides of the
parts. Since the relative positions of the
flange and the part's features are stored in a
database, finding a feature solve the flange
location task as well as the part ID task. The
previous 2-D vision system, built in the mid-
1980s, used a coarse shape description that
generally ignored these small features. In
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fact, it is the inability of that system to deal
with small features that lead to the the
current upgrade.
Since the robot was already in
production when our task began, we were
constrained to use the components of the
existing system. As a result, the features
(i.e. bumps or notches) that can distinguish
parts or indicate the flange location are only
1-2 pixels in height or depth. Due to their
small size, the precise position and extent of
features on the parts cannot be determined.
In addition to the small features there
are two previously unused sources of
information that could simplify the solution to
the 2-D recognition problem, namely
shadows and context information. In cases
where there is a clear shadow, it is possible
to find the flange on a part even if it has no
features at all. However, due to
assymmetries in the lighting, shadows that
are reliable predictors of the flange in one
orientation cannot be seen at all in others.
Context information, i.e. the part
descriptions in the database and the history
of the current assembly session, can be used
to augment and simplify the recognition
process. For example, the knowledge of
what parts have already been removed from
the tray, can allow a part to be trivially
identified if all of the parts similar to it have
already been removed. The search for a
feature in a small region under the
assumption that some candidate model
corresponds to the true part is also an
example of the use of context information.
Since rule-based reasoning is
relatively expensive in terms of the time it
takes, the system avoids reasoning about
context when possible. In cases where a
sequence of inexpensive image operators
leads to unambiguous results, the system
does not do any additional reasoning.
However, when there is ambiguity the system
is able to reason about a part's ID or flange
location using context information or even to
decide that additional information must be
extracted from the tray image.
The goal of only switching the physical
descriptions of the parts making up the data
set is not possible unless the system has all
the image operators it will ever need. In
particular, it assumes that image operators
exist which allow any two features that can
be found on any part to be distinguished.
This is a not possible when you do not know
what the parts in future sets will look like. To
deal with this type of novelty the system must
be able to "learn" to descriminate the new
features from all existing features. In order to
meet these requirements the system we
propose must be able to do a limited amount
of planning, learning, and high level
representation.
A PROPOSED VISION ARCHITECTUR F
COMBINING AGENTS AND OBJECT-
ORIENTED DATABASES
Following Minsky's (15) Society of
Mind paradigm, researchers in a number of
fields have begun proposing agent
architectures. The emerging interest in
Distributed AI (14,11,1 0,18) and in distributed
control systems (5) has literally forced
researchers to look at agent architectures of
various types. However, researchers looking
at autonomous systems that have multiple
goals or drives and operate in several
domains have been equally drawn to agents
(1,2,3). The solution to the FAS 2-D vision
problem discussed above requires an
autonomous system carrying several tasks
with several domains in which it must be
knowledgable (i.e. tray images, databases,
robot arm coordinates). This suggested that
the 2-D vision system could be naturally
implemented as an agent architecture with a
set of autonomous agents interacting with
each other and an object-oriented database.
In fact, the agent architecture chosen is a
simplified version of an architecture originally
developed for Automatic Target Recognition
tasks (6). In this paper, we describe the
building blocks being implemented to support
such an architecture. For example the
agents and the object-oriented database are
implemented in CLOS (LISP), while the basic
image operators are written in C. Note that
at present the agents we have implemented
do not have the full capability of the agents
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we envision, since the full support structure
for the agent architecture is still being
implemented.
Agents
The particular agent architecture used
was developed at Grumman (13), and is an
integration of the object-oriented
programming paradigm and expert systems.
Agents are both local experts and objects.
Two basic classes of agents are available in
the architecture: agents that manage a
behavior and agents that plan to satisfy a
goal or drive using a sequence of behaviors.
Since the concepts of behaviors and plans
play a central role in our approach and the
terms are used in such a wide variety of
ways, we provide the following list of
definitions.
• Behaviors are a triple of actions, i.e.
{activation, execution, termination}.
• Routines are control algorithms or a
sequence of mappings between sensations
that correspond to the execution portion of a
behavior.
• A domain is a set of similar environments
(ex. trays 1-5 of the FAS robot cell). In
general, domain is a set of environments that
is "sufficiently similar" to a prototype or a set
of examplars, where both the prototype and
the measure of similarity must be included in
the definition. A routine may have a domain
of validity associated with it.
• A landmark state is a description of the
relation between the robot and important
objects in the world.
• A plan is triple of events {recognition of
start state, plan execution, recognition of goal
state}.
• An intention is a sequence of mappings
between landmark states that correspond to
the execution portion of a plan.
• A plan domain is a set of similar situations
(ex. part in reach on any of trays 1-5 of the
FAS robot cell). Again a meaningful
definition requires a prototype or examplars,
and a measure of similarity must be included
in the definition.
The behavior-managing agents are
concerned with the moment to moment
interaction between an entity and its
environment, and the interpretation of
sensation. The behavior-managing agent
stores a set of routines plus information
about its domain of applicability. In
addition, it must be able to receive and store
information about starting and stopping
states from the planning agents with which it
communicates. It must be able to translate
these states into predictions about the
corresponding sensations which it will
actually detect. Behaviors have been
developed for finding part boundaries, long-
lines on the boundaries, and the bounding
rectangle; and for detecting bumps, dents,
and shadows. A behavior managing agent
for "bump detection in the middle of a part"
would decide when and where the search
should take place, as well as when the
search has succeeded and when it has
failed.
The planning agents are concerned
with "landmark states" and how to move
between them. Each step in a plan must
correspond to the resulting state change that
occurs when a behavior is executed (12).
Planners are incapable of operating in "real-
time" since they do not have access to the
real world through sensations. However, they
may know what sequence of landmark states
they will pass through before they need to
stop planning. The planner stores a set of
intentions plus information about its planning
domain. In addition, it must be able to
receive and store information about the
current states from the planning agents with
which it communicates. It must be able to
compare these states with expected states to
determine if the plan is working. A planning
agent whose intention is to "locate flanges",
would decide what combination of shadows
and features to use in finding the flange and
how to weight them. It would also send
activation and termination states to the
appropriate managing agent.
Agents combat the traditional
brittleness of expert systems, associated with
operating in too large a domain, by having
many task specific behavior-managing
agents that are competent in small domains
and much fewer planning agents that monitor
their applicability and performance. Like
4O
other objects, agents can communicate by
passing messages and they also have
dedicated communication lines to other
agents. There are also communication lines
to the objects in the object-oriented
database.
The Object-Oriented Database
Model-based vision requires data
bases to store both models and various types
of information obtained from the actual
images. Most of researchers who have
looked at the image database problem have
advocated using object-oriented techniques
even when their specifications are
significantly different (8). The object-oriented
database utilized for VAS must store two
type of information, in addition to the
description of parts (in terms of sensation):
spatial relationship of parts on the tray over
time, and the plans that have successfully
been used to do the major tasks. We have
described elsewhere a high level
representation consisting of the grid map, a
graph of landmark states and a set of part
descriptions that can organize this type of
information (6). The grid map describes a
particular environment and the spatial
relationship of objects within it. In this case,
the environment is a tray and the the
relationships are among the parts, fiducial
marks, and clutter. The grid map is a bird's
eye view constructed from a set of scenes
that shows the relative positions of the
important objects, but little detail of their
internal structure. The graph of landmark
states describes the plans that are valid in a
given environment. The landmark graph is a
network of (state) objects as is a standard AI
semantic net (16). However, the nodes of
the landmark graph are connected to each
other by plans for moving between states,
rather than "ISA, PARTOF, or
PROPERTYOF" links. Note that not all state
nodes in the landmark graph involve
"physical landmarks", some nodes involve
temporary objects and are labelled as such.
These two maps capture the spatial
relationships and the plans learned for
moving around an environment, and have
most of the properties attributed to cognitive
maps in living animals (17,7).
Discrimnation Net
Discrimination nets are a simple AI
technique for classifying objects based on a
set of common properties with two or a small
number of values (4). The use of fuzzy
properties to describe parts makes it possible
to use a discrimination net to classify the part
models in a database. When parts with very
similar sizes and shapes must be identified, it
is important to keep all reasonable
candidates until a final discrimination is
made. The discrimination net does exactly
this. To use the discrimination net one would
make a list of the properties of an image-
object and run them through the net. Each
property is used to pick a direction in the net
until a leaf node is reached and a part ID is
returned. If a leaf node is not reached a
small number of candidates are returned.
The discrimination net actually consists of a
sequence of keys and linked lists. If the list
(SHORT MEDIUM ((BUMP .1)(NOTCH. 0)))
were submitted to the net, the relevant part of
which is illustrated in Fig. 2, then both part
787 and 7101 would be returned. The
decision of which of these parts is being
examined would require looking at rough
feature position or the quantitative measures
of length or width. The issue of setting
model-based matching criteria is a difficult
problem in general (9), but our images have
simple backgrounds and good part
background separation which simplifies
things.
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MEDIUM
(_)
0 BUMP 1 BUMP
0 NOTCH 0NOTCH
11B1 792 7101 787
Fig. 2. A sample portion of a discrimination
net.
THECURRENTSYSTEM
There are six major tasks for the 2-D
vision system, i.e. database completion, part
outlining, long-line finding, part ID, flange
location, and the sending of pickup
coordinates to the robot arm. These goals
each have a planning agent associated with
them. Together these agents through their
interactions carry the part ID and flange
location tasks that is the real purpose of the
2-D vision system. Overall processing is
initiated by the operator with a Lisp function
called "run-FAS" which takes a database of
part-models as an argument. The system
then runs till the following midnight when it
reports its results.
When the system first encounters a
new data set the database completion agent
is activated, it moves through each part
model and extracts fuzzy descriptions of the
length, width, and features. This information
is stored in appropriate slots of the part
models. The following is a typical part model
description from the database where the
slots in bold are automatically filled in by
database completion agent:
;;; Part 715
(setq 715
(make-instance 'part-model
:model-name '715
:home-tray nil
:home-bank nil
:surface-list nil
:center-of-mass nil
:part-length 23.20
:fuzzy-length nil
:part-width 0.631
:len-wid-ratio nil
:fuzzy-width nil
:bump-list '((0.0.625.128)
(6.757.39.14)
(13.38 14.06.14)
(20.63 21.49.14))
:hook-list nil
:needle-list nil
:notch-list nil
:tail-list nil
:easy-features nil
:grip nil
:flange-height 0.638
:major-flange-bumps nil
:flange-shape 'L
:similar-part-list nil
:action-list nil
:action-code nil
:group *load-group*))
This agent then builds a discrimination net for
all parts in the data set and stores them in
the experiment data object. When the
database is complete, it sends a message
which activates the part outlining agent.
The part outlining agent then monitors
a working image directory to see if a tray
image has been captured. It takes a pair of
images to cover the entire tray. The basic
algorithm that the part outlining agent uses
consists of adaptive thresholding,
morphological smoothing, and a boundary
following procedure. The results of this
process are shown in Fig. 3. When the part
outlining agent completes its task it activates
the long-line finding agent.
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Fig. 3. Results of the Part Outlining Task
All of the parts with which we have
worked are long and thin. If parts that do not
have this general shape appear in the
database a new agent that finds their
bounding rectangle will have to be
developed. The long-line finding agent uses
a simplified Hough transform to find
candidate line segments in the outline that
may belong to the long lines. It then uses a
mean square error best fit line on the line
segments that are sufficiently similar. Fig. 4
shows the long-lines found for each part, plus
the bounding rectangle for the long part on
the left. If the long-line agent completes its
task, it activates the part ID agent. Note that
all of the processing up to this point runs
automatically with only basic checks for
failure. All of the information is stored in a
data object called a tray. A partial listing of a
filled tray follows:
Figure 4: The Long-lines Found for the Parts
(Color reversed for clearer graphic display.)
#D(TRAY
TRAY-NAME
"Images:Shading :N_shortN.8bits"
IMAGE-OBJS
(#562=#D(IMAGE-OBJ
PART-NAME NIL
TRAY-NAME
"Images :S hadi ng :N_sho rt N.8bits"
TRAY-COORD-CENTER (199. 294)
PART-AXIS NIL
PART-LENGTH 252.906525
PART-WIDTH 19.008202
LEN-WlD-RATIO NIL
TRAY-COORD-ANGLE 0.0
BUMP-COUNT 0
BUMP-LIST ((NIL NIL NIL)
(NIL NIL NIL))
NOTCH-COUNT 4
NOTCH-LIST ((NIL (((312. 287)
(313. 288)
1.756594313390609))
(((89. 286)(88. 288)
3.1204771710092984)))
((((138. 303) (129. 303)
1.30427164452175))
NIL
(((125. 303)(88. 300)
4.814981468417682))))
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ZOOMABLE NIL
INSIDE-INTENSITY-AVE
((73.0 11.346012 1139)
(85.0 11.083988 910))
INSIDE-GRAD-AVE NIL
OUTSIDE-INTENSITY-AVE
((20.0 4.298134 769)
(26.0 11.714762 994))
LONGEST-LINES (#D(ANGLINE
ANGLE 0.00162448
LN-LENGTH 222.001331
Y-INTER NIL
END1 (312. 285)
END2 (90. 285)
GROUP NIL
)
#D(ANGLINE
ANGLE -0.0124623417
IN-LENGTH 187.010402
Y-INTER NIL
END1 (313. 302)
END2 (126. 304)
GROUP NIL
))
BOUNDING-RECT ((313. 285)
(313. 302)
(88. 305)(88. 285)) ...
The Oasic approach taken by the part
ID agent is to use the fuzzy discrimination net
describing the gross characteristics of all the
parts in the current database. The part ID
agent takes the information about a part
which was found by outlining and long-line
finding agents and fills in the fuzzy slots for
its image part in the object-oriented
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Figure 5: The Part IDs and the Flanges Found (Color reversed for clearer graphic display.)
database. The fuzzy information from the
part in the current tray image is turned into a
list and run through the discrimination net. A
short list of candidate parts is returned.
For example, consider getting the ID
of a part centered at (252. 320) on the tray.
It has no bumps nor notches and its length
5.15 (SHORT) and width 0.75 (FAT). The
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candidates parts with the correct feature list
are:
((SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
(SHORT FAT ((BUMP
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0) (NOTCH
0)) PART119)
0)) PART70)
0)) PART69)
0)) PART55)
0)) PART49)
0)) PART59)
0)) PART82)
0)) PART81))
The candidates for the object are reduced to
PART55, PART70, and PART59. If a definite
ID cannot be made based on differences in
the length and width, then small features are
sought in particular places. Finally, the
presence of IDed image parts activates the
flange finding agent.
Initially, the flange finding agent
ignores the image part IDs and executes a
shadow finding routine. By setting the
criterion for finding a shadow high we can
force all classifications to be correct or
unkown. If shadowing does not yield an
answer then small features are sought where
they should be based on the part ID. Fig. 5
shows the final IDs and flanges found. All
IDs are correct and five of seven flanges
were found correctly. In the two cases where
the flange was not located correctly, i.e. 749
and 792, VAS reported that it could not find
the flange rather than making an error. Note
that neither part had features, and that
human observers were also unable to locate
those flanges. Of the five flanges found, 743
was located based on its shadow, while the
other four were located based on finding
features.
Each of these agents have
contingency plans that are implemented
when basic algorithms fail in particular ways.
For example, if the part IDer does not come
up with a unique ID, it will send a request to
the database to give it the lengths, widths
and the approximate location of the features
on each of its candidate models. Agents also
communicate indirectly with each other
through the tray and image-objects. Since
everything of use to any of the other agents
is recorded on these objects, agents do not
need to know which agent calculated a piece
of information in order to use it. Thus, an
agent will always check the database to see
if a piece of information that it needs is
available before it tries to extract it directly, or
sends a request to another agent.
Controlling the communication among agents
is one of the major challenges of agent
architectures, and is still being studied for
VAS.
CONCLUSIONS
A model-based approach which uses
fuzzy descriptions of part features for
classification and an object-oriented
database of parts has been developed. A
variety of image processing techniques have
been combined to find the information
needed to do identifcation and flange
location, i.e. length, width, small bumps and
dents, and shadows on the parts. It was
possible to decompose the overall task into a
set of modular tasks that interact and fail in
specific ways. An agent architecture has
been developed that takes advantage of the
modularity in this multi-task and multi-
environment domain. The success of a
vision architecture initially developed for a
wholely different application, i.e. automatic
target recognition give us hope that the agent
approach to autonomous vision problems is a
general one.
One final point is that with better
cameras and lighting many of the problems
that proved very stuborn in VAS would never
have come up. However, good design is
hard to do when the scope of the problems
the system will face are not known in
advance.
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This paper presents the ftrst phase results of a
collaborative effort between university researchers and a
flexible assembly systems integrator to implement a
comprehensive modular approach to flexible assembly
automation. This approach, named MARAS (Modular
Automated Reconfigurable Assembly System), has been
structured to support multiple levels of modularity in
terms of both physical components and system control
functions.
For example, Natarajan 2 observed the duality between the
motion planning problem and the problem of designing a
feeder for orienting a workpart from some arbitrary initial
orientation I to a final orientation G. In principle, an
algorithm that would facilitate automatic design of parts
feeders based on CAD/CAM representations of workparts
should also be able to benefit from previous developments
in workpart grasp modelling. Similar techniques should
also be applicable to the problems of flexible flxturing
system synthesis and gauging function definition and
design.
The initial focus of the MARAS development has been on
parts gauging and feeding operations for cylinder lock
assembly. This phase is nearing completion and has
resulted in the development of a highly configurable
system for vision gauging functions on a wide range of
small components (2 mm to 100 mm in size). The
reconfigurable concepts implemented in this adaptive
Vision Gauging Module (VGM) are now being extended
to applicable aspects of the singulating, selecting, and
orienting functions required for the flexible feeding of
similar mechanical components and assemblies.
1.0 Contemporary Flexible Assembly Technology
Andreasen, Kahler, and Lund I have defined assembly
processes as composed of three main stages: handling,
composing and checking. These three stages can in turn
be subdivided into storage, transport, and positioning
functions. Another view of the assembly process is to
define it in terms of operations related to workpart
gauging, feeding, gripping, and fixturing.
Independent of the classification approach used for
assembly processes, workparts must generally be properly
gauged or tested, fed, oriented, and held for the assembly
function to be a success. Many researchers have
attempted to provide suitable analytical approaches to
model this processing of workparts, often by looking at
one function (such as trajectory or motion planning,
collision avoidance, parts insertion, etc.) in high detail.
Others have noted the commonality between many of
these functions and attempted to leverage this to define
the separate problems in a common context.
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Unfortunately, the practical industrial technologies and
tools for making these support operations adaptable from
process to process (or part type to part type) are currently
very limited. Typical so-called flexible assembly systems
(FAS) in use today are often fairly flexible in terms of
potential workpart trajectories, yet relatively primitive in
terms of easily or automatically adapting to the various
aligning, gripping, and fixturing needs of different
workparts or processes. These flexible assembly systems
are often little more than a robot surrounded by a set of
fixed tooling that is programmed once and left to run for
several months or years until new production needs dictate
system retooling. The potential advantages of flexible
automation are thus hardly realized in this scenario.
Machine vision subsystems, quick change tooling
modules, and various advances in off-line programming/
simulation systems 3' 4 have been suggested as the essential
breakthroughs that will pave the way for a proliferation of
cost effective and truly flexible (agile) assembly systems.
However, most automated assembly systems being
implemented today still employ primarily fixed tooling for
the actual grippers, fixturing, vision gauging system
components (optics, lighting, mountings, etc.), and parts
feeding/orienting/guiding functionality. Machine vision
systems have become easier to setup and program yet the
required support equipment for parts presentation and
illumination still entails significant custom design and
fabrication. Quick change tooling modules are typically
used to simply swap one fixed piece of end of arm tooling
for another.
Off-line programming/planning/simulation systems can
improve the efficiency of designing and programming
automated assembly systems. Alternative system
approaches and assembly task strategies can be quickly
evaluated and compared prior to the fabrication of a
proposed system. However, the resulting assembly system
designs are not necessarily more flexible. Further,
assembly system programming changes or adaptations are
still done off-line and not local to the actual assembly
Copyright c 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All Rights reserved.
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system controller. This minimizes the ability for the
assembly system to automatically reconfigure itself under
local control. Thus, the resulting assembly system is not
able to as easily and quickly adapt itself to required
changes in production schedules or capacity balance. The
ability for such dynamic reconfiguration is likely to be an
increasingly important feature as assembly systems
become more flexible.
2.0 Application of Analytical Tools to Industry Practice
Although significant, most of the leading edge analytical
advances in flexible assembly over the last several years
have yet to be applied to solve practical real-world
manufacturing requirements. This is not entirely
surprising since leading edge analytical developments, by
definition, are not directly amenable to industry
application. Another potentially significant factor is the
relatively limited practical collaboration between
researchers in the academic community and system
integrators and end users in industry.
Academic research tends to focus on issues that are more
abstract and provide long term benefit to the state of the
art. Innovators in industry tend to focus on more near
term and precise objectives such as delivering a working
assembly system next quarter that will operate with 99.5%
up-time and support N variations on a set family of
workparts with setup changeover not to exceed M hours.
This difference in objectives and motivations can tend to
preclude meaningful collaboration.
There are, however, significant potential advantages to
such collaborations. The difference in approach by
academics and industry can provide new perspectives to
each group. It is generally recognized that collaborative
teams composed of individuals with diverse backgrounds
can act to improve both the effectiveness and rate of
innovation s'6. There are two essential ingredients to
achieving this potential in practice:
, An appropriate framework of project objectives
that emphasizes goals and results which are clear
to all contributors.
. A suitable means of monitoring and managing
the progress of the team towards these
objectives.
It is not the intent of this paper to investigate or pursue the
validity of these observations at length. This subject has
been and continues to be the focus of substantial research
and study by others. However, we will use these as a
guide in defining a framework for the development of an
integrated approach to support the essential assembly
process functions in a truly flexible assembly system.
3.0 The MARAS Concept
From the above, the new approach to flexible automated
assembly development should foster effective
collaboration and synergy between contributors in both
academia and industry. It is also important that it
facilitate the adaptation and extension of appropriate
analytical tools to real world applications. Towards these
ends, Table 1 defines primary characteristics of the new
approach, named MARAS (Modular Automated
Reconfigurable Assembly System).
Table 1
Primary MARAS Concept Features
3.
4.
5.
Use building block approach for mechanical
modules and subelements.
Employ unified analytical models, scalable from
basic to advanced capability.
Use object-oriented representations of physical
elements (including actuators, passive
components, and sensors) as well as software
control functions.
Use building block elements for modelling and
control functions.
Initial emphasis on a specific range of parts that
is small enough to be practical yet with enough
general features so as not to be trivial.
MARAS has some similarity to other contemporary
reconfigurable system concepts in that it emphasizes a
modular or building block approach to implementing
flexible assembly systems. However, MARAS is
structured to emphasize multi-level modularity for both
system physical components and related system control
software.
At the physical level, MARAS extends some of the
modular concepts for flexible fixturing defined by Asada
and By 7'8 and borrows from other modular approaches
such as the RobotWorld modular robotic station base
concept of Scheinman 9 and the Carnegie Mellon
Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator 1°. The MARAS
concept extends the approach of flexible fixture system
synthesis based on combining appropriate fixturing
subelements (fixels) to combine similar families of
physical elements to support the other fundamental
functions required in assembly:
.
2.
.
Gaugels (physical elements that are combined
together to form Vision Gauging Modules or
VGMs).
Feedels (physical elements that are combined
together to form Adaptable Feeding Modules or
AFMsL
Grippels (physical elements that are combined
together to form Generalized Gripper Modules or
GGMs).
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MARASspecifiesthatthesebuildingblockelementswill
berepresentedinanobject-orientedfashionto facilitate
thedevelopmentof a unifiedsetof analyticaltools.
Further,theuseof object-orientedrepresentationsfor
thesemechanicale ementscanpotentiallyact as an
integratingcommonreferenceframeformachinelement
designers,analysismodeldevelopers,and software
systemsengineers.Machinedesignerscancreatea
databaseof mechanicalelementdefinitionsthatcanbe
matchedand integratedas neededto meet the
requirementsofdifferentworkpartsandassemblysupport
functions.
Analyticalmodelerswill initiallyapplygrouptechnology
to classifythesebuildingblockelements.Thisincludes
extendeddefinitionparameterstocategorizeanddescribe
theelementsin termsof howtheycanbecontrolledor
usedin conjunctionwith otherelementsto support
specificfunctionsand/orspecifictypesof workparts.
Thesecategorizationswill form thebasicof applied
modellingtoolsto bedevelopedfor predictionof the
performanceof theinitialsetof elementsandassociated
designderivativesorimprovements.
Softwaresystemengineerswill utilize the element
representationsto supportthedevelopmentof efficient
softwaremodulesor objectsfor the monitoringand
controlof theMARASassemblysystem odules.This
will aidin thetranslationof analyticalmodellingtools
fromtheorytopractice.Bothwill bebasedonthesame
dataobjectrepresentations.Controland sequencing
functionsto be performedwill also be definedas
generalizedobjectsandmethodsto furtherassistin the
developmentofaunifiedmodellingandcontrolsystem.
Theuseofacommonbuildingblockdefinitionsystemfor
machinedesigners,analyticalmodelers,and software
developerswill improveunderstandingbetweenthe
variouscontributors.It shouldalsoleadtomorefocused
innovation. The commonrepresentationwill allow
advancesor improvementsinonearea,suchasmodelling
toolsdevelopment,tobemorereadilyapplicabletoother
aspectsof theconceptasit evolves.Developmentsin
eachareacanstartatabasiclevelandbegraduallyscaled
with time to be moresophisticatedin scopeand
robustness.
4.0 Phase I MARAS Focus
A specific set of small parts, cylinder lock components,
was selected for the first phase of MARAS system
development. These components range in size from
approximately 1 mm to 25 mm in length. Some of the
parts are mostly planar while others are cylindrical or
more complex in shape. This provides a reasonable
variety of shapes, aspect ratios, and details such that the
part family includes a number of aspects found in other
small parts.
Two fundamental functions of the assembly process were
selected for this initial phase: vision gauging and parts
feeding/orienting. The definition of an initial basic set of
modular elements and corresponding modular control
approaches for these functions was the primary objective.
The development of corresponding analytical tools for
these elements is currently in progress but is not part of
the scope of this paper.
This initial focus has resulted in the development of a
working version of one subsystem of a practical MARAS
system: the Vision Gauging Module (VGM). Preliminary
.physical building block element definitions for another
_mportant subsystem, the Adaptable Feeding Module
(AFM), have also been completed.
The VGM is a reconfigurable subsystem for vision
inspection of small (1 mm to 100 mm) mechanical
components. Fixturing, illumination, optics, and other
required physical elements of the VGM (gaugels) have
been designed to address different part family applications
with little or no mechanical setup change. A
corresponding set of software modules has been defined
and developed to support automated execution of system
changeover to support new part family inspection
operations with object-oriented definition of system
operations. Here, the VGM can be reconfigured on-line
to perform entirely new gauging functions based on a
device configuration database downloaded to the VGM
controller by a supervisory controller with links to
parametric CAD representations of the parts to be gauged.
The AFM is a similar subsystem and approach for
adaptable parts feeding and orienting. Geometric analysis
of parts to be supported by the system will define guiding
checking/inspection elements (called feedels) from a
generalized family. The active control of the AFM will
also be driven by the geometric representations. As with
the VGM, the AFM will be reconfigured on-line to
perform entirely new feeding functions based on a device
configuration database downloaded to the AFM
controller.
5.0 Phase I Parts Description
Figure 1 provides a simple side view of the primary
components to be assembled to produce a typical cylinder
lock. The plug is a rotating cylindrical component that is
turned by the key within the cylindrical base of the body.
The driver, attached to the plug by the cap, is the
component that activates the lock latching mechanism.
The plug will only rotate if the key's notches match the
heights of the corresponding base pins installed in the
cylinder lock assembly.
I il I! | | !1 Springs
DBBBBR
8OBBBB Pin.
Drlwr Cap
Figure 1 - Cylinder Assembly Components
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Thekey,plug,andbodyare each approximately 25 mm (1
inch) in length. Other part dimensions are roughly to
scale as shown in Figure 1. The part variations and
gauging requirements are extensive, as indicated in Table
2. Each of 30 key types employs a unique key blade cross
section with different sets of dimensions and tolerances
for each type. Further, each key type is available in either
5 or 6 pin variations. The key blade cross section
variations also apply to the plugs, since the keys are
inserted into the plugs to operate the cylinder.
Table 2
Part Variations
Part Variations Gauging
Requirements
Keys 30 types, 2 lengths
Hugs 30 types, 2 lengths
Bodies 2 types, 2 lengths
Pins 2 types, 13 lengths
Springs 2 types
Drivers 8 types
Caps 2 types
8 dimensions
25 dimensions
25 dimensions
5 dimensions
3 dimensions
3 dimensions
3 dimensions
5.1 Parts Handling. Orienting. and Gauging Requirements
Both the plugs and bodies include a high number of
dimensions to be checked. This includes pin hole
locations and alignment plus face and tail details such as
key slot alignment, concentricity, and body "tang"
alignment. The tang of the body is the vertical block that
holds the top pins and springs. Two lengths of bodies and
plugs are required, to support both 5 and 6 pin variations.
Two types of pins (bottom pins and top pins) must be
supported. Bottom pins alone have 10 unique lengths.
Radius of nose curvature for each end of the base pins is
different, since the leading (bottom) edge of the pin must
be very narrow to mate effectively with the key notches
and the top of the top of the pin must be relatively fiat.
Table 3
Part Orienting Requirements
Part Source Orienting
Requirements
Keys Bulk
Plugs Bulk
Bodies Pre-oriented
Pins Bulk
Springs Bulk
Drivers Bulk
Caps Bulk
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical
Lead edge down
Vertical
Vertical, tail up
Threads down
Variations for caps and springs are fairly minor (one or
two different dimensions) but drivers come in a wide
range of styles to support different types of latching
mechanisms.
Table 3 summarizes the source of the parts to be
supported plus the final orientation requirements for use
by the robotic flexible assembly stations. Excluding
cylinder bodies, all parts are originally without any
orientation and are located in bulk bins. Many parts are
also fabricated both in-plant and externally.
The source of the incoming parts is one of many
additional issues to be considered in defining and
implementing a gauging and feeding system approach.
These issues also include:
1. Parts may need to be assembled both in plant and
externally.
2. Gauging is required between fabrication
operations or steps for some parts.
3. The production rate approximates 1 part/second.
4. Low capital is available for project
implementation.
5. The required implementation schedule is short.
6.0 The Modular Inspection/Palletization Cell
In applying MAR.AS to the cylinder lock parts gauging
and orienting application, the following system design
constraints were defined:
. Gauged and oriented parts will be loaded to
pallets (to address both in-plant assembly and
external assembly). This feature will not be
required for applications where the oriented parts
are to be presented directly to assembly stations;
the approaches defined for this application are
not restricted to palletized parts only.
. Individual inspection/palletizing cells will be
used for each part group, with some combining
of part groups if practical. However, a uniform
system architecture will be supported across all
inspection/palletizing cells to maximize
interchangeability, simplify maintenance, and
minimize development effort.
. Generalized singulating, selection, and orienting
approaches will be used where applicable (to
support system modularity, reconfigurability, and
minimal implementation cost).
° 100% inspection will be provided for only first
level features (due to high number of details for
full inspection plus the high production rate).
. Partial sampling with integral automated SPC for
the full set of part dimensions will be supported
by a reconfigurable Vision Gauging Module.
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. The inspection/paUetizing cell will be
cona'ollable either manually (through a touch
screen Man-Machine Interface) or automatically
(via the robot/vision controller).
. The VGM (and to a lesser degree, the orienting
station) will utilize uniform mechanical
components, electrical components, optics, and
software across all inspection/palletizing cells.
Figure 2 presents an overview schematic of the Modular
Inspection/Palletization Cell approach. As shown, the
Vision Gauging Module can be sited directly adjacent to
the Orienting/Palletizing station, where it can be
loaded/unloaded and controlled by the
orienting/palletizing robot. The VGM can also be sited
remotely from the Orienting/Palletizing station where it
can be loaded/unloaded and controlled manually. This is
required for gauging parts at various upstream points in
the fabrication process and also for gauging parts supplied
from outside the plant.
Bulk
Hopper Orienting/
Palletizlng
Station
Vision Gauging
Module (VGM)
Figure 2 - The Modular Inspection/PaUetization Cell
Concept
7.1 The VGM Station Base
Figure 3 presents the general purpose nature of the station
base employed for the VGM. Extruded aluminum profile
sections were used to fabricate the frame and table base
for mounting the optics, electronics, traversing slide, and
other components. The table base is formed from
adjacent 160 mmx 40 mm extruded sections, providing a
mounting base very similar to the T-slot type of base often
employed for machining fixture mounting. A 0.75 meter
(30 inch) servo-controlled traversing rail slide is mounted
to the top of the table base to index parts to be gauged
before the appropriate optics.
The VGM station table base can support mounting of up
to three to four cameras or mechanical gauging
subsystems plus required illumination sources (front
lighting, back lighting, structured lighting, etc.). A family
of general purpose mounts has been developed to address
quick and flexible placement of these gauging elements or
"gaugels" on the VGM table base. This facilitates
efficient setup or changeover if entirely new lighting
approaches and/or lens characteristics are required for a
new gauging application
The NEMA 12 enclosure mounted to the lower side of the
table base provides a sealed and air-conditioned housing
for the supervisory control computer, network interfaces,
illumination sources, power supplies, and input/output
subsystems. Sliding opaque door panels (not shown) are
installed between the frame sections above the table base.
These are to minimize dust infiltration and background
lighting disturbances in the gauging area. The touch
screen operator interface panel is installed to the top of the
VGM station base frame on a swivel base. The screen
centerline is at 1.7 meters above floor level for optimum
ergonometrics.
SlofleclBed
7.0 The Prototype Vision Gauging Module
The Vision Gauging Module incorporates a number of the
MARAS attributes noted above. Since the VGM is
further developed than the Adapatable Feeding Module or
AFM, it will be used to further illustrate these concepts.
Consistent with the core MARAS concept, the following
features were included as part of the prototype VGM
design:
Modular building block elements (camera
mounts, light source mounts, calibration targets,
electrical components, etc.).
2. Use of a generalized nest block to hold parts in
various orientations before optics.
3. Design for loading by hand, robot, or fixed
automation.
4. Reconfigurable software (via setup file and
downloaded set points and recipes).
RailTable
forNestBlock
\
Figure 3 -
NEMA12Electronics
Enclosure
Vision Gauging Module Station Base
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7.2 The VGM Generalized Nest Block Approach
The VGM must be able to support easily reconfigurable
fixturing or gripping approaches to facilitate a wide range
of part geometries and gauging functions in an adaptable
manner. A generalized nest block fixture design is
employed for this purpose, as shown schematically in
Figure 4. Here, the nest block base is a CNC-produced
fixture block that includes aligning nests for holding parts
in the orientations required for vision gauging all the
required dimensions and features. Parts are placed
approximately in the nest from above by hand or by
automated means. Next, a mating CNC-produced
clamping "plate" is actuated by either operator or
automatic command to provide final and deterministic
positioning of the parts in the nest block. Although the
vision system can compensate for positional inaccuracies
perpendicular to the view axis, accurate and repeatable
alignment is especially important in the direction along
the view axis to maintain focus integrity when the field of
view (and thus, depth of field) is small.
Proximity sensors mounted to the nest block are used to
verify clamp bar activation and deactivation. An integral
calibration target is incorporated into the nest block for
ease of optics alignment and calibration.
Although simple geometries are shown in Figure 4, a
typical nest block and clamp bar include numerous details
to provide the required aligning/orienting functions plus
optical paths to view the required part sections. Using
advanced CAD systems and CNC greatly streamlines the
design and fabrication of the nest block and clamp bar for
any required part.
l Nest BlockBase
For the prototype VGM systems, Table 4 provides a
sample of typical element definitions:
Table 4
Sample Object Parameters or Properties
Object Sample Parameters
Back light module Size of illumination area
Light intensity range
Available mounting elements
Available illuminator elements
Laser line source
Nest block
Camera lens
Gauging shot
Range of focal lengths
Ratio of line width to length
Available mounting elements
Available light intensities
Focal centerline height
Number of nests
Number of actuators, sensors
Actuator and sensor connects
Focal length range
FOV range
Illumination modules used
Associated gauge functions
Number of analysis steps
Nest translation for shot
Calibration set parameters
Although the examples presented in Table 4 are by no
means a complete set of the object definitions used for the
prototype VGM, it does illustrate the type of information
contained within these definitions.
Clamp Bar S
Figure 4 - Vision Gauging Module Generalized Nest
Block
7.3 Vision Gauging Module Elements Representation
A key component of the MARAS concept is the
representation of the elemental building blocks. This
includes physical elements as well as control definitions.
The representation of an object typically includes
geometric definitions plus extended parameters that
describe other attributes such as ranges of control or
actuation supported, discrete operating states, mating
requirements for integration with other modules, etc.
7.4 Inspectin_z/Palletizing C¢11Control Architecture
Figure 5 provides a block diagram view of the major
components employed for the Inspection/Palletizing cells.
This includes an Intel 486 based supervisory computer
runnin.g Microsoft Windows that functions as the
supervisory controller, man-machine interface, SPC
analyst, and production tracking system for each
inspection/palletizing cell. These supervisory computers
are also networked together via ethernet to support upload
of summary information to higher level plant systems.
Remote access to these systems is supported via modem
communications for service diagnostic and maintenance
purposes.
The software used to operate the supervisory computer is
a next generation derivative of VAX/VMS and OS/2
based factory control software systems originally
implemented for discrete parts assembly/test at facilities
such as Chrysler, General Motors, and Caterpillar in the
late 1980s. This software was entirely re-written and
enhanced over the last year utilizing current object-
oriented development tools and coding approaches.
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Additional informationregardingthe supervisory
computersoftwarefunctionsi presentedin section7.5below.
EmulationofModiconModbuscommunicationsprotocols
isanimportantfeatureofthisarchitecture.Thisprovides
the flexibilityto communicateto a widevarietyof
robotic/visioncontrollersandotherintelligentdevicesvia
relativelysimple serial line connections. This
communicationslink is usedto collectoperatingstatus
andprocessdatafromtherobot/visioncontrollerforthe
orienting/palletizingstationand one or moreVGM
stations.Processetpoints,recipes,andstatuschange
commands( uchas clampstation,startstation,stop
station,abortcycle,etc.)arealsodownloadedto the
robot/visioncontrollervia theemulatedModbus. In
addition,theModbusprotocolwasextendedto support
automateddownloadof setuporconfigurationfilestothe
robot/visioncontrollerover the sameline usedfor
productiondatauploadsandcommand/recipedownloads.
IBM PC running
Wl ndows-based
operator I ntertsce
i Modlcon Modbuo
-- Communications
I Robot/vllllon icontroller
io_,.. I--no..o,Pslletlzlng I Module
Station Robot [
Figure 5 - lnspection/Palletization Cell Control
Components Schematic
The software developed for the robot/vision controller is
another vital component of the overall architecture. Based
on commands, setpoints, and setup file information
downloaded from the supervisory controller, the main
software control program in the robot/vision controller
performs the following functions:
1. Controls light source activation and nest block
clamping activation (via Opts 22 Optomux
network modules).
2. Senses states of nest block clamp (via proximity
switches linked to Opts 22 Optomux network
modules).
3. Commands traversing slide to index nest block to
required positions.
4. Performs setup file defined vision gauging
functions (frame acquisition, vision algorithm
execution, numeric functions, data analysis
functions).
5. Updates status block with most recent gauge
results and process information for collection by
the supervisory computer.
All of these functions are definable by the setup file
downloaded from the supervisory controller. The setup
file contains sets of parameters which completely define
the required functions of the VGM. This provides the
capability of downloading a setup change "on-the-fly"
without the need to halt non-affected operations. The
setup file is much more compact than downloading new
programs to the robot/vision controller. Thus, the time
required to implement a given VGM setup change is short.
A set of setup files can be maintained on the supervisory
computer in a protected directory that can only be
accessed by authorized plant personnel. Currently, the
files are maintained manually by used of a text editor.
The setup files define such parameters and selectable
features as:
1. Number of cameras defined for the VGM.
2. Illumination sources to be used.
3. Nest block positions for each vision frame
(camera shot) to be acquired.
4. The specific vision and numerical algorithms to
be employed (including sequencing and
execution parameters) for each camera shot.
5. Number of gauge variables to be tested,
including process limits.
6. Association of gauging functions with processing
stations or operations (for SPC purposes).
7. Reject condition codes.
8. Auto detection of optics failure.
9. Required clamping confirmation input
identification (if any).
10. Error handling functions.
Setup file definitions can also be model (part type)
specific. That is to say, a set of parameters defined in the
setup file can be associated with a particular "model" or
part variation. The setup file can thus define the
operation of the VGM to be unique for different part
variations. With appropriate definition of the setup file,
the VGM will automatically adapt itself to process
different parts via simple download of a new model code
from the supervisory computer.
7.5 The VGM Supervisory_ Control Computer Software
The supervisory computer software must be very intuitive
and easy to use for effective operation by plant floor
personnel. Appropriate use of graphical user interface
elements has thus been used towards this end in
implementing the software.
A menu bar at the top of the screen has been kept
purposefully simple for ease of use when performing
common operations. Toolbar command button icons have
also been employed to provide quick access to the most
frequent functions, such as:
1. Starting and stopping the system monitoring
functions (password protected).
2. Display of communications status.
3. Station selection for additional detail
4. Display of station control panel..
5. Display of station alarm/fault and production
counts summary status.
6. Display of defined CAD images.
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7. Display of raw process data from monitored
stations.
8. Access to historical production trend displays.
9. Access to historical alarm/fault trend displays.
10. Access to SPC tracking displays, logs, and
charts.
11. Access to the on-line help system.
8.0 Qri¢nting and Singulating Concepts for Flat Parts
This section presents some of the basic general feeding
approaches we have been pursuing as part of our
preliminary definitions of an Adaptable Feeding Module
(AFM). We are using these plus more complex
approaches to orienting using both manipulators and
passive handlers ,(using the terminology of Boothroyd,
Poli, and Murch") to define our first set of "feeder'
elements plus corresponding parameter set definitions and
control software objects.
Given the wider range of potential future applicability to
other part families, we have first concentrated on flat parts
to define candidate generalized singulating approaches.
Singulation is the process of separating parts into a single
vertical layer with only one or possibly two orientations
("top" up or "top" down).
For flat parts singulation, the following attributes are
common:
. Parts are originally in a bulk bin or hopper that
dumps into a vibratory hopper (not bowl feeder)
that dispenses a steady stream of parts onto a
conveyor.
. All parts don't need to be oriented. Allowing for
de-selection of some parts to recirculate can
make for a more robust and practical system
design that also naturally supports part purging
for changeover.
, Generalized end-of-arm-tooling should be used
where applicable (such as vacuum cups for flat
parts).
4. Use generalized and/or modular singulating
elements or bars.
5. Use vision where aligning/orienting is not
possible or practical by geometric means only.
6. Use common mechanical components and
control software for each part type.
By definition, we refer to a fiat part as one where the
thickness of one dominating geometric surface or plane of
the part to be fed or oriented is much less the height and
width of the surface. Examples include parts stamped
from sheet metal where the resulting flat feature surface
dimensions are large compared to the thickness of the
part. For the target application of cylinder lock assembly,
the keys fall nicely into this category. Some members of
the driver part family may also apply. Given the ratio of
the cap height to cap diameter of approximately 0.3, this
should apply to caps as well.
Figure 6 provides a simple overview of one approach to
fiat parts singulation. Here, the vibrating hopper feeds a
conveyor that indexes parts towards an area where a
machine vision camera is used to verify part position and
orientation for acquisition by a robotic gripper. Wiper
blades over the conveyor are used to achieve a single
layer of parts. Narrowing blocks over the conveyor
confine the parts to a specific region for the first level
vision inspection and robotic acquisition for final
orienting. This method is quite effective and can supply a
steady stream of singulated parts. However, parts
sometimes jam. This makes the approach unreliable. The
use of a rotating wiper or brush can potentially alleviate
this problem.
_-- Hopper
Narro wi ng
Block
Wiper Camera
Blades FOV
Figure 6 - Singulation of Flat Parts with Wiper Blades
and Narrowing Blocks
Figure 7 presents another potential approach for fiat parts
singulation. Here, the hopper feeds a singulating ramp
with shelves that deposit a single layer of parts on the
conveyor. The ramp is sloped down towards the camera
FOV and also away from the hopper. The lip height of
each shelf is equal to the height of the fiat part. Thus,
parts will either slide off to the overflow area of the
conveyor or fall into one of the shelves and slide down the
shelf to the conveyor to be advanced to the camera FOV.
Hopper
S ingul ati ng
Ramp
Overflow ---_.
Area
/- A
Cam era
Wide r Conveyor FOV
Figure 7 - Singulation of Flat Parts with a Singulating
Ramp
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Problemswith thisapproachincludea highratioof
overflowpartsversusingulatedpartsanda lesssteady
flow of singulated parts to the camera FOV.
9.0 Future Work
These two sample approaches are not intended to imply
the full range of options available for singulating or
orienting parts. However, they do serve to illustrate some
fundamental principles worth considering in defining or
implementing a generalized orienting system.
These and other approaches are being refined and verified
for application to the cylinder lock application and other
small mechanical part assemblies. Common to each of
these approaches is the need for a modular and
reconfigurable architecture in both the physical and
software components. This applies to the guiding or
aligning elements, vision systems, and the additional
orienting functions performed by some sort of robotic
gripper.
For the near term, the immediate goal is to complete
installation of the first three inspection/palletization cells
in the first quarter of 1994. Although these first
installations will incorporate some of the reconfigurable
features of the VGM for their feeding and orienting
functions, it is expected that this will be even more so for
the next two inspection/palletization cells to be completed
later in 1994.
Application of these principles for adaptive gauging and
feeding is now in progress for three other automated
assembly projects to be completed towards the end of
1994. Additional integration of CAD modelling for
automated or semi-automated synthesis of appropriate
adaptable system configurations is planned.
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Abstract
The Factory Of The Future wlll
require an operating methodology
which effectively utilizes all of
the elements of product design,
manufacturing and delivery. The
process must respond rapidly to
changes in product demand, product
mix, design changes or changes in
the raw materials. To achieve
agility in a manufacturing
operation, the design and
development of the manufacturing
processes must focus on customer
satisfaction. Achieving greatest
results requires that the
manufacturing process be considered
from product concept through sales.
This provides the best opportunity
to built a quality product for the
customer at a reasonable price.
The primary elements of a
manufacturing system include people,
equipment, materials, methods and
the environment. The most
significant and most agile element
in any process is the human
resource. Only with a highly
trained, knowledgeable work force
can the proper methods be applied to
efficiently process materials with
machinery which is predictable,
reliable and flexible.
This paper discusses the
affect of each element on the
development of agile manufacturing
system.
Introduction
To be competitive in the world
market an organization must
efficiently utilize all of its
assets. The traditional elements of
the manufacturing process are men,
machines and materials which are
combined using proven and consistent
methods which are responsive to a
rapidly changing environment.
( Figure I ). The manufacturing
FIGURE i - PRODUCTION CYCLE
system must be capable of producing
the right products, in the needed
quantities with high quality and the
lowest possible cost. An agile
manufacturing process can only be
Copyright 1993 by Ford Motor Company. Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permission.
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achieved if the associated processes
are designed concurrently with the
product utilizing a crossfunctional,
simultaneous engineering team
comprised of representatives of all
affected organizations. The
manufacturing concept is revised as
the team proceeds through the
product development cycle as shown
in Figure 2. This defines the
CONCEPT
DESIGN
PROTOTYPE
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
MARKETING
SALES
SERVICE
REUSE/RECYCLE
FIGURE 2 - PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
CYCLE
various stages of the product life
cycle.
Flexibility starts with the
design of the product. Use of
techniques such as Design for
Manufacture(DFM), Design for
Assembly(DFA), Quality Function
Deployment(QFD), Statistical Process
Control(SPC), Design Of Experiments
(DOE) and Computer Aids such as
CAD/CAM/CAE, including product and
process simulation, will be
essential to develop a system which
can respond rapidly to product
changes, product changeovers and
variation in the product mix. The
overall production system will only
be as agile as the least agile of
the elements of the system.
Flexibility must exist in the
product design, the process design,
the production system and the
material handling operations. An
agile organization will allow the
operations to respond to the needs
of the customer as demanded by the
ever changing market in the shortest
amount of time. This includes the
capability to alter the mix among,
several similar products within the
manufacturing capacity (i.e. volume
mix flexibility) as well as the
ability to rapidly convert to new
products which utilize common
manufacturing equipment (i.e.
product changeover flexibility).
An agile operation can only be
achieved if this objective is
considered from the conception of
the product through sales and
service. Agility must be a major
objective of the development and
must be planned and built into the
process. During the development
process, a simultaneous engineering
approach is used which considers the
capabilities of the process as well
as the needs of the product to meet
customer expectations. Each element
in the product equation, Men,
Machines, Materials, Methods and the
Environment, is evaluated and
optimized. When tradeoffs are
considered, the decisions are based
on providing the best value for the
customer.
Human Resources
The most flexible component in
the process is the human resource.
Important characteristics of the
Human Resources are shown in
Figure 3. It will be essential
FLEXIBLE HUMAN RESOURCES
- ENGINEERS
- MANAGEMENT
- PRODUCTION
- SUPERVISION
- SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
CUSTOMER ORIENTED
HIGHLY TRAINED
MOTIVATED
TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGEABLE
CONTINUOUS SKII/_ IMPROVEMENT
FIGURE 3 - HUMAN RESOURCES
that all employees are highly
trained individuals who are
knowledgeable about the latest
technologies and specifically
trained in the equipment that they
use on a day to day basis. They
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will also need to maintain their
skills through a continuous personal
enrichment program. The workers of
today will not be competitive in the
environment of the agile
manufacturing system without a
comprehensive and effective plan to
maintain and enhance employee
skills.
The successful enterprise will
encourage employees to continuously
improve their skills by providing
opportunities to attend training
related to specific job
requirements. Their effectiveness
will depend on the company's ability
to provide incentives for the
associates which assure continuous
improvement in the abilities of all
employees. It is necessary to have
an educated, flexible, empoweredand
motivated work force to respond to
the needs of the customer.
Equipment
Another factor of production
is the machinery or equipment which
is used to build a product or
provide a service. The equipment
although an important component of
the process is limited by the
ingenuity of the people who design,
develop and operate it. The
equipment is a minor albeit
essential part of the overall
system. The primary characteristics
of the machinery is the ability to
reuse or reapply the equipment to
respond to variations in product mix
and to provide sufficient
flexibility to be used with new
products.
Other features of the Factory
of the Future include reliability,
maintainability and the ability to
rapidly redeploy equipment. See
Figure 4 for a list of the important
equipment characteristics.
Flexible equipment such as
robots, AGVs, ASRSs, CNC machines,
programmable controllers, personal
computers, modular conveyors,
coordinate measuring machines, smart
instruments and intelligent sensors
are all important for the agile
manufacturing system.
FLEXIBLE
Multi-Use
Multi-Product
Rapidly Reconfigurable
Product Mix
REUSABLE
- Rapidly Change To
Different Parts
RELOCATABLE
PROC_LE/REPROG_LE
- Off Line
EXPANSIBILITY (Capacity)
RELIABLE
MAINTAINABLE
FICURE 4 EQUIPMENT (MACHINERY)
Materials
The materials of production
can refer to product components or
materials of the manufacturing
process. Alternative materials are
evaluated throughout the product
development cycle to consider the
physical and chemical property
requirements and select the
materials which provide the most
cost effective option for both
product and process equipment.
Figure 5 identifies some the
situations where consideration of
materials is important.
Effective selection of
materials can have a significant
affect on the life cycle cost of a
manufacturing process with
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associated influence on the cost of
the product(s).
Materials used in products,
tooling and process equipment are
each important in their own way.
The physical and mechanical
properties of the materials affect
the life of components, durability,
reusability and recyclability.
TOOLING
- Reusable
- Recyclable
NEW RAW MATERIALS
- Steel vs. Alumlnum vs.
Magnesium vs. Composites
- Plastics
- Thermoplastics vs.
Thermosets
RAPID PROTOTYPING
Stereolithography
Cubital
FIGURE 5 MaTERIALS
In the design and purchase of
equipment and tooling, it is
important to consider how it might
be used to process parts for several
optional materials. As an example,
a painting process has similar
requirements for capacity and
capability regardless of the
material applied or the substrate.
However, the properties of the
coating may change which in turn
requires a change to the process
parameters. Different types of
nozzles, paints guns or controls may
be utilized while maintaining the
same basic system. This flexibility
may be required to adjust for
viscosity variation in the material
as well as different curing
requirements. The paint process
must be robust in the ability to
produce a quality paint job using
many different paint combinations
and accommodate changes in
environmental conditions. This must
be accomplished with little or no
change to the base equipment and the
necessary changes must be easily
implemented.
Materials used in the tooling
and equipment are also evaluated to
determine the most effective use of
specialty compounds. In the ideal
situation the tooling components
will wear out just as the product
cycle is complete.
Rapid prototyping is an
emerging technology which enables
the preparation of prototype parts
much faster than available from
previous practice. Methods such as
stereolithography, cubital and other
similar techniques utilize special
chemical and physical properties of
materials to effectively reduce the
time required to produce prototype
parts. In some instances this time
has been reduced from months to
weeks. The processes achieve these
dramatic improvements by operating
directly from CAD data. The CAD
data is used to initiate these
processes. The data is used to
operate a numerically controlled
device which automatically
replicates the part design. This
bypasses time consuming manual
design detailing and the machining
and build up of the parts.
Selection of materials during
every stage of the development is
important. The material choice
affects the product cost and quality
and may also influence the time to
produce parts.
Methods
With the exception of the
human resources, the most
influential factor of the agile
manufacturing organization relates
to the methods which are implemented
through out all phases of the
product development cycle.
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Frequently, the design, development
and operating methods are the
elements which define the agility
and flexibility of a system. This
maybe a an equipment operating
procedure, the control system, an
accounting procedure or a management
practice. Consideration is given
to all aspects of the business
enterprise if all componentsare to
work effectively together. Some
effective methods of improving
communications and intra-
organizational cooperation are
identified in Table I.
Oneprocess which has achieved
significant improvements in total
development time, reductions in cost
and improvements in quality is the
crossfunctional team. Combinedwith
simultaneous engineering of the
product and process, significant
benefits are realizable in the
manufacture of a product. The
crossfuntional team involves
representatives from design, product
engineering, manufacturing
engineering, production and
suppliers. During the entire
product design and development
cycle, the team uses manyof the
computer based tools, e.g. CAD,CAM,
CAEand CIM, and statistical methods
to accelerate the design and
development process. The use of
computer tools is an essential
element in the process but it is the
knowledge and ability of the human
resources which is necessary for the
effective implementation of these
tools.
These techniques provide
significant benefits during the
early phases of the development
process. These improvementsmust
also be carried to the plant floor
to achieve the flexibility in the
manufacturing process. This is
achieved through user-friendly
operator interface which can be used
in the setup and control of the
manufacturing equipment.
The manufacturing process is
designed in cooperation with
product design, engineering and
production. With this approach, the
resulting product design is robust
with regard to manufacturing
capability. With a focus on
manufacturing flexibility a more
agile manufacturing system is the
result.
As listed in the Table, there
are manyother procedures and
methods which are used to improve
the development system. Procedures
for the selection and justification
of equipment can significantly
affect the ultimate decision. Focus
on the traditional Return on
Investment(ROl) often leads to
decisions which are not compatible
with the agile manufacturing needs.
Newmethods which consider life
cycle cost, the cost of quality and
activity based accounting provide
consideration of the value of some
of the intangibles in the equipment
purchase decision.
Environment
In addition to the four
factors previously discussed, the
process must be responsive to
changes in the environment in which
it operates. This must be
accomplished rapidly to maintain the
agility of the system. Figure 6
identifies some of the important
environmental or external factors
which may affect the process. There
are numerous external factors which
can be considered. These may have a
significan t affect on the
organization depending on its
particular business.
We have seen the substantive
influence that government
regulations and policy can have on
the operation of an enterprise. In
addition local work practices,
internal standards, accepted
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national/international codes and
standards and changes in the global
situation affect the operating
COV_
- OSHA
- EPA
- Tax Regulations
- Safety Standards
- Labor Regulations
- Government Subsidies
- ADA
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CHANGES IN THE GLOBAL
SITUATIONS
Political
Economic
Trade Agreements
WORK PRACTICES
STANDARDS AND PRACTICES
Engineering
ANSI, RIA, ASTM, AIAG
IEEE
Financial & Accounting
National Codes (e.g. UL)
FIGURE 6. ENVIRO_AL
efficiency and the competitive
position of a business.
Changes in the environmental
factors can result in rapid and
dramatic changes in the factors of
production, human resources,
materials, equipment and business
methods. For example, changes in
the standards implemented by a
country or group of countries,
affects the ability to sell products
in certain markets or can cause a
change in the availability of
certain commodities without any
other local changes in the
operations.
Likewise, political changes
may influence the competitive
position quickly and dramatically.
Sometimes, changes in the
environment can be anticipated but
very seldom can they be controlled.
Many of these changes, especially
those which are the result of
legislation, occur over a long
period of time. Plans can be
implemented to adjust for these
changes. However, in other
situations, political or
governmental changes may be rapid
and cataclysmic. In the latter
case, a rapid response is required
to maintain competitive position.
This can only be accomplished by an
enterprise which is designed and
developed to support agility in the
operations.
Conclusions
In this ever changing world,
only the strong and the agile will
survive. To be a successful
organization, the agile business
enterprise will focus on the ability
to rapidly respond to customer need
and provide quality parts at a price
that represents value to the
customer. This requires that all of
the factors of production are
developed with flexibility and
agility in mind. This must commence
with the product concept and carry
through to the sale and marketing of
the product.
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Abstract
precise, intolerant of delay, and are being automated at
an ever-accelerated pace.
Since its inception, Numerically Controlled (NC)
machining methods have been used throughout the
aerospace industry to mill, drill, and turn complex shapes
by sequentially stepping through motion programs.
However, the recent demand for more precision, faster
feeds, exotic sensors, and branching execution have
existing Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and
Distributed Numerical Control (DNC) systems running at
maximum controller capacity. Typical disadvantages of
current CNC's include fixed memory capacities, limited
communication ports, and the use of multiple control
languages. The need to tailor CNC's to meet specific
applications, whether it be expanded memory, additional
communications, or integrated vision, often requires
replacing the original controller supplied with the
commercial machine tool with a more powerful and
capable system.
This paper briefly describes the process and equipment
requirements for new controllers and their evolutionary
implementation in an aerospace environment. The
process of controller retrofit with currently available
machines is examined, along with several case studies
and their computational and architectural implications.
Introduction
In response to the more complex machined shapes
demanded by modern aircraft, the Air Force sponsored
numerically controlled milling machine research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Radiation
Laboratory in 1949. The fusion of the then fledgling
digital computer technology with servo control
techniques allowed demonstration of a prototype NC
machine in 1953 1. Over the ensuing forty years, new
CNC capabilities have dramatically enhanced the way
airplanes are made. CNC computers have become
smaller, faster, and cheaper; through the use of
innovative sensors, automated work cells can both
monitor and control production processes as well as the
parts they create. Upstream systems can create and store
part programs, collect and analyze process data, and
monitor/diagnose individual machines. In general, the
processes being perforlned are more complex, highly
When tailoring a controller for a machine tool
application, two critical considerations must be taken
into account: process complexity and life cycle cost. The
desire to improve product quality and reduce manual
labor has caused automated systems to become more and
more sophisticated. On the control side, automation
applications require ever increasing amounts of software
that execute on powerful computers with extensive
memory. On the process side, smart-sensor based systems
provide tighter control of production monitoring, quali .ty,
and reliability by collecting massive amounts of data
during process execution. This data must be organized
for use by both the process control and upstream business
systems. Clearly, what was once a single computer
operation has now become a network of 5 to 10
intelligent computer subsystems, each of which is usually
a microprocessor-based smart box. The function of each
subsystem is unique yet all subsystems contribute to
producing a better product.
Examples of smart-sensor based subsystems include
machine vision for process inspection and statistical
analysis, and thermal scanning devices to monitor
material growth. Data transfer of part attributes,
quantities, and messages require networking capability to
disk storage, file management, and company business
systems. Further complicating the automation process is
the need for a host system which is flexible enough to
coordinate all subsystem information and make
adjustments to the process in real-time. The host must
also interface hardware and software to multiple
communication protocols.
Cost and Complexity
While issues regarding process complexity represent the
factory side of the automation problem, the business side
is concerned with controlling cost. The vast amounts of
software generated for application development,
programming, and software maintenance must be
structured in order to control life cycle costs. Because
these automation systems arc multi-computer based,
organizing and directing in-process information
mandates complex decision making algorithms. For
Copyright © 1994 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All Rights reserved.
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example,manyprocesses require the system to adapt to
changes in the process based upon input data, factory
problems, and machine interrupts. To effectively
implement such complex process algorithms, application
software is usually developed using structured analysis
and design. Structure design tools benefit the software
life cycle in development, maintenance, and
documentation. However, it is not always possible to
take advantage of cost savings using structured design
tools unless the computer language can support such
development.
Typical software maintenance costs for complex
automation applications can be excessive due to the
diversity of languages, controllers, and variety of
processes. For example, most NC, CNC, and DNC
machines utilize control language based upon ladder
logic. Other languages such as Allen Bradley's Siprom
are used in conjunction with ladder logic when
developing a machine application. Large multi-function
systems written entirely in ladder logic pose a formidable
maintenance task. The maintenance problem is
compounded further since robotic control systems often
use custom languages (such as Karel, Rail, V+, etc.).
Each of these unique languages must be supported by
programming staff. Factors such as language, processing
capability, interconnectivity, communications, and code
reusability must be weighed against what the company
can afford to spend throughout the software life cycle.
The issues of process complexity and software life cycle
are interdependent in the automation environment. The
interdependence can be examined by breaking down
these issues into further detail. First, process complexity
involves key factors such as programming,
communications, data transfer, control of input/output
functions, and motion control. Life cycle costs, on the
other hand, involve computer languages, maintenance,
training, upstream compatibility, and software
reusability.
Process software can be partitioned into six distinct
functional groups. Generalized categories include process
control, communications, file storage and transfer, digital
and analog input/output, motion control, and vision
processing. Of these categories, serial communications
has become a critical link for most automation
applications within Boeing.
Serial Communications
Many new applications utilize microprocessor-based
smart boxes which can control an entire section of a
process with little intervention from a host computer.
The ability to allocate tasks to multiple smart boxes
reduces the work load on the main controller. In
addition, it provides system modularity which can
reduce factory down time and part replacement. The
majority of these smart boxes provide serial ports for
communication. In order to reliably communicate with
multiple smart boxes, the system programmer needs to
have standard serial communication functions available
within the host controller's language. A set of common
tools might include full ASCII character recognition,
basic character input/output, and configuration of the I/O
port. Advanced features include data buffering, operating
system notification (via flags or interrupts), and the
ability to apply protocols such as Kermit, Xmodem, etc.
to data transfer. Many controllers do not allow much
control over a serial port, resulting in "kludging" the
existing software base to create a semi-functional
communications path.
Several aerospace applications require the use of thermal
scanners for monitoring temperature changes and part
growth the work cell. Interfacing and manipulating the
data provided from these scanners has proven to be a
programming challenge. Each controller has a unique
implementation of the RS-232 standard. Furthermore,
some controllers use restricted data formats, which limit
the flexibility of the system. Still other controllers require
special manipulation of the serial port hardware to make
the port functional. Consequently, special
communications software must be written after the serial
port has been studied through a network analyzer.
Compounding the problem is the lack of an RS-232
standard on the smart device. The result is the
communications software must not only conform to a
non-standard format at the controller side but also on the
sensor side.
Protocols such as Kermit, Xmodem etc. have been
successfully used in the computer industry for years. As
more embedded PC boxes sprout up in automation
applications, the need for a robust communications tool
set resident in both the host controller and sensor systems
is continually overlooked. In addition to serial
communications, smart boxes are synchronizing
communication with digital I/0. End effectors and
manual operator interfaces can use combinations of serial
communications, discrete digital I/0, and analog
input/output. End effectors can be considered as
completely independent machine processes. Smart
controllers are used with end effectors to control valves,
drill motors and part manipulators. Here again, serial
communication is used to set up the end effector and
control the process in real time.
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Digital I/O Control Machine Motion
Assembly and manufacturing applications require
synchronization of multiple control relays and valves
using discrete digital I/O. Process control is dependent
upon the ability of a host controller to receive serial
information and/or discrete digital I/O, decode the
information, then make a decision affecting the next step
in the process. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC's)
have been used for this task. The PLC is a cornerstone in
many Booing automation applications due to its
"bulletproof' ability to control process I/O. Other benefits
include a large base of people who program and trouble
shoot in ladder logic.
In addition to PLC's, most control system manufacturers
provide both digital and analog I/O. These I/O's are
interfaced to operator control panels, process switches,
valves, and a multitude of sensors and indicators. While
I/O interfacing is somewhat standardized, tools for
developing I/O control algorithms are not. Programming
a PLC for interfacing to an operator control panel can be
difficult due to the lack of a rich language base.
Designing a system in which I/O's can be placed in
logical groups is dependent on where the grouping takes
place and how many I/O's are required.
Distributed I/O boxes aid in modularizing the system
design, but also complicate the system by the sheer
numbers of sensors being processed. The host controller
must have intelligent control over all I/O's both in
hardware and software. Many real-time processes require
high speed processing of sensors in order to avoid
catastrophic failure. This implies a group of dedicated
high speed I/O's in addition to simple valve and switch
control. The inherent nature of high specd data
acquisition demands computing power as well as robust
hardware. The problem is further complicated by the
diversity of cables and connectors required to interface
the sensors.
The basic process of reading a digital input or setting a
digital output is not complex. However, when that
process must be carried out at high speeds, the physics of
transmission lines cannot be ignored. Further, the host
controller may have to read several sensors at once,
perform numerical computations on the data, iterate a
decision tree, and execute a reactionary function. Adding
to the myriad of hardware interfaces are the variety of
timing requirements for data acquisition. Coordination of
the system I/O's together with the application complexity
generate huge amounts of control software.
In many aerospace automation applications, the issues
discussed above are secondary to precise control of
machine motion. Machine motion is generally executed
in joint or world coordinate systems. The dominant
trajectories for machine controllers are joint or linear
interpolated motion. The end result is to cause the tool
tip attached to the machine to perform the required
movement. NC machines utilize RS274D code to perform
these movements. This standard was developed in the
1950's, before the application of matrix algebra in motion
control. Today, robotic controllers use forward and
inverse kinematics to drive multi-axis machines. Inverse
kinematics allow the controller to compute where the tool
tip is with respect to the coordinate base of the machine.
This function is not possible with most NC machines.
Manufacture of aerospace grade parts demands high
positioning tolerances on the part of the machine. NC
machines have been capable of this for years provided the
part being machined is always fixed in a specific position
in the tooling jig. The NC machine can probe the part
and account for offsets in the X, Y, and Z axes but it
cannot adjust for changes in yaw, pitch, and roll.
Preparation and assembly of parts such as fuselage panels
involve path motion and positioning along complex
contours. (This type of operation requires machines with
5 to 6 axes of motion.)
An NC controller can be programmed for complex
motion but cannot adaptively adjust during the process.
This is because RS274D code being executed by the
machine is spatially fixed to either the machine or the
part reference frame. Thermal growth affects machining
tolerances due to the large size of many aerospace parts.
The part, the tooling fixture, and the machine bed are
subject to different growth fluctuations due to the
materials they are built from. The goal is to produce a
part with vet 3' high machining tolerances yet an NC
machine cannot fully adapt to the dynamic growth
changes caused by thermal effects. Controlling motion
using kinematics has a distinct advantage by being able
to dynamically create new frames of reference.
The part program is spatially fixed but a robotic
controller can establish an offset reference frame in world
coordinates using probing techniques. This reference
frame can be used to transform the original part data to
fit the current orientation of the part and tooling jig.
Other processes require drilling of holes normal to the
part surface. The normal vector and position must be
computed just prior to drilling the hole. Again, this is not
possible without the use of kinematics to locate the tool
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tiprelativeto the part. These operations require more
computing power from the machine controller as well as
the ability to store and transfer data generated by
establishing in-process reference frames.
Language and Compatibility
Transferal of process data leads into the area of company
business systems. The issue of upstream compatibility
relates to the machine controller communicating through
an established network protocol to a company data base.
Unfortunately, upstream communications is tightly
intertwined with the language used by the machine
controller. Some systems use a server type architecture
for communicating to the company database. This allows
greater flexibility when changes are made to the system
but the machine controller must still provide process
information to some other computer based system. The
focus of the next section is what role the machine
controller language plays in interfacing not only to a
server system but more importantly to the application
itself.
The computer language of a control system plays the
executive role in "gluing" application subsystems
together. The language must provide a rich set of
functions including input/output, file management,
mathematical, decision iteratives, and graphics. Another
important feature of the controller language is its ability
to reflect the language syntax as readable structured text.
It is extremely beneficial to be able to define and name
software variables using meaningful words. Moreover,
the extent to which the language lends itself to structured
analysis and design implementations has far reaching
impacts on costs incurred during the software life cycle.
Automation software development, modification, and
maintenance is a costly process within the Boeing
company.
Utilizing multiple languages for an application has
several drawbacks. Many companies worldwide use
ladder logic as the standard for developing,
implementing, and debugging sequential steps in
automation and machining applications. Although newer
languages may be far simpler to understand, an
enormous base of people trained in ladder logic already
exists. Reeducating such a large and sometimes
unwilling work force is an immeasurable task.
Manufacturing companies have significant investments
in existing machinery. Coupled to the machinery are
support staff to maintain, operate, and reprogram
production applications. Training for most of these
companies is not economical. In addition, the choice of
which control system and which language to standardize
on is continually evolving.
Standardization of a subset of languages for applications
is nearly impossible. Each automation application has
specific requirements. These requirements cannot always
be met using one manufacturers control system. A new
system which fits the application may be purchased. This
usually means a new control language with a different set
of operating attributes and characteristics. Programming
for the application now requires a "learning curve" with
the new language, thus adding to software life cycle
costs.
The variety of control systems, PLC's, and motion control
cards used within Boeing are tied directly to the number
of languages requiring maintenance and support. Each
manufacturer has the "best" language for their
machinery. Thus, every machine has one or more
programming "specialists" intimate with that machine's
language. Many of these machines have restricted
language functionality.
Aerospace assembly applications require changes and
modifications to the software as improvements are made
in the process. When a controller with restricted
language and/or functionality is used, the controller
manufacturer must supply any customized software
routines. These unique software requirements can add as
much as 50% to the cost of the controller. Another cost
burden is the lack of reusability of process code.
A company may expend considerable sums on in-house
and customized software which cannot be transferred to
any other controller. Most code developed for PLC's is
application specific and cannot be migrated to future
applications. In addition to the PLC, the controller
language may not be portable to a similar controller.
These issues pose a formidable argument for finding a
single portable robust language for the entire application.
The diversity of applications within Boeing does not
allow for standardizing on a single language or
controller. However, a controller with a robust language
function base allows for immediate application of skills
used with other computer programming languages such
as Basic, C, Fortran, and Pascal. Computing iteratives
such as FOR, IF--THEN, WHILE, DO and CASE
provide high level syntax necessary for control of
complex processes. These factors are sought after because
they greatly reduce the maintenance costs by providing a
common set of characteristics already understood by
computer programmers. Another area of concern
invoh,es connection through a network to company
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businessystemsandstorage facilities. The vast amounts
of process data being collected and analyzed by upstream
systems is transferred using many different network
protocols. To provide this function, a controller or host
computer must have memory for file storage and control
of one or more protocols for file uploading and
downloading. Some applications require data transfer
using custom protocols developed with the controller
language. Many of the older control systems support the
crudest of data input and output. This can slow the
automation process and also affect overall production
costs. The number of process and upstream computer
systems involved in the automation process continues to
grow resulting in increased layers of software. The
software development environment for each layer affects
the overall time to production. Software development for
the machine controller involves several phases.
After a structured design has been developed, the initial
coding phase of all machine functions takes place.
Following this phase is test and modification of the
software with or without the machine in the loop. At this
phase, all subsystem software is individually tested.
Integration phase involves debugging all subsystems
together with the machine controller. Once the
subsystems are connected, all languages must be able to
communicate through the main controller. The
debugging environment on the controller now becomes a
critical tool in testing the system operation.
Multiple modifications to the application software are
made by the system programmer during this phase.
Continual updating of the application software can be
very time consuming depending upon the efficiency of
the debugging and programming environments. For
example, a compiler based language may be more
powerful in terms of functional capability yet continuous
compilation, linking and perhaps downloading can be
extremely time consuming. On the other hand, an
interpretive language can be immediately modified and
tested without compilation, or linking. At this point, the
use of one language for all subsystems can significantly
reduce the programming complexity as well as the
manpower required to get the application on-line.
An area often overlooked during this phase of software
development is the end user or factory operator. While
the efficiency of the development environment plays a
significant role in bringing the process on-line, it must
also provide a rich graphical user interface (GUt.) Most
aerospace automation applications require one or more
operators in the loop to monitor the process. The
simplicity with which the process can be graphically
represented to the operator insures better participation
during part manufacturing. An efficient debugging
environment for graphic objects such as icons which
activate process functions is not available on many
control systems.
Once these development phases are complete and the
application is on-line, the software maintenance phase is
activated. Inevitably, the process requirements change as
the product is improved. Modification forces changes in
the application software and usually reprogramming of
some of the process programs. Here again, the
development environment is critical to making rapid
changes in the process. A system which supports off-line
development and test can be extremely cost effective in
the factory environment. Conversely, stopping production
to modify and test application code can be costly.
Control System Requirements
The issues of process complexity, control system and
language, life cycle costs, and previously successful
projects are considered during the planning and design of
an automation application. Because of the complexity of
aerospace manufacturing, the control system is usually
the host in orchestrating a process. There are many
simple operations being performed at Boeing requiring
PLC's and/or rudimentary control systems. The wide
range of complexities of applications forces Boeing to
choose different controllers for different applications.
Alternatively, standardization of control systems would
reduce the level of automation manufacturing by limiting
applications to the technological capabilities of the
control system.
Advanced applications may require a system which
controls l or more multi-axis robots and several
dependent/independent axes of motion. Dynamic
coupling of axes in some applications may also be a
requirement. Simultaneous control of serial
communications and digital I/O information may be
essential. Advanced applications may use machine vision
for inspection or vision guided motion. Moreover, a
prioritized response to critical interrupts during process
execution is usually mandatory. These pre-requisites
place a formidable load on any controller.
Factors such as multi-tasking capability, task
prioritization, and lime slice assignment become
fundamental criteria for the controller's operating system.
Without these capabilities, the control system cannot
effectively perform complex automation tasks. In
addition to operating system performance is the
efficiency and reliability of internal coupling between
hardware and software in a machine controller. The
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operating system running underneath the language is
usually hard coded to motion control boards, digital I/0
interfaces, hard disks, and emergency stop circuitry.
Multiple microprocessor systems controlling trajectory
generation, digital closed loop servo control, external
communications, graphics, vision, and power
management are all interdependent.
The application complexity determines which of these
factors are required to implement the process. Another
consideration in controller selection is the number of
axes and type of motion required. An application may not
have any motion control or it may be a multi-axis
machine with vision guided motion. This implies two
controllers with very different sets of functional criteria.
Thus another key factor in controller selection is the
configurability of the system. A control system which can
accept a number of optional subsystems to meet different
requirements provides a cost effective application
solution.
Collecting the topics and issues discussed in this paper
provides a general outline of problems which exist in the
manufacturing environment. There are still more
problems and new solutions being developed today in
factories around the world. This paper is not intended to
be a catch all of automation issues, but an insight into the
growing complexity of factory automation. The next
section discusses four case studies of systems currently
in use within the Boeing company. The general system
block diagrams are presented with a discussion of some
problems and solutions related to each system. The exact
details of the application are omitted in order to protect
any proprietary information.
Case Studies
System 1
System 1 uses an Allen Bradley 9/260 series controller to
perform processes on stringers and stringer clips. The
system executes RS274D coded programs and controls
two axes of motion using incremental encoder feedback
for positioning. Figure 1 depicts the hardware block
diagram for this system.
The operator control panel is part of the control system.
This controller has two serial communications port,: one
for DNC downloading of part programs from a file
server, the other retrieves data from a thermal scanner. A
specific DNC protocol had to be adhered to in order to
RS-232
AB 9/260
Control RS-232
Panel ]
Remote I/O
I/O BLOCK
I Wiring
[End EffectorJ
HPFile Server
Thermal
Scanner
Figure 1
Number of axes 2
Number of I/O's 60-70
Number of serial ports
End Effector
Languages
Lines of code
PAL, SIPROM
800-1000
Table 1
transfer program files. A network analyzer was used to re
document and debug the transfer protocol. Only one RS-
232 port can be used at a time, as the second port is not a
fully functional RS°232 port. The communications
protocol is specific to AB. Different ASCII characters
sent to this port cause predefined functions to occur.
Thus, the limitations of the communications set reduced
the overall flexibility of the system while increasing
development time.
The application language for this system is ladder logic
(PAL). The development environment consisted of
separate software packages provided by Allen Bradley.
PAL code was developed off-line on a PC using an AB
editor package. The software was then downloaded to the
AB 9/260. Debugging was accomplished by running the
PAL programs while monitoring the process on a remote
PC. The application code could not be single stepped for
debugging. The monitor process can be started and
stopped only. Motion parameters include: gains for P, I,
& D, gain break-point parameter, following error limit.
There are no pole or zero adjustments for the digital
closed loop servo control.
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System 2
System 2 uses conventional cutters mounted in an electric
router to trim the periphery of composite parts for
aircraft. Figure 2 depicts the hardware block diagram for
this system. The part periphery are defined to tooling
edges where a robot slides a router bushing. This system
uses a CimCorp CimRoc4000 controller to perform all
robot motions. In addition, the router motors have
controllers to perform all router sensing and control of
the electric routers. Material handling shuttle tables are
controlled by PLC's based on digital signals from the
robot controller. There are over 128 digital input and
output points defined and three serial ports for the
printer, router controller and position probe. Software
was developed in C, running under DOS.
the network card and communication cards needed to
direct the motion control cards in the real-time back
plane.
System 3
System 3 utilizes an AB 8600 controller interfaced to a 7-
axis JOBS Jomach 16. This controller manipulates the
Jomach 16 as well as various end effectors used in
fuselage assembly processes. Figure 3 depicts the
hardware block diagram for this system.This application
also uses 3 PLC's, one for interfacing to a tool
storage/retrieval rack, and two others for controlling the
position of tooling headers. All three PLC's are connected
to a host AB8600 using "Data Highway". Each of the
PLC's uses "Remote I/O" for inter-PLC communication.
RS-232
Cimroc
4000
Dig. I/0
°
Point to point wiring
,' Ill
Shuttle Tables_ 3
RO/lter 1IController AB 86001 RS-232 PC
Remote 11/O OS/2
Fy
I Data Highway [PLC 5 PLC 5 ]
I 1
LPanel View] [Panel View
Figure 2 Figure 3
Number of axes 7
Number of I/O's 200
1Number of serial ports
End Effector
Languages
Lines of code
Multiple
C
30,000+
Table 2
The DOS/C development environment made use of
existing skills to efficiently implement a number of
operator security functions. Graphical user interfaces
were developed with the aid of a commercial graphics
package and libraries for serial comnmnications and
ISAM databases were used extensively.
The most severe limitations were associated with the use
of a single tasking operating system (DOS). Minor
difficulties were encountered with network
communications owing to interrupt collisions between
Number of axes
Number of I/O's
Number of serial ports
End Effector
Languages
Lines of code
9
2OO
Multiple
PAL,SIPROM
6,000+
Table 3
This system required dynamic coupling of axes during
end effector drop-off and pick-up. The controller
provided this capability through hardware partitioning of
the axes. Memory on the 8600 CPU was also partitioned
and used for up to 5 different tasks. Dynamically coupled
motion was achieved using Allen Bradley's Axis
Manager software.
The complexity of the application required the use of
PLC's in addition to the system digital I/O blocks.
Because of the difficulty in programming the PLC
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interface with the operator console, two Allen Bradley
"Panel View" systems were used. The PLC's use "Remote
I/O" to communicate with the operator consoles, and
discrete I/O to activate motion control cards.
The system integrator used Siprom and ladder logic
languages to implement all process functions. The serial
communications protocol used by the AB8600 is specific
to the controller, and it was necessary to use a network
analyzer to determine how to implement reliable
communications with the AB8600. Programming tools
for graphics display were inflexible and poorly
documented. All GUrs and interfaces with the 8600 CPU
card cage were controlled via a PC.
Since the response times for probe contact were
inconsistent, programming custom probe routines for
probing normal to a surface was particularly difficult.
Machine motion in some applications was not as smooth
as expected, due to the length of the SIPROM code and
the loop execution time.
To interface a thermal scanner in this system required a
usable serial port. Further, coding of customized M-codes
routines in SIPROM were required for retrieving and
computing the thermal data.
File operations have some minor restrictions.
Downloading of files is limited to 6 ASCII characters for
file names. Formatted file lengths are limited to 255
records (132 characters per record). This forces new data
files to be created each time the 255 record boundary is
filled. Also, any formatted file read by the 8600 CPU
cannot be larger than 255 records. The record size
constraint creates further overhead in uploading data files
from the AB 8600 to company business systems. NC part
program files are unformatted so they can be as large as
memory allows. Deletion of files requires a manual key
insertion and editing privileges. Thus, operator lockout
was not possible, so data integrity could not be assured.
ie; operator can modify production files.
Software maintenance is difficult and costly due to the
structure of SIPROM code and the size of the PAL code
running on the PLC's. The single biggest problem with
this system is lack of memory. The machine controller is
running at maximum capacity. Because additional
memory is unavailable, no new process can be added to
this system. For example, adding another RS-232 port
would require memory to set up a serial communications
structure. Any modifications to existing code is very
difficult. On the other hand, this system is currently
exceeding production goals in the factory.
System 4
The retrofit system consists ofa 5 axis JOBS Jomach 16
with a sixth W feed axis, and a spindle. This system is
interfaced to an Adept A-series IC controller. The
purpose of the retrofit system is to provide a test and
feasibility workcell for various automation processes
under development within Boeing. Figure 4 depicts the
hardware block diagram for this system. The system goal
was to be extremely flexible, accommodating diverse
applications.
I RS-232 [
Pamux bus L-t
Binaryt/0 I I ,
I_,xpansion box #11 L__
I t
Binary I/0
Expansion box #_
PC
File Server
End Effector ]
Thermal
Scanner
AB Aux Console]
-- Control Panel ]
Figure 4
Number of axes 7
Number of I/O's 100+
Number of serial ports
End Effector
Lan_a_es
Lines of code
Multiple
WV+
15,000+
Table 4
The system uses 4 serial communications ports. One is
connected to an external PC for file transfer. Another is
connected to an operator control console (OCC). The
third is connected to a thermal scanner, and the last is
used for communicating to an end effector control
system.
The system uses more than 100 digital I/O's for process
control. Most of these are used in control of spindle
operations. Digital I/O is split into three groups: input,
output, and interrupt functions. Each of these groups can
be subgrouped into banks of 8 discrete I/O's for
partitioning in software. The interface to the OCC uses
both RS-232, interrupt, and digital inputs. Because cycle
start and cycle stop functions are critical to NC
operations, a non-maskable interrupt is used to
acknowledge input form the OCC.
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The Adept controller provided many functions used in
serial communications. For example, file transfer
functions from the PC to the Adept are buffered.
Although an in house transfer protocol is used, Kermit or
Xmodem could have been applied. Because the amount
of data read from the thermal scanner is small compared
to file transfer, communication is done asynchronously
without buffering.
The retrofit project benefits from using one language
capable of controlling I/O's, interfacing to an operator
console, defining serial communication formats, and
developing decision paths for the application software.
The language is efficient in supporting variable
definition. For example, a program must perform
automatic range changing of the spindle drive gearbox.
The application code was written using variables such as
sp.in.rng.l, and sp.in.gearl.i to define the spindle gear
range and state of the gear 1 input sensor.
The tools for graphics were used extensively in
developing user interface screens. Features such as
buttons, icons, window and scrolling were implemented
in most of the application software. The language also
supported structured techniques which allowed for
modularizing the application code. Because of this, many
code modules are being reused in other applications
currently under development. On the other hand, the
language V+ is proprietary to the controller and required
some training before programming could begin. The
controller fully supported RS-232 and file transfer
functionality but was not equipped with protocols such as
Ethernet, SNA, or MAP. This shortcoming provided
difficulty in interfacing to company business systems.
Maintenance and life cycle costs of the software are
difficult to determine because code is always being
developed for new applications. It should be noted that by
developing modular functions and meaningful variable
definitions, most of the application code is understood by
reading it directly. Electrical maintenance of the system
is undetermined because the machine has not broken
down yet. Mechanical functions remained the same after
the integration.
NC Translator Application
In addition to the four previous case studies, there was a
requirement to develop an NC translator which could
read NC code developed for system 3 and execute it on
system 4. The application required exact replication of
NC motion with a control system using kinematic
trajectory generation. The Adept controller uses built-in
kinematics during trajectory calculations. The kinematic
definition of the machine includes link lengths, joint
angles, joint configurations etc. The NC translator
application required encoding the NC joint positions into
WORLD coordinates for use by the control system's
trajectory generator. An NC controller moves the
machine joints to locations using linear or circular
interpolation. The G-codes being executed by the NC
machine determines the type of interpolation employed.
Conversely, a robotic controller uses kinematics to
compute trajectory points for driving the tool tip. The
robotic controller can then use linear or joint
interpolation to drive the machine in WORLD, TOOL or
JOINT space.
Path motion created unique problems with respect to
accuracy. A path may be represented by a series of
consecutive points. As the tool tip moves through these
points several events occur. The tool tip moves toward
point 1 while the control system is computing a trajectory
for point 2. As the tool tip approaches the target point 1,
it may move through that point or come close to it as it
moves towards point 2 in the path. The controller looks
ahead 1 point in the path and computes a trajectory to
that point. At some time in the trajectory, the tool tip
begins to move towards point 3 and so on. The velocity
and acceleration values directly affect the accuracy of the
tool tip in following the prescribed path. In machine
routing, the smoothness of the motion over a path is
critical to the quality of the new surface left behind by the
router blade. A constant velocity is required to make a
smooth cut.
The controller allows for tuning envelopes around
endpoints in motion but did not allow for definition of a
tolerance envelope around path points. A solution
required close spacing of path points in the NC program.
During path motion execution, the next point in the path
was broken down into a series of smaller constant
velocity moves. The machine structure of 5 axes together
with path slicing computations produced two wrist
configurations for the same point. Additional software
was written to assure wrist configuration was maintained
during path motion. The result allowed the machine to
follow paths dictated by RS274D G-codes even though
the trajectories were computed using forward and inverse
kinematics.
The NC translator requirements included simultaneous
execution of the following functions: a graphics display
including which NC block was currently executing; real
time monitoring of an auxiliary operator control console;
preparation of path points for tool trajectory; executing
proper motion as defined by RS274D G-code standards.
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The application required the use of 3 tasks and several
internal software flags for inter task communication.
The multitasking capability of the operating system was
invaluable in coordinating the 3 application tasks.
Software was used to set task prioritization and optimize
stack sizes. This application is currently used to test NC
programs for developmental assembly concepts.
Future Work
If robots and machine tools are to realize their full
potential, controllers must improve their computational
performance, support reusable software and provide for
system extensibility. Open architecture controllers based
on accepted industry standard hardware, operating
systems, and application languages are arguably the best
way to support these improvements.
Machine controllers are typically two generations behind
the best available microprocessors. This performance lag
occurs due to lack of portability of control software as
well as robot and machine tool suppliers using
proprietary high level and assembly programs to
implement unique mini-kernels in lieu of a conventional
operating system. Control software written in ANSI C
with careful conformance to POSIX standard system calls
can be ported to new processors in a matter of days. The
use of standards further encourages software re-use, since
application code can often be re-compiled in the new
environment and linked into higher level software
designs.
Robot system extensibility demands a computing
hardware environment that enjoys high volume use and a
spirited development community to ensure an
uninterrupted stream of hardware to support emerging
requirements.
Boeing, in support of this approach, is developing open
architecture controllers and motion control libraries in
cooperation with several commercial vendors. The robot
controllers are VME based, programmed in ANSI C and
are POSIX compatible. Extensions to this work will
provide retrofit sofhvare applications to ease the
adaptation of open controls to new machines. Servo
tuning tools, simulation systems, calibration applications,
and upstream system interface libraries will be
developed during the next year or two.
The author would like to thank the following dedicated
automation and robotics engineers at Boeing for their
experienced input: Craig Battles, Rich Morihara, Stan
Munk, and Scott Muske.
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Abstract
The paper discusses the
incorporation of vision into a
robotic cell to obtain cell status
information and use this information
to influence the robot operation. It
discusses both mechanical and
informational solutions to the
operational issues which are present.
The cell uses a machine vision
system to determine information about
part presence in the shipping tray,
part location in the tray, and tray
orientation. The vision system's
edge detector algorithm is used to
identify the orientation of the
packing trays. In addition,
different vision tools are used to
determine if parts are present in the
trays based on the unique
configuration of the individual
parts.
The mechanical solutions discuss
the handling of medium weight (i0
25 lb.) parts at an average cycle
time of 3.1 seconds per part. The
robot gripper must handle 33
different models, three identical
parts at a time. This is
accomplished by using stacks of
rotary actuators and slides between
the stacks.
I, Background
One of our manufacturing
divisions was having an ergonomics
issue with their alternator packing
operation. The pack operator was
required to manually handle 500 15-
pound parts per hour. In addition, he
was required to handle one 25-pound,
22 inch by 44 inch shipping tray for
every 15 parts.
They requested assistance with
the development of a robotic cell to
unload their final test line, place
the parts into shipping trays and
handle the shipping trays. A dunnage
transporting conveyor was already
present, however, it was manually
controlled.
There are only two different
rating sizes for the alternators (95
amp Medium Frame (MF); 130 amp
Large Frame (LF)). However, there
are 33 different types of alternators
with the differences being mainly in
the mounting configurations. There
are 18 different possible
combinations of orientation moves
from the test line to the shipping
trays (3 positions on the test line,
3 positions on the holding fixture, 2
different tray orientations).
The alternator is assembled
using three through bolts (see Fig.
I). These bolts define the three
points at the bottom of the
alternator. The shipping trays have
the three points contained and
supported for shipping.
Fig. I Alternator
Copyright • 1993 by Ford Motor Company. Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permission.
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The original layout of the
packing cell is shown in figure #2.
TEST LINE
Sto, tlon
1, 5
',..J ,..
Fig. 2 Layout
II, Mechanical Issues
A. The following is a partial
list of some of the major mechanical
problems affecting the automation of
this operation:
I. The shipping trays cannot be
modified in any way. These trays
were not designed for automation;
2. There are three different
orientations (to the part locators -
see Fig. I) of the parts into the
trays;
3. The part spacing in the tray
is different for the medium size
alternator (medium frame) and the
large size alternator (large frame)
by .030 inch (0.76mm);
4. Some of the parts have
interference fits into the trays;
5. Because of the non-
synchronous operation of the test
line, three different parts could be
waiting at the unload station at a
given time.
B. Solutions to the above issues
are described below :
I. Because of the number and
cost of shipping trays in use, they
can not be modified in any way.
There are five different types of
trays based on the different sizes
and mounting configuration of the
parts. The trays were not designed
for automation and the standard grip
points are 44 inches apart.
Fig. 3 Shipping Tray
As the 44 inch spread between
the tray grip points would make the
robotic gripper very large and heavy,
another grip location was a
necessity. The only common internal
features to the different trays are
the four load support posts which are
hollow (Fig. 3).
2. Friction gripper devices
utilizing urethane die strippers and
individual remote center compliance
devices (Fig. 4) were developed to
work inside the hollow posts (Fig.
3). This friction gripper
demonstrated capability of moving
over I00 pounds while maintaining
enough stability to directly place
the tray into its next position.
Fig. 4 Friction Gripper
3. As the parts have different
mounting configurations, there are
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three different possible orientations
of the parts into the shipping trays.
The part orientation (to the
machining locator holes in the top
Fig. i) in the test line pallets is
not consistent between different part
types. The part orientation in the
shipping tray is also not consistent
between the different part types.
The multiple orientations
required would be a simple task for a
robot handling a single part.
However, the speed required to meet
cycle time, in conjunction with
handling the trays prevents this from
being a single robot system. The
initial solution was to have the
parts removed from the test line,
orientated into tray orientation and
placed into a 3-part holding fixture
by a robot. Then a second robot
would pick up three alternators at a
time and place them into the shipping
trays. It would also handle the
empty trays.
After a ROBCAD " simulation
showed that this process would only
achieve a cycle time of 5.0 seconds,
an additional small robot was added
to the system. There are now 2 small
robots removing parts from the test
line, orienting them and placing them
into four (4) 3-part holding
fixtures. (Fig. 5)
The final layout of the packing
cell is shown in figure 5. The
robots, vision system and escape line
were added to automate the cell.
Based on this process, the third
robot's gripper must handle three
parts simultaneously. The gripper
must also be able to handle the three
different orientations for part
placement into the trays. Changing
orientation was accomplished by using
a stack of two Robohand Ultra Thin
Rotary Actuators (RR-46) capable of
180 degree rotation in each of the
three individual part gripper stacks
(Fig. 6).
4. The spacing between the LF
parts in the trays is different than
® ®
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Fig. 5 Final Layout
the spacing of the MF parts by 0.030
inch (0.76 mm).
The three-part gripper was
designed to change the distances
between the individual grippers by
using two THK slides with actuator
cylinders on each side (Fig. 6).
Identification of part type is
discussed in Informational Issues.
Fig. 6 Gripper
5. Some of the parts have
interference fits into the trays.
Because of this, individual stack
compliance devices were added. A
simple machined cone and spring
tension were used for the required
compliance (Fig. 7).
6. Because of the non-
synchronous operation of the test
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Fig. 7 Compliance Device
llne, three different parts could be
waiting at the unload station at any
given time.
An escape line will be added to
the test line to hold the third part
type when needed. The other two
parts will be handled by loading one
into trays at Station 6 and the other
at Station 12 (Fig. 8). This is the
maximum number of different parts
which would be at the unload station
under normal operating conditions.
Fig. 8 ROBCAD DRAWING
III, Informational Issues
A. The following is a partial
list of some of the major
informational problems affecting the
automation of this operation:
i. There are no features on the
trays to insure they come to the pack
station in the same orientation;
2. Because of changeovers and
system fallout, a tray may return to
the pack cell partially full;
3. Part type identification is
required as the parts enter the
unload cell to insure proper
handling;
4. Each tray must be confirmed
as full prior to leaving the cell.
B. Solutions to the above issues
are described below :
i. There are no orientation
features on the tray to insure that
they are stacked in a consistent
orientation. Therefore, they can
arrive at the cell rotated 180
degrees to each other. As the parts
can only be correctly placed into the
trays in one direction, the robot
must know the orientation of the
tray.
Vision has been used for
inspection and location determination
for many years. In this application,
vision is used mainly to gather cell
status information.
As in most production situations
where vision is used, lighting is
critical. The selected system uses
an intensity meter and stops
operation if the lighting falls
outside acceptable ranges.
In order to determine the
orientation of a tray the vision
system's edge detector is used in two
opposite locations. This tray has
webbing which is missing at one of
the corners. Tray orientation is
determined based on where the webbing
is found and, as a safety for broken
trays, where it is not found (Fig.
9).
2. Because of changeovers and
system fall out, a tray may return to
the loading cell partially full. The
system must be able to identify the
position of parts in the tray to
prevent the refilling of those
positions.
In order to identify where parts
are in the trays, the vision edge
detector was tried first. Because of
the large number of air holes in the
Fig. 9 Tray Webbing
top of the alternator, a find/not
find limit was very robust. However,
because of a concern for debris in
the tray, this method is not usable
(a crumpled 8.5" x Ii" piece of paper
had approximately the same number of
edges). The system was changed to
identify a specific feature, such as
the diameter of the alternator
pulley, to insure correct
identification of part present.
In order to communicate with the
robot, a method for identifying the
specific location in the tray was
developed and is shown below (Fig.
10).
TEST LINE
o© o
:
Fig.lO Part Location Identification
The large robot needs to know
where parts are present in the next
tray row prior to removing parts from
the holding fixture. This was
handled by using digital I/O with
one vision system output for each of
the three positions in a row and by
having the robot request information
for the next row immediately after
releasing parts in the previous row.
The robot used five outputs to
request information from rows I to 5.
3. The first robot must know
what part is presented by the test
line so the robot can properly orient
it for insertion into the holding
fixtures, or to diverted it to the
escape line, or to a specific robot
if the cell is unloading more than
one part. This is accomplished by
using the test line pallet magnetic
information card and a reader at the
unload cell.
4. The customer requested that
each tray be confirmed as full prior
to being released for shipping.
At the completion of loading row
five of a tray, the large robot will
request that the vision system
reconfirm that all 3 tray positions
contain a part for all five rows. If
a position is missing a part then the
system will stop operation and notify
the tender.
IV, Conclusions
The final system will use three
robots and one 4-camera machine
vision system to handle 15,000 parts
per day.
The use of a multi-purpose gripper to
handle both multiple parts and the
shipping trays will allow the cell to
achieve a average cycle time of 3.1
seconds.
This process development shows the
benefit of using machine vision to
solve cell informational issues. The
use of machine vision easily solved
complex informational issues which
would have required many elaborate
and costly sensors to accomplish.
Note: ROBCAD is a Trademark of Technomatix Technologies, Inc., Novi, Michigan.
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Abstract
The challenges of integrating a mobile robotic system
into an application environment are many. Most
problems inherent to installing the mobile robotic
system fall into one of three categories:
The physical environment-
location(s) where, and conditions
under which, the mobile robotic
system will work
The technological environment
-- external equipment with
which the mobile robotic system
will interact
The human environment --
personnel who will operate and
interact with the mobile robotic
system
The successful integration of a mobile robotic system
into these three types of application environment
requires more than a good pair of pliers. The tools for
this job include: careful planning, accurate
measurement data (as-built drawings), complete
technical data of systems to be interfaced, sufficient
time and attention of key personnel for training on
how to operate and program the robot, on-site access
during installation, and a thorough understanding and
appreciation -- by all concerned -- of the mobile
robotic system's role in the security mission at the site,
as well as the machine's capabilities and limitations.
Patience, luck, and a sense of humor are also useful
tools to keep handy during a mobile robotic system
installation.
This paper will discuss some specific examples of
problems in each of the three categories, and explore
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
approaches to solving these problems. The discussion
will draw from the author's experience with on-site
installations of mobile robotic systems in various
applications.
Most of the information discussed in this paper has
come directly from knowledge learned during
installations of Cybermotion's SR2 security robots. A
large part of the discussion will apply to any vehicle
with a drive system, collision avoidance, and
navigation sensors, which is, of course, what makes a
vehicle autonomous. And it is with these sensors and
a drive system that the installer must become familiar
in order to foresee potential trouble areas in the
physical, technical, and human environment.
Physical Environment:
What you see is not always what your robot sees.
Picture a haltv,'av 5 feet wide, carpeted, and 30 feet
long. Problem or no problem'? Usually it's not as easy
as you think, l can walk down this hallway' easily, why
can't the robot. Turn out the lights or have a few
drinks then try to walk down the hallway. Stubbed
your toe didn't you. We now have established that
even humans can have a problem walking down a
hallway, and we have a self-righting mechanism:
arms. What arc the important aspects of the physical
environment to a robot? An.vthiag that can affect
navigation or collision avoidance, such as floor
surfaces, wails, and obstacles.
Now that we know the potential hazards, let's start
from the ground up. Different floor surfaces cause
problems that are specific to each robot and are mostly
dependent upot_ the type of drive system. If you could
require, by law, that all buildings use only one floor
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covering,whichonewouldyou choose?carpets?
wood?tile?or thatbumpypebble-typefloor? Any
robotinstallerinherorhisrightmindwouldsaytile.
It'smostlylevel,nobumps,andhasa lowcoefficient
of friction. Tileandpouredconcretefloorsexistin
greatquantitiesinthemanufacturingworld,butnotso
muchin thecorporateworld. Carpetinghasits ups
anddownsandisverydeceiving.Mostinstallersee
thick plush carpetand hit the roof; they see
indoor-outdoorcarpetandgetwarmfuzzies.Maybe
not! Eachcarpetwill haveitsownuniqueproblems
relatedmostlyto theunderflooring,whichyoucan't
see.Somecarpetswillgivebackasonarimage;some
will sliponthefloor;somewill actjustlikeatiledflat
floor.Untilyou'verunoverit afewtimes,you'llnever
guesswhatroublesthe floorwillcreate.Carpetmay
affectyournavigationthroughslippage,yourcollision
avoidancethroughsonarreflection,andyourdrive
systemthroughincreasedfrictions.Otherthanthat,
carpetis awonderfulsurfaceforrobots.Mostofthe
sameproblemswill recurfor oneof thosepebble
aggregateconcretefloors.Theyareveryunevenand
generatea greatvibrationalanalysisatmospherefor
yoursystem.Thisfloorcouldbeveryhazardousto
yourelectronics.Noflooriseversimple.Evenpoured
concretemayhaveslopes,cracks,anddips. Although
workingon thesesurfacesmaynot be simplc,
rememberthatall thesefloortypeshavebeen-- and
arebeing--traversedbyautonomousvehicles.
Afteryou'vemasteredthefloorin yourbuilding,it's
timeforthewalls, rm sureyouarewonderinghow
wallscouldcauseaproblem.It'sthetypeofmaterial
theyaremadeof,aswellaswhatpeopleputonthem,
thatcreateyourproblems.Sound-absorbentcubicles,
sheetrock,and concretemakeup mostwallsin
buildings.
Sound-absorbentcubiclesmay createa problem
dependinguponthewave-lengthofyoursonar.These
wallsdonotreflectallwavelengthsof sound,andthat
is aproblem.At thefrequenciesu edbyCybermotion
thisisseldomaproblem.Anotherproblemwiththese
cubiclesi thattheyareeasytomoveandmayneverbe
in the samelocationfrom one dayto the next;
therefore,theyarenotgoodnavigationalwalls.If you
haveno otheroptionsthey are betterthan not
navigatingatall.
Sheetrockiswonderful,usuallythebestsurfacethat
youcanimagine.Theonlydownsideis thateveryone
lovesto mountitemson this t)l_eof wall. Door
moldings, fire hoses, fire extinguishers, water
fountains, and many other objects. The resulting
corner reflectors, as I like to call them, give an
excellent sonar echo return that makes mountains out
of mole hills. In a wide hallway where your vehicle
has room to pass these objects will not be a problem.
But in tight hallways you may choose to avoid these
areas rather than reduce your safety by reducing
collision ranges.
The third type of wall is cinderbleck. These concrete
building blocks are full of holes and bumps. This
rough surface generates some interesting echoes and
their effect definitely relates to how you use sonar in
your system. The Cybermotion SR2 can be modified to
ignore the false images thai are returned from such a
rough surface. If you don't navigate using walls then
this part doesn't really matter.
So far we've discussed what's below, (floor) and what's
to the side, (wall). All that's left is what's in front of
you, (objects). Walls and floors affected our drive
system, our collision avoidance, and our navigation
sensors. Obstacles affect our collision avoidance
sensors. There are two different types of obstacles:
fixed and floating. Every building has it's unique
fodder or floating obstacles. These include: mops,
displays, decorations, etc. During your walk through
of the facility" _'ou _ll see where these obstacles will
generally be located and you can plan accordingly. If
you can find out what day is trash day I recommend
thai you visit the day before to see everything at it's
worst. People are creatures of habit, and once you
learn their habits, yon can plan around them. In one
particular instance a hallway was full of furniture. I
thought it would be moved into someone's office, but
six months later I have been assured thai it is still in
the hallway and is not going anywhere in the near
future. Fixed obstacles are no problem, but make sure
that the vehicle has sufficient clearance to move
around them.
Once you figure out where you want your vehicle Io
travel based upon your information about floors, walls,
and obstacles, the last piece to the physical
environment you need is an accurate map of the
facility showing fixed obstacles and hallways. You
may be surprised to know that "as-built" drawings
rarely exist; they are more like "as-planned." You may
need to do some measuring to get the maps up to date.
Programming and debugging are much simpler with
an accurate map.
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Once we've masteredthe building or physical
environment,our system is operating on single floors,
our paths are debugged, and the vehicle is working
perfectly, it's time to tie everything together through
the technical environment.
Technical Environment:
The technical environment is made up of external
equipment with which the mobile robotic system will
interact. These can include: doors, elevators, lighting
systems, etc. The question here is: what must I control
to run all of my paths with one robot? At Cybcrmotion
we don't normally offer robots equipped with door
openers and button pushers as an option. So far these
options are extremely cost prohibitive and power
hungry. Other companies may have this option
available. So the trick is to call the elevator to the
right floors and get the door at the end off the hallway
to open and close at will. Many different approaches
have been taken to solve these problems. There is the
"We'll make sure that the door is propped open when
the vehicle is running" approach. These good
intentions can work if it is someone's specific job to
make sure that the appropriate doors are open and that
you don't violate any fire codes. Otherwise it will not
get done all the time, and you have to develop a
solution. You could choose to install motion detectors
to automatically open and close for any movement.
This option requires minimal installation but is a
potential security problem if you want to restrict access
to the area. Your options are limited by your customer
requirements. One option is an automatic door with
IR or RF receiver and a transmitter on the vehicle to
signal when the robot requires the door to be open and
closed. This option requires integration of
inexpensive hardware on your vehicle. If hardware
integration is not desirable, door access can be
controlled at the base station computer. This option
requires a communications link between the door
mechanism and the computer. Part of the program
sent to the vehicle would be to open the door at a
certain time in the program. Each option is viable; it's
just a matter of deciding which one best matches the
job.
Personnel intervention, RF or IR link, and base
computer control, the options discussed above, can
be applied to most technical environments. Even
elevators can be handled in this manner. Personnel
intervention should be used only if there is already an
elevator operator in the building. Working with
elevators will require a controls interface provided by
the elevator manufacturer. Another option is to install
a poking device with vision recognition to ensure that
the vehicle gets off on the correct floor. This poking
mechanism will greatly increase the cost of the robot.
Both the IR or RF and the computer base station will
require information to be received and transmitted to
the elevator controls. You will need an architecture
that will operate like your button-pushing finger.
Consider all the mechanisms with which the system
will be required to interact, and pick a solution that
can best handle all interfaces. Some day the
button-pushing finger may best suit the job, but that
day has yet to come. There is one more interface that
requires a special interface. The people interaction.
Human Environment:
The Human environment is made up of everyone that
could possibly come in contact with the robot. As you
might have guessed, most of the biggest problems you
will have to overcome are in this environment. There
are three basic groups of people that you will need to
work with: those who do not interact, those who
modify the environment, and those who operate the
system Every step of the way, you will have people to
train and you will have to explain the operation of your
system to evcr)'one from the janitor to the president of
the company. Each system comes with a certain
amount of training. Usually the more you know the
more effective your system What you don't know can
hurt you just as much as what you do know.
People who come into your facility while the robot is
running; such as v/sitors, employees that are working
late, and contractors, are those who do not interact
with your system. These people typically exhibit a
facial expression of amazement followed by the long
stare. This curiosity response as I like to call it only
lasts for about one minute. After such time they
consider the vehicle pan of there environment and
ignore it like everything else.
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Those who modify the environment, such as cleaning
people, can inadvertently create a difficult operating
environment for vehicles. Buckets, mops, trash cans,
boxes, and vacuum cleaners are among the obstacles
thai you may have to avoid or maneuver around. The
best solution allows everyone to complete his or her job
with minimal changes. Habits are hard to break. If
Mr. Clean always leaves his tub-o-trash in front of the
elevator, this is a problem. Give him a little
information about how the vehicle operates, and
possibly a note from his supervisor, you can start to
work replacing habits that may inhibit vehicle
operation with habits that facilitate operation. Once
the habit is changed, it's all down hill.
The operator may be the easiest -- or the hardest --
individual Io get to cooperate. Some people love
technology and will be hanging on every word about
the system Some are absolutely frightened. Some just
believe that robots are replacing people; such people
can make ,,'our life miserable. Those who love
tcchnology are very helpful and usually fast learners,
although their curiosity usually generates the need for
a few solutions. "I wonder if it can roll over "
or " What happens if I push ". Curiosily can
kill a robot. Those who have a slight fear of
technology can become your best operator. Patience is
required up front, but once the.v see that the robot does
nol fall apart when they touch it, the.,,, gel the bug to
learn. Best of all they become great teachers to those
who come on board after you leave. Then you have the
potcntiai spoilers. You cannot force technology on
people. Time may bring these people around to )'our
way of thinking, but the best you can hope for is that
they don't want to sabotage your project.
Robot installation is a test of skill, knowledge,
finagling, and endurance. When an installation is up
and running, and you're no longer needed for a helping
hand, it is a wonderful feeling that I hope you will get
to experience.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the requirements and
preliminary design of robotic vehicle designed
for performing autonomous exterior perimeter
security patrols around warehouse areas,
ammunition supply depots, and industrial parks
for the U.S. Department of Defense. The
preliminary design allows for the operation of up
to eight vehicles in a six kilometer by six
kilometer zone with autonomous navigation and
obstacle avoidance. In addition to detection of
crawling intruders at 100 meters, the system
must perform real-time inventory checking and
database comparisons using a microwave tags
system.
I. Introduction
High dollar and sensitive assets stored within
U.S. Government warehouses, ammunition
bunkers and storage yards are vulnerable to a
skilled intruder attempting to steal, sabotage,
embarrass, terrorize or exploit the U.S.
Government during peacetime. Targets range
from classified documents, electronic
equipment, personnel and small arms to nuclear
and chemical material.
General Accounting Office (GAO) report
NSIAD-92-60 notes that the Department of
defense (DoD) is losing millionsof dollars of
inventory per year and conducts physical
inventory audits that vary by several billiondollars
from year to year. This problem is being
exasperated by the reduction of security and
inventory personnel due to the downsizing of
the DoD budget. A highly secure autonomous
intrusion detection systems (IDS) using robotic
technology would protect these assets in
addition to performing a physical audit of
inventory on a daily basis.
This system called the Mobile Detection,
Assessment and Response System, or MDARS,
consists of two parts - an autonomous interior
security robot and an autonomous exterior
robot. In October of 1993 Robotic Systems
Technology (RST) was awarded a three year
contract by the Program Manager for Physical
"Copyright 1993 by the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved"
Security Equipment, located at Ft. Belvoir, VA,
to develop and demonstrate an autonomous
exterior security robotic system called MDARS-
E.
II, Operational Environment and Concept
The MDARS-R system will be required to
operate within fixed areas such as storage yards,
office parks, dock facilities and air fields, both
within and outside the Continental United
States. Majority use will be in areas that are semi-
structured with clearly defined boundaries.
Within these areas will be structures of many
shapes and sizes. The system will be required to
operate on concrete and blacktop roads,
crushed stone roads, or semi-flat rough terrain,
and have the abilityto cross railroadtrack or other
small obstacles. Most of the areas will be limited
access areas, with only security vehicles allowed
after duty hours. Operations will be 24 hours a
day in fog, rain and snow conditions.
Up to eight MDARS-E will be operating
simultaneously in a six kilometer by six kilometer
area or zone. This area will consists of a mixture
of different storage bunkers and facilities and
warehouse areas. Following a random path, a
system will be autonomously looking for
intruders or performing barrier and/or inventory
assessment on the storage facilities.
During this time, video and status data will be
continuously relayed back to the control station
for potential collection, however the operator will
not be actively involved with any of the systems.
His job is to respond only if an anomaly is
detected. Once an anomaly is detected by the
system, the operator is alerted. He will then take
over control of the system via teleoperation for
final assessment. If he decides that a false alarm
situation occurred, he will put the system back
into automatic mode. However, if a real problem
is detected, the operator can use the MDARS-E
vehicle to respond to the threat or he can send
in a manned patrol unit.
III. Reauirements
The MDARS-E Requirement document and
the draft Concept of Operations paper define
the following requirements for the MDARS
exterior system :
Simultaneous autonomous operation of up
to eight MDARS-E systems withina six
kilometer by six kilometer zone.
Be able to travel both random and
deterministic paths on road and rough
terrain.
Have a navigationsystem accurate to less
than 0.3 meters within the six by six
kilometer zone.
Normal operating detection speed of 5
kilometers per hour (1.4 meters per
second). Maximum teleoperation response
speed of 25 kilometers per hour.
Detection of crawling and/or running
intruder from 2 to 100 meters over a 360
degree horizontal field of view.
Probability of intruder detection between
90 to 95 % with no more than one
nuisance/false alarm per platform per eight
hour shift.
Have an intruder detection system capable
of penetrating smoke, fog, dust and
precipitation.
• Provide an alarm if vehicle is tampered with.
• Operate on 10 degree slopes.
* Diesel primary motive power.
Provide video, status, and command data to
the main control station using a non-
jammable, non-detectable communication
link.
Automatically avoid obstacle or prevent
running into obstacles with a desired 100%
assurance rate.
Provide self-contained power capability for
a minimum of eight hours continuous
mobile operation.
Be able to operate in an environment which
contains fixed IDS sensors. Operate also in
conjunction with the MDARS interior
systems.
Have a full teleoperation mode that will allow
the operator to perform assessment and
respond to threats.
Be able to automatically query and update
lock status on ammunition bunkers using a
microwave detection system on a real-time
basis.
Be able to automatically collect inventory
data of bunker contents using microwave
tag collection system and compare to
known inventory on a real-time basis.
*. Be able to autonomously check the status
of fixed barriers such as doors or fences.
• Have ability to detect exterior fires.
Provide continuous video to the operator
control station from all eight system for
potential simultaneous recording and data
collection.
* Provide bi-directional audio information.
Be designed so that production cost in lots
of 200 is approximately $150,000 per
platform.
IV, preliminaw Design
Currently RST is involved in the preliminary
design stage with. For design purposes, the
system has been broken into seven different
areas. These areas are:
* Navigation
* Obstacle Avoidance
* Intruder Detection System
* Lock/Inventory Monitoring
* Communication
* Vetronics/Platform
* Command and Control
• Our approach in all of these areas is to have a
primary and secondary method to ensure
mission success. Candidate solutionsare
discussed in the following sections.
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Navigation
The navigation system will depend on two
primary positionapproaches - a highly accurate
low-cost Radio-Frequency (RF) locating system
using 3 fixed base stations and vehicle dead
reckoning. The output of both of the system will
be fed into a Kalman filter to obtain an absolute
position less than 0.15 meters over the six by six
kilometer zone.
Using a infogeometric code division multiple
access RF spread spectrum system, we will be
able to obtain accurate position and bearing data
- in essence a virtual navigation sensor. In order
to ensure constant communications with the RF
locating systems, we will operate on three
simultaneous, redundant spread spectrum
frequencies - 50 Khz, 1920 Khz, and 2400 Khz.
This approach will make our system virtually
unjammable and unbreakable with encrypted
codes. Another advantage of the system is that
every vehicle knows the position of every other
vehicle at all times.
RST's software navigation methodology
approach is to use position measurement data to
provide position matching to a digital map. This
map, in addition to terrain and path data, will
contain location of expected landmarks,
microwave tags, obstacles, and any other
important items (this map will be used to control
both navigation and detection/assessment
behaviors of the system). This data will be
incorporated using a combination of proven
navigation software methodologies that has
developed and demonstrated on the MDARS
interior platform. These concepts include:
Virtual Paths, Fuzzy Fit, and Event Driven
Reentrant Behaviors.
Virtual paths is the division of routes into
short, concisely defined, and easily modified
path segments that are combined to form
complete route programs which allow the vehicle
to navigate between any two points in the
system. Each path segment contains all the
navigation, control, and personality data required
to permit the robot to perform its mission along
the segment.
Our unique fuzzy logic algorithms extend
fuzzy logic to include the concept of two
dimensional degrees-of-membership. Using
these techniques, sensor inputs are
automatically tested against a positionestimation
and confidence. Data is accepted (or believed)
in proportion to its level of agreement. Using this
technique, past sensor readings are
automatically integrated with new data with the
result being that the vehicle exhibits smooth,
accurate, and purposeful control even in the
presence of erratic navigation sensor data.
Under the virtual path approach, the vehicle
attempts to close on and navigate along a
precise path. To accomplish this, the vehicle
must use event driven reentrant behaviors to
change behaviors as the result of both expected
and sometimes unexpected events. An
example of an expected behavioral change
would be the beginning of a turn to join smoothly
with the next path segment. An example of an
unexpected event would be the required
circumnavigation of an obstacle.
Another recent navigation methodology
development is a clean and simple technique
that permits the vehicle to change behaviors
while maintaining the context of each behavior
for possible reentrance. For example, when a
vehicle has finished a circumnavigation
maneuver, it can return to the normal routine of
collecting and processing navigation data
without the loss of previous landmark
information.
Obstacle Avoidance-
Because of the high reliability required for
the obstacle avoidance (OA) system, we are
planning to use three different sensor methods.
The first approach is a vision based system using
a front facing stereo camera arrangement for
object detection. The image processing of this
data will be handled through time-sharing the
same electronics designed for the Intrusion
Detection System image processing (see next
section).
The second method is the use of an array of
ultrasonic sensors in the front of the vehicle.
One low cost concept that we are currently
exploring using three transmitting sensors and a
single receiving sensors. With the proper signal
processing, we will be able to derive a 3
dimensional acoustic image out to 10 meters
with spatial resolution of around 3 inches. This
approach would provide 100 degrees of
horizontal and vertical coverage.
Finally we are examining several low cost
radar systems that are currently on the market.
Final selection will be made after a full evaluation
on our remote controlled testbed.
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Intruder Detection Systems
The primary IDS system will be vision based
using a thermal imager (FLIR) and a pair of image
intensified Gen 3 cameras specially arranged to
reduce the motion parallax problem. Using a
stop and stare technique with a rotating mirror,
we believe that this configuration will allow the
detection of both running and crawling intruders
while the vehicle is moving. We will be looking
for motion, color cues, thermal hot spots, shapes
and the presence of object in clear areas. As
the backup method, we are examining several
concept including an unique pulsed radar
technique and a scanning laser system.
David Sarnoff Labs has pioneered the
development of pyramid (wavelet) technology
for computer vision. The pyramid is a multi-
resolution image representation that provides a
framework for implementing fast algorithms for
motion, stereo, and visual search tasks. The
pyramid/wavelet representation also facilitates
object recognition by isolating key features
based on scale, orientation, and texture or
spatial/temporal pattern characteristics. The use
of pyramid technology can provide
enhancements in system speed (or reductions
in system size and cost) by factors of 1000 or
more compared to conventional approaches.
This technology makes it possible, for the first
time, to build a sophisticated vision system for
real time applications using modest hardware.
The video processing functions provided
are summarized in Table I. The test system is
designed to support multiple vision functions
simultaneously. Most functions will be
processed at full video rate, 30 frames per
second. Stereo and motion vision processing
functions share hardware modules so these
functions will normally be performed in alternate
frame times, each at 15 frames per second.
The prototype vision system consists of a
set of custom processing modules mounted on
approximately 6 VME boards. It will be housed in
a box measuring roughly 15 by 15 by 10 inches
(without power supply), and will consume
roughly 120 watts of power. Both size and
power will be reduced significantly in future
implementations of this system.
The vision system is capable of processing
data from three camera channels at once, and it
can switch between cameras on a frame by frame
basis. For example, the system might process
the FLIR camera and two stereo cameras during
one frame time, then switch to the three
channels (RGB) of a single color camera the next
frame time.
The vision system is organized in a parallel
pipeline architecture. The processing modules
are connected to a specially designed backplane
that can transfer images along 32 separate
pathways simultaneously. The vision functions
(motion, stereo, etc.) are implemented as
software programs that control the flow and
processing of image data. The system includes
three digital signal processing (DSP) units and a
microprocessor for control and analysis. An
external disk is used to store reference images
and other data. A display module is provided to
overlay graphic information on displayed video.
This is used both in system development and
in presentation of information to a human
operator.
This vision system design contains the
flexibility to upgrade or replace vision functions
through modifications to the software programs
and through the addition of new processing
modules.
The design of the video processing system
proposed for MDARS testing is based on a
moving target indicator (MTI) system built by
Sarnoff for the Army Mission Command and
delivered in June, 1992. It was designed to
detect and track moving targets from a moving
platform. While still under test and evaluation at
MICOM, this system has already proven
remarkably capable and can detect even small or
camouflaged targets while the camera is moving.
The MTI system is a prototype built on two
custom 9U VME boards. Total parts cost is
roughly $12,000, and power consumption is
120 watts.
The MDARS vision system will be an
improvement of the MTI design in four important
respects. First, the system speed will be
increased so that it can perform motion analysis
at 30 frames per second (the MICOM MTI system
processes 15 frames per second). Second, the
processing modules will be modified slightly to
support stereo as well as motion analysis. The
same processing modules perform electronic
image stabilization and registration to reference
images. Third, further modest additions will be
made to the processing capabilities to support
the other vision function (e.g., color and
texture). Finally, a new backplane will be added
to support flexible data communications.
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Table I Functions of the Video Processing System
Vision Functions MDARS Task Served Specifications
Motion Vision
(stationary)
Stereo Vision
Registration to
Reference
Images
Electronic Image
Stabilization
Pattern Vision
Landmark
Recognition
Color
Texture
Detection on the
Move
To detect moving objects while the MDARS vehicle is
stationary and the cameras are panning. This is required for
detecting intruders.
To determine the distance to objects and the orientation and
shape of the road surface. This is required to determine
distance to moving objects, to determine whether they are
within a secured area, and to estimate their size. It is also
required to detect objects or ditches in the path of the
vehicle while driving off road (pursuit mode).
To detect minute-to-minute or day-to-day changes in a
scene. This is required to detect intruders who stand still
when cameras are directed towards them, and move
between camera scans. It is also needed to monitor stored
inventory for tampering or loss.
To compensate for erratic camera motion as the vehicle
moves over rough terrain. This is required for human
viewing in the teleoperation mode, and for computer vision to
maintain frame to frame correspondence.
To determine object shape. This is required for
discriminating between humans, vehicles, and animals when
they are detected as moving objects in a scene.
To identify visible landmarks such as buildings, trees, poles.
This provides data for refining estimates of the vehicle's
position based on stored maps. tt also guides the vehicle to
standard observation points for observing inventory using
reference images.
To classify objects based on color. This improves reliability
of target detection and discrimination. It also improves the
system's ability to detect obstacles in the road.
To detect irregular patterns in the road that may signify
obstacles or a rough surface. This is required for driving on
rough terrain.
To detect intruders while the vehicle is moving. Primarily a
software improvement over fixed motion detection
• can detect camouflaged
objects
• can detect small or distant
objects (one or two pixels
in size)
• 30 frames/second
• 10 to 30 stereo frames per
second
• 1/10 pixel disparity
precision
• images aligned to 1/20
pixel
• compensates for errors in
camera positioning
• 30 frames/second
• compensate for image
translation and rotation
• 1/20 pixel precision
• 30 frames/second
• 10 frames/second
• accurate to 1 foot
• less than 3 seconds per
position update
• generates a set of
compact color maps
• 30 frames/second
• generates a set of
compact texture maps
• 30 frames/second
• can detect while vehicle is
moving
• 30 frames/second
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Lock/Inventory Monitoring
The RST contract requires the MDARS -E
system to interface to the U.S. Army developed
RF secure locksystem and the RF inventory tag
system. Jointly, the MDARS interior and exterior
program will develop a common database
structure for cataloging and up-dating inventory
as information is gathered in real-time.
Communications
The same RF system used for navigation
location will also provide the transmission
medium for video and command and status data.
Each of the three frequency used will have the
capability to transmit 256 kbits of information.
The 50 Khz channel will be the primary data link
due to its non-line-of-sight ability. The other two
line of sight channels will be backup in case of
jamming or other interference.
We will use real-time data compression
techniques to reduce the black and white video
image to under 256 kbits per second. Command
and status data will be transmitted in a bi-
directional 4800 baud channel. Audio data will
be overlaid with the video during the
compression process using multi-media
technology.
Vetronics/Platform
Current plans are to build a hydrostatic
driven six wheel, all wheel drive platform. This
platform will be 84 inches long, 51 inches wide
and 30 inches tall witha center of gravity that will
allow it to operate on 40 degree sideslopes.
Each wheel will have independent suspension
for maximum rough terrain capability. A diesel
engine driving a hydrostatic propulsion system
offers several advantages over a convention
mechanical drivetrain. These are:
• The diesel engine operates at a constant
speed within its optimal power range.
Because the speed is constant, it is easier to
shock isolate the engine vibration and to
reduce engine noise.
• Electronic vehicle control is only two wires to
a flow control valve and two wire to the valve
controlling the ackerman steering system.
Individual wheel motors lowers the center of
gravity and pushes weights to the outside
edges of the platform, making it more stable
on sideslopes. Conversion to an all electric
drive is easy with the replacement of the
hydraulic motors with electric motors if
desired.
Hydraulic components are proven
technology, rugged, immune to dust and
low cost.
The basic vehicle electronics will be VME
based. Our design will use the Controller Area
Network (CAN) local area network for
communication between subsystems. Software
programming will be initial done using the "C"
language and VxWorks, with eventual
conversion to ADA by the third year.
Command and Control
The command and control station is being
developed under the interior MDARS program.
This console control up to 8 interior systems, 8
exterior systems and interface with any fix sensor
system.
Electronics in the control station will allow for
data recording of status and video data from all
16 system simultaneously. This data will provide
an historical record of events and will assist the
operator in the manual assessment part of his
job.
V. Conclu_,i0n
The program schedule defines three major
milestones. In January, 1994, RST will
demonstrate key technology components in a
standalone fashion. In January of 1995, RST will
demonstrate two fully working systems at our
facility. During the last 12 months, we will install
and test the systems at a military site. During this
12 month period we will also be allowed to
modify systems hardware and software
components if required. At the end of this
period, a formal acceptance test will be used to
validate the exterior MDARS concept.
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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss cooperative work by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and Remotec ®, Inc., to automate
components of the operator's workload using
Remotec's Andros telerobot, thereby providing an
enhanced user interface which can be retrofit to existing
fielded units as well as being incorporated into new
production units. Remotec's Andros robots are presently
used by numerous electric utilities to perform tasks in
reactors where substantial exposure to radiation exists,
as well as by the armed forces and numerous law
enforcement agencies. The automation of task
components, as well as the video graphics display of the
robot's position in the environment, will enhance all
tasks performed by these users, as well as enabling
performance in terrain where the robots cannot
presently perform due to tack of knowledge about, for
instance, the degree of tilt of the robot. Enhanced
performance of a successful industrial mobile robot
leads to increased safety and efficiency of performance
in hazardous environments. The addition of these
capabilities will greatly enhance the utility of the robot,
as well as its marketability.
Introduction
The robotic system described in this paper results from a
cooperative effort by the Center for Engineering
Systems Advanced Research (CESAR), at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), and Remotec ®, Inc., a
company located in Oak Ridge, TN. CESAR, sponsored
by the Engineering Sciences Program of the
Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, represents a core long-term basic research
program in intelligent machines. CESAR research
includes studies in multiple cooperating robots, multi-
sensor data analysis and fusion, control of mobile robots
and manipulators, machine learning, and embedded
high performance computing. With support from the DOE
Office of Nuclear Energy, CESAR has been performing
applied robotics research, systems integration, and has
provided overall coordination and mana.clement of a
Research supported bythe Office of Nuclear Energy, Office
of Technology Support Programs, U.S. Department of Energy,
under contract No., DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and
is not subject to copyright protection in the United _tates,
Sammy L. Jones
Remotec, Inc.
114 Union Valley Road
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
consortium of four university research groups (Florida,
Michigan, Tennessee, Texas) in a program aimed at
robotics for advanced nuclear power stations and other
hazardous environments.
Remotec is a world leader in research and development
of remote robotic technology for hazardous operation in
nuclear plants, police/military explosive ordnance
disposal, and fire fighting. The company's family of
robots have found a worldwide clientele. They are
being used by several nuclear utility industries and
national research laboratories to perform waste
handling, surveillance, and surveying. This paper
describes the addition of a system of sensors, encoders
and the required computing power to integrate the
information gleaned from these sensors to enhance the
teleoperation of a successful industrial mobile robot. All
hardware additions are performed in a manner which
preserves the factory-designed resistance of the chassis
to environmental contamination. Moreover, as will be
described in detail below, the functional additions which
enhance the teleoperation of this robot are done in a
manner which preserves the original factory
functionality. This is desirable because the retrofitting of
an enhanced interface to existing robots should require
as little additional training of already skilled operators as
possible.
The Andros Mk VI Robot
The mobile platform of the ANDROS robot, shown in
Figure 1, consists of six cleated tracks including a pair
of main driving tracks. Separate motors to drive two
pairs of auxiliary tracks: a pair of articulated front tracks,
and an additional pair of articulated rear tracks. This
unique design enables the robot to climb stairs and
slopes, crawl over obstacles and ditches, make turns in
tight spaces, raise the entire robot body, and
maneuver over rough terrain with different surface
conditions. The ANDROS manipulator arm has five
degrees-of-freedom (DOF), with a 210 degree pivot
range for both shoulder and elbow. An additional DOF
is provided by a torso rotation joint, in addition to the
platform mobility. This configuration allows the arm to
occupy a minimum space for its home position while
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Govemment and is
not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
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Figure 1. Andros Mk Vl telerobot w_th control console in background.
providing maximum reach by folding clown and
extending straight out, respectively. Each joint is
manually controlled with variable speed by individual
switches on the control station. The wrist has pitch and
six-inch extension capability, as well as continuous
rotation, and the gripper has two parallel fingers
controlled by servo-motors. The maximum lifting
capacity is 40 kg.
The control station, shown in the bac,_ground of Figure
1, consists of a switch pad with all the switches required
to operate the ANDROS robot; a control console with a
color television monitor, speaker, and microphone; and
a console cable reel with a manual brake and hand-
crank for the 100-m tether. Two video cameras are
mounted aboard the chassis: a monochrome fixed-focus
camera with automatic aperture is attached to the arm,
and serves as a navigation camera when the arm is
parked in the home position; there is also a color
camera mounted on an extendible tower with pan, tilt,
zoom, and focus capabilities under operator control.
This camera serves as a general surveillance camera
for both navigation and manipulator arm tasks.
In addition to the two-camera video feedback from the
robot, two-way audio communication is available
through a microphone/speaker system aboard the
chassis and on the console. All told, there are 24 control
functions on the control panel of the console, including
the talk and volume switches for audio communication.
Manipulating these control devices to smoothly control
the robot and accomplish a task in the workplace
requires considerable skill and practice on tne part of
the operator. In situations where the robot is out of direct
sight of the operator, work must halt while the two
cameras are used to assess current robot pose and the
surrounding environment.
Workload considerations
Excessive workload on an operator of such a telerobot
can degrade or slow down performance due to the
number of task components which are manually
performed. These components include manipulation of
the cameras to monitor robot pose and tether placement,
as well as to observe the effects of remote actions on the
surrounding environment. In many cases, task
performance must be interrupted to permit the operator
to observe changes in robot pose as work progresses.
The capacity to provide sensor feedback to the operator
about robot position, articulator and arm position, and
proximity of obstacles in the immediate environment,
would greatly enhance overall performance of the
system. In addition, automation of task components
requires sensory feedback from the environment as well
as encoder feedback about the positions of various
robot components.
The procedure of automating a telerobot requires the
addition of computer power to the robot, along with a
variety of sensors and encoders to provide information
about the robot's performance in and relationship to its
environment. Custom software is required to integrate
the encoder and sensor information and to use this
information to provide automated control input to the
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Fig. Za. Factory configuration of AndrosMk VI robot andcontrol console
I VME rack with .Sensor/encoder
_i_ reeaoackfrom
Fig. 2b. Additional computingpower added to AndrosMkVI robot and controlconsole
Figure 2. Illustration of original and enhanced Andros robot configuration.
robot. To be most effective, a variety of tasks must be
automated, including obstacle detection and avoidance,
planned manipulations by the arm and end-effector, and
eye-gaze control of video camera pan and tilt. Addition
of these capabilities will greatly enhance the
teleoperation of an already successful industrial mobile
robot. In order to accomplish these enhancements, a
cooperative research and development agreement
(CRADA) has been implemented between Remotec and
ORNL. This CRADA involves equal inputs of time, effort
and money on the part of both parties in order to create
the enhanced robot described.
Enhancements to the Andros robot
As described above, the enhancements to the Andros
robot require the addition of environmental sensors,
encoders for the various robot movable parts, and
computing power to provide the intelligence to integrate
sensor and encoder information and provide automated
control. The factory configuration uses an RS-232
digital data link (tethered or wireless) between the
console processor and the onboard control processor.
Analog control actions at the console are converted into
digital signals and packaged and sent to the robot
where they are decoded and converted back into analog
signals to control the various motors on board. This
design configuration permits relatively easy addition of
computing power to integrate the added functions. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the additional computing power is
incorporated into the robot system by means of insertion
into the RS-232 link.
The computing power added to the system is
incorporated into a computer board cage (VME) in the
form of two cards each containing a Motorola M68040
central processor unit (CPU) with associated memory
and other necessary data processing devices. The cage
is mounted on a custom-designed plate which attaches
to the robot at the base of the pan/tilt camera tower is
such a was that there is no permanent alteration to the
configuration of the robot. This is desirable because the
unit needs to be usable as a telerobot to perform tasks in
contaminated areas which might arise during the course
of this project. Therefore, one of the important goals of
the CRADA is to be able to recover the original factory
configuration of the robot, and to add the needed
equipment in such a way that no permanent alterations
are done which would, for example, reduce the
contamination resistance of the unit.
One of the two added processors handles the incoming
signals from the sensors and encoders aboard the robot.
These data are processed through an analog-to-digital
(ND) signal converter prior to being sent to the first
processor. This processor interprets and stores the
incoming data, updating the data tables with new sensor
and encoder information as required. The second CPU
serves as a monitor of the control signals generated by
the operator and sent along the RS-232 link. This
unique arrangement permits this processor to either
pass the control signals along unmodified or to alter
them so as to modify the commands before they reach
the control CPU in the robot. When the monitor CPU
provides no signal modification, the robot operates
exactly as the factory delivered it, in keeping with the
CRADA goal of preserving the original factory
specifications as a fall-back position.
Fvn_ti0ning of the enhanced control system
When the added control CPU functions to alter the
control signals, it serves to move the robot from a totally
teleoperated mobile robot in the direction of autonomy.
Figure 3 depicts the now widely accepted situation in
robotics in which high degrees of autonomy are
attainable only in relatively simple tasks (the area under
and to the left of the curve in Figure 3). The arrow
pointing to the shaded oval in the upper right indicates
the direction in which we are moving with the added
computing power on the Andros. As more and more
task components are automated, the robot becomes
more fully autonomous. With the flexibility of the present
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Figure 3. Diagram relating task complexity with degree of autonomy obtainable by
most present-day robotic systems, The upper right oval represents the deisrable
goal of high autonomy for very complex tasks.
system, different degrees of autonomy can be achieved
as appropriate in different task environments.
Certain of the automated functions are planned to be
permanent, while others may be invoked at some times
and not at others. Many of the permanent functions fall
into a class which can be designated as safety functions,
and represent functions toward the lower left of the
arrow in Figure 3. For example, the original robot is able
to contact the pan/tilt camera tower with the manipulator
arm, and it is the operator's responsibility to prevent this
from occurring. With the enhanced control system in
place, a software-derived envelope has been created
around the camera tower, thus precluding accidental
contact by the arm. Similarly, a variety of "illegal"
configurations and poses can be defined which will
protect both the robot and the environment from
undesirable or dangerous situations. In this capacity,
the CPU which monitors the control inputs simply
changes the control commands to prevent the
undesirable configuration from arising. This includes
stopping the robot if it attempts to navigate a slope which
is too steep in either pitch or roll, or if it is about to collide
with an obstacle about which the operator is unaware.
Additional intelligent or automated capabilities serve to
move the system toward the upper right along the arrow
in Figure 3. At the simpler levels, these functions might
include automated obstacle negotiation, manipulator or
end effector tasks, and path planning. For example, a
variety of repetitive manipulator tasks such as valve
turning might be automated. In this case, the operator
would position the robot so it could perform the valve
closing, and the additional onboard CPU would assume
the responsibility for actually closing the valve. At more
complex levels of task automation (farther up and to the
right in Figure 3), greater degrees of machine autonomy
become involved, as more complex tasks are performed
without operator intervention. This is one of the
purposes of designing the enhanced operator interface
for the Andros robot, and represents the type of new
interface which will be fit to both existing and new
examples of the robot line.
F_ture research on ooerator-machine synergy
In addition to serving as the testbed for developing the
enhanced interface just discussed, this prototype system
provides the opportunity to experiment with the
advantages and disadvantages of varying degrees of
task automation. These issues are of current interest in
both aircraft cockpit automation and in the new designs
of inherently safe nuclear reactor design (Spelt, 1993).
Research in these areas indicates that operator
boredom and takeover transients, when operator action
is required, are a source of increased human error in
highly automated systems.
Certain of the automated functions are planned to be
permanent, while others may be invoked at some times
and not at others. Many of the permanent functions fall
into a class which can be designated as safety functions,
and represent functions toward the lower left of the
arrow in Figure 3. For example, the original robot is able
to contact the pan/tilt camera tower with the manipulator
arm, and it is the operator's responsibility to prevent this
from occurring. With the enhanced control system in
place, a software-derived envelope has been created
around the camera tower, thus precluding accidental
contact by the arm. Similarly, a variety of "illegal"
configurations and poses can be defined which will
protect both the robot and the environment from
undesirable or dangerous situations. In this capacity,
the CPU which monitors the control inputs simply
changes the control commands to prevent the
undesirable configuration from arising. This includes
stopping the robot if it attempts to navigate a slope which
is too steep in either pitch or roll, or if it is about to collide
with an obstacle about which the operator is unaware.
Additional intelligent or automated capabilities serve to
move the system toward the upper right along the arrow
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inFigure3. Atthesimplerlevels,thesefunctionsmight
includeautomatedobstaclenegotiation,manipulator
endeffectortasks,andpathplanning.Forexample,a
varietyof repetitivemanipulatortaskssuchas valve
turningmightbeautomated.Inthiscase,theoperator
wouldpositiontherobotso it couldperformthevalve
closing,andtheadditionalonboardCPUwouldassume
theresponsibilityforactuallyclosingthevalve.Atmore
complexlevelsoftaskautomation(fartherupandto the
rightinFigure3),greaterdegreesofmachineautonomy
becomeinvolved,asmorecomplextasksareperformed
withoutoperatorintervention.This is one of the
purposesofdesigningtheenhancedoperatorinterface
for theAndrosrobot,andrepresentsthetypeof new
interfacewhichwill be fit to bothexistingand new
examplesoftherobotline.
Future research on ooerator-machine svnergv
In addition to serving as the testbed for developing the
enhanced interface just discussed, this prototype system
provides the opportunity to experiment with the
advantages and disadvantages of varying degrees of
task automation. These issues are of current interest in
both aircraft cockpit automation and in the new designs
of inherently safe nuclear reactor design (Spelt, 1993).
Research in these areas indicates that operator
boredom and takeover transients, when operator action
is required, are a source of increased human error in
highly automated systems.
Ultimately, this system has the capability to perform
complex tasks autonomously, using sensor-based
feedback from the environment. As a result, this system
will serve as a research vehicle for research into the
manner in which automated task components can be
seamlessly integrated with operator-performed
components to yield a system which is capable of
functioning in hazardous environments in a way which is
both safer and more efficient than can be done under full
teleoperation. Neither the manner nor the degree of
task automation are intuitively obvious to observers of
this process. Systematic research is required, in a
variety of situations, to explore the most effective ways of
capitalizing on the capabilities of both the human
operator and the intelligent robot.
Andros robots are presently used by numerous electric
utilities to perform tasks in reactors where substantial
exposure to radiation exists. They are also used by the
armed forces, as well as numerous law enforcement
agencies. The automation of task components, as well
as the video graphics display of the robot's position in
the environment, will enhance all tasks performed by
these users, as well as enabling performance in terrain
where the robots cannot presently perform due to lack of
knowledge about, for instance, the degree of tilt of the
robot. Enhanced performance of a successful industrial
mobile robot leads to increased safety and efficiency of
performance in hazardous environments. The addition
of these capabilities will greatly enhance the utility of the
robot, as well as its marketability.
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1.0 Abstract
The Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance
Center (NCCOSC) has developed an architecture to
provide coordinated control of multiple autonomous
vehicles from a single host console. The Multiple
Robot Host Architecture (MRHA) is a distributed
multiprocessing system that can be expanded to
accommodate as many as 32 robots. The initial
application will employ eight Cybermotion K2A
Navmaster robots configured as remote security
platforms in support of the Mobile Detection
Assessment and Response System (MDARS)
Program. This paper discusses developmental testing
of the MRHA in an operational warehouse
environment, with two actual and four simulated
robotic platforms.
multiple resources, and facilitates later expansion via
connection of additional processors.
2.1 Host Architecture Overview
A high-level block diagram of the MRHA is
presented in figure 1. The number of Planner/
Dispatcher and Operator Station modules resident on
the host LAN can be varied in proportion to the
number of deployed platforms at a given site. The
initial prototype MRHA systems being developed by
NCCOSC are configured with a Supervisor, two
Planner/Dispatchers, a Product Assessment module, a
Link Sever module, and one Operator Station for
coordinated control of up to eight robotic patrol units.
2.0 Background
MDARS is a joint Army-Navy development effort
intended to provide an automated intrusion detection •
and inventory assessment capability for use in DoD
warehouses and storage sites. The program is
managed by the Physical Security Equipment
Management Office at Ft. Belvoir, VA. The
Armament Research Development Engineering
Center (ARDEC) at Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, has
responsibility for inventory assessment and remote
platform integration. The Belvoir Research
Development and Engineering Center (BRDEC) at Ft.
Belvoir, VA, is charged with security detection and
assessment. NCCOSC is providing the command and
control architecture and overall technical direction.
Reduction of manpower is a key factor in the
MDARS cost benefit analysis. The objective is to
field a supervised robotic security and inventory
assessment system which basically runs itself until an
unusual condition is encountered that requires human
intervention. The host architecture must therefore be
able to respond in realtime to a variety of exceptional
events that may potentially involve several robots
simultaneously. Distributed processing allows the
command and control problems to be split among
R/FVIOeo
PlanJn_/l_d'_
Link Server
R./F Modem_
Figure 1. Multiple Robot Host Architecture (MRHA).
This paper is declared a work of the U. S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States
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2.1.1 Supervisor
TheheartoftheMRHAisa486-basedindustrialPC
withahigh-resolutiondisplay,referredtoasthe
Supervisor.Thismodulemaintainsaready
representationofthe"bigpicture,"schedulingand
coordinatingtheactionsofthevariousplatforms,and
displayingappropriatestatusandlocationi formation
totheguard.Anyhands-oncontrolbytheguardin
responsetosituationsrequiringhumanawarenessor
intervention(i.e.,alarmconditions,teleoperation)
takesplaceattheOperatorStation(seebelow).
Automaticassignmentofresources(Planner/
Dispatcher,OperatorStation)willbemadebythe
Supervisorinresponsetoexceptionalconditionsas
theyarise,basedontheinformationcontainedina
specialdatastructurethatrepresentsthedetailed
statusofallplatforms.Suchexceptionalconditions
arereferredtoasevents, and typically require either a
Planner/Dispatcher, or both a Planner/Dispatcher and
an Operator Station. Example events include: 1) an
intrusion alarm, 2) a lost platform, 3) a failed
diagnostic, and, 4) a low battery. The Supervisor will
assign the highest priority need to the next available
Planner/Dispatcher or Operator Station.
The Supervisor Map Display Window will
automatically center on the platform listed at the top
of the Event Window, which in essence represents the
highest priority need. The guard can elect to split the
screen and display up to four maps at once as shown
in figure 2.
2.1.2 Link Server
All the distributed resources within the host architec-
ture communicate with the various remote platforms
via an RF Link Server, which is interfaced to the
LAN as shown in figure 1. This 386-based computer
acts as a gateway between the LAN and a number of
dedicated full-duplex spread-spectrum RF modems
operating on non-interfering channels. The various
resources (Supervisor, Planner/Dispatcher, Operator
Station) on the LAN can thus simultaneously
communicate as needed in realtime with their
assigned remote platforms. In order to offload from
these resources the tedium of constantly requesting
status information from the individual remote plat-
forms, the Link Server will periodically poll each
platform for critical data such as battery voltage, po-
sition, heading, etc. This information is then stored in
a blackboard for ready access.
2.1.3 Planner/Dispatcher
Referring again to figure 1, the Supervisor has at its
disposal a number of Planner/Dispatcher modules
linked over a high-speed Ethernet LAN. These 386-
based PCs are mounted in a 19-inch rack adjacent to
the display console as shown in figure 3. A globally-
shared world model is maintained to provide a
realtime collision avoidance capability
complementing the Cybermotion virtual path
navigation scheme employed on the K2A robotic
platform. The Planner/Dispatcher modules perform
the current virtual path planning functions of the
Cybermotion Dispatcher (Holland, et al, 1990), and
the unrestricted path planning functions of the
NCCOSC Planner (Everett, et al, 1990).
The principal function of the Planner/Dispatcher is to
plan a path (virtual or unrestricted) and download it
to the assigned platform. Under normal conditions,
virtual paths are executed until circumstances arise
which require deviation from the pre-defined route
segment. The most common example would involve
an obstacle that blocks the virtual path, whereupon
the unrestricted path planner is invoked to generate a
collision avoidance maneuver.
Figure 2. MRHA Supervisor Display.
2.1.4 Operator Station
The Supervisor also has access to one or more
Operator Stations via the LAN. These modules are
essentially individual control stations that can be
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Figure3. MDARSControlConsole. Figure4. MRHAOperatorStationDisplay.
assignedtoaparticularplatformwhenthedetailed
attentionofaguardisrequired.Inthisfashion,the
Supervisorcanallocatebothcomputationalresources
andhumanresourcestoaddressthevariousituations
whichariseinthecontrolofanumberofremote
platforms.
TheOperatorStationallowsasecurityguardto
directlyinfluencetheactionsofanindividual
platform,withhands-oncontrolofdestination,
movement,modeofoperation,andcamerafunctions.
AnOperatorStationisautomaticallyassignedbythe
Supervisorif anexceptional event occurs requiring
human awareness or intervention. In addition, the
guard can manually assign an Operator Station to: 1)
teleoperate a platform when necessary, 2) perform
non-automatic path planning operations (with the aid
of a Planner), 3) place a platform in Surveillance
Mode for intruder detection, 4) control an onboard
video camera, and, 5) assess a potential disturbance.
The Supervisor and Operator Stations have been
similarly configured to provide consistent, user-
friendly visual displays. Both modules support a
point-and-choose menu interface for guard-selectable
options, commands, icons, and navigational
waypoints. A row of command-option menu buttons
are located on the right side of the Operator Station
display screen as shown in figure 4. Telereflexive
operation of the platform (Everett & Laird, 1990) and
camera pan and tilt functions will be controlled by a
specialized joystick.
2.1.5 Product Assessment System
The Product Assessment System is responsible for
receiving actual inventory data from an interactive tag
reader, and then correlating results with a database
representing the supposed inventory. The robotic
platforms are each equipped with a Savi tag
interrogator that communicates with special RF
transponder tags attached to the high-value or
sensitive items to be monitored. The Savi tags
respond with a unique identification code, which is
then location-stamped and buffered in memory by the
controlling microprocessors onboard the individual
robots.
The buffer contents are periodically uploaded by the
Link Server and passed via the host LAN to the
Product Assessment System. The Product
Assessment System compares each tag ID with
information recorded in the database to determine if
an item is mislocated or missing altogether. It also
flags any detected tag IDs which are not represented
in the database. A discrepancy report is generated at
the end of each 24-hour shift.
2.2 Patrol Unit Overview
A block diagram of the platform architecture is
presented in figure 5. Each robot is equipped with
the Cybermotion SPI security sensor module
providing full 360-degree intrusion detection
coverage, augmented by a video motion detector.
The high-resolution video surveillance camera is
automatically positioned to view the scene of any
suspected disturbance by a computer-controlled pan-
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and-tiltunit,withlivevideorelayedoveradedicated
RFlinktotheguardconsole.
Figure5. RemotePlatformArchitecture.
Anintelligentsecurityassessmentalgorithmis
employedtomaximizetheprobabilityofdetection
whileatthesametimefilteringoutnuisancealarms.
Thisonboardpre-processingofsecurity-relateddata
relievestheSupervisorfanysecurityassessment
responsibility,whichisakeyelementofthecontrol
philosophy.TheSupervisorbasicallygetsinvolved
onlyafteranintruderhasbeendetectedand
confirmedbythesoftwareonboardtherobot.
Tosatisfytheimmediateneedfornumerousremote
platformsrequiredtotesthemultiplerobotcontrol
paradigm,arobotsimulatorwasdevelopedthat
implementsthecommunicationsprotocolofthe
CybermotionK2A.Thesimulatorhardwareconsists
ofaPC/AT-compatiblelaptopcomputerserially
interfacedtoanR/Fmodemofthetypeemployedon
therobots.Thesimulatorsareabletoemulate
specificplatformfunctions,uchaspath
downloading,decoding,andexecution.During
currentdevelopmentandtestactivitiesatCamp
Elliott,foursimulatorsareusedinconjunctionwith
thetwoCybermotionK2Aplatforms.
theseguidancemethodshasadvantagesand
disadvantageswhichdetermineitsappropriate
applications.MDARSseekstointegratehedesired
featuresofallthreetechniquesintoarobust
navigationalpackagebetterabletocopewiththe
varied emandsofrealworldoperation.
3.1 FixedGuidepaths
Thesimplestformofautonomouscontrolinvolvesa
navigationalcontrolloopwhichreflexivelyreactsto
thesensedpositionofanexternalguidingreference.
Industrialvehicleshavebeenguidedbyphysical
pathsincludingslots,buriedwires,opticalstripes,
andothermethodsforalmostthirtyyears.Such
automatedguidedvehicles(AGVs)havefound
extensiveusein factoriesandwarehousesformaterial
transfer,inmodernofficescenariosformaterialnd
mailpickupanddelivery,andinhospitalsfordelivery
ofmealsandsuppliestonursingstations.
Themostcommonguidepathfollowingschemesin
usetodayinvolvesometypeofstripeorwire
guidepathpermanentlyinstalledonthefloorofthe
operatingarea.Specializedsensorsonthefrontof
theplatformareusedtoservo-controlthesteering
mechanism,causingthevehicletofollowthe
intendedroute.Theseguidanceschemescanbe
dividedintothreegeneralcategories:(1)thosewhich
senseandfollowtheAForRFfieldfromaclosed-
loopwireembeddedinthefloor,(2) thosewhich
senseandfollowamagnetictapeinoronthefloor,
and,(3)thosewhichopticallysenseandfollowsome
typeofstripeaffixedtothefloorsurface.
Thefundamentaldisadvantages of guidepath control
are the cost of path installation and maintenance, and
the subsequent lack of flexibility: a vehicle cannot be
commanded to go to a new location unless the
guidepath is first modified. This is a significant
factor in the event of changes to product flow lines in
assembly plants, or in the case of a security robot
which must investigate a potential break-in at a
designated remote location.
3.0 The Navigational Problem
A wide variety of techniques have been developed
over the years for the autonomous navigation of
indoor vehicles. For purposes of this discussion,
these may be grouped into three general categories:
(1) guidepath following, (2) unrestricted path
planning, and (3) virtual path navigation. Each of
3.2 Unrestricted Paths
The term unrestricted path planning implies the
ability of a free-roaming platform to travel anywhere
so desired, subject to nominal considerations of
terrain traversability. Most of the path planning work
to date has been done on the premise that the ultimate
navigation system would be capable of mapping out
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itsenvironmentwithsensors,andthenplanning
routesaccordingly.Whilesuchsystemshaveagreat
dealofappeal,theyencounterseveraldifficultiesin
practice.
Themostsignificantproblemassociatedwith
buildingaworldmodelisthepoorqualityofmost
sensordata.Therearemanychoicesavailabletothe
designerofsuchanavigationsystem,butinevery
casegooddataisexpensive.Inpractice,reflective
sensors(ultrasonicrangefindersandnear-infrared
proximitydetectors)havepredominated(Everett,et
al,1992).Suchsensorsaresubjecttotheproblemsof
noise,specularndsecondaryreflections,andsignal
absorptiontooneextentoranother.Furthermore,the
perceivedpositionofobjectsviewedfromdifferent
locationswillbedistortedbyanyerrorsinthe
vehicle'sdeadreckoningaccuracyasit moves
betweenvantagepoints.Templatematchingof
sensordatacanthusbeverydifficult(Holland,etal,
1990).
Providinganautonomouscapabilitytosupportnon-
restrictedmotioninvolvestheimplementationofan
appropriatemaprepresentation,theacquisitionof
informationregardingrangesandbearingstonearby
objects,andthesubsequentinterpretationfthatdata
inbuildingandmaintainingtheworldmodel.
3.2.1 SelectingaMapRepresentation
Severaldifferentmaprepresentationschemeshave
beendevised,includingpolyhedralobjects(Lozano-
Perez,1979),generalizedcones(Brooks,1983),
certaintygrids(Moravec,1987),andquadtrees
(Fryxell,1988).Thesimplestchemeisatwo-
dimensionalarrayofcells;eachcellcorrespondstoa
squareoffixedsizeintheregionbeingmapped.The
mapcanbeaccessedandupdatedquickly,whichis
extremelyimportantforrealtimeoperation.Free
spaceisindicatedwithacellvalueofzero;anonzero
cellvaluedenotesanobstruction.
Themostcompactformofacellmapconsistsofone
bitpercell,andthusindicatesonlythepresenceor
absenceofanobject.Byusingmultiplebitspercell,
additionaldescriptiveinformationcanberepresented
inthemap,suchasidentificationofstructuralwalls
anddoorways.Inaddition,theprobabilityofagiven
squarebeingoccupiedcanbeeasilyencoded,which
turnsthemapintoaformofcertaintygrid(Moravec,
1987).Thisstatisticalpproachisespeciallyuseful
whenthepreciselocationofobjectsi unknown.
3.2.2 UnrestrictedPathPlanningAlgorithm
A widevarietyofpathplanningtechniqueshavebeen
developedovertheyears,eachavingvarious
advantagesanddisadvantages.Theactualplanner
employedinagivenapplicationisoftendictatedby
whichworldmodelingschemehasbeenchosen.For
acertaintygridrepresentation,themost
straightforwardplannerisderivedfromtheLeemaze
router(Lee,1961),withthecellcodingenhancements
suggestedbyRubin(1974).Thebasicsearch
algorithmbeginsby"expanding"theinitialcell
correspondingtotherobot'scurrentpositioninthe
floormap,(i.e.,eachunoccupiedneighborcellis
addedtotheexpansionlist).Theneachcellonthe
expansionlistisexpanded,theprocesscontinuing
untilthedestinationcellisplacedontheexpansion
list,orthelistbecomesmpty,inwhichcasenopath
exists.Thisalgorithmwillfindtheminimumdistance
pathfromthesourcetothedestination.
Theminimaldistancepath,however,isnot
necessarilythe"best"path.Sometimesit ismore
desirabletominimizethenumberofturns,orto
maximizethedistancefromobstacles,forexample.
Thesearchstrategycanbealteredaccordinglyby
assigningacostoeachcellpriortoaddingit tothe
expansionlist;onlytheminimum-costcellsarethen
expanded.ThisisknownintheliteratureasanA*
search(Winston,1984),andwasadoptedby
NCCOSCforuseinthiswork(Everett,etal,1990)
duetotheinherentflexibility of the associated cost
function.
3.2.3 The Problem - Dead Reckoning Errors
Appropriate sensors must be coupled with some type
of worm modeling capability representing the
relative/absolute locations of objects to support
intelligent movement in unstructured environments.
The accuracy of this model, which is refined in a
continuous fashion as the platform moves about its
workspace, is directly dependent upon the validity of
the platform's perceived location and orientation.
Accumulated dead-reckoning errors soon render the
information entered into the model invalid since the
absolute reference point for data acquired relative to
the platform is incorrect. As the accuracy of the
model degrades, the ability of the platform to
successfully navigate and avoid collisions diminishes
rapidly, until it fails altogether.
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3.3 VirtualPaths
Thevirtualpathconceptwasdevelopedby
Cybermotiontoprovidearoutinemechanismfor
correctingdeadreckoningerrorsinthenormalcourse
ofpathexecution.Eachdesiredrouteispre-
programmedbyatechniciantotakeadvantageofany
availablenvironmentalcuesthatherobotcan
recognizewithitssensors.Eachpathbeginsandends
onnamedvirtual nodes as shown in figure 6. A
database is constructed that associates each virtual
node with one or more virtual path segments entering
or leaving that location. The Planner/Dispatcher uses
this database to link several discrete virtual path
segments together to form a complete route from any
given node to any other node.
[ iil iiiiill .... ¸¸¸¸i¸¸¸¸¸1
Figure 6. Map of Camp Elliott Showing Virtual Paths.
Correction of dead reckoning errors during run time
is most commonly accomplished by indicating in the
virtual path program (at the time of installation) one
or both of the following cues: 1) the distance to the
wall (or walls) on the left (and/or right) side of the
robot, and, 2) the expected standoff from a wall in
front of the robot at the completion of the route
segment.
In the wall-following mode, the robot uses its lateral
sonars to maintain the specified offset from the
indicated wall while traversing the distance between
two given points. Knowing the starting and ending
locations of the virtual path segment, the robot can
correct its heading as well as the lateral axis position
coordinate. When approaching a wall, the robot uses
the forward sonars to measure its actual distance from
the wall. By comparing the observed range with the
anticipated distance specified in the program, and
knowing the X-Y coordinate of where it should be
when it stops, the robot can correct the longitudinal
axis of its dead-reckoned position. When wall-
following and wall-approach are used together, both
the X and Y coordinates can be corrected, in addition
to heading.
Although the virtual path approach does not provide
the flexibility of unrestricted path planning, it can be
implemented with relatively low-cost sensor and
computing hardware. Many practical applications
can be addressed in this fashion, but the fundamental
deficiency is the lack of collision avoidance
capability. If an obstacle blocks a virtual path route
segment, the platform must halt and wait for
assistance.
3.4 MDARS Hybrid Navigation Scheme
The navigation scheme employed on MDARS is
basically an integration of the Cybermotion
Dispatcher and the NCCOSC Planner, which were
separately employed on an earlier prototype to
generate virtual paths and unrestricted paths,
respectively. Integration of these two planning
algorithms was accomplished in FY-92 under a
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
with Cybermotion, giving rise to the term
Planner/Dispatcher.
The hybrid navigational scheme exploits the inherent
re-referencing ability of virtual paths, while retaining
the free-roaming flexibility of unrestricted path
planner control. Under normal conditions, the robotic
platform traverses virtual paths, which are kept
relatively obstacle free, at significantly higher speeds
than typically possible in the unrestricted path mode.
In the event of an impending collision, the platform is
halted, and the unrestricted path planner generates an
avoidance maneuver around the obstacle to the
desired virtual point destination.
Three guidepath following strategies were
investigated for incorporation into the hybrid
navigation concept to support warehouse navigation.
The location of a guidepath segment would simply be
encoded into the virtual path database, the idea being
to look down for a pathway instead of to either side
for a wall. Finite path sections could then be
strategically placed along troublesome route
segments, as opposed to throughout the entire site.
The first of these path-following schemes was
originally developed for AGVs by Litton
Corporation, and employed a chemical stripe that
glowed brightly when irradiated by an ultraviolet
source. Disadvantages (from an MDARS
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perspective)includedexcessivepowerconsumption,
insufficientclearancebetweenthefloorandsensor,
interferencefromambientlighting,andperiodiclamp
failure.A alternativer tro-reflectiven ar-infrared
designwasdevelopedbyNCCOSCtoovercome
theseconcerns,butperformanceultimatelysuffered
fromabrasivewearonthetapeguidepath.
Toaddresstheproblemofpathdegradation,aHail-
effectguidepathsensordevelopedbyApogee
Roboticswaspurchasedforevaluation,theintent
beingtoburytheflexiblemagnetictapeinasawkerf
cutintothefloor.Thisattemptrovedfutileaswell
duetolimited(2-inch)sensorstandoff,andthe
constantlychangingmagneticsignatureoftheK2A
platform,whichisanartifactofsynchro-drive
steering.Asaconsequence,th guidepathoptionhas
beenindefinitelysuspendeduntilapracticalsolution
compatiblewiththeneedsofawarehouse
environmentisfound.
housenvironment.ThePlanner/Dispatchergenerates
arandomvirtualpathpatrolroute,anddownloadsit via
theLinkServertotheassignedplatform.Thisonboard
K2Aprogramcontainsinstructionswhichcausethe
platformtohaltandenterSurveillanceModeatran-
domlychosenvirtualpointsalongthepath.Whena
platformarrivesatitscommandeddestination,it re-
portsbackanIdle Mode status to the Supervisor. The
Supervisor then reassigns a Planner/Dispatcher, which
generates and downloads a new patrol route.
4.2 Obstacle Avoidance
Potential obstructions in the vicinity of the robot are
detected by an array of Polaroid ultrasonic ranging
sensors and Banner diffuse-mode near-infrared
proximity sensors mounted on the front of the turret of
the K2A platform as shown in figure 7.
4.0 Warehouse Navigation
During the phased development of MDARS, three
general classes of autonomous navigation are being
addressed:
• Structured navigation - operation in a conventional
walled office or laboratory environment.
• Semi-structured navigation - operation in a
warehouse environment, with some structured order
in the form of shelving (or inventory) forming
permanent aisles.
• Unstructured navigation - operation in an open
warehouse environment with no definitive aisles.
The MDARS cost-benefit analysis indicates the vast
majority of operational sites visited to date fit the
category of semi-structured, with fixed shelving but few
or no unobstructed walls available for re-referencing.
The remainder of this section discusses this class of
navigation in the actual Camp Elliott warehouse
environment. Camp Elliott is a government storage
facility adjacent to Miramar Naval Air Station in San
Diego, CA.
4.1 Random Patrols
The Supervisor automatically assigns idle platforms to
a Planner/Dispatcher for random patrols of the ware-
Figure 7. MDARS Remote Platform.
Range and bearing information collected over the last
10 feet of travel are stored in a circular buffer
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maintainedbytheNarrow-BeamSonarController
(figure5). If athreateningobjectenterstheprotected
envelope,theplatformishaltedwithaBlocked status,
which is in turn detected through routine polling by the
Link Server.
Once the Supervisor has been made aware that a
platform is blocked by an obstacle, it assigns a
Planner/Dispatcher to resolve the problem. The
historical sonar and proximity sensor data are uploaded
from the platform after-the-fact via the Link Server, and
used to update the world model for path planning
purposes. The Planner/Dispatcher downloads the
resultant avoidance maneuver to the platform for
execution.
4.3 Navigational Re-Referencing
The big challenge posed by semi-structured
warehouse navigation is nulling out accumulated
dead-reckoning errors without any definitive walls.
The wall-following and wall-approach instructions
provided by Cybermotion are powerful enough in
themselves to satisfy on-the-fly re-referencing needs
in most structured environments. In a semi-structured
warehouse environment walls are generally not
available, but racks of storage shelves are usually
abundant. If the inventory items do not significantly
protrude over the lip of the shelf, the shelf itself can
be treated as a wall and imaged by the side-looking
sonars. Problems have been observed at Camp
Elliott, however, in that some shelf sections are
actually misaligned several degrees with respect to
the path axis.
Experience has shown the primary source of
accumulated position errors is erroneous heading
information. During an extended dead-reckoning run,
perceived position along the longitudinal path axis is
usually quite good. Positional uncertainty
perpendicular to the direction of motion, on the other
hand, degrades much more rapidly due to minor
inaccuracies in perceived heading. The problem
manifests itself when the robot attempts to follow a
rack or wall: if the measured range is too far (or too
close), it will be treated as an anomalous sensor
reading, and subsequently ignored. To compensate,
an ultrasonic range "sniff" can be performed at the
start of path segments where this problem is known to
occur. This corrective action is accomplished by
programming a very short approach instruction at the
beginning of the virtual path, perpendicular to the
direction of intended travel, on a distinctive target
(i.e., a post, wall, or rack).
In most proposed depot locations, the MDARS robot
will be patrolling multiple bays (typically 300' by
300') within the same warehouse. The robot traverses
from one bay to the next through large fire doors that
provide operational access for forktrucks and
warehouse personnel. These definitive openings offer
excellent on-the-fly opportunities to re-reference the
X and Y axes of the robot through use of the
Cybermotion gate instruction. Information is
encoded into the virtual path telling the robot where
to expect the doorway, the width of the opening, and
path displacement from doorway centerline.
When approaching the programmed location, the
robot begins to closely monitor the side sonars,
looking for range readings that match the pre-
specified characteristics of the gate. If a match is
found, the vehicle's position along the length of the
path is updated by substituting the longitudinal
coordinate of the gate. Actual lateral position is
determined by comparing the measured offset within
the opening to what was expected. Unfortunately,
however, no heading updates are directly obtained.
To augment the traditional wall following, approach,
and gate instructions, an active re-referencing
technique called lateral post detection has recently
been incorporated. Short vertical strips of 1-inch
retro-reflective tape are placed on various immobile
objects (usually posts) on either side of a virtual path
segment. The exact X-Y locations of these tape
markers are encoded into the virtual path.
A pair of circularly-polarized Banner Q85VR3LP
retro-reflective sensors are mounted on the turret of
the K2A robot, facing outward as shown in figure 7.
When the robot travels down a typical aisle as
illustrated in figure 8, the Banner sensors respond to
the presence of markers on either side, triggering a
snapshot virtual path instruction that records the
current side-sonar range values. The longitudinal
position of the platform is updated to the known
marker coordinate, while lateral position is inferred
from the sonar data, assuming both conditions fall
within specified tolerances.
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Figure 8. Lateral post detection referencing technique.
5.0 Camp Elliott Site Preparation
An 8' x 20' weatherized equipment shelter is used to
house the host console electronics. The shelter is
located adjacent to the warehouse as shown in figure 9,
and is intended to represent a typical MDARS guard
station.
Versicom PROCAM development toolkit for creating
custom automated telephone voice messages.
In order to respond to the automated operator
intervention telephone calls, a remote control capability
was implemented using the commercially available
telecommunications package pcAnywhere by
SYMANTEC. A high-speed modem is interfaced to
each of the computers at the console via a code-
activated switch. Users can dial-in and connect to any
of the MRHA processors over the phone line and take
control of the system just as though they were actually
present at the remote site.
To aide in monitoring the movements of the robots
from the host console, several CCD surveillance
cameras were installed within the warehouse. The
cameras are positioned strategically along and across
aisles such that nearly the entire warehouse bay can be
viewed. Since only two of eight video signals are
returned to the console from the warehouse it is
necessary to switch cameras in order to track the robots'
movements.
The conical field-of-view for each camera is reduced to
its projection on the X-Y floorplan, then further
simplified to a rectangle to take into account
restrictions imposed by the shelving on either side of
the aisles. The positional coordinates of a pre-specified
robot are repeatedly checked by the Link Server against
each of these rectangular coverage areas to determine
which camera holds the platform within its field-of-
view. A digital command corresponding to the camera
ID is then output over an RS-232 serial link to a one-
of-eight video multiplexor, thus selecting the
appropriate source for display on a monitor in the
control van.
Figure 9. MDARS Camp Eiliott control van.
An ARLAN 100-series R/F modem network is used to
communicate simultaneously with multiple robots. The
ARLAN 110 network controller connects to multiple
daisy-chained ARLAN 010 transceivers located
throughout the warehouse. Individual RS-232 serial
channels are routed from the host console to the 110
controller within the warehouse.
If an exceptional event requiring human awareness or
intervention should arise during non-attended
operation, the Link Server will dial an outside line to
alert a designated individual via appropriate speech
output. This feature was implemented using a
6.0 Status and Future Work
With the exception of the Product Assessment
module, the hardware and software described in this
paper is installed and functioning in the Camp Elliott
warehouse facility. Savi tag reader hardware is
currently being evaluated at ARDEC and should be
installed at EUiott by March 1994; the first actual
Product Assessment feasibility demonstration is
scheduled for July 1994.
Version 1.1 of the MRHA was distributed to designated
recipients in January of 1994, and several
enhancements to the system are in progress or planned
for the near future. These include automatic wall/shelf
following during unrestricted planning operations, a
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scriptingcapabilitythatallowsmore laborate
"canned"paths(usefulforinventorymonitoring),
coordinatedmovementofmultiplerobotsharingthe
sameoperatingenvironment,andimprovedmethodsof
navigationalreferencing.
Toenhancetheeffectivenessoftheremotecontrol
capabilitydescribedinsection5.0,avideocaptureand
transmissionfeaturewillbeaddedtothehostconsole.
Thiswillallowvideofromoneofseveralsources
includingthecameraon-boardtherobotobecaptured
andtransmittedtoaremoteuseroverthesamephone
lineusedfordataandvoicecommunications.
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Abstract
The international Space Station (SS) must take
advantage of advanced telerobotics in order to
maximize productivity and safety and to reduce
maintenance costs. The Automation and Robotics
Division at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center (JSC) has designed, developed, and con-
structed the Automated Robotics Maintenance of
Space Station (ARMSS) facility for the purpose of
transferring and evaluating robotic technology
that will reduce SS operation costs. Additionally,
JSC has developed a process for expediting the
transfer of technology from NASA research centers
and evaluating these technologies in SS appli-
cations. Software and hardware systems devel-
oped at the research centers and NASA sponsored
universities are currently being transferred to JSC
and integrated into the ARMSS for flight crew per-
sonnel testing. These technologies will be assessed
relative to the SS baseline, and after refinements,
those technologies that provide significant per-
formance improvements will be recommended as
upgrades to the SS. Proximity sensors, vision algo-
rithms, and manipulator controllers are among the
systems scheduled for evaluation.
1. Introduction
The NASA Office of Advanced Concepts and
Technology and the Office of Space Systems Devel-
opment have sponsored and continue to sponsor
the development of technologies that will improve
SS efficiency and reduce life cycle operation cost.
Technologies that expand the role oftelerobotic
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maintenance and reduce the need for astronaut
extravehicular activity (EVA) are particularly
important and accordingly have been emphasized
in NASA's overall telerobotics program plan 1
Every hour of crew EVA time saved by using a
robotic manipulator can be dedicated to the
station's primary mission: scientific and
engineering research. The use of telerobotic
manipulators in this fashion is especially
worthwhile, considering the high overhead in crew
time required for each hour of EVA activity. In
support of this task, the NASA JSC Automation and
Robotics Division (A&RD) has established a
technology transfer and evaluation process to
determine which available technologies offer the
most potential.
NASA JSC has a history of taking a leading
role in transferring and evaluating telerobotic
technologies in support of the SS program. JSC
A&RD actively supports the integration and
evaluation of the Canadian Space Station Remote
Manipulator System (SSRMS) and special purpose
dexterous manipulator (SPDM). JSC has supported
extensive studies to determine the SS maintenance
requirements at various points during the
program's development 2. In situations when new
technologies are required as part of SS trade
studies, A&RD has taken advantage of existing
technologies developed outside the SS program.
For example, the proximity detection and collision
avoidance system implemented for an SS viewing
study used a very fast distance calculation routine
developed at the University of Michigan 3. Also, a
recent ground control study at JSC was built upon
predictive display technology developed at the
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 4
JSC A&RD recently completed building the
ARMSS facility for use in testing new telerobotic
technologies. This facility provides a high-fideJity
hardware SS environment for performing
simulated maintenance activities. Previous SS
maintenance activities simulated at JSC have been
evaluated using fixed base manipulators to
_J
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represent the Canadian SPDM operating in
isolated SS work sites. The ARMSS facility goes well
beyond this fixed base environment and any other
existing NASA SS maintenance testbeds. The
ARMSS testbed reproduces the relative motion
that is possible between the SPDM base and its
work site. In addition, its full scale SS
preintegrated truss (PIT) segment provides realistic
visual cues and obstacles for performing end-to-
end maintenance tasks.
Over the years, NASA has invested in
extensive basic robotic research and development
at NASA centers and NASA sponsored universities.
The work ranges from manipulator control systems
designed at NASA JPL to sensors for robot collision
avoidance developed at the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC). The university projects include a
telerobotic protocol for Ethernet communications
developed at Rice University s and fault tolerant
manipulator concepts currently in work at the
University of Texas 6. These programs have
provided prototype software and hardware
systems with great potential for meeting SS
productivity improvement goals. However, this
potential may be achieved only if the prototype
technologies are tested and refined in advanced
applications development environments such as
the ARMSS testbed and then, if they continue to
show promise, further refined through flight
experiments.
2. JSC Facilities
JSC maintains several robotic evaluation and
integration facilities that provide support for SS.
The Integrated Graphics Operations and Analysis
Laboratory (IGOAL) supports non-real-time and
real-time graphical simulation studies. IGOAL
software is used extensively in determining the
kinematic feasibility of many SS maintenance tasks.
The Robotic Sensor Integration Laboratory (RSIL)
provides support in the areas of sensor
specification, design, and development and was
used to refine the capaciflector sensor (described
in a later section) provided by GSFC.
The Robotics System Evaluation Laboratory
(RSEL) provides primary support for all SS tasks that
require hardware simulation capability. The RSEL
conducts qualifying tests using high fidelity robotic
interfaces and orbital replaceable units (ORU's).
Recent tests conducted in this laboratory with crew
personnel were instrumental in the SS program
decision to favorably consider ground control as a
candidate for baseline operations 7. Currently,
prototype ORU's provided by the SS program are
undergoing flight verification testing in the RSEL.
In addition, the RSEL has provided the software
and hardware tools that have been used to
construct the latest JSC robotic laboratory
addition, the ARMSS testbed.
ARMSS Testbed
The centerpiece of the JSC telerobotic
technology evaluation facility is the ARMSS
testbed. This 1-g simulator, shown in figure la, is
NASA's highest fidelity SS maintenance
environment for kinematic and contact tasks. It
consists of three major components: an SPDM
emulator, an SPDM mobility system, and a full scale
SS PIT segment that together functionally
reproduce the SS components shown graphically in
figure lb In this simulated view the SPDM is
attached to the SSRMS and is preparing to replace
an ORU located on a PITdoor.
The ARMSS testbed can trace its origin to the
previously designed but never constructed
Automated Robotic Assembly of Space Station
(ARASS) testbed for the on-orbit assembly of the
5-meter SS truss. After the SS change to PIT
segments, emphasis shifted from dexterous robotic
SS assembly tasks to SS maintenance tasks, and
design work began on a telerobotic maintenance
testbed. As much existing hardware as possible
was incorporated from the earlier testbed into the
ARMSS testbed, including the mobility system and
the commercial manipulators. New hardware,
such as the PIT segment and the ORU's, was
designed and fabricated. An Intel Multibus II
multiprocessor computer system, which is the SS
standard, was purchased, and control system
software written in "C" was transferred from
existing JSC simulators to the Multibus II to serve as
a starting point. To insure an operational system
at the earliest possible date, all coding for the
system was continued in "C." In keeping in line
with SS requirements for eventual migration to
Ada, an Ada compiler was purchased for the
Multibus II, and a portion of the control system has
been converted.
SPDM Mobility. The SPDM emulator hard-
ware is mounted to a servo-controlled tower/rail
system to achieve part of the mobility the actual
SPDM will have when attached to the SSRMS. The
system controller permits independent placement
for each manipulator, both horizontally and verti-
cally, and the manipulators may be positioned to
achieve arbitrary SPDM placement and orien-
tation within a 20-ft by 20-ft plane perpendicular
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Figurela. ARMSS facility
Figure lb. Proposed SPDM attached to SSRMS
to the facility floor. The relative separation of the
manipulators is adjustable to accommodate any
future changes in the SPDM body design. Flexible
cable trays run along the rails and towers
providing power, data, and video communication
to the manipulators.
The SPDM three-dimensional motion
capability is completed with the addition of a
mobile PIT structure. The PIT rests in a wheeled
cradle that may be moved in a horizontal plane
relative to the tower system. An actuator drives a
high ratio gearbox, which in turn drives a chain
and sprocket that rotates the PIT within its cradle
about its long axis. Rotation is available in both
directions. Combined, the tower and PIT degrees
of freedom permit the manipulators full access to
all six faces on the PIT.
SPDM Emulator. The SPDM emulator uses
two commercially available Robotics Research (RR)
1607 manipulators (figure 2a) combined with the
proper tooling to provide a very good
approximation to the proposed SPDM arm (figure
2b). Like the SPDM manipulators, each RR1607
manipulator has seven degrees of freedom. The
extra degree of freedom permits motion of the
manipulator joints while maintaining a fixed end
effector position and oNentatlon. This is very
useful in avoiding joint travel limits and obstacles,
and reorienting the cameras that are mounted on
the manipulator elbows At the time the ARMSS
testbed was being designed, the RR1607
manipulators with tooling yielded approximately
the same 2-meter reach that was planned for the
SPDM. Subsequently, the SPDM design was
modified, and now its arms are about 2.5 meters
long. However, this is not expected to be a
problem since extra travel is available by moving
the ARMSS manipulator bases to increase or
decrease the distance between the RR1607's.
Finally, the RR1607 has sufficient capability to lift a
functional 6B ORU, which is the one of the most
common types planned for SS.
The tooling along each manipulator
approximates the planned SPDM ORU tool
changeout mechanism (OTCM) design. The ARMSS
OTCM is shown in figure 3. After a manipulator is
moved into proper position, the parallel jaw
grippers located at the end of the OTCM grapple
onto an ORU interface. Located directly behind
and in between the gripper fingers is a shaft
mounted socket. This device, known as the rotary
drive, is extended after grappling and engages a
bolt located in the center of the ORU interface.
The rotary drive is designed both to loosen and
tighten the ORU bolt. A force/torque sensor
mounted behind the gripper connects the gripper
to the manipulator and provides feedback for
compliance control whenever the gripper is in
contact with an interface.
PIT Seqment and ORU's. The 20-ft PIT
segment contains faces from two separate SS
mission build (MB) segments, MB4 and MB2, and
provides a comprehensive robotic maintenance
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Figure 3. ARMSS OTCM
Figure 2a. RRK1607 manipulator
Figure 2b. Proposed SPDM ARM
testing environment. The structure is made of
aluminum box section with a 4-in by6-in cross
section to match the SS PIT design. ORU doors are
attached to two faces and contain attachment
locations for both robot compatible 6B ORU's and
various size noncontact 6B ORU mockups. The con-
tact and noncontact ORU's may be rearranged to
yield several possible configurations along the
inside of doors. The SS program has designated
that the doors will also be robot compatible, and
the ARMSS PIT segment will be modified to accom-
modate the SS door design once it is released.
Finally, utility trays are attached to several PIT sides
providing realistic obstacles and viewing
obstructions.
The ORU shown in figure 4 reproduces the
functionality of one size 6B ORU. The interfaces
for this ORU approximate the ones called for in the
SS robotic system interface standards (RSIS) 8 The
manipulator grippers acquire the ORU by grap-
pling the SPAR micro interface located on front of
the box. A modified SPAR target located directly
above the micro provides visual cues for manipu-
lator alignment prior to grappling. The ORU is
equipped with a box-to-cold-plate interface that
slides into alignment guides located on the ORU
carrier also shown in the figure. As the ORU is
inserted and travels along the guides, it is pulled
into position along the cold plate with the help of
a manipulator force/torque compliance algorithm.
The ORU is locked into place when the bolt located
inside the micro engages the ORU carrier and is
tightened down. An identical carrier may be
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mountedto anyof ninelocationson the PITORU
doors.
All but the endeffectorcamerasmaybe panned
andtilted andzoomed,andeachof thesecameras
haspotentiometersfor measuringpan and tilt
position.
0
Figure 4. SS 6B ORU
Workstation and Video System. The ARMSS
workstation shown in figure 5 reproduces the
functional capability of the multipurpose appli-
cations console (MPAC) planned for SS. Two 486
personal computers (PC's) and one 386 PC run all
the user interface and communications software.
The ARMSS manipulators are controlled through
SPDM displays that run on the upper left monitor
and through two three-degree-of-freedom hand
controllers located on either side of the
workstation. A keyboard and a trackball are used
to input data to the SPDM displays. Manipulator
tooling is controlled through a combination of
software display buttons and hardware switches
located on the rotational hand controllers.
Two NTSC monitors, both with graphical
overlay capability, provide video data to the oper-
ator. The video is controlled using either software
displays or a push-button control panel on the
upper right portion of the workstation. Both
interfaces provide selection, pan and tilt, and
zoom for each of the ARMSS cameras currently
available. Referring back to figure 1, each manip-
ulator has an end effector camera and an elbow
camera. An SPDM head camera is approximated by
a camera mounted just above one manipulator. A
camera mounted to one tower simulates the elbow
camera located on the SSRMS, which moves the
SPDM from place to place. A single field
camera may be moved as required to reproduce
the capability of a relocatable SS PIT boom camera.
• I I I
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Figure 5. ARMSS MPAC workstation
This medium fidelity MPAC mockup uses the
same interfaces for communicating with the
manipulators and cameras that are specified for a
high fidelity MPAC currently under development
at JSC. The high fidelity MPAC replicates the video
resolution and windowing capability specified for
SS. It will also use the Sammi displays and controls
software and the Lynx operating system planned
for on-orbit operations. This high fidelity MPAC
will be used to evaluate all SSRMS and SPDM
displays as part of a separate JSC SS support
project. The ARMSS workstation design did not
incorporate these items due to a combination of
cost and software maturity issues and only
provides a subset of the SPDM control displays.
However, when complete, the high fidelity MPAC
will be interfaced with the ARMSS system and will
be used to control the testbed when appropriate.
Control Architecture. The ARMSS control
architecture outlined in figure 6 is based on the SS
Multibus II standard Separate processors are used
to reproduce the relevant portions of the SS
Mobile Servicing Systems Operations and
Management Control Software (OMCS) and the
SPDM control software. The OMCS processor
receives commands from the ARMSS MPAC
workstation, performs high level validity checks,
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and returns manipulator status back to the
workstation. An Intel 386 20-MHz processor
located in the same card cage runs the SPDM
control system emulation software that
communicates with the robotics research
embedded processors.
Manipulator I
-_ OMCS ] SPDMController
Operator MultibusII
Workstation BasedController [ Manipulator 2 J
Figure 6. ARMSS control architecture
SPDM Control System Emulation. The
Multibus II control software is designed to emulate
all the SPDM kinematic and contact capabilities
appropriate to a 1-g simulator. A detailed
description of SPDM control software can and does
fill several volumes; therefore, only the most
important capabilities pertinent to SS maintenance
are highlighted below.
The SPDM emulation software currently
permits an operator to command each
manipulator using the following baseline modes:
end effector position and velocity, joint position
and velocity, and pitch plane velocity. Prestored or
operator position inputs are read by the SPDM
software and converted to rate commands, which
are sent to the RR embedded motion controller.
The software constantly monitors a hand
controller switch that must be engaged during
operator commanded position moves. Motion
may be stopped and restarted via this switch.
Operator velocity command inputs are scaled by
the software and limited to stay within SPDM
specifications before being sent to the RR motion
controller. Pitch plane, or null space, motion of the
seven-degree-of-freedom manipulators commands
are processed in a similar fashion. The SPDM
emulation software is currently being expanded to
queue up data for use in following prestored and
ground commanded sequences.
One of the most important SPDM features
available in the ARMSS software is force/torque
compliance. The control software reads in data
from the end-effector-mounted force/torque
sensors and calculates commands to relieve contact
forces that occur during ORU insertions and
removals. The compliance commands are added to
the hand controller commands, and the resulting
"shared control" commands are sent to the
manipulator. In addition, the emulation software
provides a very simple form of gravity
compensation by allowing an operator to bias out
the force/torque sensor prior to initiating contact
operations.
The SPDM emulation software provides
coordinate transformations for both manipulator
commands and feedback data. In addition,
manipulator health is constantly monitored and
provided back to the operator. Also, the ARMSS
software commands the grippers and rotary drives
used in ORU replacement operations based on
SPDM specifications.
Communications and Ground Control
Capability. Now that ground control of the SPDM
is being favorably considered by the SS program as
a viable means to reduce the maintenance burden
for crew personnel 7, software and hardware that
cannot be run on the SS due to power limitations
will be considered for remote use. The ARMSS
facility was designed with this requirement as a
baseline and utilizes the TeleRobotic
Interconnection Protocol (TelRIP) software 4,
developed at Rice University, as the standard for
communications with remote computers. TelRIP is
a socket based data exchange mechanism, which
allows multiple processes and processors to
communicate in a common environment.
Processes communicate through touters (TelRIP
applications, which manage the flow of data
between processes). Each application process
contains a TelRIP stub, which maintains the socket
connection with one router. Numerous, as well as
remote, interconnections may be created over an
Ethernet-TCP/IP network as multiple touters can
maintain connections to each other as well as local
processes.
All communications between the MPAC
workstation and the Multibus II are run via TelRIP
and include manipulator mode selection, hand
controller inputs, tool operation, feedback data,
and camera control. After incorporating TelRIP,
ground based workstations such as the JPL
Operator Control Station (described in a later
section) have full access to the ARMSS testbed. The
only exception is live video that cannot be
accommodated along a shared Ethernet. If the
operator control station is relocated to JSC, live
video is readily available. In addition, TelRIP
software routines developed at JSC to simulate
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ground-to-orbit data delays 3 and a separate PC
based video delay system are available. For very
high fidelity ground control simulations, a network
has been established at JSC to route telemetry and
video through the actual TDRSS system via a JSC
communication station.
3. Technoloqy Transfer Process
The technology transfer process includes
three phases: coordination, implementation, and
evaluation. During the coordination phase, JSC
and a development center work together to
identify candidate technologies that are suitable
for SS applications. Once a technology is
identified, a joint technology transfer plan is
worked out with the contributing center, detailing
the activities that each center will conduct to
support the transfer.
Concurrence of this plan by both JSC and the
development center signifies the beginning of the
implementation phase. This is the longest phase of
the process and involves the physical transfer of
the technology to JSC. Supporting software is
transferred to JSC, and JSC procures any specialized
hardware required to host the technology. If
appropriate, the technology is initially
implemented in JSC RSEL using equipment that is
compatible with the ARMSS architecture. This
interim step is needed to reduce downtime on the
high fidelity ARMSS testbed since it is most
efficiently used as an evaluation facility with crew
personnel as opposed to a debugging platform.
The integration phase is completed when the JSC
test coordinator and a representative from the
development center agree that the transferred
technology is performing properly.
Evaluation is the final phase in the transfer
process. This phase begins with the completion of
a test plan for the candidate technology. Test
readiness reviews are held with the contributing
center prior to test start. Tests are conducted to
determine if the technology provides a perform-
ance improvement relative to the SS baseline.
Representatives from crew training, mission
operations, engineering, and the flight crew office
perform controlled evaluations with and without
the candidate technology. The evaluation phase is
completed when the test report is produced. Tech-
nologies that provide performance enhancement
are recommended to the SS program office.
The success of the technology transfer process
hinges on choosing those technologies that will
not only provide a performance enhancement to
SS but also require minimal, or at most gradual,
changes to SS hardware and software. For
example, a new ORU grappling target that reduces
operator workload and ORU changeout time
would be installed on replacement ORU's. The
target would be incorporated into future SS hard-
ware replacements and not require a costly set of
on-orbit replacements. The same is true for
ground based telerobotic control software.
Enhancements to a ground based system that do
not affect the interface between the ground
control center and SS would have a greater chance
of acceptance than a control system that required
additional onboard computing power. All candi-
date technologies for transfer are evaluated within
this context.
4. Candidate Technoloqies
The following candidate technologies are
either in the coordination or implementation
phases of the transfer and eval uation process.
Flat Tarqet
The first technology scheduled for transfer
and evaluation using the ARMSS facility is the JPL
flat target. This target is used as an ORU grappling
aid and is viewed through a camera located on a
manipulator end effector. As indicated by the
name, the flat target is very thin. However,
through the use of micro-lenslet array technology
it produces a target that is projected
approximately 1 inch from the face of an ORU.
Thousands of quartz lenses that make up the
target face produce this projected effect. The
benefit is a low profile target that can be easily
attached to an ORU and yet still provide three-
dimensional alignment cues normally achieved
with a much larger and heavier target.
The flat target is now in its third generation.
Evaluations at JSC using the first two generations
have provided useful feedback to JPL designers.
The third generation target is expected to provide
three times the resolution seen with the second
generation. Using the ARMSS testbed, ORU
changeouts will be performed with both the SS
baseline target and with the flat target.
Quantitative and qualitative test data will be
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collected, analyzed, and delivered to JPL for use in
future refinements. This evaluation is expected to
begin during the late summer of 1993.
Surface Inspection (Sl)
The JPL SI system is a set of software routines
for capturing and processing video images using a
robot-mounted camera. An operator uses this
system to drive a manipulator over a surface in
either a manual or automated mode. The current
surface views are compared to previously captured
images using a video differencing algorithm. The
system alerts the operator to any significant
difference, and if appropriate, the operator logs
the location of a flaw for future reference and/or
repair. The SI system cancels out ambient lighting
effects by using a set of controlled lamps that is
also mounted on the manipulator. Images are
processed under both ambient and a combination
of ambient and controlled light. The images are
subtracted to remove the ambient light effect. The
user interface provides the operator with complete
controls for all subsystems: manipulator, cameras,
lighting, and image database.
The JPL SI system is scheduled for integration
into the ARMSS facility during 1994 for testing
under simulated SS lighting conditions. Crew
personnel will evaluate the system in both manual
and automated modes for inspection along the PIT
mockup. Plans have been made to modify an ORU
to show micrometeoroid damage. Significant
work has already been completed with a partial
transfer of the SI system to JSC RSEL. The software
has been modified to work with the TelRIP
communication system, and the SI user interface is
currently being used todrive a JSC RR manipulator.
Capaciflector
The GSFC capaciflector is a device that
measures the frequency of an oscillating electric
field emanating from a flat antenna. As an object
enters the field, it affects the permeability of the
surrounding space and alters the oscillation
frequency. The change in the frequency correlates
to the distance between the antenna and the
object. This device, also known as a capacitance
proximity sensor, holds significant promise as an
alignment aid for telerobotic ORU insertion.
A capaciflector prototype was transferred to
JSC RSEL during 1992. After initial testing in JSC
RSEL and consultations with the GSFC developers, a
modified version of the sensor, which has greater
thermal stability, was designed and developed at
JSC. A graphic user interface that will provide
short range proximity data to an operator is
currently in work. After completion, the interface
along with an ORU equipped with a set of
capaciflectors will be integrated into the ARMSS
control system. The benefits of the capaciflector
versus the baseline ORU insertion alignment aids
will be assessed during late 1993.
Operator Control Station (OCS)
The OCS developed at JPL is a prototype
system for remotely controlling a manipulator
system using saved sequences and intelligent
macros. The system is designed for use when com-
munication delays are several seconds long and
direct teleoperation is not efficient. The OCS pro-
vides two main capabilities: a world model cali-
bration system and a telerobotic control interface.
The calibration system uses a combination of
machine and human vision to accurately update
the position of simulated objects and to build new
ones on line. The telerobotic control interface is
used to create and validate sequences in simu-
lation before downloading to a manipulator. The
sequences are stored in a convenient hierarchical
fashion for use in executing entire tasks and may
be easily modified by the user. The OCS was
originally designed for interfacing with telerobotic
devices located at JPL that have a higher level of
autonomy than is currently baselined for the
SPDM. However, much of this technology holds
promise for use in ground control operations.
The OCS system has already been transferred
to JSCand is currently undergoing integration with
an RR manipulator. The system is being modified
to use the TelRIP communications software, and
additional handshaking is being incorporated to
accommodate the SPDM baseline. Integration into
theARMSS facility is scheduled for late 1993. After
an initial evaluation that adheres to the SPDM
baseline capabilities, future testing that includes
modifying the SPDM to include higher level
capabilities or reflex actions will be planned.
HexEYE
The HexEYE proximity sensor is under devel-
opment at the University of Southern California in
conjunction with NASA JPL. The HexEYE is an
optical-based proximity sensor that derives its
name from the hexagonal configuration of its indi-
vidual sensor units. This compact sensor has a
footprint of approximately a square inch and pro-
vides distance data accurate to .3 millimeters with-
in a 10-centimeter range. Ongoing refinements
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are expected to increase the range capability while
still maintaining accuracy. HexEYE technology
transfer activities are scheduled to start in 1994.
Exoskeleton
The JPL exoskeleton controller is an alter-
native to the planned SS hand controllers. This
force-reflective exoskeleton fits around the arm
and hand of a human operator and provides
anthropomorphic manipulator control. This
advanced controller will be incorporated into a
ground control system during 1994 and will
remotely drive an ARMSS manipulator. To use a
force-reflective system in ground control, pseudo-
forces must be used to counter the effects of time
delays in the communications loop. As part of the
integration process, software will be developed to
provide pseudoforces.
Remote-Site Robot Controller
The Langley Research Center is currently
developing an advanced remote-site robot
controller. This controller hosted on a manipulator
local processor will provide a significantly higher
level of automation than is currently planned for
the SPDM. The intent is to elevate the operator to
higher levels of supervisory control. It is expected
that this system will complement the JPL OCS
described above. The transfer and integration of
this controller to the ARMSS facility is currently
being planned.
5. Future Activities
NASA is continuing to invest in advanced tele-
robotic research and development activities in sup-
port of space exploration. Many of the generic
technologies developed as part of this telerobotics
program have the potential, when properly
implemented, to improve SS productivity. In
addition to the technologies already discussed
above, current development activities throughout
the NASA telerobotic community are being
reviewed for technology applicable to SS. Work on
fault tolerant robotic architectures at the
University of Texas and icon based task control at
Stanford University are among the technologies
expected to be evaluated for SS in the future.
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Abstract
NASA Headquarters' Office of Advanced
Concepts and Technology (OACT) joined efforts
with Johnson Space Center's (JSC) Automation
and Robotics Division and Langley Research
Center's (LaRC) Information Systems Division to
capture the technologies developed during the
canceled NASA Flight Telerobotic Servicer (ITS)
program planned for use on Space Station
Freedom. The recent FTS Technology Capture
effort completed the build and testing of one flight
qualifiable FTS manipulator, deliverable to JSC's
Automation & Robotics Division for environmental
testing. The many robotic technologies
developed to meet the 30 year space environment
design requirements are discussed in this paper.
The manipulator properties were to allow
positioning control to one thousandths of an inch,
with zero actuator backlash over a temperature
range of -50 to +95 degrees C, and were to include
impedance control and inertial de-coupling. Safety
and reliability requirements are discussed that were
developed to allow a thirty year life in space with
minimum maintenance. The system had to meet
the safety requirements for hazardous payloads for
operation in the Shuttle Payload Bay during
demonstration test flights prior to Station use. A
brief description is contained on an Orbiter based
robotic experiment and operational application
using the dexterous ITS manipulator operating on
the end of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator
Systems (SRMS) from ground control.
Anticipated Mission Tasks
The original FTS concept for Space Station
Freedom (SSF) was to provide telerobotic
assistance to enhance crew activity and safety, and
to reduce crew EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity)
activity. The first flight of the FTS manipulator
systems would demonstrate several candidate
tasks and would verify manipulator performance
parameters. These first flight tasks included
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Figure 1 - FTS Manipulator on Air Bearing Table
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unlocking a SSF Truss Joint, mating/de-mating a
fluid coupling, contact following of a contour board,
demonstrating peg-ln-hole assembly, and grasping
and moving a mass. Future tasks foreseen for the
FTS system included ORU (Orbit Replaceable Unit)
change-out, Hubble Space Telescope Servicing,
Gamma Ray Observatory refueling, and several In-
sltu SSF servicing and maintenance tasks.
Operation of the FTS was planned to evolve from
teleoperation to fully autonomous execution of
many tasks. The FTS manipulator has been
assembled at Martin Marietta (see Figure 1) and will
be delivered to NASA/JSC (Johnson Space
Center). Successful component tests indicate a
manipulator which achieves unprecedented
performance specifications.
Currently anticipated tasks for dexterous space
manipulators still focus on reducing EVAs as well
as enhancing crew activity and safety. The Space
Station (Freedom ?) plans to utilize a dexterous
manipulator, SPDM (Special Purpose Dexterous
Manipulator), on the SSRMS (Space Station
Remote Manipulator System) to perform
maintenance tasks such as replacement of ORUs.
A potential being investigated for use on the
Space Shuttle in assistance with EVA worksite
setup and teardown. The first and last portion of
most EVAs consist of placing or retrieving PFRs
(Portable Foot Restraints), Toot Boards, and other
devices needed to support EVA tasks. Other
possible uses for dexterous manipulators include
contingency use to avoid additional EVA crew
intervention. The FTS manipulator requirements
and designs are examples by which to assist in
understanding current dexterous manipulator
tasks and plans.
The wide range of FTS mission tasks combined
with the desire to evolve toward full autonomy
forced several extremely demanding
requirements. Some of these requirements may
be excessive to telerobotics community, but the
FTS requirements appear to have been created to
accommodate an open-ended evolution. This
operational evolution would not be impeded by
functional limitations in the FTS manipulator
systems. Many of the FTS requirements
discussed in the following sections greatly
influenced the development cost and schedule o!
the FTS manipulator. A recommendation arising
from the FTS program to remedy the possible
impacts from such ambitious requirements is to
better analyze candidate robotic tasks. Based on
these task analyses, then weigh the operational
impacts against development impacts prior to
requirements definition.
Functional Reoulrements
The functional requirements of the FTS
manipulator involve environmental, performance,
safety, and resource effects. Many of these
requirements are driven by the space
environment, such as operation in thermal
extremes, the need for safety, and limited resource
availability (weight and power). Many of these
requirements, however, focus on the manipulator
and component functions to insure superior
performance and ability to upgrade (evolution
toward autonomy).
The primary robotic function of the FTS
manipulator is that it move or manipulate objects in
zero-gravity. Because interchangeable end-
effectors were being considered, the manipulator
requirements specify the tool-plate as the point of
reference (see Figure 2 for FTS manipulator
dimensions and components.) The tool plate is
the attachment point for the wrist force/torque
sensor. A manipulated object's mass may be as
high as 37 slugs (1200 lb.) with the manipulator
able to move masses less that 2.8 slugs (90 lb.) at
velocities of 6 inch second. Unloaded tool plate
velocity will be at least 24 inch/second. Accuracy
of tool-plate positioning relative to the manipulator
base frame must be within 1 inch and ± 3 degrees.
The manipulator must be able to resolve tool-plate
incremental motion within 0.001 inch and 0.01
degrees. (Of coarse, verification tests of such
extreme resolution specifications is costly.)
Additionally, repeatability must be within 0.005
inch and ± 0.05 degrees with respect to the
manipulator base frame. To perform useful work,
the FTS manipulator was required to provide 20
pounds rome and 20 foot-pounds torque output at
the tool plate in any direction and In any
manipulator configuration. These output force and
positioning requirements were to be utilized with
several control schemes including joint-by-joint,
Cartesian, and impedance control.
To operate in space, the FTS manipulator had to
meet the shuttle safety requirements as well as the
environmental extremes. The safety
requirements, as discussed later in this paper,
ensure Orbiter and crew safety through fault
tolerance. Safety is cited by Shattuck and Lowrie
[1992] as "the single largest factor driving the
system design." Safety and fault tolerance
requirements resulted in monitoring of joint and
Cartesian data, in checking of loop times to ensure
proper functioning, in cross-strapping along
communication paths, and in the addition of a
hardwire control capability as a backup operational
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mode. Orbiter launch and landing impart vibration
into the system which requires structural analysis
and testing. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
must be limited both from invading and from exiting
the manipulator systems. However, the most
demanding aspect of the space environment from
the FTS designer's view is the thermal vacuum of
space. Operation in a hard vacuum (10 -5 torr) and
over temperatures from -50°C to 95°C, with
directional heating and gradients, forced
innovative designs, careful material selection, and
extensive analysis.
Another consequence of the space environment
is operation in zero-gravity. Designing the
manipulator for a zero-g environment Impacts
structural, electromechanical, and electdcel power
considerations and well as the control system
design. Because weight is a premium in space,
motors are chosen to provide torque's for zero-g
operation. This saves significant weight and
electrical power when compared to motors chosen
for ground-based operation. Smaller motors also
benefit the thermal control system. The stnJcture
must also be lightweight, which Increases flexibility
and lowers structural bending mode frequencies.
While being lightweight and more flexible, space
manipulators are expected to handle payloads
more massive than the manipulator. This
expectation Is far different from terrestrial
manipulators which usually handle payloads less
than 1/10 the manipulator weight. To maintain
stability and performance of the FTS system, a
10:1 ratio Is maintained between the first bending
mode and the control bandwidth. This ratio
precludes use of high bandwidth PID servos used
in more massive, terrestrial manipulators. To
address the stability and performance issues in the
FTS manipulator, the structure was designed for
stiffness (12 Hz first bending mode) and the
manipulator control has a 1.2 Hz bandwidth, an
Inertia decoupler, and joint-level position, velocity,
and torque servo control loops.
Manipulator Deslan Technoloales
Beyond safety, FTS manipulator design was driven
by the thermal environment and the positioning
performance specifications. Of course, each
manipulator subsystem was influenced by
additional constraints and specifications. The
following paragraphs describe the manipulator
subsystem designs and technologies developed
by Martin Marietta and its subcontractors to meet
the FTS requirements and specifications.
Manipulator subsystems discussed include
manipulator kinematic design, link structure,
actuators, control systems, and the end-of-arm
tooling.
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Manipulator Kinematics
A 7-DOF (degree-of-freedom) R-Y-P-P-P-Y-R
design is used with the first joint (shoulder roll)
utilized for task-dependent configuration
opUmizatlon. The outer 6 joints are actively
controlled for coordinated output motion. The
kinematic design has minimal Joint offsets and 90°
twist angles to simplify the kinematics. The 6-DOF
kinematic arrangement, with three adjacent pitch
joints, provides a closed-form Inverse kinematic
solution with few singularities within the
manipulator workspace. The singuladUes which
occur when the wrist roll or wrist yaw align with the
shoulder yaw are beyond the usual workspace of
the manipulator. Other singularities occurring at
joint limits and when the elbow passes over the
•home" position (see Figure 3), shown below, are
eliminated with mechanical and software joint travel
limits. The 3 inch displacement of the elbow joint is
to allow the arm to fold back on itself for a greater
workspaca.
The manipulator links provide structural support as
well as joint controller electronics packaging and
thermal control. Packaging and thermal control
determined link sizes while fracture and stiffness
considerations drove the structural design of the
links. A stiffness requirement of 1,000,000
pounds/foot and 1,000,000 foot-pounds/radian
resulted in a smallest structural safety margin which
exceeds 14, far greater than Shuttle requirement
for a 1.4 factor of safety. Easy access to
electronics is through side plates on the links. To
avoid the cost and complication of active cooling,
radiation is the primary thermal path. The controller
boards sit in slots within the links which provide
conduction paths to the link structure for radiation
to the environment. Figure 4 shows the links and
the computer cards which fit within the links. The
link designs use material coatings, mounting
hardware, and Kapton/Inconel film heaters to
maintain thermal control.
The joint actuator designs, developed by Martin
Marietta and Schaeffer Magnetics, were also driven
by positioning, performance, and thermal
demands. These high-performance, zero backlash
actuators each house a DC-motor, harmonic drive
transmission, output torque sensor, output
position sensor, fail-safe brake, hard-stops, and
internally routed cabling. The design achieves
considerable commonalty between actuators.
Three sizes are used - one for the 3 shoulder
joints, one elbow joint, and one for the 3 wrist
joints.
The DC-motors have brushless, delta-wound
stators with samarium cobalt rotors. This design
offers good thermal properties, low EMI, minimal
rotational losses, and linear torque-speed
relationships. Motor commutation signals are
generated from Hall Effect sensors, a second set
of which is installed for redundancy. A secondary
set of windings within the stator, driven via an
independent electrical path, provides at least 10%
rated torque and 0.5 degrees/second joint velocity
for operation of a backup mode. This degraded
mode of operation, commanded joint-by-joint
satisfies the need for sating the manipulator after
failure of a primary system. Fail-safe brakes
attached to the motor rotor shaft are spring-loaded
so that loss of power engages the brake. These
brakes may be released with an EVA release bolt,
which when turned 90 ° releases a cam on the
brake armature.
Harmonic drives provide 100:1 backdrivable gear
reduction in a compact volume. The harmonic
drives were chosen for torsional stiffness and zero
backlash. Cup size is determined by joint torsional
stiffness requirements. In fact, because of the
relative flexibility of the harmonic drive, all other
torsion members are considered rigid. Rather than
the standard Oldham coupling to the wave
generator, a specially designed cylindrical coupler
was used to eliminate backlash. Additionally, the
output is coupled to a flange around the motor and
harmonic drive. This flange, mounted to large
duplex bearings provides compactness, rigidity,
and an efficient load path to the output link.
y2 y$ y4
yO
Flgure 3 - FTS Manlpulator "Home" Posltlon
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An analog torque loop is Implemented in the Joint
servos to accommodate the non-linear and high-
frequency affects of the harmonic drives. Sensed
torque values come from an output torque sensor
embedded on the harmonic drive output flange.
Strain gages are mounted to the spokes of the
titanium flange. This sensor placement isolates the
sensor from structural loads (bending), thus
primarily transmitting actuator torque. For effective
performance, this analog torque loop operates at
1500 Hz.
Like the manipulator structure, the actuator
housings and beadngs were designed for stiffness
and thermal stability. A standard beadng steel,
440C stainless, is used for all bearings. Beadng
lubricant is Braycote 601, a liquid lubdcant used in
space applications. Its very low vapor pressure
allows the actuator to be vented rather that sealed,
but was still designed to resist contamination and
assembly in a clean room. The motor beadngs are
deep-groove roller bearings sized for the thrust
load of brake engagement and spdng pre-loaded
to minimize temperature sensitivity. The output
beadngs are large diameter, duplex-pair, angular
contact beadngs (face-to-face mounting). These
beadngs share radial and thrust loads with another
duplex-pair on the other side of the actuator. An
exception is the wdst roll, which has a single,
duplex pair mounted back-to-back for batter dgidity
against the banding moments of the full cantilever
load. Unfortunately, this back-to-back Installation
has greater sensitivity to assembly misalignments.
This sensitivity may contribute to the excessive,
uncompensated fdction discovered dudng recent
wrist roll torque loop tests.
The actuator housings are aluminum and titanium.
Titanium is utilized near bearings. The similar
thermal properties of 440C stainless and 6AI-4V
titanium minimize temperature effects on beadng
pre-loads. These pre-loads were determined as a
compromise between stiffness and fdction drag.
The actuator case was designed for thermal needs.
Motor and brake heat Is dissipated to the ends or to
the casing and then radiated to the environment.
Like the links, the actuator design uses thermal
Isolation, matedal coatings, and Internally mounted
film heaters to protect bearings from thermal
gradients. These gradients could adversely affect
actuator friction and positioning accuracy.
The positioning and incremental motion
requirements call for encoder data within an arc-
minute which required position resolutions to 22-
bits. To meet this need, inductive encoders were
developed specifically for the FTS program by
Aerospace Controls Corporation. These encoders
have a fine and a coarse track used for Incremental
and absolute position resolution, respectively.
Temperature effects on sensor accuracy were
discovered during thermal testing. These errors
were stable and repeatable with temperature, and
are thus correctable in software.
All cabling In the manipulator is internally routed
through the links and actuators. Each actuator has
a cable passageway designed to eliminate twisting
Figure 4 - FTS Manipulator Links and Controller Cards
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of cabling, thus minimizing chafing opportunity.
The innovative cabling within these actuators Is of
Flat Conductor Cables (FCC), manufactured by
Tayco, Inc. FCC is used in space applications, but
for this application up to 34 layers of laminated
cables are used in a single actuator passageway.
The cables consist of alternating layers of Kapton,
FEP, and photo etched copper conductors with a
vapor-deposited copper shield. These cables are
to operate from -50°C to 95°C through thousands
of cycles. These cables route serial data, video
signals, power, and discrete signals. Acceptance
tests of a few cables indicated minor lamination
problems apparently due to entrapped water
vapor. Investigation of the cable manufacture and
tests of additional cables indicated several areas for
possible change as well as a method for cable
repair. Recent cable tests to 100,000 mechanical
cycles over full temperature ranges verified
continued cable functionality.
Control Systems
The FTS manipulator control design provides 6-
DOF active control over a wide range of payloads
as well as impedance control for stable contact.
The wide payload range specified for the FTS
manipulator causes the manipulator joints to
experience inertial loads over several orders of
magnitude. These loads are induced by the
coupling which occurs between joints and affects
the trajectory-tracking accuracy of the manipulator.
The position controller implemented in the FTS
manipulator compensates for these torques with a
model-based inertia decoupler. The feed-forward
decoupling scheme computes expected inertial
torques due to commanded motion and sums this
torque with the joint command. The position-
dependent inertia matrices used to calculate these
torques are computed every 200 ms, a time
chosen as a compromise of accuracy and
computational burden.
In addition to the free-space performance
requirements, satisfied with the position controller
and inertial decoupler, the FTS manipulator must
provide stable contact with Its Impedance control
(see Figure 5). The Impedance controller Is
position-based, that is, the manipulator and joints
are treated as actuators of Cartesian position.
Thus, end-effector force measurements are
transformed into Cartesian motion commands
based on a desired output impedance. To
maintain stability during the transition from free-
space motion to contact, a joint velocity feedback
term is included for "augmented damping." The
resulted lightly damped contact insures stability,
but when contact is broken the free-space motion
becomes overdamped and sluggish. A feed-
forward velocity term is implemented to
compensate for this poor free-space response.
These control schemes, which increase the
complexity of the controller are designed to meet
the FTS free-space motion, payload capacity, and
contact performance requirements.
Emeraencv Shutdown
An emergency shutdown (ESD) system is
embedded in the manipulator control architecture.
This system was implemented to provide active
control of hazards to meet the payload safety
requlrement to be two-fault tolerant against
catastrophic hazards. The primary hazards In this
case are unplanned contact and excessive force
generation. The ESD approach is to use 3 control
levels to monitor joint and Cartesian positions and
velocities, comparing both commands and sensor
feedback. A separate ESD bus, which connects
the joint, manipulator, and power controllers, is the
path by which an ESD is initiated - removing power
from the manipulator systems. The first level
checks that commanded values are within
allowable limits both in the manipulator controller
and the joint controllers. The second level
monitors safety critical parameters such as position,
velocity, and torque with the joint controllers and
within the manipulator controller collision
avoidance routines. The final level of ESD
monitoring is a check of redundant safety critical
Decoupler
Figure 5 - Manipulator Impedance Control Block Diagram
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parameters in the redundant manipulator controller
and in independent joint controllers.
In the event of an apparent failure, several possible
ESD actions may be automatically initiated. The
operator, of course, has a manual ESD to power off
the manipulaterat any time. If monitored values are
elevated but do not pose immediate danger, a soft
stop is initiated by the control software. A soft stop
commands the manipulator to hold the current
position with brakes off (disengaged). An example
of a soft stop condition is a Cartesian manipulator
command which violates a warningboundarynear a
known obstacle. A hardware ESD is initiated by
any controller when an analog sensor value
exceeds its limit value - resulting in an ESD
notification on the ESD bus. These analog
comparisons are being performed at 1500 Hz. A
software ESD occurs when a controller CPU
detects an out-of-limitcondition and signals the
power module over the MiI-Std-1553B
communication bus. The power module then
initiates a combination ESD to power off the
manipulator. A combination ESD is detected by
software comparisons in the controllers and
initiatesa software reset of a hardware limitvalue to
force a hardware ESD. All these ESD paths were
analyzed to determine reaction times to various
failures such as a joint runaway. Hardware ESDs
occur in 11 msec, combination ESDs occur in30 to
206 msec, and a combination ESD may take up to
4026 msec for an over-temperature condition.
GriDDer/End-of-ArmTooling
The end-of-arm tooling built for the FTS
manipulator has a paralleljaw gripperand space for
later addition of an end-effector exchange
mechanism. This gripper and wrist mounted
camera and lights are shown in Figure 6. The
gripper fingers are a cruciform designed for
positive contact and retention. The gripper fingers
ride on a rack and piniondriven by a harmonicdrive
transmissionand a single DC-motor. A pair of fail-
safe brakes are installed to provide fault tolerance
against inadvertent release. Each of the two
brakes can withstand forces greater than expected
gripper forces (maximum anticipated load is 30 Ib,
brake hold is 50 Ib). Gripper forces are measured
by a torque sensor and also by motor currents.
The concern over inadvertent release also
impacted the design of planned task items. These
items were instrumented to insure positive grasp.
As a final safety measure, the gripper fingers are
attached with EVA compatible bolts which may be
removed on-orbit to release the gripper.
Safety Reaulrements
Robotic Manipulator Systems can provide the
capability to perform work and assist humans in
space as long as they are safe and reliable. The
space based requirementsdiffer significantlyfrom
Figure 6 - End-of-Arm Tooling/Gripper
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terrestrial based manipulators used in industry and
reseamh. In most terrestrial robot implementations,
the pdme method for dealing with failures is to
keep workers out of the robot workspace when
active and by accepting the occasional parts
damage following a failure due to high volume parts
fabrication. This approach is not acceptable for
space applications where humans are Involved, the
effects are very high in costs or it's extreme
difficulty to repair. These effects Impact the design
requirements for space manipulator systems.
Hazards and Controls
All manned space flight systems are assessed for
flight hazards their use would impose. From such
an assessment the causes of those hazards are
determined, and methods to control those hazards
are developed. To gain flight acceptance, multiple
levels of hazard control must be designed and
vedfied to assure the desired level and coverage of
controls. In the FTS system development, safe
control of hazardous operations forced additional
requirements in the design of the manipulator
system, its interfaces with the Orbiter and the task
elements the FTS was to interact with.
The primary hazards associated with the FTS
manipulator operations and the three methods for
providing safe control are as listed:
A) Unplanned contact or Impact during operations
1) Operator and computer control to not
command unplanned contact.
2) Boundary management software operation.
3) Redundant boundary management software
operation in the safety computer
B) Inadvertent release of hardware
1) Hardwired enable grippar brake power from
independent switch in the aft flight deck
2) Operator Interface Computer: (the aft flight
deck portable laptop computer) command to
release gdpper Brake #1
3) Hand controller switch to release gripper
Brake #2
C) Failure to stow for safe Orbiter landing
1) Normal computer operations (With hardwired
control for added reliability)
2) Jettison via RMS (or EVA if time permits)
3) EVA operations to stow or jettison
D) Excessive applied gdpper rome or torque
1) Force control using grippar force sensor
2) Current limiting ESD (Emergency shutdown
detection)
3) Redundant current limiting ESD
E) Excessive applied manipulator force or torque
1) Normal control with active Cartesian load from
joint torque command
2) Cartesian force limiting, using wrist
force/torque sensor channel A
3) Redundant Cartesian force limiting, using
wrist force/torque sensor channel B.
MIc,sion Ooeration To Control Hazards
Primary concerns in the design of space
manipulator systems have to do with the effects of
system failures on the crew or vehicle. Operational
limitations of use are placed on robotic systems
that may otherwise be perfectly capable of
performing their intended operations. Limitations
on use are imposed due to the fact that if a system
Is performing a task and were to have a failure, the
effect of that failure must not prohibit the intended
function from being performed in the time frame
that function is critically needed, and any failure
must not prohibit any other safety related
operations from being carded out during its time of
cnticallty.
For a system to continue operations after a failure,
any remaining operability the system might contain
must also provide that same capability to make itself
safe to the vehicle and crew if it were to suffer a
failure. Otherwise that additional level of operability
would only be allowed for temporary use to make
the task situation safe, remove the robot from the
task area, and then stow it in a safe returnable state
or eject it so the vehicle can return to Earth. The
added operability would not be allowed for
continued use to proceed with the intended task,
except to make the situation safe. This is the
fundamental concept of hazard control for the
Orbiter.
FT$ Fail Safe Ooerations
Several FTS configuration descriptions follow
below along with design features to address key
functions which allow for safe operations. The
designs comply with NASA's Orbiter safety policy
and requirements of NSTS 1700.7B with
interpreted in NSTS 18798A. In several cases, the
hardware or software system could not be
designed to meet the required levels of fault
tolerance without significantly complicating the
design or dexterity of the manipulator system.
Therefore reductions in compliance with the safety
requirements placed operational limitations on the
use of the FTS System. The system is considered
fail safe; where under any failure the system will not
cause a catastrophic hazard, and therefore does
not jeopardize the safety of the Orbiter or crew.
The FTS system is not fail-operational. Such a
system, after any initial failure, could continue
normal intended operations since it would still
retain the ability to make Itself safe after a second
failure.
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The DTF-1 concept fulfills the first method of
hazard control for Orbiter safety using Its normal
modes of operation. If any of the single points of
failure occur, normal operations will cease and an
attempt to safe the manipulator system by use of
the hardwired control. Note that hardwired control
is only a supplement to the first level of hazard
control. If the manipulator system cannot be safed
by use of the hardwire control, the mission will be
assessed to determine If enough time remains to
perform an EVA to safe the manipulator system. If
hardwired control cannot safe the manipulator
system and time does not permit an EVA to safe
the manipulator or remove it for stowage, then the
RMS will grapple the telerobot using the RMS
grapple fixture for jettison. This Is the second
method for hazard control. The third method of
hazard control to provide two fault tolerance for
Orbiter safety is EVA operations. Remedial
operations could be to remove the manipulator,
release the gripper and/or release the actuator
brakes. This would be to allow stowage of the
manipulator, either Into its caging devices or by
removal and strapping it in the aidock, or otherwise
by release into orbit.
Hardwlred Control
The FTS system incorporates a backup hardwired
control capability in the event of a failure which
precludes closed loop computer control of the
manipulator system. The main purpose Is to
minimize the likelihood of having to Jettison the
system or perform an EVA operation. This has the
effect of making the computer system, sensor
systems, software, servo systems and most other
hardware single fault tolerant, even though the
operations would be significantly degraded in
performance.
Operational use of the hardwired control is limited
to sating of the system after a failure, by stowing
the arm to allow a safe Orbiter return. It allows
operator control of individual manipulator joints for
stowage and for gripper actuation in the event of
computer control or motor drive failure. When
selected, primary power is removed from all
manipulator motor and brake drivers while retaining
power to camera controls. Software recognizes
the status of the hardwire control, and commands
off all motors and brakes, so that retum to normal
computer operations after hardwired control starts
with all motors and brakes powered off.
Hardwire control is limited to very low joint rates and
torques. Hardwired control is by sequential, joint-
by-joint movement, and provides no force
accommodation to minimize forces Imparted into
interfaces. Only a limited set of initiated tasks are
likely to be able to be completed. Emergency
shutdown detection (ESD) is not operational
during hardwired control operation, as the operator
can de-power the hardwired ddve to stop payload
motion, and brakes can also be used to stop
motion.
Several failures of components employ EVA as the
third hazard control path to ensure stowage of
DTF-1 for safe return of the Orbiter. The
manipulator actuators, gripper mechanism, and
manipulator caging mechanisms represent major
groups of such components.
Failure of a caging mechanism to release the arm
for operation would not require EVA for sating the
manipulator. EVA would be used as the third path
for sating the manipulator if more than one of the
four caging mechanism fail to close. In this case,
removal of the manipulator at its shoulder interface
and either manual release into orbit or stowage in
the aidock would be required.
Failure of a manipulator actuator motor ddve
electrically or mechanically would require EVA as
the third controlled path. Mechanical release of the
joint actuator brake allows EVA backddve of the
joint into the caging position. If a manipulator joint
seizes, then EVA is employed as the third hazard
control path to remove the manipulator at the
shoulder and release into orbit or stowage in the
airlock.
Sinale-Points Failures:
There are several single point failures that remain in
the FTS system which may lead to failure of the
manipulator to complete a task, or to stow itself for a
safe Orbiter return. For the Orbiter this is
considered a catastrophic hazard, therefore the
requirements for payloads to provide two fault
tolerant methods of dealing with these effects.
The FTS single-point failures which lead to an EVA
or jettison are few in function, but have
commonalty within the actuator and gripper. These
failures are seized bearings or gears, a short within
the motor winding, or a short or open in a brake
winding.
Safety Cdtical Subsystems
The DTF-1 Flight Experiment of FTS has fifteen
different safety critical subsystems and equipment
groups, as listed:
Structure Subsystem, Manipulator, Controls, Data
Management and Processing, Vision, Sensors,
Software, End-of-Arm Tooling, Electrical, Power,
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Electromechanical Devices, Thermal Control, Task
Panel Elements, Aft Deck Workstation, and Hand
Controllers
£,ut..r.e_t_,_ta,tum
The flight FTS manipulator assembly and initial
tests were completed under the FTS Technology
Capture program at Martin Marietta Astronautics,
Denver, in July 1993. An acceptance test and
demonstration occurred July 28, 1993, with NASA
participation by JSC and LaRC. The tests were
conducted on an air-bearing table with all seven
joints active, but only four commanded to move for
joint and coordinated Cartesian control. The joint
servo controller loops had not been individual
tuned, and therefore this testing constituted only a
demonstration of operation, rather than a
performance test. Contact stability and variable
compliance interactions with external structures
were also demonstrated. The servo tuning can be
readily accomodated, as all parameters are
programmable, including the torque loop
frequency responses.
A follow-on effort called the Bridge Task integrated
and checked-out the flight End-of-Arm Tooling
(EOAT or gripper) and wrist camera onto the flight
manipulator. The MiI-Std-1553B communications
bus underwent performance tests between the
three internal arm control computers and external
coordinating controllers. Martin Marietta provided
engineering assessments for a proposed flight
experiment concept that separated the
manipulator arm from the main avionics. The
integrated safety design and control of the system
was meticulously maintained. All engineering,
analysis, data files and article data packages are
being completed and documented under the
guidance of Martin Marietta's QA and NASA's
SR&QA to maintain the flight heritage of the
manipulator and components.
NASA FIIoht Plans
JSC developed an Orbiter based flight experiment
concept to demonstrate a dexterous robotic
manipulator system that can operate on the end of
the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS).
This configuration was recommended by Shuttle
payload and operations managers as the most
useful and beneficial, as opposed to a relocateable
dexterous device only. The operational uses allow
planned payload manipulation tasks and provides a
capability for contingency operations for payloads
and for some Orbiter problems. The benefit is to
minimize overall EVA time currently consumed by
routine tasks, such as EVA site setup and
takedown. This would allow EVA to be most
usefully allocated for complex operations. Langley
Research Center and JPL are team participants in
this proposed venture, called DOSS for Dexterous
Orbiter Servicing System. Langley would be
responsible for advanced robotic controls
development and JPL for advanced operator
control from a ground control station.
The other significant function of DOSS includes
ground control of the dexterous manipulator using
3-D graphic simulations in predictive displays to
compensate for the time delays. Ground control
allows multiple rotations of ground controllers to
operate the dexterous manipulator. The flight
experiment concept is cost effective, in that the
most expensive development item, the flight
manipulator, is available and can be capitalized on.
The manipulator along with all ancillary avionics and
mechanisms were designed to meet the integrated
and operational Orbiter payload safety
requirements. Such a flight experiment would
provide significant risk mitigation for robotic
applications in space, e.g. the new space station,
since much of its maintenance is now baselined
with the use of ground controlled robotics. The
station program seems to be counting on
dexterous robotics with no flight operations time to
provide insight into possible complications.
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Abstract
In this paper, we first briefly overview the update of
the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator (SM 2) configura-
tion and testbed. The new robot is capable of project-
ing cameras anywhere interior or exterior of SSF, and
will be an ideal tool for inspecting connectors, struc-
tures, and other facilities on SSF. Experiments have
been performed under two gravity compensation sys-
tems and a full-scale model of a segment of the Space
Station Freedom (SSF). This paper then presents a
real-time shared control architecture that enables the"
robot to coordinate autonomous locomotion and teleop-
eration input for reliable walking on SSF. Autonomous
locomotion can be executed based on a CAD model and
off-line trajectory planning, or can be guided by a vi-
sion system with neural network identification. Tele-
operation control can be specified by a real-time graph-
ical interface and a free-flying hand controller. SM 2
will be a valuable assistant for astronauts in inspection
and other EVA missions.
1 INTRODUCTION
Since 1989, we have been developing the Self Mobile
Space Manipulator (SM 2) which is a walking robot
to assist astronauts on the Space Station Freedom
and other space structures in performing construction,
maintenance and inspection tasks. It has end-effectors
for attachment, and can step from point to point to
move freely around the exterior of space structures.
SM 2 can replace EVA astronauts in performing te-
dious or dangerous tasks, and can be deployed quickly
to investigate emergency situations. It is simple and
modular in construction to maximize reliability, sim-
°Copyright c American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Inc., 1994. All rights reserved
plify repairs and minimize development time. SM 2 is
lightweight, so it can operate with minimum energy
and disturbance to the structures.
Over the past four years, SM 2 has progressed from
concept, through hardware design and construction,
to software development and experiments with several
versions of the robot. During the first year, we devel-
oped a concept for robot mobility on the space station
trusswork, and experimentally tested a variety of con-
trol algorithms for simple one-, two- and three-joint
robots. During the second year, we developed a sim-
ple, five-joint robot that walked on the tubular-strut-
and-node structure of the original Space Station Free-
dom design, and a gravity compensation system that
allowed realistic testing in a simulated zero-gravity en-
vironment. The third-year work focused on develop-
ment of the manipulation function; we added a part-
gripper and extra joint at each end of the robot, and
developed related control software.
In this paper, we will report the research and devel-
opment work performed during the forth year of the
project, with emphasis on the shared control system
developed to facilitate the execution of complex tasks
in space applications.
2 NEW SM 2 DEVELOPMENT
In response to the changing design and needs of
SSF, our focus has shifted to adapting SM 2 as a mo-
bile inspection robot to augment the fixed video cam-
eras planned for SSF. The robot's size and configu-
ration have been adjusted to accommodate the new
truss structure. The space station truss design has
been changed by NASA in favor of the current pre-
integrated truss (PIT) design, utilizing I-beam mem-
bers. The new truss design is hexagonal, rather than
rectangular in shape. Therefore, our first goal was to
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modifythe SM 2 configuration to adapt to this new
space station truss.
The second goal of the project was to specialize the
SM _ robot as an inspection robot. There is a vital
need for inspection of facilities on the space station,
such as fluid connectors, electric cables, and bolted
segments. Able to reach both exterior and interior of
the space station, the movable cameras will be essen-
tial for this task. SM 2 will be capable of projecting
cameras to any position on the space station through
its inherent self-mobility.
2.1 Robot Configuration
The robot's size and configuration have been ad-
justed for the new truss structure as shown in Fig-
ure 1. On the previous truss design, five degrees of
freedom (DOF's) were sufficient for locomotion from
any given node to any adjacent node. The robot had
two joints at each tip and one elbow joint. In order
to enable the new robot to step from one face of the
redesigned hexagonal PIT structure to adjacent faces,
and to retain the symmetry of the SM 2, the new robot
requires a total of seven joints, three at each tip and
one at the elbow. The symmetry of the robot mech-
anism is important for the control of locomotion, so
that as the base of the robot is switched, we simply
switch the numbering of the joints from the base to
the tip. This allows the out-of-plane motion needed
to step from one face of the truss to another. In addi-
tion, the total length of the robot has been increased,
and the flexibility of the two long links has been re-
duced so as to accommodate the size of the new truss
design, while still maintaining the low mass essential
for space applications.
Each of the seven joints is identical, self-contained
and modular so that a minimum inventory of parts is
required for joint repair or replacement. The joints are
driven by harmonic motors and are wired in a modular
fashion so that only one 16-pin connector is required
to deliver all signals and power to each of the joints.
2.2 Beam Grippers
The new truss structure made the old node grip-
pers obsolete and required design of new grippers that
could attach to the aluminum I-beams of the PIT
structure. Each end of the SM 2 is now equipped with
a three-fingered gripper capable of grasping I-beam
flanges of various thickness and width, as shown in
Figure 2. The single finger, driven by a DC motor,
slides back and forth to allow opening and closing of
the gripper. A linear potentiometer measures the sin-
gle finger position, while motor current indicates grasp
force.
Each gripper has been equipped with sensors neces-
sary for reliably and securely grasping the beam. Us-
ing force-sensing resistors, contact switches on each of
the three fingers can be checked to verify a good grasp.
In addition, capacitive proximity sensors at the base
of the fingers sense beam proximity up to about four
inches away and are useful in aligning the gripper with
the beam.
2.3 Cameras Modules
There are three camera modules attached to the
robot, one at each tip, and one on the elbow joint.
Each camera has separate controllable zoom, fo-
cus, and iris with four high-intensity lamps arranged
around each camera.
The elbow camera has one motorized degree of free-
dom. Since the robot has one redundant DOF, the el-
bow camera has effectively two DOFs in determining
it's view. With both ends of the robot attached to the
truss, for example, the collection of all possible views
sweeps out a half torus about an axis defined by the
two base joints at each tip. Thus, the elbow camera
can provide valuable visual information about global
location on the space station.
The two tip cameras serve twin purposes. The pri-
mary purpose is, of course, visual inspection by hu-
man operators. The robot tip camera at the free
end can provide views of the truss structure that any
fixed camera around the space station simply cannot
achieve. I-beam connections as well as the inside faces
of the I-beams are two locations where a movable cam-
era might provide significantly better views. The sec-
ondary purpose for the cameras concerns autonomous
locomotion on the truss. We use neural-network based
machine vision with images from the tip camera to
autonomously mate the gripper to the I-beam flanges.
The tip camera module and end-effector are shown in
Figure 3.
2.4 Gravity Compensation
To simulate the zero gravity environment of space,
we use two independent gravity compensation systems
developed at Carnegie Mellon University. Each grav-
ity compensation system provides a constant upward
vertical force through a counterweight mechanism and
a series of cable and pulleys. The support cables are
attached to the centers of gravity of the two long links
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onthe robot. A 10:1 ratio in the counterweight mech-
anism keeps the increased inertia in the vertical direc-
tion to 10
The support cables attached to the robot are
tracked overhead by two separate, actively controlled
carriage systems. Angle sensors detect x-y movement
of the support cables. The first system is a Cartesian
gantry system and allows robot motion in an area that
is 17 feet long and 9 feet wide. This allows us to test
large global stepping motions for the robot. The sec-
ond system is a smaller cylindrical compensation sys-
tem supporting a smaller field of motion. This allows
a large variety of motions to be tested without the
supporting cable of the larger system interfering with
the carriage beam of the smaller system [2].
In addition to the mechanical gravity compensa-
tion, we provide for active residual gravity compensa-
tion in software to correct for minor discrepancies in
the mechanical system. This is especially necessary to
provide appropriate torques for the three joints at the
free end of the robot. The combination of mechanical
and active gravity compensation provides for realistic
zero gravity experiments and testing.
2.5 Truss Mock-up
In our lab, we have built a truss mock-up which is
a full-scale representation of a small portion of the en-
tire truss structure on the space station. The mock-up
includes four faces of the hexagonal structure as shown
in Figure 4. Each beam is constructed of wood with
sheet aluminum laminated to the flange faces to al-
low for realistic machine vision testing. Varying flange
widths and thicknesses allow for robust testing of the
grippers.
3 REAL-TIME SHARED CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE
At the heart of the SM 2 control software lies a real-
time shared control architecture [1]. It is modular in
design whereby tasks are composed of independent,
reusable subtasks. High level tasks for the SM _ robot
range from teleoperation to semi- autonomous tasks to
fully autonomous walking. These tasks often use many
of the same subtasks such as trajectory tracking, beam
grasping, point convergence, and switching the base
of the robot. These subtasks are coded as modular
library routines which may be dynamically sequenced
through a coordination module and state machine.
3.1 Coordination of Tasks
The various task modules need to be coordinated
in an intelligent fashion. We used a state machine,
programmable through a simple language and parsed
in real-time. The state file describes the following at-
tributes of the state machine:
• Defines the number of subtasks and the possible
message inputs and outputs for each subtask.
• Defines all tasks (states).
• Defines all possible transitions and the initial task
(state).
A subtask is defined as shown in the following ex-
ample:
SUB TASK grasp
INPUT on off open close stop gripper1
gripper2
OUTPUT noncontact contact done grabbed
The first line merely assigns a label to the subtask.
The second line gives a list of valid messages that
the subtask grasp will accept as input. Each of these
inputs is easily understood. For example open com-
mands the subtask to open the gripper, while gripper2
commands the subtask to switch to gripper2. Finally,
the last line specifies the outputs of the subtask.These
are then used in the sequencing of states.
A typical task specification might appear as follows:
TASK tele_gripper_close
SUBTASKS grasp tele
START tele:on tele:grp grasp:close
END grasp:off
Here, again, the first line merely assigns a label to
the task. The second line specifies which subtasks are
part of the overall task. In this example, both grasp
and teleoperation combine to form the specific task.
The next line specifies what messages to send to the
various subtasks at the start of the overall task. The
first two commands make certain that teleoperation
is in the on mode and that the control mode is the
gripper mode. The final start message instructs the
grasp subtask to attempt to close the gripper. In the
final line, we specify what messages to send at the end
of a task execution. Once the gripper is closed, we
instruct the subtask grasp to turn off.
Finally, below we show an example of specifying
state transitions and an initial state:
TRANSITION tele:down tele_gripper_idle
tele_gripper_close
INITIAL_TASK tele_init
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The transition statement simply states that when
the subtask tele receives a down message - when the
appropriate button is pressed on the teleoperation
hand controller - the state machine should sequence
from the idle gripper mode to the close gripper mode.
In such a manner, high-level tasks can quickly be
programmed from a library of subtasks through the
state machine. Note that subtasks are reusable from
state to state and can be switched on and off when
necessary. For example, the grasp subtask is equally
necessary in the autonomous locomotion mode as well
as the teleoperation mode.
In short, the state machine allows subtasks to
be shared by high-level tasks which can be rapidly
re-programmed with minimal re-coding and no re-
compilation. This allows for elegant and rapid soft-
ware development.
3.2 Task Modules
We have developed several reusable task modules
for the SM 2 control software. In each control cycle,
the task modules perform four basic functions:
• Read messages from the state machine and re-
spond in appropriate fashion.
• Read sensor devices, global variables, or receive
input from remote tasks.
• Generate desirable control motion based on local
inputs.
• Send appropriate messages to the state machine.
Since each subtask module produces desired con-
trol commands based solely on its limited criteria, one
module - the combination module - is required to in-
telligently combine these desired control outputs from
individual task modules into one coherent control sig-
nal. The combination module therefore ensures rea-
sonable control outputs based on a weighted average of
the control commands of the individual task modules.
Remote task modules do not fundamentally dif-
fer from other modules except in one respect. These
modules are run on a separate workstation or pro-
ceasing board, usually due to high computational re-
quirements that cannot be met in real time. These
modules can interface with the slower real-time boards
via UNIX sockets, a VME bus, or serial lines. Menu-
driven user interfaces as well as a real-time graphical
displays are two examples of such computationally in-
tensive remote tasks. These, along with the other task
modules will be discussed in the context of the follow-
ing two sections which discuss (1) autonomous walking
on the truss, (2) and teleoperation.
4 AUTONOMOUS LOCOMOTION
4.1 Model-Based Walking
The operating environment for the SM 2 is very
structured and can easily be modelled with a great de-
gree of accuracy. Hence, it is possible for the robot to
execute a pre-planned sequence of walking steps based
solely on a model of the space station truss struc-
ture. We have successfully executed various sequences
of four steps on the truss mock-up, including steps
of variable length and between different faces of the
hexagonal space station truss structure. Each walking
step is decomposed into several distinct phases: (1)
ungrasping the beam, (2) separating smoothly from
the beam, (3) executing a global trajectory, (4) exe-
cuting a straight-line motion towards the beam, (5)
closing the gripper, and (6) switching the base for the
next step.
First, the gripper is opened until the sliding po-
tentiometer indicates that the gripper is in the fully
opened position. Second, while keeping the orienta-
tion of the gripper aligned with the beam, the free
end is moved above the beam in a straight-line mo-
tion so as to avoid potential collisions with the space
station truss. Once the free end is safely above the
truss structure, control is switched to the execution of
a global trajectory in the state machine.
A global trajectory is defined minimally by the
starting point and the target destination. The opera-
tor, however, is free to include as many via points as he
chooses along the path of the trajectory. These points
may be generated alternatively in a preprogrammed
file or through the real-time graphical display as dis-
cussed in the subsequent section. As the trajectory
is being executed, errors are dynamically corrected by
continuously calculating a smooth path between the
current position and the desired trajectory path. If
no, intermediate points are specified along the tra-
jectory, the inverse kinematic algorithm, as explained
later on, will generate intermediate points which lead
to a smooth trajectory.
The trajectory will finish with the proper gripper
orientation about 20 inches above the target beam and
location. From there, the state machine enters the
next phase of execution; that is, a straight line descent
towards the target beam along the surface normal of
the beam.
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Each gripper has multiple sensors that can be used
during approach to the beam and grasping. Proximity
sensors at the base of each finger provide information
about the relative orientation of the gripper and beam
from several inches away, and signal when the gripper
face is close against the beam. Contact switches, us-
ing force sensing resistors (Interlink), sense contact of
the three fingers with the edge of the beam to verify
a sense grasp. Gripper motor current is also sensed
to indicate the grasp force. After the initial grasp is
made, the gripper is opened slightly (about 0.25 inch)
and closed again. This helps to automatically correct
for any remaining misalignment.
Finally, if another step is to follow, the robot will
switch bases. What was the free end before, will now
become the fixed base and vice versa.
It is important to note that the entire sequence de-
scribed above is controlled through the state machine.
Each phase of the stepping motion will execute only
when the appropriate done message is sent by the con-
trol software to the state machine. The proper done
message triggers a transition to the next state. The
entire walking step is divided into a sufficient number
of subtasks, any or all of which can be used during
other modes, such as teleoperated or semi-autonomous
control.
4.2 Neural Network Based Visual Servo-
ing
Although we have a good model of the environment,
errors can accumulate over consecutive steps. This
can potentially lead to a failure in properly grasping
the next beam. If this should occur, a neural-network
based vision system will assume control, correct any
such error and properly complete the grasping of the
beam. It is preferable to use the vision system only
when failing to complete a grasp, since the vision sys-
tem slows the system performance significantly. The
main bottleneck is, of course, the acquisition of the
images at a high rate.
We trained a neural network on 40x40 digitized im-
ages of flanges at various translational offsets, heights,
and rotations. The neural network learned through
the standard back propagation learning algorithm.
Once the vision system has placed the gripper in
contact with the beam, the state machine returns con-
trol to the same states and subtasks used for closing
the gripper as mentioned previously.
Unlike the previous strut-and-node design of the
space station truss structure, the current design causes
uncertainty in the location of the robot on the truss
structure, since SM 2 is free to grasp the beam any-
where along its length. That uncertainty could po-
tentially be periodically removed by using the vision
system to locate certain known special locations on the
space station truss. One such special feature might be
where two or more beams join. Further work needs to
be done in this direction.
5 TELEOPERATION
We have developed two different methods for tele-
operation. The first method utilizes a six-DOF hand
controller to guide the free end of the robot. The
second method utilizes the real-time graphics display
which provides two views of the space station truss
structure. By selecting the target location for the
robot arm with a mouse, the robot can be made to
execute large global trajectories.
5.1 Hand Controller
We use a commercial, six-DOF, free-flying hand
controller as the principal means for teleoperated con-
trol. The device, called the Bird, operates with a sta-
tionary radio transmitter and a moving receiver. Both
the position and orientation of the receiver relative to
the transmitter is communicated via a serial line to
the controller at a rate of 10Hz. The moving receiver
is attached to a cylindrical stick with an enable switch
controlled with the thumb, and another multi-purpose
two-way switch controlled with the index finger. Fig-
ure 5 shows the control station configuration and the
use of the hand controller.
The hand-controller is used in conjunction with a
graphical user interface to determined the mode of op-
eration for the hand controller as well as the function
of the two-way switch. The menu-driven user interface
allows the operator to select one of three basic modes
of operation, as well as which end of the robot is the
active one. The three modes are (1) position control,
(2) velocity control, and (3) gripper control.
In gripper mode, the two-way switch controls the
opening and closing of the gripper. Velocity control
is generally used during large global motions of the
robot, while position and gripper control are used
when grasping a beam and switching the fixed base
of the robot.
In each mode, the operator can select whether
the motion of the free end of the robot is to be
base-relative, tip-relative, or semi-autonomous. Tip-
relative motion is generally the most useful when the
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only visual feedback for the operator is from the el-
bow and tip camera (i.e. the robot itself is hidden
from view). Base-relative motion is useful in conjunc-
tion with either fixed camera views or the real-time
graphical display which reveal the global position of
SM 2 on the space station truss.
In manually mating the free end of the robot to
one of the I-beam flanges, the semi-antonomous mode
simplifies the process for the operator. The semi-
autonomous mode allows the operator to automati-
cally orient the free gripper to the correct orientation
for grasping the beam. The control software utilizes
knowledge of which beam the fixed end is currently
attached to and which beam the operator wishes to
grasp in order to select the proper orientation for the
gripper. With this semi-autonomous orienting, the
process of teleoperated walking on the space station
truss is significantly facilitated. Requiring only mini-
mal training, we have repeatedly demonstrated teleop-
erated walking on the truss mock-up, with and with-
out the robot in view of the operator.
The above discussion illustrates several dimensions
of the shared control architecture. We achieve a blend
of teleoperation and autonomous locomotion with-
out the need for new software code. In the semi-
autonomous teleoperated mode, we use the same sub-
task to achieve the proper orientation of the gripper
before grasping as we do in autonomous walking. Fur-
thermore, we are able to use the same grasping subtask
for autonomous walking and teleoperation. In fact,
the message to the state machine issued during au-
tonomous walking and teleoperated control is exactly
the same: close gripper. Thus, all the safety precau-
tions used for ensuring a secure grasp of the beam
during autonomous walking are automatically incor-
porated when the operator commands the gripper to
close on the beam.
In another example, the operator may wish to in-
spect the length of a beam. Rather than worry about
following a precise straight line with the hand con-
troller, the operator may wish to surrender control of
one directional degree of freedom (transverse to the
beam) so that he can inspect the length of the beam
with variable speed, approaching the beam closer if
some damage is observed. This may be achieved by
employing the same trajectory subtask as is used for
the autonomous walking. Again, the shared control
architecture allows an elegant merging of autonomous
and teleoperated function. Simply with some minor
additions to the state machine, the teleoperation func-
tion is seamlessly incorporated into the overall control
architecture.
5.2 Real-Time Graphical Interface
Rather than explicitlydefinethe trajectorywhich
the robot isto follow,an operator may wish tosimply
specifystartingand stopping points for globalstep-
ping motions. To thisend, we have developed a real-
time graphicalinterface.
The graphical user interfaceis a PHIGS and
XView-based applicationwhich runs as a remote task
module. Ithas been designed to perform the following
functions:
Itprovidesa 3D displayofthe robot position,con-
figuration,and itslocationon the space station
truss structure. Ambiguities in the 3D display
on the 2D screen are resolvedby providing two
separate, modifiable views.
Itallowsformanually controllingtask sequencing
in the statemachine inreal-time.
Itservesas a teleoperationinput device forcon-
trollinglobalrobot motions.
Itallowsforvisuallypre-planningand simulating
robot steppingmotions toavoid obstaclesand sin-
gular or near singularconfigurations.
It serves as visual feedback to an operator by pro-
viding a global view of the robot on the space
station truss. In addition, it warns of potential
collisions by sending appropriate messages to the
state machine. The operator can thus modify the
robot trajectory accordingly.
In teleoperation mode, the graphical display trans-
lates mouse commands into trajectories in real-time.
Once again, teleoperation and autonomous function
are combined through the shared control structure.
After the operator specifies desired steps for the robot,
the same subtasks which perform autonomous walking
are employed.
6 CONCLUSION
The SM 2 robot has been redesigned to be compat-
ible with the new space station truss structure. Both
the software and hardware of the SM 2 system has
been designed to be modular, in order to shorten re-
pair, maintenance, and development time. We have
demonstrated both autonomous walking as well as
teleoperation functions in a single shared control ar-
chitecture. Depending on the calibration errors, the
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model-basedlocomotionwithoff-linetrajectoryplan-
ning,andneural-networkbasedvisioncanbeusedfor
reliablewalking.Thereal-timegraphicsinterfacepro-
ridesa valuabletool for specifyingcontrolinputsin
teleoperationandfor displayingtherobotconfigura-
tionundercommunicationdelay.Thefree-flyinghand
controllerprovidesaneasywayto commandrobotac-
tionwith twomonitorviewsfromtherobotcameras.
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Abstract
This paper presents on-going research in robotic inspec-
tion of space platforms. Three main areas of inves-
tigation are discussed: machine-vision inspection tech-
niques, an integrated sensor end-effector, and an orbital
environment laboratory simulation. Machine-vision in-
spection utilizes automatic comparison of new and ref-
erence images to detect on-orbit induced damage such
as micro-meteorite impacts. The cameras and light-
ing used for this inspection are housed in a multi-
sensor end-effector, which also contains a suite of sen-
sors for detection of temperature, gas leaks, proximity,
and forces. To fully test all of these sensors, a realis-
tic space platform mock-up has been created, complete
with visual, temperature, and gas anomalies. Further,
changing orbital lighting conditions are effectively mim-
icked by a robotic solar simulator. In the paper, each
of these technology components will be discussed, and
experimental results are provided.
1 Introduction
Later this decade, NASA will place in orbit around
Earth the Space Station Freedom (SSF), which will be
used as a science station and home for astronauts for 30
years. Soon after its initial design, engineering reviews
revealed that simple inspection and maintenance of the
station would consume more time than the astronauts
would have available [2]. This was reinforced by results
of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), which
showed large amounts of damage from micro-meteorite
impacts and atomic oxygen degradation while in orbit
for five years [8]. For these reasons, NASA sponsored
The Remote Surface Inspection Task (RSI), a five year
technology demonstration task at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (JPL).
This project has developed and systematically investi-
gated methods for telerobotic inspection of SSF [4].
*email: volp e_t elerobotics.jpl.nasa.gov
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The inspection system which has been built for
this research is comprised of three main subsystems:
robot manipulator control, graphical user interfacing,
and teleoperated/automated multi-sensor inspection.
The robot manipulator subsystem is comprised of a
Robotics Research K1207 arm mounted on a translating
platform, and controlled by a real-time system employ-
ing Configuration Control [9]. The graphical user inter-
face subsyste m resides on an SGI workstation and pro-
vides user-friendly interfaces to the manipulator control
and the inspection data [6]. The multi-sensor inspection
subsystem analyzes a realistic SSF mockup under simu-
lated orbital conditions, gathering sensory data indica-
tive of potential problems. This inspection subsystem
is the topic of this paper. The key technology items ad-
dressed are: methods for automated visual inspection;
the development of an Integrated Sensor End-Effector
(ISEE) which encompasses vision, proximity, tempera-
ture, and gas information to monitor the environment;
and a high fidelity simulation of orbital inspection con-
ditions. In this paper, each of these will be described
as well as the issues which they successfully address.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses automated visual inspection in detail, including
the issues of ambient light and registration error com-
pensation, as well as flaw and error models. Section 3
describes the ISEE, and provides a detailed discussion
of the use of proximity sensors for collision avoidance
and surface following. Section 4 discusses the simulated
conditions for the inspection operations, including a de-
scription of the SSF truss mock-up and its temperature
and gas anomalies, as well as a solar simulator which
provides realistic orbital lighting conditions. Finally,
Section 5 provides a summary and some conclusions
drawn from this technology development research.
2 Visual Inspection
The approach adopted for on-orbit inspection of space
platforms consists of locating and characterizing flaw-
induced changes between an earlier reference image
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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anda newinspectionimage.In theabsenceof noise,
viewpointdifferences,lightingvariations,andbenign
changes,thedetectionof significantnewdamagecould
beobtainedbya processof simpledifferencing.How-
ever,on-orbituseof roboticmachine-visionto achieve
thisgoalisconstrainedbya numberoftechnicalchal-
lenges:
I_magingRepeatability. Subsequentscansof
the spaceplatformwill not be ableto achieve
thesameimagingview-pointbecauseof the lack
of robotpositioningrepeatabilityandtheexpan-
sion/contractionofspaceplatformstructures.This
canresultin mis-registeredreference and inspec-
tion data sets, as well as previously occluded fea-
tures being made visible and mistaken for new
flaws. The presence of the flaw itself can com-
plicate the recognition of the extent of the mis-
registration.
Lighting Variation. In orbit, surface appearance
can change drastically due to the variation in am-
bient light (solar and earthlight) illumination in-
duced by orbital motion. Power constraints on ar-
tificial illuminators restrict the illumination tech-
niques that can be adopted to compensate for this
variability. Furthermore, the lack of atmospheric
dispersion of the harsh solar light results in images
having a large dynamic range with sharp shadows.
Flaw and Object Appearance. The surface
flaws caused by micro-meteorite damage are very
small (_ 1 mm) [7] and must be detected on
man-made objects with complex geometric shapes
and constructed with specular materials. Benign
changes such as the gradual reflectivity variation
resulting from exposure to ultra-violet radiation
and atomic-oxygen can mislead the inspection sys-
tem.
System Constraints. Efficient computer pro-
cessing is a must, given the computational lim-
itations imposed by the need to use compact,
light-weight, low-power, space-qualified comput-
ers. Communication limitations in sending data
back to Earth must also be considered in deciding
on the partitioning of the image processing func-
tions between the spacecraft and the ground. Data
storage of the various reference images is less of a
problem than would initially appear, thanks to the
availability of space-qualified mass storage devices.
• Motion Constraints. Robot motions can in-
duce significant platform disturbances due to robot
start/stop motions. If the disturbance is to be min-
imized by performing all of the imaging from a con-
tinuously moving sensor platform, then the result-
ing problems of motion blur must be addressed.
In this report the focus is mainly on the effects of am-
bient light variability and image mis-registration, and
the methods used to compensate for them. A brief dis-
cussion on flaw-models and the quantification of the
flaw detection performance is also presented. A detailed
presentation may be found in reference [1].
2.1 Laboratory Imaging System
The imager consists of an industrial color Charge Cou-
pled Device (CCD) camera. With solar illumination
at earth orbit at approximately 130000 lux, the to-
tal illumination on a typical inspection scene area of
0.1 m 2 over the duration of a single video field (1/60 s)
is approximately 215 lumen - s. This is many times that
which can be provided by a low-powered artificial light
source, especially if it were a continuous illuminator. In-
stead, artificial illumination is provided by an electronic
strobe unit, with the laboratory unit providing an illu-
mination of 1.3 lumen, s. When the strobe is used with
the electronic shutter in the camera set to 1/10000 s,
the total ambient solar illumination of the scene is only
1.5 lumen • s, making it comparable to the strobe pro-
vided illumination. Note that the total strobe illumi-
nation remains unaffected by the electronic shutter ac-
tivation because the strobe duration (_, 20/_s) is still
much shorter than the exposure duration. The over-
all energy consumption for strobe lighting is also lower
since the strobe is only used when the sensing platform
traverses a new view-point. Further, the use of a short
exposure time reduces the effects of motion-blur in de-
grading the images. (As a practical note, since the lab-
oratory ambient light simulator, described in Section 4,
cannot achieve full solar intensity, the camera electronic
shutter is operated at a somewhat larger setting. This
effectively achieves the same ambient-to-artificial illu-
mination ratio relevant to orbital operations.)
The camera is operated with a unity gamma re-
sponse. Any deviations from a linear response are com-
pensated for in the digitizer. Linear response ensures
that image intensity is proportional to scene radiance
and allows linear operations (e.g. subtraction) on im-
age fields to be correctly computed. This is required
for the ambient light variability compensation meth-
ods discussed in the next section. All imaging is per-
formed using only the luminance signal of the video
signal (quantized to 8 bits) with the color subcarrier
information suppressed.
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2.2 Ambient Light Compensation
Ambientlight subtraction uses two image data sets to
obtain a compensated image. The first data set is illu-
minated only with the ambient light and the second is
illuminated with the ambient light as well as the arti-
ficial illuminator. The information in the first data set
is subtracted from that in the second to give a compen-
sated image that appears as if it were taken with the
artificial illuminator alone. In order for the subtraction
results to be valid, the sensor response is required to
be linear. There is, however, a reduction of the signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratio since the subtraction process can
nearly double the noise power in the data. Further,
the utilization of the dynamic range of the camera is
also reduced since the sensor cannot be allowed to sat-
urate when both ambient and artificial illumination is
utilized. The performance of ambient light subtraction
is enhanced when the artificial illuminator provides en-
ergy comparable to (or more than) the ambient light.
As discussed earlier, the electronic shuttering mecha-
nism achieves this. Note that strobe illumination is es-
sential here for operating with a moving imaging plat-
form since continuous illuminators, even if low power
and high-intensity, would take a finite amount of time
to ramp up to the desired intensity level. This would re-
quire the imaging platform to be stationary during the
taking of the two image data sets necessary to achieve
compensation.
An additional problem is that in a strobe illuminated
image only one of the 2 : 1 interleaved image fields (say
the odd-field) is lit by the strobe, while both fields are
ambient lit. An estimate of the ambient light compo-
nent in the odd-field is generated from an average of
the ambient light data in the even-field immediately
above and below each odd-field image scan line. A com-
pensated image is generated by intra-frame subtraction,
wherein this ambient light estimate is subtracted from
the odd-field data.
This process does suffer from some disadvantages,
namely a halving of the vertical resolution in the com-
pensated image and the possibility of interpolation er-
rors when estimating the ambient-lit component of the
image. As expected, if the same ambient light is used in
the reference and inspection images, then the interpola-
tion errors are identical and cancel when performing the
subsequent image comparisons for flaw detection. Any
non-zero change can then be attributed to the presence
of a new flaw.
However, interpolation errors are of consequence
when the ambient light changes, and lead to an in-
creased probability of false errors during the flaw de-
tection process. For two special cases which correspond
to limiting cases typically encountered in real applica-
tions, the deleterious effects of the interpolation error
is manageable. The first case corresponds to when the
ambient light illumination of the surface for both the
reference and inspection images has low spatial varia-
tion and the underlying reflectivity of the surface un-
dergoes a large change. Here analysis shows that the
significant errors only happen in regions where the re-
fleetivity changes are large, which are precisely the same
regions where mis-registration errors due to sensor-to-
platform positioning errors can be expected to be of
greater significance.
The second case occurs with ambient light discon-
tinuities at shadow boundaries. If the transition from
light to dark in the "pen-umbra" region of the shadow
is very sharp, then the estimate generated by interpo-
lating the even-field data will be incorrect. If, however,
the transition occurs over a spatial extent of more than
a couple of pixels, then the interpolation process will
be able to accurately estimate the ambient light in the
middle of the shadow boundary region. The extent of
the pen-umbra region is a function of the distance from
the surface to the object casting the shadow. ]f the ob-
ject is close to the surface then the transition is sharp,
and conversely if it is far away from the surface the
transition is more smooth. Assume that a pen-umbra
region greater than 2 pixels is of sufficient spatial extent
to permit the interpolation to be reasonably accurate.
An estimate of the corresponding object distance that
would generate such a shadow can be easily obtained
from simple geometrical arguments. For a typical field-
of-view and imaging standoff-distance, a shadow transi-
tion region of 2 pixels corresponds to to a surface spatial
extent of about 1 mm. Noting that the sun subtends
approximately 0.01 radians, and that the shadow pen-
umbra must necessarily subtend the same angle, gives
the corresponding object distance as being 0.1 m. Thus
sharp shadows will only be cast by objects closer than
0.1 m to the surface. Even for such sharp shadows,
the situation is ameliorated by the fact that the result-
ing interpolation errors are localized to a region along
the shadow boundary that has a very narrow width. If
the flaw being detected has a spatial extent larger than
this width, then the resulting errors during flaw detec-
tion are reduced. This issue is discussed further in the
Section on flaw models (Section 2.4).
2.3 Registration Error
Registration errors are induced by the lack of repeata-
bility in the viewpoints at which images are taken for
the reference and inspection images. These viewpoint
discrepancies arise due to the inherent accuracy limi-
tations of moving camera platforms. In the laboratory
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environment,i.e.,fixedtargetsandindustrialarmswith
goodrepeatability,theinaccuracytranslatestonomore
that oneto two pixelswhenimagesaretakenfrom
relativelyshortdistancesof lessthan0.7m. In the
spacenvironment,largerepeatabilityproblemsareto
beexpectedueto armflexibilityandobjectlocation
changesdueto thermalexpansionandstructuralflexi-
bility.
With this mis-registration,thecomparisonof com-
pensatedimagesbyperformingasimplesubtractionof
the compensatedreference and inspection images re-
sults in a number of "false edges" in the differenced
image. The magnitude of registration error depends
on both the directional gradient of the gray-level image
with respect to the camera platform motion parame-
ters, as well as the occlusions at each imaged point.
Here, only the directional gradient with respect to lat-
eral and horizontal motion of the camera platform are
considered, since these are expected to dominate for
this inspection application. Occlusion induced errors
are also not considered, even though their effects could
be significant near any sharp depth deviations in the
image.
A Gauss-Newton iterative method is used to per-
form reference-to-inspection image registration prior to
making the comparison. The residual sum of squares
between the actual and an estimated picture is used as
an evaluation function to indicate the degree of match
between the inspection data and a transformed refer-
ence image. The objective is to find a suitable trans-
formation of the reference image so that the residual is
close to zero. The Gauss-Newton algorithm solves this
nonlinear least-squares problem via an iterative solu-
tion method and exploits the special structure of the
gradient and Hessian matrix of the evaluation function
[3]. The iteration process is continued until the least-
squares residue drops below an acceptable threshold,
at which point the estimate can be considered to be
registered with the data. Note that terms involving
the Jacobian matrix in the case of pure translational
mis-registrations can be pre-computed resulting in sig-
nificant run-time computational savings. Nevertheless,
residual mis-registration is still possible because of early
termination of iterative registration correction necessi-
tated by real-time deadline processing constraints.
2.4 Flaw and Error Models
The process used to detect a flaw is intimately linked to
the corresponding model of the flaw. Flaw models must
provide a reasonable approximation to the physical ap-
pearance of the flaw while not being overly complex to
preclude implementation of the associated flaw detec-
tion algorithms on a real-time system. Two types of
flaw models are presented and the corresponding flaw
detection processes are characterized.
A single-pizel flaw model treats each individual pixel
independently of other pixels when it comes to flaw de-
termination. A flaw is assumed to be present at a pixel
if the surface intensity at that pixel in the inspection
image differs from the surface intensity in the corre-
sponding reference image pixel by a value greater than
a characteristic flaw strength. The characteristic flaw
strength is a function of the flaw type and can be deter-
mined by examining images of known and/or calibrated
flaws.
In a multi-pizel flaw model a flaw is assumed to be
present at a pixel if it occupies a certain minimal spatial
extent. More precisely, consider for both the inspection
and reference images, the corresponding surface inten-
sity vectors each comprised of the intensity values in
a spatially connected region around that pixel. A flaw
is assumed to be present at the pixel if these vectors
differ from each other by greater than a flaw strength
vector. Once again, characteristic flaw strength vectors
are a function of the flaw type and can be determined
by examining images of known and/or calibrated flaws.
Two special cases may be considered depending on
the nature of the flaw model vector. The first of these,
is the uniform flaw model which takes each component
of the flaw strength vector to be equal. This model
is suitable in cases where the flaw has a uniform ap-
pearance across the entire neighborhood (e.g. a spot of
paint on a surface). The second is the peak/adjacent
flaw model which takes all but one component of the
flaw vector to be constant with the exception being one
single component which has a higher absolute magni-
tude value than the others. The second type is suitable
where the flaw has a strong peak value surrounded by
adjacent pixels with smaller but uniform values. This
provides a crude approximation to the flaw morphology
of micro-meteoroid impact craters where the center of
the crater is darker than the rest.
Given the definition of a flaw, the null decision hy-
pothesis 7_0 assumes that there is no flaw. The flaw de-
cision hypothesis 7_x assumes that a flaw is superposed
onto the reference image. In order to determine if a
flaw is present, the log likelihood ratio [10] is checked
to see if it exceeds the test threshold.
Working out the details in the single-pixel case indi-
cates that, as expected, given compensated images cor-
responding to reference and inspection images, the flaw
detection can be performed by locating flaws at all pixel
locations where the differenced image exceeds a pre-
determined threshold. For the multi-pixel model, the
flaw detection process involves taking weighted sums of
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thedifferencedimagein a suitablewindowandcom-
paringthesesumsto a pre-determinedthreshold.A
sub-optimalversionof thedetectiontestcanbeimple-
mentedusingmorphologicalerosionoperations.
Withtheappropriatemodelfortheflaw,thetheoret-
icalflawdetectionperformancecanbeanalyzed.The
performanceisdependentonthedistributionoftheflaw
detectionsignalunderthetwo competinghypothesis:
theNullHypothesis7/0andtheFlawHypothesis7/1.
If thesedistributionsdonotoverlap,thenit ispossible
to picka thresholdparameterfor thedetectionpro-
cessuchthatall flawsthatoccuraredetected,andat
thesametimenofalse-alarmsaregenerated.However,
the distributionsof thesignalunderbothhypothesis
dooverlapbecauseof the natureof the noisein the
imagingprocess,andasaconsequencefor any threshold
parameter, there will always be a possibility of missing
a flaw and of falsely identifying a flaw. The selection
of the threshold affects the performance of the system
and is a function of the characteristic flaw strength and
the noise levels in the system. Too high a threshold
will decrease the probability of detection Po, while too
low a threshold will increase the probability of a false
alarm PF. This aspect of the performance is captured
by providing parametric plots of the PD versus PF for
various cases. These plots are known as Receiver Op-
erator Characteristics (ROC's) from their earlier use in
radar target detection. A detail analysis of performance
has been conducted using these concepts and presented
elsewhere [1].
Errors in mis-registration correction and ambient
light compensation can be interpreted as increasing
the noise in the image leading to lower detection per-
formance. Residual mis-registration errors induce a
change in intensity which can be confused with a flaw.
Only translational mis-registration effects are consid-
ered here since any mis-registration effects arising due
to small angular motion in the image plane may be lo-
cally approximated as a translational mis-registration.
An analysis shows that the intensity difference at a pixel
due to mis-registration may be considered as an addi-
tional noise term that adds on to the more typical ran-
dom noise components present in an image. The pres-
ence of mis-registration increases the threshold which
must be exceeded before a difference value is considered
to be a flaw, and consequently reduces the possible per-
formance. In a similar way, interpolation errors during
ambient light compensation can also be interpreted as
a noise term distributed over the image. If these noise
effects are localized then they have less of an impact on
the multi-pixel flaw model likelihood-ratio test than on
the single-pixel case. This is because of the averaging
inherent in determining the likelihood ratio test in the
Figure 1: Large residuals are detected at flaw loca-
tions.
multi-pixel case.
A number of tests under different lighting conditions
have been performed to test the flaw detection algo-
rithms. Flaws are simulated by a random dot pattern
of a given pixel size distributed on the surface of a test
object. Figure 1 shows the final differenced image after
mis-registration correction.
2.5 Visual Inspection Summary
The key conclusions are summarized:
• Image differencing appears to be a viable approach
for flaw detection with the use of ambient light
compensation methods and iterative registration
algorithms to overcome the problems of variable
lighting and image mis-registration.
• The Gauss-Newton algorithm has been shown to be
effective in performing mis-registration correction
with large (_ 10 pixel) registration errors.
• Issues relevant to a flaw-detection theory have been
presented and applied to test cases in the labora-
tory. The quantitative tools developed allow an
explicit tradeoff between detection probability and
the false-error probability. Depending on the flaw
model and noise parameters, detection thresholds
can be chosen to achieve a given level of perfor-
mance.
Areas of further work and necessary improvements are
identified:
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@Active Inspection Strategies need to be developed
to improve data collection upon preliminary detec-
tion of a potential flaw. The additional data would
be used to improve detection performance and
could involve commanding additional sensor plat-
form motions to improve lighting and viewing an-
gles; and selection of different illuminator/camera
combinations to get more data.
The information in the ambient lit image needs
to be exploited and used to supplement the im-
age information in the compensated image. In the
ideal case, the strobe light should be used only to
"probe" or supplement the ambient lit image for
additional information.
Multiple imaging with different electronic shutter
settings needs to be investigated in order to im-
prove the dynamic range in both bright and dark
regions of image.
Flaw morphology data needs to be captured
by supplementing the imaging sensor with a
depth/profile sensor.
Occlusion data needs to be generated at each vista
point to allow the anticipation of previously oc-
cluded portions of the scene being mistaken for
flaws. This might require data from an additional
camera or from an additional image taken near
each vista point.
3 Integrated Sensor End-Effec-
tor
While visual inspection is the primary means of flaw
detection, it is only one of the modes available. There
are some anomalies, such as errant temperatures and
gas leaks, which are not directly detectable by visual
information. Therefore, a compact Integrated Sensor
End-Effector (ISEE) has been developed to house not
only the cameras and lights, but a suite of other sensors.
Figure 2 shows the recently constructed device, where
the labeled components are:
A Two intensity feedback controlled halogen lamps.
B Two fast pulse strobes flashes.
C A parallel jaw gripper.
D Two color cameras calibrated for stereo viewing.
E Two infrared triangulation proximity sensors.
F A six DOF force/torque sensor.
®
Figure 2: A front view of the ISEE. The lettered com-
ponents are a described in the text.
G An optical pyrometer with a laser sighting beam.
H A Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) gas/vapor
sensor.
Proximity sensingisachievedwith two infra-redtri-
angulationsensors,sensitiveto approximately 0.75 m.
The distancemeasurements are used forcollisionavoid-
ance, surface contour following,and surface contour
measuring. Temperature sensing isachieved with an
infra-redopticalpyrometer (8-12micron wavelength),
sensitiveto temperatures from 0 to 1000°F. Gas sens-
ingisachievedwith a multi-gasMOS type sensorwhich
changes resistanceas a vapor isabsorbed. (While it
may be possibleto employ thisgas sensingtechnology
inorbit,we recognizethesuperiorityofusinga compact
mass spectrometerin the ambient vacuum of space.)
The controlledlightsare maintained at a known il-
lumination levelby a opticaltransistorfeedback cir-
cuit.This makes the illuminationindependent of cur-
rentfluctuationsand bulb age,and makes precisemea-
surement and camera characterizationpossible. This
lightingisaugmented by extremely compact and fast
pulsestrobes.The strobesprovideshortduration light-
ing of intensityon the order of the Sun but only for
short,energy saving,singlecamera frame,bursts.Since
the flashesare mounted on the outsidesurfaceof the
movable paralleljaws ofthe gripper,the flashillumina-
tion anglemay be variedas desired.
All components arecommercially available,and have
been physicallyand electricallyintegratedintothe corn-
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Figure 3: Experimental data showing the filtered prox-
imity measurements from the two proximity sensors as
a function of the arm position. The environment sur-
face was at about -0.81 m.
pact ISEE end-effector, with a resultant mass of ap-
proximately 3.5 kg. The force and proximity sensors,
as well as the gripper, are not directly used for inspec-
tion. Instead, they aid in the control of the robot arm,
and therefore, the end-effector. In particular, the prox-
imity sensors can be used for collision prevention and
surface tracking. The development of these capabilities
is discussed next.
3.1 Proximity Sensors for Inspection
Operations
A demonstration of the utility of proximity sensor en-
vironmental position determination for robot collision
avoidance has been performed in a real-time implemen-
tation. For these tests, two IDEC/Izumi SA1D triangu-
lating range sensor were used (11, 12]. Since the sensors
have a minimum sensing distance, they were recessed
with respect to a parallel jaw gripper which has a length
of 11 cm. The sensor values were read through an A/D
board by a 68040 processor (VME bus architecture) at
a sampling rate of 44 Hz, and the data was digitally
low-pass filtered for noise reduction. Figure 3 shows
the filtered readings from the two proximity sensors as
a function of the robot end-effeetor position. The re-
sponse is fairly linear and consistent between the two
sensors.
To use the proximity sensor readings for control of
the manipulator, the velocity xps in the block diagram
of Figure 4 was commanded as a function of the sensed
distance. Two different functions were used: collision
avoidance and distance servoing. Figure 5 shows these
two functions, which are identical except for the dashed
segments of the servoing function in regions D and
E. The piece-wise continuous formulation was chosen
mainly for simplicity in implementation and ease of
modification. The value of Vjs is the maximum velocity
v_
-v),
proximity
Figure 5: The piece-wise continuous functions of the
commanded velocity 5:ps as a function of sensed prox-
imity. The collision avoidance and distance servoing
functions are identical except that the latter has posi-
tive values indicated by the long dashed line. See the
text for a full description.
that can be commanded from the joysticks. Operating
region C provides a collision avoidance velocity com-
mand that can not be overridden with a large positive
velocity command, _:js, from the joysticks. Operating
region B allows for quick retreat of the arm if environ-
mental surface protrusions should come into view from
the periphery as the the arm is moved tangential to the
surface. (It is desirable to restrict the slope and abso-
lute magnitude of the function in this region because of
the low sampling rate employed. For instance, had an
asymptotic function been employed, there would exist
the chance of a very large or rapidly changing velocity
command near the asymptote position.) Finally, re-
gion A will typically never be entered since the sensors
are recessed, and the sensor is incapable of determining
distances at this range.
Regions D and E have non-zero values only for dis-
tance servoing (the long dash lines in Figure 5). In D,
the slope is matched to region C, to provide equal accel-
eration to the servo point between C and D. The peak
value of the distance servoing velocity is restricted, to
allow negative joystick commands to overcome it and
'pull' the arm away from the surface. Region E is pro-
vided to make the function continuous. In region F, the
sensor can detect distance, but the commanded velocity
is zero. Outside of F the sensor is out of range.
Figures 6 and 7 show the values of xps commanded
by the avoidance and servo functions in the real-time
implementation. For these measurements xp_ was not
added to xr, and a simple linear trajectory away from
the environmental surface was used for xtg.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the control system used for the initial tests of proximity sensor collision avoidance.
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Figure 6: Experimental data showing the commanded
repulsion velocity as a function of measured proximity
to the environment.
4 Orbiter and Sunlight Simula-
tion
To demonstrate the capabilities of the inspection sys-
tem, a one-third scale mock-up of the Space Station
Freedom truss has been created. Figure 8 illustrates
the mock-up and its components:
A Electrical Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) which
opens to the left on a hinge to reveal electrical con-
nectors and a Cold Plate.
B Tank ORU.
C Solar Panel.
D Tank and Tubing ORU.
E Simulated hot and cold spots.
F Simulated micrometeor impacts and gas leaks.
The simulated hot and cold spots on the electrical ORU
are created using Peltier effect heat pump modules
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Figure 7: Experimental data showing the commanded
distance servo velocity as a function of measured prox-
imity to the environment.
mounted on the inside of the aluminum surface. Since
the aluminum has a low emissivity, the outside surface
is covered with a circle of Black Kapton to enable the
surface temperature to be correctly measured by the
optical pyrometer. In the future, the surface temper-
ature may be measured directly by touching it with a
thermocouple, eliminating the need for the Kapton.
To introduce a degree of randomness into the inspec-
tion process, only two of the Peltier modules are turned
on at any time, and the selected direction of electrical
current determines if the surface becomes hot or cold.
A similar selection is available from amongst the three
possible gas "leaks". Each leak uses compressed air to
spray a fine mist of household ammonia (to simulate
hydrazine) from a small hole on the Tank and Tubing
ORU.
Also, random defects may be introduced into the
truss mockup through three simple methods. First,
screws throughout the truss can be randomly removed
to indicate structural defects. Second, small pieces of
black tape on pen markings can be placed throughout
to simulate micrometeorite impact sites. Third, entire
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Figure 8: The mock-up of the SSF truss. The lettered components are described in the text.
components, such as tanks, can be replaced with defec-
tive versions.
Finally, to simulate the space environment around
the truss, the mock-up and the inspection robot have
been placed in a room darkened by black curtains [4].
The operator can view the mockup and inspection op-
erations from one of three stereo camera views or from
a window of the SSF cupola mock-up, in which the in-
spection station is situated. Simulated sunlight is pro-
vided by the Solar Illumination Simulator, discussed
next.
4.1 Robotic Lighting Control for Solar
Illumination Simulation
Traditional solar simulators are designed for thermal
tests of actual spacecraft [5]. To accomplish this, they
utilize large vacuum chambers to house the spacecraft,
and collimated lighting from arrays of xenon arc lamps.
Brightness up to an order of magnitude greater than
solar intensity is possible. To test the effects of changing
lighting direction, the entire spacecraft is rotated while
the illumination remains constant. While this approach
is necessary for pre-flight spacecraft testing, it is simply
not practical for robotic system prototype development.
Alternatively, we have developed a small scale sim-
ulator which effectively mimics the relative motion of
the Sun in the sky, while still providing realistically
scaled illumination levels [13]. Figure 9 is a photograph
of the simulator, a 1500 Watt arc lamp mounted on a
four degrees-of-freedom, computer controlled platform.
Its ability to pan/tilt/translate, as well as modify the
beam shape, enable the illumination angle of the scene
to be varied at rates equal to those experienced in low
Earth orbit, and maintain a constant illumination flux
just as the Sun provides. While the simulated solar il-
lumination is only 1.5% that of true orbital sunlight,
Section 2.1 has previously described the compensating
adjustments of controlled lighting position, strobe light-
Figure 9: A photograph of the solar illumination sim-
ulation system's robotic hardware.
ing pulses, and camera exposure times, provided by the
inspection system [1]. Therefore, the lighting conditions
are a realistic test for machine inspection algorithms
and human operators.
Figure 10 shows the solar illumination simulator as a
five DOF system, which is represented by its state vec-
tor of configuration variables, 0 = (p, 0, _, A, 7), where:
p,O,_
A
7
Spherical coordinates from the lamp cen-
ter to the projected spot center.
Travel of lamp from its origin frame.
Lamp focus parameter indicating position
of bulb carriage on internal lead screw.
These parameters have the following ranges:
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Figure 10: The configuration and task coordinates for the solar illumination simulator system.
MIN MAX
p 0.15 m c_
0 90 ° 180°
60 ° 120°
A 0 4.5 m
7 0 0.076 m
The corresponding task state vector, x : (t°A,s,Z),
is composed of the following variables which are also
shown in Figure 10:
t°A Cartesian vector from world frame to cen-
ter of projected spot.
s Beam angle from the lamp frame n axis.
2" Light intensity at the center of the spot
on the environment.
The task vector is obtained from the configuration vec-
tor through the forward kinematics: x = F(0).
Finally, it is important to note that although the
kinematics has five DOF, only four are actuated. In the
configuration space, the unactuated and unmeasured
DOF is the radial distance from the lamp to the surface,
p. It's value is calculated from the user specified world
coordinates, _A. The controller is open-loop for this
variable since no real-time measurement of p is possible.
In the task space, the unactuated and unmeasured
DOF is the light intensity at the surface. Maintenance
of the intensity is performed open-loop based on the
calculated value of p and an optics model which has
been experimentally verified [13].
5 Conclusions
This paper has presented the details of some of the
technology developed for telerobotic inspection of space
platforms such as SSF. Primary amongst the inspection
technologies has been visual inspection using computer
processing of images from robotically controlled cam-
eras. The processing provides ambient light compen-
sation, registration correction, and automatic flaw de-
tection based on the described flaw models. Secondary
inspection and other sensory data are provided by gas,
temperature, proximity, and force sensors integrated
into the compact ISEE end-effector. This device has
been described and the proximity sensor based control
of collision avoidance and surface following has been
highlighted. Finally, a complete description has been
given for the simulated orbiter defects and the space
environment lighting. This simulation environment has
allowed more rigorous testing of the developed inspec-
tion devices and methods.
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Abstract
The work on lhe serpentine inspection system at
JPL is described. The configuration of the inspection
system consists of 20 DOF in total. In particular,
the design and development of the serpentine micro-
manipulator end-effector tool which has 12 DOF is de-
scribed. The inspection system is used for application
in JPL's Remote Surface Inspection project and as a
research tool in redundant manipulator control.
1. Introduction
For several years, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(.]PL) has been performing research and development
in remote surface inspection of space platforms such
as Space Station Freedom [1]. One of our goals was to
develop technology to inspect remote, hard-to-reach
locations. Our experimental facility contains a 1/3-
sized mockup of the Space Station truss structure with
various devices attached. The structure is cluttered
with different types of objects such as an Orbital Re-
placement Unit (ORU) and a thermal radiator. The
tasks to be performed range from visual inspection by
maneuvering inside of narrowly confined areas and de-
tecting anomalies to temperature and gas leak detec-
tion. One such scenario is moving behind a radiator
panel and searching for electrical damages. Others
include detection of broken interfaces such as discon-
nections in fluid, gas (leaks), or electrical lines and
improper mating of connectors. There are some light
manipulation tasks which are required to diagnose,
service, and repair devices attached to the space struc-
ture. Some of the manipulation tasks include spot
cleaning, foreign object debris location and removal,
and removal/installation of straps and caps for lenses
or containers.
Conventional robots typically consists of 6 Degrees-
of-Freedom (DOF), and are not capable of performing
VME Chassis
MVME 162 MVME 162
I
Motor Amps
Serpertino Robot
RR Robot (7 DOF)
[ ] Mobile Platform (i DOF)
Figure 1: Overall Inspection System and the Hardware
Architecture
some of the required remote inspection tasks. At JPL
a highly redundant robot inspection system consist-
ing of 20 DOF will be utilized. The idea is to attach a
smart end-effector tool that has a long-reach serpen-
tine feature at the end of a conventional robot. This
arrangement is referred as a compound robot -- the ser-
pentine robot is the micro-manipulator, and the base
robot is the macro-manipulator. Figure 1 shows this
configuration. Note that the 7 DOF of Robotics Re-
Copyright @1994 by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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searcharmismountedona1DOFmobilebase.The
macro-manipulatorcanbethoughtof asaglobalpo-
sitioningdevice,whilethemicro-manipulatorcanbe
viewedasa finemanipulatorrestrictedto operatein
a localregion.In thispaper,thedesignanddevelop-
mentoftheserpentinemicro-manipulatorisdescribed.
(seeFigure2).
Figure2: TheJPLSerpentineRobot
2. Background
Workin serpentineroboticsdatesbackapproxi-
mately30years. Namely,the Japanesecompanies
suchasToshiba,Mitsubishi,andHitachihavedone
a lot of workin thisareafor applicationin thenu-
clearpowerindustry.Hirose[2]ofTokyoInstituteof
Technologydevelopeda numberof snake-likemecha-
nisms,for example,acrawlingmechanismwhichuti-
lizesobliqueswiveljoints. Asano[3]built Toshiba's
SelfApproachSystemin1982.Acamerawasmounted
on thetip of this16DOFtendon-drivenmechanism
to performinspection.In theUnitesStates,notable
worksincludeAndersonandHorn[5]whobuilt a 16
DOFtensorarmfor ScrippsInstituteof Oceanogra-
phyin 1964.ChirikjianandBurdick[6]of Caltech
built a 30DOFvariablegeometrytrussmanipulator
to validatehyper-redundantarmcontrolalgorithms.
Berka[7]performedresearchin multi-segmentrobots
for NASA'sJohnsonSpaceCenter.
3. Serpentine Robot Design
At theendofthemacro-manipulator,anintegrated
sensor/end-effector(ISEE)unitisattached[4].It con-
tains2 lipstickcameras,2 proximitysensors,a gas
sensor,a temperaturesensor,a force/torquesensor,
andtwolightfixtures.Thisunit is toobulkyto enter
insideofthemoekuptrussstructure.Toovercomethis
restriction,a serpentinerobotthat canfunctionasa
smartend-effectortoolwasdesigned.Theserpentine
robotwouldbepickedupby themacro-manipulator
whenadditionaldexterityis requiredto performthe
task.
A numberof designissueswereconsideredbefore
buildingtheserpentinerobot. The issues and their
resolutions are discussed as follows.
A. Weight and Size
Since the serpentine robot is to be attached at the
end of another robot, weight and size needed to be
minimized.
Motor Selection: Miniature, yet high torque mo-
tors were needed. Motor manufacturers such as Escap,
Maxon, and MicroMo were considered. MicroMo's 2
watt DC motors were chosen. Based on irouless core
technology, these products have the feature of high
efficiency with low mechanical time constants. The
motors have stall current of 890 mA, and due to their
low inductance, electrical noise is reduced.
Joint Assembly: The joint design needed to be com-
pact. If the conventional method of mounting the mo-
tors on the joints were adopted, the serpentine robot
would have had a bulky design. A patented design
owned by the NEC Corporation was chosen. This de-
sign allows all motors to be mounted inside of the joint
housings.
The original design is an active universal joint based
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Figure 3: Joint Assembly
on work by Ikeda and Takanashi of the NEC Corpo-
ration (U.S. Patent No. 4,683,406). Our mechanism
was made more compact by modifying their design.
The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 3. The joint as-
sembly has two shafts, with each shaft attached to a
half-sphere at an oblique angle. The two half-spheres
are joined together to rotate freely with respect to
each other. This arrangement is contained inside a
universal joint with each shaft joined to one side of
the frames that make up the universal joint. The mo-
tors rotate the two shafts thereby actively changing
the orientation of the universal joint. Both motors
are controlled simultaneously to change the orienta-
tion. Now consider the Spherical coordinate system.
When the motors are rotated in the same circular di-
rections, the joint assembly makes a motion along the
direction. If the motors are rotated in opposite di-
rections, then the joint assembly makes a motion along
the 0 direction. The motions along the ¢ and _ direc-
tions make up the 2 DOF movement of the joint. Note
that when the shafts are collinear, a degeneracy (sin-
gularity) occurs.
To achieve high torque, each axis has a gearhead
ratio of 1111:1 (high gear ratio was achieved by build-
ing our own custom planetary stages). Two redundant
motors which are mechanically coupled turn each axis
and provide double the torque of one motor. The gear-
train is non-backdriveable for reduced power consump-
tion. Maximum torque at each DOF was theoretically
computed to be 90 in-lb, which was experimentally
verified. Figure 4 and Figure 5 reveal the internals of
the joint assembly.
Figure 4: Components of the Serpentine Joint
B. Reliability and Ease of Control
To reduce the size and weight, building a tendon-
driven mechanism was considered. This approach is
appealing because the actuators can be moved to the
base of the serpentine robot. Since the entire serpen-
tine robot including its base needed to be picked up by
another robot, the overall mass is not saved by using
this approach. In addition, inherent difficulties exist in
dealing with a complicated tendon mechanism. This
type of mechanism typically has a small load capacity,
and it is difficult to model. Problems exist because of
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Figure 5: Internals ofthe Joint Assembly showing the
Planetary Stages
the need for flexible control to compensate for elas-
ticity. Finally, low reliability results due to frequent
tendon breakage.
A method of direct motor control was chosen. Al-
though the problems associated with high gear ratio
will have to be dealt with, better reliability would be
obtained.
C. Modularity
The mechanism was designed to be mechanically
modular -- the joints can be easily added or sub-
tracted. The concern was more on the electrical side.
Designing miniature circuits to fit. inside of the joint
housing was considered. The electronics would pro-
vide the functionalities of a motor amplifier and a de-
coder for encoder signals. In designing a linear am-
plifier, elimination of heat generated by the electron-
ics would create a problem since insufficient volume
exists for air ventilation. Even a cooler PWM-based
amplifier that employs miniature H-bridges could not
be contained, since the size of all of its electron-
ics would exceed the size of the joint housing (a
cylinder of 1.5 inches in diameter with 5.65 inches
height). To generate control signals, commercially-
available controllers such as the NEC uPD7832x,
Hewlett Packard's HCTL-1100, and LM628 chips were
considered. Circuit designs based on any of these chips
would exceed the size of the joint housing.
The option to route all the wires out of the robot
was chosen. The motors will be controlled remotely
from externally located VME hardware. Routing all
wires internally through the center hole posed another
problem - cabling. Because 23 motors exist inside
of the serpentine robot, the number of through-hole
wires had to be minimized. The wire count was re-
duced at each DOF by connecting two motors in par-
allel to share motor voltage lines and by sharing com-
mon power lines for all motors. See Figure 6 for the
wiring diagram.
For external VME control of the motors, off-the-
shelf hardware were purchased. Because of the mo-
tor's low inductance, linear analog amplifiers rather
than PWM types were chosen as motor drives. Mo-
tor controller hardware were purchased to work in the
VMEbus environment.
D. Acquiring Visual Data and Lighting
Mounting a small lipstick camera (e.g., Toshiba
Model IK-M41A) at the tip of the serpentine robot
was considered. This approach has associated prob-
lems with wiring and lighting. The diameter of the
camera's cable far exceeds the size of the through-hole.
Furthermore, the standard way' of providing light, for
the camera is to resort to installation of light fixtures.
But since the light fixtures are typically larger than
the lipstick cameras, the size advantage of using tile
miniature cameras would be lost.
Using a borescope was ideal for our purpose. A
borescope is designed specifically' for visual inspection
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applications.It is commonlyusedin medicalsurg-
eriesandaircraftengineinspections.Thevideoimage
of theworksite is passedthroughits fiberopticca-
bleandissentremotelyto theviewer-- mostof the
visionhardwareis locatedawayfromtherobot'send-
effector,hencemovingthe bulkinessawayfromthe
worksite.
The MachidaFBA-3-140flexibleborescopewas
chosen.Thefiberopticcablehasadiameterof 0.138
inch(3.5mm)and55 incheslong. With a through-
holeof0.312inch(5/16inch),boththeborescopeca-
bleandrequiredcontrolwireswereroutedinternally.
Thescopehasafieldof viewof 50degreesminimum
andadepthoffieldof 5to 50mm.
Theborescopeis capableof 1DOFmotion.The
tip isarticulatedbymanuallymovingtheleverat the
eyepiecewhichpullsthe cablesattachedto the tip.
It is capableof a rangeof motionfrom-100to 100
degrees.Thefunctionof the leverwasmotorizedby
installingamotorat thebaseoftheserpentinerobot
topull thecables.A workingchannelcanbemounted
alongthesideof the borescopeto allowremoteuse
ofsmalltools,forinstance,agraspingtoolto retrieve
foreignobjectsandagrindingtooltosmoothsurfaces.
A workingchannelmaybeinstalledin thefutureto
performsimplemanipulationtasks.
Anadvantageof usingaborescopeis it carriesits
ownlight.Whentheserpentinerobotenterstheinside
of the spacestructure,theenvironmentis typically
dark.Therefore,to acquirevisualimages,lightingis
required.With the borescope,lightingis built into
thecableandpointsin thesamedirectionasthehead
of the borescope.Sinceourmockupstructurecom-
posedmostlyofmetalswithhighreflectance,minimal
lightfortheborescopewasrequired-- aHalogenlight
sourceservedourpurpose.
Onedrawbackof usingaborescopeisit cannotby
itselfboreintotheworkarea.A commonwayissim-
ply pushingtheborescopeto insertit into thework
area.Toassistin theboringoperation,forexamplein
medicalapplication,guidetubesareavailableto make
possibleinsertionintodifficultplaceswhereobstruc-
tionsor largegapsexist. Theguidesarecontouring
apparatusto makeangledturnspossiblebyconform-
ingto thedesiredinsertionpath.Heretheserpentine
robotcanbethoughtof asa flexibleguidetubefor
theborescope.Theserpentinerobotwill actasacon-
touredplatformfortheborescopeto restonwhilethe
operatorlooksaroundtheworkarea.
E. Mechanical Specifications
Constructed serpentine robot has the following
specifications:
• 3-D Mechanism with Total Weight of 7 lbs
• Extended Reach: 35"
• Diameter of the Robot: 1.5"
• 5 Joints, 10 DOF (each -600 to 60 °)
• 1 Roll DOF (-180 ° to 180 °)
• 1 Borescope DOF (-100 ° to 100 °)
• DOF Velocity : 60 degrees/second
• Center-to-Center Joint Distance: 5.65"
• Through-Hole Inside for Cables: 5/16"
F. Macro-manipulator
The larger manipulator is the Robotics Research
Corporation's Model K1207 robot which has 7 DOF.
This arm is mounted on a mobile platform of the lathe-
bed and provides one additional prismatic DOF. In
total, 8 DOF comprise the macro-manipulator.
G. User Interface
The operator will interface with the serpentine
robot from the "cupola," which is the main control sta-
tion of the experimental facility of the Remote Surface
Inspection project. Inside the cupola, one has access
to an IRIS Silicon Graphics workstation, color moni-
tors, and joysticks. The IRIS will act as a graphical
front-end through which the operator interacts with
the serpentine robot in real-time and issues motion
commands in joint or task space. The IRIS can also
create an interactive graphical simulation environment
for analysis and control of the serpentine robot. Us-
ing this dual-mode functionality, the IRIS can be used
in preview mode for animating the task scenario, fol-
lowed by commanding the arm to duplicate the simu-
lated motion.
The operator will view the work site by looking
at the monitors that display video images from the
borescope, and he will command the serpentine robot
by using the joysticks and a graphical menu on the
IRIS.
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4. Serpentine Robot Control System
Industry Pack (IP) Servo modules from Technology
80, Inc. are used to control the motors in a VMEbus
environment. These units are built around National
Semiconductor's LM628 ICs and provide 2 indepen-
dent channels for PID motor control and decoding of
encoder signals. The IP-Servo modules are mounted
on MVME162 Motorola processor boards which are
based on the MC68040 hosts running at 25 MHz. See
Figure 1 for the hardware architecture. To control the
serpentine robot, two Motorola processor boards are
employed to host six IP-Servo modules. The two pro-
cessor boards are plugged into the same VME chassis
that provide VME control for macro-manipulator sys-
tem [8]. Through a shared memory card, command
and status information of the serpentine robot are
passed to the macro-manipulator system. All of the
software executing on the VME environment is writ-
ten in the C language. Code is developed on a SUN
UNIX computer utilizing its resident C compiler and
Wind River's VxWorks/Wind real-time library.
The IP-Servo module produces motor control sig-
nals in the form of voltages. The control signals
are then taken as input to a linear analog ampli-
fier. Portescap's ELD-3503 was chosen. This unit is
a transconductance type of amplifier which is specif-
ically designed to drive ironless motors. It produces
up to 2.5 Amps of current and drives up to 35 Volt
motors with a single DC power supply.
5. Future Work
In the near future, kinematic analysis will be per-
formed to achieve Cartesian control of the serpentine
system. In the process, a scheme to resolve redun-
dancy of the mechanism would have to be devised
to allow a task to be performed by allowing coopera-
tion between the macro- and micro-manipulators. One
possible scenario is to allow cooperation between the
two manipulators to avoid obstacles by having each
manipulator to executing a separate redundancy reso-
lution scheme with a different objective function. Sec-
ond, control experiments will be performed and any
instability problems will be resolved. Problems asso-
ciated with high gear ratios may exist, and instability
may be attributed to the joint assembly since the joint
angles are indirectly controlled by motor angles.
Many practical issues need to be dealt with before
a three dimensional serpentine robot can be used for a
teleoperation task. The manipulation task is difficult,
since the operator is maneuvering the robot inside a
narrow-spaced workspace and the objects that are of
interest to him are often visually obstructed.
Sensors are crucial in helping the operator to per-
form inspection. The borescope inside of the serpen-
tine robot will provide the main visual feedback to
the operator. An additional camera can be attached
to one of the intermediate links of the serpentine robot
to provide the operator with a wider view of the work
area from a different perspective. Other sensors such
as proximity sensors can be used to detect and avoid
obstacles.
The tip of the borescope should be placed such that
it is jitter-free (statically stable) to take still images
and to be optimally positioned for collision avoidance.
In this scenario, the aclive perception problem of mov-
ing the cameras (sensors) would have to be examined
to obtain more information about the environment as
the task progresses.
The system requires a man-machine interface capa-
bility to control the motion of the micro- and macro-
manipulators collectively or individually, control the
viewing angles attached to the serpentine robot, and
ability to work with a world model of the environment
for collision avoidance.
Knowledge-based systems can be integrated into
the inspection system. In order to guide the serpentine
robot, the computer can assist the operator in control-
ling the camera viewing and lighting angles. Once the
operator selects an object/feature, the system can au-
tomatically adjust the camera viewing angle (aligning
to the normal of the surface and to have the greatest
visibility) as well as the lighting angle and intensity
for the best view.
In addition, being preoccupied with a difficult tele-
operation task at hand, the operator should not have
to be concerned about kinematic anomalies such as
singularities and joint limits. The operator needs only
to specify the trajectory of the head of the serpentine
robot; the trajectory of the rest of the body should
be computed autonomously with some guidelines from
the operator.
All of the above requirements can be incorporated
into a global scheme to resolve the kinematic redun-
dancies of the micro- and macro-manipulators.
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Abstract
Freely moving systems in space conserve linear and an-
gular momentum. As moving systems collide, the veloci-
ties get altered due to transfer of momentum. The devel-
opment of strategies for assembly in a free-floating work
environment requires a good understanding of primi-
tives such as self motion of the robot, propulsion of the
robot due to onboard thrusters, docking of the robot,
retrieval of an object from a collection of objects, and
release of an object in an object pool. The analytics
of such assemblies involve not only kinematics and rigid
body dynamics but also collision and impact dynamics
of muitibody systems. In an effort to understand such
assemblies in zero gravity space environment, we are
currently developing at Ohio University a free-floating
assembly facility with a dual-arm planar robot equipped
with thrusters, a free-floating material table, and a free-
floating assembly table. The objective is to pick up
workpieces from the material table and combine into
prespecified assemblies. This paper presents analytical
models of assembly primitives and strategies for over-
all assembly. A computer simulation of an assembly is
developed using the analytical models. The experiment
facility will be used to verify the theoretical predictions.
1 Introduction
Over the last two decades, a number of studies have
been reported on motion planning of free-floating
robots ([10], [7], [12], [13], [9], [11], [1], [2], [3], [4]).
However, none of these studies dealt with analyt-
ics of entire assemblies in a free-floating work en-
vironment using free-floating robots. The analytics
of these assemblies involve not only kinematics and
rigid body dynamics but also collision and impact
dynamics of multibody systems. In an effort to un-
derstand assemblies in zero gravity space environ-
ment, we are currently developing at Ohio Univer-
sity a free-floating assembly facility with a dual-arm
planar robot equipped with thrusters, a free-floating
material table, and a free-floating assembly table.
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
The objective of this experiment testbed is to ver-
ify the analytics of assemblies in free-floating work
environment. This paper is organized in the follow-
ing way: An outline of the free-floating robot fa-
cility of Ohio University, its analytical descriptions,
and kinematics are presented in Section 2. The an-
alytical models of the assembly primitives such as
self motion, propulsion, docking, pickup, and release
are described in Section 3. An assembly problem
is discussed in Section 4. An outline of a general
purpose simulation program FLOAT is described in
Section 5 which is designed to study strategies of
assembly.
2 Free-Floating Facility
2.1 Physical Setup
The free-floating robot facility of Ohio University
consists of a free-floating dual-arm planar robot, a
free-floating material table, and a free-floating as-
sembly table. A photograph of the dual-arm free-
floating robot is shown in Figure 1. Each of these
three units rests on a granite surface supported by
four air bearings. Regulated supply of Nitrogen
from pressurized cylinders float the units on the
granite surface. The robot consists of two arms,
each with 3 revolute joints and a prismatic joint.
The 3 revolute joints provide the end-effector full
mobility in the plane. The prismatic joints are used
to move the arms normal to the table. The 8 joints
are driven by dc servomotors fitted with optical en-
coders. A PC 386 motherboard with power from
rechargable lead-acid batteries sits on the base of
the robot. The motherboard is connected to an 8-
axis motion control board and a DAS board. Two
quad-thrusters are mounted on the base which are
controlled by solenoid valves that use air supply
from the tank [5]. The robot communicates with a
host PC 486 workstation through a radio-wave mo-
dem. Two light bulbs fixed on the base of the robot
are tracked by an overhead optoelectronic sensor
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Figure 1: A photograph of a flee-floating dual-arm
planar robot built at Ohio University•
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An analytical model of a dual-arm
free-floating planar robot.
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consisting of a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD)
fixed at the focal plane of a TV lens [6]. The PSD
sensor is connected to a host PC 486 computer and
the voltage outputs of the sensor are calibrated to
the position of light bulbs on the table. The sensor
provides a feedback of base position and orientation.
The material table also has a pressurized Nitro-
gen tank which provides the gas needed to float the
table on the granite surface. The material table has
two light bulbs which are used to feedback the po-
sition and orientation of the table to the host PC
486 computer. This table has polished grooves to
place the work pieces for assembly. The assembly
table has a setup for floatation and position feed-
back similar to the material table. The grooves in
the assembly table are designed to store subassem-
blies and final assemblies.
One of the assumptions made in this paper is
that the joints of the robot are locked during propul-
sion, docking, pickup, and release and are unlocked
during self motion.
2.2 Analytical Modeling
From an analytical standpoint, the free-floating fa-
cility consists of the following three systems: (i)
the robot system (RS), (ii) the material table sys-
tem (MS), and (iii) the assembly table system (AS).
These three systems are made up from the follow-
ing units: (i) the dual-arm robot, (ii) the material
table, (iii) the assembly table, and (iv) the individ-
ual work pieces (Wi). The definitions of these three
systems change as the assembly progresses and the
workpieces are passed from one system to the other.
2.2.1 Robot System
The robot system (RS) consists of the robot and
workpieces held by the end-effectors. The robot
consists of seven links and its two arms are labeled
as A and B. The base is labeled as 0, the three links
of arm A are 1A, 2A, and 3A, and the three links
of arm B are 1B, 2B, and 3B. The gripper points
on the end-effectors of A and B are respectively P
and Q. These grippers are designed to catch the
workpieces so that they extend outwards from the
end-effector links. The joint angles of arm A are 0A,
6A, 0A and of B are 9_, 0B, and 03B. The prismatic
joints in the two arms are not modeled because they
are used only periodically to lower and lift the end-
effectors. A coordinate frame .T is fixed inertially
to the granite table parallel to the edges. A coordi-
nate frame .T'Rs is fixed at the center of mass of the
robot system Cns. with axes parallel to the axes
of _-. Fo,Rs is fixed on the base link at the mid-
point of the two joints located on it. The origin of
5rns is described relative to .T by the coordinate
variables xns and YRs. The coordinates Zo,ns and
yo,ns describe the origin of.T0 relative to _ns. 60 is
the relative orientation between the X axes of _o,ns
and .7r . Each link has a mass m_, a center of mass
C]., and a moment of inertia I_ for i = 1, 2, 3 and
j = A,B. These quantities for the base link are
respectively m0, Co., and I0. The robot system is
shown in Figure 2. During assembly, the inertial
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Figure 3: A sketch of the free-floating material ta-
ble.
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Figure 4: A sketch of the free-floating assembly ta-
ble.
parameters of the links 3A and 3B are computed
from the current definition of the robot system.
In summary, the robot system is described by 11
variables: xRs, Yns, Xo,Rs, Yo,Rs, 0o, 01A, 0 5, 0_,
0_, 0 B, and 0aB. During self motion, the 6 joint an-
gles of the robot are actively controlled and during
propulsion, docking, and pickup, these 6 joints are
locked.
2.2.2 Material Table System
The material table system (MS) has 8 slots for the
workpieces W1,...,Ws to rest. The center of mass of
the current system is labeled as CMs.. A coordinate
frame JrMS is fixed to MS at CMs. parallel to the
edges of the material table. The origin of ._rMS is
described relative to jr by the variables XMS and
YMS. OMS is the relative angle between the X axes
of the frames jr and jrMS. A sketch of the material
table system is shown in Figure 3.
2.2.3 Assembly Table System
The assembly table has slots to store the intermedi-
ate and final assemblies. The center of mass of AS
is at CAS.. A coordinate frame jrAS is fixed at the
center of mass CAs. with axes parallel to the edges
of the assembly table, jrAS is described relative to
jr by 3 coordinate variables xAS, YAS, and OAS.
A sketch of the assembly table system is shown in
Figure 4.
2.3 Kinematics
2.3.1 Robot System during Free Motion
With the assumption that the center of mass of
RS is at CRs., the 11 variables must satisfy 2 con-
straints:
AA AA AA BB BB
m0r0. + m I rl, + m 2 r2. + m3 r3, + ml rl. + m2 r2,
B B
+m 3 r3, : mRsrRs, (1)
where the position vectors are to the center of mass
of the respective links in jr. On time differentiating
the above equation and collecting the terms, it can
be written in the following form:
-}-.18_2 B -{- 0iX9_3 B = 0 (2)
+ = 0 (3)
where the coefficients aij are functions of geometry
and inertial parameters of RS.
During free motion, the applied joint actuator
torques are internal. As a result, the linear mo-
mentum of RS in the plane and angular momentum
normal to the plane remain constant. These three
equations can be written as:
mRS;_RS = K I (4)
.,Rsims = K2 (5)
= (6)
where mrs isthe mass of the robot system and KI,
K2, K3 are constant values of momentum compo-
nents during free motion. These equations do not
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hold when the robot is acted on by external forces
during propulsion, docking, and collision.
2.3.2 Robot System with Locked Joints
With the six joints locked, RS becomes a single rigid
body. Hence, x0,Rs, yo,Rs become dependent on
zRs, YRs, and 00. Hence, it is more convenient to
describe the robot system by 3 independent vari-
ables: xRs, YRs, and 00. In order to facilitate
the developments of this paper, we define a vector
XRs = (ZRS,YRs,Oo)T.. Unless acted on by exter-
nal forces or impacts, XRs remains constant.
2.4 Table systems
We define the vector XMS = (XMS,YMS,_MS) T
to describe the motion of the material system and
XAs = (xAS, YAS, OAS) T to describe the motion of
the assembly table system. The rates :KMS remain
constant during motion unless MS is acted on by
external forces or there is collision. Similarly, :KAs
remain constant during motion when the assembly
table is not acted on by external forces.
3 Models of Assembly Primi-
tives
In this paper, we will address the following assem-
bly primitives: (i) Self motion of the robot system,
(ii) Propulsion of the robot system, (iii) Docking of
the robot system, (iv) Pickup of a workpiece by the
robot system, and (v) Release of a workpiece by the
robot system. As mentioned earlier, the joints of the
robot are locked during propulsion, docking, pickup,
and release and are actively coordinated during self
motion.
3.1 Self Motion of the Robot System
During self motion of the robot, with prescribed mo-
tion of the six joint angles, the time histories of
base coordinates zo,Rs and YO,RS are computed us-
ing Eqs. (2), (3). The position of the center of mass
is governed by (4) and (5) and the orientation angle
00 is computed using (6). The center of mass of RS
drifts with a constant velocity during self motion.
3.2 Propulsion of the Robot System
The robot is propelled by 2 air thrusters placed at
T1 and 7'2 on the base of the robot. The rates of RS
during propulsion satisfy the following relation:
MRsf(Rs = Jv(T1)TF(T1) + Jv(T2)TF(T2) (7)
Figure 5: A block diagram of the rate relations for
the dock primitive.
where MRs is the inertia matrix of the robot sys-
tem with respect to XRs, Jr(T1) and Jr(T2) are
respectively the velocity dacobians for the thruster
locations 7'1 and T_ with respect to XRs. F(T1) and
F(T2) are (2 x 1). thrust vectors described in _-.
Given XRs, XRs at initial and final positions,
time histories of the thruster forces F(T1) and F(T2)
can be selected in a number of ways to satisfy the
conditions at the two end points. A relatively sim-
ple way to achieve this is by selecting cubic tra-
jectories for XRs components that satisfy the end
conditions. XRs computed from these cubic tra-
jectories can then be used to determine the thrust
vectors as functions of time.
3.3 Docking of the Robot System
Assume that RS docks with MS such that after
docking a point P of RS acquires the same veloc-
ity as P' of MS and the two systems after docking
acquire the same angular velocity. The analytical
model of this primitive is based on collision theory
between two rigid bodies [8]. The equations of im-
pact for RS can be written as:
ft'_ +MRs(XRslt+ - Xnsl,-) = _jT Fddt (8)
where Jp is the Jacobian matrix of P on KS, and Fd
is the collision vector (Fax, Fay, Ma,) T expressed in
Y. t+ and t- are respectively the time instances
after and before collision. A similar equation for
MS is:
MMs(XMslt+ --
where MMS is the inertia matrix of MS for XMS
and JR, is the Jacobian matrix of point P' on MS.
After impact, XRs and XMS are related as follows:
JpXRs It+ = JP,:XMs It + (10)
On simultaneously solving these three equations, we
obtain:
XMSlt+ = [MMs + Jp,T jp-T MnsJp-1Jp,]-I
[MMsXMs [t- q- JP'T jp-T MRsXRs It--(]11)
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Figure6: A blockdiagramoftheraterelationsfor
the'pick'primitive.
and
XRSIt+= JP-xJp'XMSIt+ (12)
In order to concisely write the above two equations,
we define the following matrices:
Aid = [MMs + Jp,T jp-T MRsJp-1Jp,]-I MMS
A:M = [MMs + Jp'T jp-T MRsJp-1jp']-I Jp 'T
JR-T MRS
A3d = jp-1jp, (13)
The rates of the two sytem can then be written as:
XMS[,+ = AldXMsJt- + A2dXRsIt-
XRs It+ = A3dXMS It+ (14)
A block diagram of the docking primitive is shown
in Fig. 5. It must be noted that MRs and MMS
depend on the definitions of the two systems at t-,
JR, also depends on location of P' on MS, and JR
depends on joint angles of RS.
3.4 Object Pickup by the Robot Sys-
tem
Once RS has docked with MS and is ready to pickup
Wi, this primitive relates the rates of RS and MS
before and after pickup. It is assumed that during
pickup the applied forces are normal to the plane of
motion. The changes in the rates, therefore, occur
due to redefinition of the two systems RS and MS.
In the new definition, Wi is added to RS and Wi
has been taken away from MS.
As a result of adding Wi to RS, it has a new
position and velocity of the center of mass. The
position of the new center of mass of RS is computed
from the positions of CRs. and Cwi..
mRsl,-xRsl,- + mwixwi.l,-
xRsIt+ = mRslt- q- mwi
YRsl,+ = mnslt-YRsl,- + mwiywi. I,-(15)
torsi,- + mwi
The velocity of the new center of mass is computed
from the velocities of CRs. and Cwi..
zRslt+ = mnslt-imslt- + mwidJwi, lt-
mnslt- + mwi
mnsl,-ftRsl,- + mwifJwi. I,-(16)YRsI,+
runs I,- + row,
The angular rate does not change as a result of
pickup becuase the acting forces are normal to the
plane of motion. Hence, Onsl,+ = Onslt-. Using
the velocity Jacobian of Cwi., the rates before and
after pickup can be related as:
Xnslt+ = AlvXRsl,- +A2pXMsl,- (17)
where Alp, A2p are defined as:
mRS t- 0 0 ]VaRS t-+roW, ]Alp = 0 mt_¢;l'- 0mRS[t- +roW,0 0 1
row, 0 1 -xRs.wi,( )
A2p = mnslt- + row, 0 0 0
and (xns.wi.,YRs.wi.) are X and Y components
of the vector from CRs. to Cwi. expressed in jr-.
As a result of losing Wi, MS has a new position
and velocity of the center of mass. The new center
of mass is computed from the positions of CMs. and
CWi,.
ZMSJ,+ = mMSJt-XMSI,- -- mwixwi, Jt-
mMSlt- -- mwi
YMSJ,+ = mMSJt-YMSIt- +mwiYwi, lt-(19)
mMSlt- -- mwi
Similarly, velocity of new CMS. is computed from
the velocities of the old CMS. and Wi.
XMSIt+ = mMSI,-zMSIt- -- mwixwi.lt-
mMSlt- -- mwi
mMSIt-flMSI,- - mwiflwiol,-(20)
YMSl,+ = mMSj,_ _ rnwi
The two rate relations can be restructured in a ma-
trix form:
XMS],+ = AapXMsIt-
where A3p is defined as:
(21)
kl - k2 0 --k2YMS,Wi. ]Aap = 0 kx - k2 k2xMS.Wi. (22)0 0 0
where kl - mMsl,- k2 -- mWi
mMsJt_-mw, , mMSh_-mw, ,
and (XnM,Wi,, YRM,Wi,) are X and Y components
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Figure 7: A block diagram of the rate relations for
the 'release' primitive.
of the vector from CMS. to Cwi. expressed in 9r . A
block diagram of this primitive is shown in Figure 6.
From this block diagram, we can notice that out of
the three vectors XMslt+, XMSIt-, and Xnslt-,
any. two can be chosen independently. For example,
if XMSIt+ and XMslt- are specified Rnslt- and
XRsIt+ can be uniquely determined.
3.5 Release of an Object by the
Robot System
This primitive relates the rates of RS and AS once
RS releases an object Wi on AS. It is assumed that
during release the applied forces are normal to the
plane of motion. The changes in the rates, therefore,
occur only due to redefinition of the systems.
As a result of removing Wi from RS, it has a
new position and velocity of the center of mass. The
position of the new center of mass of RS is computed
from the positions of CRs. and Cwi..
mRstt-xRsl,- - mwi_wilt-
xnslt+ = mRs]t- -- mWi
YRslt+ = mns]t-YRS]t- - mwiywi]t- (23)
mRS[t- -- mwi
Similarly, the velocity of the new center of mass is:
rnnslt-xnslt- - mwi/cwilt-
znslt+ = mnslt- -- mwi
mnslt-f/nslt- - mwi_lWilt- (24)
yns It+ = mrs It- - mwi
The two rate relations can be restructured in a ma-
trix form:
Xnsl,+ -- Al_Xnslt- (25)
where AI_ is defined as:
k3 - k4 0 -k4yns.wi. ]Azp = 0 k3 - k4 k4xns.wi. (26)0 0 0
t x- 2 3 _..._-,,.rXT__..I._-2,,,I iI , II -'- I'
Figure 8: A block diagram of the 'propel dock/pick'
primitive.
where ka = mR¢;l'- k4 = mwi and
mRSl,--mwi ' toRSI,--mwi '
(XRS.Wi., YRS,Wi,) are X and Y components of the
vector from CRs. to Cwi. expressed in .T.
The velocity of the new center of mass of AS is
computed from the velocities of CASo and Cwi..
mASI*-_Asl,- + mwixwilt-
achSlt+ = mAslt- + mwi
mas[t-YMSlt- + mwiYwilt-(27)
YASIt+ = mAslt- + mwi
Similarly, the new velocity of the center of mass is:
J:ASlt+ = mAslt-/cASlt- + mwi&wilt-
m+tslt- + mwi
MASIt-_IASIt- + mwi_lWilt- (28)
_IASIt+ "_" mASlt- + mwi
The angular rate does not change as a result
of adding Wi, hence, OASIt+ = OAS[t-" Using the
velocity Jacobian of Cwi., the rates before and after
pickup can be related as:
XAslt+ - Az_XAsIt- + Aar:Xnslt- (29)
where A_r, A3r are defined as:
A2r =
m3r _-_
mAsl,- 0 0 ]
mAslt- +mw,
0 m,_sl,- 0
mASh-+mwi
0 0 1
mw, 0 1 --ZAS.Wi )
mAS[t- + roW, 0 0
and (XAS,Wi, , YAS*Wi* ) are X and Y components of
the vector from CAS. to Cwi, expressed in jr. A
block diagram of this primitive is shown in Figure 7.
4 Modeling of Assembly
4.1 A Simple Assembly
Consider a simple assembly task that requires the
robot to pick WI and W2 from MS, assemble these
in the form of an 'L' shape, and place this compos-
ite body on AS. A possible sequence of primitives
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)_,j._ PDK Wl PDK W2 PDR W!
Read
Figure 9: A block diagram of the simple assembly
described in Section 4.
to complete this assembly task is: (i) RS propels to
W1, (ii) RS docks with MS to grip WI by arm A,
(iii) RS picks Wx from MS, (iv) RS propels to W2,
(v) RS docks with MS to grip W2 by arm B, (vi)
RS picks W2 from MS, (vii) RS executes self mo-
tion to assemble W1 and W2, (viii) RS propels to
AS, (ix) RS docks with AS to release Wl/W2, (x)
RS releases WI/W2 on AS. In this small assembly
task, we saw the sequence of primitives propel, dock,
and pickup (PDK) repeated twice and the sequence
propel, dock, and release (PDR) once. These two
sequences of primitives appear quite commonly dur-
ing assembly and require further study to determine
their characteristics.
4.2 Propulsion/dock/pickup (PDK)
Sequence
Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of this sequence of
primitives. It can be infered from this block di-
agram that if XMS at nodes 1 and 4 are speci-
fied, XMS at nodes 2, 3 and XRs at nodes 2, 3,
4 are uniquely determined. Also, with the propul-
sion primitive, for any given XRs and XRs at node
1, a desired XRs, XRs at node 2 can be reached
by suitably selecting a time history of the thruster
forces. From these two observations, one can form
a broader conclusion that it is possible to achieve
any desired XMS at the end of a PDK sequence for
arbitrary XMS and :_RS at the beginning of the
sequence. A similar conclusion can be made for
propulsion/dock/release (PDR) sequence. These
two conclusions play important roles in developing
strategies for assembly.
5 Description of FLOAT
A general purpose program FLOAT was developed
to study and test a variety of assembly strategies
in a free-floating planar work environment. The in-
puts to this program consist of (i) the inertial de-
scription of the units, (ii) the geometric description
of the units, (iii) the assembly sequence in the form
of P/D/K/R/S/PDK/PDR commands and strat-
e.gy of .assembly in terms of desired values of XRs,
XMS, XAS at different points of the assembly se-
quence. The program creates the current RS, MS,
tm'till
_a-ametm
_ the Unit
m
Figure 10: A flowchart of execution of the three
commands, P, DK, S using 'FLOAT'.
and AS while executing a specific primitive. Us-
ing the assembly strategy, the program computes
the motion plans for RS, MS and AS and updates
the coordinate and rate variables of the units. A
flowchart for the program for a sequence of three
commands P, DK, and S is shown in Fig. 10.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a method for analytical
modeling of assembly using a free-floating planar
robot in a free-floating planar work environment.
The model of the assembly was obtained by com-
bining analytical models of five primitives: (i) self
motion of the robot, (ii) propulsion of the robot,
(iii) docking of the robot, (iv) pickup by the robot,
and (v) release by the robot. It was concluded that
assemblies typically consist of a number of propul-
sion, dock, pickup/release sequences interluded by
self motion. On examining a PDK sequence, it was
observed that starting out from arbitrary velocities
of the robot system and material system, it was pos-
sible to achieve any desired material system veloci-
ties by suitably controlling the thruster forces of the
robot system during propulsion. A similar conclu-
sion could be arrived at for a PDR sequence. These
observations provide guidelines to select proper ve-
locities of RS, MS, AS at intermediate steps during
assembly. A general purpose program was devel-
oped to study and test assembly strategies for a
variety of assemblies. Even though this paper deals
specifically for planar free-floating robots, the con-
cepts can be extended to free-floating spatial robots
working in zero gravity environment.
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8 Appendix
[3]
8.1 Jacobian for Points on a Rigid [4]
Body
Consider a rigid body B undergoing planar motion.
The position of a point B* on this body is described
in an inertial frame Jr by the coordinates XB. and
YB.. The orientation of a line B * B1 is described
by the angle OB. The veloc!ty Jacobian for point B1 [5]
with respect to xn., _lS., OB in 9v is given as:
[10VBly : 0 1 -xB.m YB. (31)
_B 0 0 1 OB
where (XB.mandyB.B1) T are X and Y components
of the vector rB.m expressed in jr . The (3 x 3)
matrix is the Jacobian map for point B1 labeled
as JBI" The upper (2 x 3) block is the velocity
Jacobian Jr(B1).
8.2 Inertia Matrix for a Rigid Body
In Section 8.1, if B* is the center of mass of B, the
inertia matrix of body B relative to the coordinates
(_gB.,YB.,OB) T is given as:
(32)
rob 0 0]
MB = 0 mB 0
0 0 IB
where m B is the mass of the body B and IB is the
centroidal moment of inertia about an axis normal
to the plane of motion.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a design of an active vision
system for intelligent robot application purposes. The
system has the degrees of freedom of pan, tilt, vergence,
camera height adjustment and baseline adjustment with a
hierarchical control system structure. Based on this
vision system, we discuss two problems involved in the
binocular gaze stabilization process. They are fixation
point selection, vergence disparity extraction A
hierarchical approach to determining point of fixation
from potential gaze targets using evaluation function
representing human visual behavior to outside stimuli is
suggested. We also characterize different visual tasks in
two cameras for vergence control purposes and phase-
based method based on binarized images to extract
vergence disparity for vergence control is presented.
Control algorithm for vergence control is discussed.
I. Introduction
The advantages of active vision over passive vision in
enabling the robot to explore its environment and then to
adapt to the environment have been recognized by many
rcsearchers in active vision paradigm. As defined by
Ruzena Bajcsy [1], active vision is a problem of
intelligent control applied to data acquisition process
depending on the goal or task of the process. It is able for
the active vision system to improve its view point to
overcome the inherent problem involved in passive
vision that the sensor only takes in those percepts that
randomly fall onto the sensors and thus, enlarges active
vision based robot's adaptability to its environment.
From this definition we can elicit two points. The
first is what we want to see (data acquisition depending
on the goal or task of the process.). This is the problem
of visual target selection. The second idea is how to see
the selected target (intelligent control applied to data
acquisition.). This involves determination of the position
of the target and control of the vision system such that
the target can be percepted. See Fig 1.1.
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Fig 1.1 Concepts of an active vision system
Of importance to active vision is the gaze control
strategy. Gaze control can be roughly partitioned into
two categories [2]: Gaze Stabilization, which
consists of controlling the available degrees of freedom
for the active vision system such that clear images of
interesting world point is maintained, and Gaze Change,
which is motivated by the need to reduce computational
complexity of visual tasks or to gaze at a new point that
is taken into account for the visual tasks. This paper is
concerned with problems in gaze stabilization.
From the point of view of binocular visual system,
gaze stabilization means the visual axis of the two
cameras point at the point of interest. The process of
gazing at such a point is referred to as fixating and the
point to be fixated at is known as point of fixation.
Holding gaze at a selected target has several advantages in
image processing. Gazing at the selected target means to
capture the target in the part of the lens with highest
resolution. This helps quantitative or qualitative visual
performance. When the target is near the origin of an
image, perspective projection model, which involves
non-linearity, can be replaced by orthographic projection
model that simplifies many computations. Since the
fixation point has a stereoscopic disparity of zero, it is
possible to use stereo algorithm that accepts limited
range of disparity. This undoubtedly accelerates image
processing. While the target is moving, fixating at it
induces target "pop-out" [5] due to motion blur so that
segmentation is much easier.
Basiclytherearethreeproblemsinvolvedin gaze
stabilization,seeFig1.2.
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Fig 1.2 Three problems involved in gaze
stabilization
The first problem in gaze stabilization is the
determination of point of fixation FP. It is the first step
in gaze stabilization. Gazing without a fixation point is
ridiculous. The determination or selection of a point of
fixation is to find the image coordinates of the fixation
point's projection in the image plane in the presence of
many alternatives based on some criteria. As active
vision is a purposeful perception of visual targets, the
selection of fixation point will depend on the goal of
visual tasks.
The second problem is vergence disparity
measurement. The process of two visual sensors' pan
motion about their vertical axes in opposite direction to
fixate at the selected point of fixation is called vergence.
Since the optical axes are initially not pointing at a
selected point of fixation, the vergence error must be
derived so that they can be compensated for to ensure that
both optical axis are keeping directed at the target.
The third problem is also the key point of general
active vision research. An active vision system has
mechanisms that can actively control camera parameters
such as position, orientation, vergence, focus, aperture,
etc. in response to the requirements of the task. Active
vision system is, thus, not only a visual system but also
a control system. The tasks of an active vision system
are not only visual tasks but also control tasks. Therefore
the third problem is the control strategy by which gaze
stabilization can be fulfilled.
In this paper we are going to present the design of an
active vision system and deal with these problems in
binocular system's gaze stabilization with emphasis on
fixation point selection and vergence disparity extraction.
We introduce the concept of fixation point candidates
(FPC's) in the image the cameras take and use evaluation
functions to hierarchically determine the point of fixation
among all the candidates. This approach is a
mathematical representation of psychological results of
human visual behavior so that our approach has a solid
theoretical foundation. Based on binarized images, we
propose a method that robustly and efficiently extract
vergence disparity signal, i.e., the vergence error. This
error is the motivation of corresponding vergence control
action of binocular system to ensure gaze stabilization.
The method has certain advantages over existing
approaches discussed in [3] and [5].
The paper is organized as follows. In the coming
section, the design of our robot "head", i.e., the binocular
active vision system will be presented followed in
section III by the discussion of the approach to
determining point of fixation, Then in section IV,
vergence disparity extraction is discussed. The paper ends
with conclusion in section VI.
II. A Binocular Active Vision System
1. Robot "Head"
To implement binocular active gaze stabilization, a
particular apparatus is required to provide control over the
acquisition of image data. From a mechanical
perspective, a binocular active system has a mechanical
structure which provides mechanisms for modifying the
geometric or optical properties of two cameras mounted
on it under computer control. One approach is the
construction of a robot "head". The design of such a
robot "head" includes the design of a mechanical structure
on which the cameras are mounted, by which cameras
positioning can be completed as well as the design of a
control system that controls the cameras' movement and
also camera's optical parameters (which is not going to
be discussed in this paper.).
A robot "head" has at least the following degrees of
freedom:
1) Pan, which is a rotation of the two cameras about a
vertical axis passing the midpoint of the baseline;
2) Tilt, which is a rotation of the two cameras about a
horizontal axis, e.g., the baseline;
3) Vergence, which is an antisymmetric rotation of each
camera about a vertical axes passing through each
camera.. See Fig 2.1 and Fig 2.2.
Several research groups have built some robotic heads
subject to different design criteria and applications. As a
matter of fact, different realization has its own advantages
and disadvantages. As to active vision sensors, what is
more important, it seems to us, is the ability to obtain
accurate 3-D information and convenience
implementation of gaze control. Baseline adjustment
ability is added to the system in our "head" design apart
from other degrees of freedom. Baseline adjustment is the
change of distance between two vertical axes of the two
cameras, assuming the vertical axis pass the focal
point. It is considered to enhance the ability for accurate
depth perception when the vision system is close to the
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Fig 2.1 Pan, tilt motion of the robot head
Vergence
application, the view could be obstructed when the
robot ann is in close proximity to the object. Also, in
CIM applications, the "head" may need to see the
opposite face or a side face of a part. In such cases, we
can clearly feel that more "degree of freedom" should be
provided to the visual system, the head. This means that
it is better to mount the vision head on the end-effector
of a robot arm (See Fig 2.3). This configuration will
offer maximum field of view for the cameras.
Cameras 'i_
Till
Translation
Pan
Fig 2.2 Degrees of freedom of the robot
"head"
object, although the "baseline" of human visual system
is fixed. Thus the cameras can translate along tilt axis.
Note, this translation movement is antisymmetric.
Secondly, the gaze ability of a binocular active vision
system is the most significant advantage over any other
types of vision system. We choose the structure as
shown above in Fig 2.2 because this structure has
several advantages over other possible designs in gaze
control. In this design, the vergence angle and pan angle
are controlled by separate motors (Pan angle is controlled
by pan motor and vergence angle by vergence motors.)
and are orthogonal -- either parameter can be altered
without disturbing the other [3]. A mechanical advantage
of this design is its simplicity: the compact mechanisms
and fairly direct linkages facilitate rapid saccades
change[3]. The structure of our robot "head" is depicted in
Fig 2.3, where head's height adjustment ability is added
in case of necessity.
2. "Head" on a Robot Arm
Although the "head" is provided with pan, tilt,
vergence, and baseline adjustment motion abilities to
change the cameras positioning and orientation to obtain
various viewpoint for different tasks, there are still some
vision problems in application that such a "head" cannot
solve. Active vision system is not merely a vision
system, it serves for action. It will cooperate with a
robot arm to accomplish a specific task. In real
Left and
right vergence
motors
\
Robot arm
Pan, tilt
motors and
Baseline
Adjustment
Fig 2.3 A "head" mounted on the end-effector
of a robot arm
3. Robot Head's Control System Blocks
Each degree of freedom is actuated by a DC servo
motor because of its easy controllability nature. The
basic block diagram of the robot bead's control system is
shown in Fig 2.4. Each degree of freedom has its own
local controller, which are coordinated by the robot head
platform control block. The control block is interfaced
to a host computer which is also the host computer of
the whole active vision system. Control signals are
synthesized in the host computer and sent to platform
control block. The control block receives the command
from the host, does kinematic calculation to get control
signal for pan, tilt, vergence, or other motion control
purposes, and then sends them to different local
controllers to implement the control command from the
host computer. The system forms a hierarchical control
structure with three levels. The top level is the host. In
the middle, platform sub-controller communicates with
host and the bottom level local controllers as a
coordinator. The bottom level local controllers are actual
controllers for specific control task, such as pan, tilt, or
vergence,etc.
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Fig 2.4 Robot head's control system block diagram
I11, Determination of Point of Fixation
The general gaze stabilization problem is to maintain
fixation on a (moving) visual target from a moving
observer. In our case of binocular system, this means the
axis of the two cameras point at the target. Thus, the
positions of the projections of the target are at the
origins of both image plane coordinate frames. Since the
object the vision system "looks" is usually not a
geometric point that has no volume the projection of the
object in the image plane will not be a point but an area.
Then the first question we encounter is "what part of the
object should the cmneras fixate at"?
1, (;a7,¢ T_rget and Its Selection
Gaze stabilization is closely related to visual tasks the
system performs. The goal of present visual task
determines what the system should gaze. This is true
because focusing limited system resources on restricted
region of the scene, or the most important region of a
scene related to current visual task, is necessary from the
point of view of cost and complexity considerations [2].
In this paper, we are not going to discuss the problem of
"What I am going to look". This is related to "next look"
problem and is beyond the scope of our discussion in this
paper. What we discuss is the mechanism of gaze
stabilization. The problem is "How I am going to look".
This means we will tell the system what it should look.
Once it is told what to look, it is system's responsibility
to find the target and hold gaze at it.
Some human visual behaviors form our theoretical
foundation of selection of gazc target. Iluman visual
shifts when the visual systems _u-e confront with a new
stimulus. This stimulus will then become the new target
the eyes are to fixate at. The shift is wholly dependent on
the visual inforlnation and the result of thc shift is to
bring the target onto the fovea, where resolution is
highest. Psychological studies of human visual behavior
to outside stimuli reveal that any detectable feature can be
used to guide attentional shift, but color, high-contrast
region and image area with high spatial frequency being
important factors in visual search and that attention often
shifts to areas of "information detail". In a simple case,
when searching random 2-D polygonal form, eye fixation
tends to concentrate on vertices. These two criteria are
called Low-level visual stimuli criterion and High-level
visual stimuli criterion, respectively [4].
Hence, the targets that the system may hold gaze at
are corners/vertices or edge points in an image. We
choose them as potential targets not only because of the
fact that human visual attention often shifts to areas of
"information detail [4] such as vertices, edges, and axis of
symmetry, etc. but also, on the other hand,
corners/vertices and edge points are the most "salient"
features in a picture and are of extremely usefulness in
vision research. Finally, corners/vertices and edge points
are more "explicit" features than others that can be used
for study of gaze stabilization. Generally speaking, we
choose the most "salient" and "explicitly represented"
feature in an object as our promising fixation target. Our
fixation point selection is feature-based.
To select the point of fixation from among all the
corners/vertices and edge points in a picture, we need a
couple of tools. One is the approach to selecting it from
all the regular corners/vertices and edge points. We use a
hierarchical approach to find the gaze target, the fixation
point. The other is the criterion used to help in the
selection of point of fixation from potential candidates.
The criterion will be represented in the form of
evaluation function. Practically, when we are selecting
our gaze target, these two tools are used combinedly. "lhe
process of gaze target selection is described in Fig 3.1.
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Fig 3.1 A Hierarchical approach to the
determination of fixation point
We first find all the corners/vertices and edge points in
a picture. They form two separate groups. In each group,
we use evaluation function to determine each group's
possible gaze target (fixation point), which is called
fixation point candidate. Between the two candidates, we
again apply evaluation function (different from the former
evaluation function in parameters, structure, and etc.) to
find the gaze target, the fixation point. The detailed
algorithm will be given in the later sections. In the
following two sub-sections, we will first discuss
detection of comers and special edge points in an image
which form the mentioned candidate groups.
2. Corners and Special Edge Points
A. Related Work to Corner Detection
Comer detector as an image feature extractor has been
discussed in many literature. Corners/vertices are
important features of an object. They can be used for
identification of an object in the scene, for stereoscopic
matching, and displacement vector measuring [6]. In
binocular system's gaze stabilization they are
considered to be the most important fixation point
candidates.
Since comer is also an edge point where curvature
changes drastically, in the earlier approaches to detect a
corner/vertex, image is first segmented and then the
curvature of edges is computed. A corner/vertex is
declared if the curvature at the point is greater than a pre-
defined threshold and the point is also an edge point [8].
The other group of approaches of comer/vertex detection
i.e., more recent approaches, is based directly on gray-
level image. The effort was first made by Beaudet [7].
These methods measure the gradients of the image and
use an operator to measure the "comerness". These
methods can be referred to [8][9][10][11], which are
considered to be equivalent in nature [11].
An appropriate approach to comer detection for gaze
stabilization application can be found in [18]. The
approach searches for edges according to the gradient
magnitude and direction to find a micro-intersection
points, calculation of the distance from the intersection
to the current point and keep of the minimum distance.
After non-minimum suppression in the distance
distribution map, all comers can be found. The algorithm
is simple, reliable and noise insensitive and has good
localization [18]. These are important reasons that this
approach is chosen for our real-time corner-detection
application.
B. Special Edge Points
Edge points are another class of "salient" features that
can be considered as gaze target in gaze stabilization.
Clearly, we are unable to search for edge candidate from
among all the edge points since it is computationally
much too expensive to do that. And in fact, it is not
necessary to consider all the edge points. Physiological
research tells us some other interesting properties of
human visual behavior to outside stimuli. Proximity of
Stimuli [4] states that for several potential targets in the
visual field, the one which is closest to the fovea is more
likely to be selected as a fixation target and Direction of
Stimulus states that upward eye movement is preferred to
downward movement. We may conclude that, for two
potential new targets, the one that lies above and close to
current Origin of image frame is more likely to be
selected as the next fixation target than the positionally
lower and far target.
According to proximity stimuli criterion, we say only
one specific edge point on an edge line segment that is
closest to current origin of the image plane coordinate
needs taking into account. An edge point which is closest
to another point Px (here it should be the origin) that
does not lie on that edge line segment is the intersection
point (Pe) of this edge line segment and the line which
passes Px and is perpendicular to that edge line segment,
i.e., the foot of perpendicular. See Fig 3.2 (a).
In order to determine the edge point candidate, we draw
vertical lines to each detected edge line segments from the
origin of the image plane coordinate. The intersection
points thus determined are of interest and from all these
special edge points the edge point candidate will be
selected.
But note, there are two cases in which the resulting
intersection points will not be taken into account. The
first case is that the intersection point is one of the
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Fig 3.2 (a) Foot of perpendicular. (b) Inter-
section point is one of the end points. (c)
Intersection point lies on the extended line of
the edge line segment.
end points of the edge line segment, see Fig 3.2 (b).
Since end points are also corners/vertices that have been
considered, these intersection points are discarded. The
second case is that the intersection point lies on the
extended line of the edge line segment, see Fig 3.2 (c).
Thus, the computed intersection point actually does not
exist. These points also can not be considered. We
propose a simple method to detect if a computed
intersection point is on the extended line.
In the case of Fig 3.2 (a), point Pe lies on the line
segment, we have:
PiPe + PeP2 = PlP2 (3.1)
In Fig 3.2 (c) where intersection point lies on the
extended line, we have:
PiPe + PeP2 > PIP2 (3.2)
When (3.2) holds, we should discard the computed
intersection point Pe
C. Fixation Point Candidates Determination
Now, all the corners/vertices detected and edge points
that are computed form two groups. We are going to
determine the fixation point candidate (FPC's) in each
group. The approach to determine the FPC's is based on
the psychoh)gical studies conclusions oil human visual
behavior. An ev',duation function which represents both
proximity of stimulus and direction of stimulus criteria
is formulated to aid in the decision making of fixation
point candidate selection. This first evaluation function
takes the form of:
FPCi = min {otX_, X_} (3.3)
where X denotes either a comer (then X __aC) or an edge
point (then X __6E), a and b represent those points that
are positionally above or below the current origin of the
image plane coordinate fr_une. X i (i = 1, 2 ..... j, the
number of corners detected or special edge points that are
computed.) is computed as Cartesian distance between the
point and the origin and thus is:
Xi = _ + py2 (3.4)
where Px and py are the coordinate values of the point
being considered.
cz is a constant between 0 and 1, i.e., 0 <o_ <1. This
weight represents the criterion of direction of stimulus.
Then the points, a corner and an edge point, will be
selected as corner fixation point candidate and edge point
fixation point candidate in each group if they have the
minimal values of FPCi in each group. The two selected
candidates have the distances Cn,c and EFpc from the
origin, respectively.
D. Fixation Point Determination
Fixation point will now be determined between the
two candidates. The criteria for the selection is also to
apply mathematical representation of psychological
results in the form of evaluation function. The second
evaluation function for the final fixation point selection
is:
FP = sgn {[b*CFp C - EFPCI + [D(CFPC) - D(EFPC)]} (3.5)
where sgn(.) is a sign function and D(.) is the measure
of the dimension of the point being considered. If the
point lies on one of the coordinate axes, its dimension is
1, otherwise the dimension is 2. This is a measure for
control implementation. Larger dimension means more
control actions will be concerned.
13 is a constant and 0 < [3 < 1. This weight used here
represents the intention that corner is more preferred to be
selected than edge point candidates due to High-level
visual stimuli criterion.
Thus, if FP > 0, which means either the distance and
dimension of the comer candidate are greater than those of
the edge candidate or much control will be concerned
though the distance of the corner candidate is slightly
shorter than that of the edge candidate, then the edge
point candidate will finally be selected as point of
fixation.
If FP < 0, which means the opposite situation to the
above discussion, then the comer candidate will finally be
selected as point of fixation.
We may derive from the above discussion that the
determination of fixation point not only depends on the
features themselves but also the weights we select, i.e.,
ot and [3. In some sense, the selection of 0t and [3 has
important influence on decision making on fixation point
selection. We propose that
o_= 0.9 ~ 0.95 and [3 = 0.95 ~ 0.99.
The algorithm for determination of the point of
fixation is given below:
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1)Foreachcomerorspecialedgepointineachgroup,
calculateitsdistanceXi fromthelocaloriginusing(3.4),
2)Determinethecandidateforpointof fixationineach
groupusingevaluationfunction1representedby(3.3),
3) Determinethepointof fixationusingevaluation
function2representedby(3.5),
4)Getthecoordinatesof theselectedpointof fixation:(XFPL,YFPL)"
IV. Vergence Disparity Measurement
1. Problem Description
As mentioned before, gaze stabilization in binocular
system means pointing the two optical axes of two
cameras to the selected fixation point. Thus, the
positions of the projection of the fixation point are at the
origins of the two image planes. The process of realizing
fixation is called vergence. A straightforward and easy
way to do this is to select the fixation point in different
cameras separately and control the parameters of the
degrees of freedom available to each camera such that the
fixation point projects onto each origin of the image
planes coordinate frame. However, this method is not
reliable. The reason is that if fixation point is selected
separately in two cameras, we are unable to say that the
two cameras will select the same point because
geometrically the initial positions of projection of the
object in two images are quite different. The approach
proposed does not guarantee global determination (which
means determination of position of a visual target in two
images.) of the position of fixation point. This results in
non-fixation in real application.
Then , what is a reliable method'? Remember the
vergence system is also a control system. From the view
point of a closed-loop control system, the measure of the
difference, or error, between the desired input and the
actual output is important since control signal is
synthesized based on this error signal [22]. Back to our
vergence control, let's ask: "What is the error signal
involved in vergence control"? We know that fixation
point has a stereoscopic disparity of zero. This is a
"salient" feature of fixation. To achieve fixation means to
obtain zero disparity between two images. If the
disparities between the two cameras are zero, we are sure
that the two cameras are fixating at the same point. So to
compensate the disparity between two images is a direct
and reliable approach to realizing fixation.
If we accept this conclusion and try to find the
disparities, one of the images in the two cameras should
be considered as the reference image. If the image of the
left camera is chosen as reference image, we say the left
camera is the dominant camera [4]. TI" ,_, the task of
fixation point selection only affects the dominant camera.
The tasks involved in the dominant camera and its sub-
control system are:
1.(optional) Tracking if the target is in motion with
respect to the dominant camera,
2. Fixation point selection, and
3. Control of degrees of freedom to keep the optical axis
directed to the fixation point.
Now we can consider the image in the other camera,
the non-dominant camera, as the "output" of the
vergence system. Then, the difference or the disparity
between two images, are the error signal of a vergence
system. So we need to control the parameters of the
degrees of freedom available to the non-dominant camera
such that the disparity is compensated. When vergence
control results in zero-disparity, we believe that the two
cameras fixate at the same target. Therefore, tasks
involved in non-dominant camera and its sub-control
system are:
1. Vergence disparities extraction, and
2. Disparity compensation (vergence control process).
Refer to Fig 4.1
There are a lot of algorithms that deal with disparities
[16][17][18]. They are usually used to obtain a depth
map. In disparity estimation for vergence control, what
we need is an "overall" disparity estimation --- the
disparity between the images. The whole image could be
regarded as a single "big point". Our approach is Fourier
phase-based approach. It is motivated by the Fourier
translation property that a translation in spatial domain
will result a translation in frequency domain that is direct
proportional to spatial translation. When disparity exists
in two images that are taken at the same time but in
Fixation point
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \ non-
dol dominant
camera camera
Tracking disparity
extraction
Fixation vergence
point disparity
selection
Fig 4.1 Different tasks in left and right
camera for fixation
different cameras, we can regard the two images as taken
consecutively in one camera and the disparity is due to
the translation of the object. Thus, by calculating the
phase difference of two "consecutive" image, we are able
to determine the translation of the object in two
consecutive images and then the actual disparities can be
determined. Our approach is similar to [13] in that the
two methods both use phase difference as a measure of
disparity. But in [13], local disparities are important and
this is why a local filter (Gabor filter) is involved since
its goal is to obtain a depth map. In our approach, since
we are only interested in "overall" disparity, the
complicated gray-level images are used as binary images
and treated as a single "large" point. Any local analysis is
not necessary. Therefore, our approach is more suitable
to vergence control.
The advantages of our approach over the existing
approaches [3115] for vergencc control arc:
1. We simplify the image processing --- gray-level
images are used as binary images. The ideal and the
seemingly unrealistic assumption (shifted version)
becomes true in our approach.
2. The disparity is obtained directly as a function of the
image property (Here only the contour is important.). It
avoids the disadvantages contained in peak-finding
method [ 12].
3. This approach is a robust estimation of disparity.
Local occlusions and local intensity changes will not
affect the "overall" disparity estimation.
4. It is simpler in that only phases are calculated. The
computationally more expensive process of spectrum
calculation is avoided while in [3][5] peaks are found in
the spectrum analysis. Thus, presented approach is more
suitable to real time application.
2. Vergence Disparity Measurement Based on
Fourier Phase Differen¢_
It is known that the Fourier phase difference between
two consecutive images provides all the information
required to obtain the relative displacement vector[15].
The most important advantage of using complex phasc of
Fourier transform in objection position detection is that a
translation in the spatial domain directly corresponds to a
phase shift in the spatial frequency domain. When an
object is completely inside the image window, the
relationship between lx)sition and fundamental frequency
complex phase is linear [17][15]. More explicitly, the
position and the fundamental frequency complex phase
satisfy the following equation:
Aposition - window_size, Aphase (4.1)
2re
This equation can be directly obtained from the
translation property of the Fourier transform represented
by [24]:
f(x-x0, Y-Y0) ¢_ F(u, v)exp[-j2rc(ux 0 +vY0)/NI (4.2)
where we only consider fundamental frequency (u = v = 1)
and N is the window size.
If we regard the right image R(x, y) as an image that
is taken in the left camera right after the image L(x, y) is
taken and contribute the disparity to the shifts of the
movement of the object with respect to the left camera,
then, by calculating the fundamental frequency phase
change in these two "consecutive" images, we are able to
determine the disparity Xd and Yd. Once the disparities
are determined, mapping them into vergence control
system's reference input is not difficult.
It should be pointed out that the method introduced
needs 2-D Fourier transform computation. One way to
achieve faster processing is to use Fourier phase in
conjunction with projection concept [15]. The use of
projection is important because, in this way, it is
possible to achieve 1-D processing and disparity
xd and Ydcan be directly and separately obtained.
The projection of t:(x, y) along y-direction onto a-o_is
perpendicular to y-axis is defined by [ 151
= _F(x, y) dy (4.3)Fy(x)
/
Similarly, we have projection of F(x, y) along x-
direction onto y-axis:
Fx(y) = J F(x, y) dx (4.4)
i
If we consider digital images, the integration should
be represented as summation. Thus, equations (3.3) and
(3.4) becomes:
h
Fj(i) = _ F(i, j) (4.5)
j_--o
Fi0) = _2 F(i, j) (4.6)
i--0
where h x w is the window size and F(i,j) is quantized
from F(x, y).
The algorithm below describes the procedure for
vergence disparity extraction.
1. Determine an appropriate sized window such that the
object is entirely within the window.
2. Get the projections of both images along x-direction
and ),-direction using:
L(i) = y_ L(i, j), L(j) = L(i, j) (4.7)
j---o i--0
R(i) = _ R(i, j), R(j) = R(i, j) (4.8)
j--0 i=0
3. Calculate their vertical and horizontal phases, which
will be denoted by 0_, 0 [, 0_ and 0JR,respectively.
4. The difference between the two pairs of phases will be
A0i= 0_- 0_ (4.9)
A0j = 0_- 0JL (4.10)
indicate the vertical and horizontal disparities according to
(4.1).
x_,t h _{ A0' (4.11)
._ 2rt
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Ya= w • A0 j (4.12)
2re
As we have known the coordinates of the point of
fixation in the left image are X_L, YWL and the disparity
is (xd, Yd), the coordinates of the point of fixation in the
right camera will be (XFpR, Y_R), which satisfy
XFpR = XFpL + Xd and YFPR= YFPL+ YOand which will be
the reference input to vergence servo system after
kinematic transform.
V, Control Issues
The XREF and YREFare in terms of pixels. They should be
transformed to other two values in terms of pan degrees
or vergence degrees or tilt degrees, etc., through
kinematic calculation since this is the only form the
local controller can accept. As mentioned before, each
degree of freedom has its own local controller., which are
coordinated by the robot head platform control block. The
presently implemented control algorithm is PD
algorithm, i.e., the output of the controller is
proportional to the error between reference input and
system real output and the derivative of the error. This is
a typical implementation for DC motor drive system and
can be mathematically represented as:
u(t) = kp* e(t) + lq* d(t) (5.1)
where e(t) is the error between reference input ri(0 and
system's real output Y(0, i.e.,
e(t) = ri(t) - y(t) (5.2)
Different choices of the two parameters of the PD
controller, lq and kp, will result different output response.
the larger the k_, the smaller the steady error but the
larger the overshoot. The larger the I%, the more sensitive
the system, either speeding the response or resulting
oscillation. So the two parameters are empirically
selected such that the step response of the system is
slightly under-damped to achieve fast response with small
overshoot. The simulation of one of the controller's
output is depicted in Fig 5.1.
VI. Conclusions
The design of an active vision system is given with
emphasis on the ability to obtain accurate 3-D
information and on the convenience for gaze control.
Based on this design we discussed three problems
involved in binocular system's gaze stabilization process.
In fixation point selection, we argued what kind of
features can be chosen as fixation point candidates. In
this paper, we select corner/edge-point as salient feature
for fixation purposes. Studies in human visual behavior
provide us with theoretical foundation based on which
evaluation functions are formed to determine fixation
point hierarchically from between the candidates. We
should point out that appropriate target for fixation are
chosen according to visual tasks the system is
performing. Gaze control at the higher level can be
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Fig 5.1 (a) Vergence serw_ output with small
overshoot under step input. (b) The velocity
of the output.
viewed as a resource management problem [3]. This is
beyond the scope of this paper and is not taken into
account. Here, we assume that corner/edge-point could be
our appropriate target for fixation.
We characterized different tasks in left and right
cameras for vergence control and used phase-based method
to measure vergence error based on binarized images.
This approach can robustly and efficiently extracts
vergence disparities.
And in the last section we discussed some properties of
the local controller based on PD algorithm.
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Abstract
Mobile robot navigation using visual sensors re-
quires that a robot be able to detect landmarks and
obtain pose information from a camera image. This
paper presents a vision system for finding man made
markers of known size and calculating the pose of
these markers. The algorithm detects and identifies
the markers using a weighted pattern matching tem-
plate. Geometric constraints are then used to calcu-
late the position of the markers relative to the robot.
The selection of geometric constraints comes from the
typical pose of most man made signs; such as the
sign standing vertical and the dimensions of known
size. This system has been tested successfully on a
wide range of real images. Marker detection is reli-
able, even in cluttered environments, and under cer-
tain marker orientations, estimation of the orientation
has proven accurate to within 2 degrees, and distance
estimation to within 0.3 meters.
Task description
Humans are very dependent on their sense of sight
for navigation. People use both natural and man-
made landmarks to help them determine where they
are and which way they want to go next. What hu-
mans can do with the greatest of ease, however, can
be very difficult for robots. Mobile robot navigation
using visual sensors typically requires that the robot
be able to obtain pose information from a camera im-
age. This task often includes recognizing markers or
other known objects in the image and calculating the
object pose from the size and appearance.
There are several tasks that a robot navigating by
vision must deal with: the robot must to be able to ex-
tract markers from a complex environment; the robot
has to recognize these markers from many different
points of view; and the robot must determine, from
it's view of the marker, the pose (3D position and ori-
entation) of the marker. In addition, for all practical
purposes, the robot should be able to perform all of
the above tasks relatively fast (less than a few seconds
in most cases).
This paper describes a vision system that was im-
plemented for the AAAI 1993 Robot Competition in
Washington D. C. on July 11-16, 1993. All vision
"Currently at University of California, San Diego
processing was performed onboard the robot using a
80486 PC DOS based computer. A complete descrip-
tion of the design of the University of Michigan entry
can be found in [1].
The vision system is divided into a marker ex-
traction and identification step, and a pose estima-
tion step. Marker extraction finds predefined mark-
ers (black 'x's and '+'s on a white background) in
the environment and determines their pose relative
to the robot. Thus, a robot using this system should
be able to navigate autonomously using visual sensors
in a semi-constrained environment. The required ge-
ometric constraints are: the marker must stand verti-
cal; the marker and camera contain no roll; the focal
length of the camera and the camera's location rela-
tive to the robot are known; the robot is oriented in
the plane perpendicular to the marker; and the width
and height of the marker are known. Though these
constraints may seem restrictive, they are typical of
most man made signs such as traffic signs and office
door markers.
Marker detection
The marker detection phase is composed of two
main routines: the connected components routine
and the marker identification routine. The detection
phase must be both fast and accurate for the system
to be useful for most real world tasks.
To maximize speed, we make only one pass through
the entire image. During the pass, the image is
thresholded and connected components are found and
labeled. One pixel components are ignored and not
labeled. Size thresholding then filters out most of
the non-marker components. Only one pass is made
through all possible connected components. Figure 1
shows sample output from this stage. The possible
markers are outlined with a bounding box.
To identify or reject the remaining markers, a
weighted pattern matching template is used. An nxn
template matrix is created for each marker (see Fig-
ure 2). Increasing n increases the resolution of the
template, but also increases the process time. We
found n = 7 to be a good compromise. This weighted
template indicates which areas are expected to be
black and which ones white. The weights for our
matrix are currently determined by trial and error,
but we could easily replace these with machine gener-
Copyright ©1994 by the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1: The first image is a typical input im-
age. The second image shows the mark-
ers that are detected by the connected
components routine. These markers will
be identified as x, +, or neither.
b w w w w b b
b b w w b b w
w b b b b w w
w w b b b w w
w w b b b b w
w b b w w b b
b b w w w w b
Sample marker
Certainty = Er Ec f (r,c) _ 92 - 0.9583
Er E¢ Ixr¢l 96
E_ E¢ fp(r, c) 50
Certaintyp = E_Ec Ip_¢l - 140 - 0.3571
Certainty = max(Certainty_, Certaintyy (1)
]x_] if correct colorf_ (r, c) = 0 otherwise
fp(r,c)= ( _xrcl otherwiseifC°rrectcolor
Figure 3: Sample marker with calculated x and +
certainty values. "b" indicates a black
pixel; "w" indicates a white pixel, x
refers to the x template; p refers to the
+ template, r counts rows; c counts
columns. For this example, the program
is 95.8% certain that the sample marker
is an x and 35.7% certain that it is a +.
Figure 2:
1 1 -2 -8 -2 1 1
1 2 0 -1 0 2 1
-2 0 3 1 3 0 -2
-8 -1 1 8 1 -1 -8
-2 0 3 1 3 0 -2
1 2 0 -1 0 2 1
1 1 -2 -8 -2 1 1
x template
-4 -6 0 8 0 -6 -4
-2 -3 0 8 0 -3 -2
1 0 0 8 0 0 1
2 3 5 8 5 3 2
1 0 0 8 0 0 1
-2 -3 0 8 0 -3 -2
-4 -6 0 8 0 -6 -4
+ template
Weighted pattern templates for the x
and the + markers. Positive values in-
dicate expected black areas; negative ar-
eas are expected to be white. Certainty
increases with magnitude.
ated weights if a learning program were implemented.
The marker template which a component most resem-
bles is selected as the "guess" for that component.
The program generates a certainty measure with each
guess (see Figure 3) and uses this measure to accept
or reject the guess.
Each marker can have one or more templates. The
additional templates may be used to improve marker
recognition from other views.
Two types of heuristic information is also used in
identifying the markers. Some heuristics were known
before the program was written. Knowing that all +'s
have a vertical line down the center of the bounding
box, no matter what the robot's relative position, has
strongly emphasized the importance of the center line
in the template. Other heuristics were not learned or
incorporated until after the program had been tested.
Diagonal lines often scored high enough certainty val-
ues to be considered x's. Adding a specific test to ver-
ify that each possible x is not a diagonal line solved
this problem.
Pose estimation
The three dimensional position and orientation
(pose) of the markers is also determined. Such in-
formation is useful for performing further analysis.
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Onepossibleapplicationof theposeestimational-
gorithmis thedetectionofroadsigns.Onceasign's
poseiscalculatedthepixelscorrespondingto thesign
canbemappedto anorthographicprojection.Since
virtuallyall characterrecognitionalgorithmsassume
anorthographicprojection,thiswouldallowfor much
improved character recognition.
For the robot competition, the pose of the mark-
ers also represents the pose of the box to which the
marker is attached. One phase of the competition re-
quires the robot to autonomously move the box from
one location to another. The marker pose is used to
guide the robot to the box such that the box can be
pushed to the appropriate location.
Geometric constraints are used to calculate the po-
sition of the markers relative to the robot. First, the
marker is expected to be mounted on a planar sur-
face and that the four corners of the marker are de-
tected from the low level image processing (marker
extraction and identification). The markers dimen-
sions are also know in advance. Second, the marker
is standing vertical. As mentioned before, this is not
an unreasonable constraint as many man made signs
stand vertical. Finally, the calibration parameters of
the camera are known, including orientation of the
camera relative to the robot and the camera's focal
length. Also, there should be minimal* camera roll
(rotation about the Z axis).
These geometric constraints form a set of 24 equa-
tions in 18 unknowns defining the position of the four
corners of the markers. This provides an overcon-
strained set of equations which is solved using the
method of least squares. The final result are the 3D
position of the four corners of the markers. For the
given application, the orientation of the markers and
the distance to the center of the marker are calculated
from the four 3D positions. These two values are used
by the robot to navigate to the markers so that more
accurate identification and pose calculations can be
made.
Utilizing Geometric Constraints
Figure 4 depicts the geometry of the imaging pro-
cess with the bounding box of a '+' marker being
mapped to the image plane. Both the width (w) and
height (h) of the markers are known. The three di-
mensional unit direction vectors nl, n2, n3, and n4,
which are directed from the known focal center of the
camera/_ towards the unknown marker position vec-
tors/71, /72, /73, and if4, are calculated. This calcu-
lation is feasible given the position of the focal center
of the camera #, and given the four sensor plane 2D
position vectors pl, p2, p3, and p4. These 2D vectors
correspond to the mapping of the corners of the mark-
ers onto the sensor plane. Due to the imaging process,
distances dl, d2, d3, and d4 are unknown (where dn
*Current experimentation indicate that both a marker
tilt and marker (or camera) tilt of up to 10 degrees do not
significantly effect the calculation of the position of the
marker. In addition, the effects on the orientation also
seem negligable relative to other errors. Further testing is
being performed.
Z_
1' 2
Figure 4: Mapping of objects onto the image plane.
X=
camera sensor plane
• Yr
Figure 5" Locations of coordinate frames
is the distance in 3D space from p_ to P_n). Figure 5
shows the coordinate frame assigned to the camera's
sensor plane q/, and its relation to camera's 3D coor-
dinate frame q/c, the image coordinate frame q/i, and
the robot coordinate frame q/r.
It is assumed that the camera focal length is known
and that the pose of the camera relative to the robot
is also know. Then all points are transformed to the
robot coordinate frame q/r- This results in the follow-
ing equations of known vectors:
nl = I-ply, -ply, f]
n2 = [-p2z, -p2_, f]
n3 = [-p3_,-p3y, f]
,_4 = [-v4x, -p4_, f].
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
The vector equations with unknowns are:
ffl = dl x nl (6)
V2 = d2 × (7)
/53 = d3 × n3 (8)
/:74 = d4 x n4. (9)
In addition the following constraint equations arise
given the marker is standing vertical and that the
camera and marker have no roll (rotation about the
Z axis). Here dl, d2, d3, and d4 are the distances from
the camera focal center to the unknown 3D points P1,
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P2, P3, and P4.
P2_: = dl x nl_: + w x nw_ (10)
P2_ = dl x nly + w x nwy (11)
P3_: = d4 x n4:_ + w x nw_: (12)
P3y = d4 x n4_ + w x nwy (13)
P4_ = dl x nl_ + h (14)
P3. = d2 x n2_ + h (15)
dl x nl_ = d2 x n2_ (16)
d4 x n4_ = d3 x n3_ (17)
P4_ = PI_ (18)
P4y = Plu (19)
P3_ = P2_ (20)
P3y = P2y. (21)
These equations can be expressed as an overcon-
strained system of linear equations with the above 24
equations and the 18 unknowns of dl, d2, d3, d4, It1,
/_2, /_3, /_4, and nTv. The two dimensional unit vec-
tor n_w has an x and 9 component, nw_: corresponds
to the x component of the vector pointing from /_1
to /_2, and nwu corresponds to the y component of
this vector. There is no z component to nTv since the
markers, and the camera, are assumed to have no roll.
Equations 2 thru 21 result in the matrix equation
= Ae, (22)
where ff is the 24 element known vector
g=(O, O, O, O,O, O, O, O, O, O, O,O, O, O,O, O,
O,O, O, H, H,O, O, O,O)
(23)
and _ is the 18 element unknown vector
£=(PI_, P2_, P3_, P4_, P1 u, P2 u, P3y, P4y, (24)
P l z , P2_ , P3_ , P 4_ ,dl , d2, d3, d4, nwx , nwy)
and the matrix A is the following:
"1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000-nlx 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 -n2x 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 -n3x 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 -n4r 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0000-nly 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0000 0 -n4x 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0000 0 0 -n3y 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0000 0 0 0 -n4y 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lO00-nlz 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O0 0 -n2z 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0010 0 0 -n3z 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0001 0 0 0 --n4z 0 0
0-11 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0-11 0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0-10 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0-10000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 --n3z n4z 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 nlz --n2z 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0010 0 --n2z 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O001--nlz 0 0 0 0 0
0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 O000--nlx 0 0 0 -W 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 O000-nlx 0 0 0 0 -W
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 -n4x-W 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0000 0 0 0 -n4y 0 -W
Results
The accuracy of the pose estimation algorithm is
measured by the error between the estimated and true
marker distance and orientation. Robustness refers to
the program's ability to detect markers and make rea-
sonable pose estimations in complex situations such
as cluttered images, tilted camera, uneven floor, etc.
A set of experiments have been performed which test
these measures.
The testing of this vision system has produced
promising results. Marker extraction and identifica-
tion is very accurate, even in cluttered images. Mark-
ers can be extracted at orientations of up to 60 de-
grees. Pose estimation is possible in the range of
one to seven meters. Distance can be determined to
within .2 meters when the marker is at an orientation
of 50 degrees. Marker orientation can be as accurate
as 1 degree; the ground truth measurements of orien-
tation is approximately 1 degree, so any error at this
resolution could be a factor of either the vision sys-
tem or the ground truth measurements of the marker
orientation. These results were obtained on low res-
olution images of 315 by 200 pixels. Figure 6 shows
two sample images with the calculated marker pose
projected onto the images.
The system should be able to extract only and all
markers in an image. If a tradeoff must be made,
then it is prefered to that non-markers be identified
as markers. The robot can then approach false mark-
ers and perform further analysis to determine that
indeed this marker is not a false positive. To make
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Figure 7: Plot of the error in calculated distance as
actual distance increases and with zero
box orientation.
Figure 6: Two sample images with the calculated
marker pose projected on top.
such an analysis more tractable, the vision system
should output a confidence value with each marker
sighting, which would be used by the robot to deter-
mine which markers need further analysis. With each
classification, the marker detection algorithm gener-
ates a certainty value as given in equation 1, and the
pose estimation algorithm generates _i, the residual
from the least squares fit as
_f = A_- _7 (25)
These two values, residual and certainty, are avail-
able to the robot to help determine how to accept the
marker and its pose.
The experiments involved processing of 42 images,
each having two to four markers. Only once did the
marker detection step identify a non-marker object as
a marker (a false positive). The program only missed
existing markers when oriented at angles greater than
50 degrees and often detects markers up to 70 degrees.
The original purpose of the marker size threshold
was to eliminate obvious non-marker components as
soon as possible and reduce the number of connected
components that are processed by the marker iden-
tification routine. If the user can set the threshold
to limit the size of the markers to a small range,
fewer extraneous components are then processed by
the marker identification routine, reducing the chance
of false positives. Unfortunately, a small range also
limits the distance at which markers can be recog-
nized. During testing, it was found that a narrow size
threshold was not crucial for accurate identification.
Marker sizes in the distance images ranged from about
50 pixels at seven meters to over 1000 pixels at one
meter. Even with such a wide size range, the program
returned a false positive only once, while successfully
finding over 100 markers in 42 test images.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 are plots of some of the experi-
ments. The first plot displays the calculated distance
error as a function of distance to the marker. All tests
resulted in an error of less than 0.4 meters and over
half being less than 0.2 meters. As expected, the re-
sults show that the error generally increases as the
distance from the object increases. The main excep-
tion being the two data points around 6 meters that
have a very small error. More data points are needed
to determine if this is the not due to some unfore-
seen anomaly of the algorithm, or just chance, as we
suspect it is.
Figure 8 displays the results from the experiment
to test the distance accuracy as a function of marker
orientation. The marker detection algorithm can not
reliably segment markers at orientations above 60 de-
grees, hence the orientation plots only extend from
zero to 60 degrees. An orientation of 0 degrees cor-
responds to the marker being perpendicular to the
imaging plane. All these tests were from a distance of
2.16 meters. The distance error is within 0.13 meters
with a marker orientation between zero degrees and
50 degrees.
Figure 9 represents the experiment to test the ori-
entation calculation accuracy as a function of marker
orientation. All the tests were from a distance of
2.16 meters again. This plot displays the interest-
ing feature that the error is minimal between 30 and
60 degrees. Also, the error increases from 30 degrees
back to 0 degrees of marker orientation. This effect
is due to the perspective transformation; when ob-
jects are perpendicular to the imaging plane, small
perturbations in the objects orientation make even
smaller changes in the view as mapped to the imaging
plane. The small perturbation effects increase as the
angle increases (object becoming less perpendicular
to the imaging plane). This effect causes fairly large
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Figure 8: Plot of the error in calculated distance as
box orientation changes and at constant
distance of 2.16 meters.
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Figure 9: Plot of the error in calculated box ori-
entation as actual box orientation in-
creases.
changes in the orientation of the markers (when the
object is almost perpendicular to the imaging plane)
to account for small changes in the mapping of the
marker onto the image plane. Hence, small changes
in marker orientation go unnoticed by the algorithm
when the object orientation is much less than 30 de-
grees. Perhaps more appropriately, small errors in the
pixel locations of the four corners of the marker result
in large changes in the computed object orientation
when orientations are less than 30 degrees. Errors
in the marker detection algorithm become more cru-
cial under small orientation angles, with our experi-
mental results showing this to be true as well. This
marker orientation sensitivity can be shown analyt-
ically as well. Figure 10 shows a two dimensional
representation of the problem. For our experiments,
the variables f, D, and L are known and have values
of 0.0085 meters, 2.16 meters and 0.23 meters respec-
tively, f corresponds to the camera focal lenght, D
the distance from the camera to the marker, and L
the width of the marker. The following equations are
basic geometry equations from Figure 10:
Lp = Dl/f (26)
O= 180- atan(//t) (27)
_----._1- D .I/_
Figure 10: The two dimensional representation of
the orientation of the marker relative to
the imaging plane.
]3 = arcsin((Dl/(fL))sin(O1 )) (28)
a = 180- 0- ft. (29)
Now solving for o_as a function of l,
a(l) = arctan(f )- arcsin(DL-l _), (30)
and its derivative with respect to I is
do_(I) fl -_ 1 + - D f2, (31)
dl -- -_
1-3"1 L -1 1 -t- _-
il D2L-2(1-4-,_)
Figure 11 represents the plot of a(l) for values of l
from zero to __L, and Figure 12 is a plot of _ for
the same range of I. Notice the sharp knee in _ at
l _ 0.0007. This shows that for I < 0.0007 meters the
magnitude of the rate of change of a with respect to l
is fairly constant and small. However, for I > 0.0007
meters, the magnitude of this rate of change increases
very rapidly, meaning that small perturbations in the
length l (the measured width of the marker) result
in large changes in the marker orientation. When
the marker detection process introduces small spatial
measurement errors, for example, due to quantization
of the image and the due to the marker segmentation
process itself, then the resulting estimated orienta-
tion errors may be very large when I > 0.0007 meters.
This corresponds to the experimental results as shown
in Figure 9. Also, from the plots in Figure 12 and 11,
the location of the knee at 0.0007 meters corresponds
to an angle of approximately 0.6 radians or 34 de-
grees. This in turn, corresponds to the experimental
findings that the orientation error increases for val-
ues of marker orientation less than approximately 30
degrees.
Conclusions
Results from this project indicate that it is possible
to obtain useful pose information from a camera im-
age in real time on a general purpose computer such
as a 80486 based PC. Additional tests on the sensitiv-
ity of pose estimation to various parameters such as
focal length value perturbations and marker size are
planned. In addition, we will be studying the trade-
offs between process time (i.e. image resolution) and
accuracy.
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Abstract
We Iwre propose a segmentation algorithm of texture image for COlll-
puter vision system ou space robot. An improved Adaptive Reso-
nancr Theory(ART2) for analog input patterns is adapted to clas-
sify the image based on a set of textur,- image features extracted I)3'
a fast Spatial (;ray Level Dependence Method (SGLDM). The non-
linear threshohling functions in input layer of tile neural network
have been constructed by two parts: frstly to reduce the effection of
image noises on the features, a set, of siglnoid fimctions is chosen de-
pending on the types of the feature; secondly, to enhence the contrast
of the feature's, we adopt fuzzy mapplag functio,s The cluster num-
ber in outl)ut layer can be increased by an autogrowiug mechauism
constantly when a new pattern happens. Experimental results and
orginal or seglnented pictures are shown, including the comparison
between this al)proach aud K-means algorithln. The system written
by (I language is performed on a SUN-4/330 sparc-station with an
image board IT-150 and a ('CD camera.
1. Introduction
Segment at ion aud classification of textured images have beeu consid-
erable attentiou to contain significant discriminatory iuformalion for
image segmentation iu a variety of application, such as terrain <-Iassi-
fication, military surveillance and recognition, remoIe sensiug images
aud I>iomedical image analysis 1. Although texture is a fundamental
characteristic of images , the complexity involved in its quautifica-
lion has presented its effective incorl)oration into the segmentation
process.
ill this paper, the neural network of an improved Adaptive Res-
onance Theory (ART2) is presented to segment an image consisting
of several regions with different textures. Artificial neural networks
offer several advautages over couventioual classification techniques,
due to their high coml)utatiou rate, great degree of fault tolerance
and unsupervised ability. The number of researches have engaged ou
tile researc[llllent by neural networks 2°~31.
In this pal)re', section 2 defines the texture feature lypes which
are derived froln co-occurrel|ce matrixes and selection of maximum
alld Ininimunl measure wiudow for feature exlractiou of the texture
image. Section 3 describes an al)proach of improved ARq_'2 neural
network with alterable coml)etitive layer (P_ lay,_r). The nonlinear
Ihresh<>hling fur(ion in Ul layer is displaced Ik_ a fuzz3 mapld]lg
filnction. Sect ion 4 shows the results of exl)ex'mlents and illust rat ion.
2. Feature extraction of texture inaage
Whether the segmentatiou of texture image is good or not depends
on the extraction of texture features. There are mmfi_er of Ihe ap-
proaches to have been developed for feat ure extract ion of the text tire
image: Fourier power spectrum method (FPSM)3,spatial texlur_
energy _, Marker random field model r, (;ibbs random field model sg,
zero-sunl filter masks 14 gray level run length method (GLRLM)
Io. spalial gray level dependece nwthod (S(;LDM) 2, gray level dif-
fel'ellce method ((;LDM) 11 and other methods ,_.t2 la15 Sore," of
these lnethods helong to statistical method, others to structural one.
Among tllelll, spatial gray le'.'el del)endence method, which is intro-
duced by Ilaralick t+tal, in their paper 2, is one of th, _ most successful
stalistical rel)resentation for the texture '1"11o featllre Illeasllrell/ellt
from ro-occurreuce matrices in tile SC;LI)M is rather similar to the
knowledge eel)lured I)y the hunLan e',es, and provides a cotp,'Pltieut
way to represent the properties of objec! Iextares. '¢Ueszka _t al.
exl)m'imenlally compared feature ou terrain imaw-s aim found thai
S(;LDM is more powerful lhan tile GLDM. (;RLM, and FPSM j'
Ohanian et al also petalled that the features hy SGLDM were boi-
ler Ihau Markm random field, mult i-chanlwl filtering feel tires, and
fi'actal based features 1_ It is known, however. Ihal the S(-_LDM
requires much processing time and great numl_er ofmelnory. Ouly
for mean probability distribution. 234 limes of u|uhiplication in Ihe
S(;LI)M are dolle wheu a measured image is a size 6,t× 64 with gra 3
level 128, and the toutlency will be raised at expoltellt rate with the
elllarg+,meut of the image size, particularls, Ihe iucrease of gray-level
Itlllllber.
In this paper, we use a set of simplifed equations based on a
facl that rows or columns around the rurreut pixel are included or
excht,led almostly at the sam, _ time while the measured window is
displaced in the horizontal or vertical direction of the iutage, so we
couhl make the equation be simplif.d viewing from the pixels of
r_v,w(columns) both excluded and included from a window rather
than a pixel method 4 Some calculations are done one lime in a
r(m or cohmm instead of Olle ill a pixel, so algorithm in the paper
consumes much less time than llarilick'_ method.
We delined a co-occurrence lnalrix of relative frequencies wilh
which two pixels separated by dislaw'e d al a sp,'cilied angle occur
on tlw image, one with gray level i and Ill,- olhel wilh gray level j.
1991 I)y lhe American Inslilule of Am'onaulics aml Astronautics, hw. All rie.ltls
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A distance of one pixel, i.e. the measuring wiudow slides over the
inaage in one step length I ill both horizontal and vertical direction
and angle quantixed to 45 o intervals, or 0°, 45 °, 90 °, and 135 ° will
be used. We give a set of simplified equations:
( 1 ) Meaal
1 + ._
,nk = ,n__L+-;7_.(iL,.+j+,.--tk.,.--j'_:.) (1}
(2) Variance
1 _-_j( _,) +(j_ r) --( _r) --0k r) ]+ "k-'--"_ (2)-- i + 2 .+ 2 i- 2 .- 2 _ 2
N ....
(3) Correlation
C_ =
(4) Energy
Let
[Ck-,__l +
-_ 2..,t k,,.,'k.,-- i[ ,.j'L,)+ -- (3)
L- - Nk-1 J- = 1/(N__I -2)
Nk-i - 2'
L+ = Nk-i J+ = 1/(Nk-1 + 2)
N_-t +2'
E_" = (L-)2E_'_, + (J-)2(a - 4M__I) (4)
where
(5) Entropy
E + = (L+)ZE+_, + (J+)_(a + 4my_l) (5)
2 ifi#jam 4 = (6)
EP_- = L-EP__ t - L- log(L-) - A- (7)
EP + = L+EP+_ t - L+ log(L + ) - A + (8)
{ 2J-(M_._l(i-_,,,j_.,)- l)log{L-(Mk_,(i_.,,jf,_)- 1)4-
,4- = 2J-Mk_,(i'_.,.,j_.,)logL-Mk_l(i'_.,.,j_,,)) i# j
J-( m_._ ,(i;._, if.,)- 2)log(L-(ah_ t(i_,,, j[,,. ) - 2)-t-
J -Mk _ l(i_-,,.,j_., )log L- mk - 1(i'_.,, j_, _) i=j
2J + M i+ "+ + "+ "+
( ' k- 1(k,r, 3k.,) + 1)log(L (M__,(,_,_, _'k.,) + 1)
A + = 2J+Mi_lti_,,,3_,r)logtL+Mk_t(i_.r,it;.r).a.-_.._._.__.. i# J
J +(Mk _ ,(i+, ,j+.,) + 2)log(L+(Mk_l (i_., ,j+ ,) + 2)
J+ M__l(i+,,j_,)log(L+ Mk_,li+,,j_,.) i=j
10rd narily rather than using a single displacement be_-auae snudl vMtms for
step length d yield the best results for the extraction of inm$_" featm_s proved
by Weszka at. al. "_
(6)Contrast
2 .+ .+ 2
T_ = T__t + _ Z[0Lr - JLr) - (i_-.r - j_-,r)_)] (9)
(7) Homogeneity
H_ = H__, +
2
-_ El(l+(i+,,.-j_,.h-i-(l+(i_,,.-j_,,_}-' } (lO)
where the _ is the _"_=i, the L stands for the length of the row
or column, i.e. the wide of measuring square window, the M(ij)
is the element of a co-occurrence matrix, superscipts '%" and "-"
express for a pixel (x,y) included or excluded from the window. The
equations for both energy and entropy features are used to the case
considering a pixel included or excluded from the window because of
the noulinear decomposition for square aud logarithm functions
3. Improved ART2
Connectionist classification used here is called Adaptive Resonance
Theory(ART) 24~_r. In general, ART is divided into two types de-
pending on input patterns. ART1 is applied to solve binary input
problem, ART2 is available to both binary aa_d analog inputs. In the
paper, the ART2 is used to classify the texture image because the
20 features (five for each angle) belong to gray-scale patterns.
The classifier in the ART2 consists mainly of two subsystems: the
attentional subsystem mad the orienting subsystem. The former is
composed of tim Short-Term Memory (STM) and Long-Term Mem-
ory (LTM} elements.
3.1 Short-Term Memory (STM)
The F_. the input representation field, and F_, the category rep-
resentation field(competitive mechanism), are the two STM main
components.
F, is composed of three layers with STM activation equations as
(see Fig. 1 )
p, = u, + Eg(y_)Z_, (11)
P,
q, = _ (12)
v, = f(x,) + bf(q,) (13)
(14)
_' = _+ II,' 11
w+ = I, + au, (15)
Wl
_"- *+ II_,It (16)
where a,b, and e are constants, y, is the STM activation of the Jth
/:_ neuron, II ]1 is the L2 norm, f() is a nonlinear threshold function:
0 forO<x<O
2(_) _ forO<x<o (17)
f(x}---- 1 -- 2(_) :_ foro<x</3
1 for_>d
where the feature noises are suppressed by seting f(x) to zero when
0 _< t < 0. The fuzzy mapping function is used to enhence the
contrast amon_ the features, and makes the invut patterns classified
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Fig.1.TypicalART2architecture25,26.27
moreasily.Tilenormalizationmechanisnlkeepsthepatternfi'om
saturation ill spite of the constant presence of tile pattern during
the learning process. The F1 layer provides internal feedback and
a correlation between normalized bottom-up and top-down patterns
to stabilize all activities in the STM before traasmitting tile output
of the F1 layer to the F2 layer.
3.2 The search phase
[n the F2, a competitive mechanism is used to choose a winning
neuron. Firstly, the input pattern of the Fx is applied to the bottom-
up adaptive filter by the bottom-up adaptive weight Z, 3.
T: = __,p,Z,j for) = 1,2 ..... K (18)
where K is the total number of existing categories in the F2, then
the vector T is put in the order from minimum value to maxiumm
one. We here suppose the Jth neuron in the F2 is selected if this
neuron becomes maximally active one among the neurons not to be
reset, in tile trial, i.e.
Ys = maz(T:) j = 1,: 9..... K_, (19)
where Ks is the total number of the categories not to be used, then
only winning neuron in the F_ has nonzero outputs.
d if the Jth F2 neuron is the wil_oer based ong( T_ ) = max(Xg_ piZij) and it has not been reset in the trial0 otherwise
(20)
Tile top-down pattern g(_) is then feedback to lhe Fl by top-down
adaptive weight Z.ii and compared to the original bottom-up pattern
to see if a correct match has been made by au activated orienting
subsystem.
3.3 Orienting subsystem
The orienting subsystem helps to directly search for the categories
in the F.. When the subsvstem is activated, the bottolu-UO oattern
vectorp and tile top-down pattern vectoru are utilizedto calculate
the degree of match (vectorr)
a, + cp,
r, = (21}
e+ II. II+ l[ cp11
if the choise in the F_ is correct, i.e.
Ill r I1>p (22)
where p stands for the vigilance factor or match sensitivity parame-
ter. At this time, adaptive resonm_ce is considered to have occured
and entered to the categories in the Long-Term Memory (LTM). If
the choice is incorrect, another neuron with maximum output, value
among the existing neurons not to be selected will be selected as a
possible winner candidate. The new cmldidate may cause yet an-
other nfislnatch, hence another reset happens and the selection of
yet another neuron, eventually, either the bottom-up pattern will be
placed in an existing category or learned as the first example of a
new category in the F2 layer. It is possible for an aulogrowing mech-
anism to be activated to create a new catogory if no category in tile
F_ could be used to save the new one.
3.4 The Long-Term Memory (LTM)
Tile LTM is made up of two componeuts, the bottom-up adap-
tive weight Zij and the top-down adaptive weight Zji. When the
lnatch operation in the orienting subsystem occures successfully, the
bottom-up and top-down weights should be adjusted. The weights
can been obtained easily by
g,_ = u, (23)
1-d
Zj, = u, (24)
1-d
The procedure in the improved ART2 can be sunmmrized as:
Step 1. hfitialize bottom-up and top-down adaptive weights Zi.i and
Zji in the LTM.
Step 2. Apply a new input pattern.
Step 3. Stabilize the output vectors u(or p} of the Fl layer by
repeated operating Eqs. 11 _ 16, including noise reduction and con-
trast enhencement by a nonlinear thresholding fimction and fuzzy
mapping functiom
Step 4, Compule the output vector p by Eq. 18.
Ntep 5. Select a winner neuron by Eqs. 18 and 19 if neurous not to
be selected exist,, else go to step 7.
Step 6. Apply Eq. 21 to deternfine whether the selected top-down
winner pattern matches the bottom-up input u within a certaiu ac-
cept, ance level of vigilance, if Eq. 21 is nol true, the selected winner
aeuron in the F_ is disabled and return to step 5 ill order to choose
another winner neuron ; else go to slep 8;
Step 7. Antogrowing mechanism is actival,.d to create a new cate-
gory.
Step 8. Ouly adjust the bottom-up and top-down adaptive weights
with respect to the matched winner neurou by Eqs. 23 and 24.
Step 9. Before taking the next new input pattern, neuron whidl has
been disable int step 6 will be enabled. The process returu to step 2
if a new input paltern at least exists, else exit tile system.
Viewing fi'om the ilnproved ART2 algoritlun, if the network for
an input patten has learued previously to recognize the pattern, then
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(a) tb)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2. (a)origillal, natural lexture image, (b) segmentation by K-means algorithn_,
(c) energy segmeutatiou by the improved ART2 oldy with noise reduction, (d) en-
ergy seglnentaliou by the improved ART2 with both iLoise reduction and contrast
ell heliCelllen t.
a resonant state will be achieved quickly when that pattern is pre-
sented, adaptive process will reinforce the memory of the stored pat-
tern by formulas. If the pattern is not immediately recognized, the
network will rapidly search through its stored patterns looking for a
malch. If no nmlch is found, it will enter a resoltaut state whereul)on
the pattf'ru will be stored as a uew category for the firsl time
if unused ueurons in the COml)elitive layer exist. Otherwise, a ilew
m.urou should b_ created automatically by lhe autogrowil_g mech-
anism the I:',.,layer to store tile new parterre Thus, the network is
able to resl)oml lastly to previously learned dala, yet learn novel
dal,a when those" are I)resenled.
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4. Experiment results
The performance of tho segment algorithnl by improved ART2 is
examined by a series of experiments on image containing different
textures. Tile size of each image is 100 x 109 with 256 gray levels.
Tile size of ulaximunl and minimum measuring window is defined as
l 1 × 11 and 33 x 33, respectively.
For the texture features from lhe image by fast SGLDM algo-
rithm, tile l(-means algoritluu is used lr (shown in Fig. '2 {b)).
However, tile K-means algorithm has following disavantages:
* Supervised learning mode: the number of clusters must be set.
in advance, the different number may classify different results;
,, Slow real-time ability: time of classification will raise at expo-
nent rate with the cluster number increased;
* Unstability: the results of classification depends on the preci-
sion of feature extraction, when the extraction of the texture
features has slightly change, the classifing result, aright be dif-
ference.
Compared to the K-means algorithm, the ART2 has many advan-
tages, such as unsupervised training, bigh computation rates, and
great, degree of fault tolerance (stalility/plasticity).
In our test, the features, i.e. energy, etitropy, correlation, ho-
mogeneity and inertia (or called as contrast), are used in texture
analysis. The features have been proved 1o be a high degree of accu-
racy for the extraction of texture image features 3. The parameters
a, I), c, d, e, 0 and p is selected in advance, a=b=10., c=0.25, (1=0.8,
e= 10 -6. the selection of O depends on different texture features and
tlUalltized angles of the features. For instance, the noise of each an-
gle for the energy feature in the lest is similar, so the value of 0 is
selected as 0.23 in ever)' angle of the feature_ On the other hand, the
noise of eacl| angle for the contrast feature is slightly different, the 0
isset to 0.1, 0.12, 0.2, and 0.1 for (be feature along t,o angle 0 °, 45 °,
90 °, and 135 °. respectively. The Fig 2. Ca] is the origiual texture
linage. The Fig. 2. (c) is the seguaenting result, of the improved
ART2 only with noise reduction. It is seen from the Fig. 2. {c) to
greatly improve the segmentation of the texture image. The Fig. 2.
(d) shows that the segmentation operation is further good after not
only the noise reduction but also the feature euheucemel_t are done.
The SGLDM provides the lnost powerfitl statistical representation
for seglnent, ation and identification of texture images. Its problem,
consuming time has been improved greatly by a fast algoritluu.
An improved Adaphve Resouance Theory(ART2) for analog in-
put patterns is adapted to classify the image based oil a set of texture
image features extracted by a fast SGLDM. The uon-linear thresb-
olding fimclions iu the ART2 F 1 layer have been composed of two
parts: to reduce the effection of image noises on the features, a set
of sigmoid functions is chosen depending on the types of tile feature;
to enhence the contrast of the features, we adopt fuzzy multz-regton
mapping functwns The cluster uuml_er in output layer eau be in-
creased by an autogrowing mechanism constantly when a new pat-
tern happens. The system written by C language is performed on
a SUN-4/330 sparc-station with an image board IT-150 and a CCD
¢alnera.
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NETWORK -
Microwave Vision (MV), a concept originally
developed in 1985 [1] could play a significant role
in the solution to robotic vision problems.
Originally our Microwave Vision concept was
based on a pattern matching approach employing
computer based stored replica correlation
processing. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
processor technology offers an attractive
alternative to the correlation processing
approach, namely the ability to learn and to adapt
to changing environments. This paper describes
the Microwave Vision concept, some initial
ANN-MV experiments, and the design of an
ANN-MV system that has led to a second patent
disclosure in the robotic vision field [2].
MICROWAVE VISION CONCEPT
Microwave Vision is similar to a bistatic
radar system" Electromagnetic waves are
radiated into the observation space, the reflected
/
f
J
signals are received and processed to yield range
and bearing to the object. Typically radars
radiate pulsed RF signals. MV is instead based
on the measurement and processing of a
distinctive set of spectral lines. Similar to some
high resolution radars, MV identifies the object by
the spectral character of the reflected returns.
MV differs from bistatic radar systems in two
important aspects: 1) MV signals span much
larger radio frequency bandwidths and 2) MV
systems operate in the "near field" of the object.
Precise position information and accurate object
identification is achievable when operating at
short ranges over very wide frequency ranges.
l
The spectra returned from different objects
become more distinct by using an illumination
spectrum that spans the natural electromagnetic
resonance of these objects. For example,
identification of a 10 cm tall object is based on
signals containing frequencies in the
neighborhood of 3 GHz. Figures 1, 2 and 3
demonstrate a simple version of the MV concept.
One dipole transmits and the second receives a
/
9-93-004
Figure 1. Six cm Tall Equiangular Wedge and Dipole Array Geometry
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set of 10 spectral frequencies, evenly
distributed between 2 GHz and 6 GHz. The
reflected signals, as measured by the current
on the second dipole, are strongly dependent
on the particular object illuminated as shown
by comparing the spectrums shown in
Figure 3. Here, real and imaginary spectral
components of the RF signal, reflected from
the 6 cm tall equiangular wedge, and those
reflected from the 6 cm cube are displayed.
The two objects are clearly distinguishable
through the contrast of their respective
spectral returns.
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Figure 3(b). Receive Current Level (Real
Part) Cube (solid line), Wedge (dashed line)
The original MV concept was based on
the correlation of measured spectral patterns
with patterns "measured" from previous
calibrations. During these early experiments
the Correlation Coefficient R was recorded as
a function of the water depth in a coffee cup.
When the cup was full, the correlation to a
previously recorded full cup spectral pattern
was equal to unity. As the water depth was
reduced, the spectrum responses changed,
reducing the correlation value from unity to a
minimum of 0.25 when the cup was
completely empty. This simple experiment
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clearly demonstrated that the MV correlation
process can yield information that is difficult to
acquire with purely optical systems. The original
correlation process was effective, but the
trainable ANN processing technique has many
additional advantages.
Artificial neural networks are ideal for use in
an MV system, because unlike a computer or
signal processor they are not programmed in the
classical sense, but are instead trained using in
this case, the MV spectrum measurements as the
training stimulii.
ANN-MV PROOF OF CONCEPT SYSTEM
Our experimental ANN-MV system, shown
in Figure 4, was trained to guide a simple robotic
hand to a position that encloses the object. This
system, used transmit and receive antennas
mounted on the robotic hand to excite and
receive reflected signals from simple objects. A
center Vivaldi antenna sequentially transmitted a
set of discrete signals that were received by the
two outer antennas that form a pair of fingers on
the robotic hand. Two sets of measurements are
needed to resolve the signals reflected from the
illuminated object. Each measurement set is
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recorded when the HP measurement channel is
sequentially connected to one of the outer
antennas. Object location measurements contain
the sum of two sets of spectrums, the spectrum of
the signal directly transmitted from antenna to
antenna plus the desired signal spectrum that
represents the signal radiated to the object of
interest and reflected into an outer antenna. The
reflected signal spectrum of interest is obtained
by subtracting an initially measured baseline
spectrum, a spectrum which was recorded when
the object was absent. The resultant reflected
signal is then inserted into the first layer of the
ANN system.
Artificial neural network processing, as used
in ANN-MV, is based on training the connecting
weights between an input layer, a hidden layer
and the output layer of an i80170 Intel Processor.
Other ANN processing algorithms or processing
techniques could have been investigated, but the
availability of the Intel Chip and the relative ease
of back propagation training [3] led to early
experiments using the unit.
Many ANN based system applications are
plagued with preprocessing problems associated
with the generation of input vectors significant to
MICROVAX B _ HP NETWORK _--'XMIT
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Figure 4. Schematic of Experimental ANN-MV System
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the resolution problem. Microwave Vision affords
a natural set of input vectors, i.e., those real and
imaginary parts of the spectral lines reflected from
the object and recorded at the receive antennas,
as shown in Figure 3. As mentioned previously,
the spectral lines should encompass the natural
electromagnetic resonant frequency of the
unknown objects.
The signals are weighted and summed at
both the middle ANN layer and the output ANN
layer. Rudimentary training process would be the
task of forcing the output of an artificial output
neuron (K) to be high when the input vectors
correspond to reflections from object (K) but low
for reflections from all other objects. This
particular problem is a relatively easy ANN-MV
task for many categories of objects. The robotic
vision problem is significantly more complex since
the robot needs to also measure the location and
orientation of the object.
Our original ANN-MV task was to locate and
move the hand to a soft drink can that was
randomly located within a 50 cm radius/90 °
quadrant field of view. Most of the experiments
were conducted by connecting the input layer
containing 32 artificial neurons to middle layer
consisting of 32 neurons and an output layer
consisting of two neurons. The back propagation
training algorithm was tasked to generate two
outputs having patterns given by:
_(out(1) = Range _,Cos(e)
Yo_ (2) = Range _,Sin(e) EQ-1
Guidance to the hand was then given by a
pair of simple calculations based on these two
outputs. A complete set of input training vectors
was obtained by sequentially positioning the can
to 77 locations, every 15 degrees from -45 to +45
and 10 cm to 30 cm in 2 cm increments. At each
location an (I) and a (Q) value was recorded for
each of 16 frequencies between 2 GHz and
4 GHz. Exceedingly long, several hours, on chip
training times were observed. Large robotic hand
guidance errors were also measured unless the
can was located very close to a training location.
Subsequent tests showed that the input vectors
changed markedly for small changes in can
locations. These changes can be attributed to
the phase rate of change with respect to
centimeter changes in distance. At 3 GHz, a
2.5 cm range increase creates a two-way path
change of 5 cm equivalent to 180 electrical
degrees. This change dictates a training set
based on differential ranges of approximate
0.5 cm.
Experiments with the initial ANN-MV
processing technique demonstrated significant
deficiencies in object location accuracies. These
deficiencies were primarily caused by large input
vector phase changes associated with distance
changes normal to equal range contours, relative
to the transmitter and receiver phase centers.
This led to a system design that exploits "this"
effect by sequentially preprocessing the input
data as it is inserted into the ANN input layer.
Initial investigations show that this preprocessing
concept reduces the training time and sharply
reduces residual training errors.
Object location algorithms are based on the
intersection of equal time delay, elliptical
contours. The transmit and right finger receive
antenna are located at the foci of one set of
elliptical contours, the transmit and left finger
receive antenna are at the foci of the second set
of elliptical contours. Figure 5 shows a pair of
contours for two time delay paths from the center
Vivaldi antenna to the Vivaldi antenna located on
the right side of the hand. Each contour
represents a particular time delay and therefore
all object training positions along this contour can
be operated on by the same set of phase
unwrapping vectors. This phase unwrapping
concept is the frequency equivalent of time
domain range gating which is so effective in
conventional radar systems.
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Figure 5. ANN-MV Elliptical Contours
Robotic control is based on two ANN Intel
processors. The first processor receives inputs
based on measurements between center antenna
and the right finger antenna. Inputs to the second
processor are based on center antenna to left
finger antenna measurements. Each ANN
processor performs identical operations which is
to calculate and identify the contour having the
highest probability of containing the object.
A set of 32 complex spectral responses are
calculated by measuring the signal transmitted
from the center antenna reflected from an
unknown object and received by the antenna
mounted on the right finger. As with the initial
system, these spectral values are obtained by
subtracting an object absent baseline spectrum
from the total measured spectrum. The reflected
spectral components are sequentially phase
unwrapped and sequentially input to the first ANN
layer. A unique set of phase unwrapping vectors
are calculated for each contour within the object
field. The exact number of independent contours
is based on size of the field and the illumination
frequencies.
Each object is represented by a set of
output neurons which have previously been
trained to identify the object and the location
contour. Output neurons are observed as the first
set of input vectors are sequentially unwrapped
and input to the first ANN processor. The correct
output neuron should go high when the input
vectors are incremented to the delay associated
with the contour containing the object.
The second ANN processor is served with
its set measurement vectors and the outputs
observed as the measurement vectors are
unwrapped and input. Again, an output neuron
should go high at the delay corresponding to the
contour that intersects the object. The
intersection of the two elliptical contours having
high output states identifies the location of the
object. One contour is calculated by the first ANN
processor, the second contour is calculated by
the second ANN processor.
Back-propagation training is an iterative
gradient algorithm designed to minimize the mean
square error between the actual output of a
multilayer feed-forward perceptron and the
desired output. This technique requires a
differentiable function that is non-linear, which for
the Intel i80170 chip is the conventional sigmoid
function. The training of either of the processors,
for a field containing a single object will be
described. This training starts by initializing the
ANN processor weights to small random values.
The next step is to calculate the output of this
processor using the spectrum values measured at
the start of a contour and unwrapped for it's
delay. The weights are adjusted to minimize the
error, (output - desired output) 2 by a recursive
algorithm that adjusts the weights by starting at
the output nodes and working back through the
hidden layer. This process is iterated through
many cycles as spectrums recorded along all
elliptical contours are sequentially input. The
process is stopped when the residual is within
predetermined acceptable limits. Figure 6 is a
simplified sketch of the desired output function.
The output neuron designed to identify the
contour C(L) should be high for any of the
unwrapped input spectrums recorded when the
object was located on or near this particular
contour. Connections shown in Figure 6 are
limited to those connected to the first perceptron
of the hidden layer.
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Figure 6. ANN Training Pattern
A modification to a probability based DF
emitter location algorithm, is used to estimate the
location of and object. Histories of all previous
estimations provide increasingly accurate joint
probability location estimations as additional
measurements are performed.
A high neuron output representing a
particular elliptical contour indicates that there is a
high degree of probability that the object is on or
near this contour. This probability is represented
by a surface density that has unity height along
the contour and has the conventional gaussian
shaped pattern in directions normal to this
surface.
Conventional radar range equations predict
measurement accuracies that are inversely
proportional to range to the fourth power. This
range effect is included in our object location
estimations by using standard deviations given
by:
range ]4
o ( r ) = o min range [ min range
EQ-4
This increase in sigma at longer ranges
produces a probability surface that has a rapidly
rising ridge in the direction normal to the contour
containing the object when these contours are
approached from the side nearest the robotic
hand.
Conceptual probability surface densities
generated for a cube located in front of robotic
hand mounted array is shown below in Figures
7(a), 7(b) and 7(c). Figure 7(a) shows an
unnormalized theoretical probability density
surface based on the elliptical contours
associated with the center-right antenna pair.
This depiction demonstrates the start of the
process used to locate an object, such as the
cube shown in Figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the
surface associated with the center-left antenna
pair. Figure 7(c) is joint probability density
surface generated by the product of the surfaces
shown in (a) and (b).
A short series of tests were conducted to
verify the ANN-MV concept. The proof of concept
was based on the second training and processing
method. These tests used the experimental
system shown in the schematic, Figure 4, to
record process and move a robotic hand toward a
simple object. The final goal of these
experiments was to accurately move the robotic
hand into a position that would permit the
grasping of a small object. The robotic fingers on
the simple hand was not moveable so this next
step in the general solution to robotic problems
could not be demonstrated.
Several key indicators, each pointing to
successful experiments, were observed as the
experimental process proceeded. The first of
these was the ease of Intel i80170 ETANN chip
training. The i80170 chip can be trained in two
distinct ways. The slow direct way is to train with
the chip-in-the-loop. We used a second faster
way that records a typical on chip sigmoid
function, then places this function into an external
program that emulates the chip and trains with a
procedure identified as off-line learning.
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Probability density surface Right elliptical equal time delay contour
Figure 7(a). Surface and Contour Based on Center to Right Antenna Measurements
Probability density surface Left elliptical equal time delay contour
Figure 7(b). Surface and Contour Based on Center to Left Antenna Measurements
Joint probability density surface Left/Right elliptical equal time delay contours
Figure 7(c). Surface and Contours Based on Previous Two Sets of Measurements
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An alternate is to learn off-line, then
download these neuron weights, and then follow
with the more accurate chip-in-the-loop learning.
The off-line learning process produced accurate
guidance commands when used in conjunction
with our second unwrapped vector input
technique. Chip-in-the-loop training was not
required. A strong indicator of robust robotic
operation was the ability of the hand to follow a
can that was moved between processing steps.
A HP 8510 network analyzer was used to
measure the reflected signals at sixteen uniformly
spaced frequencies between 2 GHz and 6 GHz.
Probability density surfaces were computed by
the Vectra PC using outputs generated by the two
ANN chips. The maximum of the product of these
surfaces identifies the location of the object,
which for this set of experiments was the
coordinates of an aluminum soda can. Figure 8
shows the product probability estimate based on
calculations generated as the robotic hand
progressed from its (0., 0.) starting location. The
final pair of contours were based on artificial
neural network output processed microwave
spectrums recorded at a hand location of 7.3 cm,
18.1 cm). The sharp peak at (8 cm, 28 cm) is
within approximately 2 cm of the correct location.
When the robotic hand moves to this location, it is
in very close to the desired location. Subsequent
moves of an articulated hand could accurately
close on this cylindrical object.
CONCLUSIONS
The techniques describe herein provide the
first stage in the solution to many robotic vision
problems. The next stage, that of providing
objects coordinates and subsequent movements
for grasping, a difficult problem for optical vision
systems, should be a fairly simple problem for
Microwave Vision-Artificial Neural Network
processing. Here, the robots fingers are in the
electrical near field of the object where
increasingly accurate microwave measurements
can be performed. The Range 4 problem no
longer applies. At this point the elliptical contour
technique will be discarded and it is anticipated
that full cross spectrum ANN training commands
will be applied. In the simplest sense, as the
antennas on the robotic fingers approach the
object, their radiation will be blocked, generating
a clear signal that the fingers are ready to touch
the object. Obviously the MV-ANN system will
not look for this condition, instead the ANN
processor will have been trained to output a
signal that indicates that the hand has "CLOSED
ON THE OBJECT".
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Abstract
This paper describes a general purpose imaging
technology developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines
(USBM) that, when fully Implemented, will solve the
general problem of "seeing into the earth." A first-
generation radar cool thickness sensor, the RCTS-t,
has been developed and field-tested in both
underground and highwall mines. The noncontacting
electromagnetic technique uses spatial modulation
created by moving a simple sensor antenna in a
direction along each axes to be measured while the
complex reflection coefficient is measured at multiple
frequencies over a two-to-one bandwidth. The antenna
motion imparts spatial modulation to the data that
enables signal processing to solve the problems of
media, target and antenna dispersion. Knowledge of
the dielectric constant of the media is not necessary
because the electrical properties of the media are
determined automatically along with the distance to the
target and thickness of each layer of the target. The
sensor was developed as a navigation guidance sensor
to accurately detect the coal/noncoal interface
required for the USBM computer-assisted mining
machine program. Other mining applications include
the location of rock fractures, water-filled voids, and
abandoned gas wells. These hazards can be detected
in advance of the mining operation. This initiating
technology is being expanded into a full three-
dimensional (3-D) imaging system that will have
applications in both the underground and surface
environment.
Introduction
Early research investigated various high-frequency
radar sensor systems using pulse, impulse, FM-CW, or
synthetic pulse. Electromagnetic waves penetrate
cool, rock, and earth, but when the energy penetrates
the media, the returning information content appears
to be scrambled and out-of-focus. The problem is
dispersion: Media dispersion, coupled with antenna
and target dispersion, cause problems too complex to
analyze inthe time domain. These problems are much
easier to resolve in the frequency domain. Both the
time domain and frequency domain are transforms of
only one variable, so either approach is legitimate.
However, it is very difficult to work problems in both
domains at the same time. The theory supporting the
AIAA-94-1200-CP
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present research is in the frequency domain, but the
resulting architecture for signal processing uses both.
The concept being used is the spatial-domain
technique (i.e., moving the antenna to create a
modulation on the radar output). This concept has
been applied to advantage to reject unwanted
reflections and help cancel out media dispersion and
antenna dispersion.
The problems of designing an underground
imaging sensor were solved by utilizing a sensor
model created from one-dimensional, spherical wave,
scattering matrix theory. By separating surface
reflections from single-layered media reflections,
laboratory and field testing confirmed the validity of the
one-dimensional imaging model. The model, based on
fundamentals, allows the use of a wide range of design
architectures.
Rather than devoting project time to hardware
development, emphasis was placed on the data
processing scheme required to derive cool thickness
and dielectric constant from network analyzer
measurements of the reflection coefficient of the target
media. The sensor data were taken at a wide range of
frequencies and antenna positions (e.g.,
401 frequencies between 600 and 1,600 MHz and
32 equally-spaced positions over a distance of 16 in).
This was accomplished with a vector network analyzer
connected to an antenna that was moved in space by
a linear positioner. Data processing provided a direct
measurement of the thickness of underground media
and also the electrical characteristics of the media.
Prior knowledge of the characteristics of the media is
not necessary.
Measurements made of coal, rock, concrete,
granite, and salt have shown that the technique can
measure thickness from 0 to over 5 ft in single and
multilayer media. The accuracy of the technique is not
affected when the material is rough or wet. These
results and parallel applications such as the
measurement of the depth of hidden tunnels, the
thickness of multilayer highway pavement, and the
location of buried nuclear waste, unexploded
ordnance, and cultural artifacts, have provided the
technical incentive to further develop this unique
technology to take advantage of its brood potential,
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and
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induding full 3-D imaging of the underground
environment.
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Experimental Measurement Technique
The original development of the radar coal
thickness sensor measurement technique started with
Kems plane wave theory [1] and solved for each of the
scattering coefficients in the matrix with a standard
antenna Calibration technique. However, when the
antenna was within two wavelengths of the material
being measured, diffraction became too strong an
effect for a plane wave model. A solution was sought
in simple plane wave theory but the cost was the
necessity of an explicit solution for the coefficients of
the model. Several approximation techniques for linear
calibration were tried and it was found that a solution
was possible. The coefficients did not vary when the
antenna was closer than two wavelengths to a metal
calibration plate. This was called the linear reduction
method [2] and it worked quite well except for some
second-order problems. It was assumed that these
problems were nonlinear multipath effects that were
not accounted for in the calibration procedure. The
math model was then expanded to include the higher
order effects and named the "quick reduction method."
Many of the higher order coefficients were lumped
together to accommodate a metal plate calibration
technique preformed with a 4-ft-square metal plate
placed between the sample and the antenna. This
in-situ calibration technique corrected for signals
returned from reflectors beyond the edges of the
calibration plate. In an underground mine these
reflections would be from material similarto the target
coal but outside the measurement area. Presently a
self-calibrating technique Is being evaluated that will
improve upon the metal plate calibration technique.
The thickness measurement process begins with
a measurement of the input reflection coefficient of an
antenna in close proximity to the coal surface. This
measurement Is taken at a wide range of frequencies
and positions (e.g., 401 frequencies between 600 and
1,400 MHz, and 32 positions between 4 and 20 in from
the coal. This is accomplished using a vector network
analyzer connected to an antenna moved in space by
a linear positioner. The measurement plane Is then
electrically moved from the instrument measurement
plane to the plane of the antenna. Figure 1 shows the
Instrumentation setup.
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Fig. 1. Instrumentation
Data
The data from this measurement are a function of
both frequency and position. The data contain both
amplitude and phase information. Transforming the
data to the time domain at this point in the process
and inspecting the time domain history for this one
antenna position shows the absence of any sharp
peaks around the antenna, indicating that the
information for the coal surface is corrupted by other
effects such as the antenna dispersion, diffraction, and
multipath. These effects must be characterized and
accounted for by considering the frequency domain
history at each antenna position.
Antenna Transfer Functions
To characterize the antenna, a separate test is run
with a metal surface substituted for the coal surface;
the same frequencies and positions are used. This
provides data from a known reflection surface to obtain
the antenna transfer functions. These functions are
used in removing antenna dispersion from the data
taken at the corresponding antenna position.
Removinq Antenna Dispersion
When the antenna transfer functions are accounted
for in the data, the result is the product of the
antenna-to-surface-to-antennadistance, represented by
the spatial delay and the coal surface reflection
coefficient. It is the reflection coefficient that contains
the information for the coal thickness. Other
reflections (i.e., multipath) are also present in the
resulting transfer function.
Shifting Imaqe Plane to Coal and Removinq Diffraction
Dividing the reflection coefficient expression by the
spatial delay shifts the image plane from the antenna
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to the surface of the coal and removes diffraction.
With the antenna-to-surface-to-antenna distance a
known quantity, the true reflection coefficient in the
frequency domain can be determined.
Inteqratinq Space
By performing a spatial integration, the multipath
can now be decorrelated. Since spatial integration is
coherent with the coal but not coherent with any other
spatial distances, the multipath will become zero sum
or at least small compared with the surface reflection.
Transforminq to the Time Domain and Ranqe Gatin.q
Transforming the data to the time domain and
range gating, removes unwanted reflections from the
data by gating out all the information on either side of
the desired peak. However, the data as presented in
the results section of this paper have shown that range
gating is unnecessary as the signal return from the
dielectric interfaces between the coal and rock are
sufficiently distinct to make the interface easily
discernible. If range gating were used, transforming
the reflection coefficient back to the frequency domain
would yield the composite reflection coefficient for just
the reflections within the range gate.
Validation of the Model
An earlier method [2] for determining the thickness
transformed the time domain reflection coefficient back
to the frequency domain so that the measured
reflection coefficient could be correlated with
theoretical reflection coefficients for various
thicknesses and dielectric constants. The theoretical
reflection coefficient that correlated best, provided a
statistical determination of the thickness and dielectric
constant of the coal being measured. For example,
the theoretical reflection coefficient that correlated best
with the measured reflection coefficient was for a coal
thickness of 5.3 in (for a relative dielectric 4 and loss
tan of .03). The actual thickness of the rough wet coat
measured in this underground test was a nominal 6 in.
This result provided the encouragement to refine the
model and proceed with the development of a method
to directly measure the coal thickness from data
acquired by the network analyzer frequency domain
measurements.
Field Test Results
The purpose of this research was to develop a
coal and rock thickness sensor of sufficient accuracy
to provide vertical and horizontal guidance of both
room-and-pillar and hlghwall mining machines. In
order to validate the theory developed for thickness
measurement, extensive underground and surface
mine testing was performed. Over a period of 2 years,
tests were conducted in mines with a variety of
geological and environmental conditions. Test areas
of both freshly mined and aged coal from 3 to 60 in
thick were measured. The areas measured ranged
from very dry to extremely wet with water ddpping
from the roof test area. The wet coal did not affect the
thickness measurement. Coal seams with clay and
metal vein intrusions of iron pyrite could be Imaged
and the distance from the coal surface to the Intrusion
was accurately measured. Surface roughness and
cleating was not a problem. The average thickness of
rough cleated surfaces was measured accurately.
Accurate measurements were obtained even when
water filled the cracks between the cleats.
Roof Tests
Roof thickness tests were made in production
mines and in the Safety Research Coal Mine at the
USBM Pittsburgh Research Center. Figure 2 is a
representative measurement of roof coal thickness.
On the vertical axis, the plot shows the amplitude of
the reflected signal in decibels; time in nanoseconds is
shown on the horizontal axis. The large peak on the
vertical axes represents the reflection from the first
interface, the air/coal interface. Signals plotted to the
left of the large peak represent discontinuities internal
to the measurement equipment and between the
antenna and the coal surface. These reflections are
reduced to at least 30 dB below the air/coal reflection
by the calibration and spatial integration scheme. To
the right of the air/coal reflection are reflections from
discontinuities internal to the coal and shale being
measured. The printout on the left is the thickness of
coal between the air/coal interface and the coal/shale
interface. Measurements have identified both the
thickness of the coal and the thickness of the next
layer, usually shale, above the coal roof. At the L-band
frequencies presently used, the depth of penetration is
usually about 10 ft. Future roof thickness
measurement research will attempt to provide a direct
readout of the thickness of each layer of geological
material within the penetration range of the signal. At
the present time, the power level of the transmitted
signal is 0 dBm (1 mW). This signal level, or less, is
adequate to produce a good signal-to-noise ratio for
the return signal measurement. The hardware will
permit an increase in transmitted power of 20 dB to
determine if greater penetration is best achieved
through increased signal power or through the use of
a lower transmitter frequency. Both the hardware and
software will operate from 300 kHz to 3,000 MHz.
Rib Tests
Figure 3 is a plot of actual data taken at an
operating highwall mine in West Virginia.
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Fig. 2. Roof Coal Thickness
Measurements were made in freshly mined entries
immediataly following the mining machine. The
determination of rib thickness can usually be
interpreted both visuallyfrom the FFT"data in the figure
and from the numerical readout from the automatic
thickness measurement software. A large dielectric
contrast is seen at the first air/coal interface and a
somewhat smaller but still pronounced reflection can
be seen as the signal exits from the coal rib at the
coal/air interface in the adjacent drift. The vertical bar
to the fight of the main peak at the first interface as the
signal enters the rib indicates that the rib thickness is
35 in. The dielectric constant and loss in decibels per
meter is also indicated above the rib thickness
measurement printout at the left of the plot. Rib
measurements were also made in underground mines
over the range of 18 to 50 in. The thickness in these
test ribs could be determined to within 1 or 2 in.
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Fig. 3. Rib Thickness
Figure 4 is a plot of actual data taken at an
operating highwail mine in Kentucky. In this case the
software presented an amplitude vs range plot, an
improvement over the amplitude vs time plot of
figure 3. The data shown are for a rib thickness of
57.2 In with a dielectric constant of 3.97. The
measured loss was 2.92 dB per wavelength. Also
measured but not shown was the distance from the
antenna measurement plane to the coal surface. This
distance data could be used for control of the position
of the mining machine.
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Fig. 4. Rib Thickness, Amplitude vs. Range
Thickness Measurement of Other Materials
The thickness of other materials has been
measured with equal success. Granite, sandstone, and
concrete ranging in thickness from 2 ft to over 4 ft
have been measured to within 2% of their actual
thickness. The thickness of each layer of multilayer
pavement can be determined as can the location and
orientation of steel reinforcing bars.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Field testing of the electromagnetic coal thickness
sensor has produced results of sufficient accuracy
(1 in for coal from 3 to 60 in thick) to justify continuing
with the engineering work necessary to develop a
practical sensor that can be mounted on a mining
machine for the determination of roof, floor• and rib
thickness. In addition, this research will be extended
to the development of a full 3-D imaging system
capable of "seeing into" the earth. Algorithms are
presently being evaluated to simultaneously measure
the azimuth, elevation, and range of targets in
multilayered media such as coal and rock as well as
for the location of buried ordnance and nuclear waste.
Future plans are to minimize the size of the data set to
reduce the software processing time now about 1 sec,
and facilitate the construction of a compact sensor
suitable for machine mounting or use as a general
geological survey tool.
It was found that vertical E-field polarization
penetrates thicker coal ribs than horizontal E-fields.
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This is thought to be due to the thin horizontal ash
layers having a higher loss than the coal.
The real part of the dielectric in coal vades very
little from a value of 4 but the loss tangent varies a
greet deal. Wet, rough, or heavily cleated coal had
little effect on the dielectric measurement.
The ash content may be related to the loss tangent
of the dielectric measurement. This would be a helpful
means to identify higher quality coal.
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Abstract
This paper presents the approach, algorilhms and pro-
cesses we developed for the perception system of a
cross-country autonomous robot. After a presentalion
of the tele-programming context we favor for interven-
tion robots, we introduce an adaptive navigation ap-
proach, well suited for the characteristics of complex
natural environments. This approach lead us to de-
velop an heterogeneous perceplion syslem that man-
ages several different terrain representations. The per-
eeplion functionalities required during navigation are
listed, along with the corresponding representations we
consider. The main perception processes we developed
are presented. They are integrated within an on-board
control architecture we developed. First results of an
ambitious experiment currently lead at LAAS are then
presented.
1 Context - Introduction
A large amount of results exists today on mobile robot
navigation, most of them related to indoor environ-
ments. As for outdoor navigation, most of the works
concern environments wherein obstacles are rather
structured, and the terrain mostly fiat (e.g. road
following [1]). More recently, studies considering au-
tonomous mobility in na&tral unstructured outdoor en-
vironments comes out [2] : several applications are
considered, such as public safety [3] (fir,." fighting,
chemical disaster...), sub-sea intervention or explo-
ration, and planetary exploration [4, 5].
Several aspects make these kinds of interventions a
demanding and difficult problem for robotics :
• The robot has to operate in a natural, unstructured,
maybe hostile and a priori unknown environment ;
• There might be interaction discontinuities with the
robot because of communication breakdowns, impor-
tant delays or low bandwidth ;
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
* The information on the robot and the environment
is mostly acquired through the robot's own sensors.
These constraints rule out direct teleoperation as well
as teleroboties approaches, and point towards robots
with important autonomous capacities : the envi-
ronment being poorly known and the communication
possibilities very poor, the mission can only be pre-
defined at a task-level in general, not in its every de-
tails. The robot must then build and maintain its own
representations of the environment, upon which it au-
tonomously reasons and plans the actions to perform
in order to fulfill the mission.
As opposed to behavior-based control schemes [6], we
favor the development of a global architecture with two
main parts to tackle this challenge [7, 2] : an operating
station for mission programming and supervision, and
a remote robot system 1 able to interpret the mission
and execute it autonomously.
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Figure 1: The mobile robot ADAM in its environment
The operating station includes the necessary functions
that allow a human to (1) build an executable robotic
not necessarily a single one.
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mission that can be interpreted and executed by the
robot, (as opposed to a higher level description of ob-
jectives) ; and to (it) supervise its execution, tak-
ing into account the delays and communication con-
straints. Its presence essentially ensues from the fol-
lowing considerations :
• The mission is not defined once and for all : accord-
ing to returned data, one should be able to change
the objectives of the mission (when unexpected events
occur for instance) or to decide the execution of a par-
ticular action (such as "pick this sample" in the case
of a scientific exploration).
• The robot could fall into difficult situations wherein
its own capacities are insufficient, a human interven-
tion would then be necessary for troubleshooting.
As for the robot, its autonomy essentially relies on its
ability to build faithful representations of its environ-
ment, which is obviously necessary for him to interpret
the mission and decompose it into executable tasks,
considering its actual context.
We focus in this paper on the development and organi-
zation of the perception functionalities an autonomous
cross-country robot must be embedded with. The
following sectlon introduces the general adaptive ap-
proach we chose to tackle with outdoor environment
navigation, that emphasizes the need to develop sev-
eral perception processes. Section 3 presents the dif-
ferent perception functionalities required during navi-
gations, and the corresponding terrain representations
maintained by the robot. The processes we devel-
oped to build these representations are presented in
section 4, and the way they are controlled and inte-
grated within the context of our robot architecture is
presented in section 5. We finally describe the first
results of the EDEN experiment, currently developed
at LAAS with the mobile robot ADAM 2 (figure 1).
2 A Multi-Purpose Perception
System for Adaptive Navigation
The complexity of outdoor natural environments
comes essentially from their diversity and lack of struc-
ture : some areas can be totally flat (maybe cluttered
with easily detectable obstacles - big rocks lying on a
prairie for instance), whereas others area can be much
more cluttered, such as a landscape of smooth hills
(sand dunes) or an uneven rocky area. This variety in-
duces several different behaviors, and constrains both
the perception and motion planning processes.
According to a general economy of means principle
(on-board processing capacities, memory and time are
always limited), we favor an adaptive approach [8, 9] :
2ADAM : Advanced Demonstrator for Autonomy and Mo-
bility, is property of Framatome and Matra Marconi Space, cur-
rently lent to LAAS.
we aim at adapting the robot behavior of the robot to
the nature of the terrain, and hence three navigation
modes are considered :
• And a reflex navigation mode : on large flat and
lightly cluttered zones, the robot locomotion com-
mands are determined on the basis of (i) a goal and
(it) the information provided by "obstacle detector"
sensors.
• A 2D planned navigation mode : it relies on
the execution of a planned 2D trajectory, using a
binary description of the environment in terms of
Crossable/Non-Crossable areas.
• A 3D planned navigation mode : this mode re-
quires a precise model of the terrain, on which a fine
3D trajectory is planned and executed.
Each of these navigation mode is suitable for a par-
ticular terrain configuration, and requires a specific
representation. Besides this trajectory planning func-
tionalities, there are some other important processes
that also require a representation of the terrain : exte-
roceptive localization, often required to refine or cor-
rect the estimation of the robot position provided by
its internal sensors ; and navigation planning, which
is in charge of intermediate goal and navigation mode
selection.
Several authors emphasized on the development of per-
ception and motion planning processes able to deal
with any terrain configuration [10, 11], trying to re-
cover as much information as possible from the ac-
quired 3D data. Besides the processing complexity,
such an approach has a main drawback : it does not
takes advantage of ttle variety of the environment. Al-
though sometimes needed, the recovery of a complete
and accurate 3D geometrical model may be often not
necessary : more simple and approximative represen-
tations will be sufficient in many situations, when the
terrain is mostly flat for instance.
We bclieve that aiming at building such a "univer-
sal" terrain model is extremely difficult and not effi-
cient, and we therefore chose to endow the robot with
a multi-level terrain modeling capacity : a particu-
lar representation is built or updated only when re-
quired by a given task. This involves the development
of various perception processes, each of them being
dedicated to the extraction of specific representations
(mulli-purpose perception).
At each step of the incremental execution of its mis-
sion, the navigation planner autonomously chooses an
intermediate goal, along with the navigation mode to
apply to reach it. This induces the choice of the repre-
sentations it must update, which comes to answering
these questions : which sensor to use ? With what
operating modalities ? Ilow should the data be pro-
cessed ? Perception planning becomes in our case a
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keycomponentto enhancethe robotautonomyand
efficiency.
Toachievethis,weproposeto buildandupdatesys-
tematicallya global qualitative description of the envi-
ronment on which all "strategic" decisions are taken.
This representation is built thanks to a fast analysis
of the raw 3D data acquired (either by a Laser Range
Finder - LRF - or by a stereovision correlation algo-
rithm), that provides a terrain description in term of
navigation classes, and some other qualitative informa-
tions, such as the possible presence of a landmark, the
mean altitude and slope of some areas... Each time
this representation is updated, it is structured in or-
der to produce a semantically significant model, from
which navigation and perception plans are deduced.
3 Terrain Representations
After a brief presentation of the perception function-
alities and the constraints brought by outdoor envi-
ronments, we introduce in this section a multi-level
environment model, that defines the relations between
the various representations.
3.1 Outdoor Representations : character-
istics and constraints
The difficulty of representing outdoor environments
comes essentially from the fact that they are not in-
trinsically structured, as compared to indoor environ-
ments where simple geometric primitives match the re-
ality. As a consequence, any representation based on
geometric primitives (linear or second degree surfaces,
super-quadrics...) is difficult to build and to maintain,
and introduces an approximation of the reality via ar-
tificial structures. We therefore favored the develop-
ment of simpler representations (polygonal maps, ele-
vation maps...), easier to build and manage. Semantic
informations are not explicitly contained in such rep-
resentations, but can anyhow easily be extracted.
The other characteristics of the representations are re-
lated to the robot sensors and mission :
• The sensors are always imperfect : their data are in-
complete (lack of information concerning existing fea-
tures) and not precise. They generate artifacts (in-
formation on non-existing features) and errors (wrong
information concerning existing features). The same
area when perceived again can therefore be differently
represented. Ilence environment representations must
tolerate important variations [12].
• The environment is initially unknown (or very poorly
known) and is incrementally discovered : the robot
must be able to manage local momentary representa-
tions, and merge them in global descriptions of the
world. We are convinced that global representations
are required [13], especially to recover from deadlocks
that often appears when dealing only with local rep-
resentations.
Finally, one must not forget that the system memory is
limited, and so the representations must be as compact
as possible.
3.2 Perception Functionalities and Corre-
sponding Representations
3.2.1 Trajectory Planning
From the poorest to the richest, here are the repre-
sentations required by the three navigation modes we
retained :
• Reflex Navigation : The robot locomotion com-
mands are determined on the basis of (i) a target value
(heading or position) and (ii) the information provided
by "obstacle detector" sensors. An obstacle avoid-
ance procedure enables the robot to move safely, and
the area to cross is essentially obstacle-free, so that
there are poor chances that the robot fall into dead-
locks. Strictly speaking, this mode does not requires
any modeling of the terrain, but a description (a sim-
ple 2D polygon in our case) of a zone where it can be
applied.
• 2D planned navigation : This mode is applied on
lightly cluttered environments, that can be represented
by a binary description in term of Crossable / Non-
Crossable areas. The crossable zones are the places
where the robot attitude is not constrained, ie. where
the terrain is mostly flat, or has an admissible slope for
the robot to run safely, whatever its heading position
is. A trajectory defined by a sequence of 2D positions
is planned within the crossable areas. In our case,
the 2D planner requires a binary bitmap description,
on which a distance propagation method (similar to
those presented in [14]) produces a Voronoi diagram.
• 3D planned navigation : On uneven or highly
cluttered areas, the "obstacle" notion is closely linked
with the constraints on the robot attitude, and there-
fore constrains the robot heading position. Planning
a trajectory on such areas is a much more difficult
task [15] that requires a detailed modeling of the ter-
rain. In our case, the 3D planner builds its own data
structure on the basis of an elevation map, computed
on a regular Cartesian grid (section 4.4).
3.2.2 Localization
The internal localization sensors of the robot (odome-
try, inclinometers, inertial platform...) generate cumu-
lative errors, especially on uneven or slippery areas. A
localization procedure based on exteroceptive sensors
is often necessary for both the robot and the super-
vising operator : to plan safe trajectories on formerly
perceived areas for instance, the robot obviously needs
to know precisely where it stands ; and a false position
value may mislead the operator.
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Suchalocalizationprocedurerequiresaspecificglobal
representation of the environment, be it a set of 3D
points in the case of a correlation-based localization
(iconic matching [16]), or a global map of detected
landmarks (that must then be modeled, using partic-
ular geometric descriptions) in the case of a feature-
based localization [17]. These two kinds of represen-
tations can be viewed as maps of interesting zones for
the purpose of localization. In our case, we developed
an original localization procedure (section 4.5), that
requires a B-Spline based model of the terrain.
We are also currently investigating the modeling of
unstructured objects (rocks, bushes...) thanks to com-
plex geometric primitives (super-quadrics [18]) : such
a model could be used to perform landmark detection,
and might provide a "qualitative" localization func-
tionality, sufficient in reflex navigation mode.
3.2.3 Navigation Planning
Navigation planning consists essentially in the de-
termination of an intermediate goal, as well as the
mode to activate to reach it, considering the mis-
sion's objective and the partial (and unprecise) knowl-
edge the robot has on its environment. Several dif-
ferent constraints can be taken into account to per-
form this "route" planning, depending on the con-
text : one may prefer execute safe trajectories from
the localization point of view, or one may choose
the fastest trajectories (time constraint), the shortest
(energy constraint)... A semantic significant descrip-
tion of the perceived environment is here necessary.
We have chosen a topological connection graph (sec-
tion 5.2.2) : such a structure can contain very rich
informations, and a theoretical formalism, often ap-
plied in the robotic community [19], is available for its
exploitation.
3.2.4 Perception Planning
Perception planning, which is closely linked to navi-
gation planning, requires a prediction ability : given a
sensor and a point of view, what can be perceived ? To
answer this question, the perceptual constraints of the
sensor (occlusion, field of view, specularity) must be
checked considering an environment numerical model.
3.3 A Structural Scheme
Several data structures that represent the same enti-
ties in the environment must coexist ill the system.
In this multi-layered heterogeneous model, tile differ-
ent representations are easily managed and a global
consistency can be maintained. The relationships be-
tween the various representations explicit their build-
ing rules, and defines a constructive dependency graph
between them. The figure 2 illustrates these relation-
ships : each thin arrow represents a data processing al-
gorithm, and the thick straight arrows corresponds to
the production of a structure required to a trajectory
planner. We distinguish two kinds of dependencies :
• Systematic dependencies : Every time a representa-
tion is updated, all the representations that systemat-
ically depends on it (arrows labeled "S") are updated.
As one can see on the figure, every time 3D data are
acquired, the global bitmap representation, the region
representation and the connection graph are updated.
Let's also note that when a localization model is avail-
able, the informations it contains are merged in the
connection graph (section 5.2.2).
• Controlled dependencies (labeled "C") : The repre-
sentations that are not always necessary are only built
under control of the navigation planner. For instance,
an elevation is only required to cross an uneven zone.
The top level of this heterogeneous model is a
"bitmap" description of the environment, built upon
the results of the fast terrain analysis algorithm. A lot
of information is available in every pixel of this bitmap,
such as the terrain label and its confidence level, the
estimated elevation, the identification of the region it
belongs to... We have chosen such a structure for the
following reasons : it is simple, rich, adapted to the
lack of geometrical structure of the environment and
to the Digital Elevation Map description (section 4.4),
and flexible, in the sense that any supplementary in-
formation can easily be encoded in a pixel without re-
configuring the entire description and the algorithms
that use it. Moreover, the techniques that allow to
extract structured informations (regions, connexity...)
from a bitmap are well known and easily implemented.
3.4 Memory Management
Tile main drawback of maintaining global representa-
tions is memory occupancy, that rapidly becomes huge
if they covers large areas, especially when using bitmap
representations and elevation maps. To cope with this,
we are currently developing a "forgetting" functional-
ity : the area surrounding the robot, with a size limited
by the sensor capacities, is fully described, whereas the
remaining already perceived terrain is structured in a
more compact way. The key point here is to determine
the informations one must not forget : for the purpose
of long range navigation, we consider that only the
connection graph and the localization model are nec-
essary to maintain.
We consider two different ways to implement this : the
first one is to take advantage of the global bitmap re-
gion structuration, or of any other classical data com-
pression method. The precise informations brought by
the possibly computed elevation maps is then totally
lost. The second way is to use the B-Spline based rep-
resentation : the B-Spline representation would then
be systematically built (in parallel with trajectory exe-
cution for instance). Only tile B-Spline representation,
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Figure 2: The representations used in tile system
which is extremely compact, and that contains much
more informations than the global bitmap representa-
tion, is kept in memory.
4 Building Representations
4.1 Fast Classification
Applied each time 3D data are acquired, this process
produces a description of the perceived areas in term
in terrain classes, along with some qualitative infor-
mations. It relies on a specific discretization of the
perceived area in "cells", on which different character-
istics that allow to label them are computed [9].
The discretization is the projection of a regular grid
defined in the sensor frame (fig. 3). Its main charac-
teristics are that it respects the sensor resolution, and
that it points out a "density" attribute : the number
of points of point contained in a cell, compared with
a nominal density defined by the discretization rates,
provides a useful information concerning the area cov-
ered by the cell : for instance, it is equal to the nominal
density if the ceil corresponds to a flat area. This in-
formation, along with other attributes concerning the
cells (mean altitude, variance on the altitude , mean
normal vector and corresponding variances) allows to
heuristically label each cell a.s one of {Flat, Slope, Un-
even, Obstacle, Unknown}.
This classification procedure, which complexity is
O(n), where n is the number of 3D points considered,
I']:I
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Figure 3: Discretization in the sensor frame, and pro-
jection on the ground
takes around half a second on a Spare-10 workstation
to process a 10.000-points 3D image. It has proved
its robustness on a large number of different images
(fig. 4), produced either by the LRF or a stereovi-
sion correlation algorithm a, and is especially weakly
affected by the sensor noise (uncertainties and errors).
An important point is that it is possible to estimate
a confidence value on the labeling of each cell : this
value generally decreases with the distance of the cell
to the sensor, because of the decreasing accuracy on a
3D point coordinates with this distance. But this con-
fidence also obviously depends on the label itself : for
instance, a fiat cell containing a few erroneous points
can be labeled as an "uneven" one, whereas the prob-
ability that erroneous points perceived on an actu-
aThe discretization then differs slightly from the one used for
LIRF images
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Figure4: Classification result on a complex scene.
From clear to dark : Unknown, Flat, Slope, Uneven,
Obstacle
ally uneven zone lead to a "flat" label is very low.
The quantitative estimations of this confidence value
P(error) = F( distance, label) are statistically deter-
.mined, and constitute the useful model of the logical
sensor "terrain classifier" (figure 5).
P(error) l_bel
0 _ Fiat
0_ I 5 Jl0 15 D-sensor (meters)
Figure 5: Error probability on the cell labeling
We are considering the application of a similar clas-
sification method on luminance images : global infor-
mation concerning the same cells in the camera frame
(color, texture...) should permit a fast determination
of the terrain nature, and therefore produce a more
significant description of the terrain. Another inter-
esting thing to consider is the detection of areas of
interest for the localization procedure (possible pres-
ence of landmarks or particular geometric features),
using the attributes determined for each cell.
4.2 Global Model Building
In the incrementally built bitmap structure that rep-
resents the global terrain model, all the informations
provided by the classification are encoded (label and
corresponding confidence, elevation, slope). Fusion of
the classifier output is a simple and fast procedure :
each cell is written in the bitmap using a polygon filling
algorithm. When a pixel has already been perceived,
the possible conflict with the new perception is solved
by comparing the label confidence values. This process
is illustrated in figure 6 : the area originally labeled
"obstacle" in front of the first position (left image) is
split into two smaller obstacle areas plus a flat area
when perceived from a smaller distance (right image).
Many experiments have proved the robustness of this
fusion method.
Figure 6: Two stops of the global bitmap model build-
ing
4.3 Connection Graph Building
Once the global bitmap representation is updated, it
is structured in a "region model", thanks to classical
image processing algorithms. Regions are areas of uni-
form label, uniform mean altitude and uniform confi-
dence. If no precise geometrical informations are avail-
able in the description of a region, some useful qualita-
tive informations can anyway easily be extracted, such
as its surface or its including rectangle. A contour fol-
lowing algorithm provides all the neighborhood infor-
mations between the regions, that defines the topolog-
ical connection graph. A node of the graph is related
to the border between two regions, whereas an arc cor-
responds to the crossing of a region. Section 5.2.2
presents different ways to valuate the graph, consid-
ering the regions' attributes.
4.4 Fine Modeling
When an uneven area has to be crossed, it must be
precisely modeled in order to plan a secure trajec-
tory. We use for that purpose a generic interpola-
tion method [20] that builds a discrete representation
z = f(x,y) on a regular Cartesian grid from a 3D
spherical image (p, 0, _) = f(i,j).
Local Elevation Map (LEM) Building
Our method relies on the analysis of all sets of four
neighboring points in the spherical image : they de-
fine patches in the Cartesian robot's redressed frame.
Thanks to the fine grid resolution, a planar approxima-
tion is sufficient to represent a patch. The interpola-
tion problem is then reduced to finding the intersection
between each (z, y) "vertical" line and the plane that
best approximate the patch. A test based on depth
discontinuities allows to decide whether a patch can
be interpolated or not, and leads to an estimation of
the elevation ZLo_l for the (x, y) interpolated points.
An accuracy on each computed elevation is estimated,
using Jacobian matrix of the sensor model to estimate
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varianceson the raw Cartesian measurements, and a
Kalman Filter to compute variances on the plane pa-
rameters [21].
Global Elevation Map (GEM) Building
A fusion of different LEM in a global elevation map
may be needed for trajectory planning if the uneven
area can not be entirely perceived from a single view-
point. Once the estimation of the new robot's po-
sition is achieved (section 4.5), we combine the new
LEM and the former Global Elevation Map into a new
global map. The new elevation (Zvtobat)k after the U h
acquisition is updated by this ponderation equation :
-2 o,-_.( ZLo_ot)k(Zalob_l)_ = o,Z°'(Za_°b"t)k-I + ZL
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4.5 Localization Processes
Besides a localization process based on structured fea-
tures [17], we developed a localization process that re-
lies on a peak detection method [22], better suited for
unstructured environments.
The specific terrain representation used here is a B-
Spline surface based model, built upon an elevation
map thanks to a least-square approximation. Such a
model is very rich and compact, and provides a hierar-
chical description of the environment : a coarse level
B-Spline representation is first computed on a uni-
form mesh, and a test based on the least-square errors
points out the areas where some refinement is needed.
A new mesh with smaller size patches is then defined,
and a new B-Spline representation is computed, which
ultimately leads to a tree model, in which each node
corresponds to a B-Spline surface.
This analytic model allows to extract features such
as high curvature points, valleys or ridges. We cur-
rently only implemented a peak extraction procedure
based on a quick analysis of the matrix expression of
the B-Spline surfaces. Once the peaks are extracted,
we apply a feature matching localization method, co-
operating with an iconic one : the iconic method is
only performed in the neighborhood of the detected
features. Hence, using small correlation windows, we
avoid the long processing time usually encountered
with such methods.
5 System Architecture and Control
The generic control architecture for the autonomous
mobile robots developed at LAAS is organized into
three levels [23, 24]. It is instantiated in the case of
the EDEN experiment as shown in figure 7. The higher
task planning level plans the mission specified by the
operator in terms of tasks, with temporal constraints,
executable by the robot. This operating station level,
not currently used in the experiment, will be imple-
mented in an specific environment to validate our tele-
programming approach.
Let's describe here the functional and decisional levels,
and the way they are integrated.
OPERATOR
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Figure 7: Global control architecture. Connections
between the modules at the functional level show data
flow.
5.1 The Functional Level
The Functional Level includes the functions for acting
(wheels, perception platform), sensing (laser, cameras,
odometry and inertial platform) and for various data
processing (feedback control, image processing, terrain
representation, trajectory computation, ...). To con-
trol robot functionalities and underlying resources, all
these functions are embedded into modules defined in
a systematic and formal way, according to data or re-
sources sharing. Thus, modules are servers which are
called via a standard interface, and allow to combine
or to redesign easily the functions [25]. These modules
can be viewed as a generalization of the logical sensor
concept [26].
Figure 7 shows the set of modules used for the exper-
imentation and the data flow during the progress of
an iteration. The connections are dynamically estab-
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lishedbythedecisionallevelaccordingtothecontext.
5.2 The Decisional Level
Thislevelincludesthenavigationplannerandasuper-
visorthatestablishesat run-timethedependenciesbe-
tweenmodules.It alsocontrolstheirexecutionaccord-
ingto thecontextandtherobotstate,andinstallsthe
conditions/reactionsi caseofexternalevents(watch-
ingfor obstacleswhenexecutinga trajectoryfor in-
stance).In ourcurrentimplementation,thethreeen-
titiesof thedecisionallevelhavebeensimplifiedand
mergedtogether,usinga ProceduralReasoningSys-
tem[27].
5.2.1 The Supervisor and the Executive
Thesupervisorreceivesthetaskto beexecuted,de-
scribedintermsofactionsto becarriedoutandmodal-
ities. If thetaskisnotdirectlyexecutable(typically
whenthegoalliesin anunknownarea),thenaviga-
tionplannerefinesit (section5.2.2).Thesupervisor
watchesfor events(obstacles,time-out,etc.) andre-
actsto themasplanned,accordingto thedynamicsof
thesituationandthestateoftheotherrunningtasks.
It sendsto the Executivethedifferentsequencesof
actionswhichcorrespondto thetask,andsendsback
to theoperatorthe informationsrelatedto task(e.g.
specificdata,andthereportaboutitsexecution,etc.).
Theexecutivelaunchesthe executionof actionsby
sendingthe relatedrequeststo the functionalevel
modules.It managestheaccessto resourcesandthe
coherenceof multiplerequestsat thesyntacticlevel,
andcantakeintoaccountheparallelismof somese-
quences(watchingforobstacleswhilemovingtoward
an intermediategoalfor instance).It sendsbackto
thesupervisorreportsaboutthefulfillmentof those
basicactions.
5.2.2 Navigation Planning
Generallyspeaking,thenavigationplannerusespro-
ceduresto carryout thetaskanddecomposeit into
executableelementaryactions,onthebasisoftilecur-
rentenvironmentandrobotstates.It isakeycompo-
nentof thedecisionallevel: mixingbothprocedural
knowledgeandknowledgeabouttheenvironment,i
performthedecisionsthat providetherobotwith a
"smart"behavior.Thesedecisionsincludeperception
strategies, ie the choice and the definition of the differ-
ent perception tasks to perform, and motion strategies,
that imply the definition of intermediate goals and the
choice of navigation modes. The two problems are ob-
viously closely linked, but to avoid a great complexity,
we developed two independent techniques coupled af-
terwards.
Motion Strategies
The basic technique to plan a route in the known en-
vironment relies on the execution of an A*-like search
in the connection graph. This search selects a path,
i.e. a succession of connected regions, that defines the
intermediate goal and the motion mode to activate.
The valuation of the arcs (that connect the region bor-
ders) is obviously determinant to implement different
strategies. Our valuation is currently a heuristic mix
between these criteria :
• Arc label : to plan a route that minimizes the ex-
ecution time, the region label are taken into account.
The planner then avoids to cross uneven areas when
possible, since they require a fine modeling and a com-
plex trajectory planning.
• Arc confidence : considering only the former con-
straint, the artifacts raised by the classification proce-
dure (essentially badly labeled "obstacle" cells) would
mislead the robot navigation. The arc label criterion
is therefore pondered by its confidence, which allows
the planner to cross some obstacles areas for instance,
which actually triggers the execution of a new percep-
tion task when facing such areas.
• Altitude variation : For the purpose of energy
saving, one may wish to minimize the positive altitude
variations during trajectory execution, which increases
the cost of climbing hills for instance.
Finally, let's note that a localization ability value can
be taken into account while planning a route : from
the localization model and the global bitmap model,
landmarks (or interesting areas) visibility zones can be
quickly computed, which produces a structure similar
to a potential field. A localization ability value is then
associated to each node of the graph, and a path that
maximizes the sum of these values along the route can
be determined.
Using some pre-defined rules, an analysis of the search
result is then performed to define the next perceptual
need among the three following : localization, discov-
ery (perception of unknown area), and model refining
(re-classification of an already perceived zone from a
closest point of view or fine modeling).
Perception Strategies
Once the intermediate goal and the perceptual need
are defined, the next perception task is performed ac-
cording the following procedure [28] :
1. Perceptual constraint checking : characteris-
tics on the sensor (field of view, resolution) and on the
environment (visibility) constrains the observation ;
2. Prediction of the result of the perceptual task,
i.e. estimation of the information it can provide ;
3. And finally evaluation of the contribution of
the predicted task, in tlle context of the current need.
The main point here is to faithfully model the logical
sensor to use ("classifier", "peak extractor",...), as in
section 4.1.
As an example, let's examine a perceptual task selec-
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tion: supposethesearchin thegraphderivedaneed
toenhancetheconfidencevalueofacertainarea.From
theintermediategoalselected,thefollowingprocedure
is run :
1. For each pixel of the global bitmap surround-
ing the sensor (within the LRF distance limit), the vis-
ibility constraint is checked using the elevation value
encoded in the pixel ;
2. The current confidence label (Equal to zero if
the pixel has not yet been perceived) of each perceiv-
able pixel is compared to a theoretical "mean confi-
dence value" the sensor can bring (deduced from the
curves of figure 5). This comparison permits to esti-
mate the amount of information the sensor can pro-
vide.
3. Finally, the usefulness of tile predicted task is
estimated, and the consideration of other constraints
(allowed time, maximal sensor field of view...) defines
its parameters, ie. perception direction, the LRF scan-
ning mode, the field of view...
6 The EDEN Experiment
All the concepts and processes described in this paper
are currently being integrated in tile context of the
"EDEN" experiment.
6.1 Experimental Test Bed
ADAM 4 has six motorized non directional wheels with
passive suspensions, and is equipped with a "percep-
tion head" composed of a 3D scanning laser range
finder with a deflecting mirror and two color cameras,
mounted on a 1-axis pan platform.
The on-board computing architecture is composed of
two VME racks running under the real time operating
system VxWorks. They are connected to the operat-
ing station (a Sun SparcStation 10-41) by an Ether-
net link. The first rack includes two 68030 CPUs and
various I/O boards, and is dedicated to internal local-
ization (thanks to odometry encoders and a inertial
platform) and locomotion
The second rack is composed of two 68040 CPUS, three
Datacube boards and some I/O. It is dedicated to sens-
ing activities : video image acquisition, laser range
finder command and acquisition, local processing of
data.
During the experiments, most of the "high level" com-
puting processes are run on the operating workstation
to take benefit of a better debugging environment and
of tile pre-existence of tile softwares under Unix. tlow-
ever, we have the possibility to embark all the soft-
wares in a near future : some are already ported under
VxWorks, and it is possible to use an on-board Spare
CPU under Sun-OS.
4Its chassis was built by VNII Transmach (S t Petersburg,
Russia)
6.2 Experiments
:!i!_i:;.. _! .......
Figure 8: ADAM's natural environment
The figure 8 shows an illustrative image of ADAM's
natural environment; it is a 20 by 50 metcrs area, com-
posed of flat, sloppy, uneven rocky areas, and of big ob-
stacle rocks. The canonical task is "GoTo Landmark",
the environment being initially totally unknown. The
goal landmark is currently a 2D pattern detected and
localized in a luminance image. We have performed
several "reach that goal" experiments using only the
2D motion planner in the crossable zones, and a "dis-
covery" strategy. After a few "perceive - analyze -
plan" steps, (from 3 to 10, depending on the chosen
path) Adam reaches the target located at an approx-
imatively 30 meter distance from its starting point.
The whole processing time does not exceed half a
minute at each step, but due to the slow motion of
the robot (its maximum speed is 28 cm/s) and the
LRF image acquisition time, ADAM takes generally
about 15 minutes to execute its mission.
We have also performed experiments using only the 3D
motion planner; for this sake, we have partially inte-
grated the following functions : fine terrain modeling,
localization procedures and 3D trajectory planning on
uneven terrain 5
Figure 9 illustrates the position update and the terrain
model updating performed after the third acquisition :
the left figure shows the extracted features in the Lo-
cal Elevation Map, built from the third depth image ;
the right figure presents the corresponding correlated
points (and the correlation windows) in the current
Global Elevation Map. Figure 10 represents the new
Global Elevation Map after the robot position updat-
ing and the fusion.
5The computation time needed on a spare II Sun station to
build a Digital Elevation Map is about 2 see.; the localization
process takes about 3 see., and the 3D planning process needs
about 60 sec.
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Figure 9: Position updating : how to merge the new
LEM in the current GEM ?
Figure 10: Ttle new GEM after localization and fusion
Figure 11 is a perspective view of the reconstructed
terrain on which the 3D trajectory of the robot has
been planned and executed after 5 incremental steps
(the grid discretization of the elevation map is 10 cm).
The concatenation of the different 3D trajectories
planned by ADAM to reach the goal is surimposed
to the terrain model.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an integrated multi-level perception
system for an autonomous outdoor robot. This system
points out several different modeling services, and en-
hances a lot the robot autonomy and efficiency. An
ambitious experimental project, still under way, vali-
dates our adaptive approach and benefits to the devel-
opment of highly demanding robotic applications, in
particular planetary exploration.
A lot of difficult tasks have nevertheless still to be
achieved, among which we retain the followings :
• Besides the software complete integration of the
whole system (and especially of the fine modeling and
localization modules), each process performance needs
Figure 11: The GEM after 5 perceptions
to be improved and better validated. Feedback pro-
vided by the real data gathered during the experiments
is here an essential information.
• The integration of a stereovision correlation algo-
rithm would enhance the perception capabilities, by
providing dense 3D and color data on a particular area.
We could then address natural landmark recognition,
and estimate the physical nature of the soil during the
classification procedure.
. We currently only experimented the 2D navigation
mode and the 3D navigation mode apart. Mixing both
modes with a reflex one requires the development of
"smart" navigation strategies. This topic needs par-
ticularly to be better formalized and tested ; the idea
of developing exploration strategies in a topological
connection graph whose arcs are valued with a cer-
tain confidence, while having the possibility of raising
up this confidence (by acquiring data), appears to be
promising.
• Memory management and consistency management
of the models is a bottleneck to the execution of very
long missions. The "sliding bitmap" concept we briefly
presented has to be implemented and tested.
• Finally, improving the robot speed is fundamental,
if not vital. The robot computing capacities should be
better exploited, by implementing a kind of "pipeline"
architecture.
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Abstract
Existing Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
robotic controllers rely on an inverse kinematic model to
convert user-specified cartesian trajectory coordinates to
joint variables. These joints experience friction, stiction
and gear backlash effects. Due to lack of proper
linearization of these effects, modem control theory based
on state space methods cannot provide adequate control
for robotic systems. In presence of loads, the dynamic
behavior of robotic systems is complex and nonlinear,
especially where mathematical modeling is evaluated for
real-time operations. Fuzzy Logic Control is a fast
emerging alternative to conventional control systems in
situations where it may not be feasible to formulate an
analytical model of the complex system.
Fuzzy logic techniques track a user-defined
trajectory without having the host computer to explicitly
solve the nonlinear inverse kinematic equations. The
goal is to provide a rule-based approach, which is closer
to human reasoning. The approach used expresses end-
point error, location of manipulator joints, and
proximity to obstacles as fuzzy variables. The resulting
decisions are based upon linguistic and non-numerical
information.
This paper presents a solution to the
conventional robot controller which is independent of
computationally intensive kinematic equations.
Computer simulation results of this approach as obtained
from software implementation are also discussed.
lalxadagliaa
Fuzzy set theory was developed in 1965 by
Zadeh [1], and permits the treatment of vague, uncertain,
imprecise, and ill-defined knowledge and concepts in an
exact mathematical way. This theory addresses the
uncertainty that results from boundary conditions as
opposed to Probability theory of mathematics. It allows
one to express the operational and control laws of a
system, linguistically in words such as "too cold",
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
"cool", "warm", "very hot" etc., which is a
generalization of the classical set theory. Fuzzy
arithmetic differs from classical Boolean arithmetic as it
allows a variable to be partially included in any given set
as opposed to being fully included or excluded in Boolean
algebra. This is known as Crisp set theory. Fuzzy
logic is multivalued and varies from maximum to
minimum as a function of the input. Fuzzy sets are
subjective as compared to standard crisp sets which are
objective and are viewed as exceptional cases of fuzzy
sets [2].
Fuzzy controllers offer some practical
advantages over conventional controllers like increased
robustness in spite of high ambient noise levels or
sensor failures, an ability to handle nonlinearities
without control system degradation, and easy formulation
of fuzzy rules. This makes the understanding,
modification and maintenance of a fuzzy logic based
controller much easier than is possible with conventional
controllers. This method can be used when a specific
rule base or expert is available who can specify the rules
underlying the system behavior and the fuzzy set that
represents the characteristics of each variable. The
drawbacks of the inverse kinematic equations have posed
significant limitations on the robot controller since it is
difficult to move the end-effector to a specified position
and computing joint variables.
This paper discusses a novel approach in
designing a fuzzy logic controller for the robotic arm
which replaces the traditional controller and lays the
foundation for a new generation of robotic controllers
with a simpler architecture.
Conventional Controller Desiell 9f
 d.aaiaalal.e 
The most common controller for robotic
manipulators in feedback systems is the Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) controller, which is
implemented as a secondary controller. This controller
corrects errors by means of trajectory tracking [3]. A
PID controller performs Proportional amplification
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(P),Integration(I),andDifferentiation(D)ontheerror
signalfedintothecontrollerasinput.Ingeneral,theD-
partspeedsuptheresponsebyperformingapredictive-
typefunction,I-partinfluencesthesteady-stateerror,and
theP-partinfluencestheopen-loopsteady-stategain.
Eachpartof thecontrollerneedsadjustmentor tuning
experimentallysothatdesirabler sponsesofthesystem
areobtained.Thegainof aPIDcontrollercanalsobe
determinedbyEigenvalueassignment.
ThePIDcontrollerisverysimpletoimplement
andeachaxiscanhaveitsownseparatePIDloop.The
maindrawbackof thePIDcontrolleristhattheloadseen
bythemotororactuatorofeachjointcanchangerapidly
and substantially. This is particularly true for the
proximal joints near the base where the moments of
inertia and the loading due to gravity can vary by an order
of magnitude [4].
Imnlementation of Fuzzy Logic
A fuzzy logic controller can be considered as a
control expert system which simulates human thinking
in the interpretation of the real world data. It utilizes
fuzzy set labels and performs an appropriate reasoning
using Compositional Rule of Inference (CRI) [5]. The
CRI represents the core of the deduction mechanism of
the controller. It performs the composition of fuzzy sets
and matrices of fuzzy rules using the max-min operator.
One of the main advantages of using fuzzy approach is
that it provides the best technique for knowledge
representation that could be possibly devised for encoding
knowledge about continuous (analog) variables.
The components of the conventional and fuzzy
systems are similar. They differ mainly in fuzzy
systems containing the Fuzzifier which maps the input
physical variables measured by an external sensor to
fuzzy set variables [6]. The conditional rules expressed
in the form of IF (some event) THEN (perform some
action) are contained within the rule evaluator. The
inverse process of converting the fuzzy outputs of the
fuzzy rule evaluator to a physical variable is performed
by the Defuzzifier. The value produced by the defuzzifier
represents the weighted average of all fuzzy rules that
were fired within the fuzzy rule evaluator.
The fuzzy system designer's task lies in defining
the data points flowing in the system, the basic
transformations performed on the data and the data
elements output from the system. The first step
consists of analyzing the system and understanding the
given problem. Next, each control and solution variable
in the fuzzy model is decomposed into a set of fuzzy
regions. These regions are given unique names, called
labels within the domain of the variable. The measured
values of input are then converted to corresponding
degrees of membership in fuzzy sets. This is done by
applying the definition of membership functions for each
input variable. Rules that tie the input values to the
output model are written as follows : "if < fuzzy
proposition A >, then < do fuzzy proposition B >".
Generally, the number of rules a system requires is
related to the number of control variables. The last step
would be to select a method of "defuzzification". There
are several ways to convert an output fuzzy set into a
crisp solution variable, but the most commonly used one
is the centroid technique. Thus the real complexity in
developing a fuzzy system is in creating and testing both
the degree of membership functions and the rule base,
rather than implementing the run-time environment.
Pronosed Fuzzy Logic Controller Model
The two basic problems encountered when
attempting to apply a fuzzy control in real systems are:
Choice of primary fuzzy sets to be used together
with the rules that constitute the control law or
algorithm for a fuzzy control structure.
Numerical description of the linguistics to
implement a fuzzy control algorithm in a
computer, which is a nonfuzzy machine.
The typical robot control problem consists of
moving the end-effector to a user-specified position
(x,y,z) and orientation (roll, pitch, yaw) [7]. To achieve
this, the robot joint motors must be driven to specific
angular positions. The task of computing these specific
joint angles is referred to as the inverse kinematic
problem. In general, inverse kinematic equations are
highly coupled and involve nonlinear differential
equations, whose closed form solutions are often
undefined. This poses a computational bottleneck. The
block diagram of the proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller is
shown in Figure 1.
The Southwestern Research Institute (SWRI)
[6] at San Antonio, Texas applied fuzzy logic to control
a robot without having to explicitly solve inverse
kinematic equations. This controller, mimics intelligent
human-like decision-making via a fuzzy rule base, which
is essentially a collection of varying degrees of cause-
and-effect relationships. The fuzzy rule base is the most
critical element within the novel robot controller. The
performance of the controller is directly dependent on the
quality of fuzzy rules. The approach taken to realize the
optimum set of rules which would track enabling control
was to linearize the robot model and then apply the
principle of superposition to the resulting iinearized
equations. First, the x and y components of the
individual locations of robot joints and the observed
tracking error of the robot end-effector need to be
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representedin fuzzyterms uchas: Positive Big (PB),
Positive Medium (PM) etc. up to Negative Big (NB).
Next, simple fuzzy rules were formulated to evaluate the
individual joint axis contributions to reduce the tracking
errors of the robot end-effector. For example, if the
tracking error in the x direction is PM and the y
component of the end-effector is PB, then move the first
joint by PM. If robot end point is Negative Medium
(NM) and tracking error is Positive Big (PB), change
joint angle 1 by NM.
A Simnle 2-Deeree of Freedom Maninulatnr
The problem of designing a manipulator
controller stems from the basic idea of the simplest
known biological controller which is the human arm [8].
When we reach for an object, we determine the
approximate error (distance from our hand to the object),
and move in a way to reduce the error. We do not
precompute the path or the elbow or shoulder angles
which is required to grasp the object. Our motions
continuously aim at reducing the distance between the
hand and the target. In fact, we are successful at reaching
and grasping both stationary and moving objects and
accomplish these feats without an accurate mathematical
model of the kinematics involved. Thus, the fuzzy
logic approach allows an initial control system to be
derived from fundamental concepts without the need for
extended training sets. There are several approaches that
achieve this objective. One such approach is discussed
in this paper.
The coordinates of the manipulator of the
desired point, or target (the end-effector is assumed to be
located at the tip of the second link, or at the second
joint) are (xd,Yd), (x0,Y0) the coordinates of the
manipulator of the initial point, e(r) is the error of the
manipulator between the initial and the end points, rd
and r0 are the desired and initial arm lengths (distance
from the base joint to the manipulator), angles 180-
C,180-D and E are the initial and final angles between
the links respectively and the error angle E = C-D, we
have:
e(r) 2 =rd 2 - r02
= 2.L1.L2.(cosC - sinC. E - cosC)
if angle E is small
= 2.L 1.L2 sinC. E
where sinE = E for E << 0.
Here, e(r) 2 is used as the input signal to the fuzzy set
rules.
Actually, e(r) 2 = [(Xd2+ yd 2 ).(x02 +
y02 )], which reduces the error [9]. After achieving the
desired rd through the change in angle C to angle D,
angle A is changed to A' to rotate the robot arm to reach
the desired position. The pictorial representation is
given in Figure 2.
Here, the rules are arranged as follows:
• For the position of Fig 2(a):
If(robot arm length needs to be changed by<fuzzy set
1>, and current joint angle is <fuzzy set 2>), then
(change second link angle C by E)
• For the position of Fig 2(b):
If(change in angle C is E, and desired angular change
of robot arm length T'-T is <fuzzy set 3>), then
(change angle A to A') where <fuzzy set i> (i = 12,
...) is of the form "positive big", "small" etc.
The developed fuzzy rule sets reside within the
fuzzy controller, which outputs an incremental joint
command to the individual joints of the robot based on
the configuration and the deviations of the actual end
point to the desired end point. The actual Cartesian end
point is determined by applying the forward kinematic
equations on joint angles [10,11]. The same procedure
can be extended to 3 or higher DOF manipulators.
The simulation of the proposed algorithm of the
above algorithm, was done on a Mach operating system
running NExT machine. The trajectory of a robot
tracking a user specified straight line and partial
configurations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
configurations of the robot are all in reasonable good
positions, in the sense that those positions keep all
joints away from their singular points. It also shows
that the robot has passed one of its singular points,
which usually causes an overflow in the conventional
mathematical algorithm. The error between the actual and
the desired trajectory are between specified limits. A
computer simulation program is included in the
Appendix.
Results of this simulation were graphed, and the
performance for the position of the x and y co-ordinates
and the error of the arm with respect to time were plotted
(Figures 3 & 4). From Figure 3 one can see that the
arm was successful in tracking the desired trajectory.
Figure 4 shows that the error progressively decreases to
zero in the least possible time.
ILoJa.Oasit_.n_
A non algorithmic, model free approach has
been developed that relies on a fuzzy rule base to evaluate
the required axis motion for the robot. This scheme does
not require solution to the inverse kinematic equation to
arrive at the joint set points. The fuzzy rule base
provides fast execution speed because the fuzzy rules
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performsimpleintegeradditionsandmultiplicationsto
evaluatetherequiredaxismotion.It canbeshownthat
onlya maximumof 15rulesarerequiredto evaluate
individualjointaxismotionandthatalinearelationship
existsbetweenthenumberof rulesandthedegreeof
freedomof the robot. The fuzzylogiccontroller
approachis foundto be33%fasterthantraditional
controllermethodsthatrequiresolutiontotheinverse
kinematicequation.However,thefuzzyruleapproach
cannotachievethe trackingaccuraciesof thePID
controller,sinceasinglefuzzyruledescribesapatchin
thestatespaceratherthananexactsinglepoint.
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/* C program to compute the trajectory of the 2
DOF manipulator when the ann is constrained
to move in a st. line of the form y -- -X + 4. */
#define m -1 /* define the slope of the st. line */
#define y_intercept 4
#define A 2 /* define a random x value */
#define B 2 /* define a y value for the first link */
#define C 4 /* define the initial arm position */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
double x_final, y_final;
double x_A, y_B, x_C[500],y_D[500];
double distl, dist2,armlenght,D,arm l_len;
FILE *fp;
mainO
{
}
double time[500];
double arm2_len, angle_2;
int i=0, j;
double error[500];
D = (m'C) + y_intercept;
fp = fopen("datafile","w");
distl = sqrt(pow(A,2) + pow(B,2));
dist2 = sqrt(pow((A-C),2) + pow((B-D),2) );
armlenght = sqrt(pow(C,2) + pow(D,2));
puts("give the co-ordinates of final arm
position");
scanf("%d %d", &x_final, &y_final);
arm l_len = armlenght;
x_C[i] = C; time[0] = 0; y_D[i] = D;
error[i] = 0;
do
t x_C[i+l] = x_C[i] + ( C/abs(x_final -
c));
y_D[i+l] = m * x_C[i+l] +
y_intercept;
arm2_ien = sqrt(pow(x_C,2) +
pow(y_D,2));
time[i+l] = time[i] + 0.1;
++i;
}while((error[i- 1] = abs(x_C[i- 1 ] - x_final)) <
0.01 && abs(y_D[i- 1] - y_final) < 0.01);
for(j=0; j<=i; ++j)
{ fprintf(fp, "%d ", timeD]);
fprintf(fp, " %d", error[j]);
fprinff(fp, " %d", x_C[j]);
fprintf(fp, " %d_", y_D[j]);
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Abstract. A new vehicle following controller
is proposed for autonomous intelligent vehicles.
The proposed vehicle following controller not only
provides smooth transient maneuver for unavoid-
able nonzero initial conditions but also guaran-
tees the asymptotic platoon stability without the
availability of feedforward information. Further-
more, the achieved asymptotic platoon stability
is shown to be robust to sensor delays and an up-
per bound for the allowable sensor delays is also
provided in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Designing autonomous intelligent vehicles is important
in the research of Advanced Vehicle Control Systems
(AVCS) which is a major initiate in Intelligent Vehicle
Highway Systems (IVHS). The main advantage of an au-
tonomous intelligent vehicle is that it is considered as a
"self-contained" system, i.e., it can operate together with
other manually controlled vehicles without further techni-
cal assistance from highway infrastructure. Since future
Automated Highway Systems (AHS) is planned to evolve
from today's highway operation, the deployment of au-
tonomous intelligent vehicles is of particular importance.
An autonomous intelligent vehicle is assumed to be ca-
pable of measuring (or estimating) necessary dynamical
information from the immediate front vehicle by its on
board sensors. The computer in the vehicle will then pro-
cess these measured data and generate proper throttling
and braking actions for controlling the vehicle's move-
ment. These longitudinal maneuvers must be performed
as swiftly as possible within the rider's comfort and safety
constraints.
Traditionally, vehicle following controllers are designed
for single-mass (triple integration) models which do not
account for any propulsion system dynamics, see, e.g.,
[1, 6]. In [8], Shladover included a simple first order en-
gine model in the system dynamics and designed a linear
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
vehicle following controller. It was shown that asymptotic
platoon stability can be achieved by this linear controller
when the drag forces (aerodynamic force and mechani-
cal force) are neglected and the feedforward information
is available. Based on the same vehicle model [8] with
(nonlinear) drag forces taken into account, a nonlinear ve-
hicle following controller was designed by Sheikholeslam
and Desoer [7] using feedback linearization technique. In
this case, asymptotic stability can also be achieved if the
feedforward information is available. In [3], based on a
more complicated vehicle engine model proposed in [5],
Hedrick et al. proposed a sliding mode nonlinear con-
troller to achieve vehicle following. The simulation results
indicated that the controller has the potential of achiev-
ing asymptotic platoon stability if the feedforward infor-
mation is available. This observation was later verified
with proof in [9]. In [4], Ioannou and Chien modified the
nonlinear vehicle following controller proposed in [7] and
showed that asymptotic platoon stability can be achieved
by this modified controller without any feedforward infor-
mation. This result enhances the feasibility of the future
deployment of autonomous intelligent vehicles.
In this paper, we propose a new vehicle following con-
troller based on the nonlinear model proposed in [5] and
[3]. The proposed vehicle following controller not only pro-
vides smooth transient maneuver for unavoidable nonzero
initial conditions but also guarantees the asymptotic pla-
toon stability without the availability of feedforward infor-
mation. Furthermore, we show that the achieved asymp-
totic platoon stability is robust to sensor delay and an
upper bound for the allowable sensor delays is provided.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 and 3
, a vehicle longitudinal model and a safety distance pol-
icy are briefly reviewed. In Section 4, we present control
methodologies for two classes of nonlinear control systems
based on the ideas developed in backstepping control tech-
nique. Applying theses methodologies, we design vehicle
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followingthrottleandbrakecontrollerin Section5. The
issuesof designingasymptoticplatoonstabilityandits
robustnessto sensordelaysarediscussedin Section6. In
Section 7, we use simulation results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach. At last, Section 8 gives a
brief conclusion and possible future research directions.
II. VEHICLE DYNAMICS MODEL
In this section, we introduce a longitudinal powertrain
model for control system design. The derivation of the
system dynamic equations is based on the following as-
sumptions [9]:
• Ideal gas law holds in the intake manifold.
• Temperature of the intake manifold does not
change.
• There are no time delays in generating the power in
the engine.
• The drive axle is sufficiently rigid.
• The torque converter is locked.
• The brakes follow first order dynamics.
The dynamics of the flow of air into and out of the intake
manifold is described by
tha = thai - th,_o
where m_ is the mass of air in the intake manifold and
r_2ai , Tt_aoare the mass flow rates through the throttle valve
and into the cylinders, respectively.
Empirical equations developed for these flow rates are
thai = maxPRl(ma)Tc(a)
thao = th,,o( W_,m,, )
where m_ is a constant determined by the size of the in-
take manifold; To(') is the throttle characteristic, a non-
linear function of the throttle angle a; Pro(') is the pres-
sure influence function describing the choked flow relation-
ship. Notice that rha0 is generally measured by steady-
state engine tests and supplied in tabular form as a func-
tion of the mass of air m_ in the intake manifold and the
engine speed w,.
The engine's rotational dynamics is given by
I_be = Tnet(we,ma) - RTbr - RrFtr (1)
where I is the rotary inertia of the engine and the wheels
referred to the engine side; R is the effective gear ratio
from the wheel to the engine; T_r is the brake torque;
Tnet is the net-engine torque which is also measured by
steady-state engine tests and supplied in tabular form as
a function of m: and the engine speed w,; r is the effective
tire radius; and Ftr is the tractive force.
The tractive force can be expressed as
Ftr = Kr sat (i/_
where Kr is the longitudinal tire stiffness; i is a constant
determined by the road and tire condition (usually around
0.15 [10]): sat(.) is the standard saturation function; and
i is the sl_p between the wheels and ground given by
i=l- --
1_rWe
In addition, we adopt a linear brake actuator model
Tb, - TbrTbr --
7- b
where vb is the actuator time constant, Tb_ is the brake
torque applied to the driven wheel and The is the com-
manded brake torctue.
Finally, the longitudinal equation for the vehicle veloc-
ity is given by
Mi_ = F*r - cv 2 - _Mg (2)
where cv 2 is the aerodynamic drag, I_Mg is the rolling
resistance, and M is the effective mass of the vehicle.
Under the "no-slip" condition [9], i.e.,
V _ J_?'Wel
equations (1) and (2) yield
J_be = Tne,(we, m_) - cR3r3w_ - RTbr - ¢1
where Cz = RrllMg; J = I + Mr _ is the effective inertia
of the vehicle referred to the engine.
With above discussions, the i th following vehicle has the
following longitudinal dynamics,
xi = vi = Rrwe (3)
1
_b. = -_[Tn.t(we,ma) - eR3r3w_ - RTb_ - ¢1] (4)
tha = -thao(We, ma) + maxPRl(ma)Tc(c,) (5)
Tb, - The - Tb_ (6)
,r b
where xi and vi denote the position and velocity along
the longitudinal direction.
III. SAFETY DISTANCE POLICY
For safe longitudinal operations, a following vehicle is re-
quired to keep a safe distance from its preceding vehicle.
From the traffic capacity point of view, the desired safe
distance should be as small as possible. However, the ve-
hicle's performance capability, rider's comfort constraint
and other safety considerations impose minimum bound
on this distance. In this paper, we will adopt a desired
safety distance policy [4] for the ith following vehicle.
s_, = _(_ - ___) + _,, + _ (z)
where A1, A, A3 are positive constants determined by the
specified values of human reaction time, vehicle's full ac-
celeration and deceleration, and maximal allowable jerk
during deceleration.
While vehicle following is operating near a steady state,
the velocity of the control vehicle is approximately equal
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to the velocityof its precedingvehicle.Therefore,the
safetydistancepolicycanbewellapproximatedby the
constanttimeheadwaypolicy
Sd, = .Xm+ ,%. (8)
Let xi (xi-1 rasp.) and vl (_1i-1 resp.) be the position
and velocity of the ich (i - 1*h resp.) vehicle. As shown in
Figure (1), the spacing deviation for the ith vehicle from
the desired safety distance is
6i := zi-a--=i--li--Sd, (9)
= xi-1 -- xl -- Ii -- ,kvi -- )_3
where li is the length of controlled vehicle.
: Xi
:...:_.. V i
6i Sd,
: Xi-1
"" ""_" vi - 1
-I,1 l
= Avi + A3
Figure 1:
For a group of vehicles with each vehicle's longitudinal
dynamics described by (3)- (6), our control objective is to
design a controller for each vehicle such that the following
objectives are achieved: the spacing deviation 6i can be
regulated; the asymptotically platoon stability is achieved;
and smooth transient response is guaranteed for non-zero
initial spacing deviation and velocity deviation.
To this end, it seems that input-output feedback lin-
earization technique may provide a promising approach
to deal with this nonlinear control problem based on
the structure of the system. However, since the map-
pings T,_e_(., .), rn'_o(., .) and PRI(') are supplied in tab-
ular forms, their exact partial derivatives are not clearly
identified. Consequently, feedback linearization method
can not be applied directly.
IV. NONLINEAR CONTROL METHODOLOGIES
In this section, we will show how the basic ideas used
in backstepping control design approach can be applied
to controller design for two classes of nonlinear systems.
The control methodologies developed will then be used to
design vehicle following controllers in Section V.
Nonlinear control systems Class I
Consider the following single-input single-output (SISO)
nonlinear control system
= 1o(,0)
_' = Y_(_"'_) (lO)
£" = f2(w,z)'-l- f3(z)ga(u)
= h(=,w,_m,vm)
where w, z E R are state variables; y E N is the output;
fl (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and gl are smooth nonlinear functions;
Xm,Vm E N are bounded external signals; and u is the
control input.
The control objective is to design the input u so that
the output y is regulated, i.e., limt__ y(t) = 0, while
the state variables w, z remain bounded. Our approach
for finding an input u to achieved the control objective is
based on the application of control Lyapunov function in
the backstepping technique developed in [2].
The basic ideas of applying backstepping technique to
the control design for system (_10) are roughly summarized
in the following. First, we neglect the dynamics of state z
and treat z as the input, thenfind a control input z = za to
achieve output regulation for the following reduced order
system:
= :o(w)
_, = fl(_,z) (11)
v = h(=,w,x,,,v,,)
Second, construct a state feedback u from the computed
Zd such that
lim (z(t) - za(t)) = 0
t ---*O0
Finally, we show the control objective is achieved for the
closed loop system.
For our approach, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 4.1 f3(z) is nonzero and _(w,z)is
bounded for all w, z E R.
Assumption 4.2 The system
_: = fl(z,u)
y _ X
is bounded input bounded output (BIBO) stable
where x,y, u E H.
We now elaborate the control design procedure. Take
v_(=,_.,_,_) := _h2(=,_,=_,_), _, > 0
as a Lyapunov function and evaluate the derivative of Vw
along the trajectory of (11). We get
-,;',,,(_, _, _,,,, ,,., )
hdh
= "/1 d t
Oh.
= _'lh [_xx+ Oh Oh xrn Oh ,
[_ oh oh _m oh _,,,]
= "71h fo(w) q-_wfl(W'Zd)'t-_xm + Ovm J
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If, for kl > 0, za is such that
Oh Oh
:l(_,zd) = (_)-l[_klh_ _f0(_)
Oh 2m Oh _m
then
f'_(.,w, =r., v..) = --'y_kl h2(=,w,=..,vm)
For further developments, we will assume
Assumption 4.3 There exists a Zd satisfying (12) for
all x, w, xm, vm in the domain of interest.
Take
V_(_,_,z, za,_m,,r,)
1
:= v_(=,_o,=,,,,,_)+_2(z-za) 2, _2 >0.
as a Lyapunov function for (I0). The derivative of Vu
along the trajectory of (10) is
Oh Oh Oh _m
= _lh[_fo(_)+ _-Ef_(_,z)+ o--_
Oh
+ a---__._ ]+ _(z - _)(_ - _)
Oh Oh Oh 2m
= _xh[ _fo(_)+ _--J_(w, zd)+
+ Oh _m
cI/3 m aW "
= -,uk_h 2 +,_ha----h[.f_(w,z)- f_(w, za)]
+_=(z - *_)[.5(_, 0 + .f3(z)g_(u) - _]
If, for k2 > 0, u is such that
f3(z)g_(_) = -k2(_- _d)- f2(_,z) + _a
1
_2 (z - za)
then
Y_ (=, _, _, _a, _-_, v,_) = -'u _ h_ - _ (z - za) _
Theorem 1 Consider the system (10) with the following
proposed nonlinear state feedback controller
u(z, w, z, _Crn, vrn)
= ,71(_--_{--_(z--_)--/_(_,_) +z_ (12)
_2._. 1 h Oh
._ _ "8-gw[fl(w,z) - fl(w, zd)]} )
where zd satisfies (12). Suppose that Assumptions _.1,
_.2 and _.3 are satisfied. Then for the closed loop system
(_o), (1_), we ha_e w remains bo.nded, _ converges to
zero and z converges to Zd asymptotically.
Proof." Let
:_ Z -- Z d
Then the closed loop syatem (10), (12) yields a subsystem
Oh
h = -klh+_w[fl(W,2+za)-fl(w, zd)] (13)
z = -k2_- "¢_lh_-_h[f_(w,5+ Za) - :l(w, za)] (14)
"72 z ow
By Assumption 4.1, we have
lim f_(w, z) - f_(w, za) __ Of 1 (w, Zd) < oc
z_za Z -- Z d OZ
This implies that (h, 2) = (0, 0) is an equilibrium of the
system (13), (14).
Take as a Lyapunov function for (13), (14).
V(h,_,) := l_/lh2 -t- 2",/2_?,
which is a positive definite, descrescent, and radially un-
bounded function. The derivative of V along the trajec-
tory of (13), (14) is
I_" = 71 hh + "y2_'z
h Oh w z
= -'_klh _ +'_ _--_[/_( , )- A(_,_a)]-_k_
--'YI Ow[fl(w,Z) -- fl(W, Zd)]
= --.-/1 kl h 2 --w2k2 52
< 0
Therefore, we see
h,2 G L_ NLoo.
The boundedness of w can be established by the bounded-
ness of 2 and Assumptions 4.2 and 4.3. Finally, from the
well known lyapunov theorem, we conclude that h con-
verges to zero and z converges to za asymptotically. []
Nonlinear control systems: Class II We now con-
sider the nonlinear control system
= /0(_)
d_ = f1(w,z) + f4(_)
= f_(w,_) (1_)
y = h(=,w, xm,vm)
where x, w, zr/_ R are state variables; y _ _ is the output;
fi (i = O, l, 2, 3, 4) and gx are smooth nonlinear functions;
zm,vm _ R are bounded external signals; and u is the
control input.
The control objective is to design input u so that the
output y is regulated while the state variables w, z, r/
remain bounded. We assume
4.4 °0-_(r/) is bounded.Assumption
Assumption 4.5 The system
:h= f_(z1,_)+ f,(u)
_ =/_(=1,_2)
y = [.T 1 .Z'2] T
is BIBO stable.
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The controldesignfor (15)is similarto theonefor
system(10). To startwith, weneglecthedynamicsof
stateriandtreatriasthecontrolinputofthesystem(15),
thentry to finda controlridto achievecontrolobjective
for thefollowingreducedordersystem:
Take
:_ = fo(W) (16)
'tb ---" fl(W,Z) + h(rld) (17)
= f2(_o, z) (18)
y = h(=,,_,=m,_,,,) (19)
1 2
v,_(_,w,=m,.._) = _-y3h (=,_o,=.,,v..), "y3> 0
as a Lyapunov function and evaluate the derivative of Vw
along the trajectory of (19). We get
Y_(=, w, =,,, v,,)
r Oh. Oh . Oh 5rm Oh i_ml
Oh ah
: _¢3h{ -_xfo(W)+ _w[fl(w,z)'Jt'f,(nd)]
+ Oh _:m+ Oh 6m
If, for k3 > 0, r/d is such that
(Oh) -1 Ohf4(na) = -fl(_,z) + _ [-k3h- _--_=/0(_)
Oh J:rn Oh 6rn
- Ox_ - _ ] (20)
then
y_ (=, _o,=_, -m) = -_3 k3h2
Similarly, we assume
Assumption 4.6 There exists an rid satisfying (20) for
all x, w, z, xm, vm in the domain of interest.
With Assumption 4.6, we take
1
v.(=,_,,.,.d,=,.,,,_) = v,_(=,_,=,,,,v,,,) + _(,7- ,_d)2
as a Lyapunov function and evaluate its derivative along
the system (15). We have
"V"u(=, w, rl, rld,=rn, V,m )
= _3h{ fo(,_)+5--j[f_(w,_)+]4(nd)+]4(n)--f4(nd)]
+ Oh _,_+ Oh _m
t)xrn _vm } + "f4(r_ -- _d)(_ -- ¢M)
Oh
= -3,3k3h 2 + 73h_w [fJ,(r/) - .f4(rld)]
+_4(0 - ,a)[fz(,) + al (_,) - ')d]
If, for k4 > 0, u is such that
,.ql(_t) --'_ -k4 (r/ - r/d) -- 13(_) Jr _d
1 Oh
"_4(,7: 'Td)_3h_-j if4(,) - f4('Td)]
then
Y_(_, _o,m _d,Zm,vm) = --'Y3k3h2 - "_k4(_ - _d) _
Theorem 2 Consider the system (15) with the following
proposed nonlinear state feedback controller
u(z, ,_ , z, v, :c,,, ,v,,, )
= a?_( -k_(,7 - ,Ta) - f3(,7) + _d
1 Oh
3"4(r/-- rM) ¢3h_w[f_(r/) - "f4(r/d)] ) (21)
where rid satisfies (20). Suppose that Assumptions _._,
_.5 and _.6 are satisfied. Then for the closed loop system
(15), (21), we have w, z remain bounded, y converges to
zero and 7] converges to rid asymptotically.
Proof: The proof is similar to theorem 1. []
V. VEHICLE FOLLOWING CONTROLLER DESIGN
A vehicle following controller is required to maintain a
desired spacing between vehicles and to guarantee asymp-
totic platoon stability. The property that the spacing er-
ror for a controlled vehicle can be regulated is referred to
local stability. A platoon is asymptotically stable if there
are no slinky-type effects [7] within a platoon. Researchers
have found that local stability in vehicle following is not
enough to guarantee asymptotic platoon stability. More-
over, the unavoidable non-zero initial conditions occurring
during various mode transitions, e.g., switching from man-
ually control to automatic control, can generate transient
torque large enough to degrade the driving quality.
In this section, the control methodologies developed in
Section IV.are applied to design a vehicle following con-
troller with local stability and asymptotic platoon sta-
bility. To deal with the undesirable transient response
caused by non-zero initial conditions, we will filter the de-
sired control effort by introducing an imaginary preceding
vehicle in the controller design. Stability is guaranteed by
the fact that the states of the imaginary preceding vehi-
cle will converge to that of the true preceding vehicle ex-
ponentially and the (imaginary) spacing deviation (from
the desired spacing between the imaginary vehicle and the
controlled vehicle) is regulated• With properly chosen de-
sign parameters, the proposed controller achieves asymp-
totic platoon stability which is robust to sensor delays.
A. Controller Design
The proposed controller is composed of a throttle con-
troller, a brake controller, and a switching logic. The
brake controller is to execute the decelerating operation.
The throttle controller is to perform the accelerating and
decelerating maneuvers while braking is not required for
assistance. The switching logic is to properly activate and
deactivate the throttle and brake controllers based on the
needed control action at the current operating state. To
be precise, the controller will continuously compute the re-
quired throttle angle required by the control action. If the
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calculatedrequired throttle angle is greater than the min-
imum throttle angle, say a0, the logic determines that the
throttle controller alone is capable of handling the desired
maneuver, and no brake torque is to be applied. If not,
the logic will deactivate the throttle controller, i.e., keep
the throttle angle at c_0, and activate the brake controller
togenerate the proper brake torque.
To smooth the transient response during vehicle ma-
neuvering, we introduce for the i th (following) vehicle an
imaginary preceding vehicle with dynamics characterized
by the following equations
zi-1 = ,3,-i
vi-1 = -_z(_i-1 - v,_l) - fh(_i-1 - zi-_) (22)
_,_1(0) = _i(0)+t_+Xvd0)+a3
_,-1(o) = .,(o)
where x/-1, 0i-1 can be viewed as the position and veloc-
ity of the imaginary proceding vehicle for the i th vehicle;
fix = fl1(8i(0), vi-l(0)-vi(0)) and f12 = j3_(6i(0), Vi-l(0)-
vi(0)) are positive functions of _5i(0) and (vi-l(0) - vi(0))
to be specified by designers.
Remark 5.1 It is easily verified that if _5i-1 = 0, i.e.,
the (true) preceding vehicle is traveling at constant
velocity, it can be easily shown that (_?i-1 - xi-1)(t)
and (_i-_ - v_-l)(t) converge to 0 exponentially.
With suitably chosen parameters fll and f12, we can
have proper convergence property of (x/-1-xi-1)(t)
and 09,-1 - v;_l)(t).
Remark 5.2 Negative 6i(0) or vi-l(0)-vi(0) may lead to
the situation that the imaginary preceding vehicle
is traveling ahead of the true preceding vehicle. For
large negative value of 6i (0) or vi-1 (0)- vi (0), which
is possibly an indication of impending collision, it is
necessary to reflect this situation to the controller
as soon as possible (which enables the controller of
the controlled vehicle to be able to respond it prop-
erly for avoiding collision). Therefore, the values of
fll and f12 should be chosen in the sense that fast
convergence rate is assured.
Define
_i := :_i-1 - xi - Xvt - li - )_3- (23)
Compared (23) with (9), _, can be regarded as the devia-
tion of the desired spacing between the imaginary vehicle
and the controlled vehicle. Furthermore, we see from (22)
_,(0) = O.
In order to shape the desired transient response, we adopt
the idea of PID control and define a function to be regu-
lated
/0'h := cpgi + cI gl d_ + (v,-1 - vi) (24)
where % and c/ are design parameters to be determined.
The design of throttle and brake controllers are dis-
cussed separately in the following.
Vehicle following throttle controller
Under the condition that the brake controller is deacti-
vated, the vehicle longitudinal dynamic equations are re-
duced to
xi = vi = Rrw_ (25)
1 T
,.b, = 7[ ,_t(w.,m.) - cR3rSw_ - Ct] (26)
¢na = -Ikao(we,ma)+ maxPRl(rna)Tc(a) (27)
We see that the system (25) - (27) with output function
h given in (24) can be represented by equation (10) with
the following variable and function substitutions
(_,w,_,_,) = (_,,_,,mo, _),
fo(_) =/_,
A(w,z) -cR%S_2 Cd,= _[T,,,(_,,)
12(_, z) = -_h.o(_,_),
Is(z) =maxPRs(z), (Zm,Vm) =(_,-l,
vi-1), g1(u) =To(u),
/o'+_ (_m -- _ -- an_,,,)(Od_
It is further verified that Assumptions 4.1, 4.2 are sat-
isfied. Besides, the Assumptions 4.3 is also satisfied in
the range of operation. By Theorem 1, we propose the
following control law
Ot
1 k
•,,<,:pR,(,,,:){- 2(m<, - m<,,<_) + ,-h<,<>(_,,m<,)
= T['i( +rh_'de" + "r2 _ )
h [Thee(we, ma) - Tne,(we, ma,aes]}
ma --ma,de I
where ma,des satisfies
Tnet(we,ma,ae,)
J
-- (1 + Acp)Rr [cp(_,-1 - vi) + (Cl + kl C!o)$1
L'+klcl 5i d{ -- _32(_i_ 1 -- vi) - _l(;f:i-I - xi)
+k_ (_,__ - .,)] + ¢_ (28)
From Theorem 1, it is clear to see
Proposition 3 Consider the system (_5)-(_7). The con-
troller proposed in (28) - (28) will drive h lo zero asymp-
tolically.
While implementing the control law (28), rh_,a_, is to be
estimated by finite differencing sampling values of ma,d_,.
We will delay the discussion of the convergence of 8i(t)
until the brake controller is presented since in both control
schemes we can show the same convergence property of
_,(t)
Vehicle following brake controller
When the brake controller is activated, the throttle angle
is kept at the minimum a0. In this case, the vehicle s dy-
namics is governed by equations (3) - (6) with _ replaced
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bytheconstanta0. Notice that the system (3) - (6) with
output function (24) can be represented by (15) with the
following variable and function substitutions
(x,w,z,,,u) = (xi,we,ma,Tbr,Tbc), fo(w) = Rrw,
1
fl(w,z) = -j[Tnet(w,z) - cn3r3w 2 -¢1], /4(r/) = --_-r/
f2(w,z) "_ --Thao(W,Z), (Tm,'b'rn) = (_i--l,1)i--1),
1 1
]3(n) = ---., .1(_) = --_,
T b Tb
h = (v,_ - n_) + cp(_,_ - _ - _n_)
/0'
In addition Assumptions 4.4, 4.5 are satisfied. And the
Assumptions 4.6 is also satisfied in the operating range.
To regulate the output function (24), we propose the
following brake controllaw
Tb¢ = %[ --k4(Tb_ -- Tbr,ae,) + 1Tb_ + Tbr,ae,
Tb
-_3 (i + _p)n2r h I (29)
% J
where
Tbr,des _
+(cl + klcp)$i + klcl f_ gi d_ - _l(_i-x - vi)
-32(_i-_ - _:i) + kl (_,-1 - v,)] + ¢,
By Theorem 3, we see
Proposition 4 Consider the system (3)-(6) with a = ao
and output function (24). The controller proposed in (29)-
(30) will drive h to zero asymptotically.
Similarly, J'br,de, is to be computed numerically by finite
difference sampling values of Tbr,ae,.
Regulation of 6i
Recall that our goal is to regulate the spacing deviation
6i in both throttle and brake control cases. This can be
done by properly choosing control parameters cp, cz and
kl as shown in the following.
Let
k3 = kl.
Since the engine/brake dynamics are much faster than
the vehicle dynamics (which thus can be neglected in the
stage of vehicle performance analysis), the vehicle dynam-
ics of the closed loop system under either throttle control
(28), (28) or brake control (29), (30) can be represented
by
_ai = Rrtbe
1
-- [l_2(_ill -- "i--l) -- /_1 (Xi--I -- "_i--1)
1 + Acp
/o'+ka cI _i dz] {ao)
From the definition of 6i (9) and (30), we have
'12
(1 + _cp) 6i
= (1 + xcp)(g__a - _ - x "ih)
= (1 + x_p);5,__ - [-P2(_,-_ - _,-_) - _3_(_i__ - _i__)
--)_[--_2 (_1--1 -- {J'--i ) -- /_1 (dotvi_: - hi-: )
+(_ + _,)(;5,_, - _,) + (_ + _,)a, + _¢_,]
Therefor, we have the following relationship:
$i(')
1(* + x¢_ + xe_), _ + (Ca + xth), + _l_/-_O)
(31)
(1 + _cp). $ + (_Cl + lklC p + cp + kl)$a + (XklC I + c I + klep)$ + klcI
|X_ "2 + (_2 + AOI )' + all_,--I (')
(, + xev).a + (xc r + x_t¢ _ + c_ + ux). a + (x_c t + ct + _,cv). + _ct
(3_)
Furthermore, from (22), we have stable transfer func-
tion
Vi--1 (8) -- /_2 8 + /31 (33)
l/i_l ($) _12 Ji- /_2 * "_ J_l
From (32) and (33), we conclude that, by properly choos-
ing design parameters c_, c, and kx, we can make _i con-
verge to zero if 13i-1 is constant, (i.e., if the preceding
vehicle is traveling at constant acceleration) and have sat-
isfactory transient response of 6i.
From the definitions of 6_ (9) and _ (23), we see
As pointed out in Remark 4.1, zi-_ - _i-1 will converge
to zero exponentially under the condition 13i-_ = 0. It
follows that 8i will converge to zero while the preceding
vehicle is traveling at constant speed.
VI. ASYMPTOTIC PLATOON STABILITY
In this section, we will show that by properly choosing de-
sign parameters, the controller proposed in Section 5 can
achieve asymptotic platoon stability when it is installed on
each vehicle of a group of vehicles ( one following another)
with safe distance rule (8).
Asymptotic Platoon Stability
Consider a group of vehicles all equipped with the pro-
posed throttle controller (28) and brake controller (29).
Since, at steady state of vehicle following,
13/-1 = Vi-1 and _i = 6i,
we see from (30)
,31
__ 1
- _--$72x,_[( + k,)(vi__ - ,,i) + (c_ + lq c_)_i
+kl Cl f: 6i(z)dz] (34)
= cpgi-l-(kzcp+cl)6i+kzclf:_idt+k_(v,-_ -vl)
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Differentiatingequation(23)threetimesandsubstituting
thederivativeofvi by (34), we obtain
g, (t)
= i)i-i - i)i - ,\ vi
: Cp6"i--1 "t- (klCp + Cl)_i-l{Q "t- klcI_i-1 "1- kl (_'i-2 - I)i-1)
-[cp_i + (klcp -t- Cl)_,(t) Jr kl ci_i -_- kl (vi_ 1 - 'l_.i) ]
-- _[Cp "_'i -_( kl cp "_ cI )_i -[- klein, "Jr kl (_)i-1 - _'i)]
1
From the above equation, we obtain the transfer function _
from 6i to 6i-1
ei(,)
-- := G1(.) =
6,-l(J)
(_1 + c_) "_ + (_tcp 4- ¢x)" + klct
(1 4- J_cp)l 3 4- (_.c/ + _kl¢ p + cp 4- kl)12 4- (:_klc I 4- ¢I 4- klCP)m 4- klcl
(as)
To avoid slinky-type effects, the disturbances caused by
the lead vehicle in all frequencies should be attenuated
along the following vehicles to insure that they do not be-
come unreasonably large by the end. A sufficient condition
for this to bappen is for all i
[ _'(jw) I=lG_(jw)l<l, for all w > 0 (36)
_i-1 (/w)
With G_(s) given in (35), the inequality in (36) yields
CI
....... :i_i:i*i:_i$_:i_:_:__: _:::_ _:: _
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
kl l_ Cp
A_k_+2Akt
Figure 2: Parameter region for avoiding slinky effects
Remark 6.1 When constant spacing safety policy (A =
0) is adopted, inequality (37) for avoiding slinky-
type effects reduces to
[kt_i - (k] +c_)_z] _+,_(_c_ +el) _
I [klcI - (aCl 4- Xklc_ + cp + kl)W2]2 "l" w2lXkl¢l + c I + klC_) -- (1 + Xc_)w2] _ [
< 1 for _11 w > 0
Simplifying the above inequality, we get
_2_2 2(1 + _c_)_w _ + [_¢_ + _ x_c_
_262,_2Jc'2Akl c2 -- 2(Cl dr- klCp)]W 2 "_- ,, _1 -1 _> 0
for all w > 0 (37)
A sufficient condition such that (37) holds is
"_'_ _ 2_k_c_ 2(cz 0_c_ + , c v + - + k_cp) >
or equivalently
k 2(_v- _)
-b Ba > 1 (38)
(_z - _):
A:
_vhere
2Akl --1- 2
m 2 --
a_(_k_ + 2)
2Akl + 2
B 2 --
A3kl (Akl -b 2)
Given k_ > 0 and A > 0, the suitable values of parameters
ci and cv satisfying inequality (38) reside outside shaded
ellipse as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, if we choose
c/, k_, cp outside the shaded ellipse as shown in Figure 2,
asymptotic platoon stability can be assured.
w_ - 2(c_ + k_cp) > 0
Since ci --I- klCp > 0 (to insure all the poles of
G](s) are in the open left half complex plane), the
above inequality can not be satisfied when w 2 <
2@1 --k klcp). In other words, asymptotic stability
can not be assured for low frequency disturbances
under constant spacing safety distance policy.
Asymptotic platoon stability under sensor delays
In this subsection, the relationships between the sensor de-
lays, the gains of the proposed controller, and the asymp-
totic platoon stability will be investigated. The results
obtained in this subsection can be used to quantify the
performance requirements for the sensors for a specific de-
signed controller.
Let r be the time delay caused by the velocity sensor
and the position sensor, such that the velocity and posi-
tion terms in (28)and (30) are functions for t - r instead
of t. Then the vehicle dynamics of the closed loop system
can be represented by
_,(_) 1
1 "4- cp_ [(cp + k_)(v,_l - vi)(t -- _') + (ci + klcp)6i(t - r)
+_ 6,(_- _)d_] (39)
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Differentiatingbothsidesof(9)threetimes,weget
g, (t)
= _i-l(O-_i(t)-a _i (t)
= cp _i-1 (t - r) + (klep + cl)_i-1(¢ - r)
-t-kl Cl_i_l (t -- T) -1- kl (_)i_2(t -- q') -- 7)i--1 (t -- "r))
-[cpg,(¢ - .) + (klcp + cx)_(t - -) + klc_6_(_ - .)
+kl(___ (t - .) - _(t - .))1- x[c_ 'gi (t - -)
+k_ (i;i-l(t - .) - _i(t - _))]
(40)
Substituting (39) into (40) and taking Laplace trans-
forms, we can derive the transfer function from /_i-1 to
_i(')
-- := G_(.) =
_,-t (')
(k I + cp)I 2 q- (klCl_ -{- Cl)i + kte I
(esr + XCp) _3 + (_¢I + _klcp + cp + kl)e2 + (_klc I + c I + klCp)S + kl¢l
(40
A sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is, for all i
IC2(j_)l 2 < 1, fo_ _ > 0
Substituting (41) into the above inequality, we obtain
I (d - _2)2 + f2_2 I < 1,
where
[d - bw2 + (sinwv)w3] 2 + w2[c - (a + cos(wv)w2] 2
for allw > 0 (42)
a = )_cp, b = *c I "4" _klCp + cp + kl
c = Aklc l+cl+klcp, d= klc I ) (43)
e = kl + cp, f = klcp +c I
With equations in (43), condition for asymptotic platoon
stability (42) is equivalent to
[a 2 + 2a cos(w'r) + 1IT 4 -- 2b sin(wv)w 3
+[b 2 -- 2ac - 2c cos(w_') -- e_]w _ + 2d sin(wr)w
+(c 2 _ ]2 _ 2bd + 2de) > O, w > 0 (44)
Proposition 5 Consider the vehicle longitudinal system
(3)- (6} with control law (fiB), (29). The asymptotic pla-
toon stability is guaranteed if
(Xc_ -- 1) 2
_- < min{
2(ACl + )tklc p + Cp + kl)'
+ _ k_% - + k_c_)
} (45)
2klCl
Remark 6.2 In Subsection 4.2, we have chosen ,X2c_ +
_'_ 2)&_c_ 2(ci be positive to_l_p + - + k_c_) to
insure asymptotic platoon stability. Furthermore,
Ac_ + )_klcr + cp + k_ and klCt are also chosen to
be positive to guarantee local stability (regulation
of 6i). Therefore, the right hand side of inequality
(45) is positive.
Proof: Since the inequality in (44) can be rewritten as
{[_2 + 2_ _o_(w.) + _1_, - _b _i_(_,-_))_, _
+([_ - 2_ - 2c _o_(_,) - _:1_ + 2d _i_(_.))_
+(c _ _ f2 _ 2bd + 2de) > 0,
asymptotic platoon stability is guaranteed if
[a 2 + 2a cos(wT") + 1]w -- 2b sin(wr) > O, (46)
[b _ -- 2ac -- 2e cos(w_') -- e21 w + 2d sin(w_') > 0, and (47)
c 2 _ f2 _ 2bd + 2de > O. (48)
It is easily verified that
(, - _)2 (,xc_ - _)*
2b 2(,_Cl+.Xklcp+cp+kl )
and
b2-2ac-2c-e 2 _2c_+)t2k12%2 +2)_klc 2_ 2(cl+klcp)
2d 2klCl
such that condition (45) is equivalent to
< mini (a-1)_2b ,b2-2ac-2c-e2}_-_ . (49)
Since a > 0 and b > 0, we see from (49)
sin(rw)
a2+2a cos(wv)+l > a2-2a+1 > 2b-r >_2b-
-- W
b2 - 2ac - 2c cos(to'r) - e 2 > b 2 - 2ac - 2c - e 2 > 2d'r
> _2d sin(_r w)
w
which guarantee the inequalities (46) and (47). Moreover,
from (43), we see
c 2 f2 2bd + 2de .2,2 2
-- -- = At¢ 1 C I > 0
which assures the inequality (48). []
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider vehicles following each other in a single lane
with no passing. Each vehicle is assumed to be equipped
with the proposed controller. The length of vehicles is
assumed to be 4 meters. The following controller gains
were selected for the simulations :
Cp = 2_ C I = 0.5, Cv = 2,
kl=5, k2=40, k3=5, k4=l ,A=l, .X3=2.
Case 1: Vehicle following with zero initial condi-
tions: Six vehicles are assumed to follow each other and
form a platoon in a single lane. The leading vehicle is as-
sumed to accelerate from 9 m/sec to 15 m/sec, then to 21
m/sec, and then to 27 m/sec. After achieves 27 m/sec, it
then decelerates to 21.5 m/sec and then to 17 m/sec. Zero-
initial conditions are assumed. The simulation results are
shown in Figure (3). Good velocity tracking, small tran-
sient spacing error and zero steady state spacing error are
achieved for each vehicle. Moreover, no slinky-type ef-
fects exist. In other words, asymptotic platoon stability
is achieved.
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Case 2 : Exit from the automatic lane: The follow- [5]
ing situationisconsidered :at time t = 0 sec,the leading
vehiclechanges lanesand the new vehicletargetis3.2m/s
fasterand meters fartherahead than the previousone. In
thissituation,a suddenly change of the relativevelocity
and relative distance appears which is then confirmed by [6]
the on-board computer and the automatic control equip-
ment is reset. Thus, non-zero initial conditions appear.
The velocity, acceleration, and spacing deviation profiles
shown in Figure (4) are quite smooth during the transient [7]
stage.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the vehicle following con-
trol problem for the autonomous intelligent vehicles under [8]
the constant time headway safety distance rule. Instead of
using simplified linear vehicle following models frequently
used in vehicle longitudinal control, we consider a nonlin-
ear model that contains important attributes of engines [9]
dynamics. Using a newly developed nonlinear control
technique, we are able to design throttle and brake con-
trollers for the longitudinal control purpose with smooth
maneuvers. One of features of this design is that the [10]
asymptotic platoon stability can be achieved with prop-
erly chosen design parameters. We further show that this
nice property is theoretically robust to a certain degree of
sensor delays. The computer simulation results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our control approach and en-
hance the feasibility of practical AICC technology deploy-
ment.
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Abstract
The success of every mobile robot application hinges on the ability to navigate robustly in the real world.
The problem of robust navigation is separable from the challenges faced by any particular robot application.
We offer the Real-World Navigator as a solution architecture that includes a path planner, a map-based
localizer, and a motion control loop that combines reactive avoidance modules with deliberate goal-based
motion. Our architecture achieves a high degree of reliability by maintaining and reasoning about all
explicit description of positional uncertainty. We provide two implementations of real-world robot systems
that incorporate the Real-World Navigator. The Vagabond Project culminated in a robot that successfully
navigated a portion of the Stanford University campus. The SCIMMER project, developed successful entries
for the AAAI 1993 Robotics Competition, placing first in one of the two contests entered.
1 Introduction
Current research on autonomous mobile robots has
highlighted the difficulty of building robust, general-
purpose navigation software. Problems with current
systems include specificity for a particular environ-
ment, inability to deal with dynamic, real-world situ-
ations, and short life-spans, often due to the problems
of cumulative sensory and control error.
We are studying the problem of robust navigation
in the context of problems which can be decornposed
as shown in Figure 1. In this decomposition, there is
a task level, which provides the navigator level with
a series of goals, and there is a physical robot capable
of sensing and moving in the world. The navigator
level directs the physical robot to achieve the goals of
the task level while guaranteeing robust and reliable
operation.
In this paper we describe a navigator level archi-
tecture called the Real-World Navigator that achieves
*Funding provided by ARPA order 8607, grant NASA
NAG 2-581
?Supported by an NSF Graduate Fellowship, research
funded by ARPA grant N00014-92-J-1809
lFunding provided by the Office of Naval Research under
contract number N00014-90-J-1533
Copyright @1993 by the American Institute o/ Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
I Task Level
'SUCCESS' T
'impossible' (x,y) ......
'lost' goals Map
J Navigator Level
primitives data
Robot Level l
Figure 1: A three level decomposition of a mobile
robot system
robust robot control in a variety of environments.
Given no domain-specific knowledge beyond a floor
map, this Navigator should be able to move about
an arbitrary office environment while preserving its
sense of position.
The sharp decomposition of Figure 1 allows us to
use the Real-World Navigator with different physical
robots and in different task domains. We will de-
scribe two successful implementations, involving dif-
ferent robots in several task domains and both indoor
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andoutdoorenvironments.
1.1 Assumptions
In the descriptions of the architecture in the remain-
der of this paper, we make the following assumptions:
1. The system as a whole can be represented ac-
cording to the interaction paradigm illustrated
by Figure 1.
2. The goal coordinates that are passed down from
the task level refer to locations in a shared map
with bounded error.
3. The Navigator must have bounds on the error of
the sensory and motion primitives through which
it controls the robot level.
4. The control and sensory latencies of the robot
level are appropriate to the dynamics of the en-
vironment; it is physically capable of responding
to events and maintaining its safety in real time.
5. Any objects that are invisible to the robot's sen-
sors must be present on the map. For instance,
our robots have no way of detecting potentially
deadly stairwells, so to ensure their (and our!)
safety these areas must be marked on the map.
We make no further assumptions concerning the
task or robot levels. For instance, it is possible for
the task level to be a human operator.
1.2 Goals
The navigator level is an interface between the high-
level goals of the robot system and the uncertainties
and errors of the real world. As such, it must achieve
the high-level position requests whenever they are
reachable and, in the case of unreachable goals, it
must signal failure. In addition, we expect the Nav-
igator to react gracefully to a dynamic environment
by avoiding both mapped obstacles and unmapped,
visible obstacles in a smooth and efficient manner.
1.3 Overview
In the next section we present the general architec-
ture of the Real-World Navigator without commit-
ment to any specific task or physical robot. We then
describe two implementations of the architecture with
which we have solved various navigation tasks on dif-
ferent robot platforms. Next we discuss the limita-
tions of the current architecture as well as extensions
Navigator Level
Control
motion sensor
primitives data
'success' (x,y)
'impossible' goals
'lost' T l
PathPlanner
Localizer
Map
Figure 2: The Navigator consists of three subsystems:
a path planner, a control loop, and a localizer. It also
references an external map resource.
that may increase its robustness and applicability. Fi-
nally, we summarize work related to ours and present
our conclusions.
2 The Real-World Navigator
Architecture
We consider the navigator level to be a collection of
subsystems which communicate in a well-defined way.
Figure 2 depicts the interaction of the subsystems
that comprise the Navigator. Arrows in the figure
represent data flow between the subsystems as well
as between subsystems and the task and robot levels.
Briefly, the execution of a navigation task is as fol-
lows: the path planner receives goal coordinates from
the task level. It then generates an appropriate plan
using information from the map and invokes the con-
trol loop to execute each segment of the plan in turn.
The control loop interacts with the physical robot
and, if necessary, the localizer in order to reliably
navigate each path segment. The localizer refers to
both the raw sensor data of the robot and the geo-
metric map.
We now discuss each of these subsystems in more
detail.
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2.1 Map
Themapisasharedresourcethatisexternallyspeci-
fiedbutreferencedandmanipulatedbyboththetask
andnavigatorlevels.It maintainstwodifferentrep-
resentationsof theenvironment:onegeometric,and
theotherbasedontheconceptof highways.
Thegeometricrepresentationissimplyanydescrip-
tionof theobstaclesandfree-spaceusinganappro-
priateandagreed-uponcoordinate system. For ex-
ample, a reasonable geometric map for a robot that
moves in a plane would be a polygonal representation
of the projection of obstacles onto that plane. Note
that this should be a map of physical space rather
than configuration space because the localizer will
compare the geometric map to sensor data.
In addition, the Navigator makes use of a highway-
based representation of the map. The idea behind
highways is to constrain the possible motions of the
robot, both to simplify planning and to reduce the
number of features that the robot must reliably sense.
Definition 1 (Highway Constraint) Highways
are possibly overlapping regions which decompose a
subset of the free space of the robot's environment.
The robot must always move within highways, and
therefore can move between highways only through re-
gions where they overlap.
This constraint is related to highways in the real
world. For example, planning a trip from San Fran-
cisco to Los Angeles would be much harder if we con-
sidered every possible back road instead of staying on
the interstates. Using the interstates also means that
we need only recognize off-ramps to move from one
highway to another, rather than all the myriad types
of intersection we might otherwise encounter.
Note that the highway map can either be provided
by a human or automatically generated from the ge-
ometric map. Both methods have advantages. A hu-
man might want to design the highways to limit the
robot's motion to certain parts of the free space (for
example, to avoid a particularly busy hallway) or to
hand-optimize certain motions. On the other hand,
automatic generation of highways could save tedious
work. There are several classical algorithms from mo-
tion planning that may be useful in automatic high-
way generation; examples are cell decomposition and
visibility graph construction [Latombe, 1991].
2.2 Path Planner
Given the map and a goal position from the task plan-
ner, the function of the path planner is to compute
a list of interim points through which the robot can
move to achieve the goal. These interim points are
passed in turn to the control loop, which guides the
robot to each sub-goal. We assume that the path
planner uses its knowledge of the geometric map to
ensure that the points on this list can safely be con-
nected by straight-line paths. Of course this assmnp-
tion may be false in the face of unknown obstacles,
but handling that contingency is the responsibility
of the control loop which we describe below. We
also assume that the path planner respects the con-
straints that the highway map imposes. Specifically,
each of the interim straight-line sub-paths must lie
completely within a highway.
Note that the choice of highway representations
will influence the complexity of the path planner. For
instance, suppose that we define highways as convex
polygons that contain no known obstacles. Then a
straight-line path connects any two points within a
single highway region and planning reduces to find-
ing a chain of overlapping highways that includes
both the initial position and the goal position. On
the other hand, if highways are arbitrary polygons
and contain mapped obstacles, then planning a path
within each highway becomes much more complex.
2.3 Control Loop
Given goal coordinates from the path planner, the
control loop must direct the robot to that position.
It is important that the control loop be reliable as
well as complete. If it is not reliable, the robot will
get "lost"; if it is not complete, the robot may fail to
reach the goal point even if a path exists. Obviously,
the control loop needs to interact with the physical
robot, both to command changes in velocity and to
receive sensor data. Furthermore, to achieve reliable
motion, the control loop must model control uncer-
tainty. Therefore, before we discuss the control loop
itself we must define the control loop's representation
of this uncertainty.
Definition 2 (Positional Uncertainty) The po-
sitional uncertainty region lit is defined as the region
in which the robot is known to lie at time t.
Note that there is nothing probabilistic about the
uncertainty region--we know that the robot must lie
within it. Also, note that the size of the region li
will depend upon how well the robot can determine
its current position. We assume that a robot has
two general methods of position determination: by
integrating its commanded velocity over time and by
localizing based on sensory input and the geometric
map. This means that the positional uncertainty is
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while (_Termination) {
hcquireSensorData;
if (DecideToLocalize)
Localize;
ComputeVelocity;
CommandVelocity;
UpdateUncertainty;
Figure 3: The general structure of the control loop
the result of two other types of uncertainty: control
uncertainty (in the integration case) and sensory un-
certainty (in the localization case).
Now that we have defined the uncertainty region,
we can return to the discussion of the control loop.
Figure 3 shows the high-levd structure of the loop.
We describe each component of the loop below.
Termination There are three possible ways for the
loop to terminate:
1. The robot has achieved its goal. In the face of
uncertainty, this means that /4 lies completely
within the goal region (which encapsulates the
goal point and allowable error).
2. The robot has become lost. This occurs when, in
spite of efforts to localize based on sensory input,
h¢ remains so large that the robot cannot achieve
the goal.
3. The robot has realized that there is no path
to the goal. The control loop is constrained to
travel only inside the current highway; therefore,
this condition indicates that the robot has real-
ized that an impassable obstacle is blocking the
path to the goal.
AcquireSensorData In addition to acquiring sen-
sor data from the robot level, it may be useful to fuse
actual sensor data with "simulated" sensor data ob-
tained by examining invisible, mapped obstacles in
the geometric map.
Additionally, certain sensing processes such as
vision may require too much processor time if
done as part of a single-threaded control loop.
Such sensor processes run asynchronously and
hcquireSensorData would poll them as required.
DecideToLocalize This is the step in which the
control loop must reason explicitly about the uncer-
tainty region U. This decision function tells the con-
troller when it must re-localize and reduce the size of
U in order to preserve goal reachability.
For example, if localizing is time-intensive, it would
be appropriate to delay localization until the uncer-
tainty region exceeds some threshold size. On the
other hand, if localization is inexpensive, it would be
beneficial to localize at regular intervals.
ComputeVelocity This step defines the system's
control strategy, and could be implemented in many
different ways. Its function is to combine obstacle
avoidance with goal-directed behavior in order to cal-
culate new velocities for the robot level motors. We
require two guarantees: first, that the robot reach the
goal when possible; and second, that it avoid contact
with all sensed and mapped obstacles.
UpdateUncertainty As the robot moves, this rou-
tine extends U in accordance with the bounds placed
on control uncertainty. This step is vital because
it ensures the continuing validity of the uncertainty
region, which must by definition always contain the
robot's actual position.
2.4 Localizer
The success of the control loop depends on keeping
the size of the positional uncertainty region U suffi-
ciently small. Without the use of sensors, the size
of U will, in general, only increase, since there is un-
certainty in control. The role of the localizer is to
use sensor data to compute a new region/At' from the
current region/At and some set of sensor values. The
hope is that lit' will be smaller than lit, thus reducing
the robot's positional uncertainty.
Note that the localizer may have internal state. In
particular, this means that it may use a history of
sensor values instead of a single instantaneous read-
ing. The use of history can increase the effectiveness
of the localizer by significantly decreasing the likeli-
hood of a false localization.
3 The Vagabond Project
The Vagabond Project [Dugan and Nourbakhsh,
1993] was an effort to build a reliable outdoor naviga-
tor for the Stanford University Quadrangle. This out-
door arcade houses many of Stanford's departments
and is composed of several walks that are flanked by
regular pillars and sandstone walls.
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Vagabondis a Nomad100mobilerobot from
NomadicTechnologies,Inc. It consistsof a non-
holonomic base which supports sixteen infrared sen-
sors and sixteen sonar sensors. Its "brain" is an Ap-
ple Powerbook 170 that communicates with the sen-
sor boards and motor controller through a serial link.
The infrareds have an effective range of 0 to 15 inches
while the sonars have an effective range of 15 to 150
inches.
3.1 Task Description
The Quad presents Vagabond with several great chal-
lenges. Many of the arcades are lined with six inch
steps that would topple it, and, worse yet, the walks
themselves have scattered potholes that are deep
enough to trap it. In contrast to many forgiving of-
fice environments, the Quad allows Vagabond to ac-
tually destroy itself by mistaking its position. The
dynamic character of this uncontrolled environment
adds to the danger--at times bicyclists and pedes-
trians densely populate the walkways. Finally, direct
sunlight in the Quad washes away infrared light, leav-
ing Vagabond with sonar as its sole sensory input.
Given this very real environment, the task was to
enable Vagabond to navigate successfully while avoid-
ing the unmapped obstacles and the deadly steps.
The final interface is precisely a navigator-level mod-
ule. At the task level, the human provides initial po-
sition and orientation information and then supplies
goal points through a graphical interface.
3.2 Implementation
Vagabond's map is a data structure with a polygonal
description of every obstacle. The map differentiates
visible from invisible obstacles. Overlaying this two-
dimensional picture is a set of highways that are also
represented as polygons. Figure 4 displays a portion
of Vagabond's actual map. The filled polygons are
mapped, visible obstacles while the unfilled polygons
are mapped, invisible obstacles such as potholes. The
shaded polygons depict the highways. Additionally,
each highway has an associated speed limit that is
based upon the general smoothness of its terrain.
Vagabond's path planner is an A* visibility graph
search algorithm that treats both visible and invisi-
ble mapped obstacles as navigation points. The path
planner finds the path with the fastest expected time
of completion, based upon the top speed feature and
the path length. The path planner then stores the
path as a list of points to be achieved and sends the
successive goal points to the control loop, waiting for
success or failure and responding appropriately. In
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Figure 4: A section of the map of Stanford University
Main Quadrangle, as used by Vagabond
the case of failure, the path planner recognizes that
the goal point is not reachable from this highway, and
so removes it from the map. It will then re-plan to
find an alternate path to the task-specified goal point.
The control loop represents// as a rectangular re-
gion for the sake of computational efficiency. The
ComputeVelocity routine employs a simple multi-
level architecture with two behaviors: course main-
tenance and reactive obstacle avoidance. The course
maintenance module resembles an aircraft course au-
topilot. It acts to reestablish the course and heading
that define the line segment of travel between two suc-
cessive subgoal points. The obstacle avoidance mod-
ule modifies these ideal motion settings to avoid both
sonar-detected obstacles and mapped invisible obsta-
cles. Note that the obstacle avoidance module must
ensure that the entire region U remains clear of any
invisible obstacles on the geometric map.
The careful design of the interaction between these
two modules is essential to preserving goal reacha-
bility as well as graceful behavior in the event of
encountering an impassable obstacle. For instance,
the desire to reestablish course should never override
the refusal to allow// to overlap an invisible obsta-
cle. However, intelligent obstacle avoidance demands
more than a purely reactive decision system to avoid
looping behavior.
The final ingredient of Vagabond's navigation sys-
tem is the localization procedure. Localization is ex-
tremely time-intensive on Vagabond's hardware and
is therefore minimized. The control loop only calls
the localizer when the the size of//exceeds a thresh-
old. The localizer has no state--it uses the current
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Figure5: Vagabondnavigatingin theStanfordMainQuadrangle
instantaneoussensoryinputratherthana historyof
sensorydata.It employsadeceptivelysimplescoring
strategythat is surprisinglyeffective venin times
of significantsensoryocclusion(bypeople,bicycles,
etc.).Thekeyis thesimpleideathat anyunexpect-
edlylongreal-worldsonarvalueprovidesevidencefor
theeliminationofapossiblemapposition(sonarsdo
notseethroughsandstonewalls)whileanyunexpect-
edlyshortsonarvaluemaybeattributableto anoc-
clusionbyunmappedobstacles.
3.3 Results
One of the most desirable properties in a mobile robot
is the ability to avoid self-destruction. For Vagabond,
this meant always preserving its sense of position well
enough to avoid the deadly steps. The architecture
guarantees that no part of Vagabond's uncertainty
region will intersect any mapped obstacle. Assum-
ing that all steps are mapped (as they were), self-
destruction could only occur after a false-positive lo-
calization. That is, Vagabond's localizer would have
to localize to an incorrect location, thus violating
the architectural assumption that the robot is always
within U.
Our goal was to produce a truly robust navigator.
To this end, the entire development and testing pro-
cess used the real world, never a simulator. We tested
the final Vagabond system intensively in the Quad
environment, both during quiet times (e.g. weekdays
in summer) and in times of extremely dense traffic
(e.g. between classes in the autumn). False localiza-
tion occurred extremely infrequently during testing
and never continued long enough to result in a deadly
move. The only recurring cause of false localization
involved onlookers who formed human walls paral-
lel to and offset from the walls of the Quad. Sonar
cannot differentiate such human walls from real walls.
Happily, group dynamics seem to render human walls
too transient to be a serious threat.
In contrast, Vagabond's most common failure re-
suited instead from an inability to localize success-
fully. This would eventually lead to an uncertainty
region so large that it rendered any further movement
impossible. In these cases, Vagabond would stop and
return the "lost" termination condition to the task
level. In our tests, this condition occurred in approx-
imately 10% of all cases in which the user requested
Vagabond to achieve a certain position on its map.
Vagabond would reach the destination point and re-
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turnsuccessin theremaining90%ofthecases.
Vagabondmovedat aslowwalkingpace(12inches
persecondonaverage),typicallycoveringdistances
1milepertask.of
4 The SCIMMER Project
The SCIMMER 1 Project was organized to develop
a successful entry for two contests at the AAAI
Robotics Competition held in Washington, D.C. in
July, 1993. The contests involved simple navigation
tasks in contest arenas that simulated real-world con-
ditions using gray office partitions, white boxes, and
actual office furniture.
SCIMMER is a Nomad 200 robot from Nomadic
Technologies, Inc. (Figure 6). It has a three-wheel
synchronous drive non-holonomic base, on top of
which is an independently rotating turret housing
sensors and on-board computation. The sensors in-
clude 20 pressure-sensitive bumpers, 16 sonar sensors,
16 infrared sensors, a structured light vision system
consisting of a laser and CCD camera, and a sec-
ond CCD camera linked to a frame-grabber for vi-
sion processing. We ran all software on-board using
a 386-based PC system.
4.1 Task Description
Contest I The environment was a large "ware-
house" with an enclosed office at one end. SCIMMER's
task was to escape from the inner office, then race to
the far wall of the warehouse. The office contained
typical office furniture (e.g. file cabinets and tables)
while the warehouse was cluttered with white boxes.
Contest II The environment was a simulated of-
fice building with rooms and hallways connected in
a fairly typical layout. White boxes were scattered
around as obstacles. The goal of the contest was to
find a coffee pot and deliver it to a specified room. At
the start of the contest, the robot received a map of
the office building (divided into quadrants), its start-
ing quadrant, the quadrant containing the coffee pot,
and the destination room for the coffee pot. Note
that the robot begins the contest with an enormous
amount of uncertainty as to its initial location, so a
major part of this contest was the initial localization.
4.2 Implementation
Contest I required domain-dependent code for escap-
ing the inner office, followed by an implementation of
1Sarah, Craig, Illah and Marko's Most Excellent Robot
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Figure 6: The Nomad 200 robot
the control loop subsystem to reach the goal region.
Readers interested in the control loop implementa-
tion are referred to [Balabanovic et al., 1993]. Our
Contest II entry provides a more complete implemen-
tation of the navigator level; this is the implementa-
tion we now describe.
SCIMMER's geometric map is a simple line draw-
ing, with each line denoting a wall in the real world.
There were no invisible but mapped obstacles (such
as sharp drop-offs) in the environment. The highway
map consists of both highways and nodes. Highways
are polygons of free space (barring any unmapped ob-
stacles). The nodes are simply just intersections be-
tween highways that provide task-level goal regions
to facilitate movement between highways while sim-
plifying path planning.
SCIMMER's planner uses a best-first search algo-
rithm to find the shortest path from one node to an-
other. The planner then feeds the control loop one
node at a time. Because of the nature of the task,
the planner does not re-plan if the control loop fails
to achieve its subgoal. Instead, it returns impossible
to the task planner. Consider the problem: we're try-
ing to find a coffee pot in one quadrant of the map.
There could be multiple rooms in that quadrant.; if
we find a blockade along the way, we might want to
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changetheorderinwhichwevisit thoserooms.Since
this isahigh-leveltaskdecision,controlmustreturn
to thetasklevel.
TheComputeVeloeityroutinethatcombinesthese
desiresfrequentlycommandstherobotto moveat the
motorcontroller'stopspeedof 20inchespersecond,
asthecontestsweretimed.Oncetherobotiswithin
thegoalregion,thecontroloopexitstotheplanner,
signallingsuccess.In thecaseof failure,thecontrol
loopexitssignallingimpossibleandthe plannere-
movesthat highwayfromthemap.
SCIMMERdealswith positionaluncertaintyin a
verysimplifiedway.Uponreachinga goalnode,the
controloopdecideswhetherit shouldlocalizebyre-
ferringto themap,on whichall nodesaremarked
either"localize"or "don't localize".Weenteredthis
informationmanually,basingourdecisionsuponthe
degreeto whichdifferentnodeswouldbeeffective
placesto localize.Forexample,nodesin themiddle
of a longhallwaywouldbeveryunreliablewhereas
nodesat an intersectionof threeof four highways
wouldbepromising.
SCIMMER'S localization, as opposed to Vagabond's
uses history. As it moves, it builds a bitmap repre-
senting the objects it has detected over time with its
laser range-finder. The localizer uses a general shape
matching algorithm to find the best match of this sen-
sor history against a bitmap representing the known
obstacles in the world. The shape-matching metric
used is the Hausdorff distance, following the general
algorithm presented in [Huttenlocher et al., 1991].
Once again, we avoided the use of simulation al-
together during the development of the SCIMMER
contest entry. Success demanded fast, robust oper-
ation in the actual contest environment--therefore,
we chose this environment as our development envi-
ronment.
4.3 Results
Contest I SCIMMER. achieved first place. It suc-
cessfully avoided all obstacles and quickly followed a
smooth path to the final goal.
Contest II SCIMMER Was one of only two contes-
tants to successfully localize itself at the start of the
contest without assistance. It began to follow its plan
to reach the projected location of the coffee pot, but
an unfortunate operating system problem caused the
robot to crash a short distance from that goal.
5 Limitations and Extensions
Clearly, there are domains to which this architecture
simply does not apply. For instance, the problem of
visually recognizing a coffee pot requires a specific
solution that does not fit in our three-level decom-
position. Indeed, any problem that does not require
navigation between well-specified destination points
will not benefit from our architecture.
A more serious limitation involves the explicit un-
certainty region that the navigator level maintains.
Although the control loops we have implemented
based velocity decisions on the size of hi, among
other parameters, neither of our systems incorporated
reasoners that would move the robot exclusively to
shrink/4. One can imagine a case in which the robot
needs to move from A to B, yet the direct path is
so sparse that the robot must first move from A to
landmark C, where the size of//can be bounded, and
then on to B. Our current implementations would fail
in this situation because neither Vagabond nor SCIM-
MER's path planners account for the size of//. A pos-
sible solution is to use a path planner that predicts
the localizer's reliability at any given map location.
Another significant limitation of our architecture
is that it fails to provide any mechanism allowing
the robot to improve its performance over time by
learning more specific information about its environ-
ment. The obvious solution to this deficiency is to
allow the robot to modify its geometric map during
navigation, thus attaining an increasingly accurate
representation of its environment over time. In real-
ity, this is an extremely complex issue that currently
has no satisfying solution. Today's robotic sensory
input is too imprecise and robotic common sense too
undeveloped to allow a robot to make useful decisions
concerning the transience of unexpected obstacles.
Finally, the robustness of any navigation system
depends largely on the richness and reliability of its
sensors. Sensors such as sonar transducers are use-
ful in many situations, but their very nature renders
them unable to detect many hazards (such as down-
ward steps and narrow chair legs) that exist in the
real world. It seems useful, then, to explore other
types of sensors which do not suffer from these limi-
tations.
One could imagine designing a specific "downward
step sensor" using short-range proximity sensors or
touch sensors trained on the floor. In fact, ground-
level tactile sensors seem to complement sonar well,
detecting many of the low-lying obstacles that other-
wise evade detection.
Perhaps a better solution is an increased reliance
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onvision. Richer,moreflexiblesensingwouldim-
provetheperformanceof ourNavigatorby allowing
morepreciselocalizationandwouldallowusto re-
ducecontrolerrorbyreceivingconstantenvironmen-
tal feedbackwhilemoving.Oursystemmakesit easy
to incorporatesuchenhancedsensing,andwebelieve
its developmentisvital to eventuallybuildingtruly
robustsystems.
6 Related Work
Researchers from both the robotics and the artifi-
cial intelligence communities have been addressing
the challenges of mobile robotics for some time. How-
ever, their approaches and the focus of their research
have been quite different.
The robotics community has successfully addressed
the challenges of many of the components of a robot
architecture. Most of the subsystems we posit as
part of the Real-World Navigator have been exten-
sively researched. Crowley [1989] develops a local-
izer that uses ultrasonic range data to find a robot's
position on the map. His approach involves an ab-
straction step in which the localizer extracts poten-
tial line segments out of the sonar data. Takeda and
Latombe [1992] address the problem of path plan-
ning under the specific assumption that the executor
will use sensory feedback to localize during path ex-
ecution. Their sensory uncertainty field computation
ascribes to each possible robot position a measure of
the robot's ability to localize using sensory input at
that position. For example, a corner would receive a
much higher score than a featureless wall.
In contrast, the AI community has witnessed a re-
cent spate of work on architectures for robotic agents.
However, these agent architectures often blur the dis-
tinction between the task level and the navigator
level. As a result, most AI robot architectures do
not make the strong claim that is implicit in the Real-
World Navigator: that the navigation component can
be fixed across application domains. Instead, a com-
mon approach is to allow higher-level components to
activate, deactivate or parameterize navigation pro-
cesses. Recent examples include ATLANTIS [Gat,
1992], SSS [Connell, 1992] and [Saffiotti, 1993]. i
further alternative is to compile beforehand a reac-
tive structure that will execute a plan at run-time
(again, navigation is neither a fixed component nor a
necessary part of these structures). Examples include
[Kaelbling and Rosenschein, 1989], [Schoppers, 1987]
and [Nilsson, 1994].
Another important difference between the Real-
World Navigator and many other current approaches
is our need for a geometric map, enabling explicit
maintenance of a positional uncertainty region. A
popular alternative is to navigate using robust re-
active routines such as wall-following and corridor-
following, and to provide a connectivity map in
terms of these motion primitives as well as high-
level sensory primitives (e.g. T-junctions, door-
ways). This technique, which evolved from the sub-
sumption architecture [Brooks, 1986], has been suc-
cessfully demonstrated by [Gat, 1992] and [Connell,
1992]. The clear advantage of these systems is that
they do not require a geometric map of the environ-
ment. However, the software is usually quite domain-
dependent, and any change of domain requires a great
deal of rewriting. In addition, many extensions (such
as avoiding mapped, invisible obstacles) do not fit
neatly into this framework. Finally, it is difficult to
see how such a system would be able to effectively
determine that it was lost.
Three projects at Stanford are worth noting here.
The Logic Group formalizes the concept of planning
with incomplete information and designs a framework
in which an agent may act explicitly to decrease its
uncertainty [Genesereth and Nourbakhsh, 1993]. An-
other project focuses on landmark-based navigation
where assumptions about sensing and control within
specific landmark regions are used to reduce planning
to a polynomial-time problem [Lazanas and Latombe,
1993]. Finally, the AIbots project [Hayes-Roth et al.,
1993] addresses issues involving the interface to the
task level by investigating the integration of a cogni-
tive level, which is currently a BB1 blackboard sys-
tem dealing with task planning and deadline man-
agement, with a physical level which includes a path
planner and a navigator.
7 Conclusion
We have introduced an architecture for mobile robot
control which addresses the problem of navigation.
In addition to demonstrating robust behavior in dy-
namic, real-world situations, the two applications we
have described show that the architecture is indepen-
dent of the task domain, the environment and the
robot platform.
Our belief is that the success of these applications
is due not only to the design of the individual compo-
nents, but also to the design of the architecture itself.
This allows reuse of the architecture over many differ-
ent tasks, its tested framework considerably decreas-
ing the difficulty of building robust, general-purpose
navigation software.
The Real-World Navigator provides a solid founda-
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tiononwhich we can build highly effective real-world
mobile robot applications.
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Abstract
This paper documents a powerful set of software
tools used for developing situated skills. These
situated skills form the reactive level of a three-tiered
intelligent agent architecture under development at
the MITRE Corporation. The architecture is designed
to allow these skills to be manipulated by a task
level engine which is monitoring the current situation
and selecting skills necessary for the current task.
The idea is to coordinate the dynamic activations
and deactivations of these situated skills in order to
configure the reactive layer for the task at hand.
The heart of the skills environment is a data flow
mechanism which pipelines the currently active skills
for execution. A front end graphical interface serves
as a debugging facility during skill development and
testing. We are able to integrate skills developed in
different languages into the skills environment. The
power of the skills environment lies in the amount of
time it saves for the programmer to develop code for
the reactive layer of a robot.
1 Introduction
Within the short history of robotics research, many
different approaches have been proposed for creating
the intelligent component of an autonomous entity.
The majority of them were considered unsatisfactory
for developing an R2-D2-1ike robot. For instance,
the traditional school of thought, grounded on real-
world modeling and planning, was criticized for the
discrepancy between the real-world and the computer
model. Although more recent approaches based on
simple reactivity algorithms produced surprisingly
intelligent appearing robot behaviors [2], many argue
that these robots are incapable of complex tasks [9].
Despite the absence of an R2-D2 legacy, the
two approaches lay the foundation for a middle
ground approach. This approach incorporates both
a deliberative and a reactive component. Most people
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
will agree that an architecture that includes both
components seems to be a sensible way to build
the robot brain. After all, human beings appear
to have both reactive and deliberative faculties [5].
Deliberation allows the robot to make plans and
predictions, and reactivity allows the robot to respond
effectively to uncertainties. However, the tough
question is how to put together a system with both
a deliberative and reactive component?
A number of systems of this nature have been
proposed and tested. Rosenschien and Kaelbling
developed the situated automata theory for robot
control [6]. The authors describe a system which
would allow high-level description of the environment
to be translated into situation appropriate low-level
control activities. Arkin's AURA builds an accurate
global model of the world and passes this information
to a vector summing control layer [1]. Payton and
Rosenblatt's architecture has four layers: task-level
planning, global path planning, local path planning,
and reflexive control [8]. The first three layers are
equivalent to a traditional planning layer. The fourth
layer consists of numerous reactive experts whose
influence on the actuators is arbitrated by a central
module. Erann Gat proposes a three-tiered architec-
ture ATLANTIS [4]. In this architecture, a sequencing
layer integrates and pipelines the deliberative and the
reactive functions, which ultimately control the robot.
The MITRE autonomous systems laboratory also
participates in the pursuit of an intelligent robot
system characterized by deliberation and reactivity
[10]. Our system is similar to an architecture originally
proposed by Firby [3] and further developed by
Gat [4]. The MITRE intelligent agent architecture
(MIAA) consists of three interacting layers. The
deliberative layer makes high-level decisions which
require reasoning about resource and time constraints.
The reactive layer consists of situated skills that react
to the situation at hand. Finally, a sequencer which
acts as a temporal and syntactic differential between
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thereactiveanddeliberativelayers,decomposesplan-
ningstructuresinto theappropriateactivationsand
deactivationsof therobot'sskills(SeeFigure1).
The designof the three-tieredarchitectureis
basedontwoimportantconcepts:heterogeneityand
asynchrony.Thesystemis heterogeneousin that it
iscomposedof componentshat arestructurallydif-
ferent,e.g.,time-consumingdecision-makingmodules
versusinstantresponser activemodules.Thesystem
isasynchronousin that deliberative,sequencing,and
reactivemodulesareexecutedin parallelandcom-
municatingto eachothervia asynchronousmessage
events.Thisguaranteesthatreactivemodulesrespond
tothesituationathandinatimelyfashionandthatan
adequateamountof timeis allocatedfor deliberative
processes.
Thispaperdescribesthedesignof anenvironment
for constructingsituatedskills(thetermappearsin
[10])whichform the lowestlayerof MIAA. The
environmentmustestablishcommunicationchannels
withthesequencerinorderto acceptcommandsfrom
thedeliberativelayer.Theenvironmentmustalsobe
abletostreamlinetheskillssothateachskillprovides
a timelyresponsefor givensensordata. Moreover,
theenvironmentmustprovideameansforintegrating
theindividualskillsintoadynamicallyreconfigurable
libraryof roboticskills.
In this paper,we shallanswerexplicitlythree
questionsin sequentialorder. What are the nec-
essaryrequirementsfor engineeringa desirableskill
developmentenvironment?Howis theenvironment
implemented?Finally,whydoesthe implemented
skillsenvironmentconstituteavaluablesetof tools?
2 Requirements
There are two sets of requirements for engineering a
desirable software environment for the situated skills.
The first set of requirements address the specifications
for an infrastructure capable of controlling skills.
The second set of requirements focus on software
engineering related issues. This second set of require-
ments is especially important since robotic systems are
becoming increasingly complex, raising information
management as a central issue.
In order to better understand the first set of re-
quirements, it is necessary to examine what is required
of the reactive layer separately from the rest of the
architecture or more accurately from the sequencing
layer. The main function of the sequencing layer is
to provide runtime situation-driven execution [3]; its
job is to transform a set of partially ordered plan
steps from the deliberative layer into the necessary
set of skill activations and deactivations to accomplish
the high level plan for the current situation. To
achieve this, the reactive layer must accommodate
the demands of the sequencing layer. For example,
the reactive layer must provide perceptual information
continuously and without delay. In addition, the
reactive layer must provide a mechanism that allows
the sequencing layer to tailor the behavior of a skill
according to different situations.
The skills environment divides naturally into two
main parts: a skill library and a mechanism which
pipelines the skills and interfaces with the sequencer.
The skill library provides the basic functionality of
the instantiated autonomous agent. Skills include not
only the computational elements of perception but the
interfaces with the robot's hardware. This latter fea-
ture provides a mechanism for the interchangeability
of physical devices and portability of the architecture.
Each skill also provides conditional mechanisms which
allow the sequencer to adapt to the situations at hand.
Finally, each individual skill provides control switches
for activation and deactivation.
A number of temporal and dependency require-
ments dictate the design of the mechanism used
to control the skills. First, all components of the
architecture must have access to relevant perceptual
information and have the capability to control system
actuators. Secondly, the perceptual information
should be available continuously and that at every
instance in time, actuation commands are assigned
to external actuators for given sensor data. Thirdly,
there should be an asynchronous and distributed
execution of skills. In other words, it should be
possible to execute skills in parallel as long as there
is no contention of resources among the parallel skills.
Lastly, unlike the deliberative functions, these situated
skills should have low-commit and fast response time
since real-time performance is necessary.
The second set of requirements for the skills
environment is derived from the vantage point of
a good software engineering project. One of the
main goals of a good software project is to increase
the number of users of the program. The design
strategy taken is to encapsulate the details of the
skills environment, therefore those without knowledge
of the architecture should be able to program skills
tailored to the domain of their robot. Another design
requirement taken into consideration is the reuse of
old software written in different languages. The
implementation phase for configuring a robot can be
substantially cut if existing code can be reused as
part of the skills library and thus integrated into
the overall control paradigm. This requirement can
be satisfied by implementing standard encapsulations
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Figure 1: The flow of information through MIAA.
and interfaces for skills. In addition, there should be
support mechanisms to facilitate the painful process
of debugging. Lastly, it should be easy for users
of the skills system to activate and deactivate skills
manually, so that skills can be debugged and tested in
isolation prior to their integration into the rest of the
architecture.
3 Structure
This section discusses the design of the skills envi-
ronment. We took an object oriented approach in
designing the skills environment. Essentially, the skills
environment is composed of two classes of structures:
skill and skill manager. Each class is associated with
objects and functions, and two instances of a class
have access to the same class objects and functions.
We will discuss the two classes of skills by focusing on
their associated objects and functions.
3.1 Skills
The skills object class defines a set of structures which
support the reactive modules. These structures serve
as encapsulations of the reactive modules, to provide
a standard interface to all of the reactive modules.
Additionally, this interface includes structures for
textual or graphical display of parameters, parameter
logging and debugging purposes.
The objects for the skill class are the common
data structures among every reactive module. For
example, the input and output data structures of
reactive modules are objects. A good portion of
objects are used to support the scheduling of skill
operations. There are also objects which are used for
interfacing the skills with the sequencer. A priority
slot is also available for resolving conflicts among skills
in contention for resources. In addition, memory
locations are allocated for recording parameter values
and for displaying information associated with a skill.
A skill's parameters are important data objects
which deserve special attention. Each skill has its
own unique set of parameters. These parameters
are singled out because they play an important role
in bringing about situation-driven execution. These
parameters are used and modified by the sequencing
layer to tailor the behavior of a skill to the situation
at hand. For instance, the sequencing layer may
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increasethepriorityvalueofaskill togiveit temporal
precedenceoverotherskills. Anotherexampleof a
skillparameteristhesafe-distanceparameterinthe
runawayskill. Whenaninstantiatedrobotencounters
anobstacle-denseregion,thesequencermaydecideto
decreasethevalueof the safe-distanceparameter
sothat therobotisableto passthroughtheobstacle
region,then restorethe parameterlaterwhenthe
robotisoutof thecongestedregion.
Becauseachskillwill generallyhaveadifferentset
of inputsandoutputs,therearenumerousfunctions
that areautomaticallygeneratedby theskill object
classwhena specificskill is instantiated.Thisallows
the environmentto be skill independentandfrees
the skill designerfrom the concernsof interfacing
theskill to theotherskillsin theskill library. The
designermustonlybeconcernedwith the inputand
outputrequirementsandthenecessarycomputation;
all interfacingissuesareautomaticallyhandledbythe
developmentenvironment.
Theskillclassis furthercategorizedintotwosets
of skills, thosewhicharepurelycomputational(or
cskills)and thosewhich interfacewith devices(or
dskills).
3.1.1 Cskills
Cskills are skills which obtain their inputs from other
skills and perform a computational transform on the
inputs and pass the transformed values to other
skills. Cskills can be operated either synchronously or
asynchronously. In the synchronous case, a cskill will
run its computational transform whenever it is given
a new set of inputs, blocking until the computation
has completed and a new set of outputs has been
generated. In the asynchronous case, the cskill will
continuously perform its transform on the currently
available inputs and will respond immediately (like
dskiUs) with the latest answer. The asynchronous
cskills are especially useful when cskills are being
executed on a distributed computer network.
3.1.2 Dskills
A dskill serves as an interface to a physical device (see
Figure 2). This interface brings actuation commands
to and obtains sensory data from the physical device.
Rather than performing a computational transform
on the inputs of the skill, a dskill buffers its inputs
and provides a mechanism for sending those inputs to
a device. A dskill will also buffer the latest sensor
readings from the device. These sensor readings are
provided as the users output from the dskill. The
reason behind the creation of a separate skill class is to
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Figure 2: Information flow of a dskill.
provide the developer with mechanisms for handling
the delay in communications associated with device
drivers. Thus a dskill will always respond immediately
and will not block for communications events as device
interfacing is handled in a separate asynchronous
process.
3.2 Skill Manager
Instances of the skill manager class are responsible
for the timely activation and deactivation of reactive
modules. They provide inter-skill communications as
well as communications with the sequencing layer.
The paradigm used for scheduling the execution of the
skills is a data flow mechanism.
3.2.1 Data Flow
The objects of the skill manager class are mainly
data structures supporting the data flow mechanism.
For instance, there are allocations that store a list
of instantiated dskills and cskills. A slot is reserved
for counting the number of cycles the data flow
mechanism has executed. There is also a state slot
which regulates the sequence of function invocation in
a cycle. In addition, there are data structures that
keep track of the activation and deactivation requests
made by the sequencing system.
There are two critical functions central in un-
derstanding the workings of the data flow. They
are do-periodic-step and update-record. The
do-periodic-step is the driving function behind
the data flow. Once this function is invoked,
an infinite loop starts. During each cycle of the
loop, two functions are called in sequential order:
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do-next-sk±ll, and cleanup. The first function
creates an environment for the executing the set of
activated skills, and the last function destroys the
environment created preparing it for the next cycle.
The order in which the individual skills are ex-
ecuted during a cycle depends essentially on input
readiness. The update-record function is instrumental
in preparing for the readiness of skills. Every time a
skill produces an output, the update-record function
checks these output data structures against the input
data structures to skills yet to be executed. If
there is at least a partial match in data structure,
the update-record function avails the matched data
structures to the yet to be executed skills. When all
the inputs to a skill are available to it, the skill is
ready and is executed the next time that the skill is
considered for execution.
3.2.2 External Control
For the system to be of use there must be a mechanism
for determining which set of skills should be active at
any moment of time or the overhead of this paradigm
is wasted as one could have simply hacked up a large
C file to provide the necessary utility. However,
as mentioned earlier, there are different syntax and
semantics required to construct the different levels
of abstraction necessary for constructing autonomous
agents. In our system, the sequencing layer is assumed
to handle the process of activation and deactivation
of skills. The reason for handling skill activity in the
sequencing layer is that the sequencer is maintaining
an explicit representation of the robot's current
situation (e.g., navigating down a hall, opening a door,
etc.). It is beyond the scope of any individual skill
in the currently active network of skills to be able
to interpret the context and decide how the current
sensor information should be interpreted with respect
to the current task.
To support the use of a sequencer, the skill
manager maintains an asynchronous communications
link through which requests are made. The skill
manager handles not only requests for activation
and deactivation of skills, but also requests for state
monitoring, parameterization, and value queries. The
ability of the reactive layer to take initiate monitoring
events is critical to any multi-layered architecture
as the sequencer knows which information is critical
to the task yet the skill level represents the only
location where high frequency information can be
captured. For example, the sequencing system could
setup a monitor asking the skill manager to send an
asynchronous event back when the robot's front sonar
reads less than 10 inches. Because the sequencing and
skill layers of the architecture operate in parallel, such
information is too transient for the sequencing layer to
capture directly yet there is insufficient information
in the skill layer to determine that the information
means that the robot has reached the ticket counter.
In a similar fashion, the skill manager also allows the
sequencer to make direct queries of the state of the
skills in the reactive layer, thus allowing the sequencer
to obtain instantaneous primitive value readings (e.g.,
is barcode 3 currently visible?). Lastly, the skill
manager allows the sequencer to set the parameters
of individual skills. This allows the skills to be
dynamically configured for the situation at hand.
4 Implementation
The current skills development and execution environ-
ment is implemented within the Macintosh operating
system. The structures discussed in the last section
are implemented with the Common Lisp Object
System (CLOS) application for two reasons. First,
it is easy to realize the object oriented features
of the skills environment; the CLOS package has
constructs that accommodate class objects, functions,
and instantiations. Secondly, the CLOS package has
an easy to program graphics package. The graphics
package is used to allow the skills programmer to
control the operations of the skills environment with
ease. The graphical interface is implemented mainly
for debugging purposes. The next paragraph explains
the implementation of the graphical interface in more
detail.
Since there are two classes of structures, two types
of graphical interface were designed and implemented:
one for activating the individual skills and one for
activating the data flow mechanism. The graphical
interface for the skills class has mouse-clicking buttons
for activation, parameter logging, and textual display.
In addition, it has optional buttons for changing the
values of skill parameters. The graphical interface for
the skill manager class has a button for activating the
data flow mechanism and a variable set of buttons for
individually activating the set of instantiated skills.
Note that these graphical interfaces are objects of
the skill and skill manager class. These buttons of
the graphical interface allow the skills programmer to
activate a skill or a set of skills and to observe runtime
execution results.
To utilize the environment, the job of a skills
programmer is fairly simple since most of the inter-
skill communication and graphical interfacing issues
are handled by the generic skill object. To implement
a skill, the skills programmer needs to specify only
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threethings:input,output,andcomputationalbody.
Thesethreeitemsmustbeproperlyplacedinto the
templateprovidedby thestructureswithin theskills
class.
The skills environment is set up in a way to permit
the implementation of a multilingual skills library.
This is possible for two reasons. The encapsulated
and modular design of the skills environment keeps the
differences among skills within the skills themselves,
while the uniform and standard features of the skills
environment provides a direct way for communications
among the disparate skills. We have implemented skill
construction facilities to allow a programmer to create
skills written from C, C++, Pascal, Assembler, LISP,
and REX [7]. To program a skill in a language other
than LISP requires slightly more work. In addition to
specifying the three things in a different language, the
input and output data structures must be specified in
LISP so that memory allocations are made properly
in the skills environment.
The implemented skills are fairly easy to debug
with the help of the graphics interface. To debug a
skill, the first step is to instantiate that skill. Next,
the user may want to change the values of the skill
parameters to the desired values by clicking on the
parameter button(s). Pressing the activation button
will start the execution of the skill. The user is
able to view the runtime parameters of individual
skills by clicking on buttons on the graphical interface
window. Clicking on the show data button invokes a
corresponding window which is capable of displaying
text. The show input and show output buttons forces
the input and output of skills to be displayed on the
secondary window, and the verbose button allows the
display of any print statements generated internally to
the user's skill. In order to debug a skill within the
context of a set of skills, it is necessary to activate the
data flow mechanism. The first step in this process is
to instantiate a set of needed skills. The next step
is to instantiate a skill manager for pipelining the
instantiated skills. Pressing the run button on the skill
manager window will start the data flow mechanism.
Runtime results of activated skills can be viewed on
the secondary windows of the instantiated skills.
5 A Valuable Set of Tools
The power of the skills environment lies in the
amount of time it saves for the skills programmer.
During virtually every stage of the skills development
cycle, time is conserved. For instance, learning time
is shortened. The programmer does not need to
have extensive knowledge of the skills environment
to program a skill and integrate it into the skills
environment. The details of the skills environment
are encapsulated; the object-oriented constructs of the
skills environment essentially provide templates for
programming and instantiating reactive modules.
Moreover, programming time is significantly re-
duced in two ways. First, the skills programmer
does not need to worry about interfacing with other
skills or other components of the architecture. Recall,
the programmer needs to specify only three things
to program a skill. Secondly, the skills environment
allows the reuse of existing code. This capability
is valuable since rewriting code such as the robot's
inverse kinematics is a task one would like to do only
once.
In addition, debugging time is decreased. As
mentioned in the last section, there are a number of
debugging facilities available. The graphic interface
allows the easy operation of these facilities. Also,
the modular decomposition of the skills allow the
individual skills to be debugged in isolation or in the
context of other skills.
The maintenance of the skills library also becomes
less time-consuming. Modifying the skill library to
adapt to the changing capabilities of the instantiated
autonomous agent is quite straightforward. Since
the interface to physical devices is encapsulated in
dskills, adding, deleting, or replacing dskills is all that
is needed to adapt to a change in physical devices.
The components of the rest of the skills environment
remain unaltered.
6 Proposed Experiment
Before concluding the paper, we relate our experience
of programming a set of skills for our proposed
experiment with MIAA. We offer this to demonstrate
the time conserving way of programming skills. The
proposed experiment is for our Denning robot which
must deliver a message to our department head.
The robot wakes up in its humble abode: the
autonomous systems laboratory in the basement of the
building. It wanders around the laboratory, avoiding
obstacles and looking for a door to exit. Once the
door is found, it exits the door. Since our department
head's office is on the fourth floor, the robot must find
the elevator first. It directs itself to the elevator using
a combination of hallway following, door detection
and intersection detection. Once the elevator doors
are found, the robot pushes the elevator button and
waits for the elevator. When the elevator comes it
must determine which of the four elevator cars actually
arrived. Upon entering the elevator the robot must
push the button for the fourth floor. When the
elevator stops on the correct floor, the robot exits.
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It directsitselfdownthecorridorto thedepartment
head'sofficeanddeliversthemessage.
The set of behaviorsdescribedabovecan be
accomplishedwithastandardsetofsituatedskillsand
aspecializedsetoftaskspecificskills.Somexamples
fromthe standardset areobstacleavoidance,wall
following,wandering,objecttracking,and object
homing.An examplefromthe specializedskill set
isamodulethat allowstherobotto pushanelevator
button.
As anexampleof howthesequencercoordinates
thesituatedskillsto bringaboutthesetofbehaviors
describedaboveconsiderthe task of exitingthe
autonomoussystemslaboratory.Fiveskillsarekeyin
creatingthisbehavior:obstacleavoidance,wandering,
barcodetracking,locatingthe positionof the door,
and positionhoming. A barcodeis placedin the
vicinity of the doorso that the robot canreliably
recognizethedoor'sgenerallocation.Thesequencer
first activateswandering,obstacleavoidance,and
barcodetracking,sothat therobotwandersaround
the laboratory,avoidingobstaclesand lookingfor
the barcodeassociatedwith the door. Oncethe
locationof the barcodeis found, the sequencer
activatesthe barcodehomingmodule,commanding
the robotto movein frontof thebarcode.Finally,
after the robot movesto the vicinity of the door,
thesequenceractivatesa modulethat computesthe
necessarypositioncluesforisolatingthedooropening
anddrivingtherobotthroughthedoor.
Fromthissimple xample,youcanseetheutilityof
beingableto activateanddeactivateskillsdepending
on whichaspectof the overalltask the robot is
currentlyworkingon. Forexample,it makeslittle
senseto spendvaluablecomputationtimeidenti_'ing
the dooropeninguntil the robot is in the vicinity
of thedoor.Wearecollectingmetricalinformation,
to provideevidenceof the utility of the explicit
sequencingof skillsversestheimplicitsequencingof
skillstypicalof moreadhoereactivetechniques.It
isourhypothesisthat asthesizeof theclassoft_ks
withinagivendomainincreasestheutilityoftakinga
morestructuredandengineeredapproachto design
of roboticintelligencewill clearlywin out overthe
"purely"reactivetechniques.
7 Final Words
The skills environment is a powerful teclmology for a
number of reasons. It abstracts the skill developer
from the details of communications protocols and
graphical user interface issues which the environment
provides. A person writing code for a sequencer
has only to concern themselves with which skills
are needed and can ignore all of the inter-skill
communications issues as these are handled by the
data flow mechanism of the skill manager. We believe
that by providing methodology to the creation and use
of reactive modules that the work in reactive control
of robots can move out of the ad hoc creation of task-
specific demonstrations into the world of assisting in
the solution of real-world problems.
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Abstract
One problem faced in designing an autonomous
mobile robot system is that there are many pa-
rameters of the system to define and optimize.
While these parameters can be obtained for any
given situation, determining what the parameters
should be in all situations is difficult. The usual
solution is to give the system general parameters
that work in all situations, but this does not help
the robot to perform its best in a dynamic environ-
ment. Our approach is to develop a higher level
situation analysis module that adjusts the param-
eters by analyzing the goals and history of sensor
readings. By allowing the robot to change the
system parameters based on its judgement of the
situation, the robot will be able to better adapt
to a wider set of possible situations. We use fuzzy
logic in our implementation to reduce the number
of basic situations the controller has to recognize.
For example, a situation may be 60 percent open
and 40 percent corridor, causing the optimal pa-
rameters to be somewhere between the optimal
settings for the two extreme situations.
Introduction
The design and implementation of autonomous mobile
robot planning and control systems will allow robots
to handle tasks that are very dangerous or impossi-
ble for a human controlled system to handle correctly.
Instances of these tasks are the autonomous rover sys-
tem for the exploration of Mars, and the battlefield
tank controller, where ECM may make it impossible
to remote control tanks in enemy territory.
On problem faced in designing an autonomous mo-
bile robot system is that there are many parameters
of the system to define and optimize. Some of these
parameters include maximum safe speed, how near ob-
stacles can be without being threats, and how far the
Copyright @ 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
robot can safely project its destination. While these
parameters can be obtained for any given situation,
determining what the parameters should be in all sit-
uations is difficult. The usual solution is to give the
system general parameters that work in all situations,
but this does not help the robot to perform its best in
a dynamic environment. The problem of finding pa-
rameters is further complicated if the robot is able to
perform many missions, like exploring or transporting,
which each require the robot to behave differently in
identical environments.
Our approach is to develop a higher level situation
analysis module that adjusts the parameters by ana-
lyzing the goals and history of sensor readings. By
allowing the robot to change the system parameters
based on its judgement of the situation, the robot will
be able to better adapt to a wider set of possible sit-
uations. We are currently implementing the situation
analysis module using fuzzy if-then rules. Use of fuzzy
logic allows us to specify less base situation and to
combine these situations into more types of situation
easier than a standard logic based system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First
we will give a brief overview of fuzzy logic and fuzzy
control. We will then give an overview of intelligent
systems. We will then cover situation recognition and
its potential benefits. We will then discuss our testbed
and an implementation of situation recognition in it.
We will then give some results from simulations of our
mobile robot controller.
Background
In this section, We will first give a brief overview of
fuzzy logic and the use of fuzzy logic in decision mak-
ing and control. Afterward we will discuss the devel-
opment of intelligent systems.
Fuzzy Logic
Motivated by the observation that many concepts in
the real world do not have well defined sharp bound-
aries, Lotfi A. Zadeh developed fuzzy set theory that
generalizes classical set theory to allow objects to
take partial membership in vague concepts (i.e. fuzzy
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Figure 1: A Fuzzy Set Representing the Concept of
Near
sets). [101 The degree an object belongs to a fuzzy set,
which is a real number between 0 and 1, is called the
membership value in the set. The meaning of a fuzzy
set, is thus characterized by a membership function
that maps elements of a universe of discourse to their
corresponding membership values.
Figure 1 shows the membership function of the fuzzy
set NEAR in the context of mobile robot navigation con-
trol. In this Figure, d represents the distance of the
closest obstacle detected by a sensor, and p represents
the membership value in the fuzzy set NEAR. As the
Figure depicts, an object that is 15 units away has a
full membership in NEAR, while one that is 50 units
away has a membership value of 0.8. Capturing vague
concepts such as NEAR using fuzzy sets can improve
the robustness of a navigation control system in the
presence of sensor noise, because noise in the sensor
data can only slightly change the membership degree
in NEAR and therefore affects the final control command
in a minor way.
Based on fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic generalizes
modus ponens in classical logic to allow a conclusion
to be drawn from a fuzzy if-then rule when the rule's
antecedent is partially satisfied. The antecedent of a
fuzzy rule is usually a boolean combination of fuzzy
propositions in the form of "x is A" where A is a fuzzy
set. The strength of the conclusion is calculated based
on the degree to which the antecedent is satisfied. A
fuzzy logic controller uses a set of fuzzy if-then rules
to capture the relationship (i.e. the control law) be-
tween the observed variables and the controlled vari-
ables, n each control cycle, all fuzzy rules are fired and
combined to obtain a fuzzy conclusion for each control
variable. Each fuzzy conclusion is then defuzzified, re-
sulting in a final crisp control command. An overview
of a fuzzy logic controller and its applications can be
found in the work by C.C. Lee. [3' 4]
Intelligent Systems
We are presently delving into the use of fuzzy logic in
the implementation of intelligent systems. A definition
of an intelligent system from a paper by Albus Ill is that
an intelligent, system must at least have the ability to
sense the enviromnent, make decisions and to control
actions. Higher levels of intelligence may require the
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Figure 2: High Level Model of Situation Recognition
and Adaptation
recognition of objects, the storage of knowledge for fu-
ture uses, and the ability to reason how actions will
affect the future.
All of these functions will be needed by a system
that wishes to act in complex dynamic environments
effectively. An example of such an application is an au-
tonomous mobile robot system. The lower level abil-
ities of sensing and control are used by the robot to
quickly sense and avoid obstacles in the path. The
higher level abilities of recognition and projection are
needed to allow the robot to adjust itself to any envi-
ronment.
We have used fuzzy logic to implement a behaviorial
based system that is able to use sensors to control the
robot to follow a given path while avoiding obstacles
in the path, a discussion of which is given in the next
section. We are currently working on using the ability
to recognize elements of the environment and to reason
about how those elements will effect the robot in order
to compute the most effective parameters to use in any
given situation.
Situation Recognition
In this section a general architecture for including sit-
uation recognition is given. We will then overview our
method for situation recognition and reaction of the
system to recognized changes in the situation.
General Architecture
The general architecture we have adopted for situa-
tion recognition and reaction is given in Figure 2. The
main concept is to develop a system independent of the
controller that has the ability to adapt the controller
based on its perception of the situation, i.e. a metalevel
controller. The architecture has one set of inputs, the
sensors, and produces a set of adaptive actions for tim
controller.
The sensors are fed into a situation recognition ar-
chitecture along with a high level model of the environ-
ment. This purpose of this module is to examine the
sensor histories and the changes in the high level model
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Figure 3: Desired and Allowed Directions
to determine if there has been a significant change in
tile environment to warrant adaptive action for the
controller. How this module operates is given in the
next subsection.
Once a new situation has been recognized, there are
two possible methods of handling the change. The first
is to directly generate precompiled actions for those
changes. These actions are then fed to the controller
for adapting to the current situation.
The other method of adaption is to use a form of
projection to find the possible effects of the change
in environment. If the effects are large enough, then
changes need to be proposed and the new system is
projected till a satisfactory projection is found.
The architecture given has not been fully imple-
mented, and only represents the final system we want.
At present the method of adaption is to use a set of
precompiled actions to change the controller based on
the perceived situation.
Testbed
We are currently implementing the situation recog-
nition architecture on an autonomous mobile robot
control system. In this section, we will give a brief
overview of autonomous mobile robo_ systems and the
fuzzy logic based behavioral architecture which we are
currently using.
The basic problem of autonomous mobile robot path
planning and control is to navigate safely to one or
several target locations. The problem can be further
complicated by other considerations such as deadlines
for reaching those locations, safety considerations of
paths, reactiveness to emergent situations and uncer-
tainty about the environment. There are several ap-
proaches that accomplish this goal. We will concen-
trate on a behavioral implementation that uses fuzzy
logic to merge sensor readings with path information to
determine the final control command each cycle. [8' 91
The approach we have taken uses fuzzy logic to de-
scribe the desired and allowed direction of travel, see
Figure 3. The algorithm first determines the target
point by projecting along the path given. It then uses
fuzzy logic to broaden it into the desired direction.
Next, the inputs from sonar sensors fixed around the
body are fuzzified and combined to form the allowed
direction. These two concepts are then combined to
form a fuzzy control command that describes what the
robot should do. After using Centroid of Largest Area
(CLA) defuzzification, [7] a control command for the
robot can be found. For a more detailed discussion,
please see Yen and Pfluger. [8' 9]
The above method, as is the case with most sophisti-
cated control systems, has a problem in specifying the
control parameters to handle all situations. Some of
the parameters whose optimality can be dependent on
the environment include distance to target point, max-
imum speed fcr both going straight and turning, and
nearness of objects for both forward and side sensors.
When the robot was first programmed a set of values
was taken such that robot would be able to work in any
environment, i.e. very conservative values. The goal
of this research is to improve the performance of the
robot by changing the values of the control parameters
in reaction to perceived changes in the environment.
Implementation of Situation Recognition
The first step is to determine what are the salient fea-
tures of the situation that we want to recognize. At
present we attempt to find three features:
1. Openness: This gives a general measure of the num-
ber of obstacles, both seen and expected.
2. Path Information Strength: Is the path along a road
or a corridor? Should the path be followed reli-
giously or just be taken as a possible path.
3. Degree of Exploration: Are we exploring the envi-
ronment or traversing it? Or maybe a little of both.
Determining the amount of openness can be deter-
mined directly from the sensors. The method we are
currently using is to use the allowed direction compu-
tation from the controller. This fuzzy set is determined
by finding the nearness of obstacles and combining the
results. By taking the fraction of the area that is al-
lowed, we get a good measure of openness. This frac-
tion can be fllrther modified by the current values of
nearness, i.e. if the nearness of obstacles is tight then
the openness of the environment is less open.
The path information strength can be found both
from the sensors and the path planning module. If
the area is not open then the path strength should be
stronger. If the goal of the robot is to explore, then the
path strength should be less. The degree of certainty
that the path is safe is passed from the planning mod-
ule and influences this value. By using fuzzy rules to
combine these and other concerns, a relative strength
of the path can be found.
Finally, the degree of exploration can be determined
from two sources. First, if the overall goal of the robot
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isspecifiedthenthedegreeofexplorationisthat.This
call bemodifiedby thenumberof undeterminedob-
staclesfoundandthedegreeofuncertaintytherobot
hasaboutthecurrentmap.
Thereis unfortunatelya lot of interdependenceof
eachof thesituationfeaturesoneachother.Thepath
informationstrength,for instance,dependsonboth
theopennessandthedegreeof exploration.Tohan-
dlethisinterdependence,thisfeaturecanbecalculated
aftertheothersarefinished.
Forexample,therulesto determinetheOpenness
are;
• If Degree of Allowable is High and the Map indi-
cates the number of obstacles is Very Low then the
Openness is Very High.
• If Degree of Allowable is tfigh and the Map indi-
cat.es the number of obstacles is Medium then the
Openness is Medium-High.
These are only some of the rules. They require that
the Allowable direction be analyzed to determine the
percent of objects that the sensors see, and for the
map to do a count of the number of obstacles in the
area. Other rules for Degree of Exploration and Path
Strength require this measure of Openness including
more information from the map and the goals to get
the final results.
Using Precompiled Changes
Once the situation has been evaluated by the situation
recognition module, we need to output what changes
are needed to best adapt to that situation. We use
another fuzzy logic rule base to react to the recognized
change in situation provided by the situation recogni-
tion module. This rule base uses the results to rea-
son about what the values of the parameters should
be based on previous tests that have been run on the
robot in each of the given situations. At present the
system returns the adaption values of three system pa-
rameters:
1. 7hrget I)tstance: how far along the path should the
target point be
2. Nearness of Sensors: what should be considered
near? Are there different values for the forward and
side sensors?
3. Maximum Speed of the Robot: This value is for both
the value when going straight and for making turns.
The target distance depends on all three features.
The amount of openness is a guide to how far the robot
may safely look ahead. The stronger the path informa-
tion strength the less the robot can look ahead. Finally,
in exploration, the path is usually just a guideline that
the robot should stay near.
Ilow near obstacles are for the sensors determines
the sensitivity of the sensors. If they are too sensitive,
the robot cannot travel in enclosed places. If they are
too weak, then the robot cannot travel at large speeds
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Figure 4: Outdoor Environment using Indoor Param-
eters
since it cannot sense obstacles soon enough to avoid
them. This shows that the main overriding factor for
nearness is the openness of the environment.
Finally the maximum speed of the robot is deter-
mined by combining the amount of openness with the
goal of the robot. If the robot is exploring the robot
will go slower to get more detailed scans. If the robot.
is traversing, it wants to go faster. If the robot is in an
open area it can travel faster than in a less open area.
There is also some interaction between these param-
eter adj ustments. The amount of nearness is influenced
by the speed of the robot. The robot needs to be able
to detect things further away as it goes faster. The
robot also needs to project further ahead and antici-
pate corners better in open environments.
An example rule for generating an action is:
• If Environment is Very Open and Degree of Explo-
ration is Low then Maximum Speed is Very Hlgh.
• If Maxinmm Speed is Very lttgh and Degree of Ex-
ploration is Low then Target. Distance is Far and
Nearness is Loose.
The interdependance of the attributes can be seen in
these rules.
Results
We have been working on implementing the situation
recognition module. Figures 4-7 show two situations,
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Figure 6: Outdoor Environment using Outdoor Pa-
rameters
one an outdoor scene, the other using a floor plan of our
lab. The figures show two different sets of parameters
to show how changing the parameters can make the
following of the path more efficient.
In Figures 4 and 5, the indoor parameters where
used, meaning that the maximum speed was set to
10, the target distance to 50, and nearness to 30. The
nearness is the point in Figure 1 where the membership
stops being one and begins declining towards zero. In
Figures 6 and 7, the outdoor parameters were used, i.e.
the maximum speed was set to 17, the target distance
to 70, and nearness to 60.
Important features of these figures include the fact
that using the outdoor parameters, the indoor path
could not be completed, while outdoors in a more open
environment, the path may be slightly longer, but the
time to complete the path was 150 steps, as opposed to
193 steps for the indoor paramenters, an improvement
of 129 percent in the time needed to complete the task.
These runs were done using the same parameters
throughout the run. In the future, the robot will be
able to change parameters dynamically, based on the
degree of openness and changing goals, as described in
the section on situation recognition. This will allow
the robot to be even more efficient, going faster when
it can and slowing down in less open environments.
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Adding Learning
We have recently been exploring the possibility of
adding learning to the situation recognition and the
action generation modules. Both of these modules use
fuzzy logic rule bases to make decisions concerning the
environment and how to react to it. While fuzzy logic
rules are in general easy to create, there can be some
problems.
The first problem is in scope. As the number of vari-
ables increase and the range of values they can take on
becomes large, it becomes almost impossible to spec-
ify results for all possible combinations of values. The
second problem occurs because rule bases are specified
on the most important features of the problem. What
if there are exceptions that can only be detected using
variables not used in the fuzzy rule decision making
process. Finally there is the problem that the rule base
is created by an expert who is unsure of his reasoning
and may give sub-optimal actions in a given situation.
We are currently working on learning in fuzzy rule
based systems by using case based learning. The case
based learning system adds cases to the rule base to
overcome the problems created by using a static fuzzy
rule base. We are researching ways to add cases so
that their true motivation, whether it be as a novel
case that should act as a rule itself, or as an exception
which changes a small section of a rules scope.
Conclusions
As shown in the results section, there is a need to ad-
just the parameters based on the situation the mobile
robot system is in. The current method of identifying
the environment and determining the parameters is a
start, but a more dynamic approach is needed. We are
working on implementing the full system so that it can
be run dynamically with the system. This will allow
the robot to speed up in open areas while slowing down
to safer speeds in more crowded environments.
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Abstract
This paper describes autonomous mobile robot
teams, performing tasks in unstructured environments.
The behavior and the intelligence of the group is
distributed, and the system does not include a central
command base or leader. The novel concept of the
Tropism-Based Cognitive Architecture is introduced,
which is used by the robots in order to produce behavior,
transforming their sensory information to proper action.
The results of a number of simulation experiments are
presented. These experiments include worlds where the
robot teams must locate, decompose, and gather objects,
and defend themselves against hostile predators, while
navigating around stationary and mobile obstacles.
Teams of robots can be used in a wide variety of
applications. Deploying a number of robots in an
unknown environment can greatly increase the extent of
the area covered for the research mission of planetary
explorations, or surveillance of buildings and structures.
A team of robots can provide the robustness required in
critical missions, where the break down of one unit
should not jeopardize the entire mission. The
coordination of groups of robots allows them to perform
tasks that are too large to be completed by one robot.
A team of robots could function as a centralized
group, where the robot that act as the leader can assign
sub-tasks to the other robots and monitor and manage the
group. In distributed teams, the robots cooperate and
perform the task without a leader. Although each type of
cooperation has its own advantages, the leadership
requirements have the disadvantages of requiring the
leader to communicate with all the other robots. Such
communications could be costly, and the entire system
can come to a halt in the case of the leader's failure to
function properly.
This paper describes the study of behavior of a group
of distributed robots, surviving and performing tasks in
an unstructured environment. We have termed the study
of robot team behaviors as Soeioroboties 1. In addition to
the existence of stationary and mobile obstacles in the
world, hostile entities (predators) exit in the world. These
predators are mobile and capable of attacking and
immobilizing the robots. The world also includes objects
of interest to the robots. These objects could be picked up
and collected by the robots. If the objects are too large,
they must be first decomposed by the robots, before they
can be collected. The robots' tasks mainly consist of
locating and collecting small objects, locating and
decomposing large objects, and locating and attacking
predators. These actions are referred to as gather,
decompose, and defend, respectively. An example of
such tasks is shown in Figure 1. These tasks are
performed in the world, while navigating around
stationary and mobile obstacles.
Each robot senses and acts upon the world, using a
novel architecture, termed Tropism-Based Cognitive
Architecture. This architecture is based on the tropisms
of the robot, i.e., its likes and dislikes. Such architecture
transforms the robot's sensing of the world to potential
appropriate actions. The cognitive architecture is tested
using simulated robots in an artificial world. This world
is similar in its characteristics to an actual world, and the
facts and rules of the world are maintained and enforced
by the artificial world simulator. The simulator generates
an animated world, where the effects of changes inflicted
upon the world can be dynamically viewed. In addition,
the simulator includes an user-interface for the setting up
of the experiments.
The Tropism-Based cognitive architecture enables
the robots to survive and function in an unknown world.
The desirable feature of such architecture is in its
simplicity. Other approaches to cognitive architectures
for intelligent systems include the hierarchical structure
of intelligence 2, Subsumption type architectures based on
augmented finite state automata 9,'_, neural network based
systems 3.5, synthetic psychology 8, reflex action control _,
and approaches to achieving general intelligence '2,'4.
Examples of multiple robot systems include the schema-
based navigation 4, subsumption-based systems '6, cellular
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robotic systemsl_, _3, artificial life systems _°, and swarm
intelligencC.
This paper is organized into six sections. The
cognitive architecture is defined in section 2. Certain
concepts in sociorobotics are discussed in section 3.
Section 4 includes the description of the world, and the
world simulator. Section 5 presents a number of
performed experiments, and their results. Section 6
contains the conclusions.
2. Tronism-Based Cognitive Architecture
The cognitive architecture of each robot is based on
the transformation of its sensory information to an action.
The architecture will use the concepts of positive and
negative tropism_L An agent's likes and dislikes will
form its perceptions and, therefore, will result in its
actions in the Tropism-Based Cognitive Architecture.
The sensing of the entities in the world includes the
entity type and the state of the entity. For instance the
entity that is sensed could be a predator and the state of
the predator could be 'active'. Denoting the set of
entities, the set of entity states, the set of robot's actions,
and the tropism values by {ei} , {gi} , {cti} , and {Ti} ,
respectively, with 0 _<Ti _<xmax' the tropism values can be
represented by a set of relations. In each relation, given
the entity and the state of the entity, the robot's action,
and the tropism value will be determined.
{(_,cr) _ (_, _) } (1)
In the above example the associated action could be for
the robot to attack the predator. The larger the magnitude
of the tropism value, the more likely it is for the robot to
perform the action.
Once a robot performs a sensory sweep of its
surroundings (available sensory area), the set of the
tropism values are checked for any matching entity and
entity state. For all the matched cases, the selection and
the corresponding tropism value is marked. The selection
of one action from the chosen set is done by using a
biased roulette wheel. Each potential action is allocated a
space on the wheel proportional to its tropism values.
Then a random selection is made on the roulette wheel,
choosing the action. Figure 2 depicts the roulette wheel,
where the selection based on the wheel results in the
action that is to be performed by the robot. Although
currently the tropism values are preset for each robot,
work is in progress to have the robots dynamically set
these values based on their experiences, i.e., learn. This
work is carried out under the research effort called
Project Sophia.
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Figure 1" The robot team performing tasks in the world.
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Figure 2: The biased roulette wheel for tropism values.
3. Sociorobotics
The study of the behavior of societies of robots is
termed sociorobotics. Teams of robots are to survive and
perform certain tasks in the world. The performance of
the robots as a team is considered, in addition to the
individual performance of each robot. Issues pertaining
to the task performance of groups of robots are studied as
parts of sociorobotics, including: task conditions
necessitating a group, environmental factors influencing
the group, appropriate group sizes, leadership and its
form in a group, structure of a group (including the
mixture of specialized versus generalist group members),
behavior patterns of the group members, enhancements
of group performance, and communication and its
format. These concepts are analogous to those of
sociobiology l_.
The parameters that are considered in the study of
the behavior of robot teams include: the total elapsed
time, the total energy consumption of all the robots, and
the difference between the current and the final (desired)
world status. The goal is to minimize these values, and by
def'ming the total fitness of the team of the robots as the
inverse of these values, the goal is to maximize the
fitness function, denoted by *. Given the set of entities
Y, the set of artificial world rules F, the time T, the
initial and the desired worlds W, W_ , the set of all robots
q_, and the fitness multipliers tot, toe, and tow, the
fitness function • must be maximized.
Y,r, W, Wr, q', tov toE, tow) (2)
max R [t_ (R, top toE, toW)]
Where tot, E, and w are fitness multipliers that
correspond to the strength of the corresponding time,
energy consumption, and world status difference,
respectively. Additionally, the role of these multipliers is
to convert the units to a scalar. The multiplier tot is of
inverse time units and the multiplier q_E is in inverse
energy units. The multiplier tow is a scalar. The matrix
function 11...112is the Euclidean norm of the matrix. The
addition of 1 to the denominator is to prevent division by
0. The robot society is considered to be more fit for
higher values of the function _.
• (R, to_ toE, tow) =
tot toe tow
+ (3)1+ + ' ° Ilw'-wq=I+ZZ 
t=l _=1
4. World & World Simulator
The world within which the team of robots reside
includes a number of different entity types. These include
large and small objects, manipulated by the robots,
stationary and mobile obstacles, and mobile predators.
The robot is capable of performing action on these
entities, as presented in Table 1.
Entity Action
Space Move
Obstacle None
Base Enter / Exit
Robot None
Other iNone
Predator Attack
Small Object Decompose
Large Object Pick / Place
Table 1: Entities and the corresponding robot actions.
The world is a two-dimensional space, subdivided
into individual blocks that could be occupied by an entity
of any type. The center of the world is considered to be
the home base of the robots, and the world is divided into
eight zones, namely, North, South, East, West, North-
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East,North-West,South-East,and South-West. Figure 3
displays the divided zones of the world.
A robot is capable of sensing and performing action
on any of its eight surrounding blocks. The world blocks
are enumerated as a two-dimensional matrix, with a rog
and a column specifying each block. Table 2 includes the
block row and columns for the neighboring blocks.
NW N
W
The Artificial World
Figure 3: Divided zones of the world.
Direction Row Column
N row- 1 Column
!NW row- 1 Column- 1
W row Column- 1
SW row + I Column- 1
S row + 1 Column
SE row + 1 Column + 1
E row Column + 1
NE row- 1 Column + 1
Table 2: Row and columns for the eight directions.
The number of zones accessible by a robot decreases
once a robot is at the bordering block of the world. By
convention it is assumed that the robot is surrounded by
stationary obstacles in such cases. For example, once on
the very comer of the world, three of the eight blocks are
considered to be obstacles. The neighboring blocks of a
robot are shown in Figure 4.
The animated display of the world is done using the
world simulator. The display of the entities in the world
is done in different color schemes. For instance predators
are shown in light red, when active. Inactive predators are
shown in dark red. Robots are displayed in purple,
obstacle in gray and black and objects in blue and green.
The world simulator includes the following modules:
• A graphics program for the animated display of the
world and its entities.
• A user interface for the administrator to setup and
conduct experiments.
• Algorithms to enforce the artificial realities.
• Algorithms to keep track of entity states, including the
energy consumption of robots (Each robot consumes
energy as it performs a task, proportional to the type of
task).
• Algorithms to simulate the cognitive architecture of
the robots and to decide the operations of the robots in the
world.
The system is implemented on a 80486-based IBM-
compatible computers, running Windows 3.1 operating
system. The programming is done entirely in C
programming language, including the algorithms, the
user interface and the graphics. The program is compiled
using Quick-C for Windows.
Figures 9 displays the setup screen for an
experiment. Figure 10 shows an instance of the world and
its robots and other entities. The displayed information
include the population of the robots, the total time of the
experiment, the total energy consumed by the robots, and
the performance of the robot team in terms of gathering,
decomposing and defending. The entity at the center of
the world is the home base and the larger entities are the
large objects.
I
NW N i NE
SW SE
1
Direction of Sensing and Action
Figure 4: Accessible zones for sensing and action.
Two series of experiments were performed with
tames of robots controlled using the Tropism-Based
cognitive architecture, using the world simulator. In the
first series of experiments, the effects of the stationary
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andmobileobstacleson theenergyconsumptionand
performanceof therobotswerestudied.In thesecond
seriesof experiments,heeffectsoftheroboteamsize
on the energyconsumptionandperformancewere
investigated.
All theexperimentsin thefirstseriesincluded10
robots,0 predators,20 largeobjects,and20 small
objects.Thetotaltimeof eachexperimentwas1200
simulationtimeunit, andthemaximumperformance
achievablewas80units.Thenumbersof stationaryand
mobileobstacleswereequal,andtheirtotalvariedfrom0
to 128obstacles.Thegraphsfor the performance and
energy consumption are plotted in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively. In all graphs the actual data is in drawn
using a solid, thick line, and the fitted curve is done using
a dashed, thin line.
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Figure 5: Team performance vs. obstacle density.
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Figure 6: Team energy consumption vs. obstacle density.
As shown, as the number of obstacles increases, the
performance increases, although the randomness in the
placement of the objects and stationary obstacle results in
the non-smoothness of the curve, which is fitted using a
degree four polynomial. The energy consumption is
linear with respect to the obstacle density, as obstacles
result in more energy for the maneuvering.
The experiments in the second series included robot
populations from size 0 to teams of 64 robots. The
experiment time was set at 700, with the world including
0 predators, 30 small objects, 30 large objects, 12 mobile
obstacles, and 24 mobile obstacles. The total possible
performance was 120 units. The graphs for these
experiments are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7: Team performance vs. team size.
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Figure 8: Team energy consumption vs. team size.
In these experiments the performance increases, as
more robots are included in the team. The performance
eventually levels off since the number of robots reaches a
point where the maximum performance in the world is
reached. The fitted curve for the performance is a degree
four polynomial. The energy increase in the cases of
larger teams is linear, since the energy consumptions of
all robots are equal. Therefore the size of a robot team
can be increased, up to a point where the performance
levels off. The faster growth rate of the performance
versus the energy consumption justifies the larger team
size.
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A newtype of architecturefor the controlof
autonomous mobile robots was presented in this paper.
The Tropism-Based Cognitive Architecture is a simple
and powerful method for enabling the robots to produce
and perform actions based on their sensory input. A team
of robots, equipped with this type of architecture was
used in a number of realistic simulation experiments.
These robots were able to perform a number of tasks,
while surviving in a world that contained hostile, mobile
predators. The robots located, processed, and collected
objects, while navigating around stationary and mobile
obstacle in an unstructured world. The work in progress
includes a number of extensions to the architecture, and
implementing and testing of the concepts on a group of
real robots in the physical world.
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Abstract
We describe a project to capitalize on newly avail-
able levels of computational resources in order to
understand human cognition. We will build an in-
tegrated physical system including vision, sound
input and output, and dextrous manipulation, all
controlled by a continuously operating large scale
parallel MIMD computer. The resulting system
will learn to "think" by building on its bodily
experiences to accomplish progressively more ab-
stract tasks. Past experience suggests that in at-
tempting to build such an integrated system we
will have to fundamentally change the way artifi-
cial intelligence, cognitive science, linguistics, and
philosophy think about the organization of intel-
ligence. We expect to be able to better reconcile
the theories that will be developed with current
work in neuroscience.
Project Overview
We propose to build an integrated physical humanoid
robot including active vision, sound input and out-
put, dextrous manipulation, and the beginnings of lan-
guage, all controlled by a continuously operating large
scale parallel MIMD computer. This project will cap-
italize on newly available levels of computational re-
sources in order to meet two goals: an engineering goal
of building a prototype general purpose flexible and
dextrous autonomous robot and a scientific goal of un-
derstanding human cognition. While there have been
previous attempts at building kinematicaily humanoid
robots, none have attempted the embodied construc-
tion of an autonomous intelligent robot; the requisite
computational power simply has not previously been
available.
The robot will be coupled into the physical world
with high bandwidth sensing and fast servo-controlled
actuators, allowing it to interact with the world on a
imman time scale. A shared time scale will open up
new possibilities for how humans use robots as assis-
tants, as well as allowing us to design tile robot to
learn new behaviors under human feedback such as
human manual guidance and vocal approval. One of
our engineering goals is to determine the architectural
requirements sufficient for an enterprise of this type.
Based on our earlier work on mobile robots, our ex-
pectation is that the constraints may be different than
those that are often assumed for large scale parallel
computers. If ratified, such a conclusion could have
important impacts on the design of future sub-families
of large machines.
Recent trends in artificial intelligence, cognitive sci-
ence, neuroscience, psychology, linguistics, and sociol-
ogy are converging on an anti-objectivist, body-based
approach to abstract cognition. Where traditional ap-
proaches in these fields advocate an objectively speci-
fiable reality--brain-in-a-box, independent of bodily
constraints--these newer approaches insist that intel-
ligence cannot be separated from the subjective expe-
rience of a body. The humanoid robot provides the
necessary substrate for a serious exploration of the
subjectivist--body-based--hypot heses.
There are numerous specific cognitive hypotheses
that could be implemented in one or more of the hu-
manoids that will be built during the five-year project.
For example, we can vary the extent to which the robot
is programmed with an attentional preference for some
images or sounds, and the extent to which the robot
is programmed to learn to selectively attend to envi-
ronmental input as a by-product of goal attainment
(e.g., successful manipulation of objects) or reward by
humans. We can compare the behavioral result of con-
structing a humanoid around different hypotheses of
cortical representation, such as coincidence detection
versus interpolating memory versus sequence seeking
in counter streams versus time-locked multi-regional
retroactivation. In the later years of the project we
can connect with theories of consciousness by demon-
strating that humanoids designed to continuously act
on immediate sensory data (as suggested by Dennett's
multiple drafts model) show more human-like behavior
than robots designed to construct an elaborate world
model.
The act of building and programming behavior-
based robots will force us to face not only issues of
Copyright © 1993 by Rodney Allen Brooks and Lynn Andrea Stein. Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permission.
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interfacesbetweentraditionallyassumedmodularities,
but eventhe ideaof modularityitself. By reaching
acrosstraditionalboundariesandtyingtogethermany
sensingandactingmodalities,wewill quicklyillumi-
nateshortcomingsin the standardmodels,shedding
lightonformerlyunrealizedsociologicallyshared,but
incorrect,assumptions.
Background: the power of enabling
technology
An enabling technology--such as the brain that we will
build--has the ability to revolutionize science. A re-
cent example of the far-reaching effects of such techno-
logical advances is the field of mobile robotics. Just as
the advent of cheap and accessible mobile robotics dra-
matically altered our conceptions of intelligence in the
last decade, we believe that current high-performance
computing technology makes the present an opportune
time for the construction of a similarly significant in-
tegrated intelligent system.
Over the last eight years there has been a renewed
interest in building experimental mobile robot systems
that operate ill unadorned and unmodified natural and
unstructured environments. The enabling technology
for this was the single chip micro-computer. This made
it possible for relatively small groups to build service-
able robots largely with graduate student power, rather
than the legion of engineers that had characterized ear-
lier efforts along these lines in the late sixties. The
accessibility of this technology inspired academic re-
searchers to take seriously the idea of building systems
that would work in the real world.
The act of building and programming behavior-
based robots fundamentally changed our understand-
ing of what is difficult and what is easy. The effects
of this work on traditional artificial intelligence can
be seen ill innumerable areas. Planning research has
undergone a major shift from static planning to deal
with "reactive planning." The emphasis in computer
vision has moved from recovery from single images or
canned sequences of images to active---or animate--
vision, where tile observer is a participant in the world
controlling the imaging process in order to simplify the
processing requirements. Generally, the focus within
AI has shifted from centralized systems to distributed
systems. Further, the work on behavior-based mobile
robots has also had a substantial effect on many other
fields (e.g., on the design of planetary science missions,
on silicon micro-machining, on artificial life, and on
cognitive science). There has also been considerable
interest from neuroscience circles, and we are just now
starting to see some bi-directional feedback there.
The grand challenge that we wish to take up is to
make the quantum leap from experimenting with mo-
bile robot systems to an almost humanoid integrated
head system with saccading foveated vision, facilities
for sound processing and sound production, and a com-
pliant, dextrous manipulator. The enabling technology
is massively parallel computing; our brain will have
large numbers of processors dedicated to particular
sub-functions, and interconnected by a fixed topology
network.
Scientific Questions
Building an android, an autonomous robot with hu-
manoid form, has been a recurring theme in science
fiction from the inception of the genre with Franken-
stein, through the moral dilemmas infesting positronic
brains, the human but not really human C3PO and the
ever present desire for real humanness as exemplified
by Commander Data. Their bodies have ranged from
that of a recycled actual human body through various
degrees of mechanical sophistication to ones that are
indistinguishable (in the stories) from real ones. And
perhaps the most human of all the imagined robots,
ItAL-9000, did not even have a body.
While various engineering enterprises have modeled
their artifacts after humans to one degree or another
(e.g., WABOT-II at Waseda University and the space
station tele-robotic servicer of Martin-Marietta) no
one has seriously tried to couple human like cognitive
processes to these systems. There has been an im-
plicit, and sometimes explicit, assumption, even from
the days of Turing (see Turing (1970)*) that the ul-
timate goal of artificial intelligence research was to
build an android. There have been many studies relat-
ing brain models to computers (Berkeley 1949), cyber-
netics (Ashby 1956), and artificial intelligence (Arbib
1964), and along the way there have always been semi-
popular scientific books discussing the possibilities of
actually building real 'live' androids (Caudill (1992) is
perhaps the most recent).
This proposal concerns a plan to build a series of
robots that are both humanoid in form, humanoid in
function, and to some extent humanoid in computa-
tional organization. While one cannot deny the ro-
mance of such an enterprise we are realistic enough to
know that we can but scratch the surface of just a few
of the scientific and technological problems involvcd in
building the ultimate humanoid given the time scale
and scope of our proposal, and given the current state
of our knowledge.
The reason that we should try to do this at all is
that for the first time there is plausibly enough com-
putation available. High performance parallel compu-
tation gives us a new tool that those before us have
not had available and that our contemporaries have
chosen not to use in such a grand attempt. Our previ-
ous experience in attempting to emulate much simpler
organisms than humans suggests that in attempting
to build such systems we will have to fundamentally
change the way artificial intelligence, cognitive science,
psychology, and linguistics think about the organiza-
*Different sources cite 1947 and 1948 as the time of writ-
ing, but it was not published until long after his death.
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tionofintelligence.Asaresult,somenewtheorieswill
haveto bedeveloped.Weexpecto bebetterableto
reconcilethenewtheorieswithcurrentworkinneuro-
science.Theprimarybenefitsfromthisworkwill be
in thestriving,ratherthanin theconstructedartifact.
Brains
Our goal is to take advantage of the new availability of
massively parallel computation in dedicated machines.
We need parallelism because of the vast amounts of
processing that must be done in order to make sense
of a continuous and rich stream of perceptual data.
We need parallelism to coordinate the many actuation
systems that need to work in synchrony (e.g., the oc-
ular system and the neck must move in a coordinated
fashion at time to maintain image stability) and which
need to be servoed at high rates. We need parallelism
in order to have a continuously operating system that
can be upgraded without having to recompile, reload,
and restart all of the software that runs the stable lower
level aspects of the humanoid. And finally we need par-
allelism for the cognitive aspects of the system as we
are attempting to build a "brain" with more capability
than can fit on any existing single processor.
But in real-time embedded systems there is yet an-
other necessary reason for parallelism. It is the fact
that there are many things to be attended to, hap-
pening in the world continuously, independent of the
agent. From this comes the notion of an agent be-
ing situated ill the world. Not only must the agent
devote attention to perhaps hundreds of different sen-
sors many times per second, but it must also devote
attention "down stream" in the processing chain in
many different places at many times per second as the
processed sensor data flows through the system. The
actual amounts of computation needed to be done by
each of these individual processes is in fact quite small,
so small that originally we formalized them as aug-
mented finite state machines (Brooks 1986), although
more recently we have thought of them as real-time
rules (Brooks 1990a). They are too small to have a
complete processor devoted to them ill any machine
beyond a CM-2, and even there the processors would
be mostly idle. A better approach is to simulate par-
allelism ill a single conventional processor with its own
local memory.
For instance, Ferrell (1993) built a software system
to control a 19 actuator six legged robot using about 60
of its sensors. She implemented it as more than 1500
parallel processes running on a single Phillips 68070.
(It communicated with 7 peripheral processors which
handled sensor data collection and 100Hz motor ser-
voing.) Most of these parallel processes ran at rates
varying between 10 and 25 tIertz. Each time each pro-
cess ran, it took at most a few dozen instructions before
blocking, waiting either for the passage of time or for
some other process to send it a message. Clearly, low
cost context switching was important.
The underlying computational model used on that
robot--and with many tens of other autonomous
mobile robots we have built--consisted of networks
of message-passing augmented finite state machines.
Each of these AFSMs was a separate process. The
messages were sent over predefined 'wires' from a spe-
cific transmitting to a specific receiving AFSM. The
messages were simple numbers (typically 8 bits) whose
meaning depended on the designs of both the transmit-
ter and the receiver. An AFSM had additional registers
which held the most recent incoming message on any
particular wire. This gives a very simple model of par-
allelism, even simpler than that of CSP (Itoare 1985).
The registers could have their values fed into a local
combinatorial circuit to produce new values for regis-
ters or to provide an output message. The network of
AFSMs was totally asynchronous, but individual AF-
SMs could have fixed duration monostables which pro-
vided for dealing with the flow of time in the outside
world. The behavioral competence of the system was
improved by adding more behavior-specific network to
the existing network. This process was called layering.
This was a simplistic and crude analogy to evolution-
ary development. As with evolulion, at every stage of
the development the systems were tested. Each of the
layers was a behavior-producing piece of network in
its own right, although it might implicitly rely on the
presence of earlier pieces of network. For instance, an
explore layer did not need to explicitly avoid obstacles,
as the designer knew that a previous avoid layer would
take care of it. A fixed priority arbitration scheme was
used to handle conflicts.
On top of the AFSM substrate we used another
abstraction known as the Behavior Language, or BL
(Brooks 1990a), which was much easier for the user
to program with. The output of the BL compiler
was a standard set of augmented finite state machines;
by maintaining this compatibility all existing software
could be retained. When programming in BL the user
has complete access to full Common Lisp as a recta-
language by way of a macro mechanism. Thus the user
could easily develop abstractions on top of BL, while
still writing programs which compiled down to net-
works of AFSMs. In a sense, AFSMs played the role of
assembly language in normal high level computer lan-
guages. But the structure of the AFSM networks en-
forced a programming style which naturally compiled
into very efficient small processes. The structure of the
Behavior Language enforced a modularity where data
sharing was restricted to smallish sets of AFSMs, and
whose only interfaces were essentially asynchronous 1-
deep buffers.
In the humanoid project we believe much of the com-
putation, especially for the lower levels of the system,
will naturally be of a similar nature. We expect to
perform different experiments where in some cases tile
higher level computations are of the same nature and
in other cases the higher levels will be much more sym-
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bolicin nature, although the symbolic bindings will be
restricted to within individual processors. We need to
use software and hardware environments which give
support to these requirements without sacrificing the
high levels of performance of which we wish to make
use.
Software
For the software environment we have a number of re-
quirements:
• There should be a good software development envi-
ronment.
• The system should be completely portable over
many hardware environments, so that we can up-
grade to new parallel machines over the lifetime of
this project.
• The system should provide efficient code for percep-
tual processing such as vision.
• The system should let us write high level symbolic
programs when desired.
• The system language should be a standardized lan-
guage that is widely known and understood.
In summary our software environment should let us
gain easy access to high performance parallel compu-
tation.
We have chosen to use Common Lisp (Steele Jr.
1990) as the substrate for all software development.
This gives us good programming environments includ-
ing type checked debugging, rapid prototyping, sym-
bolic computation, easy ways of writing embedded lan-
guage abstractions, and automatic storage manage-
ment. We believe that Common Lisp is superior to
C (the other major contender) in all of these aspects.
The problem then is how to use Lisp in a massively
parallel machine where each node may not have the
vast amounts of memory that we have become accus-
tomed to feeding Common Lisp implementations on
standard Unix boxes.
We have a long history of building high performance
Lisp compilers (Brooks, Gabriel & Steele Jr. 1982),
including one of the two most common commercial Lisp
compilers on the market; Lucid Lisp--Brooks, Posner,
McDonald, White, Benson & Gabriel (1986).
Recently we have developed L (Brooks 1993), a re-
targetable small efficient Lisp which is a downwardly
compatible subset of Common Lisp. When compiled
for a 68000 based machine the load image (without
the compiler) is only 140K bytes, but includes mul-
tiple values, strings, characters, arrays, a simplified
but compatible package system, all the "ordinary" as-
pects of format, backquote and comma, serf etc.,
full Common Lisp lambda lists including optionals and
keyword arguments, macros, an inspector, a debug-
ger, defstruct (integrated with the inspector), block,
catch, and throw, etc., full dynamic closures, a full
lexical interpreter, floating point, fast garbage collec-
tion, and so on. The compiler runs in time linear in
the size of an input expression, except in the presence
of lexical closures. It nevertheless produces highly op-
timized code in most cases. L is missing flet and
labels, generic arithmetic, bignums, rationals, com-
plex numbers, the library of sequence functions (which
can be written within L) and esoteric parts of format
and packages.
The L system is an intellectual descendent of the
dynamically retargetable Lucid Lisp compiler (Brooks
et al. 1986) and the dynamically retargetable Behav-
ior Language compiler (Brooks 1990a). The system is
totally written in L with machine dependent backends
for retargetting. The first backend is for the Motorola
68020 (and upwards) family, but it is easily retargeted
to new architectures. The process consists of writing a
simple machine description, providing code templates
for about 100 primitive procedures (e.g., fixed preci-
sion integer +, *, _, etc., string indexing CHAR and
other accessors, CAR, CDR, etc.), code macro expansion
for about 20 pseudo instructions (e.g, procedure call,
procedure exit, checking correct number of arguments,
linking CATCH frames, etc.) and two corresponding sets
of assembler routines which are too big to be expanded
as code templates every time, but are so critical in
speed that they need to be written in machine lan-
guage, without the overhead of a procedure call, rather
than in Lisp (e.g., CONS, spreading of multiple values
on the stack, etc.). There is a version of the I/O system
which operates by calling C routines (e.g., fgetcha.r,
etc.; this is how the Macintosh version of L runs) so
it is rather simple to port the system to any hardware
platform we might choose to use in the future.
Note carefully the intention here: L is to be the de-
livery vehicle running on the brain hardware of tile
humanoid, potentially on hundreds or thousands of
small processors. Since it is fully downward compat-
ible with Common Lisp however, we can carry out
code development and debugging on standard work
stations with full programming environments (e.g., in
Macintosh Common Lisp, or Lucid Common Lisp with
Emacs 19 on a Unix box, or in the Harlequin program-
ming environment on a Unix box). We can then dy-
namically link code into the running system on our
parallel processors.
There are two remaining problems: (1) how to main-
tain super critical real-time performance when using a
Lisp system without hard ephemeral garbage collec-
tion, and (2) how to get the level of within-processor
parallelism described earlier.
The structure of L's implementation is such that
multiple independent heaps can be maintained within
a single address space, sharing all the code and data
segments of the Lisp proper. In this way super-critical
portions of a system can be placed in a heap where no
consing is occurring, and hence there is no possibility
that they will be blocked by garbage collection.
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TheBehaviorLanguage (Brooks 1990a) is an exam-
pie of a compiler which builds special purpose static
schedulers for low overhead parallelism. Each process
ran until blocked and the syntax of the language forced
there to always be a blocking condition, so there was
no need for pre-emptive scheduling. Additionally the
syntax and semantics of the language guaranteed that
there would be zero stack context needed to be saved
when a blocking condition was reached. We will need
to build a new scheduling system with L to address
similar issues in this project. To fit in with the phi-
losophy of the rest of the system it must be a dy-
namic scheduler so that new processes can be added
and deleted as a user types to the Lisp listener of a
particular processor. Reasonably straightforward data
structures can keep these costs to manageable levels.
It is rather straightforward to build a phase into the L
compiler which can recognize the situations described
above. Thus it is straightforward to implement a set
of macros which will provide a language abstraction
on top of Lisp which will provide all the functionality
of the Behavior Language and which will additionally
let us have dynamic scheduling. Almost certainly a
pre-emptive scheduler will be needed in addition, as
it would be difficult to enforce a computation time
limit syntactically when Common Lisp will essentially
be available to the programmer--at the very least the
case of the pre-emptive scheduler having to strike down
a process will be useful as a safety device, and will also
act as a debugging tool for the user to identify time
critical computations which are stressing the bounded
computation style of writing. In other cases static anal-
ysis will be able to determine maximum stack require-
ments for a particular process, and so heap allocated
stacks will be usable.?
The software system so far described will be used
to implement crude forms of 'brain models', where
computations will be organized in ways inspired by
the sorts of anatomical divisions we see occurring in
animal brains. Note that we are not saying we will
build a model of a particular brain, but rather there
will be a modularity inspired by such components as
visual cortex, auditory cortex, etc., and within and
across those components there will be further modu-
larity, e.g., a particular subsystem to implement the
vestibulo-ocular response (VOR).
Thus besides on-processor parallelism we will need to
provide a modularity tool that packages processes into
groups and limits data sharing between them. Each
package will reside on a single processor, but often pro-
cessors will host many such packages. A package that
communicates with another package should be insu-
lated at the syntax level from knowing whether the
other package is on the same or a different processor.
The communication medium between such packages
1The problem with heap allocated stacks in the general
case is that there will be no overflow protection into the
rest of heap.
will again be 1-deep buffers without queuing or receipt
acknowledgment--any such acknowledgment will need
to be implemented as a backward channel, much as we
see throughout the cortex (Churchland & Sejnowski
1992). This packaging system can be implemented in
Common Lisp as a macro package.
We expect all such system level software develop-
ment to be completed in the first twelve months of the
project.
Computational Hardware
The computational model presented in the previous
section is somewhat different from that usually as-
sumed in high performance parallel computer appli-
cations. Typically (Cypher, Ho, Konstantinidou
Messina 1993) there is a strong bias on system re-
quirements from the sort of benchmarks that are used
to evaluate performance. The standard benchmarks
for modern high performance computation seem to
be Fortran codes for hydrodynamics, molecular sim-
ulations, or graphics rendering. We are proposing a
very different application with very different require-
ments; in particular we require real-time response to
a wide variety of external and internal events, we re-
quire good symbolic computation performance, we re-
quire only integer rather than high performance float-
ing point operations, l we require delivery of messages
only to specific sites determined at program design
time, rather than at run-time, and we require the abil-
ity to do very fast context switches because of the large
number of parallel processes that we intend to run on
each individual processor.
The fact that we will not need to support pointer ref-
erences across the computational substrate will mean
that we can rely on much simpler, and therefore
higher performance, parallel computers than many
other researchers--we will not have to worry about
a consistent global memory, cache coherence, or ar-
bitrary message routing. Since these are different re-
quirements than those that are normally considered,
we have to make some measurements with actual pro-
grams before we can we can make an intelligent off the
shelf choice of computer hardware.
In order to answer some of these questions we are
currently building a zero-th generation parallel com-
puter. It is being built on a very low budget with off
the shelf components wherever possible (a few fairly
simple printed circuit boards need to be fabricated).
The processors are 16Mhz Motorola 68332s on a stan-
dard board built by Vesta Technology. These plug 16
to a backplane. The backplane provides each processor
with six communications ports (using the integrated
tinting processor unit to generate the required signals
lConsider the dynamic range possible in single signal
channels in the human brain and it soon becomes apparent
that all that we wish to do is certainly achievable with
neither span of 600 orders of magnitude, or 47 significant
binary digits.
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alongwith specialchip select and standard address
and data lines) and a peripheral processor port. The
communications ports will be hand-wired with patch
cables, building a fixed topology network. (The ca-
bles incorporate a single dual ported RAM (8K by 16
bits) that itself includes hardware semaphores writable
and readable by the two processors being connected.)
Background processes running on the 68332 operating
system provide sustained rate transfers of 60Hz pack-
ets of 4K bytes on each port, with higher peak rates if
dcslred. These sustained rates do consume processing
cycles from the 68332. On non-vision processors we
expect much lower rates will be needed, and even on
vision processors we can probably reduce the packet
frequency to around 15Hz. Each processor has an op-
erating system, L, and the dynamic scheduler residing
in 1M of EPROM. There is 1M of RAM for program,
stack and heap space. Up to 256 processors can be
connected together.
Up to 16 backplanes can be connected to a single
front end processor (FEP) via a shared 500K baud se-
rial line to a SCSI emulator. A large network of 68332s
can span many FEPs if we choose to extend the con-
struction of this zero-th prototype. Initially we will use
a Macintosh as a FEP. Software written in Macintosh
Common Lisp on the FEP will provide disk I/O ser-
vices to the 68332's, monitor status and health packets
from them, and provide the user with a Lisp listener
to any processor they might choose.
The zero-th version uses the standard Motorola SPI
(serial peripheral interface) to communicate with up
to 16 Motorola 6811 processors per 68332. These are
a single chip processor with onboaxd EEPROM (2K
bytes) and RAM (256 bytes), including a timer system,
an SPI interface, and 8 channels of analog to digital
conversion. We are building a small custom board for
this processor that includes opto-isolated motor drivers
and some standard analog support for sensors§.
We expect our first backplane to be operational by
August 1st, 1993 so that we can commence experi-
ments with our first prototype body. We will collect
statistics on inter-processor communication through-
put, effects of latency, and other measures so that we
call better choose a larger scale parallel processor for
more serious versions of the humanoid.
In the meantime, however, there are certain devel-
opments on the horizon within the MIT Artificial In-
telligence Lab which we expect to capitalize upon in
order to dramatically upgrade our computational sys-
tems for early vision, and hence the resolution at which
we can afford to process images in real time. The
SWe currently have 28 operational robots in our labs
each with between 3 and 5 of these 6811 processors, and
several dozen other robots with at least 1 such processor
on board. We have great experience in writing compiler
backends for these processors (including BL) and great ex-
perience in using them for all sorts of servoing, sensor mon-
itoring, and communications tasks.
first of these, expected in the fall will be a some-
what similar distributed processing system based on
the much higher performance Texas Instrument C40,
which comes with built in support for fixed topology
message passing. We expect these systems to be avail-
able in the Fall '93 timeframe. In October '94 we ex-
pect to be able to make use of the Abacus system, a
bit level reconfigurable vision front-end processor being
built under ARPA sponsorship which promises Tera-op
performance on 16 bit fixed precision operands. Both
these systems will be simply integrable with our zero-th
order parallel processor via the standard dual-ported
RAM protocol that we are using.
Bodies
As with the computational hardware, we are also cur-
rently engaged in building a zero-th generation body
for early experimentation and design refinement to-
wards more serious constructions within the scope of
this proposal. We are presently limited by budgetary
constraints to building an immobile, armless, deaf,
torso with only black and white vision.
In the following subsections we outline the con-
straints and requirements on a full scale humanoid
body and also include where relevant details of our
zero-th level prototype.
Eyes
There has been quite a lot of recent work on animate
vision using saccading stereo cameras, most notably
at Rochester (Ballard 1989), (Coombs 1992), but also
more recently at many other institutions, such as Ox-
ford University.
The humanoid needs a head with high mechanical
performance eyeballs and foveated vision if it is to be
able to participate in the world with people in a natu-
ral way. Even our earliest heads will include two eyes,
with foveated vision, able to pan and tilt as a unit, and
with independent saccading ability (three saccades per
second) and vergence control of the eyes. Fundamental
vision based behaviors will include a visually calibrated
vestibular-ocular reflex, smooth pursuit, visually cal-
ibrated saccades, and object centered foveal relative
depth stereo. Independent visual systems will provide
peripheral and foveai motion cues, color discrimina-
tion, human face pop-outs, and eventually face recogni-
tion. Over the course of the project, object recognition
based based on "representations" from body schemas
and manipulation interactions will be developed. This
is completely different from any conventional object
recognition schemes, and can not be attempted with-
out an integrated vision and manipulation environment
as we propose.
The eyeballs need to be able to saccade up to about
three times per second, stabilizing for 250ms at each
stop. Additionally the yaw axes should be control-
lable for vergence to a common point and drivable in
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amannerappropriateforsmoothpursuitandfor im-
agestabilizationaspartofavestibulo-ocularresponse(VOR)to headmovement.Theeyeballsdonotneed
tobeforceor torquecontrolledbut theydoneedgood
fastpositionandvelocitycontrol.Wehavepreviously
builtasingleeyeball,A-eye, on which we implemented
a model of VOR, ocular-kinetic response (OKR) and
saccades, all of which used dynamic visually based cal-
ibration (Viola 1990).
Other active vision systems have had both eyeballs
mounted on a single tilt axis. We will begin experi-
ments with separate tilt axes but if we find that rela-
tive tilt motion is not very useful we will back off from
this requirement in later versions of the head.
The cameras need to cover a wide field of view,
preferably close to 180 degrees, while also giving a
foveated central region. Ideally the images should be
RGB (rather than the very poor color signal of stan-
dard NTSC). A resolution of 512 by 512 at both the
coarse and fine scale is desirable.
Our zero-th version of the cameras are black and
white only. Each eyeball consists of two small
lightweight cameras mounted with parallel axes. One
gives a 115 degree field of view and the other gives a
20 degree foveated region. In order to handle the im-
ages in real time in our zero-th parallel processor we
will subsample the images to be much smaller than tile
ideal.
Later versions of the head will have full RGB color
cameras, wider angles for the peripheral vision, much
filler grain sampling of the images, and perhaps a col-
inear optics set up using optical fiber cables and beam
splitters. With more sophisticated high speed process-
ing available we will also be able to do experiments
with log-polar image representations.
Ears, Voice
Almost no work has been done on sound understand-
ing, as distinct from speech understanding. This
project will start on sound understanding to provide
a much more solid processing base for later work on
speech input. Early behavior layers will spatially cor-
relate noises with visual events, and spatial registra-
tion will be continuously self calibrating. Efforts will
concentrate on using this physical cross-correlation as
a basis for reliably pulling out interesting events from
background noise, and mimicking the cocktail party ef-
fect of being able to focus attention on particular sound
sources. Visual correlation with face pop-outs, etc.,
will then be used to be able to extract human sound
streams. Work will proceed on using these sounds
streams to mimic infant's abilities to ignore language
dependent irrelevances. By the time we get to elemen-
tary speech we will therefore have a system able to
work in noisy environments and accustomed to multi-
ple speakers with varying accents.
Sound perception will consist of three high quality
microphones. (Although the human head uses only
two auditory inputs, it relies heavily on the shape of
the external ear in determining the vertical component
of directional sound source.) Sound generation will be
accomplished using a speaker.
Sound is critical for several aspects of the robot's
activity. First, sound provides immediate feedback for
motor manipulation and positioning. Babies learn to
find and use their hands by batting at and manipulat-
ing toys that jingle and rattle. Adults use such cues
as contact noises--the sound of an object hitting the
table--to provide feedback to motor systems. Second,
sound aids in socialization even before the emergence
of language. Patterns such as turn-taking and mimicry
are critical parts of children's development, and adults
use guttural gestures to express attitudes and other
conversational cues. Certain signal tones indicate en-
couragement or disapproval to all ages and stages of de-
velopment. Finally, even pre-verbal children use sound
effectively to convey intent; until our robots develop
true language, other sounds will necessarily be a ma-
jor source of communication.
Torsos
In order for the humanoid to be able to participate in
the same sorts of body metaphors as are used by hu-
mans, it needs to have a symmetric human-like torso.
It needs to be able to experience imbalance, feel sym-
metry, learn to coordinate head and body motion for
stable vision, and be able to experience relief when it
relaxes its body. Additionally the torso must be able
to support the head, the arms, and any objects they
grasp.
The torsos we build will initially have a three degree
of freedom hip, with the axes passing through a com-
mon point, capable of leaning and twisting to any po-
sition in about three seconds--somewhat slower than
a human. The neck will also have three degrees of free-
dom, with the axes passing through a common point
which will also lie along the spinal axis of the body.
The head will be capable of yawing at 90 degrees per
second--less than peak human speed, but well within
the range of natural human motions. As we build later
versions we expect to increase these performance fig-
ures to more closely match the abilities of a human.
Apart from the normal sorts of kinematic sensors,
the torso needs a number of additional sensors specifi-
cally aimed at providing input fodder for the develop-
ment of bodily metaphors. In particular, strain gauges
on the spine can give the system a feel for its posture
and the symmetry of a particular configuration, plus a
little information about any additional load the torso
might bear when an arm picks up something heavy.
Heat sensors on the motors and the motor drivers will
give feedback as to how much work has been done by
the body recently, and current sensors on tim motors
will give an indication of how hard the system is work-
ing instantaneously.
Our zero-th level torso is roughly 18 inches from the
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baseof the spine to the base of the neck. This corre-
sponds to a smallish adult. It uses DC motors with
built in gearboxes. The main concern we have is how
quiet it will be, as we do not want the sound perception
system to be overwhelmed by body noise.
Later versions of the torsos will have touch sensors
integrated around the body, will have more compliant
motion, will be quieter, and will need to provide better
cabling ducts so that the cables can all feed out through
a lower body outlet.
Arms
The eventual manipulator system will be a compliant
multi-degree of freedom arm with a rather simple hand.
(A better hand would be nice, but hand research is not
yet at a point where we can get an interesting, easy-to
use, off-the-shelf hand.) The arm will be safe enough
that humans can interact with it, handing it things
and taking things from it. The arm will be compliant
enough that the system will be able to explore its own
body--for instance, by touching its head system--so
that it will be able to develop its own body metaphors.
The full design of the even the first pair of arms is not
yet completely worked out, and current funding does
not permit the inclusion of arms on the zero-th level
humanoid. In this section, we describe our desiderata
for the arms and hands.
We want the arms to be very compliant yet still able
to lift weights of a few pounds so that they can interact
with human artifacts in interesting ways. Addition-
ally we want the arms to have redundant degrees of
freedom (rather than the six seen in a standard com-
mercial robot arm), so that in many circumstances we
can 'burn' some of those degrees of freedom in order
to align a single joint so that the joint coordinates and
task coordinates very nearly match. This will greatly
simplify control of manipulation. It is the sort of thing
people do all the time: for example, when bracing an
elbow or the base of the palm (or even their middle
and last two fingers) on a table to stabilize the hand
during some delicate (or not so delicate) manipulation.
The hands in the first instances will be quite simple;
devices that can grasp from above relying heavily on
mechanical compliance--they may have as few as one
degree of control freedom.
More sophisticated, however, will be the sensing on
the arms and hands. We will use forms of conduc-
tive rubber to get a sense of touch over the surface of
the arm, so that it can detect (compliant) collisions it
might participate in. As with the torso there will be
liberal use of strain gauges, heat sensors and current
sensors so that the system can have a 'feel' for how its
arms are being used and how they are performing.
We also expect to move towards a more sophisticated
type of hand in later years of this project. Initially,
unfortunately, we will be forced to use motions of the
upper joints of the arm for fine manipulation tasks.
More sophisticated hands will allow us to use finger
motions, with much lower inertias, to carry out these
tasks.
Development Plan
We plan on modeling the brain at a level above the neu-
ral level, but below what would normally be thought
of as the cognitive level.
We understand abstraction well enough to know how
to engineer a system that has similar properties and
connections to the human brain without having to
model its detailed local wiring. At the same time it
is clear from the literature that there is no agreement
on how things are really organized computationally at
higher or modular levels, or indeed whether it even
makes sense to talk about modules of the brain (e.g.,
short term memory, and long term memory) as gener-
ative structures.
Nevertheless, we expect to be guided, or one might
say inspired, by what is known about the high level
connectivity within the human brain (although ad-
mittedly much of our knowledge actually comes from
macaques and other primates and is only extrapolated
to be true of humans, a problem of concern to some
brain scientists (Crick & Jones 1993)). Thus for in-
stance we expect to have identifiable clusters of pro-
cessors which we will be able to point to and say they
are performing a role similar to that of the cerebel-
lum (e.g., refining gross motor commands into coordi-
nated smooth motions), or the cortex (e.g., some as-
pects of searching generalization/specialization hierar-
chies in object recognition (Wllman 1991)).
At another level we will directly model human sys-
tems where they are known in some detail. For in-
stance there is quite a lot known about the control
of eye movements in humans (again mostly extrapo-
lated from work with monkeys) and we will build in a
vestibulo-ocular response (VOR), OKR, smooth pur-
suit, and saccades using the best evidence available on
how this is organized in humans (Lisberger 1988).
A third level of modeling or inspiration that we will
use is at the developmental level. For instance once we
have some sound understanding developed, we will use
models of what happens in child language development
to explore ways of connecting physical actions in the
world to a ground of language and the development
of symbols (Bates 1979), (Bates, Bretherton &: Sny-
der 1988), including indexical (Lempert &: Kinsbourne
1985) and turn-taking behavior, interpretation of tone
and facial expressions and the early use of memorized
phrases.
Since we will have a number of faculty, post-doctoral
fellows, and graduate students working on concurrent
research projects, and since we will have a number
of concurrently active humanoid robots, not all pieces
that are developed will be iatended to fit together ex-
actly. Some will be incompatible experiments in al-
ternate ways of building subsystems, or putting them
together. Some will be pushing on particular issues in
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language,say,that maynotbeveryrelatedto some
particularother issues,e.g.,saccades.Also,quite
clearly,at thisstagewecannot havea development
planfully workedout for fiveyears,asmanyof the
earlyresultswill changethewaywethink aboutthe
problemsandwhatshouldbethenextsteps.
In figurel, wesummarizeourcurrentplansfor de-
velopingsoftwaresystemsonboardourseriesof hu-
manoids.In manycasestherewill be earlierwork
off-boardtherobots,but to keepclutterdownin the
diagramwehaveomittedthat workhere.
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Expanding man's presence in space
requires capable, dexterous robots
capable of being controlled from the
Earth. Traditional "hand-in-glove"
control paradigms require the human
operator to directly control virtually
every aspect of the robot's operation.
While the human provides excellent
judgment and perception, human
interaction is limited by low bandwidth,
delayed communications. These delays
make "hand-in-glove" operation from
Earth impractical.
In order to alleviate many of the
problems inherent to remote operation,
Stanford University's Aerospace
Robotics Laboratory (ARL) has
developed the Object-Based Task-Level
Control architecture. Object-Based Task-
Level Control (OBTLC) removes the
burden of teleoperation from the human
operator and enables execution of tasks
not possible with current techniques.
OBTLC is a hierarchical approach to
control where the human operator is able
to specify high-level, object-related tasks
through an intuitive graphical user
interface. Infrequent task-level
commands replace constant joystick
operations, eliminating communications
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bandwidth and time delay problems.
The details of robot control and task
execution are handled entirely by the
robot and computer control system.
The ARL has implemented the OBTLC
architecture on a set of Free-Flying
Space Robots. The capability of the
OBTLC architecture has been
demonstrated by controlling the ARL
Free-Flying Space Robots from NASA
Ames Research Center.
1.0 Introduction
As NASA expands America's presence
in space, on-orbit assembly,
maintenance, and servicing must become
routine operations. The extreme cost and
risk of astronaut EVA dictate that
automation and robotics must play a key
role in providing such services in any
viable long-duration human-in-space
future. The enormous number of EVA
hours currently required to perform these
operations can be significantly reduced
by the timely provision of effective
human/robot teams. Such a team would
consist of a human in a safe haven, such
as on Earth or inside a space vehicle,
indicating at a high level the tasks to be
done, while robots in the space
environment execute the tasks with
quick proficiency.
To date, the operation of space robots
requires the user to manually control the
robot's actions directly by a "hand-in-
glove" method (i.e. teleoperation). Robot
performance is consequently
characterized by the fundamental
limitations of any system where human
control is intricately involved -- namely,
Copyright © 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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time delaybetweenthehumanandrobot
due to long distancecommunications,
low bandwidthperformancedueto slow
human response characteristics, and
intenseoperatortedium andfatigue due
to the complexity of teleoperating
complex dynamic systems. Clearly,
these limitations call into question the
viability of teleoperatedsystemsfor the
extended, sophisticated on-orbit
operationsfor which theyareintended.
Object-Based Task-Level Control
(OBTLC), an architecturedevelopedby
Stanford University's Aerospace
RoboticsLaboratory(ARL), removesthe
burdenof teleoperationfrom thehuman
operator,enablingexecutionof tasksnot
possible with current teleoperation
techniques. OBTLC is a hierarchical
approachto control where the human
operator is able to specify high-level,
object-relatedtasksthroughan intuitive
graphicaluserinterface.Occasionaltask-
level commands replace constant
joystick operations, eliminating
communications bandwidth and time
delay problems. The details of robot
control and task executionare handled
entirely by the robot and computer
controlsystem.
2.0 THE QBTLC
ARCHITECTURE
In order to fully comprehend the
OBTLC architecture, it is first necessary
to have a clear understanding of the
terms "object" and "task", as they are
used in this paper.
The notion of an object is fundamental to
the OBTLC architecture. An object is
any physical entity that the operator
wishes to manipulate and/or to which a
specific relationship with the
environment or other objects is desired.
An object might be something
independent of the robot, such as an
Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU), a
space truss member, a tool or a bolt; or it
might be a significant part of the robot,
such as a manipulator end-effector or
perhaps the entire robot.
A task is integrally related to this notion
of an object. Specifically, a task is a
manipulation of objects in the
environment (including robots) to match
a desired configuration of, or relation-
ship between, objects. Examples of
tasks include: "replace that ORU with
this ORU", "join these two truss
members together", "extract that bolt
with this wrench", and commanding a
free-flying space robot to "move from
point A to point B." In all of the above
task examples, one theme is constant:
task specifications directly correspond to
high-level desired object behavior, not
low-level details of robot manipulation
and control to achieve these tasks. This
approach to control is therefore referred
to as object-based control, and the
tasks performed are object-based tasks.
The objective of the Object-Based Task-
Level Control (OBTLC) architecture is
to provide the human operator with the
ability to specify directly, and in a
simple way, the object-based tasks he or
she wishes to execute. The details of
how these tasks are carried out are
handled autonomously by the robot, and
therefore do not burden the operator.
Thus, the human is free to concentrate
on high-level issues, such as devising
strategies and solving problems, while
the robot's computers perform the fast
calculations necessary to close control
loops precisely and autonomously. This
novel approach exploits the
complementary capabilities of robotic
control and human decision-making to
construct a powerful human/robot team.
Implementation of the OBTLC
architecture provides numerous
advantages over lower-level remote
teleoperation. First, the detrimental
effects of time delay are minimized
because the human operator is
eliminated from the low-level control of
the robot. Task level commands from
the human and responses from the robot
need only occur at infrequent intervals.
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Second, operator fatigue is significantly
reduced because the human is no longer
burdened with the low-level details of
teleoperating a sophisticated dynamic
system. Finally, this complementary
division of labor between human and
robot enables the human/robot team to
perform more complicated tasks than is
possible with traditional teleoperation
approaches.
THE HIERARCHICAL
NATURE OF OBTLC
OBTLC involves the management of
three different kinds of information:
1) Infrequent communication between
human and robot(s) about tasks to be
performed.
2) Strategic information used by a robot
or shared between several robots to
break complicated tasks into smaller sub
tasks.
3) Low-level dynamic control
information used to close high-speed
control loops on each robot.
The OBTLC control architecture is
correspondingly divided into three
layers-- the User Interface, the Strateg!c
Controller, and the low-level Dynamic
Controller.
The USER INTERFACE maintains and
displays a world model, and receives
desired changes to the state of the world
from the operator. By manipulating
iconic images of objects in this world
model, the operator simply and
intuitively instructs the robot to perform
complex tasks. For example, insertion
of the icon of one part into another is all
that is necessary to instruct the robot
system to perform all actions necessary
to complete the insertion task.
The second layer, the STRATEGIC
CONTROLLER, is based upon a finite
state machine structure and embodies the
logic and decision-making capabilities
necessary for the robot to operate
autonomously. Examples include path-
planning, advanced manipulation and
assembly of objects, and multiple-robot
coordination. The Strategic Controller
monitors changes in the state of the
world, new commands from the human
operator, and low-level sensor infor-
mation, and uses this information to
devise and execute new plans and to
dictate changes in low-level control
behavior. It is also this layer that
identifies and sends to the user interface
indications of events or problems that
may require closer operator attention.
The third layer, the DYNAMIC
CONTROLLER, incorporates high-
bandwidth, sensor-based feedback
control to achieve precise, high-speed
dynamic performance of the robot
system. This layer renders all details of
robot control (i.e. position and force
regulation, coordination of dynamic
coupling, use of redundancy, control
optimization, disturbance rejection, etc.)
completely transparent to the human
operator.
3,0 RELATED WORK
There are several control Architectures
designed for space operation. Lumia and
Albus proposed the NASA/NBS
Standard Reference Model for the
Telerobot Control System Architecture
(NASREM)[1]. NASREM is made up of
three six-level hierarchies for task
decomposition, world modeling, and
sensory processing. In the NASREM
system, the concept of an object at a high
level is lost. The architecture is focused
on controlling and coordinating
manipulators. Strategic control, as
defined in the previous section, is not
incorporated into the NASREM
architecture.
The Modular Telerobot Task Execution
System (MOTES) [2], developed at JPL,
is another type of hierarchical robot
controller. The MOTES system is based
on a command interpreter similar to that
used in spacecraft. This approach differs
from OBTLC in that it only generates
plans that sequence pre-programmed,
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Figure 1: The Object-Based Task-Level Control Architecture. The architecture consists
of a user interface, a strategic controller, and a dynamic controller. Occasional task-level
commands from the user interface to the strategic controller create a system that is
unaffected by communication delay.
open-looped macros and does not
incorporate any sensor based decision
making.
Another architecture which bears greater
similarity to OBTLC is Sheridan's
concept of supervisory control [3].
Indeed, at their most simplified level,
both supervisory control and OBTLC
involve human instructions to complex
systems, which are than translated into
actuator commands. In practice,
however, most researchers interpret
supervisory control to mean computer-
augmentauon of human teleoperation
(i.e. incorporating control loops and
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compensators in the system to make
teleoperation more tractable). OBTLC
differs from this interpretation in that the
human input to the system is at a much
higher level; in fact, human input is
absent at the lowest level. OBTLC
therefore represents an exploration of
Sheridan's concept in a novel direction.
4,0 IMPLEMENTATION OF
OBTLC ON A FREE-FLYING
SPACE ROBOT
OBTLC has been implemented on
several experimental systems at Stanford
ARL, including several mobile and
stationary robots with cooperating
manipulators [4,5,7,8,10], and an
underwater vehicle [6]. The application
of OBTLC to a free-flying space robot
prototype [7,8] is particularly interesting
because of the complexity of the system.
ARL's space robotics facility features
three autonomous self-contained free-
flying space robots. A space
environment is simulated in two
dimensions using an air bearing over a
flat granite surface plate. In this
environment, the robots float on a
cushion of air approximately 0.003
inches thick, and they propel themselves
using on/off compressed air thrusters.
The space robot is equipped with an on-
board compressed gas supply, two two-
link SCARA configuration manipulators,
an on-board power supply, on-board
computing, wireless ethernet
communications, and local vision-
sensing capability.
These space robots are capable of a
variety of tasks including: capturing a
translating, spinning object, adaptively
identifying an objects mass and inertia
properties, cooperatively maneuvering
large objects, and assembling multiple
objects. All of the space robots are based
on the Object-Based Task-Level Control
paradigm, although each implementation
is slightly different. In this manner, the
OBTLC architecture continues to evolve
in response to new requirements.
EXAMPLE TASK: CAPTURE
THAT OBJECT
To fully explore the concepts involved in
OBTLC, one should examine, in detail,
what is involved in carrying out a
specific task. The task of capturing a
translating, spinning object with a free-
flying space robot is a particularly good
example. An object, called Scooter,
floats on the same granite table as the
robot and is not within the initial
workspace of the robot's manipulators.
The operator wishes to capture Scooter,
necessitating that the robot rendezvous
with and grasp Scooter. Figure 2 shows
the robot and object.
A global sensing system provides
position and orientation information for
the objects on the table (i.e. the robot
and Scooter) in real-time. This
information is used by both the user
interface and the strategic controller to
update the world model.
USER INTERFACE
One implementation of the user interface
uses the Virtual Environment Vehicle
Interface (VEVI) developed by the
Intelligent Mechanisms Group at NASA
Ames Research Center. The VEVI is an
interactive virtual reality user interface
which utilizes real-time interactive 3D
graphics and position/orientation sensing
to produce a range of interface
modalities from flat-panel (windowed or
stereoscopic) screen displays to head
mounted/head-tracking stereo displays
[9].
The VEVI displays the virtual reality
model of the world (robot, Scooter, and
table) with the position and orientation
of the objects updated at about 1 hz from
the global sensing system. The operator
simply manipulates the objects by
controlling a virtual hand icon with a 3D
mouse. To command a capture, the
operator places the hand in select mode
(using a button on the mouse) and
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Figure 2: A Free-Flying
SpaceRobotandanobject.
The space robot uses the
Object-Based Task-Level
Control architecture. ARL's
Free-Flying Space Robots are
capable of a variety of tasks
including: capturing a
translating, spinning object,
adaptively identifying an
objects mass and inertia,
cooperatively maneuvering
large objects, and assembling
multiple objects.
Figure 3: The Virtual En-
vironment Vehicle Interface.
The VEVI, developed at
NASA Ames Research
Center, provides a simple,
intuitive operator interface.
By manipulating iconic
images of the objects, the
operator simply and
intuitively instructs the robot
to perform complex tasks.
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IOperation Control Mode Traiect°_ I Error Law
System Initialization Joint Fifth Order PD
Rendezvousin_ with Object Endpoint (Base Relative) Set Point PD
Intercepting Ol_ject Endpoint (Inertial) Fifth Order PD
Tracking Object Endpoint (Inertial) Trackinl_ PID
Stopping Object Ob iect-Based (Base Relative) Fifth Order PD
Holdin_ Object Obiect-Based (Base Relative) Set Point PD
Placing Object Object-Based (Inertial) Fifth Order PD
Table 1: Control Modes Required for Object Capture.
This table lists the set of controller configurations that the strategic controller takes the system through in
the process of rendezvousing with and capturing a free-flying object. In all of these configurations, the base
motion is controlled in the inertial reference frame using bang-off-bang trajectories and PD error laws.
touches the object. The VEVI then
transmits the capture command, which
requires the object name, Scooter in this
case, as the only parameter. Figure 3
shows an operator's view of the VEVI.
It is this high-level of interaction that
enables low-bandwidth communication
and eliminates the effect of time delay.
The operator is now free to plan the next
task, contemplate the strategy, or just
watch the task execution.
ON THE ROBOT:
STRATE(_IC CONTROLLER
and DYNAMIC CONTROLLER
Upon receipt of the capture command
the strategic controller begins a multi-
step process of intelligently carrying out
the capture task. The strategic controller
is implemented using a finite state
machine. As new events or stimuli
occur, the finite-state machine reacts,
depending on the current state of the
system, by either progressing to the next
phase of a multi-step procedure or by
initiating a new course of action.
A major portion of the strategic
controller's coordination involves the
switching of control modes in the
dynamic controller. There are seven
different control modes required to
complete the capture task. These seven
are listed in Table 1. All of these are
implemented in the dynamic controller.
A complete discussion of these low-level
control modes can be found in [8]. One
control mode of interest is the object-
based control mode. This control mode
is based on the theory of Object
Impedance Control [4,10]. This control
methodology carries the concept of
object down to the lowest levels of the
control architecture.
The capture command sets in motion the
finite state machine (FSM) to capture the
object. The topology of the FSM is
depicted in Figure 4. In the figure an
ellipse signifies a state in the finite state
machine, a rectangle signifies a state
transition procedure, and a phrase over a
line indicates the stimulus that causes the
transition from one state to another. State
transition procedures are similar to
subroutines that return a stimulus. Thus
each procedure completes some actions
and returns the appropriate stimulus.
To complete the capture, the strategic
controller determines if the object
requested is either in view (i.e. within
the range of the local sensing system) or
found (i.e. on the table, but not within
view of the local sensing system). In the
example, the object is found. The object
trajectory and robot base intercept
trajectory are computed and the proper
dynamic controllers switched in. The
dynamic controller is provided with the
proper intercept trajectory to follow. At
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Figure 4: Object Rendezvous Finite-State Machine Graph.
This is the portion of the Strategic Controller which is executed when a Capture command is issued by the
operator. Using the Finite-State Machine, the Strategic Controller is able to react, intelligently, to new
sensor information. This sensor based decision ability is the unique feature of OBTLC.
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regular intervals, the intercept trajectory
is recalculated to allow for new
information to enter the system. The
base motion and trajectory recalculation
continue until the object comes into view
of the local sensing system.
With the object in view of the local
sensing system, the robots manipulators
are commanded to begin slewing to the
object. Trajectories for each of the two
manipulators are computed, checked for
collisions, and executed as the object
comes within the workspace of the
manipulators. The trajectories p.lace the
endpoints over the grip points for
grasping. The object is grasped, and the
motion of the object stopped using the
manipulators. Scooter has been
successfully captured.
The entire sequence of events described
above is initiated with a simple "capture
that object" command issued by the
operator. The operator has been
completely removed from the details of
robot motion and control modes required
to complete this capture. It is apparent
that the details of this operation, and the
speed at which they must be
accomplished, are daunting for the
human operator alone. It is quite possible
that a human operator with no help could
not even accomplish this task.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The OBTLC architecture is a powerful
new paradigm in the remote control of
robot systems where the operator
interacts with the system via an intuitive
interface. The system is commanded at
the task level, allowing the human
operator to focus on the strategic issues,
such as what to do next, while the robot
system carries out the desired tasks
quickly and deftly. This paradigm raises
the human/robot team to a level never
before possible.
Development of the OBTLC architecture
has been guided by the principles of
systems engineering and the desire to
enable humans to interact with a robotic
system at an intuitive level. This
architecture has evolved to the current
point only by the strict adherence to
these principles. As with any
architecture, OBTLC continues to evolve
enabling its application to a broad range
of problems.
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Abstract
Task-level control refers to the integration and co-
ordination of planning, perception, and real-time
control to achieve given high-level goals. Au-
tonomous mobile robots need "task-level control to
effectively achieve complex tasks in uncertain, dy-
namic environments. This paper describes the
Task Control Architecture (TCA), an implemented
system that provides commonly needed constructs
for task-level control. Facilities provided by TCA
include distributed communication, task decompo-
sition and sequencing, resource management, mon-
itoring and exception handling. TCA supports a
design methodology in which robot systems are de-
veloped incrementally, starting first with deliber-
ative plans that work in nominal situations, and
then layering them with reactive behaviors that
monitor plan execution and handle exceptions. To
further support this approach, design and analy-
sis tools are under development to provide ways of
graphically viewing the system and validating its
behavior.
Introduction
Most autonomous robot systems have specific tasks
to perform -- such as navigating to given locations,
searching for particular objects, exploring the environ-
ment, etc. To make a robot perform its tasks reliably, it
is desirable to provide explicit control over the achieve-
ment of tasks -- controlling the sequencing of sub-
tasks, monitoring their progress, handling exceptions,
and managing the robot's limited computational and
physical resources.
We refer to this as task-level control: the integra-
tion of planning, perception, and real-time control for
the purpose of achieving high-level goals. To facilitate
the development of task-level control systems, we have
developed the Task Control Architecture (TCA). To
date, TCA has been used in the development of about
1Copyright Q1993 by Reid Simmons. Published by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.
with permission
N94- 30561
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a dozen autonomous robot systems, including a walk-
ing rover [Simmons et al., 1992], several indoor mobile
robots [Simmons et ai., 1990], an excavator [Singh and
Simmons, 1992], and an inspection robot for the Space
Shuttle [Dowling and others, 1992].
The motivation for developing a task-level control ar-
chitecture is that there appears to be a common set of
control constructs that most autonomous mobile robots
need, and that development of individual robot systems
can be simplified by use of an architecture that explic-
itly supports those constructs. In much the same way
as an operating system provides common facilities and
hides details of the underlying computer, so too does
TCA provide needed task-level control constructs while
hiding details such as the mechanisms used for commu-
nication and task synchronization.
The facilities provided by TCA were chosen based
on analysis of existing mobile robot systems and pro-
jected needs of future systems. The analysis showed
that the architecture must facilitate the development
of distributed, modular, and concurrent systems. In
addition, a task-level control architecture should allow
the concurrency to be controlled in a selective (and
explicit) manner, so that distributed processes do not
interact in undesirable ways. This includes providing
methods for sequencing and synchronization of sub-
tasks, as well as managing access to system resources
(e.g., cameras, actuators, computers). Finally, to cope
with uncertainties in the environment and uncertainties
in the achievement of subtasks, the architecture needs
to support extensive, task-dependent monitoring and
exception-handling strategies.
In addition to providing all the above capabilities,
the Task Control Architecture supports a particular
methodology for designing and developing autonomous
robot systems. The approach, which we term struc-
lured control, involves first developing basic deliberative
components that handle nominal situations, and then
increasing reliability by incrementally layering on reac-
tive behaviors to handle exceptions. With TCA, this
can be done without requiring significant modification
to the existing robot software system. In particular,
monitors and exception handlers can be added after the
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basicsystem has been developed.
This layering of reactive behaviors on to a delibera-
tive base provides an engineering basis for developing
autonomous mobile robot systems. First, incomplete
understanding of the tasks, environment or hardware
is accommodated by separating the design into nomi-
nal, and presumably better understood, behaviors and
the more numerous, but infrequently occurring, excep-
tional situations (which may become known and un-
derstood only during testing of the robot system). Sec-
ond, the separation of nominal and exceptional behav-
iors increases overall system understandability by iso-
lating different concerns: the robot's behavior during
normal operation is readily apparent, and strategies for
handling exceptions can be developed separately and
then added to the existing system with a minimum of
effort. Finally, complex interactions are minimized by
constraining the applicability of reactive behaviors to
specific situations, so that only manageable, predictable
subsets of the behaviors will be active at any one time.
The rest of this paper describes the Task Control Ar-
chitecture in more detail, focusing on a few applications
of the architecture to the development of autonomous
mobile robot systems. The paper concludes with a brief
description of where the development of TCA is head-
ing -- in particular, describing design and analysis tools
that we are beginning to develop.
The Task Control Architecture
The Task Control Architecture has been designed to
facilitate the process of developing and controlling au-
tonomous robot systems that must perceive, plan and
act in uncertain, dynamic environments [Simmons,
1992a, Simmons, 1992b]. TCA provides a language
for expressing task-level control decisions, and provides
software utilities for ensuring that those control choices
are correctly realized by the robot. The five major types
of control constructs supported by TCA are:
• distributed communication
• task decomposition and sequencing
• resource management
• execution monitoring
• exception handling
A system built using TCA consists of robot-specific
processes (called modules) that communicate by send-
ing messages via a general-purpose central control mod-
ule (see Fig. 1). Modules can be written in either C or
LISP, and can operate on a number of different com-
puter platforms (including Sun, SGI, Vax, Macintosh,
and 680xx and i486 processors) and on different oper-
ating systems (including Unix, VxWorks and Mach).
The robot-specific modules register with the central
control module which messages they can handle, along
with the data formats associated with the messages.
The data formats can be complex, including embedded
structures, arrays, and pointers. TCA is responsible
for encoding and decoding the data into byte streams
and routing messages (via sockets) to the appropriate
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Figure 1: Task Modules for Ambler Walking System
modules to be handled. Messages are anonymous, that
is, the sending and receiving modules do not know each
other's identities. This facilitates modular development
-- one module can easily be substituted for another
with the same functionality (even while the rest of the
system continues to operate). Thus, for example, a
graphical simulator that has the same message inter-
face as the real-time controller can be substituted at
will, which greatly facilitates the development and de-
bugging process (as well as protecting valuable robotic
hardware!).
TCA provides different types of messages, each with
somewhat different semantics. For example, inform
messages provide one-way communication between pro-
ceases; query messages provide two-way communication
(providing a client-server relationship), and broadcast
messages enable one module to distribute data to any
number of receiving modules simultaneously. Other
message types, including goals, commands, monitors
and exceptions, will be discussed below.
Task Decomposition
Besides providing for data communication, TCA pro-
vides a host of facilities for coordinating robot systems
at the task level. Modules use the TCA control con-
structs to constrain the robot's behavior. For example,
a module can specify the order in which subtasks should
be carried out, or indicate when and how to monitor for
exceptional conditions.
Central to TCA is a hierarchical representation of
subtasks called task trees. In essence, a task tree is
TCA's notion of a plan, representing both goal/subgoal
decomposition, as well as temporal constraints between
node, which indicate (partial) orderings on their exe-
cution. TCA constructs and maintains task trees dy-
namically: nodes in the task tree are associated with
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messages; when a message handler itself issues a mes-
sage, a child is added under the node associated with
the message being handled. TCA utilizes the subgoal
and temporal constraint information to schedule and
coordinate the sending of messages.
Figure 2, for instance, illustrates a simplified version
of the task tree for autonomous walking of the Am-
bler rover [Simmons et al., 1992]. In the figure, narrow
vertical arrows denote task decomposition and heavy
horizontal arrows denote temporal constraints on task
planning and execution. The task tree indicates that
the Ambler sequentially traverses a series of arcs, where
planning how to traverse one arc is delayed until the
previous arc has been completely traversed. Traversing
an arc consists of taking a sequence of steps, with each
step consisting of a pair of leg and body moves. Un-
less the end of the arc has been reached, the planning
module handling the "Take Steps" message recursively
issues another "Take Steps" message. Note that the
absence of a delay plannin9 (DP) temporal constraint
between the "Achieved Position?" monitor node and
subsequent "Take Steps" goal node indicates to TCA
that planning one step can occur concurrently with the
execution of the previous step. This use of concurrency
enables the Ambler to achieve nearly continuous motion
[Simmons, 1992a].
Resource Management
Many robot systems have limited resources that must
be managed efficiently. This is particularly important
when the robot system consists of multiple, interacting
processes in order to prevent resource contention and
conflict. For example, if the robot has a camera on a
pan/tilt head, the processes that need visual informa-
tion must have ways to point the camera and to ensure
that no other process will re-aim it until the required
images have been acquired. Similarly, a robot system
might want to ensure that a planning module remained
available to deal with an upcoming, high priority re-
quest.
TCA provides support for this type of resource man-
agement. Procedures that handle messages can be
grouped into logical units, called resources. These units
can, in turn, be grouped into modules (see, for instance,
Fig. 1). TCA maintains the constraint that only one
message will be handled by a resource at a time. How-
ever, since modules may consist of multiple resources,
a module can be processing multiple messages at once
(for instance, if it is running in a multi-tasking environ-
ment such as VxWorks). This division into resources
and modules is totally up to the discretion of the robot
system designer, and can be organized so as to promote
modularity, efficient use of resources, or the need to
access a common piece of hardware.
TCA also enables a module to lock the resource of
another module. This prevents any other module from
accessing the resource until it is unlocked. This pro-
vides a mechanism for synchronizing subtasks: the re-
source can be locked while a time-critical operation is
taking place, and then unlocked to enable normal mes-
sage flow. In the Ambler system, for example, the per-
ception module locks the real-time controller resource
before acquiring laser range images, in order to prevent
blurring.
Monitoring and Exception Handling
One of the most important task-level control func-
tions for an autonomous mobile robot is to monitor its
progress and safety, and to handle exceptions arising
from violated expectations. The structured-control ap-
proach to designing robot systems advocates that such
reactive behaviors be added incrementally, on top of the
task tree that represents the basic, deliberative plan for
achieving the task.
The rationale here is that, for complex tasks and en-
vironments, it is too difficult to design a system from
the start that acts correctly in all situations. This is
primarily because either the environment is not that
well understood (especially if it is dynamic or remote,
such as the surface of another planet) or the interac-
tions between the environment and the robot are not
well understood (such as for an excavation robot). Of-
ten the best that can be done in such cases is to design
for the known situations first, and then incrementally
debug and extend the system as experience dictates.
TCA provides several mechanisms that directly sup-
port this approach. For one, exception handling strate-
gies can be added incrementally without modifying ex-
isting components: a module can add information to
an existing task tree to indicate which procedures TCA
should invoke in response to exceptions raised by other
modules. When an exception is raised, TCA searches
up the task tree to find a handler designated for that
exception. If the exception handler finds it cannot ac-
tually deal with the particular situation, it reissues the
exception and the search continues up the tree. Typi-
cally, the strategies for dealing with exceptions involve
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modifying the currently executing plan, either by killing
off parts of the task tree or adding new nodes and/or
temporal constraints to the tree.
For example (Fig. 3), the Ambler real-time controller
monitors force sensors in the feet and raises an ex-
ception when a threshold is exceeded (indicating un-
expected terrain contact). A separate error recovery
module handles this by modifying the current leg tra-
jectory to surmount the obstacle, and then instructs
TCA to re-execute the trajectory [Simmons, 1992b]. If
modifying the leg trajectory fails to clear the obstacle,
the complete move may be replanned, the Ambler's feet
may be shuffled into a standard configuration, etc. Ulti-
mately, if no fix is found, the walking task is terminated
and the user is notified.
Just as it makes sense to take advantage of hierarchy
in decomposing tasks into subtasks, it makes sense to
treat exceptions in a hierarchical fashion. The idea is
that lower-level exception handlers are more specific to
a given failure, and can have more local, direct effects
on the problem; the handlers located higher up the tree
handle a wider range of exceptions, hut since their ef-
fects are broader and have more impact on the overall
plan, they should be tried only when the more specific
strategies fail.
Execution monitors can also be added incrementally
using the TCA wiretap control construct. The wiretap
mechanism enables a monitor to be associated with a
class of messages, so that the monitor is automatically
triggered whenever a message of that class is handled.
For example, before every leg or body move of the Am-
bler, a stability monitor is invoked to verify that the
move will not cause the robot to tip over; after every
leg move, a footfall monitor analyzes the force sensor
data to detect possibly unstable footholds (see Fig. 3).
These monitors were added after the basic walking
component of the Ambler was designed and debugged,
in order to enable the system to handle increasingly dif-
ficult terrain and longer distances. For example, in one
experiment, the Ambler walked over 500 meters out-
doors in hilly terrain (with slopes up to 30%). During
the experiment, in which the Ambler took over 1000
footsteps, many exceptional situations were encoun-
tered: unexpected terrain collisions, hardware faults
(amplifiers, motion faults, sensor failures) and software
faults (mainly when the planners could not find suitable
footfalls). All these situations were dealt with by the
robot itself: the conditions were detected in a timely
manner and, except for certain hardware faults where
humans had to manually reset the hardware, the robot
autonomously recovered from the situations and con-
tinued walking.
Monitors can also be added to check for ongoing op-
portunities or contingencies. For example, one of our
indoor mobile robots has the task of keeping the lab
floor free of cups [Simmons el al., 1990]. The robot
system employs one monitor to check whether a new
cup has been spotted by the vision system. For every
cup found, a goal is added to retrieve the cup and an-
other monitor is added which checks to ensure that the
cup is still visible. If the cup disappears from view,
then it is assumed that someone else picked it up, and
the monitor cancels the associated "cup retrieval" task.
Thus, the system is able to handle multiple goals that
are both activated and deactivated asynchronously.
Comparisons
TCA and the structured-control approach differ from
the behavior-based approach, in which systems con-
sist of collections of local behaviors that act accord-
ing to direct sensing of the environment [Brooks, 1986,
Connell, 1989]. The global behavior of such systems
typically emerge from interactions between the local
behaviors [Agre and Chapman, 1987, Brooks, 1991]. A
problem with the behavior-based approach is it assumes
that robust primitive behaviors can be developed that
act correctly in all, or most, situations. This can be
very difficult in practice, given incomplete knowledge
about the environment and the robot's interaction with
it. In contrast, the structured-control approach advo-
cates developing complete components for limited en-
vironments, and incrementally updating the design to
handle more challenging and diverse requirements.
The approach also differs from other hierarchical ar-
chitectures, such as NASREM [Albus et al., 1989], in
which the flow of control is primarily top-down. While
top-down task decomposition is important in TCA, the
architecture also provides for significant bottom-up con-
trol in its use of monitors and hierarchically scoped ex-
ception handlers. This enables autonomous robot sys-
tems to be very reactive to changes in the environment.
The approach used in TCA is probably closest in
flavor to the RAPs system [Firby, 1989] and related
architectures [Gat, 1992, Georgeff and Lansky, 1987],
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Figure 4: Gantt Chart of Module Activity
which feature temporal sequencing of subtasks in con-
junction with monitoring and error recovery. The main
differences are that TCA is based on true concurrency,
rather than interleaving of subtasks (which allows it to
exhibit better real-time performance), and that plan-
ning, monitoring and exception handling are all cleanly
separated (which facilitates evolutionary robot system
development).
Design and Analysis Tools
While TCA and the structured-control approach have
proven useful for complex, autonomous robot systems,
in practice developing such systems is often a time-
consuming, trial-and-error process. To reduce this ef-
fort, we are currently developing tools to aid in the
analysis and design of TCA-based robot systems.
The first two tools that we developed analyze the log
files that TCA produces of all message traffic. The log
files contain important information regarding the types
and order of messages sent within the system. One tool
in current use processes log files and produces graphi-
cal representations of TCA task trees (similar to that
shown in Fig. 2). A developer can recreate the task tree
message by message, either posl hoc or as the system
runs, to see what the task tree looks like as it evolves,
and what temporal interactions might be causing prob-
lems. This tool has proven particularly valuable be-
cause it is typically difficult to predict in advance the
behavior of complex distributed systems due to subtle
timing interactions between processes.
Another tool analyzes log files to produce Gantt
charts showing module activity (see Fig. 4 -- the dark
bars indicate when a module is processing messages;
the light bars indicate when it is waiting for the reply
to a query message). For each module, the chart shows
which messages it is processing at what times, and when
messages are queued due to resource contention. This
tool has been used to find bottlenecks in system per-
formance. For example, it was used in the development
of the Ambler system to determine how to maximize
performance through the use of concurrency. The Am-
bler system was originally developed with a sequential
sense-plan-act cycle. The use of this tool indicated that
continuous motion could be obtained by executing one
step while planning the next one, since the time needed
for executing steps exceeded the planning time for steps
[Simmons, 1992a]. More recently, a similar analysis in-
dicated that perception was the bottleneck in system
performance: based on this, TCA control constructs
were added to make some of the perceptual processing
concurrent, as well [Itoffman and Krotkov, 1991].
We are beginning development of additional tools to
aid in the design of mobile robot systems. One tool,
similar in spirit to a CASE tool, would enable designers
to graphically specify task decomposition strategies, in-
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eludingconditionals,loops, temporal constraints, mon-
itors and exception handlers. The tool would then gen-
erate the TCA calls needed to implement those specifi-
cations. We anticipate that this tool will be very useful
in rapidly prototyping system designs and in document-
ing the design process.
Eventually, we would like for the tool to actually help
validate the system design, detecting problems such
as malformed data interfaces between modules, poten-
tim deadlock situations, resource contention, etc. To
do this, we need to apply automated reasoning tech-
niques to TCA-based system designs (for instance, us-
ing model-checking techniques [Clarke et al., 1986]). To
this end, we have begun formalizing the Task Control
Architecture control constructs using a combination of
temporal logic and the Z notion [Spivey, 1992].
For example, the following schemas give the basic
formalization of the notion of task trees: a task tree is a
set of nodes, each of which has a parent. The "received"
set consists of the messages that TCA has received and
the "finished" set contains those that have already been
handled by some module. A task tree node, in turn,
has an associated handler, type, and state (received,
running, finished) and a set of temporal constraints.
The task tree schema places some conditions on the
temporal constraints of various nodes of the task tree.
_ TaskTree
nodes : P Node
parent : Node --_ Node
received : seq Node
finished : seq Node
V node, node2 : Node *
(node.type E {Query, Inform} =_
parent(node) = root A
node.achievConst = if) A
node.onHoldUntii = 0) A
(parent(node) = node2 =_
node.achievConst C_ node2.achievConst) A
node.handler = node2.handler ¢:_
node = node2
root q_ nodes
nodes ----ran parent A dom parent = nodes U {root}
_ Node
handler : HANDLER_ID
type : NODE_TYPE
state : EXECUTION-STATE
achievConst :P TEMPORAL_CONSTRAINT
onttoldUntii :P TEMPORAL_CONSTRAINT
type = Command
achievConst = onHoidUntil
type E {Query, Inform}
achievConst = (_ A
onHoldUntil = (_
When the formalizations are completed, we expect to
use them to prove properties about the performance of
specific robot systems. For example, using the current
temporal formalization, we can show that the temporal
constraints described in [Simmons, 1992a] are sufficient
to ensure that the Ambler walking system will plan at
most one step in advance. We would also like to use
the Z formalization to prove the correctness of the im-
plementation of TCA, to give users confidence that the
architecture correctly meets the intended semantics.
Conclusions
Autonomous robot systems need task-level control in
order to effectively integrate planning, perception and
actuation to perform complex tasks in uncertain, dy-
namic environments. The Task Control Architecture
(TCA) has been developed to facilitate the creation
of task-level control systems. TCA provides control
constructs that are commonly needed by autonomous
robot systems, including distributed communication,
task decomposition and sequencing, resource manage-
ment, monitoring and exception handling,
TCA supports the structured-control methodology of
system development in which plans are first designed to
work in nominal situations, and then reactive behav-
iors (execution monitors and exception handlers) are
layered on to the base of deliberative plans. We ar-
gue that such a design philosophy is useful in situations
where the environment the robot will be operating in,
and/or the robot/environment interactions, are not to-
tally understood.
It is our contention that reliable performance in a
wide range of situations can best be obtained by incre-
mentally adding on reactive behaviors that deal with
specific, previously unanticipated, situations. It is also
beneficial to structure such behaviors hierarchically, re-
lying first on lower-level reactions that have specific,
but local, effects, and using higher-level reactions with
more global effects only when the more specific ones fail
to solve the problem.
TCA and the structured-control design methodol-
ogy have been used in developing about a dozen au-
tonomous mobile robots, including a planetary rover, an
indoor mobile manipulator, an excavator, and a robot
for inspecting the Space Shuttle. In each case, the com-
munication and control constructs provided by TCA
made it easier to develop and debug the concurrent,
distributed systems.
We are continuing our efforts by providing design
and analysis tools to support the development of TCA-
based systems. In particular, we are formalizing the
TCA control constructs in order to provide tools for
automatically reasoning about and validating system
designs.
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Abstract
There is currently increasing interest and ac-
tivity in the area of reliability and fault toler-
ance for robotics. This paper discusses the ap-
phcation of Standards in robot rehability, and
surveys the hterature of relevant existing stan-
dards. A bibliography of relevant Military and
NASA standards for reliability and fault toler-
ance is included.
1 Introduction
Applications ofinteUigent robots are expanding
to remote and hazardous environments, such
as nuclear waste handhng, and undersea and
space operations. Fault tolerance and reliabil-
ity are of paramount importance in these en-
vironments, since repair is often difficult, and
failures potentially catastrophic.
However, efforts in robot reliabihty and
fault tolerance have often been piecemeal and
application-specific. The formality and consis-
tency across applications of Standards and Pro-
tocols are successfully applied to many other
engineering areas.
The Standards documentation spans sev-
eral different categories. There axe Hand-
books (Rehabihty of Electronic Equipment
[7], MIL-HDBK-217F, Fault Tree Handbook
[25], NUREG-0492), Parts Specifications and
Copyright @1994 by the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights
reserved.
Standards (Aircraft Data Bus [13], MIL-STD-
1553B, Aircraft 28V DC Motors [10], MIL-
M-8609B) Procedures and Programs (Failure
Modes, Effects Analysis [14], MIL-STD- 1629A,
System Safety Program [20], MIL-STD-882),
and Data Item Descriptions (Format for re-
ports required under procedures FMEA [2], for
example DI-R-7085A).
Standards utilization varies widely (Reliabil-
ity Data in MIL-HDBK-217F covers a vari-
ety of components under thermal stress, some
Standards include handbooks on failure data
for electronic equipment, an Aircraft Surviv-
abihty Program Standard [16], MIL-STD-2072,
references documents from the Defense Nuclear
Agency on Nuclear Weapon Effects on Air-
craft). However, most Standards deal with
non-nuclear environments, and further studies
are needed for hazardous waste sites. There
are also Standards for Software Quality [3], for
example DOD-STD-2168.
This paper will discuss the potential apph-
cation and tailoring for robotics apphcations of
the existing standards, including the Robotic
Industries Association (RIA) and American
National Standard for Industrial Robots and
Robot Systems standards. A standard has
been developed for safety requirements [28],
ANSI/RIA R15.06-1986 and a new standard is
proposed for reliability [27], BSR/RIA R15.05-
3-199X. For example, procedures for a fail-
ure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) de-
scribed in standard MIL-STD-1629A, together
with DI-R-7085A, allow tailoring of the sped-
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ficationsto the robot needs.Wewill note the
useof FMEA in robot systemreliability [1], to-
getherwith ongoingwork in architecturesfor
robot fault detectionandfault tolerance[30].
able handbookfor systemreliability analysis
is publishedby the NuclearRegulatoryCom-
missionasNUREG-0492,theFaultTreeHand-
book[25].
2 Standards Categories
The military standards literature can be di-
vided into a number of major categories [26,
31]. These include handbooks and parts speci-
fications useful in the characterization of com-
ponents for a system. Other documents de-
scribe procedures and programs which are use-
ful for design, analysis, or system operation.
Additionally, data item description documents
provide standardized report generation proce-
dures which are useful for system specification
and procurement.
2.1 Handbooks
One of the more widely used military standards
handbooks is MIL-HDBK-217F, Reliability of
Electronic Equipment [7]. This handbook pro-
vides tables to calculate failure rates for a num-
ber of electronic components from resistors and
capacitors, to switches and relays, to motors
and resolvers. Reliability data for mundane
components, such as connectors, is presented
along with failure estimates for complex inte-
grated circuits, such as microprocessors. The
failure rates are also based on the environment
in which the component is expected to be used
from benign ground use to extreme missile or
cannon launch. Thermal effects on component
reliability axe considered very important in the
derating analysis.
NASA has published a standard for reliabil-
ity [24], NASA-TM-4322 which references the
data in MIL-HDBK-217F. hi the NASA doc-
ument, tables are given which further derate
components for space use beyond the factors
given in MIL-HDBK-217F. Examples of failure
rate calculations are given in section 3.
The use of MIL-HDBK-217F is described in a
tutorial handbook, MIL-HDBK-338-1A, Elec-
tronic Reliability Design Handbook [8]. A valu-
2.2 Parts Specifications
In addition to the more generic handbooks,
there is a large collection of standards for indi-
vidual parts. Many of the standards were de-
veloped for a particular military project which
required a specific design. Many of the stan-
dards for aircraft components may be useful for
specifying the reliability of robotic assemblies.
Electric motors [10] are described in MIL-M-
8609B while hydraulic actuators are described
in MIL-A-5503E [5] and MIL-M-7997C [9].
The bibliography lists other standards for com-
ponents such as shaft encoders and various
switches which could be used as limit switches.
As an example, the standard for an aircraft
computer data bus, MIL-STD-1553B [13] was
used in the design specification of the NASA
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) project [22].
2.3 Procedures and Programs
When a particular system is in the design
phase, it is useful to perform a failure modes
and effects analysis. Tools such as fault trees
may be used to generate this analysis. In ad-
dition, the analysis needs to be customized for
the system and its intended use. In MIL-STD-
1629A, a procedure for a generic Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis [14] is given. For systems
that may cause harm to people or other equip-
ment, a safety protocol should be developed. In
MIL-STD-882, a System Safety Program [20]
which identifies hazards is described.
2.4 Data Item Descriptions
Data item descriptions describe the format for
reports required under various procedures. For
example, reports generated for a failure modes
and effects analysis of a system would be writ-
ten in a format given [2] by DI-R-7085A. NASA
has similar doucmentation formats such as the
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NASAAssuranceSpecificationDocumentation
Standard[23],NASA-TM-101859.Thesefor-
mat specificationsare valuablein generating
design,operationand maintenance documents.
3 Failure Probability
As detailed in [1, 25], the probability of a com-
ponent failure can be calculated from a failure
rate for the component [4]. Given a constant
failure rate A and using the exponential distri-
bution, the probability of failure at time t is
[t]-
p(t) = 1 - e
the reliability of the component in the system
is given by
R(t) = 1- p(t) =
and the mean time to failure (MTTF) is given
as
MTTF = lp,.
If the failure rate is small, the probability of
failure is often approximated as At [25]. An
expert system can be used to model compo-
nent decay by using time-dependent probabili-
ties [25]. A small update routine monitors the
system time and modifies the basic probability
facts during the life of the robot.
Various methods can be used to determine
the failure rate A. For example, in [7], the av-
erage failure rate A,_ for a D.C. motor is esti-
mated as
,x,,,= + (l/o,w)]
failures per 10s hours, where t is the operating
time period for which Am is the average fail-
ure rate, ae is the bearing characteristic llfe,
and aw is the winding characteristic life of the
device. Both ae and aw depend on the am-
bient temperature for the device, with expres-
sions given in [7]. For an ambient temperature
of 20°C, an operating period of 100 hours, the
data in [7] gives a failure rate of 6.3 x 10 -r
failures per hour.
Also in [7], the average failure rate Ar for a
resolver is given as
A r = AbTrS_rNTrE
failures per l0 s hours, where Ab is the base fail-
ure rate (exponentially related to ambient tem-
perature), 7rs is a factor related to the device
size, 7rN is related to the number of brushes,
and _rE is an environmental factor. For a small
resolver with 4 brushes and the same ambient
temperature as the motor above in a (possibly
mobile) ground-based environment, the failure
rate Ar is found from data in [7] to be 1.6 x 10 -6
failures per hour.
The calculation of failure rates is useful to
complete a fault tree analysis. Once failure
rates have been found for the components, it is
possible to compute failure probabilities from
this data. Within the fault trees, these failure
probabilities are combined through the logic
gates using simple multiplication and addition
[25]. The probability of failure for the output
event of an AND-gate is the product of all the
input probabilities and a conservative estimate
of the output event probability for an OK-gate
is the sum of the input probabilities.
In [29], an expert system is used to main-
tain the probability of failure for each node
within the fault tree. The operator initializes
only the basic components (leaves) in the tree
with appropriate probability facts. The expert
system then initializes the probabilities for in-
ner nodes of the tree by combining the basic
component probabilities through the gates in
the tree structure. For purposes of design and
planning, it is possible to explore the effects of
individual component reliability on the overall
reliability of the system.
4 Conclusions
Fault tolerance is of increasing concern in the
design and use of robots. The military, nuclear
power, and space programs have developed a
number of reliability standards for the design
and analysis of complex systems. The applica-
tion of these standards to the design of robots
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will be extremely important in many applica-
tions, particularly in hazardous environments.
Industrial groups, such as RIA, have proposed
standards for safety and are currently develop-
ing standards for reliability.
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Abstract
Robot coordination and control systems for remote
teleoperation applications are by necessity implemented
on distributed computers. Modeling and performance
analysis of these distributed robotic systems is difficult,
but important for economic system design. Perfor-
mance analysis methods originally developed for con-
ventional distributed computer systems are often unsat-
isfactory for evaluating real-time systems. The paper
introduces a formal model of distributed robotic control
systems; and a performance analysis method, based on
scheduling theory, which can handle concurrent hard-
real-time response specifications. Use of the m.ethod is
illustrated by a case study of remote teleoperation which
assesses the effect of communication delays and the al-
location of robot control functions on control system
hardware requirements.
1 Introduction
As ambitious robotic applications are envisioned
and more complex robot designs attempted, the need
increases for efficient methods to evaluate their per-
formance. Many of these new applications will be im-
plemented oll distributed comt)uters. For instance, re-
motely operated and multiple-robot applications are
by their nature spatially distributed, and so necessi-
tate a distributed real-time system for robot coordi-
nation and control. The introduction of multiple pro-
cessors, communication delays, and probabilistic per-
formance of common-access communication channels
in distributed systems complicates prediction of their
real-time performance.
Performance analysis methods for conventional dis-
tributed systems employ one of three approaches: sim-
ulation, stochastic models, or semantic models [7].
These methods have complementary strengths and
weaknesses; so, several methods may be needed to an-
alyze all aspects of system performance. The char-
1Copyright @1994 by the American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
acteristics of these methods relevant to analyzing dis-
tributed real-time systems are summarized in Figure 1.
Simulation is arguably the most widely used ap-
proach. In a simulation model, the actual operation
of the system is duplicated in software at an abstract
level of detail. The fidelity of the simulation depends
upon accurately representing the structural properties
of the system such as precedence of operations and
contention for resources; and its timing properties such
as execution times, communication latencies, and sen-
sor polling delays. A simulation can produce a full
probability distribution of system response times; and
so, provide a complete characterization of soft- and
hard-real-time performance. Thorough characteriza-
tion comes at a price: a high level of detail is needed
for good accuracy, but is computationally expensive.
Also, complex systems have an extremely large num-
ber of states that may necessitate excessively lengthy
simulation duration to ensure that all states are exer-
cised. For this reason, simulations are poor for prov-
ing system correctness and global properties such as
boundedness and freedom from deadlock.
Stochastic models (e.g. Markov chains, queuing net-
works, Petri nets) are also commonly used for perfor-
mance analysis, particularly for evaluating communi-
cation networks. In this approach, the system is ideal-
ized as a finite set of discrete states with known prob-
ability distributions for the transition rates between
states. The model may be solved to estimate probabil-
ity of each state as a function of time from which av-
erage system performance may be derived. For simple
systems an efficient, analytical solution is often pos-
sible, and correctness and global properties may be
determined. However, stochastic models of complex
systems can be analytically intractable; requiring ap-
proximation methods which may compromise fidelity
and increase computation.
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Semantic modeling is a less common approach to
assess system performance that arises from computa-
tional science theory of program correctness. In this
approach, the logical and temporal relationship be-
tween operations of the system are defined by process
algebras or assertional calculi. Correctness and time-
liness properties are then established by solving the
model via a theorem prover. Semantic models are ef-
fective for proving that timing specifications are satis-
fied, but do not necessarily provide quantitative mea-
sures of system performance. The downfall of semantic
models is their computational complexity; verification
is impractical for large systems.
None of the three approaches described above is
fully satisfactory for estimating performance of dis-
tributed systems having hard-real-time response re-
quirements. In a hard-real-time system, response times
must never exceed specifications; and so, the system
must be analyzed for worst-case performance. Simula-
tion can produce estimates of worst-case performance,
but at a high computational cost which becomes pro-
hibitive when the system is designed for multiple con-
current responses. Stochastic models give average re-
sponse times only, and thus do not provide the infor-
mation necessary to gauge performance of a hard-real-
time system. Semantic models excel at proving cor-
rectness and global properties, but are poor at quan-
tifying response times. A fourth approach, based on
scheduling theory, is proposed in this paper to specifi-
cally address distributed hard-real-time systems.
In the new performance analysis method, a for-
mal model describes distributed real-time system or-
ganization and its responses to external inputs. Sys-
tem software is modeled as independent tasks that
communicate by messages. Application of scheduling
theory enables the calculation of guaranteed response
times for task executions and message deliveries. The
model provides a framework for formulating a con-
straint satisfaction problem on processor and commu-
nication channel schedules and on real-time require-
ments whose solution defines system response times.
The performance analysis problem may be solved to
minimize weighted system response time or to mini-
mize hardware cost while meeting response time re-
quirements. The subsequent paper sections outline the
system model, show the formulation of the constraint
satisfaction problem, and then illustrate its use in an
example.
While this work has been motivated by the design
of robot coordination and control systems, the perfor-
mance analysis techniques are believed to have broader
application to many distributed real-time systems.
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2 Performance Analysis System Model
Distributed computer systems are composed from
multiple, independent processors connected by com-
munication links. The characteristics of distributed
systems can vary widely as the result of bandwidth
and propagation delay of the interprocessor connec-
tions. At the extremes are "tightly-coupled" multi-
processor computers in which processors share a high-
speed bus, and "loosely-coupled" multicomputer sys-
tems which comprise separate computers connected by
a network. Processor independence distinguishes dis-
tributed systems from parallel computers in which pro-
cessors typically are identical, and share data streams
and/or instruction decoding.
The proposed formal model can represent dis-
tributed systems with arbitrary communication net-
work topography; and so, can model the full range
from multiprocessor to multicomputer system. In fact,
in the model, a single node of a multicomputer network
may be a complete multiprocessor. The new method is
particularly useful for loosely-coupled systems, where
access to communication channels as well as processor
usage must be scheduled, since few analysis techniques
are available for this class of distributed system.
Because the independent computers of a distributed
systems do not share physical memory, any data to
be exchanged between processors must be transmitted
across a communication link. The most common way
to design distributed software that accommodates this
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restrictionis to organize functions as independently-
executing tasks that communicate via messages. This
paradigm of tasks and messages is used in the formal
model to define the system software, although the def-
inition of a message has been generalized to include
less-structured signals such as sensor inputs or control
outputs.
Some tasks must execute on specific processors; for
instance, a sensor polling task must run on the proces-
sor that is interfaced to the sensor hardware. However,
in general, there are many choices of how to distribute
software on the hardware. The actual assignment of
tasks to processors has a strong influence on system
performance; and so, must be specified for performance
to be predicted. Optimal task assignment is an impor-
tant design problem for distributed systems. We are
currently experimenting with use of the new perfor-
mance analysis method to guide task assignment [4].
Robotic systems, and indeed most real-time sys-
tems, interact with their environment. Sensors gather
data to characterize the environment. The control sys-
tem monitors sensors to detect occurrence of specific
conditions or events to which the system is designed to
respond. And the system effects changes to the envi-
ronment through its actuators; thus forming a closed-
loop system. Also, in most systems, a human operator
may intervene to modify goals or to initiate actions.
Performance of robotic systems may be measured in
many ways: accuracy, reliability, cost, etc. As we are
primarily concerned with the computer system provid-
ing robot coordination and control, performance will
be defined as the end-to-end response time from when
a condition can be sensed until a control signal is sent
to actuators. Therefore, system response requirements
are identified by input-output events and a response
time specification. The requirement specifies a max-
imum response time since we are dealing with hard
real-time systems.
From this description we see that four components
are needed to fully describe a distributed real-time sys-
tem:
• software system model
• hardware system model
• assignment of tasks to processors
• system response requirements
In the definition of each model component, covered in
the following subsections, we have attempted to de-
scribe distributed real-time systems in terms that are
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Figure 2: Software Model of Teleoperation Example
as similar as possible to how they are actually con-
structed. While this tends to specialize the model, it
has the benefit of providing a more natural represen-
tation of a system implementation which, hopefully,
improves ease of use and accuracy.
2.1 Software System Model
A distributed robotic application is typically con-
structed from many, concurrent tasks that execute
on multiple processors, and communicate by message
passing between tasks, or between task and sensor or
actuator. Each task corresponds to a software mod-
ule, and the resulting system may be described by a
directed graph with nodes corresponding to tasks and
arcs representing messages. Each task is a separate
software module that may execute periodically or upon
demand ("aperiodic" or "event-driven"). This system
level graph defines the topography of the communica-
tions between tasks.
Figure 2 shows a system level view of a simpli-
fied control system for the teleoperated robot example
that will be described in Section 4. The example em-
ploys a hierarchical architecture loosely modeled on the
NASA/NBS Standard Reference Model for Telerobot
Control System Architecture (NASREM) [1]. System
software is modeled with five periodic tasks and three
event-driven tasks, which are shown as boxes in the
figure. Periodic tasks are identified by their clock in-
puts (circles). Input (sensors, keyboards) and output
(actuators, displays) devices are represented by trian-
gles whose orientation denote direction of data flow.
Messages are shown as arrows from sending task to
receiving task. A total of fourteen messages are trans-
mitted between tasks in the example.
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At amoredetailedmodule level, each task is viewed
as a finite state machine where task states or actions
are nodes, and transitions between actions are directed
arcs. The transition arcs are labeled with Real-Time
Logic predicates [3] which define the condition causing
the transition to occur. The purpose of the module
level view is to define the response of an individual
task to the input messages it receives. The finite state
machine representation of the task allows a different
computation time and different set of output messages
to be defined for each input message.
Each action node in the finite state machine repre-
sents a deterministic sequence of operations that are
delimited by a decision branch or a message transmis-
sion/arrival. When a node is entered it executes for a
fixed time interval and then optionally sends a message
prior to blocking in that state or transitioning to an-
other. Computation times are associated with actions,
while transitions are instantaneous. The optional mes-
sages produced by module actions correspond to the
messages output from modules at the system level.
Messages are identified only by type and bit length;
the data values contained in a message are not consid-
ered.
Figure 3 shows the finite state machines for two
tasks from the teleoperated robot example. The VI-
SION PROCESSING task periodically acquires a camera
image frame, transmits the frame as a VIDEO 1 message,
processes the image to locate objects in the robot's en-
vironment, and then outputs the positions of the ob-
jects in a oBJPOS message. Task processing is initiated
when a CLK signal is received; and, when complete, the
task returns to Idle Wait state to await the next signal.
Figure 3b shows the finite state machine for the aperi-
odic PLAN GENERATION task. This task is invoked by
the arrival of a message rather that a clock signal; and
contains two paths so that GOAL and ERROR messages
may be processed differently. Note that execution of
the task is interrupted at Action 4 while it waits for
requested data. Definition of periodic and aperiodic
tasks are essentially the same at the module level --
differing only by whether a clock signal or a message
activates the task.
2.2 Hardware System Model
The purpose of the hardware system model is to
describe how processors are interconnected, and the
capabilities of processors and communication chan-
nels. The principal capabilities of interest are processor
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Figure 3: Finite State Machines for Example Modules
speeds, and communications bandwidth and propaga-
tion delay.
Processor interconnections are represented by a
hardware graph in which graph nodes correspond to
processors, and graph arcs indicate the one-hop com-
munication links between processors. Dedicated, uni-
directional communication channels are shown as di-
rected arcs; and shared communication channels (half-
duplex or broadcast media) as sets of non-directed
arcs. Any connection topography can be modeled in
this way including loosely-coupled multicomputer net-
works, bus-based multiprocessors, and combinations of
the two.
Figure 4a is a diagram of a multicomputer sys-
tem with four single-processor workstations and a 4-
processor multiprocessor connected by a local area net-
work. One sensor and one actuator are interfaced to
the multiprocessor. Figure 4b is the corresponding
hardware graph. Note how the shared multicomputer
LAN and the shared multiprocessor bus are expanded
into sets of bi-directional links that fully interconnect
all processors sharing each communication medium.
There are no dedicated links in this example.
2.3 Task Assignment
The distribution of software modules onto computer
hardware is described by first numbering all tasks and
processors, and then defining an assignment function
which maps a task to a processor. Thus if task ti is
assigned to processor pj then a(i) = j. This definition
allows us to reference the hardware properties of the
processor on which a task runs.
A similar assignment function can be defined to ref-
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erence the communication hardware used by a mes-
sage; thus if message m/ is assigned to communication
link l./ then c_(i) = j. Once tasks are assigned to pro-
cessors the communication link over which a message
travels is defined. Therefore the message assignment
function can be derived from the tazk assignment func-
tion plus the software and hardware system models;
and so, we only need to specify the task assignment
function.
2.4 Response Requirements
For this work, the principal performance measure
is response time. System response time is defined as
the time interval between occurrence of an external
event, and the system response. When sensor polling
delays and actuator response times are factored out,
the response time can be expressed as the time between
an external input (sensor reading, operator command,
etc.) and an external output (control signal, display
update, etc.) of the control system.
System response requirements specify the events to
which the system must respond, the expected actions,
and response time. Requirements correspond to the
environmental constraints on the robotic system. We
will consider only hard-real-time requirements in which
a maximum response time is specified and must be
satisfied.
Most robotic systems will respond to many differ-
ent events; and so, multiple response requirements will
be defined. In hard-real-time applications, the sys-
tem is expected to process concurrent events within
their maximum response times under all load condi-
tions. It is this requirement for concurrent responses
that makes analysis of hard-real-time systems difficult.
Contention for processors and communication channels
will vary as the mix of concurrent events and their rela-
tive overlap varies. For instance, it is difficult to ensure
that sufficient simulations have been performed such
that the worst-case combination of concurrent events
is modeled. And, average response times obtained from
stochastic models provide no information regarding re-
sponse degradation under load. A key advantage of
a scheduling theory-based approach is that its results
hold for all phasings of task invocations, i.e. degree of
overlap of concurrent events.
3 Formulation of Performance Analysis
Constraint Satisfaction Problem
With the information contained in the system model
described above, a constraint satisfaction problem can
be formulated whose solution yields an estimate of sys-
tem response times. Performance of the distributed
robotic system is defined by a set. of constraint equa-
tions relating hardware, software, and response times.
These equations are presented in the following subsec-
tions.
This system of equations is underconstrained; and
so, a cost. function is added to reduce the degrees of
freedom. Different, solution objectives can be achieved
with different cost, functions. In particular, the con-
straint equations may be solved to yield minimum sys-
tem response times for fixed hardware capacities, or to
find minimum-cost hardware which can meet all sys-
tem response time requirements.
The problem is summarized as:
• Minimize system response times or hardware cost
• Subject to:
1. Having a feasible schedule on every proces-
sor and communication channel
2. Meeting system response time requirements
3. Satisfying bounds on individual task and
message response times
3.1 Cost Functions
If no constraints are mutually exclusive then the
constraint satisfaction problem can be solved. How-
ever, since it is typically underconstrained, the prob-
lem can have an infinite number of solutions. A cost
function is included which introduces additional con-
straints to ensure that only one solution is produced.
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Throughourchoiceofcostfunctionwecandirectthe
solutionto achievevariousdesignobjectives.
Systemresponsetime is onepossiblecostfunc-
tion. Sincethesystemmayhavemultipleresponses,
a weighted sum of response times is used to give a
single-valued function. This allows us to emphasize
one system response over another. A large penalty is
assigned for exceeding a system response requirement,
so all requirements are met before responses are further
minimized. When this cost function is used, hardware
capacities are held constant; hence, this form is useful
for evaluating existing hardware•
As an alternative, hardware capacities may be al-
lowed to vary, and hardware cost used as the cost func-
tion. The problem solution yields values for hardware
capacities as well as system response times. This form
of the constraint satisfaction problem is useful for eval-
uating proposed hardware designs. The example per-
formance analysis in Section 4 is formulated in this
manner.
3.2 Scheduling Constraints
A principal distinction between performance analy-
sis methods is how they handles resource contention.
Analysis methods for real-time systems must be able
to represent the order of internal system events so
that resource contention can be modeled. Usually this
means that the protocols for scheduling task execu-
tions and message deliveries must be known. Sim-
ulation methods use this information directly; while
stochastic models represent resource contention prob-
abilistically. The scheduling-based performance anal-
ysis method presented here requires that a priority-
based, preemptive scheduling protocol be employed for
both processors and communication channels. Real-
time operating systems typically implement such pro-
tocols for processors; however, communication proto-
cols supporting time-constrained messages are recent
developments [9][2], and are much less common.
The reason the scheduling-based method is re-
stricted to priority-based, preemptive protocols is that
it depends on their predictable properties. With this
class of scheduling protocol the execution time of the
highest priority task is always known, and the worst-
case execution times of lower priority tasks can be de-
termined by assuming all higher priority tasks must
execute first. In 1973, Liu and Layland [6] proved sev-
eral properties of priority-based, preemptive schedul-
ing protocols and introduced an analysis technique
known as the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm.
They established criteria for multiple tasks executing
periodically on a single processor that, when satisfied,
guarantee a schedule can be found in which all tasks
meet their execution deadlines. They also showed that
an optimal schedule is obtained by assigning priorities
based on task periods -- shortest period task has high-
est priority. The original work on scheduling unipro-
cessors ha8 been extended to systems with aperiodic
tasks and to shared communication channels, and is
now referred to as generalized rate monotonic schedul-
ing [5][8].
In the proposed performance analysis method,
scheduling theory criteria are used to identify the con-
ditions under which a set of tasks [messages] can be
scheduled such that they are guaranteed to meet ex-
ecution [delivery] deadlines. These deadlines are then
used as guaranteed response times. We have devel-
oped a modified form of the generalized rate mono-
tonic scheduling algorithm which applies to the robotic
system model with event-driven tasks and real-time
constraints. _ This modified scheduling criterion gives
the minimum speed S* of a processor [or communica-
tion link] required to successfully schedule the tasks [or
messages] assigned to it:
* - _ /7"S) (C, e, O) max min C, 7"
{ l_<i<N,} {rESP,} n=l
(i)
where C, _, and 0 are vectorsof computation times,
deadlines (guaranteed response times), and periods of
tasks [messages] assigned to processor [link] j, respec-
tively. N, is the number of assigned tasks [messages],
and SPi is the set of critical scheduling points as de-
fined by:
• . r Jt'O --r
SPi = {(k-1)0s+,'j I s=1 ..... , _=1 ..... l_J}
U{k,, It=, ..... .....t ,J}
Note that computation times Ci are normalized for a
"standard" processor defined to have a relative speed
of 1. Processor speed and S* are expressed as relative
speeds by ratioing to the standard processor. Messages
and communication channels are treated in the same
manner.
2Strictly speaking, since the technique uses deadlines
rather than periods it should be referred to as deadline-
monotonic scheduling. However, for clarity the more famil-
iar term will be used•
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Theschedulingconstraintsrequirethat the mini-
mumrelativespeedS ° for a feasible schedule be less
than or equal to the relative speed S of the processor
or communication link:
S_(¢, _, _) _< Sj for every processor and link j (2)
The scheduling criterion defined by equation 1 es-
sentially forms a ratio between demand for execution
capacity (summation term) and available capacity (r).
The ratio is checked at critical scheduling points which
occur at deadlines and periods. Execution capacity de-
mand is calculated for all tasks of priority i and higher
priority tasks which may preempt it. The minimum ra-
tio over all scheduling points reflects the lowest speed
at which these tasks are schedulable for a given pri-
ority. Finally, the ratio is checked for all priorities,
and the worst case defines the relative speed needed to
successfully schedule the assigned tasks or messages.
3.3 System Response Time Constraints
As defined in Section 2.4, system response require-
ments are specified in terms of the external event which
invokes a response, the expected system action, and
response time. An external event detected by the sys-
tem's sensors will trigger a cascade of task executions
and message transmissions. Many tasks may execute
concurrently and multiple messages may contend for
shared communication channels. The precedence of
task executions and message transmissions associated
with a particular event can be derived from the soft-
ware model and is represented as a weighted directed
acyclic graph called an event response graph. Graph
arcs are weighted with task execution times and mes-
sage delivery times, which are dependent on the un-
derlying hardware capabilities. Since the graph is de-
terministic, a critical path through the graph can be
found that defines system response time for the specific
event.
As an example, consider the response of the sys-
tem from Figure 2 to a high-level command input by
an operator. The command is received by the INTER-
FACE MANAGER task which interprets the command
and then transmits a GOAL message to PLAN GENERA-
TION. In subsequent processing steps data is obtained
from the WORLD MODEL, a plan created and sent to
PLAN EXECUTION, and so on until the system response
to the high-level command is produced at the robot.
The complete sequence of task executions and message
transmissions is shown in the event response graph in
INTERFACE PLAN
GOAL GEN. REQ
H_h-Level MANAGER
MODEL
PLAN
PATH EXEC PLAN
--
Torques
Figure 5: An Event Response Graph
Figure 5. This simple example has a linear critical
path; but, in general, the critical path may contain
parallel legs. Control system response time is calcu-
lated by summing guaranteed task execution times of
the seven tasks in the graph including polling delays
at the periodic tasks, plus guaranteed message deliv-
ery times of the six messages including propagation
and switching delays, plus communication time associ-
ated with sensor input or actuator output. Note that
the PLAN GENERATION task appears twice in the ex-
ample event response graph. The first invocation of
PLAN GENERATION is in response to a GOAL message,
and the second in response to a DATA message. Execu-
tion times for PLAN GENERATION are different in each
instance as defined in the module level finite state ma-
chine description of the task (see Section 2.1).
The fact that event response graphs must be deter-
ministic does not prevent us from modeling probabilis-
tic events such as failures. In these cases, an event
response graph would be developed to represent the
processing that occurs for each possible outcome; and,
potentially, each outcome could have a separate hard-
real-time response requirement. If a system is required
to meet a response time specification even in the pres-
ence of failure then only the more restrictive situation
would have to be modeled -- probably the case in-
cluding the additional processing to accommodate fail-
ure. Alternatively, a less demanding response time re-
quirement could be defined for failure processing which
would yield a less costly control system design. This
type of analysis enables us to study tradeoffs between
system reliability and cost.
An event response graph is constructed for each sys-
tem response having a time requirement. Since guar-
anteed task execution times and guaranteed message
delivery times are solution variables of the problem,
system response time can be determined by summing
the variables corresponding to the weights on the event
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responsegraph.The constraint equations are formed
by requiring that system response time must be less
than its requirement for each response:
E ri < Rk for all responses k (3)
t,,rn,ECPk
where ri is the guaranteed response time of task or
message i, CP} is the set of tasks and messages on
the critical path for response k, and Rk is the system
response time requirement.
3.4 Task/Message Response Time Bounds
Response time for an individual task or message is
bounded. Response time can not be less than the time
required to execute the task or transmit the message,
and is not allowed to be greater than its period. This
upper bound results from a restriction that at most
one invocation of a task is allowed to execute at a time.
For aperiodic tasks, a parameter analogous to period
is specified to be the minimum interval between exe-
cutions. These bounds place the following constraints
on guaranteed response times:
Q
< ri < 0i for all tasks and messages (4)
So(0 -
where So(i) is the relative speed of the processor to
which ti or m/ is assigned (recall that (_ is the assign-
ment function), t9k is the period or minimum interar-
rival time of the task or message, and the other terms
retain their earlier definitions.
Task/message response time bounds can be repre-
sented as simple variable bounds for constraint satis-
faction problems with constant processor and commu-
nication channel speeds since all of the terms in the
calculation of the lower and upper bounds would be
known and constant. However, if hardware speeds are
solution variables, then tile lower bounds must be in-
corporated as nonlinear constraint equations.
3.5 Solving Constraint Equations
In summary, to analyze the performance of a dis-
tributed robotic system we first define the system by
the model outlined in Section 2; then form the sys-
tem of constraints from equations 2, 3, and 4. The
constraint satisfaction problem is solved to minimize
the cost function, i.e. to minimize weighted system
response time, or to minimize hardware cost. The so-
lution provides times for all system responses, guaran-
teed response times for task executions and message
deliveries, and processor and communication channel
speeds.
A nonlinear programming method is needed to solve
the constraint equations. Unfortunately, although
equation 1 is continuous it is not smooth. Therefore,
nonlinear methods such as sequential quadratic pro-
gramming and others that require smooth derivative
information can not be used. The system of constraints
has been successfully solved with a successive linear
programming approach. We believe that this approach
works because the partial derivatives of equation 1 are
piecewise-linear.
4 Example Use of Analysis Method
This section presents an example use of the new
performance analysis method for design of the con-
trol computer system of a teleoperated robot. The
minimum-cost hardware formulation will be used to se-
lect capacities of processors and communication links
for various design conditions of communication delay
and task assignment.
Control software is organized in a "NASREM-Iike"
architecture as seen earlier in Figure 2. The stan-
dard components of sensory processing, world model-
ing, task decomposition, and operator interface are all
included; however, only the task decomposition func-
tions are modeled in sufficient detail to show a hier-
archical organization. The eight tasks comprising the
system are listed in Table 1 with their relative compu-
tation times and execution periods. Note that the task
decomposition functions of PLAN GENERATION, PLAN
EXECUTION, TRAJECTORY GENERATION, and BASIC
CONTROL form a hierarchy with execution period dif-
fering by an order of magnitude between levels. Param-
eters for the messages transmitted among the tasks are
listed in Table 2.
Task Comp Time, ms Period, ms
Basic Control
Traj. Generation
Plan Execution
Plan Generation
World Model
Vision Processing
Video Relay
Interface Manager
4
30
50
2000
50
170
0.I
I0
10
100
1000
lOO
I00
I0
Table 1: Task Parameters for Example
Figure 6 shows the control system hardware for
the teleoperation example. It includes a local proces-
sor at ground station, a remote processor at an or-
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Message Length, kbits Period, ms
GOAL
PLAN
PATH
HCINP
SETPT
POS
OBJPOS
UPDATE
STATUS
ERROR
REQ
DATA
VIDEOI
VIDEO2
7.8
7.8
3.7
0.4
1.1
0.4
7.3
7.8
7.8
0.1
0.8
7.8
25
25
10oo
1o
10o
1o
10o
100
10o0
100
100
Table 2: Message Parameters for Example
bital facility, and control and vidpp processors on the
robot to support dedicated control and video prepro-
cessing functions. Three communication cbannels con-
nect these processors: unidirectional uplink and dnlink
channels between ground and orbit, and a radio net-
work, designated rnet, for communications between
robot processors and the orbital facility. The nomi-
nal assignment of tasks to processors locates VISION
PROCESSING oil vidpp, BASIC CONTROL on control, IN-
TERFACE MANAGER on local, and all remaining tasks
on the remote processor.
Hand
Cof_tr_lor
Figure 6: Ilardware for Teleoperation Example
Five time-critical responses are specified, and serve
as the hard-real-time system response time require-
ments. They are listed oll Table 3. The control system
must display information about tile work site in three
forms: live video at. 10 frames/second, a reconstruc-
tion of tile world model updated by object recognition,
and a model showing robot, position. The system must
guarantee that data from each of the three sources is
delivered to the INTERFACE MANAGER in 2.4 seconds
(2400 ms) so that it can be filsed into a consistent, dis-
play. An operator controls the robot either indirectly
through high-level commands, or directly via a hand
controller. The system is expected to respond to high-
level commands in 9600 ms, and hand controller input
in 1200 ms. As covered in section 3.3, an event, re-
sponse graph is constructed for each system response
requirement to identify the tasks and messages invoked
to process each response.
Description Mnemonic Requirement
Display Live Video LIVE_DSP 2400 ms
Display World Model WM_DSP 2400 ms
Display Robot Position ROB_DSP 2400 ms
Respond to HL Command CMD_RSP 9600 ms
Respond to Hand Controller HC_RSP 1200 ms
Table 3: System Response Requirements for Example
Relative costs for processors and communication
channels were modeled with a power function: cost =
multiplier x speed *_'p°''_"t. Ground facilities were as-
signed a 1.0 multiplier, orbital facilities were assumed
to have an order of magnitude higher multiplier, and
processors on the robot have an additional factor of
two premium. Exponent.s of 2.0 for ground and 1.5
for orbital facilities were used. The cost model should
have an additional additive factor; but the SLP solu-
tion method being used cannot support it.
4.1 Effect of Communication Delays
In the first design study, the effect of communica-
tion delay on processor and communication channel
capacity is examined. The new performance analysis
method is used to find the minimum hardware needed
to guarantee that system response time requirements
are achieved. Communication delays of 100, 500, and
1000 ms are studied. These values represent propa-
gation and switching delays only; and so, may appear
low compared to customarily quoted values which in-
clude scheduling delays due to traffic contention. The
performance analysis method computes the scheduling
delays.
Table 4 summarizes key results. As required, all
system responses meet. requirements. At 100 and 500
ms delays the high-level command response is limiting;
whereas, tim world model display response limits at
1000 ms delay.
Most non-limiting responses differ between cases by
an anlount equal to the difference in communication
delay. This is a consequence of the solution method
which focuses on the requirements that constrain hard-
ware speed while essentially ignoring responses not at
a limit. Requirements for non-limiting responses could
be lowered to the reported values without affecting
hardware speeds.
Faster processors and comnmnication channels are
needed as commtmication delay increases. At delays of
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500msandlower,themoreexpensivecontroland vidpp
processors are at minimum capacity needed to meet
execution periods of their assigned tasks. A modest
increase in remote processor speed is sufficient to ac-
commodate a communication delay of 500 vs. 100 ms.
However, for the 1000 ms delay, all processor speeds
must be higher in order to meet system response re-
quirements.
Total relative hardware cost differs little between
100 and 500 ins cases. However, the cost of the video
preprocessor dominates total cost, thereby masking the
10% difference in cost of all other components between
the cases. The design for 1000 ms delay is significantly
more costly: 246% total and 137% system excluding
vidpp costs relative to the 500 ms design.
The point of this analysis is not to draw conclu-
sions regarding an admittedly over-simplified teleop-
crated robot application, but rather to demonstrate a
possible use for the new performance analysis method.
It is feasible to guide key design decisions, in this case
by examining tradeoffs between control system costs
and communication switching infrastructure, through
use of real-time system analysis.
Comm Delays, ms 100 500 1000
System Responses, ms
- LIVE_DSP 360 760 1210
- WM_DSP 1760 2060 2400
- ROB_DSP 1580 1880 2270
- CMD_RSP 9600 9600 9380
- HC_RSP 280 670 1160
Processor Capacity
- control 0.40 0.40 0.65
- vidpp 1.70 1.70 3.55
- remote 1.22 1.36 1.52
- local 1.00 1.00 1.12
Comm Link Capacity
- uplink 0.99 0.98 1.03
- dnlink 0.99 0.98 0.99
- rnet 0.10 0.11 0.11
Relative Coat
- system ex vidpp 0.90 1.00 1.37
- vidpp 1.00 1.00 3.02
- total system 0.97 1.00 2.46
Table 4: Effect of Communication Delays
4.2 Effect of Task Assignment
Another use of the new performance analysis
method is illustrated in this section as a design study
evaluating the effect of task assignment on hardware
cost. Communication delays are fixed at 500 ms for
all cases. In the base case, PLAN GENERATION, PLAN
EXECUTION_ and TRAJECTORY GENERATION tasks exe-
cute on the remote processor, and the BASIC CONTROL
task on the control processor.
The effect of moving first PLAN GENERATION and
then PLAN EXECUTION to the localprocessor was mod-
eled with the results shown in Table 5. Cost savings
can be obtained by shifting computing load from ex-
pensive orbital processors to lower cost ground com-
puters while still meeting response time requirements.
For this simplified example, the analysis suggests that
the savings may be substantial, and may motivate
further study to assess the impact on other mission-
critical factors such as the reliability and safety impli-
cations of remote computing.
Migrating dedicated processing at the robot to the
somewhat less expensive computing available at Space
Station may also be cost effective. Table 6 summa-
rizes modeling results for moving the CONTROL task
to the remote processor. This reassignment eliminates
the controlprocessor which is replaced by simpler hard-
ware to receive control signals from met; and remote
processor capacity is correspondingly increased. Com-
munication latency of the control signals are on the
order of 0.3-0.4 ms which should be acceptable. The
full benefit of relocating control functions may not be
achievable since some at-robot processing capability is
required for safety functions which have not been mod-
eled.
5 Future Work
Currently we are working to improving the efficiency
of the performance analysis method; in particular, to
increase robustness of the successive LP solution ap-
proach and to decrease computation time. The prin-
cipal motivation for improving solution efficiency is so
that the performance analysis method may be embed-
ded in a genetic algorithm with the objective of find-
ing near-optimal task assignments. If successful, this
would provide a powerful tool for designing distributed
real-time systems in which software module allocations
and hardware are optimized concurrently.
Other activities are aimed at demonstrating the ca-
pabilities of the performance analysis method on a va-
riety of robotic systems, and directly comparing re-
sults to those obtained from simulation and stochastic
models. Theoretical and experimental verification of
performance analysis tools will provide an important
contribution to the field of robotics, and will form the
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Case #
Comm Delays, ms
Task Assignments
- Plan Gen.
- Plan Exec.
- Traj. Gen
- Control
21 'l 5500 500 500
remote local local
remote remote local
remote remote remote
control control control
System Responses, ms
- LIVE_DSP 760 820 900
- WM_DSP 2060 2400 1970
- ROB_DSP 1880 2220 1790
- CMD_RSP 9600 9600 9600
- HC_RSP 670 670 680
Processor Capacity
- control 0.40 0.40 0.40
- vidpp 1.70 1.70 1.70
- remote 1.36 0.92 0.81
- local 1.00 1.32 1.35
Comm Link Capacity
- uplink 0.98 0.92 0.63
- dnlink 0.98 0.90 0.21
- met 0.11 0.11 0.08
Relative Cost
-systemex vidpp I 1.00 [ 0.72 I 0.62
Table 5: Effect of Shifting Tasks to Local Proc
Case# I 41Comm Delays, ms 500
Task Assignments
- Plan Gen. local
- Plan Exec. remote
- Traj. Gen remote
- Control control
System Responses, ms
- LIVE_DSP
- WM_DSP
- ROB_DSP
- CMD_RSP
- HC_RSP
820
2400
2220
9600
670
°l 51 7500 500 500
local local local
remote local local
remote remote remote
remote control remote
800 900
2360 1970
2170 1790
9600 9600
680 680
Processor Capacity
- control 0.40 0 0.40
- vidpp 1.70 1.70 1.70
- remote 0.92 1.14 0.81
- local 1.32 1.32 1.35
Comm Link Capacity
- uplink 0.92 0.92 0.63
- dnlink 0.90 0.93 0.20
- met 0.11 0.06 0.08
Relative Cost
-system ex vidpp I 0.72] 0.66 I 0.62 I
Table 6: Effect of Shifting Control Task
820
2O60
1870
9600
69O
0
1.70
0.96
1.36
0.84
0.60
0.03
0.51
basis for more efficient development of new robotics
applications in the future.
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Abstract
In all embedded computing systems, some delay
exists between sensing and acting. By choosing an
action based on sensed data, a system is essentially
predicting that there will be no significant changes
in the world during this delay. However, the dynamic
and uncertain nature of the real world can make these
predictions incorrect, and thus a system may execute
inappropriate actions. Making systems more reac-
tive by decreasing the gap between sensing and action
leaves less time for predictions to err, but still provides
no principled assurance that they will be correct.
Using the concept of predictive sufficiency de-
scribed in this paper, a system can prove that its
predictions are valid, and that it will never execute
inappropriate actions. In the context of our CIRCA
system, we also show how predictive sufficiency al-
lows a system to guarantee worst-case response times
to changes in its environment. Using predictive suf-
ficiency, CIRCA is able to build real-time reactive
control plans which provide a sound basis for per-
formance guarantees that are unavailable with other
reactive systems.
Introduction
Traditional AI planning systems 3'1°'15 have been
criticized because they may spend large amounts of
time building a plan that is out-of-date before it can
be used, and thus the actions that the plan chooses
may be inappropriate. For example, consider an in-
telligent autonomous vehicle that is waiting at a red
The work reported in this paper was supported in part
by the National Science Foundation under Grants IRI-
9209031 and IRI-9158473, and by a NSF Graduate Fel-
lowship. The opinions, findings, and recommendations
expressed in this publication are those of the authors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.
Copyright @ ]993 by David J. Musliner. Published by
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Inc. with permission.
light. When the light changes to green, the vehicle's
sensors detect the change and, after some further pro-
cessing, the system decides to move through the inter-
section and on to its destination. But, if the system
spent too much time planning its entire route, the
light may have changed back to red, and the plan's
first action would be "inappropriate."
In response to this critique, researchers have de-
veloped reactive systems 1'2'4'6'13 that perform little
or no lookahead planning, instead choosing actions
based on current sensor inputs. One goal of this be-
havior is to keep the selected actions appropriate to
the current situation: because no planning is done,
an action can be chosen quickly once sensor readings
determine the current situation.
However, because computations can only occur at
some finite speed, there will always be some delay
between sensing and action. During this "sense/act
gap," sensed information is stored in the system, ei-
ther explicitly in memory modules or implicitly in the
communication and processing mechanisms of the sys-
tem. By choosing an action based on that stored in-
formation, the system makes an implicit prediction
that the stored information will continue to provide a
sufficiently accurate representation of the world. 5
Because real-world systems are dynamic and some-
what uncertain, such predictions are inherently risky.
Gat 5 suggested that these predictions and the asso-
ciated stored internal state are useful only at higher
levels of abstraction. We argue that, because the gap
between sensing and action is inevitable, it is not the
abstraction level but the magnitude of this delay (and
the requisite prediction) that is critical. Systems in
dynamic worlds must be "real-time," in the sense that
the utility of the system's computations depends not
only on their result, but on when that result is pro-
ducedJ 4 To guarantee correct performance, an intel-
ligent real-time system must ensure that the actions
it chooses are appropriate for the actual current state
of the world, not just the state of the world that was
last sensed.
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Ratherthansolvingthereal-timeproblem,reac-
tivesystemsimplyoperatein a "coincidentlyreal-
time"manner7- theyfunctionasquicklyaspossi-
ble,in thehopesthat thesense/actgapwill bere-
ducedsomuchthatsignificantworldchangescannot
occurduringthegap. In this paper,wepresenta
morerigorousapproachto dealingwiththesense/act
gap. Ourapproachconsistsof proving that signifi-
cant world changes cannot cause a particular selected
action to be inappropriate, by verifying that the pre-
dictions spanning the sense/act gap are valid.
In the next section, we lay the foundations for
this proof by defining the "interval of predictive suf-
ficiency," or the time during which an observation
provides sufficient evidence to accurately predict the
value of some proposition. In the following section,
we illustrate how explicit reasoning about predictive
sufficiency can be implemented, with examples from
CIRCA, the Cooperative Intelligent Real-time Con-
trol Architecture. 8,9 We describe how CIRCA uses
predictive sufficiency while building real-time reactive
control plans, to guarantee that the system will never
choose inappropriate actions or miss real-time reac-
tion deadlines. This paper concludes with sections
discussing the type of knowledge that is required for
reasoning about predictive sufficiency, and pointing
out future directions for this research.
Defining Predictive Sufficiency
To accurately describe the concept of predictive suf-
ficiency, we nmst begin with some notation. We will
use a simple temporally-qualified modal logic to de-
scribe the state of a control system's knowledge. The
logical statement K(p[ti], tj) indicates that the sys-
tem knows, at time t j, that the proposition p holds
at time ti. For convenience, we will also use state-
ments of the form K(p[t_, t_], tj), indicating that the
system knows, at time tj, that p holds continuously
over the time interval from t_ to t/3.
A control system's operations can be generally ex-
pressed as the acquisition of a sensory observation,
the logical deduction of what that observation means
about the state of the world at the time the observa-
tion was made, the deduction of the predictions that
the observation allows the system to make about the
world following the observation, and the selection of
an action based on that knowledge. In our notation,
we have_
o[td
l interpret
Vpe P: K(p[td,
[ predict
Vq Q:
select
a[to , to ]
where O[ti] is a sensory observation made at time
ti, P is the set of propositions which can be inferred
about the world at time ti from the observation, and
Q is the set of propositions that can be predicted over
the respective intervals [tq,_, tq_]. These intervals are
the "intervals of predictive sufficiency," during which
the observation O is sufficient to predict the value of
the propositions Q. The time tj is the time by which
the system has derived its knowledge of P, and tk is
the time by which the system knows Q. Following
those deductions, the action a is chosen and executed
during the time interval [t_, t_o].
We first use the concept of predictive sufficiency
to show how an action can be guaranteed to be ap-
propriate when it is executed. The key to avoiding
an inappropriate action is to ensure that the value of
the propositions used to choose an action will remain
unchanged long enough to keep the action appropri-
ate. This can be achieved by making action choices
based on propositions whose intervals of predictive
sufficiency cover the time during which the action's
preconditions are necessary. More formally, suppose
the action a requires a set of propositions R to hold
during the respective intervals [t_, Gb]. If R C Q and
gr E R : (t_(, _< t_) A (t_a > t_b), then the intervals
of predictive sufficiency that are supported by the ob-
servation O ensure that the required propositions will
hold as necessary.
For example, in the stoplight scenario described
earlier, the vehicle agent will at some point make an
observation confirming the proposition "the light is
green" (P). This proposition alone is not sufficient
to justify crossing the intersection, because there is
no guarantee that, at the time tj when P is known,
the light is still green. The knowledge resulting di-
rectly from interpreting sensor readings can only de-
scribe past states of the world. However, if the system
knows some information about the domain's dynamic
behavior, it can derive additional propositions that
describe the current and future worlds. In this ex-
ample, the system might know that the traffic signal
will switch to yellow for at least five seconds before
it turns red. So, although the system does not know
if the light is still green, it can conclude that, for at
least five seconds after the light was seen to be green,
the light must be either green or yellow, and the in-
tersection will be "safe" to cross (Q). If the agent is
sure that the time it takes to infer these propositions
from its observations and cross the intersection is less
than five seconds, it can guarantee that it will never
be in the intersection during a red light.
Thus the addition of domain modeling informa-
tion has allowed the system to make explicit pre-
dictions about the future state of the world, based
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on stored sensor readings. Given further information
about the agent's own performance, these predictions
are then shown to be sufficient to justify certain ac-
tions. This example illustrates how predictive suffi-
ciency can cover the sense/act gap, avoiding inappro-
priate actions.
Implementing Predictive Sufficiency
In this section, we provide a high-level description
of CIRCA and show how the prototype implementa-
tion of the architecture explicitly reasons about pre-
dictive sufficiency and makes guarantees about its
behavior. Note that we do not claim this imple-
mentation is ideal; it serves only as a useful testbed
to demonstrate the concepts of predictive sufficiency.
More details on CIRCA are available in related pub-
lications, s,9
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture, in which an AI
subsystem (AIS) and Scheduler cooperate to strategi-
cally plan and schedule a set of reactive behaviors that
will cope with a particular expected domain situation.
The parallel real-time subsystem (RTS) is guaranteed
to accurately execute the behavior schedules, com-
prised of simple situation-response rules. In this pa-
per, we are focusing on how the prototype AIS explic-
itly reasons about the sense/act gap and predictive
sufficiency while planning reactions. Note that this
lookahead planning is performed while previously-
planned reactions are already executing on the RTS,
so the planning process can be viewed as "off-line."
To show how CIRCA uses predictive sufficiency, we
must first briefly describe the system's world model-
ing techniques, which it uses to reason about the be-
havior of the world and the actions that the system
should take to achieve its goals.
In the prototype implementation, the world model
takes the form of a directed graph in which nodes
represent possible states of the world and arcs rep-
resent instantaneous transitions between states. The
status of ongoing processes in the world is explicitly
encoded into the representation of a state. Important
changes in process status thus correspond to transi-
tions between states. The model distinguishes three
types of state changes: action transitions, performed
deliberately by the system's reactions; event transi-
tions, due to external world occurrences; and tempo-
ral transitions, due to the passage of time and ongoing
processes. Timing information is associated with each
transition, representing constraints on how long the
world must remain in a state until the transition may
occur. We now illustrate how this model is used by
the AIS to explicitly reason about the sense/act gaps
that will occur when planned behaviors are execut-
ing on the RTS, and how the system guarantees that
those gaps will not lead to inappropriate actions.
Avoiding Inappropriate Actions
Figure 2 shows an example portion of the graph-
based world model for the stoplight scenario described
above. Within the state descriptions, the model
shows that the stoplight can take on its three sig-
nal colors, Red, Yellow, and Green. In the Yellow
and Green states, it is safe for the agent to cross
("Safe2X"), but not in the Red state. In this sim-
ple example, we have abstracted out all of the agent's
own state except for the indication of whether it has
crossed the intersection or not. The different states
of the traffic signal are connected by temporal transi-
tions (double arrows) indicating that, as time passes,
the signal will transition to subsequent states. Each
temporal transition is labeled with the minimum pos-
sible delay before the transition occurs, perhaps de-
rived from the agent's previous experience with this
traffic signal. For example, the transition between
the Red and Green states indicates that the signal
will stay red for at least 60 seconds before turning
green.
When planning reactions to operate in this domain,
CIRCA does not build an enumeration of possible
world states and then plan actions; instead, it dy-
namically constructs the graph model and the plan
of actions together in a single depth-first search pro-
cess, essentially similar to a forward-chaining STRIPS
planner, i° This process operates on a stack of world
model states, examining each state in turn and plan-
ning actions that achieve goals and preempt temporal
transitions that lead to failure.
To begin the planning process, the initial states are
pushed onto the state stack. Then, as long as the
stack is not empty, the system pops a state off the
stack and considers it the current state. The system
simulates all of the event transitions and temporal
transitions that apply to the current state, yielding
either new states that have not been examined yet or
states that have already been processed (i.e., states
for which actions have already been planned). New
states are pushed onto the state stack, while old states
are simply updated with the information that they
have a new source state. The system then chooses an
action to take in the current state, as determined by
a heuristic scoring function.
For example, if the system is told that the "red"
state .4 is its initial condition, it will first consider
the applicable event and temporal transitions, push-
ing the new "green" state B onto the stack. The
system will then try to plan an action for state .A,;
since the state is not safe for crossing, the only ap-
plicable action is no-op (shown as a dashed line in
3OO
Real-Time Subsystem j- reaction schedulesfeedback data
Scheduler
reactions
AI Subsystem 1C World Model )
Figure 1: Overview of CIRCA.
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Figure 2: An abstracted portion of the world model for the stoplight scenario.
Figure 2). The system will then mark state .A as pro-
cessed, pop state B off the stack, and derive the new
successor state C via the temporal transition indicat-
ing that the light will change to yellow. Again an
action is chosen for the current state, but this time
the cross-intersection action is chosen because it
is applicable (Green is safe to cross) and because it
leads to the desired result. So at this point CIRCA
has planned a simple reaction indicating that, when
the light is green, the agent should cross. But the
system has not yet shown why this action is guaran-
teed to be appropriate when executed; it has not yet
addressed the sense/act gap, and the possibilitythat
the light willchange before the cross-intersection
action is completed.
CIRCA addresses these issues by ensuring that the
propositions used to satisfy the action's preconditions
are covered by intervals of predictive sufficiency. The
system knows the worst-case execution time of all of
its sensing and action primitives, as well as their com-
binations. Thus the system knows exactly how long
it will take, in the worst case, to detect the green
light and cross the intersection (here, three seconds).
To check for predictive sufficiency, the system must
look for other domain processes that may be occurring
during the action (i.e., transitions to other states). In
this case, the system has recognized, based on domain
knowledge, that there can be a temporal transition
leading from the green state B to the yellow state C
after a minimum of 25 seconds.
As noted above, CIRCA does not know how long
the light has been green when it is observed; therefore,
in the worst case, it is assumed that the temporal
transition to the yellow state C occurs at the same
time the system initiates the transition to cross the
intersection. This corresponds to the "ghost" action
transition in the figure (the dotted line), showing that
the action planned for state 13 may actually be applied
to state C, leading to a new state o¢ where the signal
is yellow, but there is now a minimum of only two
seconds before a temporal transition leads to a red
light state.
In this process of looking at transitions out of the
state for which the action is planned, CIRCA has
shown that, although alternate results are possible,
the precondition of the action ("safe2X") is known to
hold for five seconds. This is the interval of predictive
sufficiency: seeing a green light allows the system to
guarantee at least five more seconds of safe crossing
time. Because the process of sensing the green light
and then crossing the street takes no more than three
seconds, the interval of predictive sufficiency is long
enough to cover the sense/act gap. Therefore, CIRCA
can plan this action and guarantee that it will only
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be executed in appropriate situations*.
When CIRCA continues the planning process and
tries to choose an action for the yellow state g, it
finds that the cross-intersection action is appli-
cable and leads to the desired state. However, when
the system tries to ensure that the "safe2X" precon-
dition can be predicted to hold while the action is
executed, it finds that a temporal transition leaving
state C leads to the red state .4, which is "unsafe2X."
Therefore, since the system does not know how much
time may have passed in the yellow state g before
the state was detected, and the subsequent state does
not satisfy the action's preconditions, the action is re-
jected. In summary, CIRCA has used its explicit un-
derstanding of predictive sufficiency to derive a com-
mon rule of thumb used by drivers who glance at a
traffic signal: if the light is green, go ahead and cross;
if the light is yellow, do not start crossing, because
the light may turn red too soon.
An interesting feature of this approach to avoiding
inappropriate actions is that it requires no informa-
tion about how frequently a particular sensory ob-
servation is being acquired-- the example said noth-
ing about how often the system checks to see if the
light is green. If the system never even checks to
see if the light is green, and thus never takes the
cross-intersection action, it will never perform
an inappropriate action. Clearly, this type of proof
is only useful for goals that have no deadline. For
real-time goals, that require response-time guaran-
tees, this method is not sufficient.
To describe CIRCA's approach to meeting such
real-time deadlines, we first introduce a more com-
plex application domain.
The Puma Domain
The stoplight domain was used above for its intu-
itive simplicity; CIRCA has also been applied to a
much larger robot control problem, illustrated by the
sinmlation image in Figure 3. The Puma is assigned
the task of packing parts arriving on the conveyor
belt into the nearby box. Once at the end of the belt,
each part remains motionless until the next part ar-
rives, at which time it will be pushed off the end of
the belt (unless the robot picks it up first). If a part
falls off the belt because the robot does not pick it
up in time, the system is considered to have failed.
Thus, the arriving parts impose hard deadlines on
the robot's responses; it must always pick up arriving
parts before they fall off the conveyor.
The Puma is also responsible for reacting to an
*CIRCA currently only supports this test for precon-
ditions that are required over the entire duration of an
action.
Figure 3: The Puma domain, with two hard real-
time deadline constraints.
emergency alert light. If the light goes on, the system
has only a limited time to push the button next to the
light, or the system fails. This portion of the domain
represents a completely asynchronous interrupt with
a hard deadline on its service time.
Real-Time Response Guarantees
To deal with the hard deadlines in the Puma do-
main, the planning methods described above are not
sufficient-- they do not ensure that reactions will be
timely, but rather that they will never be inappropri-
ate. As we shall see, CIRCA must merge even more
knowledge with its sensing information to guarantee
timely responses that meet hard deadlines.
Figure 4 illustrates a small portion of the world
model for the Puma domain t, showing the represen-
tation of the hard deadline on picking up arriving
parts. Parts are known to be spaced apart on the
conveyor by at least some minimum distance. After
a part arrives, the conveyor belt is considered to be
"busy" for some amount of time (corresponding to
the minimum part spacing) before the next part may
arrive. Thus, from state .4 (where CONVEYOR-
STATUS is BUSY) there is a temporal transition
to state B (where CONVEYOR-STATUS is FREE),
tagged with the value minA = 10 (seconds) to indi-
cate that state .4 must persist at least that long be-
fore the transition to state B. From state B, an event
transition represents the fact that a part may arrive
tThe full domain model includes more state features
and hundreds of states and transitions.
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at anytime,leadingto stateC. Thepotentialfail-
ureresultingfromthepart fallingofftheconveyoris
representedbythetemporaltransitionoutofstateC,
also tagged with minA = 10: if the next part arrives
while this part is still on the conveyor, failure will
OCCUr.
To understand CIRCA's approach to making
response-time guarantees, let us examine the plan-
ner's operation when it is considering state C. The
first phase of the planning process finds applica-
ble event and temporal transitions, and recognizes
that there is a potential temporM transition to fail-
ure. Since the failure is defined to be catastrophic,
CIRCA realizes that it must preempt the tempo-
ral transition. That is, CIRCA decides it must ex-
ecute some action that will definitely occur before
the earliest time the temporal transition to failure
can occur. A simple lookahead shows that the action
pickup-part-from-conveyor will successfully avoid
the failure. Now the only challenge is to ensure that
the action will happen quickly enough. To ensure that
the transition to failure is preempted, CIRCA com-
mits to repeatedly executing a reaction that checks
for the conditions of state C and implements the cho-
sen action, at least frequently enough to ensure that
the action will be completed before failure can occur.
That is, CIRCA decides how quickly it must poll the
sensors to detect the imminent failure and prevent it.
It is fairly obvious that, to guarantee that the sys-
tem will simply detect the potential failure repre-
sented by state C, which has a minimum possible du-
ration (mindur(P)) of 10 seconds, CIRCA must test
for the state at least once every 10 seconds. How-
ever, detecting the state C is not sufficient: the system
must be able to finish the action of picking up tile part
before it can fall off the conveyor. In the terms intro-
duced previously, the interval of predictive sufficiency
during which the part is known to remain on the con-
veyor nmst cover the chosen action, in addition to its
preconditions. To provide this predictive sufficiency,
CIRCA relies on its additional knowledge about the
frequency with which CIRCA itself will be obtaining
sensory information. For example, if the period of the
repeated observations is p(O) seconds, then an obser-
vation in which the condition does bold, following an
observation in which the condition does not hold, in-
dicates that the change of state must have occurred
in the last p(O) seconds. Therefore, the condition
must continue to hold for at least mindur(P) -p(O)
seconds.
Thus we have a modified interval of predictive suf-
ficiency, based on both knowledge of the domain and
knowledge about the ongoing performance of the re-
active system itself. The AIS actually reasons about
the performance of the reactive system it is design-
ing to derive the predictive sufficiency of the observa-
tions it plans to make. To guarantee that every real-
time reaction will be checked and executed before its
corresponding deadline, CIRCA must show that the
predictive sufficiency of the observations covers the
sense/act gap and the duration of the chosen action.
That is, mindur(P) - p(O) > ta_ - tl. In our Puma
domain example, if the pickup-part-from-conveyor
action takes 3 seconds, we have 10-p(O) > 3, so that
p(O) < 7. If CIRCA can guarantee to execute the re-
action that tests for state C and picks up the part at
least once every 7 seconds, it can guarantee that it
will not drop any parts off the conveyor*.
Making this reaction frequency guarantee is the
job of CIRCA's Scheduler module (see Figure 1).
The AIS uses the methods described above to de-
rive frequency requirements for mission-critical reac-
tions, and sends those reactions to the Scheduler. The
Scheduler examines the capacity of the RTS to see if
the available resources are sufficient to meet those re-
quirements: if so, a schedule of reaction executions
is returned to the AIS. If the RTS resources are not
sufficient to guarantee the reaction rates specified by
the AIS, the Scheduler will return an error message
to the AIS, indicating that some performance tradeoff
will be required in this overconstrained domain.
Knowledge Requirements
As we have noted, predictive sufficiency can only
be established by combining immediate sensor infor-
mation with additional knowledge about the domain.
The basic form of the required knowledge is the "min-
inmm duration" of some condition. That is, the sys-
tem must know that some sensed state of the envi-
ronment always persists for some mininmm amount
of time. In the stoplight domain, for example, the
system must know the minimum duration of each sig-
nal color. In general, this type of knowledge might be
acquired in one of two ways.
First, the system might have previous experience
with the domain (or similar domains), and be able to
extrapolate from that experience the requisite min-
imum durations. Experienced drivers know that no
green light, lasts for less than 5 seconds. Learning and
past experience can thus play a key role in reasoning
about predictive sufficiency.
Second, knowledge of minimum durations may also
be derived from simple first principles, given precur-
sor knowledge of the maximum rate of related (under-
lying) processes. For example, in the Puma domain,
the minimum duration of the (CONVEYOR-STATUS
lAt least, not from this particular part of the state
space.
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Figure 4: A small, abstracted portion of the Puma domain model.
BUSY) condition is determined by the maximum part
arrival rate, which in turn is based on the conveyor
belt speed and the spacing between parts. So if the
system knows that parts must be at least ten inches
apart and that the belt is moving at one inch per
second, then the maximum part arrival rate is six
parts per minute, and the minimum duration of the
(CONVEYOR-STATUS BUSY) condition is ten sec-
onds.
Currently, CIRCA makes no effort to learn
minimum-duration knowledge itself, and it has only
rudimentary, domain-specific methods to derive that
knowledge from process rates. Instead, our focus has
been on having CIRCA use that knowledge to reason
about predictive sufficiency, and investigating the ef-
fects of explicitly dealing with the sense/act gap.
Conclusion
We have argued that all computing systems must
make predictions about how the state of the world
will evolve during the delay between sensing and ac-
tion. The intuition behind the trend toward reac-
tive systems has been that reducing this delay sim-
plifies (but does not eliminate) prediction. In this
paper, we have described how this intuition is really
attempting to capture implicitly the concept of pre-
dictive sufficiency. By explicitly representing and rea-
soning about predictive sufficiency, we can determine
exactly how long a gap between sensing and acting is
allowable within a system, given its environment and
its capabilities.
Predictive sufficiency is a critical concept for em-
bedded agents, because it permits a system to make
guarantees about its behaviors. We have shown how
CIRCA implements predictive sufficiency to guaran-
tee that it will not execute inappropriate actions and
that it will react to its environment frequently enough
to meet real-time deadlines.
Explicitly reasoning about predictive sufficiency
also allows us to break away from the mind-set that
decreasing the delay between sensing and acting is al-
ways desirable. Specifically, knowing the predictive
sufficiency of an observation may allow a system to
avoid some sensor polling by caching sensory data. No
sensor readings need to be taken as long as a previous
observation's interval of predictive sufficiency remains
in force. We are investigating ways in which CIRCA
can use its explicit knowledge of predictive sufficiency
to design sensor caching schemes that maximize the
use it gets out of each observation, reducing the fre-
quency of costly observations without compromising
the system's performance guarantees.
Our investigation of predictive sufficiency is a first
step towards a more complete understanding of ex-
actly when stored internal state is useful, and when
it can lead to invalid predictions and failures. We
hope to unify this approach with the epistemic proofs
of Rosenschein and Kaelbling TM to establish a full
theory of the correspondence between a system's in-
ternal state, its predictions, and the world. This the-
ory would allow strong prescriptive statements about
when and how to use stored internal state.
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Abstract
USING GENERIC TOOL KITS TO
BUILD INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS*
David J. Miller
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center at Sandia
National Laboratories is developing technologies for the
automation of processes associated with environmental
remediation and information-driven manufacturing. These
technologies, which focus on automated planning and pro-
gramming and sensor-based and model-based control, are
used to build intelligent systems which are able to generate
plans of action, program the necessary devices, and use sen-
sors to react to changes in the environment. By automating
tasks through the use of programmable devices tied to com-
puter models which are augmented by sensing, requirements
for faster, safer, and cheaper systems are being satisfied.
However, because of the need for rapid cost-effective proto-
typing and multi-laboratory teaming, it is also necessary to
define a consistent approach to the construction of control-
lers for such systems. As a result, the Generic Intelligent
System Controller (GISC) concept has been developed.l
This concept promotes the philosophy of producing generic
tool kits which can be used and reused to build intelligent
control systems.
Introduction
There have been many aja_roaches taken in developing
LJ.456789101112131415
robotic control systems. ' ............ In exam-
ining these efforts, a common set of requirements can be
derived. This set minimally includes such elements as fast
servo-level response based on sensory inputs, trajectory
planning based on world models of the tasks to be per-
formed, and an extensible computing environment that sup-
ports asynchronous control with multi-tasking and multi-
processing. Therefore, any approach used for designing and
implementing intelligent systems should support these
requirements.
There also continues to be discussions within the user com-
munity about the need for guidelines or standards for robotic
architectures. Because the primary purposes of standards are
to save time and money when developing new systems and
to facilitate integration of multi-supplier components, any
standards adopted should reflect these goals. Also, because
software is becoming the most critical component of com-
*This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
AIAA-94-1214.CP
N94-30565
plex intelligent systems, any potential standards should
address the issues of how to make it easier and more cost-
effective to develop software for new intelligent system
applications.
The primary solution to this problem is software reusability.
Although this may seem too simplistic, and many would
argue that more encompassing standardization should be
pursued, designing software for reuse is technically a very
difficult task. 16Also, because most software is developed
within the context of a specific project, budgets and dead-
lines normally preclude developers from doing anything
beyond the scope of the immediate task at hand. To over-
come this dilemma, long-range thinking and planning need
to be performed in order to encourage a philosophy of pro-
ducing generic tool kits. Such tool kits, although developed
within the context of a specific application, should transcend
the application to provide reusable capabilities which reflect
the common set of requirements for intelligent systems.
Reuse makes subsequent applications easier to develop,
thereby saving time and money. As a result, relatively com-
plex systems with "standard" components can be developed
as cost-effective solutions to difficult problems. Sandia is
pursuing this philosophy in the development of the Generic
Intelligent System Controller.
In this paper, we first describe the GISC approach to devel-
oping control systems. Then we discuss four different
generic tool kits which have been developed in support of
this approach. Next we illustrate how these tool kits can be
integrated to build an intelligent robotic system, with partic-
ular emphasis on the development of a reusable generic sub-
system to control any transport device such as a manipulator
or CNC machine. Finally, we show how this system is uti-
lized in two prototype applications.
All Aporoach to Building Intellieent Systems
The GISC concept was originally developed as part of the
U.S. Department of Energy's Robotic Technology Develop-
ment Program to design and implement prototype intelligent
systems for performing hazardous operations. It is now
being used for a variety of applications, including laboratory
automation, painting of large structures, and agile machin-
ing.
GISC is communication oriented and is based on the premise
that sophisticated intelligent system performance is achieved
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bycoordinatingacollectionofsemi-autonomoussub-
systems,eachwithcomplementarycapabilities.Eachsub-
systemhasawell-definedcommand-and-controli erface,
andasupervisorycontrolprogramcoordinatestheoverall
activitiesofthesystemthroughthesesubsysteminterfaces.
Individualsubsystemsayalsopossessreal-timelow-level
controlfunctionswhichcanbeperformedautonomouslyand
asynchronously.Withtherightcombinationfsupervisor
andsubsystemcapabilities,suchanapproachsupportshe
implementationofmodel-basedcontrolandsensorintegra-
tionwithinreusablesoftwarestructures.Thisapproachalso
promotestheuseofmodularity,distributedmulti-processing
environments,andstandardcommercialnterfaces.
Generic Tool Kits
In order to build a GISC-based system, tools are needed for
developing and integrating the supervisor and subsystems
into a complete operational control system. Four such tool
kits have been developed to provide a range of capabilities
required at all levels of an intelligent system. These include:
1) the GENISAS tool kit which provides the communi-
cation facilities needed for the distributed supervisor/sub-
system paradigm; 17
2) the RIPE/RIPL tool kit which enables development
of generic subsystems by providing object-oriented inter-
faces to intelligent system devices; 18
3) the SMART tool kit which enables development of
underlying control systems that provide the performance and
flexibility for sensor-based control and teleoperation; 19
4) the Sancho tool kit which provides for easily recon-
figurable menu-based operator interfaces and a dynamic sim-
ulation environment. 2°
Figure I. conceptually illustrates how a GISC-based system
is organized with respect to these tool kits.
GISC-based System ,, .... Supervisory Control
_; Sancho
J: ..... , ,, kSubsystem ontrol
.
Figure 1. Reusable Tool Kits for Building GISC Systems
GENISAS - One of the key elements of any distributed
intelligent system architecture is a powerful communication
mechanism. The General Interface for Supervisor and Sub-
systems (GENISAS) is a client/server-based tool kit which
provides general communication software interfaces
between a supervisory control program and semi-autono-
mous subsystems, such as those which would be defined in a
GISC-based system. There are four main components com-
prising the tool kit. The first component consists of low-level
communication and utilities libraries which are provided to
support reliable transmission of atomic messages and virtual
multi-channels for commands, data, status, and exceptions.
The next two components include supervisor (client-based)
and subsystem (server-based) command and event process-
ing libraries. Finally, there are facilities for message con-
struction, parsing, and conversion. All of these libraries
provide capabilities which allow the user to define command
sets for table-driven command processing between supervi-
sor and subsystem, data transfer requirements based on sin-
gle point of control, events for asynchronous processing, and
symbol manipulation.
The tool kit uses an object-oriented approach to define stan-
dard client and server base classes implemented in the C++
programming language. Through inheritance, application-
specific subclasses can be derived. The base classes supply
all of the supervisor-to-subsystem communication facilities.
The subclasses, which are normally defined by the user, pro-
vide the specific command sets and command implementa-
tions for control of a particular subsystem, such as for a
manipulator or sensor subsystem.
- Another tool kit, the Robot Independent
Programming Environment and Robot Independent Pro-
gramming Language (RIPE/RIPL), is the culmination of
one of the earliest efforts to apply object-oriented technolo-
gies to building robotic software architectures. RIPE models
the major components of a system as a set of C++ software
classes. It consists of two main class inheritance hierarchies,
Device and CommunicationHandler. The Device hierarchy
contains subclasses for different kinds of devices normally
found in an intelligent system. Active devices which have
the property of being able to move or transport a tool or
work piece are derived from the Transport subclass. Trans-
port devices include robots, CNC machines, conveyors,
translation tables, or autonomous vehicles. Passive devices,
which are manipulated by the active devices, are derived
from the Tool subclass, and Tool is further partitioned into
particular types of tools such as Sensor or Grabber. The
CommunicationHandler class hierarchy defines different
ways of communicating with these devices, including serial,
parallel, or network-based message passing. A clear separa-
tion is maintained between device class implementations and
communication interfaces. Figure 2. illustrates the inherit-
ance hierarchy for Device.
A generic set of object messages or "commands" are defined
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foreachoftheabstractbaseclasses,andthesemessagescon-
stituteRIPL.Forexample,agenericsetofRIPLcallsis
definedfortheRobot class, and these commands are used for
all robots. RIPL object messages are implemented as meth-
ods of the robot subclasses defined for each robot type.
These subclass implementations serve as "translators" from
the generic language to the robot-specific control environ-
ment. Implementations are obviously different for different
vendors, but the interface is the same. Inheritance and poly-
morphism are used to associate these generic messages with
each subclass defined for a particular robot type, thereby
providing a mechanism for generically programming any
robot for which a RIPE subclass has been implemented. The
entire RIPE/RIPL tool kit is packaged as a set of class librar-
ies.
resent stiffness, and transformers represent Jacobians. Mod-
ules are connected to create a complete circuit which
represents a control system. Typical modules include trajec-
tory modules, kinematic modules, robot joint modules, sen-
sor modules for force control and compliance, and input
modules for space ball teleoperation or force reflection. Fig-
ure 3. illustrates a simple control system using three SMART
modules. To use the tool kit, an application must define
description files which indicate the number and types of
modules to be used, how they are distributed, how informa-
tion is passed between them, their period of operation, and
appropriate filter constants.
I
Figure 2. RIPE Class Inheritance Hierarchy
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Figure 3. SMART Joint Controller for a PUMA 560
SMART - For low-level control of actuators and sen-
sors, a third tool kit called SMART (Sequential Modular
Architecture for Robotics and Teleoperation) provides the
capabilities required for stable autonomous and teleoperated
closed loop feedback control. This tool kit can be used with
any robot that is capable of accepting external position set
points, and it can be used with any sensor that has a VME-
based interface. The tool kit consists of a collection of C lan-
guage libraries, each of which defines an interface to a dis-
tinct system "module" such as a sensor, actuator, input
device, or kinematic/dynamic element. These "modules" can
be asynchronously distributed across multiple CPUs and can
execute in parallel with individual fixed-rate servo loops
ranging from 100Hz to 1KHz.
SMART is based on 2-port network theory in which each
module has a network equivalent. For example, inductors
represent inertia, resistors represent damping, capacitors rep-
Sancho- Sancho, a workstation-based tool kit, provides
a GISC supervisory control program coupled with interface
libraries which connect this supervisor to a graphical pro-
gramming environment. This environment includes a menu-
ing system based on X-Windows. Through these menus, an
operator can command tasks and control the state of the sys-
tem. Multiple active menu palettes allow for operations to be
initiated in parallel. Communication objects from the GENI-
SAS tool kit are used internally by the supervisory control
program to connect it with an appropriate GISC subsystem
such as a manipulator subsystem. Figure 4. shows an exam-
ple of the graphical user interface for CNC machines as it
appears to the operator on a Silicon Graphics workstation.
The functions performed by the menus are reconfigurable
through ASCII file definitions, thereby allowing the supervi-
sory control program to be reused for controlling different
subsystems. A simulation interface library also provides
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facilitiesfortheoperatortoexecuteacommercialsimulation
packagesuchasDeneb'sIGRIP.Theoperatorcantheninter-
actwiththeworkcellmodelsthatareloadedintothisenvi-
ronmentinconjunctionwiththemenuingsystemand
supervisor.Thesimulationenvironmentisalsolinked
throughGENISAStothereal-timecontrolsystem,providing
fordynamicmodelupdatingandpositiontracking.
Thisrequiresthedevelopmentofinterfacesbetweenthetool
kitswhichallowthemtomaintaintheirautonomyand,atthe
sametime,allowthemtointeractwitheachotheraccording
totheGISCphilosophy.Suchinterfaceshavebeendevel-
oped,andcompleteintelligentcontrolsystemshavebeen
implemented.Thesesystemsutilizethetoolkitstoperform
tasksrelatedtoproblemsinsuchdiverseareasaswaste
remediationa dinformation-drivenmanufacturing.
Figure4.SanchoGraphicalProgrammingI terface
Generic Tool Kit Interfaces
Each of these tool kits, aside from the supervisory control
program, can be used completely independently of each
other. This implies that they can be used and reused to imple-
ment robotic systems based on paradigms which are differ-
ent from the GISC concept. On the other hand, by
integrating them, a very powerful environment can be cre-
ated for building intelligent system applications which are
based on GISC.
Sancho to GENISAS Interface - Beginning at the
operator interface level, the supervisory control program
provided with Sancho automatically supplies an interface to
the GENISAS tool kit because its function is to control the
subsystems required for a particular application. This inter-
face includes menu callback routines which use GENISAS
client objects and their associated messages to communicate
appropriate commands to the available subsystems. The set
of commands, as reflected by the menuing system, may be
application-specific. However, as mentioned previously, the
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commandsetcanbeeasilychangedthroughASCIIconfigu-
rationdatafiles.Similarly,themenuingsystemcanbeinter-
activelyredesignedinordertomeetcustomerspecifications.
Bothofthesetailoringoperationscanbeperformedwith
minimalprogrammingeffort.
TheothertoolsinSanchoprovideaninterfacetoDeneb's
IGRIPsimulationpackagewhichissimplytreatedasanother
GISCsubsystem.If adifferentsimulationpackageis
selectedforanapplication,thenanewinterfacelibrarymust
beimplemented.However,theapplicationprogrammer's
interfacebetweenthesupervisorycontrolprogram,menuing
system,andthesimulationenvironmentshouldremainthe
same.Onlytheunderlyingsimulationi terfacelibrary
implementationmustreflecttherequirementsoftheparticu-
larsimulationpackageused.
GENISA_; t9 RIPE/RIPL Interface - The next
required interface is between GENISAS and RIPE/RIPL.
This interface occurs at the subsystem level and is relatively
straightforward since both tool kits are object-oriented and
implemented as C++ class libraries. A GISC subsystem is
normally controlled by a server process which is defined as a
subclass of the GENISAS StdServerProcess base class. It
therefore inherits all of the communication facilities required
by any server. This subclass also defines the methods which
implement the command set associated with the subsystem it
services. These methods, in turn, are implemented by using
RIPL methods defined for the device or devices controlled
by the subsystem. The integrated use of RIPE with GENI-
SAS allows for distribution of RIPE objects across multiple
CPUs and environments, and provides an ASCII-based
script file interface which translates into C++-based RIPL
methods.
RIPE/RIPL to SMART Interface - The interface
between RIPE/RIPL and SMART is somewhat complex due
to the asynchronous, distributed nature of the underlying
SMART modules. This interface has two primary compo-
nents, one associated with the server subclass and one asso-
ciated with the RIPL methods used by the server. Normally
when a subsystem is booted which uses SMART, the desired
SMART modules are automatically downloaded as part of a
startup script, and numerous tasks associated with them are
spawned. The number, type, and distribution of modules are
determined by configuration files which are currently com-
piled with the subsystem initialization code. If multiple
CPUs are utilized by SMART, an exact copy of the server
code is downloaded to each CPU. These servers are started
after SMART module initialization is completed. They also
use configuration files to build a "roadmap" which indicates
where the SMART modules are located. Through data-
driven logic, the server on the first CPU behaves as a "traffic
cop" by directing commands received from the supervisor to
either itself or to the other servers according to where the
SMART modules are located and according to which mod-
ules are required to carry out each command. Note that the
server code does not have to be modified for different
SMART configurations. Only the ASCII configuration files
need to be changed. This essentially comprises the first inter-
face to SMART.
The second interface is simpler. The RIPL methods used by
the server to carry out commands call routines from the
SMART tool kit. These routines, in turn, cause the asynchro-
nous control tasks to change state and thereby affect the state
of the devices being controlled by the subsystem. However,
a problem with this approach is that RIPL methods now
appear to be directly tied to the SMART tool kit rather than
remaining autonomous. This can be prevented by defining a
SMARTRobot class in RIPE which isolates the RIPL meth-
ods that must be implemented in terms of the SMART tool
kit. Then subclasses can be derived from SMARTRobot for
particular robot types. These subclasses can inherit either a
standard robot interface or the SMART robot interface.
Therefore, only the SMARTRobot class is dependent upon
the SMART tool kit.
Generic Subsystem for Transuort Devices
Using the interface templates just described, a generic server
subsystem has been implemented which can be reused with
minor modifications to control any transport device that has
a RIPL translator. A generic command set has been defined
for this transport subsystem, thereby eliminating the need to
reconfigure the Sancho interface whenever a different
manipulator is required for a new intelligent system applica-
tion. Brief descriptions of the generic commands are given in
Figure 5.
During a graphical programming session using Sancho,
these commands are sent to the generic server subsystem by
a GENISAS client which is contained within the supervisory
control program. They are sent as ASCII strings with vari-
able numbers of arguments and argument formats. GENI-
SAS internally handles the parsing of the commands and
their arguments to determine which method in the server
subsystem should be invoked to carry out the command.
The generic transport subsystem is defined as a RobotServer
subclass of the GENISAS StdServerProcess base class. It
therefore inherits all of the communication facilities required
by any server. The RobotServer subclass itself contains the
methods which implement the generic command set. These
methods, in turn, are implemented by using RIPL methods
defined for the appropriate RIPE device driver subclass. This
is accomplished by defining a generic pointer (ptr_robot) to
the RIPE subclass inside RobotServer and establishing a
containment relationship between them. Whenever a Robot-
Server object is created during subsystem initialization, the
RobotServer constructor will create the appropriate RIPE
object or objects for the transport device in use. This, in turn,
provides the initialization for the device so that it is ready to
be controlled through the generic commands.
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Lock:
Release:
Activate:
Deactivate:
Configure:
SetUnits."
SetSpeed:
SetAcceleration:
SetToolLength:
ReportState:
MoveTo:
MovebyJoint:
MoveReact:
MoveComply:
ManuaIControl:
LoadPath:
MoveAIongPath:
ClearPath:
StopMotion:
GetTool:
PutTool:
OpenGripper-
CloseGripper:
InitRecordFIle:
CloseRecordFile:
give supervisor exclusive REMOTE control
give subsystem exclusive LOCAL control
place transport device in an active state
place transport device in an inactive state
configure subsystem for subsequent cmds
set the linear and/or angular units
set the absolute speed
set the absolute acceleration
set the tool length for the current tool
return the current device state
perform a motion in world space
perform a motion in joint space
move until a sensor threshhold is exceeded
move while complying to a surface
move under control of a teleoperated device
download a path segment to a motion queue
perform a path move using current queue
clear path motion queue
stop current motion gracefully
get specified tool
put specified tool
enact motion for current tool (open jaws)
enact motion for current tool (close jaws)
record a log of subsequent trajectories
stop recording trajectories
Figure 5. Generic Transport Subsystem Commands
The RobotServer generic command implementations are
identical for any transport device because all RIPE transport
device subclasses use the same RIPL calls to program their
associated hardware. An example of a simple template for
the RobotServer method which implements the Activate
command is shown in Figure 6. In this code, the server first
determines which CPU the command should be executed on
if the control system is distributed across multiple CPUs. If
this particular copy of the server resides on CPU 0, which is
by convention the CPU that the supervisor communicates
with, then message routing must be handled correctly.
RobotServer on CPU 0 uses an internal GENISAS client to
ship the command to another copy of RobotServer on a dif-
ferent CPU if the command must be executed somewhere
other than CPU 0.
The command is actually executed by calling RIPL method
change_state. This method will somehow interact with the
device to place it in an active state. For a SMART-based con-
troller, this involves calling SMART library routines for acti-
vating the SMART control system. As long as each RIPE
subclass required by the server has the standard RIPL calls,
such as change_state for activating the transport device, the
same implementation can be used by any server for any
transport device. Note in Figure 6. how the change_state
method is called using the generic ptr_robot. Therefore, for
each different transport server implementation, the only code
modifications required are redefinition of this pointer for the
desired RIPE device object contained in RobotServer and
substitution of the correct RIPE constructor call used to ini-
tialize that device. In other words, for a subsystem that con-
trols a Puma robot, RobotServer will define a containment
relationship with the RIPE class PRobot, and the generic
ptr_robot will be initialized to point to a PRobot object.
Likewise, for a subsystem that controls a CNC machine,
RobotServer will define a containment relationship with
RIPE class CNCMachine, and the generic ptr_robot will be
initialized to point to a CNCMachine object. All of the
RobotServer command methods will remain unchanged from
subsystem to subsystem, producing a high degree of soft-
ware reuse.
Application-specific information is maintained in ASCII
configuration files which are accessed by the RobotSeta, er
constructor. Such information includes network configura-
tion information, tool and sensor tables, and SMART config-
uration information if the SMART tool kit is being used for
low-level control. The SMART configuration includes which
SMART modules are required, which CPUs they are resident
on, and which modules are accessed for each generic com-
mand implementation.
int RobotServer::Activate(int argc, void ** argv, char *e_msg) {
int ret = OK ;
stadc char fname[] = "Activate";
int location ;
char cntlCmdMsgCopyl 1001 ;
entering(f name);
//Determine where the command should be executed
location = WhichCPU(fname) ;
//If this is the main server and the command is to be executed
//somewhere else, send the command to the appropriate cpu.
//If the transmission is successful, also execute the command
/I on the main server to update state variables
if ((location > my_cpu_number) && (my_cpu_number == 0))
I
sprintf(cntlCmdMsgCopy, "%s", fname) ;
ret = clientPilocation]->SendCommand(cntlCmdMsgCopy, e_msg) ;
if (ret == OK)
ret = ptr_robot->change_state(ACTlVATE) ;
I
//If this is the correct cpu, execute the command
else if (location == my cpu_number)
ret = ptr_robot->change_state(ACTIVATE) ;
/I This server is not supppo_d to execute the command
else
ret = ERROR ;
return(ret);
Figure 6. Sample Code for a Generic Command Method
Currently this generic server is used to control several differ-
ent manipulators and a CNC milling machine. Extension of
the generic tool kits to support other devices is a straightfor-
ward, methodical process because existing detailed designs
can be reused. For example, to support a new manipulator, a
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RIPE subclass must be implemented which provides the
translation from RIPL commands to corresponding hardware
signals that produce motion. Because the RIPL interface
design is already well-defined, the process basically involves
implementing each of the methods associated with the R/PL
command interface. Then a new version of the generic trans-
port subsystem can be cloned which utilizes this new RIPE
object to control the new manipulator. A similar scenario can
be followed for extending the SMART tool kit. Development
effort may still be significant since different devices have
different interfaces with varying degrees of complexity.
However, the amount of reuse and resultant savings in time
and cost are also significant.
aaaltraliam
Complete intelligent control systems have been implemented
which utilize all four tool kits and their interfaces to perform
several prototype applications for environmental remedia-
tion and information-driven manufacturing. The resulting
systems are based on the interactive menuing interface and
simulation environment from the Sancho tool kit for auto-
mated planning and programming. The supervisory control
programs use the set of generic commands described previ-
ously to control a transport device required by a given sub-
system. This command set is easily extended or modified
through Sancho ASCII configuration files and new Robot-
Server methods to reflect changing requirements. The
generic transport server subsystem defined by subclass
RobotServer is used to control either a manipulator or CNC
machine. This subsystem connects to the supervisor through
GENISAS and executes the generic commands for any
manipulator or CNC machine that is supported by the RIPE/
RIPL and/or SMART tool kits. Currently this includes a
Schilling Titan2 manipulator, a Schilling ESM long reach
manipulator, various models of the Puma robot, and a Fadal
vertical machining center. By starting out with this base sys-
tem, task-level programming can be accomplished by gener-
ating scripts containing sequences of generic commands that
perform useful operations.
Underground Storafle Tank Remediation
One application for environmental remediation involves the
clean up of waste sites in which human exposure to radiation
or other hazardous elements is unacceptable. Traditional
manual master-slave methods for performing such remote
operations have very low productivity and consequently a
very high cost. Therefore, systems which use automated
planning and programming and sensor-based and model-
based control to perform these operations are faster, safer,
and cheaper.
One of the tasks which has been implemented using this sys-
tem is the cutting and removal of structures such as pipes
from underground storage tanks. A Schilling Titan2 manipu-
lator is used to perform the task. The operator first com-
mands the manipulator to pick up a hydraulic cutter end
effector and approach a pipe under graphical control, based
on a model of the tank environment. The operator uses a
mouse to select any point along the pipe where he wishes to
perform the cut. Using knowledge of the location and orien-
tation of the pipe in the graphical model as well as knowl-
edge of approved pipe shearing practices, the control system
automatically computes the correct motions to position the
cutter approximately one foot from the pipe surface. This
approach can be simulated first and previewed by the opera-
tor to verify that it can be executed safely. Once the manipu-
lator is near the pipe, the operator can then command the
system to perform a docking operation using ultrasonic sen-
sors to center the pipe within the jaws of the cutter. Once
docked, the operator commands the cutter to shear off the
pipe, followed by an undocking operation.
All of the manipulator motions are executed through the
generic robot server using the generic command set. Addi-
tional subsystems are used in GISC-like fashion to control
the sensors and the cutter. The docking operation is therefore
actually a "macro" command which consists of a sequence
of generic commands to perform compliant motion. This
macro is an example of how application-specific software
can be developed within the context of the generic control
system to perform specific tasks.
Intelligent CNC Architecture for A tile Machinin_
Another application in the area of information-driven manu-
facturing involves the development of an intelligent CNC
machine control system architecture which enables one to
more fully automate the process from CAD design to fin-
ished part. The software implementation once again consists
of the graphical programming environment coupled with the
generic transport subsystem which controls a Fadal Inc. ver-
tical machining center through a RIPL translator. The Fadal
machine encoders are interfaced to the subsystem for real-
time position tracking. In addition, a touch probe and struc-
tured lighting system are also interfaced to the subsystem for
part and fixture location.
A typical scenario for using the system would begin with the
operator opening a window onto his favorite CAD system
and designing a part containing features which require
machining. When the design is completed, CAD models for
the finished part, raw stock, and fixtures are imported into a
simulation environment such as Deneb's IGRIE A kinemati-
cally correct model of the milling machine is available
within this environment, and the operator performs the nec-
essary setup of the virtual machine by interactively arranging
the CAD models of the parts and fixtures in an optimal way
for machining operations. The operator then interactively
generates a tool path by using a space ball to maneuver the
machine tool around the part. The system automatically
records the motions which can be played back in a simula-
tion mode to verify that there are no collisions and that an
acceptable material removal sequence is being performed.
When the operator has completed the generation of the pro-
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gram,hecanthenmounttheactualpartsandfixturesonto
theselectedmachinebedanduseasensorsuchasthetouch
probetolocatethepartsandfixtureswithrespecttothe
machinecoordinatesystem.Thisinformationcanbe
uploadedtothegraphicalprogrammingenvironmentwhich
usesit toperformitsowncalibrationprocesstoaccurately
registerthemodelwiththerealphysicalworld.Thenthetool
pathsderivedfromtheprevioussimulationareautomatically
adjustedbasedonthiscalibration.Finally,thegraphically
generatedprogramisdownloadedtothegenerictransport
subsystemandexecutedasasequenceofgenericommands
tomachinethepart.
Sulnmalw
In summary, rapid, cost-effective deployment of intelligent
systems to perform useful operations requires a software
infrastructure which allows a system builder to immediately
focus on the application-specific requirements of the task.
Such an infrastructure is best provided through a set of com-
plementary, integrated generic tool kits which serve as the
building blocks for new application development. Such tool
kits should provide the necessary communication, device,
and operator interfaces within reusable software structures.
As standalone products, they are independent of any particu-
lar application, but in the hands of the system integrator, they
can be used to build very powerful intelligent systems for a
variety of automated tasks.
As generic tool kits proliferate and are made more robust and
easier to utilize, then de facto standards may evolve for intel-
ligent systems which are based on common interfaces estab-
lished within these tool kits. Obviously, there are many
barriers to overcome in terms of defining these interfaces and
learning how to develop truly reusable code. Technology
transfer and commercialization of these packages is also
essential in order to establish a market-driven standardiza-
tion climate. Companies such as Adept, Schilling, PAR Sys-
tems, and Trellis are already developing and marketing more
open, modular approaches to control systems due to repeated
requests from the robotics R&D community. With continued
efforts within this community to define the necessary inter-
faces and then transfer them to the commercial sector, we
may gradually see an evolution toward the availability of
standard tool kits which can be used to construct whatever
kind of intelligent robotic system is needed for future appli-
cations.
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Abstract
We describe a core system for autonomous navigation
in outdoor natural terrain. The system consists of three
parts: a perception module which processes range im-
ages to identify untraversable regions of the terrain, a
local map management module which maintains a rep-
resentation of the environment in the vicinity of the ve-
hicle, and a planning module which issues commands
to the vehicle controller. Our approach is to use the
concept of "early traversability evaluation, " and on
the use of reactive planning for generating commands
to drive the vehicle. We argue that our approach leads
to a robust and efficient navigation system. We illus-
trate our approach by an experiment in which a vehicle
travelled autonomously for one kilometer through un-
mapped cross-country terrain.
1 Introduction
Autonomous navigation missions through unmapped open
terrain are critical in many applications of outdoor mobile
robots. To successfully complete such missions, a mobile
robot system needs to be equipped with reliable perception
and navigation systems capable of sensing the environment,
of building environment models, and of planning safe paths
through the terrain. In that respect, autonomous cross-coun-
try navigation imposes two special challenges in the design
of the perception system. First, the perception must be able
to deal with very rugged terrain. Second, the perception
system must be able to reliably process a large number of
data sets over a long period of time.
Several approaches have been proposed to address these
problems. Autonomous traverse of rugged outdoor terrain
has been demonstrated as part of the ALV [ 11] and UGV
[10] projects. JPL's Robby used stereo vision [9] as the ba-
sis of its perception system and has been demonstrated over
a 100 m traverse in outdoor terrain. Other efforts include:
France's VAP project which is also based on stereo vision
[2]; the MIT rovers which rely on simple sensing modalities
[1]. Most of these perception systems use range images,
from active ranging sensors or passive stereo, and build a
map of the terrain around or in front of the vehicle. The
planning systems use the maps to generate trajectories. The
approaches used in the existing planning systems range
from purely reactive to fully proactive, depending on the
type of maps. The main questions in building such systems
Copyright 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Inc. All rights Reserved.
are: What should be in the map, and when should the map
be computed?
In this paper, we argue that relatively simple methods of ob-
stacle detection and local map building are sufficient for
cross-country navigation. Furthermore, when used as input
to a reactive planner, the vehicle is capable of safely travel-
ing at significantly faster speeds than would be possible
with a system that planned an optimal path through a de-
tailed, high-resolution terrain map. Moreover, we argue that
an accurate map is not necessary because the vehicle can
safely traverse relatively large variations of terrain surface.
For these reasons, we propose an approach based on "early
evaluation of traversability" in which the output of the per-
ception system is a set of untraversable terrain regions used
by a planning module to drive the vehicle. The system relies
on "early evaluation" because the perception module clas-
sifies regions of the terrain as traversable or untraversable
as soon as a new image is taken. As we will show, early tra-
versability evaluation allows for a more reactive approach
to planning in which steering directions and speed updates
are generated rapidly and in which the vehicle can respond
to dangerous situations in a more robust and more timely
nlanner.
The goal of this paper is to present and discuss the perfor-
mance of the overall system. We start by giving an over-
view of the approach and of the system architecture in
Section 2; we then describe the performance of the system
in an actual experiment in Section 3. We focus on the indi-
vidual components of the system in Sections 4 to 6. More
detailed descriptions of the components may be found in [5]
for the local map module, [12] for the planning component,
and in [8] for the complete system description.
2 Early Evaluation of Traversability:
Overview
The perception and navigation system was developed as
part of the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) project. The
support vehicle is a retrofitted HMWVV suitable for cross-
country navigation (Figure 1). The sensor is the Erim laser
range finder which acquires 64x256 range images at 2 Hz.
An estimate of vehicle position is available at all times by
combining readings from an INS system and from encod-
ers. The goal of this system is to enable the vehicle to travel
through unmapped rugged terrain at moderate speeds, typi-
cally two to three meters per second.
Because of the speed requirement, the perception system
must update the local terrain map fast enough to keep up
with vehicle motion. For that reason, it is impractical to
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buildadetailed,high-resolutionterrainmapeverytimea
newimageistaken.Moreover,anaccuratemapisnotnec-
essarybecausethevehiclecansafelytoleraterelatively
largevariationofterrainsurface.Forthesereasons,weused
in thisexampleanapproachbasedon"earlyevaluationof
traversability"inwhichtheoutputoftheperceptionsystem
isasetofuntraversableterrainregionswhichisusedbya
planningmoduletodrivethevehicle.Untraversableregions
areterrainfeaturesuchashighslopes,ditches,ortallob-
jectswhichwouldendangerthevehicle.Thesystemrelies
on"earlyevaluation"becausetheperceptionmoduleclas-
sifiesregionsof theterrainastraversableoruntraversable
assoonasanewimageis taken.Thishastheadvantageof
reducingtheamountofdatapassedtotheplannerforpath
generationa dreducingtheamountofcomputationneeded
in laterstagesofplanning.
Figure 1: The testbed vehicle.
_ Intermediate
Goal Points
[ Arc Generatiol_ _ [ Local Map Manager I
1 'I Perception:T rain Evaluation I
I Vehicle Controller I l
I Laser Range Finder I
Figure 2: Architecture of the navigation system.
Figure 2 summarizes the system developed based on the
idea of "early traversability". The perception component of
the system consists of a terrain evaluation module which
takes images from a range scanner and outputs untravers-
able regions to a local map manager. The local map manag-
er maintains a consistent description of the terrain around
the vehicle as it travels and send periodically a description
of the untraversable regions in the vicinity of the vehicle to
an arc generation module. The arc generation module rates
each arc out of a finite set of arcs between forbidden if the
arc hits an obstacle and clear if the arc does not pass close
to any obstacle region. The arc generation module gener-
ates traversability votes for each of the arcs rather than the
best arc to follow next. This permits the combination of
these votes with votes from other modules. For example,
we have used a goal-seeking module which steers the vehi-
cle toward the next goal point. In practice, any navigation
module could be substituted to the goal-seeking module.
3 System Operation: A Typical Mission
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a typical run of the perception
and navigation system. Figure 3 (a) shows the environment
used in this experiment. The terrain includes hills, rocks,
and ditches. The white line superimposed on the image of
the terrain shows the approximate path of the vehicle
through this environment. The path was drawn manually
for illustrative purpose. Figure 3 (b) shows the actual path
recorded during the experiment projected on the average
ground plane. In addition to the path, Figure 3 (b) shows the
obstacle regions as black dots and the intermediate goal
points as small circles. In this example, the vehicle com-
pleted a one kilometer loop without manual intervention at
an average speed of 2 m/s. The input to the system was a set
of 10 waypoints separated by about one hundred meters on
average. Except for the waypoints, the system does not
have any previous knowledge of the terrain. Local naviga-
tion is performed by computing steering directions based on
the locations of untraversable regions in the terrain found in
the range images. An estimated 800 images were processed
during this particular run.
Figure 4 shows close-ups of three sections of the loop of
Figure 3. The black lines show the approximate paths fol-
lowed by the vehicle in these three sections. Figure 5 shows
the elevation map obtained by pasting together the images
taken along the paths. In each figure, the grey polygons are
the projections of the fields of view on the ground, the
curved grey line is the path of the vehicle on the ground, and
the white dots indicate locations at which images were tak-
en. The images are separated by approximately two meters
in this case. The paths shown in Figure 5 are the actual paths
followed by the vehicle. It is important to note that these
maps are included for display purposes only and that the
combined elevation maps are not actually used in the sys-
tem. Finally, Figure 6 shows displays of the local map
which is maintained at all times around the vehicle. The
squares correspond to 40x40 cm patches of terrain classi-
fied as untraversable regions or obstacles. These local maps
are computed from the positions shown in Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5 by the white arrows. The trajectories are planned us-
ing this compact representation rather than the detailed
maps of Figure 5.
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(a) View of terrain and approximate path.
Figure 4: Local path of vehicle in three sections of the
loop of Figure 3. The arrows indicate the locations at
which the local maps are displayed in Figure 5 below.
E
(b) Exact path of vehicle; the obstacle re-
gions are shown as black dots; the interme-
Figure 3: A Loop through natural terrain.
Figure 5: Display of the terrain as elevation maps for
the sections shown in Figure 4. The polygons indicate
the projection of the field of view of the sensor on the
ground. The white line shows the path followed by the
vehicle in this section. The white dots show the posi-
tions at which the images were taken. The arrows are
placed at the same locations as in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Display of the local traversabiUty map at the
locations marked by arrows in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Only the portion of the map in the immediate vicinity
of the vehicle is displayed here. The vehicle is depicted
by a rectangle. The untraversable regions are shown as
squares.
4 Perception
The range image processing module takes a single image as
input and outputs a list of regions which are untraversable.
After filtering the input image, the module computes the
(x,y,z) location of every pixel in the range image in a coor-
dinate system relative to the vehicle's current position. The
coordinate system is defined so that the z axis is vertical
with respect to the ground plane, and the y axis is pointing
in the direction of travel of the vehicle. It is convenient to
center the coordinate at the point used as the origin for ve-
hicle control, in this case between the two rear wheels, rath-
er than at the origin of the sensor. The transformation takes
into account the orientation of the vehicle read from an INS
system. The points are then mapped into a discrete grid on
the (x,y) plane. Each cell of the grid contains the list of the
(x,y,z) coordinates of the points which fall within the
bounds of the cell in x and y. The size of a cell in the current
system is 20 cm in both x and y. This number depends on
the angular resolution of the sensor, in this case 0.5 °, and on
the size of terrain features which need to be detected. The
terrain classification as traversable or untraversable is first
performed in every cell individually. The criteria used for
the classification are the height variation of the terrain with-
in the cell, the orientation of the vector normal to the path
of terrain contained in the cell, and the presence of a discon-
tinuity of elevation in the cell. To avoid frequent erroneous
classification, the first two criteria are evaluated only if the
number of points in the cell is large enough. In practice, a
minimum of five points per cell is used. Once individual
cells are classified, they are grouped into regions and sent to
the local map maintainer.
Figure 7 shows the operation of the perception module in a
typical outdoor scene. Figure 7(a) shows a video image of
the scene and Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding range
image used for evaluating terrain traversability. Figure 7(c)
shows the elevation map obtained by converting the range
pixels to a Cartesian coordinate system in which z is ap-
proximately the vertical direction with respect to the ground
plane. The maximum elevation with respect to the reference
plane is one meter in this example. Figure 7(d) shows the
result of the traversability evaluation. In this display, the
traversable parts of the map are set to 0, the untraversable
pans are set to !. The set of bushes and rocks on the left side
of the scene are correctly identified as untraversable. The
classification of Figure 7(d) is converted to a list of obstacle
patches and sent to the local map manager.
(a) A section of terrain from
the path of Figure 2.
(c) Elevation map from
the range image of (a).
(b) Range image of the (d) Terrain classification on
terrain shown in (a). the map of (c).
Figure 7: Example of range image processing.
This range image processing algorithm has several impor-
tant properties. First, it does not build a complete, high-res-
olution map of the terrain, which would require
interpolating between data points as in [7], an expensive op-
eration. Instead, the algorithm evaluates only the terrain for
which there is data. Second, the algorithm processes each
image individually without explicitly merging terrain data
from consecutive images. Instead, it relegates the task of
maintaining a local map of untraversable regions to a sepa-
rate local map module. The importance of this is that the lo-
cal map module deals only with a few data items, the cells
classified as untraversable, instead of with raw terrain data.
As a result, maintaining the local map is simpler and more
efficient. Because of these two features, range image pro-
cessing is very last, typically on the order of 200ms on a
conventional Spare II workstation. The main limitation is
the 2 Hz acquisition rate of the sensor, not the processing
time.
It is clear the range image processing module may miss un-
traversable regions of the terrain because the terrain is eval-
uated only where data is present in the image and because
the data may be too sparse to provide complete coverage of
the terrain at long range. However, because of the process-
ing speed, a region that is missed in a given image will be-
come visible in subsequent images quickly enough for the
vehicle to take appropriate action. Although this problem
effectively reduces the maximum detection range of the
perception system, we argue that the other possible solu-
tions would reduce the maximum range even further and
would introduce additional problems. The most obvious so-
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lutionis tomergedatafromafewimagesbeforecommit-
tingto a terrainclassification.Thissolutioneffectively
reducesthemaximumdetectionrangebecausethesystem
hastowaituntilenoughoverlappingimagesaretakenbe-
toreaterrainregionisevaluated.Inaddition,mergingim-
agesis in itselfa difficultproblembecauseit requires
preciseknowledgeof thetranstbrmationbetweenimages.
Inparticular,evenasmallerrorinrotationanglesbetween
twoimagesmayintroduceenoughdiscrepancybetweenthe
correspondingelevationterrainmapstocreateartificialob-
staclesattheinterfacebetweenthetwomaps.(Wereferthe
readerto [6] tbr a morequantitativedescriptionof this
problem.)Therefore,unlessthevehicleandpositionesti-
mationsystemsaredesignedtoproduceveryaccuratepose
estimates,it ispreferabletonotmergeimagesexplicitlyand
torelyonfastprocessingtocompensateforthesparsityof
thedata.
5 Local Map Management
The purpose of the local map module is to maintain a list of
the untraversable cells in a region around the vehicle. In the
current system, the local map module is a general purpose
module called Ganesha, developed by Dirk Langer [5]. In
this system, the active map extends from 0 to 20 meters in
front of the vehicle and l0 meters on both sides. This mod-
ule is general purpose in that it can take input from an arbi-
trary number of sensor modules and it does not have any
knowledge of the algorithms used in the sensor processing
modules.
The core of Ganesha is a single loop (Figure 8) in which the
module first gets obstacle cells t¥om the perception mod-
ules, and then places them in the local map using the posi-
tion of the vehicle at the time the sensor was processed. The
sensing position has to be used in this last step because of
the latency between the time a new image is taken, and the
time the corresponding cells are received by the map mod-
ule, typically on the order of 600ms. At the end of each
loop, the current position of the vehicle is read and the co-
ordinates ()fall the cells in the map with respect to the vehi-
cle are recomputed. Cells that tall outside the bounds of the
active region are discarded from the map. Finally, Ganesha
sends the list of currently active cells in its map to the plan-
ning system whenever the intbrmation is requested. Be-
cause the map module deals only with a small number of
terrain cells instead of with a complete model, the map up-
date is rapid. In practice, the update rate can be as fast as 50
ms on a SparcII workstation. Because of the last update
rate, this approach is very effective in maintaining an up-to-
date local map at all times. One last advantage of Ganesha's
design is that it does not need to know the details of the
sensing part of the system because it uses only information
from early terrain classification. In fact, the only sensor-
specific information known to the map module is the sen-
sor's field of view which is used tot checking for consisten-
cy of terrain cells between images as described below.
A different design of the local map module would be to
maintain a much larger map with more information than
just a list of terrain cells which would theoretically allow
the navigation system to use data recorded from earlier im-
ages. There are two problems with this approach, however.
First, the local map module is now forced to maintain a
much larger amount of data, most of which is never used,
introducing additional delays in the system. Second, errors
in vehicle position accumulate to a point at which most of
the map becomes useless. These two problems offset the
occasional gain in additional information in the map.
In this design of the navigation system, the local map and
planning modules do not have access to the original sensor
data and therefore cannot correct possible errors in the out-
put of the perception. In particular, a region which is mis-
takenly classified as traversable will never be reclassified
because the local map module cannot go back to the origi-
nal data to verify the status of the region. It is therefore im-
portant to use conservative values for the detection
parameters in order to ensure that all the untraversable re-
gions of the terrain are classified as such. The drawback of
this approach is that the perception module may generate
terrain regions which are incorrectly classified. For exam-
ple, this may occur because of noise in the image or because
of an erroneous reading of vehicle pose. Because the per-
ception processes images individually without explicitly
building maps, it cannot detect that this erroneous classifi-
cation is inconsistent with previous observations. This
problem is solved by the map maintainer which does main-
tain a history of the observations. Specifically, an untravers-
able map cell which is not consistent across images is
discarded from the local map if it is not reported by the per-
ception module as untraversable in the next overlapping im-
ages. Because the terrain classification is fast compared to
the speed of the vehicle, many overlapping images are tak-
en during a relatively short interval of distance travelled. As
a result, an erroneous cell is deleted before the vehicle starts
altering its path significantly to avoid it.
New objects from
perception +
Corresponding Planning module
_ve _hicle p°siti°n ] _ay
Figure 8: Local map loop.
6 Path Planning
The last piece of the system is a trajectory planner which
generates commanded steering radius and velocity with a
high update rate. The trajectory planner, developed by Julio
Rosenblatt t12][I 3], is composed of several modules. A set
of two behaviors generates votes for every possible arc at
the current vehicle position. An obstacle avoidance behav-
ior computes the votes based on the distribution of untra-
versable terrain cells around the vehicle as reported by the
local map module. Arcs that steer the vehicle away from the
untraversable regions are given a high vote, while arcs that
would cause the vehicle to travel through a forbidden re-
gion are given low votes. A second behavior gives higher
votes to arcs that steer the vehicle toward intermediate goal
points. This second behavior ensures that the overall path of
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thevehiclefollowsthedesiredglobaltrajectory.Thelast
moduleofthetrajectoryplannerisanarbitratorwhichcom-
binesthevotesfromthetwobehaviorsandsendsthearc
withthehighestweighttothevehiclecontroller.Although
wedescribethearchitecturefortrajectoryplanningstrictly
in thecontextofruggedterrainavigation,thearchitecture
isverygeneralin thatit canaccommodatevarietyofbe-
haviors,it issensor-independent,andi canimplementdif-
ferentstrategiesforcombiningweights.
Figure9illustratestheoperationof thearcgenerationsys-
tem.Figure9(a)showsadisplayofthelocalmapinthevi-
cinity of the vehicle.The untraversabler gionsare
displayedasbeforeassquarescorrespondingto40cmby
40cmterrainpatches.Figure9(b)showsthedistributionof
votescomputedfromthislocalmap.Thevotesarebetween
-1.0and!.0.Thevotesarecomputedforalistof 39arcs
withturningradiirangingfrom-8to+8meters.
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(b) Corresponding distribution of votes.
Figure 9: (a) Example of local traversability map; (b)
Distribution of votes in this example. The votes between
-1.0 (forbidden arc) and 1.0 (clear arc) are computed
for 39 arcs with radii between -8 and 8 meters.
The computation of the vote for a particular arc is con-
trolled by three parameters: a maximum and minimum col-
lision distance, and a near miss factor. These parameters are
used as follows: Any arc for which the vehicle would col-
lide with an obstacle cell at a distance less than the mini-
mum distance is assigned a vote of -1.0; an arc which does
not collide with an obstacle at a distance less than the max-
imum distance is assigned a vote of 1.0; and any arc which
intersect an obstacle cell at an intermediate distance is as-
signed a negative vote weighted by the distance so that the
vote increase as the collision occurs further along the arc.
Finally, the near miss factor is used for penalizing the arcs
which does not have any direct collisions but which pass
close to obstacle cells. The votes decrease as the obstacle
cells are closer to the arc.
This algorithm realizes a good compromise between the
need to avoid obstacle regions, the need handle near-misses
when an arc does not collide with an obstacle in order to
take into account the uncertainty in the control system, and
the need for limiting the lookahead distance of the planner
in order to avoid situations in which the vehicle would be
blocked by obstacles that are very far away and therefore do
not pose any threat.
Because the trajectory planner generates only local arcs
based on compact local information, the obstacle cells, it
has a very high update and allows for rapid correction of
small errors due to system delays or isolated perception er-
rors. This is in contrast to the trajectory planner alternative
in which a sequence of arcs is planned ahead instead of a
single steering direction. In this case, trajectory planning is
considerably slower and therefore introduces significant la-
tency in the navigation system. A side-effect is that the sys-
tem cannot recover from an error in the terrain map until it
has already started executing a significant portion of the
path through this map. This can be avoided by using more
precise map building algorithms, but only at the cost of ad-
ditional latency in the system. We refer the reader to [6] and
[3] for a more precise description of the performance and
limitations of this type of approach.
7 Conclusion
In summary, early evaluation of terrain traversability al-
lows us to achieve continuous motion at moderate speeds
by: reducing the amount of computation required by the
perception system; simplifying local map management and
path planning; hiding the details of sensing from all the
modules except perception; and avoiding the problems
caused by merging multiple terrain maps using inaccurate
position estimates. The drawback of this approach is that an
error in the perception system cannot be corrected later in
the system because only the perception module has access
to the sensor data. This problem is eliminated by using a
fast reactive path planner and a simple perception algorithm
with fast cycle time relative to vehicle speed, both of which
allow the system to correct quickly for occasional percep-
tion errors.
While appropriate in many instances, this approach is not
suited for all vehicles. In particular, we have made the as-
sumption that the vehicle can safely negotiate terrain varia-
tions which are detectable far enough in advance that the
vehicle is able to modify its path appropriately. For exam-
ple, this vehicle at these speeds can tolerate terrain discon-
tinuities of 20cm. With a range resolution of 7cm and an
angular accuracy of 0.5 °, such a discontinuity can be detect-
ed in time to avoid it with an arc of radius less than the min-
imum turning radius of 7.5 m, assuming a 2Hz image
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acquisition rate and an additional 0.5 seconds latency in the
system. Sensor acquisition rate and resolution are the two
numbers that set hard limits on the speed.
We have described the navigation system as a distributed
system composed of three modules. Recently, we have im-
proved our approach by merging all three modules into a
single integrated modules. The integrated modules process-
es range images one scanline at a time, extracting obstacle
regions, and maintaining its own local map internally. At
regular interval, the module evaluates votes for a fixed set
of arcs based on the current local map, much in the same
way as the arc generation described in Section 6, and sends
the votes to an arbiter which combines them with votes
from external modules. This integrated approach allows for
better performance by eliminating some of the latency due
to the distributed nature of the system, and by ensuring that
obstacle regions are reported as soon as they are detected by
the perception processing.
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The general building contractor is presented with an
information model as an approach for deriving a high-
level work plan of construction activities applied to road
building. Road construction activities are represented in
a Road Plan Model (RPM), which is modelled in the
ISO standard STEP/EXPRESS and adopts various con-
cepts from the GARM notation. The integration with the
preceding road design stage and the succeeding phase of
resource scheduling is discussed within the framework
of a Road Construction Model. Construction knowledge
is applied to the road design and the terrain model of the
surrounding road infrastructure for the instantiation of
the RPM. Issues regarding the implementation of a road
planner application supporting the RPM are discussed.
during the various phases of a project life cycle. Sharing
and maintaining these project data among multiple dis-
ciplines and throughout a project life cycle is a complex
and difficult task. The project data needs to be stored,
retrieved, manipulated and updated by many partici-
pants, each with his own view of the information. This
leads to a step-by-step integration strategy, in which the
several stages are carefully rationalized, automated and
subsequently inserted in the global system. For a
description of the multi-agent architecture proposed for
the site controller, see I81. This architecture is based on
an object-oriented concept for modelling the product
information as well as the processes, and is intended to
link CAD systems, relational database, knowledge-
based systems and other conventional application soft-
ware.
The work presented in this paper is being done
within the ESPRIT III project 6660 - RoadRobot - Oper-
ator Assisted Mobile Road Robot for Heavy Duty Civil
Engineering Applications. The project is partially
funded by the European Commission under the ESPRIT
R&D programme and involves seven partners in five
european countries, ranging from research and technol-
ogy organizations, a manufacturing company as end
producer and a building contractor as end user.
The objectives of this project are to adapt a generic
control architecture to the requirements of the building
iridustry and to build up and integrate components
needed for automated out-door construction purposes.
The operation of the developed subsystems and control
strategies will be demonstrated under real conditions by
the integration of two autonomous prototypes of the
road building application: a road paving machine and an
excavator.
The research institute Uninova is responsible for the
development of the central site controller, which will
integrate the working cells into a CIM environment,
including functions of planning, scheduling, cost calcu-
lation, production and manufacturing supervision. Large
amounts of information are generated and consumed
The STEP standard
One of the problems of all CIM systems concerns
the representation of the information to be accessed by
the different agents of the (road) construction process.
This implies the definition of common models for
shared concepts in order to support an effective
exchange of information. As the project favours the
ideas of international standardisation works, we have
considered the use of the ISO 10303 standard, the so-
called STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product
model data) [51,to model the information inside the CIM
system.
The STEP standard includes a formal information
modelling language, called EXPRESS 14l used to spec-
ify the objects belonging to a universe of discourse, the
information units pertaining to those objects and the
constraints on those objects. All tools inside our site
controller will model the information according to this
formalism and be able to access instances of EXPRESS
entities. This implies the development of STEP transla-
tors from supplier-specific file formats into EXPRESS
entities which are then stored in the site controller's
common information system.
The physical implementation of the information
structure in a database will be based on a CIM architec-
Copyright ©1993, 1994 by FCT/UNL, Potlugal.
Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Aaa'onauiica, Inc.
with permission.
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ture similar to the one presented in the ESPRIT II
project IMPPACT (Integrated Manufacturing of Prod-
ucts and Processes using Advanced Computer Technol-
ogies) 13l Chapter 2.4), and which was partially
implemented by our research group within the European
BRITFd EURAM project CIMTOFI ll0l
The GARM notation
The General AEC Reference Model [21, developed
by W. Gielingh, describes the product model through so-
called Product Definition Units (PDU). GARM is part of
the draft proposal of the ISO standard STEP. The current
version of the GARM concentrates on the requirement
and design stages of the product life cycle.
Basically, PDUs describe the objects (or parts of an
object) that have to be handled. A PDU appears in dif-
ferent stages during its life cycle: required stage, design
stage, planning stage, production stage, etc. Only the
first two life cycle stages are worked out. A PDU in the
'as-required' stage is called Functional Unit (FU). A
PDU in the 'as-designed' stage is called Technical Solu-
tion (TS). These two stages are used for decomposition
during the design of a PDU.
GARM is based on the FU-TS decomposition. This
construct expresses the fact that a top-down design
process is ruled by the divide-to-conquer principle.
Searching a TS for a set of requirements collected in a
FU is done by breaking the TS up into lower order FUs,
i.e. by dividing the problem into a number of smaller
design problems.
This principle can be visualized by means of a so-
called Hamburger diagram (Fig. 1). Such a diagram rep-
resents the product model as a hierarchical tree whose
nodes consist of two semi-circles. The upper side sym-
bolizes a FU and the lower side the selected TS. Decom-
position levels may coincide with responsibilities,
disciplines, contractor/ subcontractor/ manufacturer
relationships, etc.
Fig. 1: Hamburger diagram: decomposition tree
Besides these vertical relations, which structure the
FUs and TSs into a hierarchical tree, the various compo-
nents at a FU-level may be related to each other (hori-
zontal relations). GARM relates the FUs mutually by
means of a network. These relations are called inter-
faces.
In the next chapter, we present a model that
describes all the properties of a family of roads during
the design process. Such a model is called a product
type model. During the design process, a product model
for a specific road is generated by choosing those prop-
erties from the product type model that are needed to
fulfil the specific requirements of that road.
The Road Model Kernel
During the analysis of the state-of-the-art in integra-
tion of new technologies into building industry, it was
evident that most established developments concentrate
on computer-aided drafting. Here, several CAD pack-
ages from different software suppliers have been identi-
fied. Nevertheless, it also became obvious that one big
problem associated to the rapid increase of specific
CAD-software programs is the ability to exchange
information between each other, not to mention with
programs with other purposes during the life cycle of a
product.
The Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management, in conjunction with TNO Building
and Construction Research, has seen the need to lay a
new foundation of a new standard for road development.
This has led to the development of the so-called "Road
Model Kerner' [111, a product description of the road in
the design stage based on the ISO/STEP standard. A
STEP translator was developed which allows the
exchange of the MOSS file format with the RMK with-
out loss of information.
The RMK was developed using GARM's methods,
and therefore describes the road in terms of FUs and
TSs. However, the PDUs of the RMK are not real-world
objects (or parts of objects) which can be obtained inde-
pendently through construction processes and jointly
form the 'as-built' road. Instead, they have been defined
to reflect the viewpoint of the road designer as he con-
quers the complex problem of designing a road.
In several internal models used by road modelling
packages, one often encounters two layers of decompo-
sition: firstly a longitudinal decomposition and secondly
a transversal decomposition. This longitudinal decom-
position is often split into a longitudinal decomposition
to describe the horizontal alignment and a longitudinal
decomposition to describe the vertical alignment.
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decomposition
transversal
longitudinal
decomposition
transversal
decomposition
Fig. 2: The Road Model Kernel
The principle to decompose alternately and on hier-
archically different levels into longitudinal and U'ansver-
sal seems to fit properly with the experience of the road
designer, and was adopted by the RMK.
Road-axes and road-nodes constitute the framework
to describe the structure of the roads and their connec-
tivity: the topology. However, this description does not
incorporate sufficient information to extract the accurate
shape of the road. This is done by adding the geometry
to the road-axis as a separate entity.
The FU road-geometry shapes one or more road-
axes which will assemble a continuous chain. The road-
geometry will make demands on the progression of cur-
vature, horizontal as well as vertical. Alignment is the
TS which can be selected for the FU road-geometry.
Alignment decomposes into two interconnected net-
works (chains) which describe separately the horizontal
and vertical alignment.
For the geometrical representation of the road, a spe-
cific type of coordinate system must be chosen for the
RMK. Because of its simplicity and flexibility, the RMK
uses a floating around the z-axis rotating s-t-z coordi-
nate system, which is related to the horizontal alignment
curve.
The s-axis maps one-to-one on this curve (longitudi-
nal direction) and is embedded in the x-y plane. The t-
axis is orthogonal (perpendicular) to the s-axis (trans-
versal direction) and is also embedded in the x-y plane.
The z-axis is equivalent to the z-axis of the fixed x-y-z
coordinate system.
X
Fig. 3: Coordinate system s-t-z vs x-y-z
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The horizontal and vertical alignment description in
the RMK defines the curvature functions along the lon-
gitudinal (s-axis) direction of the road.
The alignment incorporates a chain of arcs intercon-
nected by tangent nodes. Arcs may specify no curvature
(straight), one (circular curve) or two curvatures to
denote start and end magnitude (linear transition).
The horizontal and vertical alignments are defined at
a high level, dragging all lower level entities to follow
automatically this primary shape. However, the influ-
ence of a crossfall is dedicated to a specific transversal
function. Therefore, a geometry entity should be
imposed only to that specific transversal function (car-
riageway geometry, slope geometry .... ). The TS cross-
fail decomposes subsequently into a collection of
tangent nodes containing the magnitude of a specific
gradient.
The Road Construction Model
As presented by J. Everett in his paper ltl, construc-
tion and manufacturing exhibit fundamental differences
in where the interface or transition occurs between prod-
uct design and process design or fabrication. In repeti-
tive manufacturing operations, the product-process
design team controls product and processes all the way
down. However, in construction, there is little overlap
between product design and process design or fabrica-
tion. Architect/engineers control product design but do
not get involved in the building process other than to
inspect the finished work for conformance to design
specifications. Constructors control the fabrication proc-
ess design but generally have little or no input into prod-
uct design. A distinct separation exists between the
product designers and or architect/engineers, and the
process designers or craft workers. In construction, the
product designers and process designers are almost
always separate organizations with different objectives.
This is specially true for heavy-duty civil engineer-
ing applications, like road construction, where the gap
between the lower limit of design detail and the upper
limit of machine technology is substantial, as very few
practical examples of construction robotics or highly
automated machines have been developed.
As seen above, the Road Model Kernel represents
the road design without any detail about the processes
used to build the road. Until the product design and
process design can be integrated by closing the gap
between design and machine technology, we propose to
use a step-by-step integration strategy which reflects the
current way of work.
During contacts with the entity responsible for the
construction of highways in Portugal, Brisa, the follow-
ing agents were identified and a description of their
roles in the construction process is given below:
• Based on the user's needs, the construction owner
Brisa defines the requirements of the road to be built
and delivers these to the design team.
• As the national authority for the design of high-
ways, Brisa distributes the design regulations to the
design team, which include for instance minimum
values for the radius of curves depending on the
requested speed, ways of calculating the earth vol-
umes, norms about the composition and thickness of
the paving layers depending on the soil resistance,
etc.
• The design team returns to the construction owner a
set of documents (descriptive memory) as result of
several design activities, such as (a) geometric draw-
ings, (b) earthworks based on geological/geotechni-
cal studies, and (c) paving layer composition of the
road sections.
• As the national authority for the construction of
highways, Brisa distributes general technical norms
to the general contractor about the construction of
highways, for instance about the material to use in
earth-filling, classification of the soil based on spe-
cific attributes and their application, the notion that
the vertical alignment as defined in the design draw-
ings refers to the surface course of the road or to the
compacted base platform as well as transversally to
the line limiting the carriageway and the left verge,
the proceedings for the quality control of the earth-
works and the paving, etc.
* The general contractor hired receives the design
documents from the construction owner as well as a
contract specification book. The contract document
specifies additional construction requirements to the
general technical norms. Based on these, the general
contractor plans how the road is to be built in order
to maintain the requested deadlines and costs, requi-
sitions the resources and carries out the site produc-
tion, eventually by hiring sub-contractors.
• Sub-contractors perform tasks and produce the
products or components for the construction, for
instance a sub-contractor is hired to build the bridge,
another is hired to do all earthworks, etc.
• Machinery lending firms provide equipment to the
site.
• Suppliers/distributors supply and distribute mate-
rial for the site facility, such as the asphalt plant sup-
plies the asphalt mixture for the road paver, and gas
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stations supply peuol for the machinery, etc.
As the RoadRobot project embarks all phases of
road building from design to production, the RMK will
be used as the 'as-designed' model of the road. For later
processes like planning and production, and for the
modelling of resources and activities, new modelling
constructs have to be found and added to the previously
presented GARM model. The Road Construction Model
will be based on B. Luiten and E Tolman's "Building
Product Model (BPM)" [6], and will be used in our work
for the integration of design and construction knowl-
edge and information.
For the Road Construction Model, the following
stages have been identified (see Fig. 4):
• the design stage, where the product road is described
by the road designer in terms of its geometric
requirements -> Road Model Kernel,
• the planning stage, where the activities are identified
by the general contractor as constant road sections to
which they apply -> Road Plan Model,
° the scheduling stage, where to each activity identi-
fied at the previous stage the resources to realize
them are assigned by the general contractor, in order
to optimize time and costs -> Road Schedule Model,
• the construction stage, where the tasks are effec-
tively issued to the working cells and their execution
monitored, resulting in a built road which will be
inspected relatively to its requirements.
In a building project, three main groups of entities
can be modelled: the Product, the Activities and the
Resources. The information about these entities can be
scheduled
Fig. 4: The Road Construction Mode
modelled in respectively a Product Definition Unit
(PDU), an Activity Definition Unit (ADU) and a
Resource Definition Unit (RDU). GARM has worked
out concepts for PDU which are also suitable for ADU
and RDU. To reuse modelling constructs and to avoid
redundancy, common properties for PDU, ADU and
RDU are modelled in a new entity called Construction
Definition Unit (CDU).
The relations between Product (PDU), Activities
(ADU) and Resources (RDU) can be graphically mod-
elled in NIAM (Fig. 5).
succeeds succeeds
Fig. 5: NIAM diagram of the Building Product
Examples of PDUs are: the product itself, parts of
the product or features. For ADUs one can think of all
the processes during the project: management, design,
planning, and production processes. RDUs are resources
used by ADUs, like manpower, equipment and raw
materials.
For a PDU the main characteristics are 'shape' and
'material'. Other characteristics can be derived from the
main characteristics. For an ADU the main characteris-
tics are 'time constraints', e.g. 'must be performed
before or after', 'can be performed independently of'.
For a RDU all characteristics have something to do with
'money', e.g. 'application costs', 'acquisition costs',
'remainder value'. When the ADUs are related to
RDUs, absolute time can be derived, e.g. 'starting time,
'ending time' and 'duration'.
Examples of states are 'as designed', 'as planned'
and 'as built'. In general, an ADU is preceded by a PDU
state and succeeded by a new PDU state. An ADU
always uses one or more RDUs. It is possible that this
ADU also changes the state of the RDU.
As an example of the use of the Road Construction
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Model, the paving activity of a three course carriageway
section is partially worked out. The pavement consists
of three asphalt courses which are sequentially applied
over the preceding course.
In Fig. 6, this activity is modelled in a NIAM dia-
gram using the concepts of the Road Construction
Model. At the three bottom levels of the diagram, the
PDU decomposition is the one followed by the road
designer as identified in the Road Model Kernel of Fig.
2. The fourth level models the PDUs identified by the
general contractor when planning the paving process of
the designed carriageway, as will be shown in the Road
Plan Model at Fig. 7, taking into account only the
restrictions imposed by the surrounding road infrastruc-
ture. The fifth level models the PDU decomposition fol-
lowed for scheduling the planned paving process (Road
Schedule Model), considering the time constraints and
the resources available at the building site. Each of the
Activities 'design', 'plan', 'schedule' and 'apply' mod-
els the transition of one Model to the succeeding Model
of the Road Construction Model, changing the state of
the PDU from 'as required' to 'as designed', to 'as
planned', to 'as scheduled' and finally to 'as built',
respectively.
The Road Plan Model
In the present work, a "Road Plan Model" will be
proposed, which describes the road in the 'as-planned'
stage. In the same way as the RMK, the RPM represents
the viewpoint of the general contractor when he takes
the complete contract document delivered by the con-
struction owner and creates the high-level work plan of
construction activities.
The purpose at the planning stage is to identify the
road sections which require different types of construc-
tion activities, and their dependencies. Each of these
actwltles can be visualized as being executed by a work-
ing cell composed of a set of resources which work
jointly to realize that activity. These working cells are
logical entities which will he instantiated during the
scheduling stage with the necessary quantity of
resources (machines and humans) in order to maintain
deadlines and budgets.
During contacts with several building contractors,
the following high-level construction activities were
identified, which are presented graphically in the
GARM tree of Fig. 7. This tree forms the basis of the so-
called "Road Plan Model".
A problem which was encountered in this stage of
development, was the selection of proper names for all
entities and objects essential to construct the data model.
To provide some pattern to it, the next schema was used:
The FU of the RPM identifies the activity to execute
over a specific road section. The TS specifies the work-
ing cell which satisfies that requirement.
For example, suppose a specific road section passes
over a valley or a river. The FU describes this road sec-
tion with bridge construction activity, indicating that the
TS to obtain such a road section is the construction of a
bridge by a bridge construction cell.
Another example relates to the land clearing activity,
which is satisfied by the clearing cell. The selection of
the equipment composing this particular working cell
depends on the diameter of the vegetation and on the
size of the area. However, these questions are answered
only at the scheduling stage, as the selection of equip-
ment is also affected by whether there are alternate uses
for equipment as well as by time limits.
During the development of this model, a decision
had to he taken concerning the depth of the RPM
decomposition tree, i.e. the granularity of the working
cells. As our purpose is to model the way of thinking of
the general contractor while building the high-level
work plan, the result is the one shown in Fig. 7. How-
ever, the adopted GARM concept, which separates FUs
and TSs, allows for more details to be added at the end
(leaves) of the model. Specifically, this is done when
planning and scheduling the resources inside a working
cell.
The granularity of the lower-order activities in the
RPM (level of the leaves) defines the functionality of
the working cells which can realize them and which will
be allocated in the scheduling stage. In turn, each of the
working cells must be able to plan and monitor the exe-
cution of each of its resources (machines and humans).
The higher the functionality of the working cells is, the
more complex is the management of their resources.
Here, the same approach to the just described CIM sys-
tem can be applied.
The vertical decomposition identifies road sections
where the named activity is applicable and their decom-
position into sub-sections for lower-order activities. The
identification of each road section depends on the activ-
ity to perform over it, which in turn depends on the con-
nection of the road design to the surrounding road
infrastructure. Usually, the general contractor defines a
road section by indicating the initial and final station,
i.e. the s-ordinate in the s-t-z coordinate system of the
road design.
The horizontal network structure describes the
sequences and dependencies of the construction of each
of the road sections, and therefore of the activities which
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Fig. 7: The Road Plan Model
realize them (precedes, succeeds).
Over the same road section, the activities have a
well-defined precedence. For instance, earthmoving is
performed before drainage, and drainage is done before
paving, the surface course is put on top of the binder
course, the art works (bridges, tunnels) are done in par-
allel with the earthworks prior to paving.
Between different road sections, it is also possible to
define precedency. For instance, paving a road section is
an activity which is further decomposed into lower-
order activities: apply base course, then binder course
and finally surface course. However, the successive
application of each of the courses does not have to be
made over the total length of the road section. That is,
the road section to be paved may be decomposed into
sub-sections, which allow a different, even simultaneous
application of the layers; for instance apply the base
course over the initial sub-section, then apply the binder
course over that same sub-section, while applying the
base course over the second sub-section, etc.
This flexibility facilitates the scheduling of the activ-
ities, allowing for the optimization of the temporal allo-
cation of the working cells to each of the planned
activities. For example, if two paving cells are available
at the building site, their simultaneous use makes it pos-
sible to optimize the execution time of the global activ-
ity of paving a road section. Once activities are attached
to product parts and resources to activities, production
time and costs can be predicted.
Implementation issues
Within the RoadRobot project, this work will result
in the implementation of a "Computer-Aided Planner".
Taking the instantiated RMK, the construction specifica-
tions and some terrain model, this expert system will aid
the general contractor in creating an instance of the
RPM by specifying the road sections and the construc-
tion activities which have to be realized over them.
The proposed situation for the planning process is
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Extract of the EXPRESS description of the Road Plan Model
SCHEMA RoadPlanModel ;
.°o
ENTITY RoadPlan;
plannedRoadActivity:
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY ConstructionCell;
artWorkActivity: LIST
earthWorkActivity: LIST
drainageActivit:y LIST
pavingActivity: LIST
supplWorkActivity: LIST
END_ENTITY;
ConstructionCell;
[I:?] of ArtWorkActivity;
[i:?] of EarthWorkActivity;
[i:?] of DrainageActivity;
[I:?] of PavingActivity;
[i:?] of SupplWorkActivity;
Paving ..........................
PavingCell;
SupplWorkActivity;
Section;
ENTITY PavingActivity;
requiredCell:
precedes:
section:
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY PavingCell;
baseActivity:
binderActivity:
surfaceActivity:
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY BaseCourseActivity;
requiredCell:
precedes:
section:
qt:
END_ENTITY;
LIST [i:?]
LIST [i:?]
LIST [i:?]
of BaseCourseActivity;
of BinderCourseActivity;
of SurfaceCourseActivity;
BaseCoursePavingCell;
BinderCourseActivity;
Section;
Ton;
° • •
END_SCHEMA;
described by the IDEF0 diagram [91 on Fig. 8.
RMK Instance
terrain model ___
construcUon
specifications
RPM
plan
road
construction
RPM Instance
general contractor
Fig. 8:IDEF0 representation of the planning stage
Construction specifications
The translation of design information into process
planning information is a translation process in which
construction knowledge is applied to the design infor-
mation. This knowledge can be classified into three cat-
egories according to the scope of the statements:
. general building knowledge
knowledge applicable to every building product and
project.
- product type specific building knowledge
knowledge applicable to specific product types, e.g.
roads.
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- product specific building knowledge
knowledge applicable to specific products of a cer-
tain supplier, e.g. highways.
- project specific building knowledge
knowledge applicable to a specific building project..
The first category of knowledge refers to general
construction knowledge. An example is the selection of
the activity depending of the type of vegetation of the
terrain at the building site. If there are trees, then there
has to be an activity which cuts them off; if there is a
building, then it must be demolished, be it for the con-
struction of a road or of a building.
The following two categories of knowledge are usu-
ally available in regulations. For example, the width of
the paving courses is determined by the type of soil
under the road and the traffic which should be supported
by the road. The first variable is given by the terrain
model, the second one is specified in the requirements of
the road design.
The last category of knowledge is specific to a par-
ticular constructien project. The construction owner
may specify that, during the earthworks, the soil of the
platform is to be made constant, even when this means
getting soil of the required resistance from a distant
earth deposit, as it is impractical to vary the thickness of
the asphalt courses during the paving process. Another
example is the specification of the quality control points.
Terrain model
One problem of the RPM is the integration of the
road design with the surrounding terrain model. Two
viewpoints over the terrain are relevant: the geotechni-
cal and the topographical.
The geotechnical model describes the road corridor
in terms of the geological characteristics of the under-
ground soil: sand, rock, underground water rivers, etc.
This model is important for the planning of construction
activities and at the scheduling stage for the selection of
resources to apply during a specific construction activ-
ity: use a motorscraper for earthmoving sand, but an
excavator for earthmoving clay.
The topographical model describes the surface of the
road corridor, including the identification and location
of natural and human-made obstacles: vegetation, rivers,
buildings, etc. This model allows the general contractor
to plan the way to deal with each of the obstacles,
namely which construction activity to use: demolish a
building, cut off trees, build a bridge over a river, etc.
Obviously, the functional modelling of the terrain in
ISO/STEP is by itself an own project. Therefore, within
the RoadRobot project, for the implementation of the
site controller, an industry standard format will be
selected for the digital terrain model (DTM), for
instance the format TIN, which defines the surfaces by
means of triangulated 3D facets.
Conclusion
This work suggests a Road Construction Model
using concepts of GARM. For the decomposition of a
PDU during its life-cycle, we chose to follow the con-
struction process as much as possible, which resulted in
the creation of several models, because such a decompo-
sition supports all the aspect views without being far
away from the mental world of the users in practice.
The first model dedicated to the design process, the
Road Model Kernel, was developed by the TNO- Build-
ing and Construction Research institute and has already
a working computer version.
The present paper presents a conceptual model for
the planning process of the road construction as prac-
tised by the general contractor, the Road Plan Model.
Further work
To allow for the integration of design and construc-
tion with the developed Road Construction Model, mod-
els for activities and resources have to be worked out,
similar to the product model, as well as the relations
between these three entities. This includes detailing and
implementing the Road Plan Model and the Road
Schedule Model as was done with the Road Model Ker-
nel.
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Abstract
A comparison of design drivers for space and huardous
nuclear waste operating robots details similarities and
differences in operations, performance and environmen-
tal parameters for these critical environments. The sim-
ilarities are exploited to provide low risk system compo-
nents based on reuse principles and design knowledge.
Risk reduction techniques are used for bridging areas of
significant differences. As an example, risk reduction of
a new sensor design for nuclear environment operations
is employed to provide upgradeable*replacement units
in a reusable architecture for significantly higher levels
of radiation.
Typical design features driven by non-functional re-
quirements that reuse knowledge or design details com-
mon to both space and hazardous waste operations
equipment include the following:
• Safety
• Development risk reduction
. Manufacturing and production quality require-
merits
• Environment
1 Introduction
Robotics operations in hazardous environments are at-
tractive because they reduce exposure and risk to hu-
mans, perform reliably in hostile environments, and
can be used to amplify human capabilities. The en-
vironments receiving the most attention for these ap-
plications have been underwater, outer space or on
earth in areas where radioactive or hazardous materi-
als pose threats to humans and their automated equip-
ment. These environments possess some common char-
acteristics, yet each is distinct in its engineering design
challenges. As technology growth presents more eco-
nomic alternatives, this list of working environments
will grow. This paper presents a framework for cata-
loging reuse features, assessing benefits of the transfer
from one environment to another and emphasizes the
decisions made early in the life cycle, for optimal reuse.
Applications of design reuse and tailoring techniques
for applications as diverse as laboratory automation of
hazardous contaminants for the Contaminant Automa-
tion Analysis (CAA) Program to automated equipment
used in hazardous waste tank operations, burial pit op-
erations and mining extraction processes will be pre-
sented. An overview is presented in Table 1 for these
applications and environments.
• Human Machine Interface design for efficiency and
safety
• Maintainability
• Reliability
A comparison of design features based on these require-
ments for laboratory analysis applications projected for
environmental and space operations is given in Table 2.
A direct comparison of operational environments for the
inspection tasks and light utility duty is given in Table 3
for the Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator System
being developed for the Space Station and the Light
Duty Utility Arm for inspection tasks in the Hanford
Single Shell Tanks.
2 Common Design Goals
For automated remediation operations in hazardous
waste tanks, key operating parameters are driven by
task/path planning and motion control. A high level
view of the automation activities associated with task
planning and execution of operators goals includes these
activities:
• Direct robot to start task
Copyright c 1994 by Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co. Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
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Application Nuclear Space Underwater
Lab Analysis CAA DART --
Inspection Hanford tanks Space Station Oil Rig and Cable Inspection
SoilMovement INEL Pit 9 Lunar regolithprocessor Dredging and Harbor cleanup
Assembly Fuel Reprocessing SS maintenance, FLO prep Pump and Pipe placement
Table 1: Applicationand Environment Analogies
Design' feature
Packaging
Workspace
User Interface
Remote operator latency
Computer architecture
Chemical Exposure
Radiation [dose]
Radiation [lifetime]
DART/NASA
Must assure containment
Standard Lab module
Virtual Operator/Telepresence
> 3 seconds
Real time UNIX
O, UV, high pH
2 Rad/hr
IOs
Contaminant Automation Analysis [DOE]
Integrated and self-contained
Up to 8 standard modules in series
High level user interface
I-3 seconds
Real time Unix
acid fumes pH T 14
250 Rad/hr
I0s
Table 2: Laboratory Automation Comparison
• Search world model for access points
• Reason about tool selection for task
• Plan trajectory and workspace motion
• Present to operator for verification using the fol-
lowing interface channels:
- Remote Viewing
- Controller Inputs
- Shared Control Authority
- Graphics Display
- Audio Feedback
Adapting the first 4 activities for the unique features
of the Hanford single shell tank waste remediation sys-
tem, the following extensions for Force Controlled In-
teractions with the environment include are developed:
• Minimize normal force on walls
Surface tracking of solid waste
Threshold force application for breaking salt for-
mations and selection of appropriate tool for au-
tonomous grinding or sucking tasks.
Oscillation compensation for dextrous tool applica-
tion
Similar tasks involving force controlled interactions
with worksite and environment exist on planetary sur-
faces for resource utilization and in the underwater en-
vironment for harbor dredging, or oil well infrastructure
development.
3 Reuse Processes
This section presents details on the use of scenario anal-
ysis and testbed development and utilization to enhance
the reuse process. The following section presents details
on the role of design knowledge transfer, interface spec-
ification, and trade study reuse.
Scenario Analysis
The scenarios analysis is a tool used for requirements
development and analysis. It provides a framework
for multi-discipline teams to describe events and flows
within the system and perform contingency modeling
and analysis. The process can be applied to an concep-
tual and architectural" model to investigate requirements
defects. Scenario analysis has been used in the following
manner.
Figure I is a scenario outline used for deriving advanced
development requirements for maintenance robotics for
the First Lunar Outpost (FLO). When similar ap-
proaches were applied to buried waste retrieval tasks,
the result included better definition of tether monitor-
ing and management tasks, and the inclusion of trades
for periodic decontamination and maintenance actions.
Simulation and Testbeds
Design processes for implementing these functions for
robots operating in a variety of environments [undersea,
in the field, or in space], can use similar simulations,
and analysis tools, further increasing the potential for
reuse of robotic design knowledge to field reliable sys-
tems with greatest design maturity and least develop-
ment risk. Examples of reuse of these simulations and
testbed facilities are:
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Par_tleter
Temperature Range
Pressure Range
Particulate
Chemical Exposure
Radiation [dose]
Radiation [total]
Landing/Wind Loading
Space [SPDM]
-150 to +150 F
0 to 29.92
Micrometeoroid
O, UV
250Rad/Sec
l0 s
4.3 g
Radioactive Waste [LDUAJ
[-20 to 150 F]
standard +/- 10 in Water
severe dust st
acid fumes pB T 14
2,000 Rad/hr
10s
3.5g at 120 mph gust
Table 3: Operating Environment Characterization
1. Testbed facilities being developed at JSC have ca-
pabilities with broad application for other areas.
Some of these features included in the testbed har-
nesses are remote operations, virtual reality inter-
faces, variable time delay loops, and coordinated
multi-arm controllers. Other engineering test caps-
bilities include instrumented dynamics testing fa-
cilities with useful payloads into the thousands of
pounds.
2. Simulations of space environments can be devel-
oped form Earth based analogs if design features
were embedded during development. For instance,
one heavy equipment company has an analytic sim-
ulation of soil blade interactions with user specified
inputs for soil characteristics and reduced values of
gravity that would be suitable for lunar or Mars
resource utilization advanced development studies.
3. Libraries of graphic kinematics for a wide range of
robots, worksites, and operating environments are
becoming available and with maturing engineering
management direction should be critical in shorten-
ing the design cycle, minimizing design and sched-
ule risk, and provide early access to the user com-
munity.
4 Reuse Strategies
This section presents an approach to applying the soft-
ware engineering concept of Abstract Interface Specifi-
cation to engineering design reuse and presents 2 exam-
pies of design knowledge transfer from diverse robotics
fields to a design for inspection for the Hanford Single
Shell Tanks.
Interface Specification
Based on experiences at software reuse, modifications
were made to the approach that seemed the easiest to
automate, the Abstract Interface Specification (AIS).
The modifications included specification of technology
maturity, remaining areas of risk, physical descriptions
and resource requirements and reuse history.
This approach is also used in generating simulations
based on reusable components. Briefly the AIS ap-
proach consists of specifying the required and provided
services for each component and information about
state constraints and exception conditions. Since files
constructed with these attributes can be browsed with
reuse software, the effort was minimal to setup and use.
Figure 2 is an example of the extended abstract inter-
face specification entries for this approach.
Entries in the specification are augmented by i_hysical
descriptions and operations notes with resource bud-
gets where required. In particular slots are assigned for
design knowledge and application reuse history of the
following items:
• Materials
• software
• persistent design objects
• standard mechanical components
• standard trades
Once a library of specifications in this format is estab-
lished, domain engineers can query or browse for suit-
ability and closeness of application using a Knowledge
Dictionary System approach. Establishing this library
is one of the critical items in developing an engineer-
ing reuse process. This library and its tools for brows-
ing provide the ability to use Commercial Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) components with confidence, design robust sys-
tems with mature deissgn techniques, and include de-
tails for unique requirments based on modifications of
closely approximated configuration items.
Design Knowledge Transfer
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The use of standard trades studies and design knowl-
edge transfer is illustrated by the following 2 case stud-
ies for the Hanford single shell tank Light Duty Utility
Arm (LDUA) inspection system. Characterisatien of
design features in general terms with parametrisation
for different operations environments.
1. A vertical positioning mast for contamination con-
tainment and housing of s robotic inspection arm is
necessary for the Hanford single shell tank inspec-
tion task. Given the geometries of the specified
delivery system, a multi-jointedjnast is required to
meet the volume and length specifications. Figure
3 shows the trade variables that were examined and
the evaluation of the engineering team for each of
the three major concepts. Each of the 5 evaluation
variables,
(a) Stiffness
(b) Smooth external surface
(c) Mast wall thickness
(d) Actuation
(e) Hinge design
were chmen ba4_l on their contribution to top
level requirements. Stiffne_ was derived from po-
sition accuracy requirements, smooth surface from
contamination control and sealing requirements,
and mast wall thickness from grc_ Weight re-
quirements. Design knowledge from experience in
emplacement of masts for oil well drilling, ma-
rine structures, and simulation of multi-segment
Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SS-
RMS) boom assembly was used to complete the
figures of merit for positive contribution and rela-
tive importance weightings.
2. The selection [shown in Figure 4] of a mast posi-
tion sensor component was driven by requirements
for position accuracy, robustness in field operations
and cost. Characterization of the 4 design choices,
(a) Mast markings
(b) Embedded Hall effect sensors
(c) Vertical position Sensors
(d) Laser ranging
was undertaken based on knowledge gained in an-
tomated factories, marine labs, government reports
from DOE and NASA, and experience in precise
position sensing for underground nuclear test mon-
itoring. After risk reduction considerations were
introduced to the selection process, an off the shelf
laser ranging system using time of flight princi-
ples that had previously been integrated with a
Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) controller
for boom management was selected.
This approach to trade studies and design knowledge
transfer is well suited to projects with multi-discipline
teams, toolJ for performing multi-attribute utility anal-
ysis and in need of a consistent basis for establishing de-
sign criteria and evaluation of alternate design choices.
5 Conclusion
Re-usability of design and knowledge from one environ-
mental area to another is aided by use of object oriented
technology approaches, scenario analysis, credible sim-
ulations, design knowledge libraries, and various classes
of reuse tools. However caution is required since pow-
erful tools require care and experience in their use on
projects with mimion and safety critical aspects. Em-
placing the infrastructure to support this approach is
best if supported up front by management.
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I. The scenario begins with the rover assigned to
a maintenance action.
_. The manipulator element mates with the rover
base.
3. Under telcoperatedcontrol,the combined rover
moves to a point providing access for the best
video of a failed system or SR U.
4. A maintenance engineer controls the combined
arm and video system during the inspection task
to diagnose the failure and plan for most effec-
tive repair.
5. Once a repair plan is generated_ the mobile base
with its attached arm moves to the commanded
location of the spares supply.
6. The arm ssused toloadthe requiredreplacement
SRUs on the base according to access require-
ments for the planned maintenance actions.
7. The base with arm and payload navigatesto the
appropriatepoint to startsystem repairaction.
8. The arm controlledby the telcoperatoru,_thin-
puts from video and supporting analysisto lo-
cate the failed module.
9. It removes the module and returns it to the
equipment carrier on the base.
10. The arm locates the replacement SRU and
places it in the operational configuration.
11. After all maintenance and inspection actions
are completed, the base traverses to the failed
module crib [or equipment airiock].
12. It removes the failed items from the carrier and
places them in the appropriate location.
13. When demate of the mampulator arm and its
sys|ems from the mobile base is complete, the
scenario ends.
Figure 1: Lunar Outpost Maintenance Scenario
Name:
Life Cycle Phase:
Type:
Purpose:
Maturity:
Risk Characterization:
Contexts:
With:
Note:
Rationale:
Provided Interface:
Resources:
Nalne:
Constraints:
Exceptions:
Notes:
Rationale:
Services:
Nine:
Constraints:
Exceptions:
Notes:
Rationale:
Required Interfaces:
Resources:
Nal[ne:
Constraints:
Exceptions:
Notes:
Rationale:
Services:
Nine:
Constraints:
Exceptions:
Notes:
Rationale:
State Constraints: ...
Figure 2:
5 Browsing
Structured Specification for Design Reuse
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Abstra_
The objective and contribution of the research
presented in this paper is to provide a Multi-Mode
Manipulator Display System (MMDS) to assist a
human operator with tim control of remote manipulator
systems. Such systems include space based
manipulators such as the space shuttle remote
manipulator system (SRMS) and future ground
controlled teleoperated and telescience space systems.
The MMDS contains a number of display modes and
submodes which display position control cues position
data in graphical formats, based primarily on
manipulator position and joint angle data. Therefore
the MMDS is not dependent on visual information for
input and can assist the operator especially when visual
feedback is inadequate. This paper provides
descriptions of the new modes and experiment results to
date.
L..Ialtmlu¢,lioa
Manual control of a remote manipulator can be a
difficult task due, in part, to a lack of useful feedback to
the operator on the position of the manipulator with
respect to its desired position, destination, or target
object to be manipulated. For example, to control many
remote manipulator systems, including the space shuttle
remote manipulator system (SRMS), the operator relies
largely on visual feedback from direct views through
windows and indirect views from cameras. However,
the visual information can be insufficient in providing
the operator with adequate cues, due to obstructions,
poor viewing angles, cmnera failure_ or problems with
resolutionorcamera control.
The ,Multi-Mode Manipulator Display System
(MMDS) is being developed by MDA to alleviate some
of these difficulties. "late current design of the MMDS
consists of two major modes: 1) the Manipulator
Position Display (MPD) mode, and 2) the Joint Angle
Display (JAD) mode. At the time of the writing of this
paper, the MPD mode has undergone testing and is
further along in the development cycle than the JAD
mode which is in its initial development.
2. Manipulator Position Display (MPD) Mode
The Manipulator Position Display mode consists of
two sub-modes: 1) Rotational/Translational (P/T)
Submode, and 2) MPD Pilot Submode. The two
submodes of the MPD were designed to help alleviate
the problems associated with poor visual feedback
caused by obstructions, poor viewing angles, poor
resolution, camera control, or camera failure. This can
be done because the MPD does not rely on visually
obtained information as a source of input, but rather on
six degree of freedom position information data from
the manipulator system sensors (for example, joint
position encoders).
Further, with the MPD displays, six degree of
freedom position cues are displayed to the operator in a
graphical format. The MPD displays the six degree of
freedom cues concurrendy. In addition, the MPD's
algorithm performs the necessary calculations and
provides the operator with "fly-from" or "fly-to" cues
that alleviate the burden of calculating the appropriate
system inputs from the operator. 1
The MPD needs to know the current and desired
(or target) positions. The current position of the
manipulator arm can be obtained through real time
position data from the manipulator arm in six degrees of
freedom. The desired position of the arm in six degrees
of freedom needs to be identified and entered into the
MPD program. With this knowledge, the MPD
displays can present the deviation or error that exists in
each degree of freedom to the operator in an easy to use
format. The MPD displays not only have applications
for the SRMS, but also for other human-machine
applications (aircraft, deep sea manipulators, nuclear
environment, etc,) which require the operator to control
multi-degree of freedom systems under limited viewing
conditions when desired target points are known.
*Lead Research Engineer, Product Development
Member AIAA
**Senior Software E_gineer, MDA
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The experiments conducted with the two submodes
of the MID mode showed that using either submode
significantly improved operator performance (by 25 to
33%) over performing the same manipulation tasks
without the use of the MPD submodes. 2.3
2.1 Rotational/Translational Submode
Figure 1. shows the format of the
Rotational/Translational (R/T) Submode of the
Manipulator Position Display mode. 3 The
Rotational/Translational Submode separates the
rotational and translational cues to be represented by the
motion of two separate objects. This submode was
designed so that one object on the display would
correlate exclusively to the translational inputs on the
hand controllers, while the second object would
correlate exclusively to rotational inputs on the hand
controllers.
Closure
Rate
X- 25.28
Y- 22.19
Z- 102.57
P- 11.34
Y = 22.23
R = 47.55
Closure
Distance
I I i
Fig. 1. MPD Rotation/Translation Submode Format
The line in the center with the three tick marks in
Fig. 1 is stationary and acts as the reference line. The
operator drives the uanslational cues using the square
with the tick marks shown in Fig.l. Deviation in Z-
translation is depicted by the square being above or
below the reference line, while Y-translation deviation
is shown by the square being to the left or right of the
center of the reference line. For X-translation, the
operator relies on the size of the square relative to the
length of the reference line. For rotational cues the
operator would look to the circular object shown in Fig.
1. The position of the circle with respect to the
reference line provided the rotational deviation
information to the operator. If the circle is above or
below the reference line, a deviation in pitch exists. A
deviation in yaw is depicted by the circle being to the
left or fight of the center of the reference line. Roll
cues are provided by the orientation of the extended fine
running through the center of the circle and the shorter
fine in the center of the circle. If those lines are tilted to
the left or to the right, then a deviation in roll exists.
2.2 MPD Pilot Submode
The format of the MPD Pilot Submode of the
Manipulator Position Display is shown in Fig. 2. 4 The
MPD Pilot Submode got its name because it utilizes
cues, such as a yaw ball and a pitch horizon fine, similar
to those found in aircraft. "the line in the center with
the three tick marks is stationary and acts as the
reference line. The operator drives five of the six
position/orientation cues to that reference line, all
except the yaw cue which is shown separately at the
bottom of the display.
Closure
Rate
X- 25.28
Y- -22.19
Z= 72.57
P- 11.34
Y- 22.23
R- -27.55
@
Closure
Distance
Fig. 2. MPD Pilot Submode Formal
All deviations in the translational degrees of
freedom are displayed by the circle with the crosshairs
inside of it. If the crosshairs are to the left or fight of
the center of the reference line, a deviation in Y-
translation exists. A deviation in Z-translation is
depicted with the circle and crosshairs being either
above or below the reference line. Errors in X-
translation is depicted as a size difference between the
circle with crosshairs and the length of the reference
fine. For rotational cues the operator would look to the
yaw ball at the bottom of the display, the horizontal
pitch line (shown just below the reference line in Fig.
2), and the orientation of the crosshalrs in the ball for
roll information. The error in the yaw degree of
freedom are shown by the yaw ball in Fig. 2 being to
the left or right of center. Pitch error is shown by the
horizontal pitch line being above or below the reference
fine. For roll cues the operator uses the orientation of
the crosshairs inside the ball.
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In addition, for both of the submodes discussed, me
operator is provided with a digital readout of the
deviations in each of the six degrees of freedom. This
digital readout can be seen in the upper left hand comer
of Figs. 1 and 2, and is helpful in the t-realstages of a
task to ensure that the deviations are within the desired
limits (i.e. close to zero).
Both submodes also contain two bar graphs on
either side. The bar graph shown on the left of Figs. 1
and 2 provides rate information, and the bar graph on
the right of Figs. 1 and 2 provides the absolute closure
distance between the current manipulator position and
the desired manipulator position. This information can
be particularly helpful to conlrol the rate of movement
based on the distance from the target location. For
example, if the manipulator were fat from the target
location the operator would probably want to moving
faster than if the manipulator was very close to the
target location. 5,6
2.3 Ex_rimentai Results with the MPD Mode
To quantify the effectiveness of the two submodes
of the MPD described in the previous sections,
experiments with human operators were conducted.
The MPD display submodes were presented to four
trained and experienced test subjects on a GRID 1660
laptop computer. A space shuttle SRMS task was
simulated using the Manipulator Analysis - Graphic,
Interactive, Kinematic (MAGIK) simulation system
which runs on Silicon Graphics computers. The task
was a space station assembly task, which focused on the
installation of a Pressurized Mating Adapter (PMA) to a
space station module.
Three experimental conditions were tested: 1)
performing the task with the aid of the
Rotational/Translational Submode of the Manipulator
Position Display, 2) performing the task with the aid of
the MPD Pilot Submode of the Manipulator Position
Display, and 3) performing the task without the aid of
the MPD display mode. For all three experimental
conditions the operators were given the clearest
available camera view of the task (simulated by the
MAGIK system) 7. In addition, the operators were also
given a digital readout of the position of the
manipulator in each degree of freedom through a
simulation of the SRMS display panel. During the
experimental condition of performing the task without
an IVlPD display, this digital position information was
critical for the final steps of the task when the camera
view became less helpful.
Each test subject completed training for perforating
the task without the MPD and with each submode of the
MPD. Training ended when the test subject's
performance times reached steady values and learning
curves flattened. Three separate experimental sessions
were conducted for each subject. During one
experimental session, the subject performed the task
without the MPD display , in another session the
subject performed the task with the MPD Pilot
Submode, and in a third session the subject performed
the task with the RotationaifI'ranslational Submode. At
the start of each experimental session, each subject was
given warm-up trials and then six to ten data trials were
conducted. The subject could end an experimental trial
when the deviation in each translational degree of
freedom was less than 1 inch, and the deviation in each
rotational degree of freedom was less than 0.5 degrees.
The mean 'task times for performing the tasks under
the three experimental conditions are shown in table 1.
Pilot Submode No MPD RFI"Submode
3.9 min 5.2 min 3.5 min
Table I. Mean task times.
Fig. 3 shows the totai average task times calculated
across all of the four test subjects. The total mean task
time averaged for all four test subjects was 3.9 minutes
with a mean standard error of 0.12 minutes when using
the MPD Pilot Submode, 5.17 minutes with a mean
standard error of 0.19 minutes when not using the
MPD, and 3.54 minutes with a mean standard error of
0.14 minutes when using the Rotational/Translational
Submode. Therefore, the Rotationalfl'ranslational
Submode provided an average improvement of
approximately 33% while the MPD Pilot Submode
provided an average improvement of approximately
25%. These results were statistically significant to the
99% confidence level.
5.5
5
3.5
3
!
|
!
I I I
with without with
Pilot MPD R/I"
Submode Submode
Experimental Condition
Fig. 3. Average of experimental results
for all test subjects.
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A statistical analysis with a series of paired t-tests
showed that using the MPD Pilot Submode significantly
improved operator performance at the 99% confidence
level (t(30)=7.44, p<0.01). A series of t-tests were also
conducted to determine the statistical significance of
using the Rotational/Translational Submode versus not
using the MPD. As was found with the MPD Pilot
Submode, the Rotational/Translational Submode
significantly improved operator performance at the 99%
confidence level (t(30)--7.41, p<0.01). The statistical
analysis of the results of using the Pilot Submode
versus using the Rotational/Translational S ubmode
produced differing conclusions based upon individual
test subject performance. Test subjects #1 and #3
performed significantly better with the
Rotational/Translational Submode than with the Pilot
Submode. However, for test subjects #2 and #4, there
was no significant performance difference between
using the Rotational/Translational Submode versus
using the Pilot Submode. The total average over all 4
test subjects did show a significant performance
advantage with the Rotational/Translational Submode
over the MPD Pilot Submode (t30)=2.06. p<0.05).
2.4 Advanced Feanlres of the MPD
As a result of the experiments described above and
comments from astronauts, mission designers, and
astronaut trainers, a number of recommendations for
improving the MPD were gathered. These
recommendations have resulted in the implementation
of a number of new features. The following section
describes each of the new features and their benefits.
One advanced feature is highlighting cues to help
the operator distinguish between the lines which
represent the rotational and translational cues, and the
stationary reference line at the center of the screen.
This feature becomes most useful when the manipulator
is reaching its target position and the operator is trying
to align the cues to the stationary reference line. This is
one of the most critical phases of any operation.
For each task there axe defined tolerance limits, for
each degree of freedom, within which the manipulator
is considered to be at its desired final position. Based
on this information a highlighting feature was
implemented which indicates to the operator when the
manipulator is within the def'med limit for each degree
of freedom. This indication is achieved by increasing
the width of specific lines on the rotational and
translational cues when the manipulator position and
attitude are within the specified range. For example,
when the Point of Resolution (POR) of the manipulator
is within the specified range in the X-axis (see figure 6-
8) the square, in the R/T Submode, will become bolder
than the other lines. In turn, when the POR of the
manipulator is within tolerance in the Y-axis the
vertical lines in the translational cue will become
bolder. And finally, when the POR is within the limit
in the Z-axis, the horizontal lines of the translational
cue become bold. Once all of the lines which comprise
the translational cue are bold, the operator will know
that the manipulator tip is within tolerance in the X, Y,
and Z axes.
For the rotational cues in the RfI" Submode, the
circle becomes bold when the manipulator's POR is
within the yaw limit. The horizontal line drawn through
the circle is made bold when the pitch limit is satisfied.
And the vertical roll indicator is made bold when the
POR is within the roll limit. As with the translational
cue, when the manipulator POR is within limit in yaw,
pitch, and roll the entire rotational cue will be bold.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the bold feature indicating
that the X-axis and the yaw axes are within range. The
tolerances can be set to different values for each degree
of freedom. This feature is also implemented in the
MPD Pilot Submode.
Closure Reference Frame Orbiter Closure
Rate Disptay Option Fly From Distance
X ..-0.35 I
Y- 63.50 L
Z- 58.70 D
P-49.36 U
Y-0.20 R
R--14.35 L
Fig. 4. MPD highlighting feature.
Another benefit of using line width as an indication
of reaching final position is the ability to reach the
desired position in any one axis regardless of where the
cues are on the screen with respect to the reference line.
For instance, in the event that a particular _ranslational
axis needs to be aligned before the other axes this can
be done without the translational cue being lined up
with the stationary reference line. This occurs when a
payload must be centered in the X and Y axes before
being lowered into the shuttle bay. During such a task
the operator would have to adjust the size of the square
to coincide with the length of the reference line without
having the translational cue over the reference line.
Without the added feature this would be accomplished
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by referring to the deltas being displayed on the upper
left-hand comer, recalling the defined limit for each
axis, and watching the translational cue. With the
added feature the operator need only concentrate on the
translational cue receiving a visual signal when the
POR is within range for the desired axis( in this
example the X-axis).
Z.4.,2..Ca_x_Ca_
In addition to the highlighting feature, the MPD
display now provides color cues to help distinguish
between the translational and rotational cues, and the
stationary reference line. The use of color is useful
when the manipulator POR is close to its final
destination as shown in Fig 5. As can be seen in the
figure it can be difficult to differentiate between the
translational cue, rotational cue, and the reference line.
In the current MPD implementation the translational
cue is drawn in red, the rotational in green and the
reference line in white.
Closure Reference Fnwne Orbiter
Rate Dbpby OpUon Fly From
X= 3.35 0
Y- 43.50 L
Z- -1.70 D
P- -2.36 D
Y- 25.20 L
R- 0.35 L
Closure
Oistance
m
Fig. 5. MPD Display need for color cues.
Color cues are also being o3asidered in conjunction
with the highlighting feature to give the operator
information on the proximity to the final destination.
The idea is to define a hinge, [t'ke the limits described in
the previous secdou, which when entered by the
manipulator POR would cause the translational and
rotational cues to change color. 'I'ais would supply the
operator with a visual cue that the manipulator POR is
reaching its destination and in turn the hand controller
inputs should be reduced in order avoid going beyond
the desired final position. Once the previously
described final limits are reac:hed, the translational and
rotational cues' colors can again be changed as the lines
get bold. In this way the operator is given two signals
that the manipulator has reached the final POR, bolder
lines and change in color. 9
2,4.3 Direction Cues
In the original implementation of the MPD, the
deltas between the current and f'mal POR positions were
displayed as signed numbers in the upper left-hand
comer of the screen. The sign of the numbers is
provided as an indication of the direction in which the
delta exists. In Fig. 5 this can be seen in the Z-axis and
pitch digital delta readouts. This approach required the
operator to mentally transform the sign cue to the
coordinate frame in which they are working, then figure
out the corresponding hand controller deflections
required to compensate for the deviation. However,
what usually occurs is that the operator inputs the
wrong direction based on the sign delta.
To alleviate this difficulty the MPD includes a
feature referred to as "Direction Cues". Direction Cues
supply the operator with instructions of the necessary
hand controller deflections to remove the deltas in each
degree of freedom. The Direction Cues can be seen in
Fig. 5 as letters following the deltas in the upper left-
hand comer of the display. The letters I or O are used
to indicate in or out deflection of the translational hand
controller, L or R for left or right deflection of the
translational hand controller, and U or D for up or down
deflection of the translational hand controller. For the
rotational Direction Cues the letters U, D, L, and R are
used in the same way as with the translational Direction
Cues. Fig. 5 shows the display signaling the operator to
deflect the translational hand controller out, left, and
down and the rotational hand controller down, left, and
left for the pitch, yaw, and roll axes respectively. With
the addition of Direction Cues the operator is presented
with straight forward indications of the necessary hand
controller deflections eliminating the possibility of
unnecessary and potentially dangerous movement of the
manipulator.
2.4.4 Fir-To/Fly-From Option
The original version of the MPD displays used
what is referred to as "fly- from," or outside-in,
convention to show the deviation between the current
manipulator POR position and the desired final
position. In the fly-from convention the objective is to
input the necessmT hand controller deflections to move
the graphical cues from their current positions to a
specified reference point in the display. In the MPD
displays the reference point is the stationary reference
line in the center of the screen. As operators with
varying backgrounds used the MPD displays two points
were made about the utilization of the fly-from
convention.
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First, it was not obvious from the information
presented by the MPD displays that a fly-from
convention was being used. And secondly, not
everyone is used to the fly-from convention. Some
operators are more comfortable with the "fly-to", or
inside-out, convention. In the fly.m convention the
objective is to deflect the hand controllers in such a way
as to move a specified reference point, the stationary
reference line, to the current position of the graphical
cues. As the band controller inputs are generated the
graphical cues move towards the reference line giving
the illusion that the reference line is moving, lO
Having reached the conclusion that neither one of
the conventions exhibit any inherent advantages, the
MPD display now gives the operator a choice of using
either option. At the beginning of each task the
operator selects whether the graphical cues are shown in
the fly-to or fly-from convention. Once this selection is
made, the MID displays the option in the top center
pan of the screen as can be seen in Fig. 5. This new
feature gives the flexibility m use the display in the
convention which is most comfortable to the operator
and also makes the current selection obvious at all
times.
2A.5 Coorrllnat* Frame Selection
The last addition to the original MPD display is the
capability to select between the different coordinate
frames in which to command the manipulator POR.
Originally the commands where all based in the orbiter
coocdmte frame which is shown in Fig. 6.
x _ yYaw
Z
Fig 6. Slmce Shuttle coordinate reference frame.
With the additiou of the coordinate frame selection
feana'e the operator now has a choice between orbiter,
end effector, and payload coordinate frames. In the
case of the space shuttle, this is a major improvement
over the information currently displayed in the aft flight
deck which is always in orbiter reference mode. An
example of an end effector coordinate frame is depicted
in Fig. 7.
Y
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Fig. 7. End effector coordinate frame.
The payload coordinate frame is different for each
payload and can sometimes coincide with either the end
effector or orbiter coordinate frames. Fig. 8 shows an
example of a payload coordinate frame.
Z X
P,,ch
Fig. 8. Payload coordinate frame.
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The coordinate frame selection feature provides
consistency in the way the graphical cues display
changes in the different axes. For example, in the R/T
Submode movement in the X-axis is always depicted as
changes in the size of the square of the translational
cue. Motion in the Y-axis is always shown as a change
in the translational cue's horizontal position on the
screen. And motion in the Z-axis is always shown as a
change in the translational cue's vertical position on the
screen. The selected reference frame is displayed in the
top center part of the screen (see Fig. 5). l I
3. Joint Angle Display Mode
The second major mode of the MMDS is the Joint
Angle Display (JAD) Mode. The JAD is comprised of
a set of bargraphs which represent the position of each
joint of a manipulator. The JAD mode has three
submodes: 1) nominal operations, 2) joint limits, and 3)
single joint operations.
3.1 Nominal _Operations Submode
The nominal operations mode displays the current
joint positions to the operator. For example, the SRMS
has six joints as is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows how
the six joint values for the SRMS would be presented to
the operator. Note that each joint in Fig. 9 is listed in
Fig. 10. Each bat graph represents the current joint
angle. The bar graphs are updated in real-time based on
the changing encoder values at each joint.
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Fig. 10. Nominal operations Joint Angle Display
3.2 Joint Limit_ Submode
The second submode of the display will include all
the features of the first submode plus cues to indicate
the location of the joint limitations. As can be seen in
Fig. 11 the joint limits are depicted by the small
triangles to the right of each bar graph. For instance
Fig. 11 shows that for the SY joint the joint limits are at
:t:180". This display could also emit an audible tone
when any joint reaches a limit. By including the
audible tone the operator will be notified of a joint limit
error without having to constantly monitor each joint.
Having the features designed in this submode of the
JAD provides the operator with a tool to avoid joint
limits.
Wrist
Yaw RoH
Elbow
Pitch
Shoulder
Pitch
Wrist
Pitch
Shoulder
Yaw
Fig. 9 SRMS Manipulator
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Fig. 1 l. Joint Limits in the Joint Angle Display
3.3 Single Joint Operarions Submode
Another application for the JAD will be single joint
operations when the operator needs to drive the arm one
joint at a time. This operational scenario occurs on the
space shuttle during failure modes which make
controlling all joints concurrently impossible (for
example, a hand controller failure). During these
operations, the Single Joint Operations submode will
not only provide the operator with information on the
current joint positions and joint limits, but will also
provide the operator with operational cues. These cues
will include the amount of deflection needed for each
joint, and the joint sequence. One limitation of this
display is, however, that the encoder data from the
manipulator joints are needed to run the display and
might not be available in the event of a failure.
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Fig. 12. Wrist pitch joint indication.
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Fig. 12 provides an example of the Single Joint
Operations Submode display. Fig. 12 indicates that the
Wrist Pitch joint should be moved to -86 degrees. Once
the operation in Fig. 12 is complete, the next step would
be displayed.
4. System Summary_
With the completely integrated MMDS the
operator is supplied with a complete, concise, and
flexible view of the state of tim manipulator at all times.
This complete view includes information on both the
manipulator POR position through the use of the MPD
displays, and the position of each individual joint
through the use of the JAD. Using the MMDS, a
typical grapple and unberth task with SRMS can be
described as follows.
The operator begins the task using the MPD
display of their choice, Pilot or Rotational/Translational
Submode, in end effector coordinate reference frame
and fly-from mode. As the operator maneuvers toward
the grapple fixture, they can at any time switch to the
JAD viewing the status of each joint and their proximity
to any limits. Once the POR is within the predefined
limits the translational and rotational cues are
highlighted. At this time the payload is grappled and
the operator switches to orbiter coordinate reference
frame.
With the payload grappled a new target POR
position is entered and the translational and rotational
cues adjust to show the new deltas. The operator now
begins to issue the appropriate hand controller
deflections to move the manipulator towards the new
destination. If at any point during the task a joint limit
is reached, the JAD will sound an audible tone
anunciating that such a limit has been reacbed.
Upon recognizing the joint limit alarm, the operator
will switch to the JAD where he/she can rapidly
identify the errant joint. The operator would then
switch to single joint mode and command the wayward
joint away from the limit using the JAD. Once the joint
is backed away from the limit the operator can revert to
the MPD display to reach the final POR.
Another task would be to berth the payload into the
orbiter bay. Once again the new target position is
entered and the translational and rotational cues
adjusted to show the deltas. At this point the operator
can use the payload coordinate reference frame to drive
the payload into its berthed position. Once the final
berthed position is reached the task is completed.
One f'mal note with respect to the flexibility of the
biDS. At any time during the task described above
the operator has the capability to choose between how
and what information is displayed without having to
restart the MMDS. The operator can switch between
the MPD or JAD, Pilot or R/T Submode, and coordinate
reference frames. This capability gives the operator the
ability to command the manipulator in a way that is
most suitable to their background and training.
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Based on the development and experimental results
presented in this paper, the MMDS can be expected to
provide significant operational benefits including
providing the operator with useful manipulator position
information, reducing control problems associated with
the poor viewing conditions, reducing operator
workload, reducing training time, and assisting the
operator with performing unscheduled or unpracticed
procedures. The MMDS has space based application
for the SSRMS space station as well as for ground
control of space based manipulators. Its potential
application areas will hopefully be expanded into
environmental, hazardous waste, nuclear, and undersea
remote manipulation environments.
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Abstract
An ambitious project to develop an advanced,
automated welding system is being funded as
part of the Navy Joining Center with Babcock &
Wilcox as the prime integrator. This program,
the Programmable Automated Welding System
(PAWS), involves the integration of both
planning and real-time control activities.
Planning functions include the development of a
graphical decision support system within a
standard, portable environment. Real-time
control functions include the development of a
modular, intelligent, real-time control system
and the integration of a number of welding
process sensors.
This paper presents each of these components of
the PAWS and discusses how they can be
utilized to automate the welding operation.
provide an automated means of planning,
controlling, and evaluating critical welding
situations to improve productivity and quality.
The primary issue has been the desire to
increase the cost-effectiveness and applicability
of automation to difficult welding situations.
System Overview
PAWS consists of an Off-line Programming
System (OLP) and an on-line, real-time
controller. The OLP system provides a means
to develop the plan for an entire automated
welding operation, as well as the capability to
manage existing plans. The OLP system
provides an integrated platform for the motion
and process planning functions. The Controller
is capable of then implementing these plans
during the actual welding process.
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Introduction
The demands of small batch operations and the
need to integrate into a wider automation
strategy have pushed the development of
advanced robotic and process control systems.
One such system, presently directed specifically
at welding applications, is under development by
Babcock & Wilcox. This approach addresses
integrating both off-line planning and real-time
control activities. This system was initially
developed as an Advanced Technology
Development program with the Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Carderock Division, and is
presently in an industrial transition phase as part
of a Navy ManTech contract. This ManTech
program is coordinated through the Navy
Joining Center in Columbus, Ohio.
This advanced control system, known as the
Programmable Automated Welding System
(PAWS), has been created specifically to
PAWS Off-line Programming System
The PAWS-OLPS resides on a UNIX-based
workstation and is comprised of a relational
database, a motion planning module, a
geometric modeling system, and a job builder
module. This system was developed following a
client-server philosophy specifically to provide a
decision support tool for the development,
storage, and management of programs for the
PAWS controller. The use of standards and the
requirements of hardware portability have been
highly stressed.
The PAWS-OLPS provides a means to develop
and plan an entire automated robotic welding
operation based on a computer aided design
(CAD) model of the part to be welded. This
planning occurs away from the robot and allows
the robot system to maintain production while
new applications are being planned and verified.
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One OLPS can support multiple cells. OLPS is
a key technology in small batch robotic
operations. Without an OLPS, the economical
utilization of robotic systems in small batch
operations is not possible due to the non-
productive time required for the iterative nature
of manual teaching methods.
The PAWS-OLPS provides a highly integrated
approach to the planning of the welding and
sensor operations. The welding application
data is maintained in a relational database that
is tightly coupled to the operation of the OLPS
and the development of the overall plan.
Storage of certified welding procedures in a
standard database format allows for the
maintenance and re-use of previously
performed welding trails. The client-server
architecture allows the welding information to
be maintained at a distributed computer by a
knowledgeable resource. During subsequent
planning operations, the OLPS presents to the
planner only welding selections which are
appropriate for the application at hand. By
encapsulating and abstracting the welding
knowledge, the PAWS-OLPS practically
eliminates the need for the OLPS planner to be
knowledgeable of the details oft he welding
process.
The OLPS also incorporates advanced motion
planning and optimization methods. Functions
are provided for optimal placement of the robot
with respect to the workpiece and for automated
determination of a collision-free path. Both the
placement optimization and the collision
avoidance capabilities are technologies critical
to supporting small batch operations where
accessibility limitations exist. The motion
simulation ties the motion of the manipulator to
the process information. This module provides a
graphical 3-D animation of the manipulator
performing the welding operation with real-time
collision detection. A geometric modeler
provides a convenient method for the modeling
of parts, manipulators, end effectors, and
physical environment constraints. The OLPS
also provides a means of importing CAD files of
components and generating solid models from
those files. Once the plan is determined to be
satisfactory, the plan is converted into a job to
provide true off-line programming of the entire
welding operation. This job is provided to the
PAWS controller in the form of text files which
are then converted to the controller's real-time
database format.
Figure 1 depicts a setup in which the OLPS is
being utilized to plan the operations for multiple
devices. This concept envisions two track
devices performing simple linear welds and an
inverted robot ann coordinated with the motion
of a 2-axis positioner. The welding engineer is
developing and documenting procedures on a
computer based in the weld lab. This interface
enables the sharing of historical information and
provides a dynamic means of managing weld
procedures. Motion planning and simulation is
then performed by the manufacturing planning
department. The welding knowledge is
referenced during this process.
PAWS Controller
The PAWS real-time robotic controller
represents a state-of-the-art system based on a
VME multi-processor platform. On-bus
resources provide the interface to the process
equipment via industrial I/O (digital and
analog), system I/O (serial and network
interfaces, hard disk, monitor, etc..), and servo
motion boards. This environmentally hardened
platform supports the control of any common
robotic manipulator and any arc welding
process. In addition, the system has been
designed to simultaneously accept input from a
host of real-time sensors.
The key element of the controller is its
flexibility. The controller and supporting
peripheral components can be scaled to the
technical needs of the application. This feature
is supported both in software and by the ability
to add processing power as dictated by the
application. For example, the controller can be
employed to control a simple 3-axis track
mechanism or an articulated arm robot
coordinated with a positioner. In addition, the
controller can be configured to control a number
of arc welding processes and sensors. In fact,
given the proper welding equipment, multiple
processescanevenbemaintainedbya single
controller. This flexibility enables the system to
be extensible to emerging technologies such as
new manipulators, welding processes and
sensors.
The PAWS controller uses a real time database
structure to compartmentalize the process data.
The controller is comprised of both kernel and
expansion modules (refer to Figure 2). The
kernel modules provide the base technologies for
robotic process control. The expansion modules
can then be selectively employed to address the
specific process needs (e.g. welding).
Coordinator _,
[ Motion ] [ Logging ] [ Oper_to e I
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Figure 2: PAWS Controller Modules
Kernel Modules
Coordinator The coordinator module utilizes a
script language to indicate the sequence of
operation, and a rule-based expert system for
exception handling. The sequence is built-up
(either manually on the controller or
automatically by the OLP's job builder module)
as a series of statements specific to the process.
These statements are English-like commands
specific to the process at hand (e.g. START
WELD, STOP WELD, MOVE ALONG, LOG
DATA, etc..). This provides a readable, high-
level view of the job plan. During execution, the
exception handler monitors the state of the on-
going process and issues programmed responses
when anomalous conditions occur. These
responses can range from simple warnings to
complex adaptive responses.
Operator Interface All setup, walk-through
teaching, and execution interaction with the
operator is performed through an industrial
pendant. This pendant consists of a portable,
hand-held device with both push-buttons and a
high-resolution graphical display. In
appropriate situations, the pendant provides the
operator the capability to adjust the process
parameters during execution. To supplement the
OLPS, an on-line editing capability is provided.
The editor employs a portable PC and provides
the ability to both edit and create jobs. In
addition, this PC can be used to chart and
analyze all logged data.
Motion The PAWS controller is capable of
controlling a variety of manipulators, from a
simple track device up to multi-axis robotic
manipulators. A total of three manipulators and
32-axis may be controlled from a single
controller. The 4 year ManTech program
intends to develop and implement a production
system in which a single controller is
coordinating the operations of two or three
robots simultaneously. Successful
demonstration of this capability will provide a
substantial cost advantage by sharing both
hardware and manpower. A single operator can
then be leveraged to monitor several operations
at once.
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The motion module also incorporates the ability
to perform path memorization: to retrace, with
or without an offset bias, a modified path.
Additional features include: seam tracking, the
ability to accept operator overrides of both Tool
Y (cross seam) and Tool Z (standoff) distances,
and the ability to modify motion parameters for
adaptive control.
The logging module allows for the
selective logging of data based upon time,
distance, or the reaching of an established
threshold (e.g. heat inpu0. Numeric data can be
also be averaged while being logged.
Expansion Module
Welding The welding module commands the
power supply to control the weld process.
Currently, the system has been established to
control the gas metal arc process (GMAW).
The module commands and monitors a number
of process parameters (e.g. current, voltage,
wire feed speed, etc.). Process parameters are
prevented from exceeding the limits established
in the weld procedure. Additional general
features include, consumable tracking and
monitoring, user-definable I/O, and the
expandability to other processes.
Adaptive parameter modifications are
determined based upon input from sensors and
from the operator. These may be direct
parameter offsets (e.g. lower current 5 amps) or
they may be in the form of indirect adjustments
(e.g. increase bead width by 10%). Indirect
adjustments are processed by the internal
process model into the appropriate parameter
offsets. This model also resolves conflicts
between adjustment sources. This resolution is
performed by evaluating both priorities and
constraints. One elegant feature of this
implementation is the ability for the operator to
adjust the indirect parameters without
knowledge of the necessary direct parameters.
In other words, the operator can concentrate on
physical characteristics, such as bead width,
without needing to mentally calculate the
necessary adjustments to current, voltage, and
travel speed.
This module also handles all sensor interface
issues. These include device-specific
communications, user-programmable data
filtering, and adaptive control of the motion
module. Exception handling is performed by an
embedded rules engine. The sensors currently
being employed are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Sensors
SENSOR USAGE
Joint Vision Sensor Seam Tracking
Joint Volume
Joint Shape
Post Weld Geometry Sensor Pool Size
Pool Location
Arc Element Sensor Contamination in Arc (H 2, 0 2, Fe)
Through-the-Arc Sensing Seam Tracking
Touch Sensing Joint location
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Thelistedsensorscoverawiderangeofcontrol
areasincludingfeedforward,feedback,and
processmonitoring.ThePAWScontrolleris
capable,however,of beingconfiguredto utilize
onlythosesensorswhichareneededto perform
theparticularapplication.A typicalapplication
whichisseverelyspace-limitedmayuseonly
through-the-arcsensing,whereas,anaccessible
componentwithcriticalprocesscontrolcriteria
mayutilizethreeor fourdifferentsensors.
Summary_
The 30 month-long ATD phase of the PAWS
program ended in November 1992 and the
follow-on 4 year ManTech program was started
in September 1993. The system will be
industrially hardened during the first year of this
program and will be applied in an Navy Joining
Center Teaching Factory at B&W CIM Systems
in Lynchburg, VA. The technology will be
implemented into
production systems during 1995. Follow-on
years will focus upon expansion of the
technology based upon end-user needs. This
will include expansion into other welding
processes (e.g. FCAW, GTAW, PAW), the
support of multiple robots, expanded exception
handling techniques, and the integration of
design data directly into the OLP. In addition,
the architecture is being developed for
application to other non-welding robotic
processes (e.g. inspection, surface finishing,
cleaning).
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Abstract
The Advanced Solid Rocket Motor program
determined the need to inspect ASRM forgings
and segments for potentially catastrophic
defects. To minimize costs, an automated eddy
current inspection system was designed and
manufactured for inspection of ASRM forgings
in the initial phases of production. This system
utilizes custom manipulators and motion control
algorithms and integrated six channel eddy
current data aquisition and analysis hardware
and software. Total system integration is
through a personal computer based workcell
controller. Segment inspection demands the
use of a gantry robot for the EMAT/ET
inspection system. The EMAT/ET system
utilized similar mechanical compliancy and
software logic to accomodate complex part
geometries. EMAT provides volumetric
inspection capability while eddy current is
limited to surface and near surface inspection.
Each aspect of the systems are applicable to
other industries, such as, inspection of pressure
vessels, weld inspection, and traditional
ultrasonic inspection applications.
Background
Initial manufacture and subsequent
refurbishment of the space shuttle Advanced
Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) demand precise
inspection of the motor casings, both in the
forging and segment phases of production, to
preclude catastrophic failure. Robotic NDE
inspection for case discontinuities was
determined essential to achieve the program
goal of ensuring overall case integrity. Two
inspection points were identified in the ASRM
cycle. The first inspection would identify
surface fissures created during the forging and
heat treatment manufacturing steps. Detection
of flaws at this stage prevents scraping
components downstream in the process.
Inspection of segments (assembled forgings)
during initial manufacture and refurbishment is
N94- 30571
the second point, and occurs early in the
production cycle to ensure new segment
integrity and check for cracks propagated
during splashdown.
The sizes and complexity of forgings and
segments requires the use of advanced robotic
techniques for automated inspection employing
state-of-the-art NDE. The approach to each
inspection was driven by unique functional
requirements requiring different robotic and
NDE methods. In both cases, Babcock &
Wilcox, CIM Systems was contracted to
provide the innovative and rugged solutions.
Eddy Current Inspection System
ASRM cylindrical forgings span a wide range
of sizes and complexity of features. Inner
diameters range from 142.495 inches to
149.625 inches and outer diameters from
145.180 inches to 161.750 inches. Heights
range from 34.50 inches to 148.420 inches.
The forgings can weigh as much as 15,000 Ibs.
As a result of heat treatment, component out-
of-roundness (circularity} could be as much as
seven inches. Features may be final machined
or forged, requiring additional machining in
subsequent processes. Complex geometries
include radii, corners, chamfers, weld prep
transitions, protrusions, flanges, and multi-axis
curvatures. The critical flaw size was set at
0.125 inch long by 0.035 inch deep for all
inspections.
A vertical five axis system comprising two,
two axis manipulators and a rotary table (figure
1) controlled by an eight axis servo controller
provides the necessary motion for forging
inspection at the Babcock & Wilcox, Aerospace
Components Division, the manufacturer of
ASRM segments. Six, single channel eddy
current (ET) instruments are used for surface
and near-surface flaw detection. A personal
computer based, workcell controller integrates
the motion control, data acquisition, and
Copyright © 1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1. Eddy Current Inspection System
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horizontal axis for the positioning of over thirty
pieces of unique eddy current tooling. Critical
to this application is maintaining proper part
contact. The unique solution incorporates four
axes of compliancy: x, z, pitch, and yaw.
Adaptive control is utilized on the x-axis
compliancy to overcome part out-of-roundness.
Sensory techniques and custom algorithms are
employed on other compliancy axes to maintain
part contact and detect possible collision.
Manipulators and Motion Control
Horizontal Axis Manipulator#
The horizontal axis manipulators are custom
designed extendable/retractable assemblies
mounted on the vertical axis carriage for both
the internal and external vertical axes (figure 2).
Each is perpendicular to the vertical axis and
mounted so that it is on a radial line of the
rotary table. This is important so that the
tooling mounted to the end of the horizontal
axis is perpendicular to the surface of the
ASRM part. Otherwise excessive vibration will
occur.
The purpose of the horizontal axis is to
position the end-of-arm tooling in towards or
out from the surface of the ASRM part. Since
ASRM parts are not perfect circles, a special
subassembly is incorporated into the horizontal
axis to compensate for the out-of-roundness.
This subassembly is the linear, or x-axis,
compliancy device, properly known as the
compliancy device assembly (figure 3). This is
mounted to the free end of the axis. At the
end of the linear compliancy device is a flange
mounting plate for mounting tooling
components.
Extension and retraction of the horizontal axis
is accomplished as follows. A fixed ball screw
mounted concentrically within a large hollow
shaft, with the ball nut secured to the rear of
the shaft, allows the hollow shaft to extend
and retract as the ball screw turns and the ball
nut translates down the screw. Linear ball
bearing bushings mounted in the forward end
of the axis housing allow the manipulator to be
subjected to large transverse loads without
detriment. This feature, and space constraints,
were the deciding factors in designing a custom
horizontal axis versus using an off-the-shelf
linear actuator. Transverse loads on the order
of 300 pounds can be applied. Off-the-shelf
actuators can typically withstand ten percent of
their axial load, maximum, as a transverse load,
making them inefficient for transverse load
applications. Cam followers are used to
eliminate any rotational movement of the
hollow shaft and ball screw combination due to
overhanging loads off the axis.
The fixed end of the ball screw at the rear of
the axis housing is driven in parallel using a
positive power transmission belt and sprockets.
A servo motor fitted with an absolute encoder
provides the necessary driving rotary motion
and position feedback. The axis is capable of
108 inches per minute with a total stroke of 35
inches between soft limits.
eE_.r 0A1¥£
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Figure 2. Horizontal Axis Manipulator.
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Figure 3. Compliancy Device Assembly
Compliancy Device Assembly
As stated above, this assembly is mounted
into the hollow shaft in the end that extends
and retracts. The design utilizes a ball spline
assembly for smooth linear motion, transverse
toad capacity, and constraint from rotational
motion. The ball spline ball bearing bushings
are mounted in a housing fixed within the end
of the hollow shaft. The spline shaft end
within the hollow shaft is mounted to a plate
and spring combination which provides
sufficient spring force to push tooling and
sensors against the ASRM component
maintaining sensor-to-part contact. Three
sensors mounted to the compliancy device
assembly within the hollow shaft are used to
detect the location of the end of the shaft. If
the ASRM component forces the shaft inward,
the rear sensor is actuated causing the motion
controller to retract the horizontal axis to the
center of the compliancy device. If the ASRM
component moves away causing the spline
shaft to extend, the forward sensor will be
actuated causing the motion controller to
extend the horizontal axis.
This combination of limited travel, spring
resistant compliancy, sensor feedback, and
control permits horizontal axis compliancy
within the entire stroke of the axis, 35 inches.
Arm Compliancy Device Assembly
Though actually categorized as part of the
end-of-arm tooling, the arm compliancy device
assembly (figure 4)is discussed here because
the item remains attached to the end of the
horizontal axis for all inspections. It is mounted
to the end-of-arm mounting flange. Attached
to this assembly is a integrated, quick change
tooling dovetail which allows for rapid tool
changes, alignment, and rigidity. Where the
compliancy device assembly discussed above
provides x-axis compliancy, this device provides
z-axis and rotational compliancy.
A linear cross roller bearing assembly is
mounted vertically between the base plate and
an intermediate plate. Flat air cylinders are
used at each end of bearing travel to provide
the necessary spring force to allow resisted
vertical motion of attached tooling.
Independent regulated air pressure to each
cylinder permits counteracting gravitational
forces and aligning the tooling.
Springs sandwiched between the intermediate
plate and the final tooling mounting plate allow
for pivotal compliancy about two perpendicular
axes.
Embedded limit sensors on the z compliancy
and the two rotation compliancy axes are used
to detect abnormal operational conditions such
as a collision between tooling and an ASRM
component.
Though these features are available as off-the-
shelf components, space constraints dictated a
custom design. In addition to the compact
design, more freedom of movement for
compliancy is provided than available from off-
the-shelf component vendors.
Verti(;al Axis Manipulator
There are two vertical axis manipulators,
internal and external (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Vertical Manipulator Assembly
A wide flange I-beam serves as the main
support structure. A linear rail fitted with two
linear bearings is mounted to each flange. The
vertical carriage is bolted front and back to the
front and back pairs of linear bearings. The ball
nut of the vertical axis ball screw is mounted
rigidly to the carriage. The ball screw is
mounted between the beam flanges at the top
and bottom using four row angular contact
bearing assemblies. A power-off DC brake is
spline coupled to the top of the ball screw to
prevent back driving. The bottom of the screw
is the drive end.
Rotation of the ball screw is through indirect
3:1 power transmission belt drive. Matched
sprockets attached to the ball screw and motor
shaft achieve the 3:1 gear ratio. As the ball
screw is rotated, the ball nut and thus, the
carriage, travel up and down the beam.
The motor is a AC brushless servo fitted with
an absolute encoder for closed-loop position
control. The drive allows for a maximum axis
velocity of 54 inches per minute. Travel
between soft limits is 157 inches.
Rotary Table
The rotary table, manufactured by Koike
Aronson, Inc. , is 120 inches in diameter and
capable of 0-5 RPM rotation in both directions.
The center of rotation of the table
(approximated as the center of the table top)
defines the center of the workcell. The table is
rated at 20,000 Ibs capacity though is easily
capable of handling 30,000 Ibs.
The drive train is the geared main bearing
(slew ring) driven by two pinion gears. Two
gear boxes along with the gearing of the main
bearing and gear ratio of the power
transmission belt drive provide a 297:1 gear
ratio. An DC servo motor fitted with an
incremental encoder is the prime mover. A belt
drive is used between the motor and input shaft
of the gear boxes.
A second encoder is mounted to provide 1:1
feedback of the rotary table top position.
Motion Control
All motion of the ET Inspection system
originates from the part program stored in the
WorkCell controller. The program is down
loaded to the motion controller via RS-232
were it is stored. The part program in
association with the motion control hardware
performs all closed loop motion control, I/O
control and fault handling and recovery, see
system block diagram figure 5.
The motion control system consists of five
axes of motion. These axes include two (2) for
the internal manipulator, two (2) for the
external manipulator and one (1) for the rotary
table. A sixth open loop feedback only axis is
used on the rotary table for homing and
position display. Each axis is controlled via a
dedicated controller card located in the motion
controller. The card communicates with the
associated drive via an analog signal and
receives feedback information from the axis
encoder.
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Figure 6. Eddy Current Inspection System, System Block Diagram
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Figure 5. Feedback Loop.
Each axis of the ET Inspection system
consists of a servo motor and drive amplifier.
The drive accepts analog voltages from the axis
controller cards, and in turn, commands the
axis motor to rotate, producing axis motion.
The controller card is responsible for accepting
motion commands from the motion control
program and correlating this with the feedback
signal (encoder) to produce an output corn J
to the axis drive, figure 6.
Tooling
Tooling is provided to hold the eddy current
probes for positioning by the manipulators. For
each ASRM part feature such as a T-stiffener
edge, there is a tooling setup. All setups
include the tooling extension tube and end-of-
arm tooling base block. The base block is used
to hold the membrane eddy current probe and
also serves as an attachment base for special
feature tooling. Special feature tooling is
provided to hold all other eddy current probes.
The system incorporates two types of
encoders, incremental and absolute. Each
manipulator axis consists of an absolute
encoder with a 1024 line count. The rotary
table axis utilizes two incremental encoders,
one for closed loop control of the axis and the
other for homing and position display functions.
The base block includes two eddy current
proximity probes used to detect the surface of
the ASRM parts. These sense the presence of
the metal surface. If the ASRM part surface is
within the sensing range, it is known that the
tooling wheels are contacting the part surface.
The importance is that the part surface is used
as a reference for positioning the tooling to
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ensure the eddy current probe is on the part
surface to take data. If the part surface is not
within the sensing range of the proximity
sensors, the switch signal indicates a sensor
liftoff fault.
Sensors, Data Acquisition and Analysis
Each of the automated NDE systems provided
by CIM systems for the inspection of rocket
motors consisted of Eddy Current (EC) probes.
Eddy Current Test (ET) is the primary inspection
method on the ET Inspection system. Due to
many complex features located on the rocket
motor forgings, over 30 specially designed
probes and probe fixtures are needed to inspect
geometries such as T-stiffeners, weld joints,
chamfers and radii. Each fixture consists of a
quick release mechanism to quickly provide for
EC probe changes, thus a fixture may be used
for many probes, see figure 7. The probe itself
not only consists of the EC coils but also
provides for methods of maintaining lift-off to
the inspection surface. Though many
compliancy devices are provided in the system
to provide for part out-of-roundness, the first
two defenses for maintaining part contact are
on the probe itself. A minimum of three
adjustable wear pins are provided on the
surface of the probe to provide a static lift-off
to the rocket motor. The probe body attaches
to the fixture interface plate via 3 or 4 shafts
encircled with springs. The springs allow the
probe to float and mimic forging movements.
Each probe consist of six (6) differential coil
arrays. Each coil is staggered from the
previous coil with 25% overlap to assure no
flaws will pass between coils. Each coil, or
channel, has a dedicated Nortec 19e EC tester.
Each tester serially interfaces to the supervisory
computer which allows for remote setting of
inspection parameters such as alarm thresholds,
signal gain, inspection frequencies and a variety
of others. Inspection parameters are developed
as a part of the calibration process. Each probe
must be calibrated prior to conducting
inspection of the rocket motor. The calibration
consists of simulating the inspection surface
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Figure 7. Eddy Current Probe, Fixture, and Base Block
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on a disk of identical material, with six (6) EDM
notches of half the critical flaw size (o125 X
.035). The probe is positioned on the disk as
the disk is spun at a surface speed identical to
the intended inspection speed. Parameters are
then adjusted on the tester to maximize the
signal to noise ratio (S/N) on each channel.
Data acquisition is accomplished via an analog
output supplied by each of the testers. The
analog signal is digitized through a Analog
Devices Analog to Digital (A to D) converter
card located in the PC backplane. The card
digitizes each of the channels at a rate of 8.3
KHz with each sample point consisting of 16
bits of information. The data is buffered on the
card and is retrieved on an as needed basis.
The data is retrieved and stored to disk based
on an alarm signal generated by the tester. The
tester will generate a discrete output if the EC
signal brakes the alarm threshold set during the
calibration procedure. Based on the alarm
signal 1 inch of data before and after the alarm
is retrieved and stored to disk for analysis and
archiving.
Due to the massive size of the inspection parts
relative to the critical flaw size, position of the
EC probe must be monitored, retrieved and
stored with the inspection data upon an alarm
condition. The inspection piece being a
cylinder, two coordinates must be known to
relocate a flaw indication, Z-axis of the
manipulator and e-axis of the rotary table. The
rocket motor is inspected in bands and
therefore position of the horizontal axis is static
throughout the band. This position is relayed
to the supervisory computer from the motion
control subsystem and is retained for further
processing in the event of an alarm condition.
An encoder is used to track the position of the
rotary table. Quadrature TTL level pulses are
produced by a 4096 line count incremental
encoder. These pulses are collected and
processed by the supervisory computer.
Inspection Process
The main operator interface of the ET
Inspection system is the supervisory computer.
The supervisory computer provides for the
development of the inspection plan or the
inspection recipe. The inspection plan is
developed by the NDE engineer and is a step by
step sequential operation similar to CNC code.
The plan, which can be developed off-line, is
the road map for the inspection process of a
forging. It provides the motion control system
with motion variables, the EC testers with
inspection parameters and other house keeping
functions such as operators name and ID
number, part identification number, probe
numbers and data file names.
Key words are used to represent inspection
functions. For example, the key word
"EXTERNAL SCAN" and the associated
parameters perform an external inspection of
the forging.
EXTERNAL SCAN 5.0 23.00 75.00.50 34.00
EXTERNAL SCAN is the key word for an
external inspection. The 5.0 represents the
rotational speed of the rotary table in RPMs.
23.00" is the starting Z position of the external
manipulator and 75.00" is the stopping
position. The increment amount of .50"
translates to 104 bands of inspection. The
final parameter represents the static X position
of the external manipulator for the inspection.
Other key words include TOOLCHANGE
[position][tool ID], DOWNLOAD [file],
SHUTDOWN, UPLOAD [file], MOVE
[axes][coordinates] and CAL [internal or
external][disk speed]. A complete inspection
plan for conducting two scans may appear as
follows.
CAL EXTERNAL 230
UPLOAD xyz.par
TOOLCHANGE lower xyz
EXTERNAL SCAN 5.0 23.00 75.00.50 34.00
CAL EXTERNAL 230
CAL EXTERNAL 230
UPLOAD abc.par
TOOLCHANGE lower abc
EXTERNAL SCAN 5.0 75.00 85.00 .50 34.00
CAL EXTERNAL 230
This inspection plan first conducts a
calibration of probe xyz. The disk speed of 230
RPM will translate to the same surface speed of
the forging at 5 RPM. Once the calibration is
complete and all EC channels respond equally
with sufficient S/N the parameters are uploaded
and stored for documentation and verification
purposes. The external manipulator is then
positioned to the lower tool change position
and the operator prompted to install tool xyz.
An acknowledgement is made that the tool has
been installed and the manipulator will position
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itself to the starting location of 23.00" in Z and
34.00" in X. The operator is then allowed to
make any fine positioning if necessary and the
inspection will begin. A calibration is again
conducted once the scan is completed to once
again verify the functionality of the EC probe.
The second scan is similar to the first, only at a
different part of the forging. Once the
inspection plan is complete a report is
generated with the results of the inspection.
The report includes all flaw indication locations
and house keeping information.
EMAT Inspection System
Segments are multiple forgings welded end-to-
end. A minimum of three full size forgings,
such as weld-weld or field-weld forgings are
welded together. Or, for more complex
segments, full size forgings are connected to
multiple specialty forgings, such as T-stiffener
and IETA forgings. Segments are
approximately 45 feet high. In addition to the
features encountered during forging inspection,
segments have threaded and through holes
requiring inspection. All features are in the final
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Figure 8. EMAT/ET Inspection System.
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machined state, although in the refurbishment
process irregularities may be severe due to the
intense heat generated during liftoff and the
shock of splashdown.
Volumetric inspection of segments was
specified for the assembly and refurbishment
facility in luka, Mississippi prior to assembly
into ASRM's. Electromagnetic acoustic
transducer (EMAT) was selected as the primary
NDE technique with ET being used on limited
special features. EMAT is similar to UT in
functionality except no couplant is required.
The sound is produced by an electromagnetic
acoustic interaction within the material, which
facilitates high speed automated inspection.
Complete, 100% inspection of a single segment
takes approximately 10 hours to perform, a
significant improvement over the current
manual process.
In order to inspect the tall segments, a four
axis gantry robot is integrated into a five axis
robotic workcell (figure 8). Integrated through
a UNIX based workcell computer are the robotic
and data acquisition systems, each having a
dedicated controller. Mechanical compliancy is
also critical to this application and is a
refinement of that used for the forging
inspection station. The system features:
• A 44 foot telescoping mast
• 5 axes of coordinated motion
• CNC part programming
• Fully automated inspection techniques
• Advanced data acquisition and analysis
capabilities, including A, B, and C scans
• A multi-tasking operator interface
Robot & Control
The Electromagnetic Acoustic
Transducer/Eddy Current Test (EMAT/ET)
system is responsible for inspecting new and
refurbished rocket motor segments. The
segments vary slightly in size and are
approximately 45' in height and 12' in
diameter. Similar to the ET Inspection system
the rocket motor is placed on a rotary table and
rotated while the test probes are indexed over
the surface. Because of the increase in size of
the inspection piece, a robotic gantry system
was chosen over manipulators, see figure 8.
The robot possesses an X bridge assembly, a Z
mast assembly and a two axis wrist. The result
is a 4 axis robot, X, Z, 81, 82, capable of
reaching and inspecting 100% of the rocket
motor. The gantry spans 65' from the floor to
the top of the bridge with 44' of stroke on the
Z axis. Each axis, including the rotary table, is
coordinated and controlled by the CIMROC
4000x robotic controller, see system block
diagram figure 9. The controllers functions are
to perform closed loop servo control,
communicate to the supervisory computer and
perform system I/0.
The supervisory computer consists of a
Hewlett-Packard 720 workstation running under
UNIX and functions as the main operator
interface and provides the platform for running
the application software. A user-friendly menu
system allows the operator to develop scan
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Figure 9. EMAT/ET System Block Diagram.
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plans, run inspections, download motion control
functions, perform diagnostics and analyze
data. An X-terminal is supplied to allow data
analyzing as inspections are being run.
Compliancy Arm
A compliancy arm was designed and
manufactured for use in the EMAT/ET
Inspection System in order to compensate for
uncertainties similar to that found with the
Eddy Current Inspection System. The arm
incorporates all features found in the group of
compliancy features, previously discussed.
There are three sections to the compliancy
arm: X compliancy, Z compliancy, and
pitch/yaw compliancy (figure 11). Each section
relies on computer adjustable, regulated air
pressure to set the desired spring rate of the
compliancy. This provides compensation for
varying loads. Switches are used for over
travel detection on the z and pitch/yaw
compliancy axes. The axis compliancy
switches are used for adaptive control similar to
the linear compliancy of the eddy current
inspection system.
Tooling
Tooling for the EMAT/ET Inspection Systems
consists of a dual, rotating EMAT, single,
rotating EMAT, through hole EC tooling
assembly, and EC probes for manual inspection.
More than 90% of a segment's volume can be
inspected using either the dual or single,
rotating EMAT tooling assemblies.
Development of the dual, rotating EMAT was
driven by the throughput requirement of 10
hours per segment, average. An EMAT probe
can detect anomalies oriented within + 2.5 ° of
the EMAT scanbeam. (Some tests have
validated scanning for indications within
± 10 °.) The scanbeam covers a forward and
aft surface region that is generally trapezoidal.
By using two EMAT probes mechanically
coupled to rotate to the same angular
I
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Figure 10. EMAT/ET Compliancy Arm.
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orientation and controlling overlap to cover the
deadzones of the probes, an optimal scan
configuration is achieved (figure 11). For each
angular orientation, there is a preferred center-
to-center spacing for the two probes. At lower
angular orientations, the volume that can be
scanned with one pass of the tooling is
doubled, there is no dead zone to cover. At
higher angles, approximately 150% of the
volume that can be covered by one EMAT
probe is scanned with the dual EMAT tooling.
The greatest improvement to scanning
efficiency is the minimization of increment
overlap, i.e., incrementing the tooling vertically.
Without the dual EMAT tooling, dead zones
would be covered by increment overlap which
would reduce the effectiveness of one EMAT
probe to less than 50%.
Step motors are used to position the dual
EMAT probes both angularly and translationally,
with respect to each other. Each EMAT probe
is mounted with a double set of pivot points,
allowing the EMAT probe to conform to the
surface. Both probes are connected using a
structural tube; however, the secondary probe
is connected to the tube through a linear cross
roller bearing which permits linear movement
towards and away from the primary EMAT. A
ball screw driven by one of the step motors
controls the position of the secondary EMAT.
A large radial bearing connects the tube to the
tooling mount plate, the connection point to the
robot arm. Concentric with the bearing is a
spur gear driven by a mating pinion gear. The
pinion gear is driven through a planetary gear
box by the other step motor.
Single EMAT inspection is required in domed
areas due to the complex curvature. The dual
EMAT does not allow the flexibility necessary
for domes because constraints between the
two probes of the dual EMAT are employed to
guarantee coverage between the two probes.
The single EMAT tooling incorporates the
rotation and translating features of the dual
EMAT. Like the dual EMAT, the rotation of the
single EMAT is used to adjust the probe to
different orientations for randomly oriented
volumetric indications. The translational feature
of the single EMAT is used to scan the probe
across small surfaces in lieu of using the motion
capabilities of the robot. One example is
scanning the vertical section of a T-stiffener
ring. Step motors are used to drive the rotation
and the translation of the single EMAT tooling.
A through hole, eddy current probe is fixtured
in tooling to scan the many bolt holes found in
the flanges of segments. The probe has one
eddy current sensor coil that is spring loaded.
The probe is plunged into a through hole at a
known rate while rotating. This combination is
necessary to ensure proper overlap to
guarantee 100% coverage.
Sensors, Data Acquisition and Analysis
The EMAT/ET system not only must conduct
surface inspection but also provide for a
volumetric examination. Unlike ET, Ultrasonic
Testing (UT) witfi EMATs is now coming into
its own with Babcock & Wilcox leading the
way. An EMAT consists of a coil of wire and a
magnet. A strong field is produced at the
surface of the material by the permanent
magnet. This produces an electromagnetic
interaction within the material resulting in
sound waves being generated. If voids such as
cracks are encountered within the conductor,
the wave is reflected and sensed by the
receiver.
The Accusonex data acquisition system
provides for data collection and analysis for the
EMAT inspections. The system consists of an
HP-V382 embedded controller that performs
functions such as pulse control, signal
digitization and serves as an interface between
real-time data acquisition and data storage to
disk. The system pulses the EMAT magnet and
intern receives an analog signal from the EMAT
instrumentation. The signal is digitized,
buffered and presented to the operator in real-
time in the form of A, B, or C-scans. All data,
including ET, is stored to optical disk for
analysis and archiving.
EC probes supplement the inspection in areas
too small for EMAT. These areas include T-
stiffener radii, bolt holes and other
miscellaneous geometries. The ET
instrumentation (MIZ-30) drives up to eight (8)
inspection coils that are scanned over the
rocket motor. The coils induce current into the
rocket motor and sense changes in the
electrical characteristics of the material. The
electrical signal is digitized in the MIZ-30 and is
transferred over a Local Area Network (LAN) to
the supervisory computer for storage. The
operator is presented with the data in real-time
in two forms, amplitude vs. time and amplitude
vs. phase.
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Technology Applications
Technologies from both systems have been
implemented in other applications, particularly
the robotic tooling concepts and EMAT based
NDE technology. These techniques can be
utilized in automated inspection of pressure
vessels and other components requiring
sophisticated NDE inspection to ensure part
integrity.
EMAT is useful in applications requiring the
output achieved from ultrasonic inspection.
However, EMAT has the advantage that no
couplant is required to carry the signal.
For more information, contact Glenn E. McNeelege at
(804)948-1347 or Chris Sarantos at (804)948-1348.
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AUTOMATION FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION OF AIRCRAFT
M. W. Siegel*
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3891
Abstract
We discuss the motivation and an architectural framework
for using small mobile robots as automated aids to
operators of nondestructive inspection (NDI) equipment.
We review the need for aircraft skin inspection, and
identify the constraints in commercial airlines operations
that make small mobile robots the most attractive
alternative for automated aids for NDI procedures. We
describe the design and performance of the robot (ANDI)
that we designed, built, and are testing for deployment of
eddy current probes in prescribed commercial aircraft
inspections. We discuss recent work aimed at also
providing robotic aids for visual inspection.
I. Background
Our goal is to replicate and enhance the capability of
aircraft skin inspectors who use hand-held instruments
(and their own senses and intelligence) to detect and
classify flaws in aging aircraft. Our underlying concept is
to use mobile robots, automated control, and automated
interpretation of sensors and instruments to make difficult
measurements in difficult environments. Potential
application area include not only airplane skins, the
subject of this paper, but also problems such as bombs in
luggage, contraband in cargo containers, verification of
disarmament treaty compliance, characterizing
environmentally contaminated sites, and a variety of
manufacturing problems, e.g., measuring composition
gradients in large process tanks, transportation problems,
e.g., bridge inspection, and scientific research problems,
e.g., checking the integrity, alignment, etc, of large
instruments such as radio telescopes and particle
accelerators. These few examples just begin to suggest
the universe of potential application areas and specific
applications. A general hierarchical paradigm for
organizing the common issues of measurement,
manipulation, mobility, and monitoring characteristic of
all these problems is illustrated explicitly for the aging
aircraft problem in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The 4M-s of automation
for aircraft inspection.
II, Inspection of Aging Aircraft
Aircraft skins inflate and deflate with each cycle of
pressurization and depressurization. The resulting stress
causes several kinds of damage, primarily radial cracks
around rivets, delamination of skin joints, and subsurface
cracks in the structural members to which the skin is
attached. Delamination is exacerbated by corrosion,
which is particularly prevalent in warm moist climates.
Cracks and corrosion, accelerated by island-hopping
operation, resulted in April 1988 in a large section of skin
tearing off the top of the fuselage of an Aloha Airlines
Boeing 737. The resulting press coverage of the
*Senior Research Scientist, The Robotics Institute, School of Computer Science
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airplane'seeminglymiraculousafelandingbrought
theseproblemsprominentlytotheattentionof thepublic,
andresultedin anaggressiveprevention,detection,and
remediationprogramby aircraftoperatorsin close
cooperationwitheachother,theaircraftmanufacturers,
andtheFAA1,2,3. Structuraleffectsof agingin other
areas,suchasengines,fuel tanks,landinggear,etc,
possiblywill be the subjectsof futureautomation
research,butforthepresentourprogramisconcentrating
onskinandtheimmediatesupportingsubstructures.
Throughprogramsof periodicinspectionof known
problemareason eachaircrafttype,skincracksand
corrosionare typicallyfoundwell beforetheyreach
hazardoussize. Theproblemareasarespecifiedby
"servicebulletins"issuedby aircraftmanufacturers,and
by "airworthinessdirectives"issuedby the FAA.
Compliancewithairworthinessdirectivesi mandatory.
Compliancewith servicebulletinsis at the airline
operatorsdiscretion,butwearetoldthatinpracticethey
aretreatedasmandatory.
About90%of skininspectionis visual,by inspectors
trainedfor thetask,mostof theremainderis by eddy
currentprobes,anda fractionof a percentis by other
instrumentationf whichthebestknownis probably
ultrasonic.Ourprogramisfocusedin itsinitialphaseson
automationasanaidtoskininspectionusingeddycurrent
probes.Initiallywewill usemachinevisiontoaidprobe
placementand robotnavigationand to updatethe
navigationdatabasewithdescriptionsofpatchesandother
deviationsfrom"asdesigned".We arebeginningto
investigateautomatedaidstovisualinspectionviaanew
programinwhichasmallimitedfunctionalityrobotwill
beuseddeploy3D-stereoscopiccameras.Workingwith
experiencedvisual inspectors,we will evaluatethe
acceptabilityof computeraidedremote(teleoperated)
visualinspection.
Eddy Current Inspection
The eddy current method 4 uses a transmitting coil and a
receiving coil (they may physically be one coil) coupled
electromagnetically through the metal under inspection.
Eddy current probes vary in tip area from several square
centimeters to about one square millimeter, obviously
trading off decreasing areal coverage for increasing
sensitivity to small flaws as the size decreases.
Anomalies in the impedance that characterizes the
coupling indicate cracks, corrosion thinning, and other
flaws. Inspectors generally watch an x-y oscilloscope
display whose x-axis represents the in-phase (resistive)
part of the impedance and whose y-axis represents the
quadrature-phase (inductive or capacitive) part of the
impedance. Figure 2 illustrates a probe, and Figure 3
illustrates typical impedance plane signals. The
inspectors compare patterns traced out on the screen when
the probe is passed over a potential flaw with the pattern
traced out when the same probe is passed over a
calibration standard manufactured with a machined flaw
in the simulated local structure. The probe geometry,
operating frequency, scan path, etc, are chosen to
optimize sensitivity to each anticipated flaw. High
operating frequencies are attenuated in a short distance,
and thus probe only the surface. Low operating
frequencies penetrate deeper, and in some geometries can
penetrate the skin entirely and probe for cracks in the
supporting framework. Under typical operating
conditions power levels are sufficiently low that the
method is extremely linear, so it is possible to operate a
probe with a composite multi-frequency transmitted
waveform and to separate electronically the high-
frequency surface-sensitive received signal components
from the low-frequency substructure-sensitive
components.
Figure 2: "Reflectance" or "pitch-catch"
eddy current probe.
Modern eddy current systems can be set to alarm on
traces that enter or fail to enter preset rectangular
windows in complex impedance space. Initially we will
rely on these alarms to alert the inspector to potential
flaws indicated by anomalous signals. These areas will be
marked for easy identification by the inspector, e.g., by
daubing suspect rivet heads with a washable paint.
Pattern recognition integrated with rule based systems is
an accepted method for automating interpretation and
classification of eddy current signals in other applications,
e.g., inspection of heat exchanger tubes in nuclear power
plants 5. Neural network methods have been similarly
successful in similar applications 6. As the program
progresses we will add additional software to implement
promising approaches to automated and improved eddy
current signal interpretation and classification.
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III. Automated NonDestructive Inspector
We considered many approaches to automation-assisted
eddy current probe deployment, with three primary
variants: the gantry-based "car wash", the vehicle-based
"cherry picker", and the self-contained "window washer".
The pros and cons of these alternatives have been
discussed in detail elsewhere 7, 8,9, 10, it, t2, 13, z4, 15; in
summary, the "window washer" design that we eventually
chose for the system is dictated by the pragmatics of
fitting NDI nondisruptively into the flow of passenger
aircraft maintenance operations. These constraints
suggest a small (under one meter maximum dimension)
mobile platform that is able to walk or crawl over most if
not all of the aircraft skin, whatever its orientation. This
capability we achieve with active (vacuum assisted)
suction cups. A concept sketch for the resulting robot
(ANDI, the Automated NonDestructive Inspector) is
shown in Figure 4. It is not the easiest approach, but it is
the most acceptable, and incidentally it is the approach
that requires the most interesting enabling research.
Cruciform Design
Because there is generally more fore-aft than
circumferential inspection path, the robot is designed with
a cruciform geometry that enables it to move along fore-
aft paths most rapidly; this results in a design in which it
moves on circumferential paths somewhat more slowly,
and in skew directions adequately, but a bit awkwardly.
The mechanical design is sketched in Figure 5 and shown
close-up (with eddy current probe in the foreground and a
graphical depiction of the probe output on the computer
Aircraft Skin Inspection Robot
Figure 4: Concept sketch for ANDI.
monitor screen in the background) in Figure 6. It has
many features in common with the class of mobile robots
known in the literature as "beam walkers" 16, 17. However
unlike most beam walkers our robot is able to side step
almost as easily as it can walk forward or backward. The
two cross members ("bridges") are normally locked at
right angles to the main longitudinal member ("spine"),
but they can be released to pivot freely by about 15° in
either direction; this permits the robot to steer and thus to
travel along paths that are neither strictly fore-aft nor
strictly circumferential. Pneumatically actuated up-down
degrees of freedom on the four suction cups at the ends of
the bridges enable the walking motion, and another
pneumatic actuator enables the raising and lowering of the
eddy current probe. The sliding motions of the bridges
along and perpendicular to the spine are actuated by
electric motors.
Figure 5: Mechanical features of ANDI,
showing four camera mounting points.
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Figure 6: ANDI, showing eddy current probe
and its signal on the computer monitor.
Alternative Designs
It is regrettably easy to confuse ANDI, particularly given
its multiply anthropomorphic name**, with the much
larger and more complex system of which it is essentially
just the mechanical end effector. It is thus appropriate to
emphasize explicitly that ANDI is just the first prototype
mechanical end effector of a large and complex system
(most of which is black boxes full of electronics and
computers) that can accommodate many different end
effectors. ANDI is designed to demonstrate the feasibility
of using robots to assist inspectors of aging aircraft. But
ANDI is not the last end effector that will ever be needed
for this task. There are places on an airplane skin where
ANDI cannot adhere, e.g., sharply curved regions around
the nose, tail, and leading and trailing edges of the wings
and horizontal and vertical stabilizers. There are places
where ANDI can adhere but may turn out to be
insufficiently agile to deploy the eddy current sensor in an
effective pattern, e.g., perhaps around doors, windows,
repair patches, etc. Our goal is to demonstrate what
ANDI can do. We guess it can do something like 80% of
the mandated and recommended eddy current inspections
on DC-9 or Boeing 737 and larger aircraft. If ANDI
proves its technical and economic worth in these
applications, we are confident that we (and others?) will
be able to design as many specialized mechanical end
effectors as are needed to cover the applications ANDI
cannot.
A block diagram of the currently envisioned complete
system is shown in Figure 7.
__ I I
Figure 7: Block diagram of planned complete system.
Special Purpose Actuators
Our initial eddy current sensor deployment demonstration
is targeted on part of a mandated inspection on the
fuselage of a DC-9 that uses a "reflectance" or "pitch-
catch" probe with mechanically independent but
electrically coupled transmit and receive coils. This
particular inspection has both a surface crack and a
subsurface crack component which we address
simultaneously by composite dual frequency operation.
The reflectance probe geometry is sensitive to integrated
conditions over a fairly large patch of skin (a few square
millimeters), so it is forgiving of small errors in
placement relative to the rivets under examination. Under
these circumstances it is adequate to deploy the probe
with a simple up-down lifter mechanism and let it self-
align with the skin under the influence of a constant-force
spring. Another part of the planned demonstration
inspection uses a "pencil" probe with a single coil that has
a much smaller sensitive area. It must thus be placed and
scanned more accurately, e.g., along a path that is
tangential to each rivet, which may require closed loop
guidance. Another small but necessary part of the
demonstration inspection requires moving a pencil probe
completely around the circumference of several rivets.
The more complex probe paths that this inspection
component requires can in principle be achieved by
coordinating the motions of bridge-along-spine and
bridge-perpendicular-to-spine, but we anticipate that
obtaining the necessary mechanical precision and
simplicity of control may require adding some nominally
**Messrs Andrew Carnegie and Andrew Mellon both suggest ANDI.
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redundantspecialpurposedegreesof freedom,e.g.,a
rotary mechanismfor preciselycircumnavigating
individualrivets.
Path Control
The path control system addresses mechanical positioning
of the eddy current probe and the robot at four distance
scales corresponding to the tasks of alignment, guidance,
navigation, and path planning.
Alignment means the relative position of the eddy current
or alternative probe and the rivet or other component
under inspection. The inspection protocol is predicated
on the assumption that the probe will be moved along a
precise short path relative to the part geometry. Signal
classification can be done meaningfully only if this path is
followed.
Guidance means, for rivet inspection, moving the probe
from one rivet to the next and arriving there in correct
alignment. For other inspections, e.g., for corrosion
somewhere along a skin joint, it means following the
required inspection path. In this case it is differs from
alignment only in distance scale.
Navigation means coordinating walking and probe
guidance so that an inspection that spans multiple robot
steps proceeds smoothly and certainly.
Path planning means being able to traverse as rapidly as
possible, without inspecting, long distances between areas
that require inspection. This is the scale at which
collisions with undocumented parts of the airplane (e.g., a
non-standard antenna), expected parts in an unexpected
state (e.g., an access hatch left open during maintenance),
and other maintenance equipment (e.g., a wrench left on a
bolt head) are potentially serious problems.
We expect to achieve the necessary position accuracy by
dead-reckoning using high mechanical precision motion
over short distances between map database landmarks and
using machine-vision-based correction at each landmark.
The obvious landmarks are the rivets themselves, each of
which is in principle individually identifiable in the
aircraft design database. The eddy current signals
themselves then provide an additional and perhaps finer
level of correction: misalignment signatures are
recognizable and quantifiable, although some sign
ambiguities would have to be resolved by active sensing.
Skin joints and skin joint intersections provide additional
landmarks. They are particularly appropriate for
navigation and path planning, in contrast with the rivets,
which are particularly appropriate for alignment and
guidance. Skin joints are farther apart than rivets, a
disadvantage in terms of dead-reckoning error
accumulation, but their existence is more consistent from
airplane to airplane (of the same type) since their
locations are less likely to be changed by modifications
and repairs. The skin joints and skin joint intersections,
referenced in terms of the underlying longeron (or
stringer) and spar (or body station) identification
numbers, are in fact the features in terms of which
mandated and recommended inspections are defined.
In principle the map databases are all on-line at the
factory for as-designed and as-built, and on-line at the
hangar for as-modified and as-repaired. In practice the
data are still on paper for all aircraft except the generation
now in gestation, e.g., the Boeing 777, and we expect we
will have to use ANDI to bootstrap populating its own
map and exception database.
Vision System
ANDI will have at least four cameras in the alignment,
guidance, navigation, and path planning system. Cameras
will also have roles in visual flaw detection, but not until
a later phase of the program.
Macro Camera
The first camera will be mounted on the same platform as
the eddy current probe, with a macro capability giving it a
field-of-view of approximately one rivet. It will be used
for fine alignment and for the inspector's visual
observation of the appearance of the rivet and the adjacent
skin at high magnification. In some inspections that
require precision probe alignment the alignment control
loop may incorporate the eddy current sensor signal as
well. In later phases image understanding will be
incorporated for visual flaw detection, and possibly as an
adjunct to eddy current or other NDI probes. For
example, a particular eddy current probe that has a
radially symmetric field geometry may sensitively
indicate the presence of a radial crack, but will obviously
be blind to its orientation; it may then be useful to use the
high magnification camera to find its orientation.
Alignment Cameras
The second and third cameras, each with medium
magnification fields of view of about 10 cm x 15 cm, or a
line of four to six rivets, will be mounted at thc head and
tail of the spine. These cameras will be used to locate line
segments of rivets. A robust best-fit 18 to the head and tail
line segments will guide the eddy current sensor along a
scan line. This guidance functionality is required early,
so these will be the first cameras installed on ANDI.
Guidance is actually required before alignment, because
the initial eddy current probe is of the "pitch-catch" or
"reflectance" type, which is sufficiently tolerant of
misalignment that little alignment (fine adjustment about
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theguidanceline)is likelyto beneeded.Theimagery
fromthesecameraswill alsobemadeavailableto the
inspectorforopportunisticflawdetectionof,forexample,
lightningholesandsmalldents.Asin thecaseof thehigh
magnificationcamera,automationof theflawdetection
roleforthesecameraswillcomeinalaterprojectphase.
However,we havealreadymadesubstantialprogress
prototypingthecomputervisionbasedautomationof the
alignmentfunction.Severalrivetfindingalgorithmshave
beentried,includingedgedetectionfollowedby region
growing,gray level variance,and a trainedneural
network,yieldingthegeneralconclusionthatevenwith
uncontrolledlighting,lowcontrast,an.dinterferencefrom
specularreflectances,anyscale-sensitiveoperatorthathas
theactualrivetsizehardwiredintoit will succeed.A
conventionalrobust line-fittingalgorithmbasedon
minimizingthemeanabsolutedeviationalmostalways
correctlydrawsthedesiredlinethroughthree,four,or
fiverivetsevenforthemostghastlypoorimages.Early
resultsarediscussedandillustratedin the following
section.
Zoom Lens Camera
The fourth camera, with an ordinary zoom lens's range of
focal lengths and working distances, will be mounted on a
motorized pan-tilt head high above ANDI's tail end. In
the initial experiments, before general purpose navigation
and path planning algorithms are in place, ANDI will be
teleoperated between inspection stations. Thus the fourth
camera will initially be the inspector's eye on the robot's
actual configuration, possible interferences or collisions,
sensible paths between inspection stations, and gross
visual flaws, e.g., pillowing due to extensive subsurface
corrosion. As the program progresses machine vision
algorithms will increasingly use this camera for
proprioception (visually confirming that the actual robot
pose corresponds to the control system's model of the
pose), collision avoidance and footfall decisions (new
radio antennas, skin patches, or raised head replacement
rivets will have to be found, avoided, and entered into the
database), long distance path planning betwccn inspection
stations, and opportunistic detection of large flaws.
approach we are developing is to best-fit visually a short
line segment near each end of the spine, best-fit the long
line segment to the two short line segments, and scan
along the long line segment open loop unless the eddy
current data show features that suggest the rivet line
wiggles enough that transverse corrections are needed.
On the assumption that if a computer vision algorithm
works well with terrible looking images it will probably
work better with better looking images, we developed our
approach on a sequence of images that we collected with
uncontrolled lighting, uncontrolled surroundings (which
are obvious in specular reflection), poorly controlled
camera standoff from the riveted surface (a test panel with
a radius of curvature and other features comparable to a
Boeing 737 or DC-9), and a consumer grade 8 mm
camcorder camera that we scanned over the test panel by
hand. We digitized to 8 bits x 3 colors about 80 frames
grabbed from the tape at about 1.5 sec intervals. Each
frame was digitized into 480 pixels x 512 lines x 3 colors,
then averaged in 8 x 8 blocks into 60 pixel x 64 line x 3
color working images. At the lowered resolution the rivet
line segment finding pipeline runs at approximately real-
time (1.5 sec/frame) on a workstation. With the camera
parameters and resolution we used, rivets are circular
blobs that generally fit into a 7 x 7 block. A typical
frame, with gray levels computed by averaging the RGB
values, is shown in Figure 8.
Vision Based Alignment
While there are important exceptions that we will
eventually have to address, most of the time rivets line up
nearly in evenly spaced rows and columns. ANDI is
designed to take maximum advantage of this design rule:
what ANDI can do most effortlessly and precisely is to
scan an eddy current sensor along a straight line segment
parallel to and almost the full length of its spine. The
essential alignment problem is thus to align the spine
parallel to the line segment under inspection. The
Figure 8: Raw image showing a line of rivets.
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Conventional Algorithm
As mentioned in the previous section, finding rivets is
easy even when the images are as ugly as this one: any
sensible operator with a scale length matched to the rivet
size works fine. Under these circumstances a useful
strategy is to choose an operator that rarely misses a real
rivet even at the price of occasionally finding a false rivet,
provided that one or more downstream modules can be
tailored to reliably reject false rivets. Finding all real
rivets plus some non-rivets we can in fact do with a
Canny edge detector 19. Next we observe that specular
reflections, the main potential source of false rivets, look
different in each of the three color bands, whereas real
breaks in the metal, e.g., rivet edges, have a generally
neutral hue. Thus in the second image processing step we
reject most of the non-rivets by fusing the three color
bands, retaining only those pixels tagged by the edge
detector separately in each band. The result is shown in
Figure 9.
l|
Figure 9: Rivet edge detection by the Canny operator.
Next a region-growing ("grass-fire ''2°) algorithm
transforms the perimeters found by the edge detector into
blobs filling the areas of the rivet heads. Blobs are
rejected if they fail to meet simple geometrical criteria for
rivets, e.g., area, aspect ratio, and fill factor within
heuristic numerical bounds. The centroids of the
surviving blobs are then used as input to a robust
(insensitive to outlier) line fitting algorithm 18. The result
is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Line fit to the five rivets found.
Neural Network Algorithm
An alternative algorithm was built by training a neural
network simulated in software. This method approaches
the problem by saying that rather than discovering and
finding suitable discrimination parameters and their
ranges intuitively, relevant parameters and ranges can be
found mechanically by systematically modifying the
parameters of a generalized input-output network until it
reliably behaves as a rivet/not-rivet classifier when
applied to an operator-classified training set
representative of the problem; if the training set is
adequately representative of the problem domain then the
trained network will also be able to classify rivets and
not-rivets that were not in the training set.
To implement this method we constructed and trained
(using the back-propagation algorithm 21) a three layer
neural net with an input layer consisting of 147 units (a 7
x 7 retina in each of three color bands), five hidden units,
and one output unit whose binarized output we interpret
as "rivet" and "not-rivet". The network was trained on 40
frames and tested on 40 different frames. Figure 11
shows the output of the trained neural network operator:
bright areas are "rivet-like", dark areas are "not-rivet-
like". Figure 12 shows the result of thresholding and
extracting connected regions of this image, and also the
performance of the robust line fitting algorithm on the
result.
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Figure 11: Rivet image found by the neural network.
outputs, and digital input and output lines for interacting
with various sensors (e.g., suction cup vacuum) and
actuators (e.g., solenoid valves controlling pneumatic
cylinders). The second PC supports the eddy current
probe system and its display. The interim vision system
is on an independent proprietary computing platform. It
now supports alignment of the robot spine with rivet lines.
Its permanent successor will support the additional vision
system requirements outlined above.
As development continues the multiple platforms and
displays will be rationalized. Our aim is to distribute
processing power (which will include providing ANDI
with on-board computing power for pose and gait control,
etc), and to coalesce the multiple displays by using a
powerful windowing system to give the inspector access
to controls, signals, images, and data on a single screen.
A rudimentary interim database is in place for this
function during laboratory tests of vision based alignment,
eddy current sensor scanning, and navigation during
walking between scanned locations
Figure 12: Line fit to the
rivets found in the neural network image.
Inspector's Workstation
Figure 4 depicts an inspector's workstation adapted to the
environment and culture of aircraft maintenance and
inspection. During ANDI's laboratory research and
development phases the interim implementation of this
workstation is based on two 80486-based PCs. One
supports the inspector's mouse-and-menu-based interface,
serial communications with the motor controllers, and a
general purpose data acquisition and control system with
multiple analog-to-digital inputs, digital-to-analog
Database and Archiving
Aircraft skin inspections are now pass/fail. There is no
requirement to record anomalies the reporting threshold.
In practice, we are told, airline operators repair all
detected flaws, even those below the mandatory and
recommended thresholds. Even if this were not the case,
pass/fail recording would not necessarily be risky: the
thresholds have substantial safety margins, and there are
good growth models 22 for predicting how far in the future
will repair be necessary. These encouraging practices and
circumstances notwithstanding, we nevertheless expect
that the predictive capabilities that will follow database
archiving and statistical analysis of quantitative inspection
results will facilitate maintenance scheduling and
potentially increase safety. Thus an on-line distributed
database, with an architecture open to access from
multiple potential inspection and maintenance locations
and tools for trend analysis, improved statistical
predictions, and pattern discovery is an integral part of
our program. We envision a hierarchical architecture
with aircraft type at the top, followed by production
series, customer configuration, fleet-wide modifications,
and, on an airplane-by-airplane basis, records of
individual modifications and repairs. These include
individual functional modifications, repair patches, plated
regions, regions with oversize replacement rivets, etc.
These structural features need to be documented for robot
navigation as well as for maintenance.
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IV. Visual Inspection
As mentioned earlier, close to 90% of aircraft inspection
is visual; our choice of eddy current inspection for the
first demonstration of automation to aid aircraft inspectors
was driven by the relative simplicity of automating
deployment of eddy current probes (and NDI probes in
general) in comparison with visual inspection. Unlike
NDI, where the goal is usually to detect a flaw whose
location and nature is known in advance (from previous
experience or from computer modelling), visual
inspection has a substantial opportunistic component.
The visual inspector's goal is to find not only the
anticipated failures, but "everything else" as well: dents,
lightning strikes, and other kinds of damage of an
unpredictable nature in unpredicatable locations. The
open-ended quality of this task makes it an unlikely
candidate for a level of automation approaching the level
we are planning for NDI.
However discussions with airline management and NDI
inspection personnel suggest that an integral visual
inspection capability may be perceived as an
indispensable component of any economically viable
system of automated aids to NDI.
In response to this perception, a mobile end-effcctor like
ANDI does suggest itself as a teleoperable platform from
which ground-based visual inspection might efficiently be
conducted. If this could be accomplished, it would be
valuable for many of the same reasons that ground-based
NDI is valuable: reduced set-up time, human-factors
issues of inspector performance in a difficult
environment, inspector safety, database access, data
archiving, etc. The question is whether remote cameras
can provide sufficiently high quality (presumably
meaning primarily high resolution) imagery to satisfy the
notoriously fussy (we are comforted to say) visual
inspectors. We recently began a program whose goal is to
answer this question. This program combines elements of
the FAA-sponsored ANDI project with salient elements
of an ARPA-sponsored project in 3D-Stereoscopy
Technologies for image and graphics visualization.
One of the costs of human inspection is attributable to the
difficulty of safely getting the inspector to the right place
on the airplane: it involves erecting scaffolding, providing
safety harnesses, etc, all of which can take more time than
the inspection per se. ANDI can be placed on an airplane
fuselage at human chest level, and directed to move to
any area requiring inspection without erecting scaffolding
and without endangering the human inspector. Thus even
a teleoperated capability, with only the most rudimentary
elements of automation (e.g., computer coordination of
gait), could permit the inspector rapidly and safely to
perform the necessary visual inspections. With
appropriately selected cameras and actuators thus could
clearly be done at the required variety of points-of-view,
magnifications, lighting conditions, etc.
3D-Stereoscopic Vision
We are particularly interested in the prospect of providing
the visual inspector with binocular 3D-stereoscopic
vision. Stereoscopic perception appears to be important
to the visual inspectors who we have observed on the job.
We speculate that this may be because of its importance
both in perceiving and in rejecting the effects of specular
reflection off the mirror-like aircraft skin. Specular
reflection appears to be important to inspectors looking
for the presence or absence of specific flaws: they often
move their heads and lights as the look for an expected
tell-tale glint. Specular reflection is particularly apparent
in binocular 3D-stereoscopic imagery because the sharply
directed reflection appears much brighter in one or the
other image, in contrast to the diffuse reflections, whose
intensities are evenly balanced in the two images. [For
this reason waterfalls and fast running streams, which are
notoriously difficult to photograph (and paint) well, look
spectacularly realistic in 3D-stereoscopic imagery.]
Furthermore, the depth perception provided by 3D-
stereoscopic imagery also makes it easy to reject artifacts
of the environment that are reflected by the aircraft skin.
Without depth perception it is impossible to know (except
by high-level knowledge of the context) whether features
of the imagery are in the skin or in the environment and
seen in reflection. With depth perception, image features
that are not in the plane of the skin can be rejected
straightforwardly, even automatically.
The components required in a 3D-stereoscopic system are
(1) a matched pair of cameras (analogous to the human's
two eyes), (2) suitable and suitably controllable lighting,
and (3) a display that is capable of directing the image
corresponding to the right camera to the operator's right
eye and the image corresponding to the left camera to the
operator's left eye. There is no ideal way to accomplish
(3). Special video taping equipment is also needed if the
imagery is to be recorded. A variety of commercially
available solutions have pros and cons that we are
evaluating in context of the visual inspection application.
Available solutions include frame, field, and subfield
sequential methods with active shuttering eyewear, field
and sequential methods with interline-polarization and
passive eyewear, and "virtual reality" approaches using
head-mounted displays. We have one subfield sequential
and one interline-polarization system operational, so will
conduct our initial experiments with these systems.
We are building for these experiments a simple mobile
manipulator that will move over an airplane panel test
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surface according to the inspector's instructions mediated
by a computer that will support a suitably high-level
interface. A simple mobile manipulator (in contrast to
ANDI) will suffice because (unlike ANDI) it will have to
operate, for these evaluation experiments, only on a more-
or-less horizontal surface.
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Abstract
Simulation software has become a key
technological enabler for integrating flexible
manufacturing systems and streamlining the
overall aerospace manufacturing process. In
particular, robot simulation and otIline
programming software is being credited for
reducing down time and labor cost, while boosting
quality and significantly increasing productivity.
Graphical Simulation
Simulation technology enables aerospace
engineers to capture and evaluate a comprehensive
robotic workcell proposal, at a single focal point.
This type of functionality, found only in
simulation, creates autonomy and facilitates
progressive design methods such as concurrent
engineering. Used as a concurrent engineering
tool real-time simulation of geometrically accurate
robots, tools, and peripheral components enables
seamless communication between various parties
such as design engineers, plant floor engineers,
management, vendors, safety engineers,
integrators, machine operators, and customers. In
addition, many companies are using such tools to
create 3-D animated proposals. They are quickly
and easily creating simulations of their designs
and manufacturing concepts. Contrary to the
typical scenario of a customer laboring over a
1200 page proposal comprised of 2-D drawings,
charts and descriptions, clients can now
interactively preview an accurate simulation of
their desired manufacturing process. Ultimately,
simulation instills a high level of confidence,
understanding, and realistic expectations in the
potential customer.
Sophisticated continuous-event simulation
technology enables the modeling of geometrically
precise and accurately calibrated robots and entire
workcells for analyzing every possible scenario.
Extremely accurate simulations are possible by
incorporating the actual robot attributes such as
motion planning, kinematics, dynamics, and I/O
logic.
Another advantage that simulation technology
has over traditional prototyping methodologies is
the ability to save complete libraries of robots,
robot accessories, human models, cycle times, and
entire workcells on a few megabytes of disc space
for future reference or modification. The ability to
store and retrieve simulation workcells enables
engineers to reuse previously modeled parts,
tooling, end effectors, robots, and processes.
Simulation encourages "What if...?" experiments
and assists engineers in making well informed,
confident decisions.
Using these capabilities, NASA has developed a
new system for removing the thermal insulation
from the space shuttle's Solid Rocket Boosters
(SRB) during disassembly at Kennedy Space
Center. The thermal insulation is removed from
the boosters by high-pressure waterjets, after
which the motor segments are separated and sent
to the Thiokol manufacturing plant in Utah for
refurbishment and reuse. Previously, high
pressure stripping nozzles were mounted onto a
hand-held gun operated by a technician wearing a
bulky protection suit. In order to remove the
operator from a hazardous location, and enhance
the process, the stripping nozzles were mounted
onto a GMF S-420 robot on a mobile carrydeck.
The boosters are cylindrical in shape and
approximately 149 t_ long, with a diameter of
12 ft, consisting of four motor case segments, an
aft skirt, and a forward skirt with a frustum
containing parachutes.
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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GMFS-420robotonmobilecarrydeck.
ByutilizingIGRIP,robotsimulationandoff-line
programmingsoftwarefromDenebRobotics,Inc.
NASAandUSBI(UnitedSpaceBoosters,Inc.)
engineersattheMarshallSpaceFlightCentercreated
agraphicalworkcellmodeloftheroboticsystemand
thefacility.Formodelingcomplexb-splinesurfaces,
theengineersfirstusedIntergraph'sEngineering
ModelingSystem(I/EMS)tocreatesolidmodels,
whichwerethendirectlytranslatedintoIGRIP-format
polygonsforsimulation.
NASAwasfacedwithauniquesituation.The
robot'spathswereprogrammedusingtheGMFKarel
languageandcouldnotbetestedoff-line,duetothe
expenseofcreatinganaccuratefull-sizemodelofthe
boosters.Tocompoundtheproblemfurther,the
timelinesetfordisassemblyprocessing(designedto
preventcorrosionofthesolidrocketmotor'steel
casing)andexpeditingSRBturnarounddidnotallow
forextensivedevelopmenttestingtovalidatetherobot
paths.Usingcomputer-basedolidmodelsandIGRIP
simulationsoftware,it waspossibletochoosethe
S-420robotfromtherobotlibraryanddevelop
accuratestrippingpathsonanengineering
workstation.
Simulationisinstrumentalforsolvingprocess
optimizationissues,whichincluderobotmotion
planning,cycletimeprediction,collisiondetection,
andoff-lineprogramming.
Robotmotionplanningwasonce a speculative risk.
During the pre-simulation era, process engineers
relied primarily on their years of experience and rules
of thumb to estimate critical factors such as the robot
speed, joint values, and TCP (tool center point) path.
In contrast with past methods, simulation is a
powerful decision making tool for determining exact
robot motion calculations. By incorporating such
elements as inverse kinematics, dynamics, and robot
I/O signals into a robot simulation workcell, robot
motions can be computed and evaluated with great
confidence.
Cycle time is another important aspect of process
optimization. Minimizing overall cycle time directly
translates into dollars saved. Through real-time
simulation, NASA was able to predict run-time
lengths of each stripping cycle accurately, before
setting up on the plant floor. Here simulation shows
its true mettle as an interactive tool for engineering
analysis. Questions which once plagued
manufacturing engineers such as, "Am I running my
machines at the optimal cycle time? Can I speed up
my cycle time?" or, "Do I need additional robots?" are
resolved through the power of simulation.
Robot collisions are the number-one factor for
expensive labor, tooling and downtime costs. The
probability of collisions has been dramatically reduced
through implementing accurate surface-to-surface
collision and near-miss detection and exact minimum-
distance calculations found in advanced robot workcell
simulation software packages. Collision detection is
an ideal engineering tool for identifying the
"unexpected" hazards associated with tight tolerances,
complex articulated robot motion, and human error.
Collision detection was a serious concern for the
NASA team. The boosters contain a pyrotechnic
linear shaped charge that is part of the range safety
system which is designed to destroy the boosters in the
event of a malfunction. To access this linear shaped
charge, cork insulation has to be tripped from the
system's tunnel covers. Additionally, the robot arm
needs to work close to the Thrust Vector Control
(TVC) system which power two hydraulic actuators
that gimbal the nozzles. Hazardous hypergolic fuel is
used to power the hydraulic subsystem; therefore, any
leak caused by a collision would endanger personnel.
Here, simulation helped to increase confidence and
reduce the design cycle for the robot path before actual
testing began.
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time allotted for conventional on-line
programming practices.
In the aerospace manufacturing environment, in
which product geometry is complex, startup time is
limited, model changes are frequent, or the end
products are large, off-line programming is the
best answer for complex automated production
lines and rapid responses to product/process
changes. For NASA, simulation capabilities allow
engineering responsibilities to be met when
configurations on the flight hardware or in the
workcell take place.
Duc to the limited physical workspace,
collisions were a serious concern for the
NASA team.
Uniquely functional calibration enhancements have
made simulation a practical tool for all aspects of
automation. User friendly, proven calibration tools
are applied to transform "picture perfect"
simulation workcells into real-world parameters.
By using calibration techniques to mimic the actual
world environment, off-line programming has
become reality.
The power of simulation and off-line
programming is two-fold. First, the robot program
is developed and verified in the simulation
environment. Second, this program can be
translated and downloaded to a specific
manufacturer's controller for final touchup. As a
result, off-line programming takes a fraction of the
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Abstract
The Mercer Engineering Research Center (MERC),
under contract to the United States Air Force
(USAF) since 1989, has been actively involved in
providing the Warner Robins Air logistics Center
(WR-ALC) with a robotic workcell designed to
perform rework automated defastening and hole
location/transfer operations on F-15 wings. This
paper describes the activities required to develop
and implement this workcell, known as the
Automated Aircraft Rework System (AARS).
AARS is scheduled to be completely installed and
in operation at WR-ALC by September 1994.
Statement of Problem
The Mercer Engineering Research Center (MERC)
was awarded a contract from the United States Air
Force (USAF) in January 1989 entitled "Tooling for
Fastener Hole Reproduction". The purpose of this
task order was the investigation and development of
automated tooling concepts to perform fastener hole
location on F-15 aircraft wing upper torque box
panels, and the subsequent transfer of those
locations to replacement skin panels.
Due to the non-interchangeability of wing skin
panels, replacement skin panels must be supplied
blank, without fastener holes, and with excess trim
material on the fit edges. The primary reason for
this is to allow the rework or repair facility
personnel to custom fit the replacement panel to
the aircraft. The resulting process is both very labor
and skill intensive.
Scope and Methods of Approach
The MERC plan-of-attack for the AARS effort
called first for a problem definition effort consisting
of the study and evaluation of the F-15 wing PDM
rework processes performed at the Warner Robins
Air logistics Center (W'R-ALC). The primary goal
was to fully understand the manual methodology
involved in the hole location/transfer process and to
then be able to def'me the requirements for an
automated system.
Basic System Requirements
Based upon the observations of the wing rework
processes, the basic system requirements for the
AARS were defined, as follows:
The F-15 Eagle Fighter was one of the first modern
aircraft to be designed with the aid of computer
technology. The majority of the production effort on
the F-15 was accomplished through manual
methods, following standard aerospace
manufacturing practices. Skin panel fastener hole
drilling by manual means resulted in unique fastener
patterns for each panel, and therefore panels are
non-interchangeable among respective aircraft.
Unique fastener patterns were not considered a
problem until Periodic Depot Maintenance (PDM)
rework requirements for the F-15 called for the
replacement of wing skin panels.
-Accuracy/Repeatability: System must be capable
of maintaining tight process tolerances over a large
work envelope, specifically, to locate hole centers
and transfer those locations at less than a 0.005"
deviation from the original position.
-Flexibility: System must possess a significant level
of artificial intelligence, capable of location and
transfer processes on any unique fastener pattern.
-Low Technical Risk: Any system selected must
be comprised of proven, reliable technology; simple
and easy to maintain.
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-Off-Line Programming and Inspection
Capabilities: System must possess both of these
capabilities in order to verify and validate the
processes performed, as well as to integrate the
highest quality possible into these processes.
-Ease-of-Operability: Any system chosen must be
simple for maintenance personnel to operate, with
a minimal amount of training required.
-Safety: Any system chosen must be safe to
operate and designed with operator protection in
mind.
With this definition of basic system requirements
completed, MERC was ready to begin investigations
of state-of-the-art robotic technology and vendors
qualified to meet the requirements.
Level of Automation
While defining the basic system requirements, the
required level of automation had to be resolved.
MERC engineers considered varying degrees to
which the hole location/transfer process should be
automated. Enhanced types of manual tooling aids
such as drill blankets were evaluated and eventually
rejected because, while the quality of the hole
transfer process could be improved, additional
tooling setup and takedown time would be required.
As well, varying skill levels of the maintenance
personnel involved would also effect the level of
quality improvement afforded through the use of
enhanced types of manual tooling.
Also considered was the adaptation of existing
machine tooling. This concept was similarly rejected
for a number of reasons, among them that due to
the curvature of the wing skin panels, any applicable
tooling would have to possess a minimum of five (5)
degrees of freedom in order to assure the
maintainment of surface normality for enhanced
process accuracy. It was therefore determined that
while most machining centers and pattern
contouring machines possessed the required
accuracy, they lacked the necessary flexibility in
control and processing required for the task.
It soon became apparent that the only applicable
system was one fully automated, or robotic in
nature. It was also apparent that fastener hole
location and transfer is a process for which any
chosen robotic system must possess high
repeatability characteristics in order to perform.
High repeatability is required in order to properly
transfer the fastener hole center locations to the
replacement skin panels - necessitating that the
chosen robotic system be capable of reliably
returning back to the correct hole center location.
Due to these considerations, MERC determined
that a gantry configuration robot would be ideal for
the application, especially since a gantry robot is
able to achieve the same level of performance
across the entire work envelope.
A System Configuration Merit Analysis was
performed by MERC based upon the above
discussion, and the results are presented in Table
1 on the following page.
System Technical Requirements
MERC investigated several major manufacturers of
gantry robots, as well as machine vision system and
end effector tooling vendors. To aid in the final
selection of system components, somewhat more
comprehensive, system technical requirements were
developed:
-Work Envelope Size: A minimum of 18' x 30'.
-Dynamic Referencing/Positioning Capability:.
Global and Point-to-Point Referencing required.
-System Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF): A
minimum of five (5) axes of motion required.
-Controller/Database Capability: Ample data
storage, realtime process speed/feedback response,
fully downloadable.
-End Effector Tooling: Capability for realtime
monitoring of torque, thrust, and dynamic
feedback.
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Table 1
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION MERIT ANALYSIS
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION MERIT COST SUMMARY
Material Labor
21. Drill guides, plastic templates
(transfer media) (Manual)
2. Laser scan plotted drill/fastener
layout (robotic)
3. Touch Probe dimensioning
automated drilling (robotic)
4. Vision/probe hole location
automated drilling robotic
5. Vision hole location with laster
interferometry for volumetric
accuracy (robotic)
6. Probe Location Laser Global
referencing (robotic)
7. Probe/Vision Location with
Laser for Volumetric Accuracy
(robotic)
8.5
8.5
Low
(s15,000)
Moderate
($250,0oo)
High
($1,ooo,ooo)
High
0,5oo,ooo)
High
(1,500,000)
High
0,700,000)
Intensive High
skill level
required
Intensive High
skill level
Low Reduced
skill level
Low
Reduces Skill
level
Low
Reduced skill
level
Low
Reduced skill
level
Low
Reduced skill
level
The Air Force currently uses
aluminum transfer templates.
They have had poor success
at their facility and at
McDonnell Douglas' St.
Louis facility in using drill
guides and plastic templates.
A laser scan can achieve the
required dimensional data
necessary to produce a
quality plot. Problems
include alignment, plot
accuracy, plotting size and
large human error potential.
Has advantages in that the
required skill level is reduced.
Technical problems include
probe force, robotic accuracy,
interfacing and fixture
tooling.
Has advantages over system 3
in that it can be programmed
to adjust to wide ranges of
assembly tolerances used in
the actual production of the
F-15. Same technical
problems as system 3.
Has advantages over system 4
in that robot repeatability is
not as much a requirement
because it can be accurately
fixed by laser triangulation.
Will allow for greater
variance in machine.
Not as attractive as system 5
because the vision system
would most likely be faster
than the probe system.
The best total system
because:
1) flexibility due to vision
adjustment
2) probing for exact center
location
3) laser can be used for
normality
4) volumatic accuracy
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System Component Selection
Based upon the technical requirements, the major
components of the system were selected as follows:
-PaR Systems XR 225 Gantry Robot: The XR
225 offers excellent accuracy and repeatability
performance, with a 225 pound wrist capacity, and
the work envelope can be sized to order.
-PaR Systems CIMROC 4000x Robot Controller:
The 4000x supervisory controller is based upon an
IBM-AT compatible computer using the PC-DOS
operating system, and has the advantage of being
fully integrated and compatible with the XR 225
robot.
-Adept AGS Machine Vision System: This system
affords excellent vision processing capability through
efficient handling of variations in fighting, surface
finish, and contrast while still providing the image
resolution necessary for accurate hole center
location. Additionally, the vision system requires
minimal effort for integration to the robot.
-EOA Systems CNC Aerodrill: A programmable
drilling end effector, offering a full range of
performance parameter control, and fully
compatible with the robot utilizing the AeroQuick
Change adaptor for automated tool pickup and
dropoff.
-CENTRO 200 Tactile Offset Sensor: Provides
data for referencing by the robot to the part/fixture
assembly within the workcell, as well end effector
tooling offset data.
-Tooling Fixture(s): Part determinate, and critical
to successful automated hole location/transfer
operations. The fixture(s) must rigidly support the
part to ensure high process accuracy and
repeatability.
Table 2 on the following page, illustrates the
selected components and vendors as well as their
respective system responsibilities.
The individual components selected were all of
proven technology, but their integration into a
functional automated system for the performance of
fastener location and transfer had not previously
been accomplished. For this reason, a proof-of-
concept effort was performed.
Proof-of-Concept Effort.
The primary goal of the proof-of-concept effort was
to both demonstrate and validate the capabilities of
the AARS to successfully perform automated
fastener hole location and transfer operations.
Additionally, the feasibility of performing automated
defastening with the system was to be demonstrated
also.
Specific capabilities to be demonstrated included:
-Proper location referencing and surface contour
determination (ie., relative normality of fastener
hole locations) of an F-15 outboard wing skin.
-Vision system location (mapping) and storage to
the robot controller database of at least two
hundred (200) fastener hole locations. Goals for the
location/transfer accuracy were less than 0.005"
deviation in mapped position, and +/- 1" for surface
normality correction.
-Location referencing and surface contour
determination of the replacement skin panel,
followed by transfer of the mapped fastener hole
location via 1/8" pilot holes.
Significant integration effort was required prior to
performing the proof-of-concept effort. Probably
most critical was that of integrating the vision
system to the robot, and development of the vision
mapping methodology.
The methodology initially developed for vision
mapping operations consisted of generating an
AutoCAD drawing of an F-15 upper outboard skin
panel utilizing data from McDonnell Douglas
assembly drawings. This drawing served to provide
initial positioning data to the robot by depicting the
nominal locations of the fasteners within 0.125" of
the actual physical location. The drawing data was
converted via an RS-274D interface to machine
control code for interpretation by the CIMROC
controller. From this initial positioning data
provided to the robot, the actual fastener hole
position would fall within the field-of-view (fov) of
the vision system camera for mapping. The nominal
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Table2
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
System Integrator
Robot
Model XR 225
18' X 30' Gantry
System Controller
CIMROC 4000
End-Effector Tooling
CNC Aerodrill
Tactile Offset Sensor
CENTRO 200
SUGGESTED
VENDORS
MERC
Par Systems
SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY
Responsible for.
System Development/Implementation Engineering
Tasks, Training of WR-ALC Personnel in System
Operation, System Support (Liaison Engineering)
Machine tool platform for hole location/transfer.
Main componen_ for tooling integration
Par Systems Will control robot during all aspects of both
fastener location and transfer operations
EOA Systems, Inc. Responsible for robot end of arm tooling
CENTRO Will be used to determine surface contour, edge
Automation reference, and fixture location data
Machine Vision System Adept Responsible for fastener, hole location
Tooling Fixtures MERC Will be used to support wing and/or panels
during hole location/transfer operations
hole locations provided on the drawings were
numbered according to Air Force convention, and
this numbering convention was also utilized by the
robot controller for databank storage.
The AARS proof-of-concept effort was conducted
at the PaR Systems facility in Shoreview, MN
utilizing PaR's laboratory setup of an XR 225 robot,
CIMROC 400_ controller, EOA Systems CNC
Aerodrill, and CENTRO 200 Tactile Offset Sensor
(probe). Also utilized was an Adept vision system
which was leased for the effort. The proof-of-
concept demonstration to the Air Force proved to
be very successful, with all goals set for the effort
being met or exceeded (see Table 3).
AARS Prototype Development
MERC was awarded the contract for the AARS
Prototype Development effort in September of 1991.
This contract defined the engineering services
required to design, document, and prototype the
AARS, and was divided into two phases: a Basic
Period (Phase One) and an Option Period (Phase
Two).
Phase One Efforts
During Phase One, MERC was tasked to lease or
procure the necessary tooling and subsystems to
further demonstrate automated fastener hole
location and transfer, as well as the additional
requirement to demonstrate automated defastening
capability. MERC was also tasked to complete a
conceptual design of a large wing jig, capable of
rigidly fixturing an entire F-15 wing within the
robot's work envelope.
The main goal of the Phase One effort was once
again to demonstrate the system's capability to
perform hole location and transfer, but more
importantly, to also perform automated defastening
operations. Critical to the successful demonstration
of this capability was the performance of vision
system.
Vision System Programmin_
The F-15 upper wing skin panels are tied to the
wing substructure with just over 2200 fasteners. The
fasteners utilized are primarily comprised of four
major types: coin slots, hi-loks, jo-bolts, and taper-
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Table 3
GOAL VALUE ATrAINED
CAD/Vision Positioning Capability + .125 + .125
Hole Location Accuracy .005 (Global) + .0015
Hole Transfer Accuracy .005 (Global) +.005
+.3 DegreeHole Normality +_. 1 Degree
Bad Hole Determination Operator Notification
Demonstrate InterfaceVision/Robotic Communication
Protocol
Attained
Attained
Ioks. Coin slot fasteners are threaded, and the
preferred removal method is to manually back them
out. The other fastener types all require drilling for
removal. This difference served as the basis for the
required development efforts for a defastening end
effector for use with the robot as well as the
necessary programming of the vision system.
MERC procured an Adept AGS Machine Vision
system during Phase One and performed additional
programming of the system to enable it to perform
mapping for automated defastening operations. The
goal of this additional programming was to provide
the vision system with the capability to map the
wing skin surface and identify fastener type, size,
and location. The programming was accomplished
using Adept's Visionware programming
environment, through the creation of specific
inspection sequences. The basic logic for these
sequences was as follows:
1. Locate the object within the field-of-view (fov)
and fit an arc to it.
2. Determine the diameter of the fit arc.
3. Determine the center x,y coordinates.
4. Perform a rudimentary inspection to determine
if a slot is present.
A serial communication protocol was established
between the Adept vision processor and the
CIMROC 4000x robot controller for transfer and
processing of the vision data. Each fastener hole
location on the wing is uniquely numbered, and this
numbering convention was maintained for the robot
controller database. Since the coin slot fasteners
were the only type which required backout, the
determination by the vision system as to whether or
not a slot was present on the fastener head was the
primary criteria for tool selection by the robot
controller.
Defastening End Effector Development
MERC was also tasked with the development of a
prototype defastening end effector, specifically to
perform backout of coin slot fasteners. MERC
created a technical specification for the tool, and
the decision was made to issue a subcontract to
EOA Systems for production of the prototype. EOA
Systems was chosen for a number of reasons,
among them that the tool would have physical
characteristics very similar to that of the Aerodrill,
and would therefore be totally compatible with the
XR 225 robot wrist. Additionally, the prototype
would utilize the same controller as the Aerodrill.
The design of the prototype consisted of a stepper
motor for slowly rotating the tool tip until the slot
was engaged, and a large air pulse motor for
backing out the fasteners.
Upon completion of the vision programming and
development of the prototype defastening end
effector, MERC performed another demonstration
of system capability to the Government. This
demonstration was again performed at the PaR
Systems facility, utilizing their laboratory robot
setup.
Capability Validation Demonstration
This demonstration differed from the first not only
by the addition of the automated defastening
capability, but also in that the system's capability to
perform automated vision mapping, defastening, and
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holelocation/transferoperationswasconductedon
an actual F-15 wing, fixtured within the workcell
using a modified Air Force wing transportation
dolly. An additional difference was that a
Chesapeake Systems Laser Profiler was used in
place of the CENTRO 200 Tactile Offset Sensor for
normality determination.
The AARS Capability Validation demonstration was
conducted over a two day period, concentrating on
the outboard skin panel of the F-15 wing. The first
day was devoted to demonstrating the system's
ability to perform automated defastening operations.
This included vision mapping and fastener removal
by both backout and drilling.
At the completion of the first day's activities, the
outboard skin panel was removed. The second day
of the demonstration was devoted to vision mapping
of the exposed wing substructure, followed by
transfer of the mapped hole locations to a blank
skin panel which had been placed back over the
substructure. All system capabilities were
successfully demonstrated to the Government's
satisfaction.
Phase One of the AARS Prototype Development
effort was completed with the successful System
Capability Validation demonstration, leading to the
Air Force's exercising of Option I of the contract
for the Phase Two effort in June of 1993.
Phase Two Efforts
With receipt of the AARS Phase Two award,
MERC is currently performing a number of
required engineering efforts in support of installing
the AARS at WR-ALC. These efforts are discussed
below.
_ystem Procurement
MERC is procuring an XR 225 robot, CIMROC
4000x controller, and support items (end effector
and drill bit racks) from PaR Systems, and a CNC
Aerodrill and controller from EOA Systems.
Chesapeake Systems discontinued production of
their Laser Profiler series, and after an extensive
search, a Perceptron Surface Sensor was selected
and is also being procured for the system.
Other items required for the system have been
identified and are being procured. Among these is
a Camera Cable Extender unit from FSR, Inc. It
was determined this unit was necessary due to the
long length of camera cable which must be installed
within the robot (approximately 144 ft.) and the
concern that signal loss due to this length would
adversely affect the vision system performance.
Also being procured is a custom operator
workstation which will house the Adept and
Perceptron controllers, as well as the robot, vision,
and Aerodrill controller monitors and keyboards.
The system in it's final configuration is depicted in
Figures 1 and 2.
Facility Modifications
The Air Force has decided that AARS will be
installed within Building 140 at WR-ALC, where the
majority of rework operations on the F-15 wings are
performed. Prior to the actual installation of the
system, significant modifications to the facility must
first be performed. In order to ensure that the
highest level of accuracy and repeatability
performance is maintained by the system, the robot
must be mounted upon a vibration isolated, floating
slab.
The internal work envelope of the robot is 18'x30'.
Therefore, the required "footprint" of the system is
approximately 30'x40'. At the designated workcell
site within Building 140, the "footprint" area will
excavated to a minimum depth of five feet. This
depth will ensure that the 4 foot thick, 3000 psi
concrete slab resting on Unisorb padding is
correctly installed. Additionally, utility drops will be
provided within 15 feet of the workcell site.
Win_ Fixture
MERC completed the conceptual design for a wing
f'txture during Phase One. Enhancements to this
design were identified, and the final design of the
wing fixture has now been completed and
fabrication efforts initiated.
The fixture design will provide a rigid platform for
automated rework operations to be performed by
the robot upon the wing. The design allows either a
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right- or a le_hand wing to be f'txtured, with access
to both upper and lower wing surfaces provided by
the rotation capability of the design. The wing
f_ture design is depicted in Figures 3 and 4.
Subsystem Integration Enhancements
Enhancements to both the vision system and the
defastening tool prototype were identified during
the Phase One effort, as well as the desired control
architecture for the serial communication protocol
between robot and vision controllers. The vision
system camera and light ring assembly will be
mounted in tandem with the Perceptron Surface
Sensor to an EOA Quickchange tool plate for
compatibility with the robot wrist. This tool plate
will be "pinned" by EOA so that all power and
communication leads can routed directly through
the wrist, enabling automated pickup and setdown
by the robot.
Vision system programming will also be enhanced,
by customizing the inspection sequences created in
Visionware with Adept's V+ line code. This
additional programming will provide the vision
system with a minimum level of artificial
intelligence, enabling it to more optimally perform
mapping operations through the automatic varying
of parameters such as gray scale and binary
thresholds. The system will also be able to vary it's
primary search areas within the focused field-of-
view automatically in order to compensate for
different fastener head and hole sizes.
The level of serial communication protocol between
the CIMROC and Adept controllers is being
enhanced to further define and implement a more
comprehensive level of post processing capability to
include error handling and data validity checking.
For example, the vision system and/or laser sensor
will return to the robot controller process data and
whether or not the data is valid. The robot
controller will accept a list of parameters or data
fields which will be stored within the record for
archiving purposes. The validity of the data will be
based on a single binary bit (0 or 1)
sent by the peripheral equipment to the CIMROC.
The CIMROC will mark any data records in error
and print the record number (per Air Force
numbering convention) to hard copy if the validity
of the data is NO. The system operator will then
scan this hardcopy error list, decide the best course
of action, interact directly with the peripheral
equipment to alleviate the problem (ie. reprocess a
vision image), rehabilitate recoverable data records,
and mark those records which are irrecoverable.
Modifications are also being performed to the
defastening tool prototype to incorporate
enhancements identified during the Phase One
effort. These enhancements primarily involve
enabling the tool to utilize a two-step removal
methodology for backing out the coin slot fasteners.
During Phase One, some fasteners were stripped, or
had the heads rounded off due to the inability to
vary pressure to the large air pulse motor utilized.
Tool modifications will include swapping out the
stepper motor for a more powerful 2.5 hp spindle
motor, and mounting a solenoid on, or very near
the end effector to precisely monitor and vary
pressure to the air pulse motor. Lessons learned
during Phase One will also be employed so that the
spindle motor will not only serve to locate the tool
tip into the slot, but also as the primary backout
tool. In the event that larger, or stubborn fasteners
cannot be "broken free" with the spindle motor, the
air pulse motor will used for very short intervals, or
bursts, to breakout the fasteners.
Process Development Support
MERC is actively engaged in assisting WR-ALC
personnel with preparations for the installation and
optimal utilization of the AARS workceU. This
support includes conducting working sessions with
WR-ALC engineers and maintenance personnel
which have served to help develop initial
implementation procedures for the workcell. These
procedures define use of the robot with both new
and existing rework tooling and resources, as well as
the recommended initial work volume to be
scheduled using the workcell. The working sessions
have also aided in the selection of qualified
personnel to be trained as system operators.
Additional support is being provided through
recommended revisions to the F-15 wing rework
Work Force Order (WFO) documentation, which
will address issues including the effect that use of
the workcell will have on rework flow time per wing
and optimal process insertion recommendations.
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System Installation and Checkout
Workcell installation at WR-ALC will take place in
June 1994. The system will be erected by MERC
and PaR Systems personnel, and will undergo a
procedure known as Mechanical Error Correction
(MEC), during which a laser system will used to
precisely align and level the robot for optimal
accuracy and repeatability performance. The
functionality of the robot and all peripheral
equipment will then be completely verified following
comprehensive qualification test procedures.
Additionally, the wing fixture will be loaded with an
actual F-15 wing and vision/laser mapping,
defastening, and hole location/transfer trials will be
conducted. At the completion of the performance
trials, MERC will follow the Government approved
Acceptance Test procedures and will conduct a
formal Acceptance Runoff of the system for WR-
ALC officials.
It is anticipated that MERC will spend the
remainder of the program schedule (approximately
two months) after system acceptance onsite,
assisting WR-ALC maintenance personnel in
familiarization with the system and its optimal use
and benefit to the F-15 wing rework effort.
It is also anticipated that the AARS engineering
prototype and supporting data developed during the
Phase Two effort will provide sufficient information
to the Air Force to support a decision to procure
production configurations of this equipment.
The results of the automated defastening trials
performed with the AARS indicated a 100% success
rate, with all fasteners being removed through either
backout or drilloff methodologies. Additionally,
absolutely no damage to skin panels or substructure
was incurred as a result of the defastening process.
This is very important, in that a significant number
of wing skin panels requiring replacement have
resulted from organic rework damage, or
specifically, damage incurred during manual
defastening operations.
Implementation of the AARS workcell into the F-15
wing rework effort at WR-ALC will result in both
significant enhancements to rework process quality
and a marked reduction in required manhours. (see
Figures 5 and 6) Additionally, the AARS has been
designed with flexibility and future expandability in
mind, and possible future applications already
identified include the rework of additional F-15 and
other aircraft components, automated NDI
operations, and fuel foam removal operations.
Lastly, it is projected that full amortization of the
total system investment costs will be realized within
the first full year of operation.
Summary of Important Conclusions
The Air Force specified that the AARS have the
capability to transfer hole locations to new structure
within 0.005" of existing mate-with holes, and to
maintain specified hole diameter tolerances
(+0.0022"). Results achieved during the two
laboratory demonstration efforts indicated a vision
mapping location accuracy of +\-0.0015", and an
average transfer accuracy of +\-0.0029". It was
determined after remapping with the vision system
that hole diameter tolerances were maintained to
within +\-0.001". These results are even more
encouraging when taking into account that the
laboratory robot setup used is an older system
lacking later generation ref'mements, has not
undergone the MEC procedure in several years, and
also is not mounted on a vibration-isolated slab.
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Abstract
Current inspection methods for complex shapes and
contours exemplified by aircraft engine turbine blades are
expensive, time-consuming and labor intensive. The
logistics support of new manufacturing paradigms such as
integrated product-process development (IPPD) for current
and future engine technology development necessitates high
speed, automated inspection of forged and cast jet engine
blades, combined with a capability of retaining and
retrieving metrology data for process improvements
upstream (designer-level) and downstream (end-user
facilities) at commercial and military installations. The
paper presents the opportunities emerging from a feasibility
study conducted using 3-D Holographic Laser Radar in
blade inspection. Requisite developments in computing
technologies for systems integration of blade inspection in
production are also discussed.
1. Introduction
The factory automation of compressor and turbine
blade manufacturing for aircraft jet engine power plants is
a process that involves the integration of a variety of
subsystems into the complete manufacturing and
refurbishment cycle. Once processing parameters,
envelopes for variation and control strategy are reliably
established, perhaps the most important area of challenge
lies in the rapid sensing and acquisition of dimensional and
surface quality attributes of blades that validate the design,
processing and control strategy.
The success of new technology development
programs such as Integral High Performance Turbine
Engine Technology (IHPTET) and the economic viability
and competitiveness of current military and commercial
engine blade production rests heavily on the ability to
develop and implement cost-effective automation solutions
that are highly reliable, and lead to consistent quality
components at minimum cost. The ability to rapidly
achieve automated blade inspection opens up a world of
possibilities that translate to our ability to retain vital
information on individual blade attributes for utilization
both, upstream (in the design and processing iterations) as
well as downstream (in process control, field use and
maintenance). An integrated product-process development
(IPPD) approach like the one envisioned in the IHPTET
program has the potential to lead to a 50% or greater
reduction in manufacturing costsL In such advanced engine
programs, the criticality of consistently meeting design
parameters and tolerances in manufacturing, tracking
changes during maintenance and overhaul, and validation
of manufacturing process models cannot be
overemphasized. An automated blade inspection system on
the shop-floor when integrated with a design and processing
database through a Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
'reverse-modeling' capability, could be responsible for
accomplishing a large portion of that cost reduction through
its support of IPPD and Knowledge-Integrated Design
Systems of aeroengine components.
1.1 Present Blade Measurement Technology:
In current forged compressor blade and investment-
cast turbine blade (Figure 1) manufacturing environments,
all metrology and in-process inspections are performed off-
line by large pools of human labor. One recent plant study
performed by ERIM determined that as much as half of the
plant labor were involved in manual inspection and rework
of blades. Dimensional inspection is limited to use of hard
go/no-go guillotine gages that contact a forged or cast blade
at several consistent locations, at each of which the 'fit' is
probed by the inspector, and rework locations marked- a
process that takes even the expert up to three minutes per
blade.
A human inspector is highly flexible, and has
relatively fast recognition and decision-making capability.
However, the task of manual turbine blade inspection is
particularly challenging because of the inspector's high
susceptibility to a lack of concentration over several hours,
which results in a relatively poor average performance of
the person. Furthermore, different inspectors have been
known to arrive at different dimensional inspection results,
producing variable final batch outputs that are unpredictable
and inhibit process and resource optimization. In such an
environment, statistical process control is especially
difficult to implement. The critical nature of the
application to commercial and military aircraft propulsion
requires that parts be inspected 100-percent. Present
coordinate measurement machines (CMMs) impose an
inherem and obvious limitation on the inspection
throughput achievable, except for process certification and
qualification. By 100-percent inspection of blades, an
automated sensor system can be used to control even a
slow decay in quality that cannot be found easily by off-
line statistical checks.
Following represent typical tolerances for key
compressor blade sections used in advanced engine
programs:
Twist +/- 30'
Platform +/- 0.18 mm (0.007 in)
Chord +/- 0.25 mm (0.01 in)
Thicknesses +/- 0.09mm(0.0035 in)
LE Profile +/- 0.05 mm (0.002 in)
Bow +/- 0.05 mm (0.002 in)
1.2 The Economic Case for Automation:
The following represents a typical production
Copyright ¢ 1994 by ERIM. Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with
permission.
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inspection scenario at a leading aircraft engine compressor
blade forging plant (also applicable to a typical turbine
blade investment casting facility):
The plant possesses tooling capacity for
approximately 1600 different blade designs, of
which about 400 designs are processed in batches at
any given time, with a weekly production rate
reaching between 60,000 and 90,000 parts.
Compressor blade forgings of titanium may be up
to 0.45 m (18 in) in length and 0.2 m (8 in) wide,
with the majority (80%) fitting an envelope size of
0.20 m (8 in) length and 0.06 m (2.5 in) width. A
typical compressor blade assembly is shown in
Figure 2.
Each blade is inspected twice by human inspectors
using two sets of gages (one spare for use when the
other is being re-certified or recalibrated). The
plant's metrology equipment investment per blade
design is slightly over $400,000.
- Work areas are often filled with dust, smoke, noise,
vibrations, or heat that can additionally affect
measurement system design, and consequently, cost
and system life.
-" The cost of quality (i.e., scrappage) ranges from
$500-$1000 per blade.
Despite operating under strict quality control
guidelines, high quality requirements have frequently been
met at such plants by scrapping large quantities of blades 2.
Thus, there is potential for realizing significant cost savings
by interception of nonconforming product earlier in the
manufacturing cycle using automated inspection.
1.3 Sensor Selection Criteria:
Following
important in
inspection:
minimum criteria are considered
sensor selection for automated blade
Inspection speed or cycle time
Part throughput
Sensor parameters such as resolution,
repeatability, accuracy, range ambiguity,
etc.
Robustness to plant-floor conditions
(temperature, vibrations, dust, operator
handling)
Costs and life (acquisition, installation,
training, maintenance)
Flexibility in measurement of blade designs
2.0 Non-Contact Blade Inspection Systems
2.1 State-of-the-Art:
A recent ERIM study 3 determined that many 3-D
measurement systems are available commercially for
industrial and metrological inspection, most based on
ontical sensin_ techninues such as: (I) intensity modulation
laser scanners, (2) stereo, (3) structured light sensors, (4)
Moire sensors, (5) holographic sensors, and (6)
interferometric sensors. Most commercially available 3-D
sensors are based on the triangulation principle, including
structured light, stereo and Moire. 3-D sensors employing
laser modulation and interferometry have also been
commercialized, but to a lesser extent.
An ERIM-developed intensity or amplitude
modulated laser scanner, supported by the CYTO-HSS
pipeline cellular-array image processor, has been
demonstrated in forging operations for missile nose cone
components 4'5. The scanning system circumvents the
complex computational and conceptual difficulties
associated with 3-D reconstruction of the imaged
component from a limited number of camera views. One
major shortcoming of laser scanning technology identified
was the high level (and hence, expense) of maintenance
required to keep the highly polished mirror and optical
surfaces clean in the forging environment. In stereo
imaging, triangulation is the most commonly used method
for 3-D sensing. However, stereo techniques require some
common reference point for the two camera views to be
correlated together- if the surface being inspected is a
smooth, continuous curve (as in airfoils and blades), such
a point may not exist. Even when located, the accuracy in
determining the single point is limited by the resolution of
the camera, and does not provide information about other
points on the surface in question 6. Compared with laser
scanning, Moire techniques 7 are known to provide better
dynamic-depth range and repeatability, while using an eye-
safe white light. They are best suited for inspection of
objects that have limited depth such as the body panels of
automobiles. Besl 8 has discussed details of evaluation
criteria and applications of several optical range imaging
sensors. Holography-based sensors, capable of meeting the
challenges of precision industrial inspection. One such
system is 3-D Holographic Laser Radar (HLR), which is
discussed in greater detail in the following section. While
structured light active triangulation 3-D sensing is a very
flexible technique, there is a risk of shadowing and
obscuration occurring, particularly for objects with step and
pole-like features as are often encountered in inspection in
the vicinity of the airfoil platform 3. A new 3-D sensing
product from Perceptron, the LASAR R,9, couples laser
radar technology with a precision scanning mechanism and
control/display software. The result is a system with a
programmable field of view that can simultaneously capture
both a 2-D image, based on a standard reflectance
phenomena, and a 3-D image based on range data.
Olympus 1° has recently introduced a limited capability for
performing off-line measurement of manufacturing defects
on blade surfaces by using memory-stored wire-frame
models that are 'superimposed' on the captured image of a
blade.
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2.2 Holographic Laser Radar:
ERIM has recently experimentally demonstrated 3-D
Holographic Laser Radar H (HLR) a technology derived
from synthetic aperture radar _2, that shows promise in
meeting some of the most stringent accuracy, resolution
and performance requirements of a blade production
environment. The equipment setup and image recovery
process are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. HLR uses a
frequency-tunable laser source (such as an argon dye laser)
and holographic recording methods to recover digital 3-D
representations of imaged objects. Essentially, the sensor
measures the 3-D complex object spectrum by gathering
data at different spatial frequencies (up to 64 have been
demonstrated at ERIM). At a given wavelength, a 2-D (X-
Y) slice of the object spectrum is measured using a detector
array that is placed perpendicular to the line of sight
towards the object origin. Changing the measurement
wavelength, a different slice of the object spectrum is
acquired which is off-set in the ranging direction. Thus,
by sweeping through a set of wavelengths separated by a
constant amount over a total allocated bandwidth, a cube-
like volume of Fourier data are gathered. Using the
inverse Fourier transformation, a 3-D image of the object
is formed.
2.2.1 HLR Sensor Attributes for Blade Inspection:
A preliminary technology assessment performed by
a concurrent engineering group at ERIM 3 has revealed that
the HLR technology effectively addresses several
challenges in blade inspection through the following
features of the sensor:
(1) The angle-angle measurement accuracy of the sensor is
decoupled from the ranging accuracy, which is important
when large parts are to be measured to a high degree of
accuracy. The sample permits different sampling densities
in the angle-angle and range directions, providing both,
dimensional and surface finish information.
(2) An absence of imaging optics as well as scanning
mechanisms (i.e., no moving parts) further enhances the
desirability of HLR in production inspection of blades.
The HLR samples the object light field array directly with
a CCD detector array, and the positioning of the detector
pixels in a detector array can be very accurate.
(3) If a collimated beam or plane wave is used as the
reference, the image formed by 3-D Fourier transformation
is in a rectilinear format. This feature is unlike most other
types of 3-D sensors discussed above which produce
images in polar format or non-linear grid, requiring
extensive coordinate transformations for conversion into a
usable geometric object representation.
(4) When a point source is used as the reference, its
location provides a fixed reference point from which all 3-
D measurements are made. This is critical for metrology
applications such as parts-to-CAD models, where images
from different views must be fused together.
An ERIM HLR sensor was used in a feasibility
exploration for initial dense surface profile image
collection, as well as to characterize the requirements of
HLR technology applied to turbine blade inspection. The
3-D images of both, investment cast and forged blades
were acquired by varying the following parameters to
determine optimal operating conditions: range resolution,
range ambiguity interval, and angular resolution.
2.2.2 Sensor Design and Economic Issues:
Forged titanium compressor blade leading edges are
a special subset of dimensional measurements inspection
because of the difficulty posed by specular surfaces that
challenge other competing measurement technologies
(Moire interferometry, laser triangulation, etc). Any
solution for this problem can likely be applied to castings,
wax models and die cavities. HLR performance data for
a variety of surface finish characteristics resulting from
investment cast, forged-shot peened, and machined blades
is presently being evaluated to determine optimal equipment
operation bounds, so as to generate the sensitivity and
dynamic range requirements for precision metrology
applications. Other design issues that need to addressed in
inspection, include the scalability for measuring larger
objects, and sensor stability in the production scenario. As
a coherent sensor, mechanical stability within the HLR and
between the sensors and test object must be kept to a small
fraction of an optical wavelength. Phase coherence must
be maintained not only over the integration time of each
spectral measurement, but over the entire imaging sequence
through all the measurement wavelengths. This
requirement necessitates stringent vibration isolation and
the use of an enclosure to minimize air turbulence.
The HLR sensor can be effectively designed to
address the metrology requirements of at least 80% of
forged and cast blades, which fall within the 0.2 x 0.06 x
0.025 m (i.e., 8 x 2.5 x 1 inch) size envelope. To meet
future desired measurement accuracies of up to 0.025 mm
(0.001 in) on the airfoil and blade dovetail platform, would
require an extremely large number of measurement points
over the objects. The slopes of the blades, however, vary
gradually, which may allow fairly coarse spatial sampling
in the X and Y directions. Moire sensors cannot take
advantage of this feature because of the tight coupling
between the angle and range measurements.
An economic analysis of automated blade
measurement cell using HLR is presently being performed,
considering the projected life cycles of key system
components. A production sensor incorporating the 3-D
HLR technology is projected to cost between $50,000 -
$100,000. Additional costs quantifying the impact of the
sensor technology on the measurement workforce,
production line balance, plant layout and process flow
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changesinaforgingorcastingfacility,aswellasotherin-
plantimplementationandcultureissues,arealsobeing
addressed.
3.0 Automated HLR Blade Inspection Workstation
3.1 System Reouirements:
The aim of an automated metrology and inspection
system for turbine blades should be to integrate the
components into one complete system. The integrated
system should have the computer processing, data storage,
and retrieval power needed to inspect, assemble and control
all tasks without significant human intervention. An
automated blade inspection workstation (Figure 5)
incorporating 3-D HLR, as envisioned by us, would consist
of four major building blocks:
Parts handling system that positions blades for
inspection and final sorting,
Laser source system to generate radiation,
Detector array that converts reflected radiation into
a signal or data for host computer processing, and
Host computer with operator interface and
electronic linkage to blade design database,
An image processor for analysis and decision
making.
3.2 Part Fixturing and Orientation:
The HLR sensor provides output data in terms of 3-
D rectilinear coordinates for each sample point, as opposed
to multiple transformations from polar coordinates that are
required for laser scanners. By generating dimensional
measurement data on the front/back surface area of the
airfoil, it is possible to provide the equivalent measurement
capability of not only the contact-type guillotine gage, but
also the combined (and potentially enhanced) measuring
capability of the blade thicknesses, bow, twist angles, and
orientations relative to platform.
3.3 Software Requirements:
A formidable task in developing a systems solution
for automated inspection of turbine blades lies in
addressing software requirements for registering data from
multiple images, extracting and mapping metrics into the
gaging measurements and features of interest to the user.
This task could also involve interaction with commercial
surface mapping and visualization software, in order to
determine optimal data density for accurate surface
reconstruction and subsequent comparison with CAD and
surface design databases. The key would be to determine
the approximate X-Y sample spacing required to extract
desired surface contour measurements.
3.4 High-Speed Image Processin_ and Sensor Fusion:
Automated surface and 3-dimensional inspection of
turbine blades in a production environment requires real-
time-mode image processing, as the number of operations
required to achieve defect recognition and metrological
interpretation of sensed data tend to be enormous. For
example, a high-resolution 3-D HLR image of an entire
turbine blade can generate approximately 4 Mbyte/sq in.
for a 0.0005 in sample spacing. Decreasing the spatial
frequency of the sample points reduces the data size,
however, at the expense of accuracy in locating edges. It
would be a waste of time to first store dense blade image
data into an image memory, and then process it later by
accessing the image memory. Thus, it is a requisite in
automated blade manufacturing/inspection operations that
a fast method be deployed with adequate hardware support
such that the completion of image acquisition implies the
completion of the image processing (or at least
preprocessing). Current trends indicate that a 200-MIPS
microprocessor and a 1 gigabit memory chip are soon to
become available to meet such image processing
challenges, well before the end of the century if
lithography limits and other difficulties in each generation
are overcome smoothly 13.
4.0 Conclusion
The study has demonstrated that the key
technologies and system components for realizing fully
automated inspection capability for accomplishing
dimensional measurement and defect location in compressor
and turbine blades already exist. A systems design,
engineering and integration approach is required to evaluate
proposed inspection methods in greater detail and to
develop alternative methods to satisfy manufacturing and
metrology support requirements of commercial and military
users. A fully automated Holographic Laser Radar
inspection system could dramatically outperform the current
manual inspection process by improving the consistency of
the inspection process and raising the quality of the blades
in service.
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Figure 1. Forged Titanium Compressor Blade (left) and
Investment Cast Inconel Turbine Blade (right).
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Figure 2. Compressor Blade Features and Assembly.
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Transitions Research Corporation has developed
a variety of technologies to accomplish its
central mission: the creation of commercially
viable robots for the service industry.
Collectively, these technologies comprise the
TRC "robot tool kit."
diminish the effectiveness
N94-30576
/-
of highly trained
personnel. In the service environment, most of
the integration is with humans rather than other
automated machines. Behavior and interface are
important factors in the success or failure of
machines working in the service arena.
TRC Technology for Service Applications
LabMate ® Mobile Robot Base
The company started by developing a robot base
that serves as a foundation for mobile robot
research and development, both within TRC and
at customer sites around the world. A diverse
collection of sensing techniques evolved more
recently, many of which have been made
available to the international mobile robot
research community as commercial products.
These "tool-kit" research products are described
in this paper.
The largest component of TRC's commercial
operation is a product called HelpMate for
materiel transport and delivery in health care
institutions.
Operation in a Service Environment
Manufacturing operations require precision that
is not necessary for mobile robot navigation in
most service applications. Service robots
generally face situations with less structure and
intensity than their counterparts on the assembly
line. In a service application, performance is not
measured in numbers of rejected parts but in the
accomplishment of completed tasks.
In an industrial environment, the robot usually
becomes a tightly integrated piece of equipment
in the overall manufacturing process. Service
tasks such as fetch-and-carry distract and
The LabMate mobile robot test bed, developed
with DARPA support, is now in service at over
100 sites around the world. LabMate is a low
cost, mobile robot base designed for use as a
component in the development of transport
systems and to support research in artificial
intelligence, computer science, and robot
engineering.
Figure I LabMate Mobile Robot Base
The vehicle has a square footprint designed to fit
through a standard door opening. Six wheels
support LabMate: one passive caster at each
comer, and two driven wheels centered
longitudinally along either side. Each drive
wheel is under individual servo control. The only
moving parts on the vehicle are the fixed drive
wheels. Differential variation of wheel velocities
1
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steersthe vehicle. When each wheel is driven at
identical velocities in opposite directions, the
LabMate spins in place. This capability to
change orientation without translating position is
important for sensor systems with a limited field
of view. The differential steering architecture
eliminates the need for an additional rotating
turret.
The drive motors axe servo controlled by a
microcomputer controller based on the Motorola
68HC 11 microprocessor. The computer monitors
and controls wheel position and converts the
rotational displacements of the wheels to a
position and angle in a two-dimensional
Cartesian space, i.e. X, Y, and O expressed in
millimeters and degrees/100.
Through the RS-232 interface, the host
application can query the LabMate at any time to
determine position and orientation and issue
motion commands.
Payloads as large as 200 pounds can be mounted
on board. Payloads typically include computers,
manipulator arms, communications gear,
cameras, and sensors.
The low profile of the LabMate base provides an
important advantage. Active, awkward payloads
with high moments of inertia affect vehicle
stability. To minimize these effects, the LabMate
drive hardware and batteries are located within a
few centimeters of the floor.
LabMate serves as the foundation for the TRC
HelpMate ®autonomous service robot and several
similar systems developed by TRC customers.
LightRanger TM
The TRC LightRanger Light Direction and
Ranging (LIDAR) system delivers fast low noise
range information from an actively scanning eye-
safe infrared beam. LightRanger locates oblique
surfaces missed by acoustic techniques; specular
reflectivity is not required.
The LightRanger projects the beam from an
infrared LED and continuously sweeps the beam
360 ° through a volume of rotation 45 ° across the
cross section. A large area lens gathers reflected
light from objects, and on-board circuitry then
compares the phase of the modulation of the
returned signal with that of the transmitted light.
A built-in 68HC11 microprocessor converts this
information into true range units and transmits it
to the host computer via an RS232 serial link or
Ethernet.
The sweeping and nodding mechanism is driven
at up to 600 rpm by one servo motor. This
translates into a 10 Hz refresh rate for the entire
circumference of the observed volume. In
operation, LightRanger can locate white objects
out to 10 m and darker objects (such as blue
denim) to 7 m.
The light-based direction and ranging system
differs significantly from traditional vision
systems. A vision system acquires an entire
frame of data represented by the image sensor
plane. The image must then be analyzed to
extract feature information and indirectly
compute the distance to obstacles within the
image field. The LightRanger generates its three-
dimensional map with a scalar measurement
under active, mechanical servo control. The
scalar reading from each optical sample is
combined with the instantaneous heading and
elevation of the scanning mechanism to yield a
position in three-dimensional space.
The vertical nodding action of the scanner is
deliberately set to a fraction of the rate of the
horizontal scan. The sensing beam traces a series
of flat spirals that approximate horizontal planes.
The effect is to produce two dimensional maps
of the environment at several elevations. This
provides fine resolution data on the planar
location of obstacles and targets, and course
resolution data on elevation, which is optimal for
a mobile robot navigating in a two-dimensional
horizontal plane.
LightRanger Beacon Navigation System
The Beacon Navigation System (BNS)
automatically senses and reports [X,Y,O]
position and heading at ranges up to 25 meters
within a quadrilateral area defined by four
retroreflective beacons. BNS, which is based on
the TRC LightRanger, acquires and locks on to
the four beacons during a stationary initialization
sequence lasting a few seconds. From that
moment on, BNS sends a continuously updated
stream of [X,Y,tg] information that a host
computer or track following mechanism can use
to control the vehicle trajectory.
4OO
BNSwill continueto operatevenif twoofthe
beaconsarecompletelyobscured.If abeaconis
movedafterinitialization,BNSsoftwarewill
automaticallyadjustheboundingquadrilateral
tocompensate.
Thesweepingmotionisdrivenatupto 60rpm
byoneservomotor.Thistranslatesintoa 1Hz
refreshratefor theentirecircumferenceof the
observedplane.
BNS was developedfor commercialf oor
sweepingoperations in large, open areas. The
BNS light direction and ranging unit operates at
a lower wavelength than the stand-alone
LightRanger. This increases the range but
reduces the precision of the data. This is an
appropriate trade-off: the LightRanger is
designed for navigation in comparatively
crowded corridors where clearances for passage
are measured in centimeters, while the BNS is
designed to control cleaning machines wide
paths in open spaces up to 30 meters per side.
SonaRanger TM
The SonaRanger senses its environment by
bouncing ultrasonic pulses off objects and timing
the delay before the reflection is detected. The
system consists of a small microprocessor that
controls sonic actuation and detection of up to 24
ultrasonic transducers.
The ultrasonic transducers transmit signals
covering a 15 ° cone out as far as 10 meters. On a
mobile robot vehicle, the sensors are aimed
forward for obstacle detection and landmark
identification, to the sides for detecting wall
surfaces, and along vertical axes for detection of
obstacles with suspended horizontal surfaces
such as tabletops and desks with overhanging
ledges. The sensor data are continually
monitored and verified through a number of
filtering techniques, such as comparing
successive readings from the same sensor and
summation of readings.
Logarithmic-Polar Vision
Image analysis and compression techniques
based on logarithmic-polar mapping were
introduced in the 1970's. In the past five years,
functioning prototype logarithmic-polar vision
guidance and control systems have been
demonstrated by researchers at TRC and a
number of universities around the world.
Figure 2 The Logarithmic Polar Coordinate
Space
In logarithmic-polar representation, image plane
pixels are arranged in a polar coordinate system
where the distance between the concentric
circular pixel boundaries grows exponentially.
In the logarithmic-polar representation, pixel
count drops by nearly two orders of magnitude.
The image has high resolution in the center and
low resolution at the periphery. Images in this
coordinate system are invariant in rotation and
zoom. In the Cartesian space, a matrix
transformation on each of the thousands of
individual pixels is required for rotation and
zoom. These operations in the logarithmic-polar
space are accomplished by merely shifting the
image data. This dramatically reduces the
computational requirements for image
transformation. In logarithmic-polar
representation, the computer processor
accomplishes these transformations quickly by
shifting a single block of memory across the
address space. In a frame buffer, this can be
achieved by indexing all addresses by the shift
vector.
The application of a Hough transform to the
logarithmic-polar image yields edge and line
information that can be used for identification of
objects in the environment.
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Thereisagrowingbody of evidence that human
and higher mammalian vision processes images
in the logarithmic-polar space. Indeed, the
arrangement of cones on the retina of human
eyes provided the original inspiration for using
the logarithmic-polar space.
The highest resolution and detail in a
logarithmic-polar image are always at the center
of the image. A shift of attention or displacement
of the imaging device requires rapid and accurate
repositioning of the direction of gaze. This is a
highly refined capability in even the most
primitive animals.
The bulk of research in vision to date has
concentrated on image analysis techniques where
the camera position is fixed or rigidly attached to
a moving vehicle. More recently, vision systems
where the camera is actively controlled as part of
the imaging process have appeared in research
laboratories. Instead of intensively processing
the entire image delivered by a camera at an
arbitrary position, these new active vision
techniques use the direction of gaze as an
integral part of the algorithm.
A vision system based on the principles of
logarithmic-polar space and a single camera
requires active camera servo control to keep the
image centered on the object of interest. With
two cameras, the differences between each image
can be used to extract depth information.
Binocular active vision is rapidly emerging as a
premier sensory modality for robot navigation
and obstacle avoidance. Pioneering work by
researchers at NIST, University of Genoa,
Florida Atlantic University and others have
shown optic flow and binocular vision can
provide rich, 3-D perception at high speeds. For
robot vehicles, the vision sensor mount must be
steerable to compensate for vehicle motion, lock
on to targets of interest, and converge for
binocular stereo.
TRC has developed a high performance light-
weight binocular vision head for robot vision.
Both speed and precision are important.
Trademarked the "BiSight," this system mimics
the articulation, speed, and precision of human
vision. Two CCD cameras are mounted on
direct-drive brushless DC motors to provide
saccadic (fast motion to new point of interest)
motions at speeds of up to 1,000 ° per second,
and binocular vergence motions at precisions of
a fraction of a degree. Vergence and tilt axes
pass through camera nodal points, assuring a
constant binocular baseline throughout the range
of motion, and complete separation of camera
rotation and translation.
TRC is developing advanced image processing
algorithms for NASA based on Gabor functions,
to give mobile robots high precision 3-D
perception of moving environments.
The Opportunities in Health Care
Several years ago, TRC identified a need in
health care institutions for improved transport
systems. As hospitals, clinics, and other health
care institutions have grown, single buildings
have expanded into sprawling campuses. In a
typical expansion project, many departments are
relocated to increasingly remote locations. Trips
to a department formerly a couple of doors down
the corridor become half-hour excursions.
Trained specialists such as pharmacists and
nurses achieve zero productivity in their
respective fields when they are walking across
the campus to retrieve a sample or deliver
paperwork.
Fixed, "hard-wired" transport systems such as
pneumatic tubes were developed as an early
solution. These systems were expensive to
install, difficult to maintain, and costly to modify
as the institution grew. Reprogramming meant
ripping through walls, tearing up floors, and
rewiring switch panels. TRC has seized the
opportunity to develop a low cost robot that
requires minimal facility modification, is easily
maintained or replaced, and can be
reprogrammed with a simple CAD drawing.
HelpMate ®
The HelpMate trackless robotic courier is TRC's
principal product. HelpMate transports supplies
between remote locations in office and
institutional environments without a dedicated
guidance system. It reduces or eliminates courier
trips by skilled hospital staff.
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Figure 3 HelpMate Autonomous Robot
HelpMate navigates fully autonomously using
passive data from its environment. This
eliminates expensive facility modifications to
install guidance aids, such as a network of
beacons or embedded wiring in the floor or
ceiling.
The HelpMate is the ultimate application for
most of the technology developed at TRC.
HelpMate is controlled by a main on-board
processor with smaller peripheral processors for
each sensor system and the drive carriage. As it
moves down a corridor, HelpMate uses an
ultrasonic sonar ranging system to measure
distances to walls and potential obstacles. A
vision system that uses twin, parallel planes of
infrared light locates obstacles to the front of the
vehicle. The data from all the sensors is collected
by the central processor and placed into a stored
map of the local environment. The central
processor analyzes the map and calculates the
path, avoiding obstacles as needed. Other
processors handle the user control interface,
indicator lights, compartment latches, and
communications with the central fleet manager
computer, elevator controls, and delivery
enunciators.
An advanced prototype of the HelpMate
equipped with a LightRanger is now being used
to develop improved obstacle avoidance and
navigation algorithms. Walls, stationary objects,
and moving obstacles can be detected and
tracked with greater resolution.
TRC is working with NASA to produce a
demonstration vehicle consisting of a LabMate
mobile robot base integrated with a binocular
logarithmic polar vision system. This vehicle
will be used to develop new techniques for
guidance, obstacle avoidance, and object
detection and recognition.
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ABSTRACT: An update on "Lab Rover", a hospital material transporter
current health care costs in the USA, are 1% of the GNP. This translates
to 750 billion dollars/year. By the year 2000, health care costs are projected
to reach one trillion dollars/year or 20% of the G.N.P. Health care costs are
skyrocketing and the Government has made cost containment its number
one priority for health care. Cyberotics' approach to cost containment has
been to automate material transport within medical institutions.
Conventional material transport now utilizes people power, push carts,
pneumatic tubes and tracked vehicles. Hospitals are faced with enormous
pressure to reduce operating costs. Cyberotics, Inc. developed an
Autonomous Intelligent Vehicle (AIV). This battery operated service robot
was designed specifically for health care institutions. Applications for the
AIV include distribution of clinical lab samples, pharmacy drugs,
administrative records, x-ray distribution, meal tray delivery, and certain
emergency room applications. The first AIV was installed at Lahey Clinic
in Burlington, Mass. Lab Rover was beta tested for one year and has been
"on line" for an additional 2 years.
INTRODUCTION:
During the past 18 months, Cyberotics embarked upon a program that
allows for manufacturing cost reduction, expanded intelligence, navigation
enhancement, and improved appearance. This resulted in Cyber V, the
latest achievement in a technology which represents over 10 years of
research and development.
OPERATION:
The vehicle's motion and steering is provided by a velocity controlled,
differential wheel drive. Main power for all systems is supplied by a pair
of high capacity batteries. The vehicle operates for a minimum of an eight
(8) hour period. The power package is designed for easy replacement .
The "on board" computer works in conjunction with ultra-sonic and infrared
sub-system, to navigate freely throughout the work environment. The AIV
does this without the use of wires, or floor tapes. It is completely flexible
and can be programmed to navigate a defined delivery route. It is capable
of accepting instructions, manually through the control panel keyboard, or
through a digital radio communications link. Additionally, a complete
operational status can be acquired through the RF link.
Infrared beacons at key locations communicate to the vehicle, instructing
it to stop, turn, or sound an audible arrival signal to area personnel. If there
is no one to unload the vehicle, it "times out" and, again continues with its
assigned tasks.
MATERIAL HANDLING:
The work surface of the vehicle may be optionally divided into spaces for
trays, racks, or boxes. With the addition of the radio frequency (RF)
communications option, the vehicle may be used in a "dispatch mode'.
This allows for continuous scheduling from a central base station, which
may also be connected to the hospital's Local Area Network (LAN). This
option also allows for instant vehicle location information, at any time, from
any work station. This dispatch
system handles multiple vehicles
**COPYRIGHT C 1993 BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
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SALIENT FEATURES:
The AIV's intelligent software and its ultra-sound navigational system
combine to allow safe mobility through corridors, avoiding people and
other unforeseen objects in its path. Top speed is approximately 2.5 mph,
with automatic slow-down while avoiding obstacles. A tactile bumper is an
added safety feature, which allows for an instant stop and automalic
assessment of unusual circumstances.
A brief review of Cvberotles' sensor and navigation development.
Cyber 1 FeastbilJtT Model
The original design consisted of a circular array of ranging transducers
comprised of two inch speakers, a separate transmitter and receiver, having
four speakers each. The Polaroid transducer was not available yet.
The speakers have a natural resonance of 5 KHZ and when set in an array
of four speakers with a backing plate, it provided a beam width of 36
degrees. An eight bit 16K OSI computer provides all the computing power.
While crude by today's standard, it indicated that the approach had promise.
One particular problem to overcome is in the acoustic vision. Elimination
of false echoes, mirror effects and cross talk were of particular concern An
open loop wheel drive, a natural language processor, and a video screen was
used. The control software was based on behavior reaction. It was
functional, but hard to add new behaviors, because the control parameter
was embedded in the main body of the software. A combination of
Assembly Code and Basic was used.
Cvber II
This design was to be the answer to the personal robot craze of the 1980s,
but was too late and too expensive for the hobbyist and experimenter. The
circular transducer array proved to be a viable concept) It provided a
geometry that all but eliminates the specular effects, by insuring that a
transducer was always perpendicular to a vertical surface.
The Polaroid transducers were now available. This provided a more
efficient way of collecting range information. Running at 50 KItZ with a
22 degree beam width, it allowed for a higher resolution sensing of the
environment. A pulsing pattern was devised to help eliminate false echoes.
The transducer density, however, was not sufficient enough to eliminate
blind spots in its vision. It operated quite well for the experimental use, but
was not reliable for practical applications. A new programming concept
was developed - behavioral induction.
In behavioral induction, a model of behavior is provided. The model
consists of a set of co-efficient in a data base, that are selected to set the
parameters of a fixed function. The model is compared with real world
data. A difference or error representation is derived. A set of heuristic
rules evaluates the error and specifies appropriate wheel responses.
Different functions, coefficients, rules, and responses are capable of
producing a wide range of behavior types. Automatic and fixed selection
of behavior types, allow the vehicle to move freely through the
environment.
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Theabilityobehave and to react to the environment, does not necessarily
give the vehicle a useful purpose. The ability to go from point A to point
B, requires navigation and command input to give it direction.
A reference position system was added that provided information to the
vehicle when it reached key locations. The system consisted of an ultra
sonic ranging transducer which measured the height of an object overhead.
Stations were built with dimensions of specific heights. When height was
detected, that location was fixed, e.g.: ceiling heights, doorways, stations.
A command at the keyboard would be mapped to a location having a
specific height, thereby, fixing the robot at that location. This system was
convenient to implement, but not meant to be practical. It's use was to
assist in developing the navigational software.
Cvber Ill
A closed loop velocity controlled serve drive was added. This provided a
selection of 255 speeds. The motion of the vehicle could now be
contoured for a smooth response.
The acoustic overhead detector was replaced by an infrared beacon system.
The basic navigation concept remains the same. The infrared beacons
provide a positive method of location without ambiguity. It also provides
directional information.
The navigation algorithm is goal seeking. At each beacon, the vehicle path
is compared with its intended destination. If a correction in path is
required, the navigation algorithm reevaluates and chooses a new path.
Cyber IIl contained a total of 60 Polaroid transducers. This provided for
higher resolution for the vision system, but introduces acoustic problems.
Transducers are now closer together and isolation becomes a problem. A
baffle was added to serve several purposes. It isolates the output of one
transducer from the input of another. It reduces the problem of false echo
arrivals by limiting angular reception. It also eliminates side lobes produced
by the transducers. _
cvb_r Iv
Product Enhancement:
This model was intended to be product ready, requiring all of the mundane,
but necessary, features to make it practical. As an addition to the goal
oriented navigation, an error correction system was found to be necessary.
Occasionally, the vehicle would be diverted from its defined operating area
and wander down the hallway where no navigation beacon exists. To
alleviate this problem, an error correction system was devised by utilizing
peripheral beacons specifically for recovery purposes. These beacons are
placed at edges of the defined work environment, in areas where the vehicle
is not allowed to go. They provide explicit instructions on how to get back
to the defined area.
Additional features that were added are:
1) Smart bumpers
2) Emergency shut down switch
3) Go - No go button
4) Serve disable switch
5) Battery gage
6) Key lock on - off switch
7) Battery removal cart
Cyber IV was developed as an Autonomous Intelligent Vehicle (AIV), for
the hospital market; and beta tested (1991) at the Lahey Clinic of
Burlington, Mass., where it was promptly and affectionately named "Lab
Rover." After beta testing was completed, Lab Rover has continued to
remain "in service" for over two years, delivering biological samples to
various labs, proving that a system based on this technology can be reliable
and cost effective.
Cvber V
While Cyber V required no new major concepts, a range of enhancements,
however, have been incorporated making the difference in terms of
becoming product ready.
A major engineering effort was undertaken to reduce manufacturing and
servicing costs, replacing expensive machined parts with one piece formed
metal and molded plastic parts_ An outer fiber glass shell allow for
improved cosmetics and easy access to internal circuits. Pneumatic tires
were replaced with solid tires, eliminating a nagging flat tire problem. Gel
ceils replaced liquid lead acid batteries. Gel cells, while more expensive
initially, reduced battery service calls to zero. This eliminated the need to
add water to the batteries on a monthly basis resulting in a net savings in
service costs.
Particular attention has been placed on the human robot social interaction.
The vehicle operates in the same space that people do. While people have
developed a protocol for working in small spaces, they demand equal access
and respect. Robot vehicles must do the same. They must be perceived as
important contributors in the work environment. A timid robot vehicle will
not gain respect, e.g.: When elevators were first introduced, people would
hold the doors open, denying use to users on other floors. This presented
an operational problem to elevator manufacturers.
A solution to the problem was to modify the elevator door controls so that
they would automatically close after a prescribed amount of time. More
aggressive doors would actually push people out of the way. The publics
initial reaction to this modification was annoyance, but soon gained
acceptance as a necessary behavior modification. We have found that
adjusting the behavior of the robot vehicle to politely approach, but come
very close to people blocking hallways, soon gained respect for the robot
vehicle and people now, automatically, move out of its way.
Conclusion:
We believe that Cyber V is now ready for the market place and are now
installing Cyber V systems in various applications. We expect that new
problems may arise and solutions must be found. This technology is now
ready for the commercial market place and are now shipping systems to
customers and licensed OEM dealers.
LAB ROVER - CYBER V
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Abstract
Many people who are mobility impaired are inca-
pable, for a variety of reasons, of using an ordinary
wheelchair. These people must rely on either a power
wheelchair, which they control, or another person to
push and guide them while they are in an ordinary or
power wheelchair. Power wheelchairs can be difficult
to operate. If a person has additional disabilities,
either in perception or fine motor control of their
hands, a power chair can be difficult or impossible
for them to use safely. Having one person push
and guide a person who is mobility impaired is very
expensive, and if the disabled person is otherwise
independent, very inefficient and frustrating. This
paper describes a low-cost robotic addition to a
power wheelchair that assists the rider of the chair
in avoiding obstacles, going to pre-designated places,
and maneuvering through doorways and other narrow
or crowded areas. This system can be interfaced to a
variety of input devices, and can give the operator as
much or as little moment by moment control of the
chair as they wish.
1 Introduction
The powered wheelchair as an assistive device for
the mobility impaired is a direct outgrowth of the
basic metal tube parallel frame design philosophy that
originated just before W.W.II. It was developed by
adding DC drive motors to the manual design and an
analog differential joy stick for direction control. In
many cases, speed control as an on-off-coast function
with little or no progressivity. Late in the 1970's,
the advent of computer miniaturization led several
designers to investigate the potential applications of
digital control as means of expanding range of capa-
bility, user features and environmental compatibility.
While the fruits of these previous efforts are just now
beginning to enter the marketplace, all are flawed
in that they lack the sort of "intuitive" directional
capability commonly exercised by the able bodied
when proceeding from point A to B. Although this
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is not necessarily a major problem for the mobility
impaired individual who retains adequate upper body
and extremity motor control, for those with more
profound loss and/or multiple disabilities, it can result
in near or total removal of personal options for
independence.
1.1 Current State of the Art:
Microprocessor-controllers are now available with
varying degrees of capability and programmability.
Much of the effort, to date, has focused on provid-
ing clinicians the ability to "program" performance
parameters, improve the linearity of control/speed
response and develop chair to "external" environmen-
tal interfaces. The rate of acceleration and turning
are tuned to a particular user's capabilities and
environment.
Quest technologies provided a degree of automation
for its access chair that related to edge and drop-
off recognition, which is probably the only FDA "ap-
proved" use of automation in wheelchair applications.
Those that would benefit from the application of more
automation in chair control include:
* Upper level spinal cord injured incapable of
operating joy stick controllers. Such individuals
currently use either a chin adapted joy stick, head
controller, or a "sip" and "puff" actuator.
• Neurologically impaired (stroke, cerebral palsy,
ALS, MD, hiS, etc.,).
• People with low and eccentric vision.
• Individuals with multiple handicaps.
• Geriatric populations with declining physical
abilities.
Despite the advances in robotics and AI research
in other fields, little practical work has been done in
adapting power wheelchair control to be more usable
by the class of potential users outlined above. What
work has been done (e.g., [3]) uses customized plat-
forms and electronics and is prohibitively expensive.
Copyright © 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.2 An "Autonomous/Intuitive"
Controller:
An autonomous controller should embody the capa-
bilities necessary to safely and efficiently operate a
powered wheelchair for a wide variety of individuals
with profound motor and neurological control func-
tions. It should be able to track a given course from
A to B while avoiding intervening obstacles as part of
its decision making process, rather than that of the
operator. The ability to perceive unsafe environments
should be incorporated as some of the target user
population is so positioned or otherwise limited that
their range or degree of effective vision is severely
circumscribed. Essentially, it should be possible for
its user to operate the system using various control
interfaces that range from a joystick through chin and
"sip" and "puff" to voice and eyegaze. All operating
parameters (speed, turn rate, access to options, etc.,)
must be readily prescribable and programmable by the
clinical "intervention" team of doctors and therapists
to assure professional acceptability.
The remainder of this paper describes Tin Man, a
Vector brand power wheelchair which has an enhanced
controller and sensor array. Tin Man allows the user
to operate the chair in a variety of modes ranging
from normal power chair operation through simply
designating a heading which the chair will follow while
automatically skirting obstacles. But perhaps the
most significant accomplishment of Tin Man is that it
involves virtually no custom electronics or mechanics.
All components are consumer off the shelf, and the
component cost of the modifications to the standard
power chair are less than $500, and take less than a
day to put together and install on the chair. The
initial design of the controller and construction of the
software took appreciably longer.
2 System Design
This section describes the hardware and software of
Tin Man the robotic wheelchair.
2.1 Hardware Configuration
Tin Man is built on top of a commercial pediatric
wheelchair from Vector Wheelchair Corporation. In
its current instantiation, Tin Man has no electrical
interface between the chair's controls and the robot's
computer. Instead, there is a mechanical interface.
The control computer controls two servomotors which
are mechanically linked to the standard joystick that
comes with the chair. The user enters their commands
through an input device (usually another joystick).
The commands and sensory data are processed by
a commercial micro-controller based around the Mo-
torola 68HCll processor. The micro-controller then
commands the servo motors which move the main
joystick on the chair. The joystick position is read by a
standard wheelchair analog controller which generates
PWM signals to the two drive motors.
Tin Man has five types of sensors:
• Drive motor encoders;
• Contact sensors;
• IR proximity sensors;
• Sonar rangefinders;
• Fluxgate compass;
Tin Man is equipped with encoders on each of its
drive motors. The drive motor encoders, after gearing,
deliver a resolution of 6.725 tics per inch. With the
encoder resolution and the robot's wheel separation,
theoretically the robot's orientation can be known to
a resolution better than 0.01 radians. Unfortunately,
because of the width of the drive wheels, slippage,
wheel distortion, etc., it appears that the robot is only
able to turn within -t-10% of the commanded amount.
As a result, dead reckoning errors can grow quickly.
There are eight contact sensors on the robot. Each
sensor is made from a resistive strip approximately
ten centimeters in length. As the strip is bent, its
resistance changes, and the degree of the bend can
be calculated from the current flow through the strip.
Two of the strips are mounted on each side of the
robot, one in front of the wheel and the other in
front of the armrest. The remaining four sensors are
mounted on the front. These sensors are enclosed by a
sheet of foam rubber. The foam fills the gaps between
the sensors. If the foam contacts an obstacle, its shape
is distorted causing the sensing strips to bend.
There are four IR proximity sensors distributed
evenly along the front and sides of the robot. These
sensors emit a coded beam of infrared light. If an
object is nearby, the light is reflected back to the
sensor. When a reflection is detected the sensor goes
high. These sensors are very albedo sensitive.
There are six sonar rangfinders on Tin Man. Each
sonar has a resolution of one centimeter, a minimum
range of thirty-five centimeters and a maximum range
of five meters. It takes each sensor approximately two-
hundred milliseconds, from the time it is activated
until it settles on a reading. Due to port limitations,
all of the sonars are ported into the same timing port.
They are sampled round robin. Each sonar can be
activated or deactivated in software, and only the
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activesonarsarepolled.If all thesonarsareactive,
it cantakeoveronesecondbetweenreadingsfroma
specificsonar.
Thefluxgatecompassi astandardcompass meant
to be used in an automobile. The coils that control
the display are directly wired to two of the analog to
digital ports on the micro-controller. The computer
can distinguish changes in heading of approximately
ten degrees. While not adequate for accurately
traversing long, open distances, this is sufficient
resolution for navigating along streets and in building
corridors where the environment can help you keep on
course.
2.2 Software Design
The software for Tin Man is written in IC, an
interactive, multi-tasking dialect of the C language.
Each sensor type has its own asynchronous process
which monitors those sensors. With the exception of
the sonars, every sensor is polled at at least 5Hz. The
maximum safe speed of the chair is governed by this
sensor refresh rate combined with the deceleration rate
of the chair.
All the sonars are multiplexed through a single port
and into a single timing register. It takes several
ultrasonic pulses to ensure a reliable distance reading
from the sonar, and from the time the first pulse
starts, till the last echo returns, a single sonar owns
the timing register. A single sonar can be read at 3-
5Hz. Most modes of the robot use at least three active
sonars leading to an update rate of approximately 1Hz.
In the manual operation mode, the operator gives
their input through a joystick. The micro-controller
reads the joystick and issues servo-motor commands to
cause the chair's joystick to copy the movements of tile
operators joystick. There are three semi-automatic
modes that Tin Man can run. They are:
• Human guided with obstacle override;
• Move forward along a heading;
• Move to X,Y.
In all three modes, the same priority scheme holds
true:
1. If a contact sensor reads true, the chair moves
away from the point of contact;
2. If a proximity sensor reads true (and contact
sensors do not) then the chair turns away from
the direction of the sensor reading true (if both
front sensors read true then the chair will back
up, if both side sensors read true then the chair
will go straight, slowly);
3. If a sonar senses an obstacle less than 60cm away
in front or behind then the chair will not move
forward or backward. If a sonar senses an obstacle
less than lm away, then the chair will turn away
from the direction of the obstacle;
4. The robot follows the designated heading or
towards the designated waypoint, unless this
conflicts with one of the sensor rules listed above;
5. The chair follows the commands from the user
input device, unless the commands conflict with
one of the rules above.
When operating in the obstacle override mode, the
chair follows the user's instructions except when a
nearby obstacle is detected. When an obstacle is
detected, the chair will modify its heading, following
the a safe heading that is as close as possible to the
heading being input by the user. If the user puts in
a stop, the chair will stop. This is probably the most
common mode to run the chair. It is especially useful
when training someone to use a power chair. It is also
helpful when maneuvering in tight spaces or through
narrow doorways. For an operator with slow reflexes
or limited perception, this mode allows the chair to be
operated at a speed much faster than would otherwise
be safe. In all cases, it greatly reduces the risk of
impact with an obstacle, and the severity of an impact
should one occur.
The move forward along a heading is the mode that
is most useful for someone who has a very limited
amount of bandwidth for input to the chair. The
chair can be spun until the desired heading is reached.
When at the desired heading, the chair moves forward,
avoiding or maneuvering about obstacles ms needed.
If the chair is pointed in the general direction of a
doorway, it will autonomously maneuver through the
doorway. If pointed down a hallway, the chair will
continue down the hallway until blocked. The only
control needed by the user is to: put the chair into
this mode; designate the proper heading; tell the chair
when to stop. Currently all three commands are
executed by pressing a button at the desired time, but
they could as easily be commanded by monitoring eye
blinks or a sip/puff controller.
The move to X,Y position mode allows the user to
specify a specific position in absolute coordinates for
the chair to go to. A heading to the desired point
is calculated, the chair turns to that heading and
then moves forward much as in the previous mode.
Obstacles are avoided, and after each deviation, the
chair heads straight for the goal location. This mode
is meant to be used only in situations where there is
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a mostlyclearpathtowardsthegoallocation.Togo
to locationsthat involvegoingaroundcorners,down
corridors,etc.,it isbestto inputaseriesof locations
representingwaypointsfortherobotto follow.
3 Future Work
Tin Man has two major shortcomings that prevent it
from being a useful device for the mobility impaired:
the current user interface and the current handling of
raised obstacles such as tables and desks.
The current user interface is all run through a
joystick and menu with two selector buttons on the
micro-controller board. In order to switch between
modes, or set specific X,Y positions, a level of
dexterity, visual acuity, and flexibility is required that
is inconsistent with the targeted user group. These
problems can be easily overcome by repositioning the
control panel on the chair's armrest, using larger
buttons and a larger, backlit display.
A more serious shortcoming is that the vast
majority of obstacle sensors are located near to the
ground, where the vast majority of obstacles are to
be found. However, common objects such as tables
and desks, which may have clearance adequate for the
chair, do not have adequate clearance for the user. We
believe that an upward looking sonar would be able to
detect when the chair is starting to go under an object
without adequate clearance for the user. When this
condition is detected, appropriate action could then
be taken by the micro-controller. Stairwells and other
dropoff could in principle be detected similarly by
using a downward looking sonar or proximity sensor.
We plan to supplement the chair's current ca-
pabilities (obstacle avoidance while following user
commands, following a heading, or going to a specific
point) with the following:
Backtracking: the chair would retrace its previous
movements up to some limit or till stopped by
the user. This would allow the user to quickly
and easily return to a previous location or room.
This would be accomplished by recording way-
points every time the chair changed its heading
significantly and then automatically performing
a series of X,Y moves to the list of waypoints, in
reverse order.
Wall Following: the chair would align itself to the
wall (selected by the user) and move along
that wall at a constant distance (while avoiding
obstacles) until terminated by the user. This
would be implemented by servoing (when no
other obstacles were closer) to a preset distance
on the side sonars.
Docking: the chair would approach an object in
front, slow down and stop at first contact. If the
object was a table or a desk, the chair would slow
and then stop when it was a prespecified distance
under the object.
Automated Sating: these functions would prevent
the chair from moving too quickly over bumpy
surfaces or going over terrain that might cause
tipover. Both functions could be implemented
using roll and pitch "3-position" sensors.
Path Planning: the Tin Man micro-controller can
easily be connected to a general purpose com-
puter for carrying out more complicated tasks.
The capabilities currently implemented on the
chair can act as the low-level reactive skills
for an autonomous agent architecture that has
been created [4, 2, 5, 1, 6]. Under this mode,
the user would interface through a laptop or
similar additional computer installed on the chair,
hooked into the chair's micro-controller. The
laptop might have a CAD model of the building.
The user would specify where the chair currently
is, and where the user wants to go. A topologic
path planner would use the model of the building
to generate waypoints for the controller. It could
also monitor some of the sensors to update its
position during the traverse (e.g., monitor the
side looking sonars so that it would know when
it had moved through doors). This way, dead
reckoning errors could be kept to a minimum. If
the chair should stray too far due to slippage,
the user could update their position on the
map. The laptop could be used to drive a
host of more sophisticated interfaces (than the
joystick and buttons) including an eye tracker, a
speech interpreter, or a menu driven "sip/puff"
controller.
4 Conclusions
We have constructed a robotic wheelchair that is
capable of maneuvering through a wide variety of
typical environments without collision. The chair
takes direction from the human user in a variety
of forms ranging from direct control to destination
specification. This type of chair should prove useful to
persons with mobility impairment and limited visual
acuity, spasticity, diminished fine motor control or
any condition that makes it difficult for them to
independently operate a normal power wheelchair.
The most significant accomplishments of this
project are: the equipment and parts are all readily
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availableandoff the shelf;the costfor the modifi-
cationsrepresentonly a 10%increasein costovera
normalpowerwheelchair.Tin Manis anexistence
proofthat roboticaidesforthemobilityimpairedo
nothaveto beprohibitivelyexpensive.
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The presentation will focus on finding the
spectrum of dexterity performance while
performing microsurgery in various
specialties. It will be noted that
individuals very markedly in their
performance in the position, velocity,
stability, and force domains. There are
surgeons who have a tremor who otherwise
move very slowly and carefully while there
are other surgeons who apply excessive
force, but never have a tremor or move
excessively fast. There are yet other
surgeons who move excessively fast, yet
they do not have a tremor.
Memphis, TN 38119
901/767-6662
Referencing the coordinate system to pre-
or inter-operative imaging systems will be
discussed as well as an emphasis on the
system architecture.
Dexterity enhancement includes position
down scaling, tremor filtering, fatigue
elimination, and other second-order issues
such as confining the work space,
velocities, accelerations, or forces.
It will be described that the hand's
position performance is degraded when it
is asked to actuate the tools and that
remote actuation alone increases the
positioning capabilities. It will be
noted that rotary and telescopic functions
are far more difficult than writing or
engraving-like motions.
The safety issues concerning velocities
and forces will be discussed and the need
for impedance control pointed out.
Simplistically, the devices should be made
with variable compliance so that they can
function rigidly as a robot would or
compliantly as a human would, depended on
the setting of this parameter.
Tool interfaces will be discussed with an
emphasis on the overall performance of the
position, end effector, and tool as a
unit. Space constraints, force, and
velocity requirements will be discussed in
this section as well.
Copyright c 1993 by Steve Charles, M. D. Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with
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Abstract
The long term goal of our researchat the Intelligent
Robotic Laboratory at Vanderbilt Universityisto de-
velop advanced intelligentrobotic aid systems for hu-
man services.As a firststep toward our goal,the cur-
rent thrustsof our P_D are centered on the develop-
ment ofan intelligentroboticaidcalledthe ISAC (Intel-
ligentSoftArm Control).In thispaper,we describethe
overallsystem architectureand currentactivitiesinin-
telligentcontrol,adaptive/interactivecontroland task
learning.
I Introduction
The goal ofour currentresearchisto develop an intel-
ligentroboticaid system for the servicesectorsuch as
hospitalsand home. The main benefitofsuch a system
isto providethe sickand physicallychallengedperson
with means tofunction more independently athome or
work place. As a firststep toward our goal,we have
developed a prototype robotic aid system calledthe
ISAC (IntelligentSoft Arm Control)) To insureease
of use,safety,and flexibilityof the system, we have in-
tegratedseveralsensorssuch asvision,voice,touch and
ultrasonicranging. The user interactswith the system
in natural language likecommands such as 'feedme
soup.' Other relatedR&D activitiesbeing conducted
include the development of an ISAC/HERO coopera-
tive aid system with a HERO 2000 mobile robot to
extend the system capabilitiesand work on a flexible
microactuator robotichand. In thispaper, the overall
system architectureisfirstpresented. Next, the con-
structionand performance of a parallelcontrollerisde-
scribed,followedby a discussionon variouscommand
interpretersand reflexcontrol.Very preliminaryresults
from recentlyconstructedmacro actionbuilderand task
learningmodule followto illustratethe ease ofuse. We
conclude with a discussionof the remaining technical
issuesneeded to be addressed.
II System Architecture
ISAC is a robotic aid system for feeding the physi-
callyhandicapped. Ituses a unique manipulator called
Soft Arm. The Soft Arm isa pneumatically-actuated
manipulator. It is lightweight and suitable for oper-
ation in close proximity to humans. The actuators
are fiber-reinforced rubber tubes called rubbertualors,
whose length depends on the pressure of the air inside
the tube. Two rubbertuators control a joint in much
the same way as human muscles.
The feeding task requires the recognition and the lo-
cation of objects such as spoon, fork, and bowl on the
table so that the arm can manipulate them. These ob-
jects are recognized from an image taken by an overhead
camera. The recognition is independent of the size and
orientation of the objects, a requirement characteristic
of a normal feeding environment where utensils of dif-
ferent sizes are present at various orientations. ISAC
also uses stereo cameras to track the face of the user in
3-D. This allows the arm to reach the mouth of the user
even when he moves his head. Real-time face tracking
also allows the detection of a sudden motion of the user.
This could be caused by a sneeze or a muscle spasm. In
such a case, the arm uses reflex action to move away
from the path of the user.
Figure 1 illustrates the integrated hardware/software
configuration of the ISAC system. 2 As shown in the
figure, ISAC has a distributed architecture. The dis-
tributed architecture will allow us to easily add new
modules and, therefore, new functionality. 3 The break-
down of one module will not halt the system, but rather,
it will only result in a degradation of the activities that
the system as a whole could previously perform.
The nature of communication between the modules
must be such that each can exist without assuming the
existence of other modules. This is achieved with a
"blackboard," which is a means of indirect communica-
tions between modules. 4 Whenever a module requires
a service to be performed by some other module, it
posts the request to the blackboard. The requests in
the blackboard are monitored by the modules, which
perform the ones they are capable of. A brief descrip-
tion of key modules in ISAC are given below.
Object Recognition The object recognition module
captures an image of the environment and identifies
the location of all recognizable objects. The recog-
nition algorithms used in this module is described
in Bishay et al. 5 Recognition is model based, using
a normalized distance histogram to find the best
Copyright © 1993 by K. Kawamura,
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Fig. 1. Integrated ISAC architecture.
match with histograms in a database of possible
target objects. An orientation histogram is used to
determine the orientation of the object. Example
objects in the environment are spoon, fork, knife,
cup, and bowl. The recognition algorithm is ro-
bust enough to recognize various types and sizes of
generic objects such as a spoon.
Pace Tracking The face tracking module uses a pair
of cameras to determine the position of the face in
3-D. The forehead of the user is tracked by both
cameras. The disparity between the 2-D position
obtained from each camera provides the third di-
mension: the distance of the user from the camera.
Details of the tracking algorithm and camera cal-
ibration are described in Ernst et al. 6 In addition
to specifying the position of the user's face for ac-
curate feeding, the face tracking module can also
detect any sudden motion made by the user. If the
direction of the motion is towards the arm, such
that a collision with the arm is possible, the arm is
moved away from the user in a reflex action.
Voice Recognition A voice recognition system re-
places the keyboard as the main user interface.
Currently we are using the IN 3 commercial voice
recognition system. It is running in parallel with
the planning process, allowing the user to intervene
the task execution if necessary.
Parallel Control The Soft Arm is controlled by a
transputer-based parallel controller. It uses a net-
work of transputers that can be reconfigured in case
of a fault in the controller. Details of this module
is given in Section III. We are developing a control
system which can learn the best control strategy
using a neural network and fuzzy logic. The neu-
ral network will be used to generate the knowledge
base which will be used by the fuzzy controller.
Macro Action Builder This module acts as a voice-
based "teach pendant" for the system designer or
user. It provides the user with the ability to teach
ISAC new actions and later retrieve them. It also
allows the user to use fuzzy and context depen-
dent commands such as move closer. This module
enhances the extensibility of the ISAC's tasks as
described in Section V.
Task Learning This module, currently under develop-
ment, adds the capability of learning from obeying
user commands and observing their effects. While
the action building facility allows the system to
learn how to perform an action, this module learns
when and why to perform it, allowing the system
to learn how to plan. The learning mechanism is
described in Section V.
The ISAC system identifies some key requirements
of service robot systems. These form the objectives
of many research areas such as control, user interface,
planning, and learning. 7's The following sections high-
light these important research issues and describe the
work being performed in greater detail.
III Intelligent Control
Parallel Controller
One of the key issues in the ISAC system is intelligent
control. Since the Soft Arm exhibits a highly nonlinear
joint dynamics due to rubbertuators 9, a speciM con-
troller is needed to allow different control techniques
to be used. Currently a transputer-based parallel con-
troller is designed and implemented to control the Soft
Arm as shown in Figure 2. It consists of a network of
eight transputers. Each joint of the Soft Arm is con-
nected to one transputer as its joint controller. A mas-
ter transputer is then used to communicate with the
host computer and supervise the joint controllers. The
master node contains the robot command interpreter
and the kinematic model of the Soft Arm. 1° It is also
connected to the fuzzy processor FP-3000 which acts as
a fuzzy coprocessor for control and path planning.
Currently, a PID controller is implemented in each
joint node. A cubic spline is generated as the trajec-
tory for the joint motion to follow. This reduces the
amount of energy stored while moving the joint, thus
allowing the speed to be increased without considerable
jerky motion due to the nonlinearities of the rubbertu-
ator joint. 11 The controller can access all the motion
data and issue a new command at any time even when
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the robot is still moving. This is very important to
implement the reflex action.
The nodes of the parallel controller are connected to-
gether via a programmable link switch. This feature al-
lows the controller to be reconfigured in case of a fault
detected in one of its nodes. A spare transputer can
replace the faulty one by reconfiguring the connections
of the network.
Fuzzy Control
Currently, a fuzzy tuning mechanism is used to tune the
parameters of each PID controller as shown in Figure 3.
This is useful with rubbertuators because of their non-
linear behavior. This mechanism uses three fuzzy ma-
trices to tune the proportional, integral, and differential
gains of the PID controller. Each matrix is similar to
the Macvicar-Whelan matrix described in Tzafestaset
al. l_ The fuzzy supervisor continually updates the con-
troller parameters based on heuristic rules. The out-
put of the fuzzy supervisor is the amount of change in
each parameter of the PID controller. This allows the
designer to specify different conflicting performance in-
dices such as the trajectory following and disturbance
rejection which leads to improved performance of the
transient and steady state behavior of the closed loop
system. In this case, the fuzzy system handles joint
couplings as disturbances.
Combined with fuzzy logic, neural networks can also
be used to learn the human-like trajectory to be followed
by the robot. This technique uses neural networks to
generate the knowledge base used by the fuzzy system. 13
Fig. 4. The Flexible Microactuator. 14
Flexible Gripper
Recently, research on the use of a flexible gripper has
started. The gripper is composed of four flexible mi-
croactuators which act as fingers (shown in Figure 4).
Each finger has three degrees of freedom -- pitch, yaw
and stretch. 14
The flexible microactuator is made of fiber-enforced
rubber. Internally, it is divided into three cham-
bers whose individual pressures are controlled indepen-
dently. The tip of each microactuator can be positioned
depending on pressure differences inside its chambers.
These microactuators are very useful in applications
that require flexible grippers. The flexible microactua-
tor can also be very useful in zero gravity applications
since it will not be loaded with object weight. The use of
the flexible gripper will also increase the variety of tasks
ISAC can perform such as handling fragile objects.
Issues on position sensing and closed loop control of
the microactuator need to be investigated. Currently,
open loop control is used to drive the flexible microactu-
ator. To use closed loop control for the microactuator,
force sensitive resistors will be used for position and
force sensing.
_- _J_ " 415
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IV Interactive Control
The ISAC system's chief purpose is to interact with its
user in a friendly and beneficial fashion. ISAC must pro-
vide a simple and consistent user interface with plenty -c1.... -
of feedback so that the user is not intimidated or mis-
understood. The system should be capable of handling
the terms people use in normal language and it should -_00,
understand when context applies to a command. At the 20o,300"
same time, the system must keep a vigil for potentially
dangerous situations and react to these without needing --x00.
-100,
user interaction. -_oo-
Command Interface
IfISAC isto be usefulas a tool for a physicallychal-
lenged person,the system must have a simple and flex-
ibleuser interface.We electedto use voicecommands
to drive the system. The user'svoice iscaptured by a
microphone and isprocessed by a voicerecognitionsys-
tem. Only a shorttrainingsessionisrequiredto handle
any speaker.
After the words are recognized,the planning module
takesover and breaks down the usercommands intoac-
tionsfor the system. Thus, the simple command 'feed
me soup' is broken down into pickingup the spoon,
going to the bowl, dipping into the bowl, trackingthe
user'sface,and positioningthe spoonful of soup at the
user'smouth. These commands are alsobroken down
into directactionsand coordinatesfor the Soft Arm.
The currentsystem handles natural-language-likecom-
mands by repeatedlybreaking down the commands into
subcommands untilprimitiveactionsare reached.
Another important aspectof the ISAC user interface
isfeedback. The ISAC system provides voicefeedback
by means of digitized messages that are replayed under
certain conditions. These messages acknowledge user
commands and assure the user that the system is doing
what is expected, before things have gone too far. The
messages also transmit error conditions to the user. At
the moment ISAC detects a situation when it cannot
pick up a spoon, even though the user requested soup,
it will report an error to the user. Thus voice feedback
is used to make ISAC more natural to use and to report
error conditions in a straightforward manner.
Fuzzy Command Interpreter
A recentaddition to the ISAC system isa fuzzy com-
mand interpreter.This module looksatuser commands
that containfuzzy linguisticterms and translatesthem
intocrispoutputs forthe restof the ISAC system given
the currentcontextas shown inFigure 5. This context-
based translationisa very powerful mechanism and al-
lows a seriesof commands to be replaced by one fuzzy
command (for example, 'move a lot closer' would po-
sition the robot close to the user, and the subsequent
command 'move closer' would only move the robot a
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Fig. 5. Fuzzy Command Interpreter.
tiny bit because the arm is already "close" to the user).
Fuzzy inference is used to take these linguistic terms
and generate the crisp outputs which ISAC can use.
This mechanism adapts user commands based on cur-
rent system context information.
By having the ability to understand fuzzy linguis-
tic terms in commands, ISAC's user interface is much
friendlier to potential users and is also more powerful
due to the fact that these commands include context as
well as "fuzziness."
Reflex Action
One important characteristic of an intelligent robotic
system is the ability to detect a potentially dangerous
condition and react to this condition without user inter-
vention. In particular, when a robot is in close proxim-
ity to people it is very important that the robot should
not injure the person even in "emergency" situations.
To this end ISAC is equipped with a reflex system like
the one described by Kara el al. 1 The key system com-
ponents related to reflex action are the stereo real-time
face tracking system, the sonar sensor, and the parallel
controller.
The reflex system monitors the user's position relative
to the arm position and when the user makes a sudden
motion toward the arm (as in a sneeze or convulsion), a
high speed signal is sent to the arm controller to imme-
diately move the robot out of the user's way. This type
of intelligence is crucial in insuring that ISAC performs
well under user command as well as situations that the
user did not expect.
Stereo Face Tracking The ISAC system relies on
stereo face tracking 6 to get the user's position. This
tracking system locks on to the user and can track the
user's position at 10-12 frames/see. By using stereo
cameras the face tracking system can track objects in
3 dimensional space and provides z (depth) values as
well as x,y position. This depth value is the one that
is crucial to the reflex action. The 3D face tracking
system is shown in Figure 6.
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Gripper Mounted Sonar Sensor In addition to
the stereo face tracking, the ISAC system uses a sonar
sensor mounted on the gripper to measure the relative
distance from the robot to the user. This sensor pro-
vides additional information about the relative position
and velocity of the user with respect to the arm. The
sampling rate of the sonar sensor is slightly faster than
the cameras in the face tracking system and thus pro-
vides better tracking information to control the reflex
action.
Parallel Controller and Fuzzy Supervisor
The reflex action depends on the ability of the arm to
move quickly out of the way. Ideally the servo system
for the arm could complete any motion that we desire,
but this is not the case. One type of control is useful
for making smooth steady motions during normal sys-
tem operation, but the control system response should
be entirely different during the reflex action, where re-
sponse speed is critical. Due to this need, our parallel
controller l° uses a fuzzy supervisor. 12 to tune the con-
trol loops as described in Section III. During normal
operation, the fuzzy supervisor sets the controller gains
for steady smooth motions, with low overshoot and high
damping. When a motion command meets the require-
ments of reflex, the gains are set to minimize the rise
time only. Thus, the damping ratio and other indices
are ignored during the reflex motion. This results in
quick, but jerky motions.
Reflex The two sensor systems allow the reflex
system to keep constant watch over the possibility of
user injury and the fuzzy supervisor in the controller
tunes the arm for the best response in the emergency
situation. The combination of these systems leads to an
effective reflex action to protect the user from injury.
V Task Learning
An aid system that comes.preprogrammed with a fixed
repertoire of tasks will not be of help to users with unan-
ticipated needs. The advantage of using a general pur-
pose robot manipulator over the specific-purpose aid de-
vices cannot be fully realized unless the user can create
new tasks for the robot. Teleoperation has traditionally
been the way by which the user can move the arm to
perform the action desired by the user. However, users
find teleoperation very tiring and prefer to substitute
them with high level commands? s To achieve this, the
system must be able to create high level actions out
of teleoperated commands and then use a sequence of
these actions to carry out tasks.
The knowledge to be learned can be divided into three
types: how to perform an action, when to perform it,
and what are its effects. To address the first type, we
have designed an action builder which allows the user to
create macro actions from primitive motion commands
and existing macro actions. This process is described
in the next subsection. For the system to plan it must
learn the two remaining knowledge types which repre-
sent the preconditions and effects of an action. These
can be learned when the user prompts the robot to per-
form an action. The conditions existing in the envi-
ronment just before the action was performed and the
conditions changed as a result of the action are used
to induce the preconditions and effects. The learning
algorithm is described later in this section.
Figure 7 shows the knowledge representation used for
planning. Actions and conditions are represented as
nodes and the relation between them as links. Learning
the relations between actions and conditions involves
formation of these links. Planning occurs through a
spreading activation process: "Potential" from the goal
conditions are spread backwards to the actions that
can achieve them. Similarly, potential from the cur-
rent state of the conditions is spread forward to ac-
tions. An action is performed when its potential rises
above a predefined threshold value. Details of the
task planning and learning mechanisms are described
in Bagchi et al. 16
Action Builder
Traditionally, the user of ISAC was supposed to rely on
the knowledge precompiled by the system developer for
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the execution of a high level command such as 'feed me
soup'.2 The objective of the Action Builder module is
to enable the user to increase the system's repertoire of
actions, by teaching new actions and integrating them
with those already provided to the user.
Any complex robotic action is made of a sequence of
several primitive actions. Primitive actions are those
that can be directly executed by the robot. In our case,
they fall under two categories:
• unconditional motions which instruct the Soft Arm
to get the tip of the gripper to a certain location
within its workspace, such as 'move to location
xyz,' and
• conditional motions which are tied to the input
from any of the sensors mounted on the Soft Arm,
such as 'move down until an input from the photo-
cell sensor is detected.'
The role of the system developer is then to provide the
user with an initial set of complex actions, and with a
library of primitive actions. The primitive actions in-
corporated into such a library enable the user to exploit
the Soft Arm, as well as any of the other modules that
ISAC comprises. The user then can tailor a complex ac-
tion by combining any number of primitive and/or com-
plex actions. A user-defined complex action could, in
turn, be at the basis for creating actions of higher com-
plexity. Hence, this module ensures the extensibility of
ISAC's repertoire of actions in order to accommodate
the specific needs of its user.
User Interface The user interface provided by
the the Action Builder module is highly user-friendly.
From the user's perspective, the Action Builder module
acts as a voice-activated "teach pendant." It accepts the
user-defined complex actions, stores them, and retrieves
them whenever the user deems it necessary. Once re-
trieved, the user can modify or delete any of the previ-
ously stored complex actions or alternatively use them,
in conjunction with the primitive and complex actions
provided by the system developer, in order to build a
more complex action.
Learnin$ from Observation
The learning task can be divided into two related parts:
learning the effects of an action and learning its pre-
conditions. For both, learning is supervised. The user
asks the robot to perform a set of actions. As the robot
performs them, it observes the change of conditions in
the environment and induces relations between condi-
tions and actions. The system can plan for a task once
the correct relations have been learned. It should be
noted here that the system does not learn the sequence
of actions that can achieve the goal. Instead, it learns
how to make the procedural actions "transparent," by
associating preconditions and effects with each of them.
Learning the Effects of an Action The effects of
an action can be easily identified if they can be de-
tected as soon as the action is complete. For robotic
tasks where objects have to be manipulated, this re-
quirement is true. The task of the learning system is
not only to detect the conditions that change after an
action is performed, but also to maintain a probability
for this change. The strength of the connection between
an action aj and a condition ck (see Figure 7) is given
by
P(ck I as) = num(ck, aj)/num(aj)
if ck changes to true
wjk = -P(_ck [ a s) = -num(_c_, aj)/num(aj)
if e_ changes to false
(1)
where num(ck, aj) is the number of times ck is true after
action aj was performed and num('-,ck, aj) is the num-
ber of times it is false, num(aj) is the number of times
the action was performed.
It is possible for this approach to identify spurious
conditions as effects. Conditions can change at ran-
dom or as a result of other agents in the environment.
However, as the action is performed a number of times,
the strength of the link to a uncorrelated effect will de-
crease.
Learning the Preconditions of an Action
Preconditions define the situations under which an ac-
tion will be successful in enabling all its effects. It is
difficult to discover the preconditions because one can-
not be sure that an action failed because of incorrect
preconditions or because of the unreliability of the en-
vironment. When the robot is asked by the user to
perform an action, the entire state of the environment
may be assumed to be the precondition. This, however,
is too specialized: the learning mechanism must gen-
eralize the precondition set over multiple instances of
successful operation of the action.
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This generalization is performed by maintaining cor-
relation statistics between the state (true/false) of the
conditions and the successful execution of an action.
The correlation measure used is given by
w0 = Corr = P(ai I (2)
where P(aj I ci) is the probability of action aj succeed-
ing given ci is true, and P(aj [",ci) is the probability
of action ai succeeding given ci is false. These proba-
bilities are approximated from the statistics kept from
multiple executions of the action. For "hard" precon-
ditions, those that must be in the desired state for the
action to succeed, the correlation will be 1 (if the condi-
tion must be true) or -1 (if the condition must be false).
When the value is between these extremes, the precon-
dition is termed "soft," denoting desirability but not
necessity. Finally, a value of 0 (or close to it) denotes
no correlation between the action and the condition.
Examples
Equipped with an initial set of primitive actions, the
user can create a complex action to pickup a fork by
using the following steps:
1. 'locate objects' to locate the objects on the table,
using the object recognition module.
2. 'goto fork' instructs the Soft Arm to move the tip
of the gripper on top of the fork's location.
3. 'move down' until an input from the photocell sen-
sor is detected.
4. 'close gripper' to grasp the fork (now positioned
between the gripper's fingers).
These steps are then stored as the 'pickup fork' complex
action.
Once, the system has been taught how to perform the
action 'pickup fork' it has to learn its preconditions and
effects. Consider the following state of the conditions
when the user asked the action to be executed for the
first time (the " symbol denotes false and its absence
denotes true):
located (spoon),
located (fork),
holding (nothing),
"in (soup, bo.l),
in (plate, fries),
. . .
These states form the initial preconditions for the ac-
tion. After 'pickup fork' is executed, the conditions that
changed are observed. For this example, the state of the
changed conditions are:
holding (fork),
-holding (nothing).
These form the initial effects.
At this stage, the preconditions are too specialized.
For example, located (spoon) should not affect the
outcome of the action in any way. The preconditions are
generalized from repeated observations. For example,
if located (spoon) is false when 'pickup fork' is per-
formed for the second time, the correlation is changed
to zero. After a series of such observations, it is ex-
pected that all uncorrelated conditions will have low
link strengths and the preconditions will converge to:
located (fork),
holding (nothing).
The effects are also updated every time the action
is performed. This allows the maintenance of statistics
that allow the determination of the probability of an
effect occurring when the action is performed. This in-
formation is used by the planner when it has to choose
between multiple action sequences in order to achieve
its goals with the highest reliability.
VI Conclusions and Future Directions
We have presented the design and implementation of an
intelligent robotic aid system for human services. The
prototype system, termed the ISAC (Intelligent Soft
Arm Control) has been shown to be an excellent testbed
for such a system which may be used in the service sec-
tor in the future. Figure 8 shows ISAC in its current
working environment. Remaining technical issues to be
addressed include the development of intelligent control
mechanisms for the flexible microactuator, integration
of the learning algorithm with the ISAC system and
the development of a robust real-time sensor fusion al-
gorithm for the ISAC/HERO system.
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Abstract 1. Introduction
This paper describes the development status
of a prototype supervised intelligent robot for
space application for purposes of (1) helping the
crew of a spacecraft such as the Space Station with
various tasks, such as holding objects and
retrieving/replacing tools and other objects from/
into storage, and (2) for purposes of retrieving
detached objects, such as equipment or crew, that
have become separated from their spacecraft. In
addition to this set of tasks in this low-Earth-
orbiting spacecraft environment, it is argued that
certain aspects of the technology can be viewed as
generic in approach, thereby offering insight into
intelligent robots for other tasks and
environments.
Candidate software architectures and their
key technical issues which enable real work in real
environments to be accomplished safely and
robustly are addressed. Results of computer simu-
lations of grasping floating objects are presented.
Also described are characterization results on
the usable reduced gravity environment in an
aircraft flying parabolas (to simulate weightless-
ness) and results on hardware performance there.
These results show it is feasible to use that environ-
ment for evaluative testing of dexterous grasping
based on real-time vision of freely rotating and
translating objects.
....•,j J_, i g
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Numerous facets contribute to achieving
robotic intelligence. This paper, based on a more
complete presentation in reference 1, describes
many of these facets and attempts to relate them
to the central theme of a software architecture
that enables a sufficient level of robotic intel-
ligence and, thus, real work in real environments
under supervision by exception. Related work by
others is also outlined in reference 1. The essence
of intelligent systems is that they are capable of
collecting and applying knowledge of the situation
gained at execution time and correlating it with
other knowledge to take effective actions in
achieving goals. Intelligent systems are composed
of sensors for perceiving both the external and
internal environments, effectors for acting on the
world, and computer hardware and software
systems for providing an intelligent connection
between the sensors and effectors. Part of the
processing by these computer systems is symbolic
in a nonnumeric sense and thus enables practical
reasoning, or the behavior which we humans call
intelligent. The intelligent system we will be
addressing, the Extravehicular Activity Helper/
Retriever (EVAHR), is a supervised, intelligent,
mobile robot with arms and end effectors (see
Figure 1). Intelligent robots of this nature are
required for long-term operations in space and are
mandatory for space exploration to improve
safety, reliability, and productivity while enabling
large cost savings through minimizing logistics2.
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Long-term space operations such as the Space
Station have requirements for capabilities for
rescue of extravehicular activity (EVA) crew and
retrieval of equipment. A space station cannot
chase separated crew or equipment, and other
vehicles such as the Space Shuttle will not usually
be available. In addition to the retrieval of drifting
objects, another need is for robotic help to EVA
crewmembers in various tasks, such as holding
objects; retrieving and replacing tools and other
items from and into storage; performing inspec-
tions; setting up and dismantling work sites;
performing servicing, maintenance, and repairs;
and deploying and retrieving payloads. Modeling,
simulation, and analysis studies of space explor-
ation missions have shown that supervised
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Figure 1. Phase II Retriever.
intelligent robots are enabling for human explora-
tion missions3,a.
The U.S. economy can reap major benefits
from the development of supervised intelligent
autonomous robotic systems 5,6, for such systems
foster productivity improvements that raise the
standard of living for everyone 7. The solutions to
the problems we will be solving to make the ex-
ploration of our solar system possible and practical
will apply to the many critical problems we have on
Earth which require operating in hazardous
environments and to improving human produc-
tivity in many fields.
The free-flying, supervised intelligent robot
called EVAHR is being prototyped as a potential
solution to the crew helper and detached crew and
equipment retrieval need. EVAHR is a technology
test-bed providing evaluation and demonstration
of the technology included for the followi ng three
purposes:
1. Robotic retrieval of objects which become
detached from their spacecraft; e.g.,
astronauts adrift from the Space Station.
.
.
A robotic crew helper around a spacecraft;
e.g., inspector, "go-fer," holder, maintainer,
servicer, tester, etc.
A "generic" prototype supervised, intelligent
autonomous robot (for planetary surfaces with
different mobility such as wheels or tracks and
for terrestrial applications with appropriate
adaptations).
Early supervised intelligent robotic systems
with initial capabilities to meet real needs are
beginning to emerge from laboratories and manu-
facturers. It is now possible, in our opinion, to
construct robots capable of accomplishing several
specific high-level tasks in unstructured real-world
environments.
The ability to acquire and apply knowledge
and skills to achieve stated goals in the face of
variations, difficulties, and complexities imposed
by a dynamic environment with significant unpre-
di ctabil ity is our working deft niti on of "roboti c
intelligence." This does not require a broad-based
general intelligence or common sense by the
robot. However, doing the work needed to accom-
plish goals does require, in general, both mobility
and manipulation in addition to reacting, or
deciding "intelligently," at each step what to do.
Further, supervised intelligent robots are required
for human-robot teams where supervision is most
naturally provided by voice.
Controlling supervised intelligent robots
having both mobility and dexterous manipulation
is a challenge 1, as is integration of sensing and
perception into planning and control in a robust
way.
Certain aspects of the EVAHR technology,
which provide the capability for performing
specified tasks in a Iow-Earth-orbiti ng spacecraft
environment, can be viewed as generic in ap-
proach, thereby offering insight into intelligent
robots for other tasks and environments. This is
because the design of the software architecture,
which is the framework (functional decompo-
sition) that integrates the separate functional
modules into a coherent system, is dictated in large
measure by the tasks and nature of the environ-
ment. And because both the goal-achieving tasks
and the partially unpredictable nature of the
environments are similar on Earth and in space, the
software architecture can be viewed as generic - as
can many of the software modules, such asthe AI
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planner, world model, and natural language
interface. Other software is bundled with certain
hardware. This leads to the concept of a modular,
end-user customized robot put together from
modules with standard interfacesS-10 such as users
do with a personal computer, yet maintaining real-
time response.
2. Approach
The end goal for intelligent space robot
development is one or more operational robots as
part of human/robot teams in space. Prior to that,
an evaluation of performance in space will be
required.
Our approach to development of operational
robots as part of human-robot teams in space is a
systems engineering approach with iterative,
three-ground-phase requirements prototype
development, tested in both ground and aircraft
simulations of space, followed by evaluation test-
ing of a flight test article in space. We adapt and
integrate existing technology solutions.
The EVAHR ground-based technology
demonstration was established to design, develop,
and evaluate an integrated robotic hardware/
software system which supports design studies of a
space-borne crew rescue/equipment retrieval and
crew helper capability. Goals for three phases
were established. The Phase I goals were to
design, build, and test a retriever system test-bed
by demonstrating supervised retrieval of a fixed
target. Phase II goals were to enhance the test-bed
subsystems with significant intelligent capability
by demonstrating arbitrarily-oriented target
retrieval while avoiding fixed obstacles. Table 1
summarizes some of the characteristics of the
Phase II system. The objectives for Phase III, which
is currently in progress, are to more fully achieve
supervised, intelligent, autonomous behavior by
demonstrating grasp of a moving target while
avoiding moving obstacles and demonstrating
crew helper tasks. Phase III is divided into two
parts. Phase IliA goals are to achieve real-time
complex perception and manipulator/hand control
sufficient to grasp moving objects, which is a basic
skill both in space retrieval and in accomplishing
the transition from flying to attaching to a space-
craft. Phase IIIB goals are to achieve a software
architecture for manipulation and mobility, with
integrated sensing, perception, planning, and
reacting, which guarantees safe, robust conduct of
multiple tasks in an integrated package while
successfully dealing with a dynamic environment.
Our overall testing approach is short cycle
run-break-fi x 11with increasi ng i ntegrati on and
more relevant environments; such an approach
finds design and implementation problems early
when they are lowest cost to fix.
3. Hardware Desiqn
The performance characteristics of the EVAHR
hardware enable (or defeat) the "intelligent"
behavior of the robot as "ani mated" by the soft-
ware. We are testing only a subset of the Phase IIIB
hardware in Phase IliA.
The hardware subset includes a 7-degree of
freedom (DOF) arm (Robotics Research K807i); a
5-DOF, compliant, force-limited dexterous hand; a
laser range imager (Perceptron); a stereo video
camera system (Teleos Prism 3); a pan/tilt unit; a
700 Megaflop computational engine employing
Intel i860s and transputers; and an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) of accelerometers and
gyros.
4. Software Desiqn
During Phase Ilia we are using a subset of the
reaction plan architecture while we are exploring
two new approaches to the software architecture
for Phase IIIB. The first is a version of the three-
tiered, asynchronous, heterogeneous architecture
for mobile robots 12-14 adapted to include manipu-
lation. The second is a version of the SOAR
architecture 15applied to robots 16. SOAR is of
interest because of its capabilities in learning, in-
cluding recent work in situated, interactive natural
language instruction17. To be practical, the robot
"programming" bottleneck must be avoided by
using learning from experience and instruction to
acquire skills and knowledge. SOAR has also been
used to achieve resource-dependent behavior18
and to learn reactive, stimulus-response rules, in
addition to search control.
For each approach we are conducting evalua-
tion testing of mini mal prototype architecture
implementations to obtain some evidence of their
strengths and weaknesses for our tasks before
selecting one for larger scale implementation in
Phase IIIB. We present our evaluation results on
SOAR in the section on results. We are not far
enough along on prototyping the three-tiered
architecture to have results yet.
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Table 1. Unique and Special Aspects of Phase II EVAHR.
• Prototype supervised, intelligent, autonomous robot
• Voice commands provide goals and directions
• Clips into space-worthy Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) which has flown from Shuttle
• "Flies" by propelling pressurized gas from MMU thrusters it controls
• Self-locating in analogy to space use of global positioning satellites where retriever uses camera,
gyroscopes, and accelerometers
• Builds its own internal dynamic knowledge of its environment based on continuous sensory
perception - No preprogrammed environmental model to which the environment must conform
• Planning/replanning based on goals and internal dynamic knowledge of its environment and
constraints such as flight rules
- Path planner for obstacle avoidance and rendezvous can reason in advance about the success
of the mission
- Actions are synchronized to events in the world through sensing of preconditions of planned
actions
- Deals with unpredictability by detection/replanning if needed
• Range image obstacle location and target tracking, orientation, and grasp location
• Acts to acquire knowledge about obscured target
• Maneuvers to optimize grasp success relative to target orientation
• Chooses between one-handed grasp and two-armed grapple, depending on target size it
perceives
• Uses dexterous grasping with proximity sensors, compliant grasp, and force-limited grasp
- Right hand has 5 proximity sensors
- Left hand has 3 proximity sensors and 9 tactile sensors (3 per finger)
• Uses pressure sensors on chest for two-armed grapple of large targets
• Uses fourteen 10-MIPS transputers, six 68020 controllers, and one 80386 processor in a
hierarchical, distributed architecture
Safety is a major issue in human-robot teams, 1.
especially in space. Since robotic motion control
programs cannot be considered safe unless they
run in hard real time, an approach which addresses
this issue in a different manner from that of the
three-tiered architecture is needed for compara-
tive evaluation. We are pursuing the development 2.
of one such approach 19.
The following discussion is due to
Schoppers 20. A statement of the pivotal problem
in successfully coupling symbolic reasoning with
the ability to guarantee production of a timely
response has recently been made: "The timing of
actions taken by a real-time system must have low
variances, so that the effects of those actions on
unfolding processes can be predicted with suffici-
ent accuracy. But intelligent software reserves the
option of extended searching, which has very high
variance"21
The AI community has responded to this
dilemma in roughly three ways 22. When building a
system that must act in real time as well as
reasoning, one can choose to
.
Subject the AI component of the system to
hard deadlines. This effectively embeds the AI
reasoner within the real-time system, and
under time pressure, results in loss of
intelligent function.
Refuse to subject the AI component of the
system to hard deadlines, and have the real-
time subsystem "do its best" with whatever
commands the AI subsystem can generate in
time. This effectively embeds the real-time
subsystem within the AI system, and under
time pressure, results in loss of timely control.
Refuse to subject the AI component of the
system to hard deadlines, but let the AI
components "negotiate" with the real-time
subsystem to obtain a feasible schedule for
task execution. This does not embed either
subsystem within the other, and with proper
selection of the real-time executive's task
schedule, has the promise of remaining
functional under ti me pressure.
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Thethree-tieredapproachisacategorythree
approach,whereaswe interpretSOARto bea
categorytwoapproach.
Wecannowsummarizethestateof theart.
Simplecontrolsystemscan get away with seeming
to be "fast enough," but that approach becomes
potentially very dangerous in more complex sys-
tems, particularly in intelligent systems where the
set of tasks being executed changes over time. In a
system that may perform any subset of N possible
tasks, there are 2 AN possible combinations of tasks,
and it becomes impossible to test the performance
of each combination by hand when N is large.
Therefore, it becomes imperative to have auto-
mated support for obtaining a guarantee that the
system can always perform in hard real time.
4.1 Three-Tiered Software Architecture
Combining all prior knowledge and knowledge
sensed during a task requires that planning in
advance can only be guidance, with control
decisions as to what to do postponed until such
time as the situation is being sensed and the task is
being executed. This is the essence of Agre and
Chapman's theory of plans-as-advice23, and is a
design principle underlying the three-tiered
approach.
Several researchers 12-14 have developed the
three-tiered architecture to enable faster, more
efficient interaction with the world and to allow
the planner sufficient time to make intelligent
decisions. Decisions based on the details of the
local world are postponed and a "sketchy" plan is
passed on to the next layer. The three layers are
the planner, the sequencer, and the reactive
controller.
The responsibility of the planning layer is to
determine which tasks would accomplish the goal
and in what approximate order. Thus, the
planning layer forms a partially ordered set of
tasks for the robot to perform, with temporal
constraints. This plan is somewhat sketchy since
not every detail of implementation, which would
be determined by the current situation, is included.
The AI planner which we are evaluating for this
application is the AP Planner24. It may be possible
to use SOAR for this application.
The sequencing "middle" layer is responsible
for controlling sequences of primitive physical
activities and deliberative computations.
Operating asynchronously from the planner, yet
receiving inputs from that layer, the sequencer
takes the sketchy plan and expands it based on the
current situation. Thus, the hierarchical plan
expansion happens at execution time rather than
at the deliberative stage. To implement the
sequencer, data structures called Reactive Action
Packages (RAP's) are used to represent tasks and
their methods for executing13.
At the lowest level, the reactive controller
accepts sensing data and action commands,
sensorimotor actions that cannot be decomposed
any further, from the sequencer. For example,
"move," "turn," or "grasp" are all examples of
action commands that are passed onto the hard-
ware. The reactive controller also monitors for
success or failure of these commanded activities.
4.2 Phases IliA and IIIB Software Architecture
The EVAHR Phase IliA software is composed
of sensing, perception, world modeling, planning,
and acting. Figure 2 shows the relationship among
these elements for the on-orbit retrieval problem
where a free-floating target must be rendez-
voused with, grasped, and returned. As tasks are
added to the crew helper's repertoire in Phase IIIB,
additional elements must be added to support AI
planning, force feedback arm control, and voice
interaction with the crew.
Sensing software provides the low-level
interface to the hardware sensors, read i ng and
time tagging sensor data and providing pre-
processing to account for the effects of nonideal
sensors. Sensing software also provides an
interface to perception.
Visual sensing software is the primary module
for acquiring information about the environment
via optical sensors such as the 10 image/sec laser
scanner and the 30 dual-image/see stereo vision
system. Software for voice and data reception
(Phase IIIB) handles speech recognition, Global
Positioning System (GPS)decodi ng, and design and
operations knowledge support system (DOKSS)
i nterfaci ng. Software for force/torque sensing,
proximity sensing, and tactile sensing provides
data acquisition and time tagging.
Our proprioceptive sensing software reads
and time tags the IMU accelerometers and gyro-
scopes, GPS, position sensors on the manipulators
and hands, thruster firing sensors, position sensors
on the pan/tilt unit, fault sensors throughout the
hardware, and robot resource status sensors.
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Figure 2. EVAHR Phase Ilia Flight/Simulation Software Architecture.
Perception software extracts understanding
of the environment from preprocessed sensor and
voice recognition receiver data.
Visual perception is carried out through a
combination of various visual functions. Visual
functions that have been implemented in software
include search, tracking, and pose estimation.
Other visual functions, such as those for object
recognition, will be integrated in the near future.
Pose estimation is calculating the orientation of an
observed object in a given image. Our approach to
pose estimation is known as image-based (or
multiview based) pose estimation2S.
Natural language understanding processing
(Phase IIIB) starts with a symbolic representation
that Retriever can interpret and act upon, return-
ing an appropriate response. Such systems are
practical when limited to a specific domain and a
well-defined application.
In general, our world model stores internal
state representations of the external world at a
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high level of abstraction, which allows the implicit
predictions associated with the state (that it will
remain valid for some time) to more likely remain
valid for the lifetime of the internal state26. For
moving objects, however, we use world model
state estimators to bring the past measurements of
motion descriptors up to the present time.
Planning enables the EVAHR to take a high-
level goal and decide which subtasks must be
accomplished to move the system to the goal. This
selection and ordering of subtasks becomes very
challenging, particularly if the system is monitor-
ing the consequences of actions, replanning, or
juggling multiple goals with changing priorities.
The vision system planner has been described
previously27.
A mobility planner is responsible for deter-
mining an optimal positional and rotational
trajectory for the robot's body. "Optimal" usually
i m plies (1) obstacle avoidance between the points
of departure and arrival and (2) minimization of
time, distance, and/or fuel consumption. In orbital
scenarios (e.g., Space Station) fuel is at a premium,
although with astronaut rescue, ti me is more
critical. For this purpose, a trajectory planner/
controller was developed based on the Clohessy-
Wiltshire equations. This planner provides a
minimum fuel or time trajectory between two
moving bodies in orbit.
All of the tasks in Phase III require moving the
manipulator in the presence of obstacles. Because
many Phase III problems involve moving objects,
potential field methods28, which are very fast, are
employed.
In Phase IliA, the work for grasping a moving
object is divided into two basic levels. A low-level
high-bandwidth controller attempts to track a
virtual grasp frame on the objects- but it steers
clear of joint limits, obstacles, and singularities. A
higher level grasp planner continually selects
(heuristically) the best virtual grasp frame on the
object to track. In Phase IIIB, the controller will be
expanded to include guarded moves (where
contact with a fixed object is expected), force and
impedance control, and position control with their
hybrids.
Speech planning software starts with an
unambiguous message created from the internal
representation and attempts to construct a mean-
ingful sentence in response. This isthen sent to
speech synthesis hardware. Several general-
purpose si ngle-sentence generators of natural
language are moving toward full-scale commercial
strength29 and real-time generation30, with the
latter a candidate for EVAHR use.
Acting software provides low-level controllers
of motors and other actuators. One important
feature in EVAHR's acting software is visually
directed sensing. Sensor parameters such as the
field of view (FOV), the focus of attention (via
pan/tilt devices), or the data acquisition rate can be
dynamically selected in order to acquire richer
information about the environment or objects of
interest31.
5. Phase IliA Results to Date
Results from Phase II have been reported
previously32. Some preliminary results from Phase
Ilia have also been reported25,33 -38. Results from
Phase IliA consist of evaluations of software
architectures such as SOAR, along with computer
simulation results of various portions of the soft-
ware capabilities, including results allowing an
estimate of the central processing unit (CPU) and
communications requirements to achieve realti me
grasp of floating objects. Results from KC-135 tests
of unintegrated hardware and software
subsystems are also given.
5.1 SOAR Evaluation for Phase IIIB
SOAR16 was selected for study as a promising
candidate system for the EVAHR planning system.
SOAR is a symbolic AI architecture which empha-
sizes problem-solving, planning, and learning. It
has been applied in numerous fields, such as edu-
cation and training. As a production-based system,
SOAR starts with an initial state of the problem
and applies operators which make changes to the
problem state to reach the goal state. Finding the
sequence of operators to apply to the current
problem state is the major challenge in its
planning.
One major advantage of SOAR is its ability to
learn by taking a new experience and saving the
sequence of steps to the goal as a "chunk." This
chunk is in the form of a set of production rules,
and if the same scenario is encountered in the
future, the associated chunk will execute without
having to search for the correct sequence as it did
initially.
From our experience with Hero-SOAR, a
subset of SOAR for a Hero robot, we know that the
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reactivity of SOAR is an important capability
needed to respond to the environment quickly.
SOAR may be seen as a system with a planner,
which plans in the traditional sense, yet with no
actual data structure produced; a mechanism to
execute the plan; and a fast replanning ability.
5.2 Phase IliA Computer Simulation Results
Software modules for grasping of free-
floating objects in a zero-g, 6-DOF environment
have been described in previous sections. Results
of performance testing of these modules as sub-
systems are described in this section. The modules
have also been integrated and tested in the orbital
and KC-135 simulations 39, and these results are
also described below.
5.2.1 Phase IliA ComputerSimutation
Results - Uncluttered Search
The search is the first visual function to be
performed when there is no knowledge about the
location of an object of interest. It is carried out as
follows40, al. EVAHR's front hemisphere is divided
into concentric "rings," and each ring is further
divided into sectors, each of which is enclosed by
the FOV of the sensor. Each search starts from the
center ring and spirals outward until an object is
found. If an object is found, the search is termi-
nated and the estimate of where the object is
located is iteratively refined by adjusting the
sensor gimbals toward the object and reducing the
FOV until the object is centered and large in the
image.
5.2.2 Phase Ilia Computer Simulation
Results - Pose Estimation
Algorithms for image-based pose estimation
have been implemented. Several objects were
chosen for testing. These objects include some
orbital replaceable units (ORU's), a star tracker, a
jettison handle, and some wrenches.
To test the robustness of the software, 500
tests were run on each test object with actual poses
of the object randomly oriented using a random
number generator in (simulated) images. Noise
was added to the "range" component of the
image to test the sensitivity of the algorithms to
noise. There were two indications from the test
results: (1) Most estimation errors are less than
5 degrees (with up to 3-percent noise in range).
(2) The performance of the pose estimation
software gradually degraded with increasing noise
in range measurements.
5.2.3 Phase Ilia Computer Simulation
Resu Its - State Esti mation
The rotational state esti mator uses inter-
mittent delayed poses from the pose estimator
software to provide the arm trajectory planner
with current estimates of the target's rotational
state at the rate of 100 Hz. The estimator utilizes
an extended Kalman fitter because of the inherent
nonlinear nature of rotational dynamics. The
effects of varying various parameters on the
performance of the standatone rotational state
estimator have been reported34. Testing on the
integrated rotational state estimator shows it con-
verges within four pose estimates (about 4 sec) and
maintai ns error estimates of less than 3 degrees,
which meets requirements.
The relative translational state estimator used
for the KC-135 experiment does not use an inertial
coordinate system. The equations describing the
dynamics are nonlinear. Therefore, the estimator
design is based on an extended Kalman filter. The
results of its performance in the KC-135 simulator
show an accuracy similar to that for the orbital
case 42.
5.2.4 Phase Ilia Orbital Computer Simulation
Results - Graspinq Movinq Obiects
Integrated software testing in the orbital sim-
ulation has concentrated on and produced results
in two areas: (1) determining the overall system
performance against grasping different targets
with random initial states and (2) determining the
computational requirements for the pose estima-
tion software, using rate and delay as parameters.
In those tests, the following constraints hold: The
target remains stationary in an optimal location
for grasping; a grasp must be achieved in 15 sec.
Grasp impact dynamics calculations are made to
verify that the target is not knocked away during
the grasp or by a prior collision with the arm. The
EVAHR inertial state is assumed known. In the
random initial state test suite, the target rotates in
3 DOF starting from a random initial orientation
and velocity. Under these conditions, the system
has achieved a >70-percent successful grasp rate
for both objects tested. The state estimates have
less than 1 inch and 5 degrees of error. An average
time line of events in a typical successful grasp test
is given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Grasp Test Time Line.
Event Ti me from
start, sec
Translational state
estimation initialized
Rotational state estimation
initialized
Grasp command issued
Pose estimator feed back
initiated
Grasp successful
0.21
4.67
4.78
5.73
10.91
The command to grasp is issued when the
task sequencer sees that the rotational state has
been initialized. The "pose estimator feedback"
refers to predictions made by the state estimators
which are used by the pose estimators to calculate
the poses faster.
In the second suite of tests, the pose
estimation rate and delay were varied. Figure 3
shows a snapshot from one of these tests. Results
from this same set of tests show that pose estima-
tion rate and delay also have a direct effect on the
time-to-grasp in successful tests. Assuming pose
estimation rate and delay of 0.1 sec, we were able
to estimate that six i860 processors would be
sufficient to achieve these rates and delays.
5.3 Aircraft Reduced Gravity Environment
Some microgravity research can be conducted
inside an aircraft simulating space by flying vertical
parabolic flight paths, but only for very limited
amounts of time. During Phase IliA we are flying a
subset of the EVAH R Phase IIIB hardware and soft-
ware aboard the NASA Reduced Gravity Program's
KC- 135 aircraft. This aircraft flies a series of para-
bolic trajectories resulting in approximately 15 sec
of near microgravity (< .01-g) in the cabin during
each parabola. The robotic arm, hand, vision
sensor with pan/ti It system, and IMU of accelerom-
eters and gyroscopes are attached to the floor of
the aircraft. During microgravity, an object is
released, tracked by the vision system, and grasped
by the hand.
The objects to be used for grasping onboard
the KC-135 aircraft range from simple to highly
complex, but are limited to spheres or polyhedral
surfaces. Some are lightweight mockups of actual
objects used on orbit. Two of the objects are basi-
cally dumbbell-shaped objects with polyhedron-
shaped masses at the ends. The more complex
objects represent a battery from an Extravehicular
Mobility Unit (EMU), a star tracker, and an ORU.
All of these objects have a complex construction
with multi pie graspable points.
Figure 3. Orbital Simulation of EVAHR Grasping the "Backside" Handhold of Object.
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On several KC-135 preliminary flights, data
characterizing the reduced gravity was collected
from an IMU placed on the cabin floor. Video
recordings also were made of objects floating
during the reduced gravity interval. The vertical
acceleration fluctuated significantly about zero-g.
Fluctuations between 75 mg and -75 mg were
commonplace. These fluctuations caused the
released object to accelerate toward either the
ceiling or floor of the airplane. Lateral accelera-
tions were also observed and were due to air
turbulence, flight path corrections, or other
effects.
An evaluation of 38 parabolas was per-
formed, and the trajectory duration determined.
This interval started when the target was released
and continued until the target hit the inside of the
airplane fuselage, was touched by personnel, or
left the FOV of both video cameras. The results are
presented in Table 3.
Table 3.- Duration of KC-135 Parabolas.
Duration of Number of parabolas
parabola, sec
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5
3-4
-<3
2
5
6
2
2
21
These results, especially the trajectory
durations, do not match well with the extrapo-
lation to the KC- 135 of time-to-grasp results from
the orbital simulation presented above.
5.3.1 Phase Ilia Results- Hardware
Evaluation From a KC-135 Fliqht
In a separate flight of the KC- 135, we exer-
cised the unintegrated hardware subsystems
(except the stereo cameras) independently. All of
the hardware is designed to operate in a 1-g
environment and might behave differently in the
KC-135 in microgravity or after the 1.8-g pullout at
the bottom of the parabolas. Motions and opera-
tions representative of those that will be used in
later object tracking and grasping evaluations
were used in these tests. All equipment was deter-
mined to operate without measurable changes in
behavior from that expected.
6. Conclusions
The need for crew help and retrieval of de-
tached crew and equipment in space has been
identified. Evaluation of the practical realization
of a potential solution has passed several successful
milestones but is still ongoing, with many of the
critical developments yet to come. The potential
solution described here is an initial attempt to
build and understand a prototype of a supervised
intelligent robot for use in space. It is also poten-
tially useful in terms of the software architecture
for many U.S. economy-related robot applications
on Earth.
From our Phase II experience with both the
interleaved sense-perceive-plan-act software
architecture in a stationary environment and the
reaction plans architecture in a dynamic, un-
predictable simulated environment, we have
concluded that (1) the success of the reaction plans
approach argues for such a mechanism in an intelli-
gent robot architecture to provide the capability
for an appropriate quick reaction whenever per-
ception understands the situation to provide an
index into the correct reaction plan; (2) robot
control architectures should be heterogeneous
(different computational structures for planning
and control); and (3) putting the AI planner at a
high level of abstraction, which provides plans as
goal-seeking guidance rather than d irect control,
and into an asynchronous mode are steps toward
an intelligent robot architecture that can deliver
safe behavior as well as goal-achieving behavior in
a supervised intelligent robot. Our Phase Ilia
experience to date in simulated real-time complex
perception and grasping supports the reaction
plan view_ A way to appropriately integrate the
two elements, AI planner and reaction plans, is
needed which controls both. The three-tiered
architecture may offer such an approach. Both the
three-tiered architecture and SOAR are practical
implementations of the mathematical theory of
intelligent robots 43.
Both our Phase II and Phase IliA results
demonstrate that manipulation requires greater
accuracy of sensing and perception than does
mobility. Integrated testing with our Phase IliA
computer simulation has not only shown that we
have a workable software design, but it has also
afforded us systems engineering analyses support-
ing computer hardware design for achieving real-
time complex perception processing (sensor to
percept) and grasp control (percept to action) for
freely moving objects.
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Our future plans are first to complete the
metrology of the manipulator and joint calibration
of both vision-system-manipulator pairs. We are
recoding the laser scanner pose estimation soft-
ware to run in real time on the i860 network44.
The tracker and translational state estimator are
currently running in real time on i860's. The
manipulator trajectory controller and grasp
planner are running in real time on the transputer
network. Grasp testing using targets mounted on
the object-motion unit are being conducted in
preparation for the KC- 135 vision-guided graspi ng
flights. Then, we have several moving object grasp
evaluation flights to conduct. Phase IIIB develop-
ments are dependent on the selection of a final
software architecture from the preliminary
prototyping efforts which are underway using a
set of crew helper tasks, scenarios, and computer
simulation environments with human-inJected,
unpredictable events to assess the value of the
many goal-planning and real-time reaction aspects
of the supervised intelligent robot design.
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Introduction
In 1985 the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) instituted a research
program in telerobotics to develop and
provide the technology for applications of
telerobotics to the United States space
program. The activities of the program are
intended to most effectively utilize limited
astronaut time by facilitating tasks such as
inspection, assembly, repair, and servicing,
as well as providing extended capability for
remotely conducting planetary surface
operations. As the program matured, it also
developed a strong heritage of working with
government and industry to directly transfer
the developed technology into industrial
applications.
Program focus on user missions
Since its inception, the Telerobotics Program
currently conducted by the Office of
Advanced Concepts and Technology (OACT)
has been closely coordinated with the NASA
organizations which are the intended
recipients of the developed telerobotics
technology. This coordination takes place at
multiple levels, with the potential user
community technology needs expressed both
formally and informally to OACT.
At the highest strategic level, OACT works
with the user offices and industry to develop
an annual Integrated Technology Plan (ITP)
in support of the civil space program. The
purpose of the ITP is to serve as a strategic
plan for the OACT space research and
technology programs, and as a strategic
planning framework for other NASA and
industry participants in advocating and
conducting technology developments. The
integration of strategic requirements,
directions and goals for the Space
Telerobotics Program is incorporated within
the ITP process. The ITP is revised annually
to reflect changes in mission planning,
approval of new focussed and research base
efforts, and progress in ongoing technology
development efforts.
In addition to the formal submission of
requirements from the user program offices
to OACT via the ITP process, each user
organization works informally with the
Telerobotics Program at a more detailed
level to transmit requirements to, and receive
technology products from the program. This
also includes gathering of requirements and
opportunities from the terrestrial robotics
industry, through an Industry Advisory
Workshop held each year.
As these updated technology requirements
are passed to the Telerobotics Program each
year, the program is reassessed to determine
the correlation between the requirements
and the planned developments of the
program. If appropriate, new tasks are
initiated in the program to address new
technology needs, or existing tasks may be
re-targeted. At any given time,
approximately 70% of the tasks within the
program are targeted to address specific
user requirements aligned with a specific
planned mission (this is the "technology
pull" portion of the program). The remaining
30% of the program is composed of tasks
Copyright c 1994 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. No copyfi!'_lt is asserted in the United
States under Title 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has a royalty-free license to exercise A1 rights under the copyright
claimed herein for government pruposes. All other rights are reserved by the copyright own,
which address new innovative technologies.
These technologies have been identified by
the program as having a potential to
significantly advance the state of the art,
and worth investigating without a pre-
identified user requirement (this is the
"technology push" portion of the program).
The anticipated robotics requirements
forwarded by the user offices to the
Telerobotics Program during this past year
are summarized in Figure 1.
In previous years, these tasks were organized
within the program by technology sub-
discipline, such as supervisory control,
operator interface, planning and control,
perception, etc. This organization was useful
to the program participants and robotics
community to ease understanding of the
component technologies being developed.
However, this organization made it difficult
to identify how the tasks related to user
needs. To resolve this situation the
Telerobotics Program has been reorganized
during the last year to better reflect the
connections between the program tasks and
the classes of planned user missions.
The Telerobotics Program has been
restructured into three specific mission or
application areas: on-orbit assembly and
servicing, science payload tending, and
planetary surface robotics. Within each of
these areas, the program supports the
development of robotic component
technologies, development of complete
robots, and implementation of complete
robotic systems focussed on the specific
mission needs. These three segments align
with the application of space telerobotics to
the class of missions identified by the
Requirements:
A p.plicable
Missions:
Challenges:
• low mass and volume
planetary surface rovers
• local rovers (<lOOm range)
with multi-day lifetime
• autonomous and semi-
autonomous operation
• improved system robustness
• reduced operator command
cycles
• improved sensing and
representation of state and
worksite
• miniaturized sensing and
computing systems
• simplifiedcontrol approaches
for small mobile systems
• improved system dexterity and
contact motion control
• terrain mapping and matching
• MESUR Pathi'mder
• MESUR Network
**Mars Sample ReturnVenus Landed Systems
(Discovery)
• Advanced robotsurface
systems
• physicalcontactwith planetary
surfaces
• uncertainknowledge of
operatingenvironment
**longoperationalphases
radicalreductionoflife-cycle
costs
multipleconcurrentmissions
veryhigh data ratescience
payloads
,high speed simulationof
complex systems
• teleroboticontrolsystem
soilware
i sensing and sensor fusion
simplifiedcollision avoidance
and trajectoryplanning
automated taskplanning and
sequencing
• Space StationFreedom
maintenance
• Space StationFreedom
operations
• on-orbitvehicleassembly and
processing
i generalized solutions to 7-d gree-of-freedom moti n
multi-arm coordinated
cooperative control
• reduced on-orbit computational
capability
• computation or
communications-induced time
delays
Mi_inn From PlAnet ]_rth*.
• roboticvisionand perception
systems
• advanced proximitysensing
systems
• advanced dexterousend-
effecters
• high-efficiency,longterm
lubricationforactuators
• Artemis
• FirstLunar Outpost
• Mars exploration
• Permanently Manned Lunar
and Mars Missions
• unknown dust contamination
characteristics
• low mass and volume
constraints
• long-duration pre-deployment
storage
• low- to no-maintenance
operations
Figure 1: Current space robotics user requirements
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potential space robotics user community (as
summarized in Figure 1).
Two additional program segments have been
defined to support the three focus areas.
The Robotics Technology segment develops
component technologies which have been
determined to be of potential benefit in
addressing multiple needs of the known
robotics requirements. These elements of
the program are typically long lead-time
items, which may take many years to fully
develop and bring to an appropriate level of
readiness. This portion of the current
program includes such elements as
fundamentally new robotic joint designs,
exoskeleton systems, fundamental robotic
control theory development, and widely-
applicable proximity sensor technology. The
Terrestrial Robotics element of the program
provides a mechanism for the application of
developed technologies into terrestrial task
environments. These tasks move the
technologies developed in the other elements
of the program from the laboratory setting
into operational use, and take advantage of
the relatively easy terrestrial access, well
understood environments, and myriad
problems to be solved to demonstrate the
applicability of space telerobotics.
Links to other robotics programs
Throughout the life of the NASATelerobotics
Program, NASA has worked to build and
maintain coordination with other
government robotics programs, including
those of the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). These
efforts include cooperative activities,
collaborative research, and external transfer
of NASA-developed robotics technology.
These efforts have three purposes: to develop
industrial applications of telerobotics
technology, to apply telerobotics technology
to terrestrial science and research efforts,and
to strengthen intra-government
coordination. Several of the activities are
summarized below, beginning with the
efforts targeting development of industrial
applications of telerobotics technology:
• The Automated Manufacturing
Research Program, conducted by NIST
is investigating automation in factory-
floor settings, and the relative
advantages of improved work cells
against more capable manipulation
systems. NASA participates in the
annual program review conducted by
NIST, and coordinates with NIST to
transfer NASA-developed robotics
workcell technology into this effort.
• In previous years, NIST and the NASA
telerobotics efforts have cooperatively
developed several new technologies and
architectures for the control of robotic
systems. For example, the NASREM
robot control architecture was jointly
developed by NASA and NIST as a
precursor to the NASA Flight Telerobotic
Servicer program. The architecture is
now used as a standard architecture
definition methodology by many NASA,
NIST and industry projects. NASA has
directly supported NIST in several of
these cooperative activities, with annual
funding for robotics research reaching
up to $1 million per year.
• The NASA and NSF robotics research
programs have jointly co-sponsored the
"Bilateral Exchanges on the Approaches
to Robotics in the United States and
Japan" conference, which conducted
investigations into the methods,
techniques and technologies used by
government and industry to research
and develop fundamental new robotics
technologies. The outcome of this
activity was publication of a manuscript
which contrasted the approaches used
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in the United States and Japan, and
which offered NASA and NSF insights
into the content of the robotics
development programs supported by
MITI, NASDA, and several Japanese
industries.
• The Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) has selected the Langley
Research Center robotics program as
one of their technical agents in the area
ofrobotics. Under this agreement, LaRC
and DARPA cooperatively issue
university research grants to sponsor
the development of innovative new
robotics technologies, as well as increase
robotics educational expertise in the
United States.
• The program has maintained close
ties with the U. S. space robotics
industrial community, and monitored
industrial developments of potential
applicability to the NASA space robotics
and planetary rover research efforts.
For example, the Martin-Marietta
Corporation participates in the
Telerobotics Intercenter Working Group,
and in technical program reviews and
assessments such as the Space Systems
Technology Advisory Council. This
coordination facilitates the transfer of
NASA-developed technologies to the
space robotics industry, and aids in the
rapid application of these technologies
to terrestrial manufacturing and
automation problems.
• The program coordinates with several
robotics industry advisory and
technology interchange groups, to
facilitate the transfer of NASA-
developed technology to the industrial
community and receive comments on
the overall direction and focus of the
program. One such group is the Space
Automation and Robotics Technical
Committee (SARTC) of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics which meets three or four
times annually with the charter of
disseminating information about space
automation and robotics and promoting
the technology to industry, academia,
and government. The SARTC is
composed of industry representatives
from the aerospac.e community, as well
as government and academia.
Some of the efforts which target
application of telerobotics technology to
terrestrial science and industry efforts
are listed below:
• Several programs sponsored by NSF
both sponsor and utilize telerobotics and
robotics technology research and
development. In 1992 NASA and NSF
cooperated in conducting the Mt. Erebus
Explorer project, a project to deploy a
robot into the interior of a volcano crater
in the Antarctic. This project, conducted
as part of the Telerobotics Program and
the Antarctic Space Analog Program,
demonstrated innovative new robotics
technologies developed by NASA. It is
anticipated that this project will spawn
several new activities which may
revolutionize volcanic sample collection
and lead to significant new applications
of robotics in terrestrial field science
operations. This project is being
continued with the United States
Geological Survey, and will deploy the
Dante robot to a volcano in Alaska in
the summer of 1994.
• In addition to the involvement with
the NSF Polar Programs Division (which
cooperated with the Mt. Erebus Explorer
project), NASA is currently negotiating
with the NSF Oceans Division to
investigate the potential for application
of NAsA-developed robotics technology
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to underwater science sampling
operations. Of particular interest is the
underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) technology which NASA
developed and demonstrated under the
Antarctic sea ice with the cooperation of
NSF in 1992. Additional negotiations
are underway with the NSF Information,
Robotics and Intelligent Systems
Division to jointly sponsor robotics
research and investigate opportunities
for transfer of NASA-developed robotics
technologies to NSF grantees and
research programs.
• The robotics laboratories at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory have been
working with Computer Motion, Inc. to
develop technologies for applications
where human ability to perform a task
is limited by human dexterity and
physical capabilities. One specific
application has been in minimally
invasive laproscopic surgery. This type
of medical procedure makes use of
remote cameras, known as laproscopes,
which are typically held by an assistant
to the surgeon during a procedure. The
assistant has control of the surgeons
field of view, and the surgeons
performance is often limited by the
efficiency of communication with the
assistant. To address this problem, the
project has developed the Automated
Endoscopic System for Optimal
Positioning (AESOP), a robotic assistant
which holds the laproscope andis guided
by the surgeon with a foot- and/or hand-
controlled interface. Thus the surgeon
is able to gain control of the viewfield by
direct coordination between himself and
a robotic assistant.'
• JPL has also worked with Cybernet
Systems Corporation to develop the
PER-Force hand controller which
manipulates robots or objects by "feel".
this small backdrivable robot is
combined with advanced machine vision
processing and enhanced computer
generated visual/tactile force feedback
cues to enable an enhanced interface for
the use on hazardous environment
operations. This system has been
implemented with a goal of integrating
it within the manufacturing
environment and tasks which have no
immediate solution with hard
automation or changes in methodology
or workcell design. One example
application being developed is pick-and-
place operations for automobile
transmission packing. 2
• As an offshoot of work sponsored by
the program, the Stanford University
Aerospace Robotics Laboratory and
Real-Time Innovations, Inc. have
developed ControlShell, a next
generation CASE framework for real-
time system software development.
ControlShell includes many system-
building tools, including a graphical flow
editor, a component data requirement
editor, a state-machine editor, a
distributed data flow manager, an
execution configuration manager, an
object database and a dynamic binding
facility. ControlShell is being used in
several applications, including the
control of free-flying robots, underwater
autonomous vehicles, and cooperating-
arm robotic systems. 3
• NASA has teamed up with Limbs of
Love and a group of medical and
prosthetics specialists, prosthetics users,
insurance industry representatives, and
university researchers to identify
research objectives in prosthetic limbs.
As part of this effort, the NASA Johnson
Space Center has been actively working
with Rice University to improve
dexterous hand design and to develop a
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method for myoelectric control of
multifinger hands. In theory,
myoelectric control of robotic hands will
require little or no mechanical parts
and will greatly reduce the bulk and
weight usually found in dexterous
robotic hand control devices. An
improvement in myoelectric control of
multifinger hands will also benefit
prosthetics users. 4
This list is not exhaustive, but is a
representative cross-section of the type of
activities onducted by the NASATelerobotics
Program and other government
organizations. Additional efforts have
extended this coordination to industrial
telerobotics research programs, to aid in the
transfer of government-developed
technology to the U.S. commercial/industrial
robotics community. These efforts use two
mechanisms to transfer the technology
developed by the program.
The first mechanism pairs NASA researchers
and commercial developers together to
develop space telerobotics technology which
is based on commercially-available products.
As the terrestrial systems are extended to
address the needs of the space telerobotics
program by the researchers, the commercial
partners are able to identify markets and
applications for dual-use implementations
of the new technologies, and rapidly
incorporate them into new product lines. An
example of this is the development of the
"phantom robotic control" technology
developed by JPL under the Advanced
Teleoperation project. This technology has
been developed as an extension to the
commercial Interactive Graphics Robot
Instructional Program (IGRIP) software
package from Deneb Robotics. JPL has
worked with Deneb to smoothly integrate
the extension into the IGRIP package, and
negotiated a mechanism to provide this
extension to Deneb for commercialization.
Deneb has identified a new need for this
technology, beyond the original application
of space telerobotics, and plans toincorporate
the extension into their commercial product
line.
The second mechanism pairs NASA
researchers with commercial developers to
work jointly on the application of space
telerobotics technologies to terrestrial
problems. The commercial partners bring
existing terrestrial robotics systems and
capabilities into the project, and work jointly
with NASA researchers to improve these
systems through the application of space
telerobotics technology. An example of this
is the Hazardous Materials Handling Robot
(HAZBOT) project at JPL, which is being
conducted with the partnership of Remotec,
Inc, and which is addressing the problem of
hazardous chemical spill incident
identification and mitigation through the
use of robotics. JPL and Remotec worked to
apply technologies developed by the
Telerobotics Program to improve the off-
the-shelf Remotec "Andros" mobile robot to
satisfy the unique needs of the HAZBOT
project. Several of the specific techniques
and mechanisms developed during this
process have been delivered back to Remotec
for incorporation within their commercial
product line.
The program has similar interactions with
other members of the U.S. industrial robotics
community, such as Robotics Research and
Oceaneering. The current program plans
include expanding these efforts to include a
larger percentage of the U.S. robotics
industry.
Summary
NASA has put in place a comprehensive
planning process which fully integrates the
development of new technologies with stated
user requirements and defined application
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areas. The ongoing space automation and
robotics program is focused on responding to
the needs and requirements of internal
agency users, but also produces significant
spin-off products which are passed on to
other government and industrial users for
terrestrial utilization. The program fully
involves agency users, NASA field centers,
industry and academia in both the
development and end-use of the developed
A&R technologies.
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the renewed
interest in on-orbit spacecraft servicing
(OSS), and how it fits into the evolution
of space applications for intelligent
robots.
Investment in the development of space
robotics and associated technologies is
growing as nations recognize that it is a
critical component of the exploration
and commercial development of space.
At the same time, changes in world
conditions have generated a renewal of
the interest in OSS. This is reflected in
the level of activity in the U.S., Japan
and Europe in the form of studies and
technology demonstration programs.
OSS is becoming widely accepted as an
opportunity in the evolution of space
robotics applications. Importantly, it is a
feasible proposition with current
technologies and the direction of
ongoing research and development
activities. Interest in OSS dates back
more than two decades, and several
programs have been initiated, but no
operational system has come on line,
arguably with the Shuttle as the
exception.
With new opportunities arising,
however, a fresh look at the feasibility of
OSS is warranted. This involves the
resolution of complex market, technical
and political issues, through market
studies, economic analyses, mission
requirement definitions, trade studies,
concept designs and technology
Copyright c 1994 by Spar Aerospace Ltd. Published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with
permission.
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demonstrations. System architectures
for OSS are strongly dependent on target
spacecraft design and launch delivery
systems. Performance and cost factors
are currently forcing significant changes
in these areas. This presents both
challenges and opportunities in the
provision of OSS services.
In conclusion, there is no question OSS
will become a reality, but only when the
technical feasibility is combined with
either economic viability or political
will. In the evolution of space robotics
satellite servicing can become the next
step towards its eventual role in support
of planetary exploration and human
beings' journey out into the universe.
1. SPACE ROBOTICS
fast and Present
The first space-based robotic arm was the
Shuttle Remote Manipulator System
(SRMS), better known as the Canadarm.
Space mechanisms date back almost to
the first excursions into orbit in the late
1950s, early 1960s, and the first primitive
"robotic elements' were surface samplers
on the planetary probes. The U.S. moon
rover and unmanned Soviet rover
should also receive honourable
mention. However, the first true multi-
degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator
was the SRMS, launched on the Space
Transportation System (Shuttle) in 1981.
To this day it remains the only
operational space robotic arm. (See
Figure 1.)
A number of technology
demonstrations in space robotics are
proposed or have been performed, but
the next major development in the field
will be the deployment on the Space
Station of the Mobile Servicing System
(MSS), currently scheduled to begin
operations in 1998. Elements of this
system include the Space Station
Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) -
a derivative of the SRMS, and the
Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator
(SPDM) - a pair of arms equipped with
special end effector tools, and designed
for greater dexterity than the SSRMS.
The MSS also includes a Ground
Segment. (See Figure 2.)
Looking to the Future
There is a general consensus that
robotics will play a major role in the
exploration of space frontiers in the next
century. Roles envisaged include: the
construction of orbiting platforms, for
manned occupation, materials storage,
scientific experimentation and
manufacturing; the assembly of
planetary and interstellar expedition
spacecraft; the construction and
maintenance of habitats, and the
construction, maintenance and
operation of mining and industrial
facilities on the moon and planets.
Although manned presence will be
desirable and necessary in many
instances, safety and cost considerations
are factors in moving space robotics
development away from local manned
operation towards teleoperated systems.
Remote operation removes the risk to
human life and eliminates the need for
costly life-support systems. Even if
astronauts are at the work site, the use
of teleoperation can free up their
valuable time for other tasks. Even
more significant is the shift in thinking
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towards fully or semi autonomous
systems, prompted by technology
developments in such areas as sensing,
artificial intelligence and predictive
systems. This enables smart space
robotic systems to function with
minimal support from space or ground-
based human operators. The penalty
with the use of autonomous over
teleoperated systems is the added weight
and cost of placing high powered
computational capabilities onboard the
servicing vehicle.
Technology. Issues
The application of teleoperation and
autonomous robotic systems is by no
means limited to space. Terrestrial tasks
in isolated locations or hazardous
environments have very similar
requirements. This overlap extends to
the critical technologies. For example,
the two major problems inherent in the
teleoperation of space systems are
bandwidth limitations and time delays
in the transmission and relay of signals
(latency). These are the same issues
found in deep sea (untethered) robotics
applications.
The bandwidth limitations impose
constraints on the quantity of data that
can be transmitted between the ground
station and the space system. The
operator and the supporting computer
facilities may have to work with
incomplete or low resolution
information.
This can be an acceptable control strategy
in non-critical tasks, but has a high level
of risk in complex, fast moving or close
proximity operations.
An alternative to resolving the
bandwidth and latency restrictions
associated with teleoperation is to
employ onboard autonomous control of
space systems. The challenge then
becomes design and installation of
controllers with sophisticated sensing
and highly developed intelligence.
Realistically in the near and medium
term such operations will still require
supervision and optional override by a
human operator to handle unforseen
contingencies.
The trend towards remote teleoperation
and local autonomy in the control of
robotic systems matches the projected
long term needs of space exploration,
and in the near term it opens the door
for satellite servicing.
2. ON-ORBIT SATELLITE SERVICING
On-Orbit Spacecraft Servicing (OSS) is
simply the provision of space-based
services to orbiting craft. The interest in
spacecraft servicing with its substantial
benefit potential has led to the
performance of a number of studies,
proposals and programs. Despite this
activity, and the success of Shuttle based
on-orbit robotic operations, an OSS
system has yet to be implemented.
It is generally accepted that latency
greater than 0.25 to 0.5 seconds make
real-time control by a human operator
difficult if not impossible, and may
demand a "move-and-wait' approach.
A Brief History
The possibility of servicing spacecraft in
orbit has generated considerable interest
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in the space community for over 20
years. A primary objective in the
development of the U.S. Space Shuttle
was to reduce space program costs by
replacing expendable launch vehicles
(ELVs) with a fully reusable system
capable of maintaining, refurbishing
and upgrading payloads. The original
Shuttle concept included a space tug for
the purpose of transporting satellites to
and from a Shuttle-achievable orbit.
However, projected high development
costs forced a descope of the Shuttle
capabilities, and the resulting
configuration (the one flying today) has
significantly reduced servicing
capabilities, and no means of accessing
high altitude orbits or high inclination
low earth orbits (LEOs).
Many LEO spacecraft are accessible to the
Shuttle, and several missions included
the rescue and repair of scientific and
communications spacecraft. The
Shuttle program has been highly
successful from a technical viewpoint in
demonstrating OSS possibilities despite
the constraints on the scope of its
market and the failure of generated
revenue to cover the mission costs.
The Challenger accident in 1986 had a
dramatic impact on Shuttle operations
with repercussions felt throughout the
space industry. A direct result on the
Shuttle was a greatly reduced launch
capacity and very stringent mission
restrictions forcing a shift in spacecraft
designs from Shuttle launched systems
to ones compatible with ELVs. With
concurrent advances in satellite
miniaturization, smaller, less
expensive, expendable platforms became
more attractive. Through the late 1980s
only a few large, complex platforms
such as the Hubble Space Telescope were
specifically designed to be serviceable by
the Shuttle.
Access to a wider range of orbits
including geosynchronous (GEO) was
still desirable and a number of studies
were commissioned to address that.
None led to operational systems. Often,
with a preconceived system architecture
in mind, they focused on a single
specific market. These markets were not
always well chosen, and the systems
lacked the flexibility to adapt to market
changes. The most recent examples
were the Orbital Maneuvring Vehicle
(OMV) program and the Satellite
Servicing System (SSS).
A New Perspective
The history of space servicing has been
somewhat inauspicious, but there is
more interest than ever before with
initiatives underway in the U.S.,
Canada, Japan and Europe. These
involve market studies, economic
analyses, mission requirement
definitions, trade studies, concept
designs and technology demonstrations
in preparation for the development and
implementation of pay-for-service
systems. This revival of interest reflects
a changing market. The old views and
perspectives on servicing markets may
no longer be applicable, and new
opportunities are arising. An example
of this is the shift towards Smallsats,
and the first major application - Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations of
communications spacecraft.
The unprecedented number of recent
launch failures has kept the satellite
insurance rates in a constant state of
flux. The launch vehicle industry, itself
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a critical parameter in the OSS equation,
is in transition. Increased
commercialization promises reduced
launch costs and greater availability.
These and other factors will impact both
the servicing and serviced systems, and
suggests that a fresh look at OSS is
warranted.
Services
The traditional concept of OSS is
spacecraft repair or refurbishment, but
services such as refuelling to extend
operating lives, and the transportation
of "dead' vehicles into graveyard orbits
are becoming increasingly important.
The term service can refer to any
operation performed by one vehicle
(servicer) on another vehicle (target or
object). The primary possibilities for
OSS include inspection, mechanical
intervention, and repair/refurbishment
activities. Payload upgrades may be
offered through Orbital Replacement
Unit (ORU) changeout. Refueling can
be an important service since fuel
capacity is the primary life-limiting
factor for on-orbit satellites. Orbit
transfer is a possibility for injection of a
spacecraft into its correct orbit after
apogee motor failure, correction of a
drifting spacecraft, or placement of a
"dead' spacecraft into a graveyard orbit.
Forced reentry into the earth's
atmosphere may be a disposal option in
LEO. Spacecraft harvesting, placement
and retrieval of experiments, recovery
of data, and spacecraft reconfiguration
are also potential OSS services. On-orbit
construction of space structures can
replace the need for humans to work on
such physically demanding tasks in a
hostile environment. A distinct (if less
likely) application is that of space debris
clean-up.
System Architecture Trades
The development and implementation
of an optimum commercial system
involves the resolution of complex
market, technical and political issues.
Interwoven with each of these are the
many economic factors that ultimately
determine whether spacecraft owners
and operators are willing to pay for on-
orbit services. From another
perspective, satellite design life is
balanced against payload obsolescence.
The costs of making spacecraft
serviceable must be weighed against
service vehicle capability, and external
influences such as fluctuating insurance
rates.
The subject of technically and
economically viable architectures for
OSS is complicated by the fact that there
are several potential markets, each of
which presents a set of mission
architecture trades. A satellite market
can be segmented according to satellite
type or function, and orbit. A further
distinction is customer type. For
example, commercial, civil government
and defense communication satellites
can have very different service
requirements. An OSS system capable
of satisfying a particular market has a
distinct set of requirements, but many
possible configurations. Not only will
market shifts have a significant effect on
the system architecture, but also on the
cost and availability of the technology
and hardware for the OSS system itself.
OSS system architectures can be
assembled by considering the service
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base, service vehicle, control type and
resupply vehicle. The system can be
ground-based (service vehicle launched
on demand), or space-based (service
vehicle resident in space). The service
vehicle may be expendable (short
mission), or reusable (multi-mission).
The control can be ground-based, space-
based, or local autonomous. If
replacement of consumables is required,
the resupply vehicle may also be either
expendable or reusable.
One of the simplest system architectures
that can be envisaged is a small
autonomous spacecraft capable of
visiting satellites and performing a non-
intrusive inspection. An extension of
this could be to add some robotic
capability for simple mechanical tasks.
A much more complex concept is that of
a multi-purpose vehicle with the ability
to inspect, repair, refuel or transport a
satellite, perhaps operating from a space-
based storage depot that is resupplied
from the ground. Another
consideration is that an OSS system does
not have to be based in space. It is
conceivable to propose a quick response
ground-based service system that would
be launched on demand at short notice,
an approach that may be preferred as
launch costs decrease. The possibilities
are almost unlimited.
 S_ VAalaI 
The conditions necessary for OSS to
become a reality are the maturity of the
required technology in conjunction
with either economic viability or
political will. The level of technology
development particularly in the key
area of space robotics is suitable for the
implementation of an OSS system. The
other half of the equation is not so clear.
The revenue-generating potential of
OSS has been demonstrated by NASA's
Shuttle-based repair and recovery of
satellites. A good example of this was
the reboost of Intelsat VI into its correct
orbit in May 1992. Intelsat saved $200
million over the alternative option to
manufacture and launch a replacement
spacecraft and lose revenue during the
accompanying delay, despite their
recovery expenses of $147 million. This
revenue level is not sufficient to finance
a Shuttle mission generally costing in
excess of $500 million, and NASA failed
to recover its own costs. It seems
reasonable though to assume that with
an appropriate commercial OSS system
in place under such circumstances, the
Intelsat VI recovery could have been
effected with substantial benefits
accruing to all parties.
A NASA Group Task Force
re-evaluation of its Shuttle program
priorities and objectives after the
Challenger loss concluded that in spite
of the considerable need for spacecraft
servicing, it does not serve NASA's
interests to actively pursue the market
using the Shuttle, for the primary
reasons of safety and cost. This opens
the door for the introduction of a
dedicated OSS system designed along
commercial lines.
There is no question that OSS has the
potential to be a commercially viable
and profitable business. The economics
however are complex and represent a
major hurdle in the transition from
OSS concept studies to development of
an operational system. The US
Department of Commerce forecasts a
commercial space market in the billions
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of dollars. The challenge facing a
potential OSSdeveloper is to select a
market and define a system architecture
that will offer sufficient potential
returns at an acceptable risk level.
Another obstacle to be overcome is the
implementation of a commercially
viable OSSsystem when existing
spacecraft are not designed to
accommodate servicing. The possible
solutions to this problem are: (a) to
develop an initial system providing
limited services to existing spacecraft; (b)
to develop an OSS system in
conjunction with a new generation of
serviceable spacecraft; (c) to respond to
any future political legislation, for
example the introduction of a policy on
satellite recovery or disposal which may
result from the space debris problems.
Concern with regard to orbital crowding
and space debris is mounting. The
situation in both LEO and GEO locations
is becoming critical, and the move
towards Smallsats will only accelerate
the problem. Resolution of this, though
difficult to quantify on a purely
economic level, could be a catalyst in
bringing OSS into being.
The design, manufacture, launch and
operation of space systems will always
be a costly undertaking. The benefits
associated with repair and
refurbishment will therefore continue
to be attractive. The implementation
requires an economically or politically
viable concept for servicing satellites.
The balance may eventually be tilted in
favour of OSS if spacecraft interfaces
were standardized, or if international
legislation were enacted to enforce or
encourage the recovery or disposal of
spacecraft. Assessment of the trends and
the forces at work, it seems safe to state
that space servicing will become a reality -
it is just a matter of time.
o SPACE ROBOTICS AND OSS
Overview
OSS will require the next generation of
autonomous, semi-autonomous or
teleoperated robotics with advanced
ground control - a natural progression
from the manned robotics technology of
the Space Shuttle (SRMS) and Space
Station (MSS) programs. Indeed,
looking to the future, since automated
robots will be a key element in planetary
exploration programs targeted for the
next century, OSS development would
appear to be to be a strategically astute
policy for the space community.
Participation in concept studies,
technology demonstration programs,
and development programs for satellite
servicing can potentially facilitate the
ongoing development of space robotics
and its associated technologies. A strong
case can be made that international
collaboration is necessary in the
evolution of OSS because of the
anticipated high system
implementation costs. It also promotes
cooperation in the establishment of
roles in a multinational effort that will
produce global benefits.
Technology Discussion
The technologies associated with space
robotics that are key to the development
of an OSS system are discussed below.
Robotics, Tools & Mechanical Interfaces
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In the broadest sense, unmanned
spacecraft are themselves robots, but in
this context the definition applies to
manipulators, tools and devices for OSS
tasks such as spacecraft capture,
handling, berthing, end effector
positioning, mechanical intervention,
repairing, refurbishing, ORU changeout
etc.
Vision Systems & Sensing
Operational requirements for OSS
include target identification, ranging, 3-
D mapping, multispectral sensing,
lighting, photogrammetry. Much
applicable work is being done in the area
of hazardous waste remediation.
Telefunction
Telefunction refers to all aspects of the
control of an advanced space system
from the ground. It includes
teleoperation, ground/space
partitioning, predictive displays, data
processing and much more.
Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking
This is really the combined application
of many other technologies such as
automated and remote controlled
robotics, vision systems, mechanical
interfaces, telefunction, power & data
transfer, communications.
Communications
Satellite/ground communications is a
critical area for OSS due to the need for
transmission of data for control of
complex tasks. As stated, data
bandwidth limitations and signal
latency are key issues.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The level of space robotics activity
within the global community supports
the view that it is a critical technology,
and will continue to be so as we move
towards the exploration of our solar
system and beyond. The U.S., Canada,
Japan and Europe have at the same time
independently and almost
simultaneously identified on-orbit
spacecraft servicing (OSS) as a promising
endeavour, and one that provides an
opportunity for application of this
robotics technology. The major space
industries are pursuing OSS concept
studies, technology demonstrations and
program definitions. It is widely
accepted that these initiatives will lead
to the establishment of multinational
alliances in future OSS programs.
Furthermore, it is proposed that OSS
will be the first major commercial
application of remote controlled and
autonomous space robotics.
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Figure 1. SRMS On-Orbit
Figure 2. MSS Concept Illustration
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This paper describes a Modular Artificial Intelligence Inference Engine System (MAIS) support
tool that would provide health and status monitoring, cognitive replanning, analysis and support of on
orbit Space Station, Spacelab experiments and systems.
Introduction
Most experiments flown on Spacelab to date have required considerable support from Mission
and Payload Specialist on orbit and console operators and experiment investigation teams on the ground.
During the Space Station era, the volume of experiments on orbit necessitates the development of an
autonomous system for experiment management, monitor, operation and support.
This paper describes a reusable Modular Artificial Intelligence Engine System (MAIS) that will
be flexible, have a low unit cost and will be reconfigurable to meet the needs of different experiments or
systems. The MAIS would provide Mission and Payload Specialist with health and status monitoring,
recommended actions to be taken and/or analysis of situations based on conditions and the problem
encountered. The basic design of the system will allow "new artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities" to be
added as needed. Reconfiguration for a new experiment will be accomplished by changing the heuristics
and rules that will form the basis of scripts and can be accomplished as often as required.
This paper will also define the goals and objectives of the MAIS and the operational environment.
Operational Concept
Before flight or utilization on orbit, rules and scripts are developed or modified that support a
particular experiment. An assessment of AI capabilities is performed, and if required, the software
architecture of the MAIS is reconfigured. Interfaces to the experiment are established and graphical user
interface displays are created to the user requirements. Limits, signal exceptions and health and status
monitor rates are set. The MAIS tool and the experiment are started.
If sensor inputs, experiment signals or health and status updates indicate a problem, exceeded
limit or a deviation of a pre-set plan, the tool will access rules and if necessary, apply heuristic or
inference techniques (or other techniques as required) to identify and correct the problem. The tool will
report the error and identify its most likely source, the applicable rules and what scripts were utilized to
correct or replan around the problem. If necessary, the tool will perform as much of an analysis as
possible following the steps previously outlined and when completed signal for human intervention.
"Copyright 1993 by Thomas M. Hancock IIl. Published by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permission."
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Goals and Objectives
The high level goals and objectives of the MAIS are:
Reduce experiment/system support required by members of the Space Station/
Spacelab crew and ground operations personnel
• Reduce risk by managing and monitoring experiments continuously
Reduce risk by providing an analysis of problems and recommending/
taking corrective actions quickly
Provide a reusable tool that can be reconfigured for different experiments/
missions
Provide analysis of the situation based on conditions and problems
encountered
Provide a technology transfer "autonomous system/process management,
monitor and control" for researchers, product development or production
environments
General Description
The MAIS will be composed of the following hardware and software elements:
1. Hardware module (containing CPU, memory, power, experiment interface and user
interfaces)
2. Modular Inference Engine (design of the code will permit the introduction of
additional AI capabilities (deduction, forward and backward chaining etc., as
required))
3. Rule sets
4. Scripts
5. Graphical User Interface
Architecture
MAIS architecture is designed around an inference engine (expert system) which employs
heuristics and rules to monitor and respond to sensor inputs or signals from an experiment through an
experiment interface. MAIS user interface will display status data from the experiment and actions taken
by the system in response to values exceeding limits or being non-responsive. The user interface will also
support human intervention in the tool, its actions or the experiment at any time (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. MAIS Architecture
Modular AI Design
One of the advantages of this tool will be the ability to add new AI capabilities to support the
needs of different experiments. Some experiments will require deduction techniques, data search
techniques or more extensive heuristics. A well designed modular system will support the "plugging in"
of new capabilities (see Figure 2).
Heurletlcs Deduction
Infomnc_
Technk:lUe _
Figure 2. Addition of new capabilities to a modular design
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Graphical User Interface
A point and click graphical user interface would be used to communicate a record of its actions,
conditions encountered (sensor inputs or experiment signals), and health and status, or to provide human
intervention. This will allow a user to configure the graphical user interface to display information in ,any
format a user selects. The graphical user interface will support dynamic representations (widgets) or
textual display of data. The user interface will display human readable information when displaying
actions taken by the system (i.e., rule 3 invoked based on conditions "r" that utilized script "4.1" with the
following actions ..... ).
Inference Engine
The MAIS inference engine will support replanning of experiment activities (adaptive planning),
problem deduction (inference) and assertion based on facts (beliefs) and their relationship to rules. The
inference engine will use fact, concrete and abstract representation to develop expressions for each fact,
denoting a part of the fact base (rules) that the system believes. Contradictions in facts (beliefs) based on
an application of rules (conflicting states) will require human intervention.
Rules
Rules are developed or modified to support a particular experiment. These rules may or may not
be different for each experiment and will control the use of scripts that govern actions taken by the tool in
response to sensor inputs or signals from the experiment. Each experiment can benefit from the rules and
the associated scripts developed for previous experiments.
Scripts
Scripts control actions taken in response to a predefined set of conditions as stated in the rules
developed for each experiment. Scripts are a non-inference technique and similar to flight software fault
protection and error recovery systems.
Cognitive Replanning
Experiments that operate by utilizing detailed plans, sequential steps, (not to be confused with
programs) that detect a departure from these steps require the ability to replan. Replanning will be
accomplished by reordering/deleting steps as required. Replanning will require the use of inference
techniques and rules to determine a the least cost path of action to take in accomplishing the replanning
objectives (see Figure 3).
Pmblom
Reorder steps
Identify step where
deviation occured
'__ Proldem i_nd Problem ,
New Plan _"I (Re)Plan "_ _xpedment
Follow Plan =']
Follow new plan
Figure 3. Replanning Model
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Summary
Creation of the MAIS, a modular, reusable system that can support different types of experiments
over the life of the Space Station or Spacelab program will:
1. Reduce cost
2. Allow the capture of experience from each previous experiment
3. Be reusable
4. Reconfigurable, even on orbit, to support a dynamic environment
5. Promote the development of "spin-offs" to industry
6. Reduce ground support personnel costs and free up crew time on orbit
7. Be smaller, cheaper and faster than any other system in use today
This tool can be developed quickly and could be ready to support experiments on Space Station starting at
human tended capability.
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of conferences to share the details of the common problems and solutions across these different fields not only a natural step, but
a necessary one. Further, it was recognized that a strong focusing effort is needed to move from recent factory-based technology
into robotic systems with sufficient intelligence, reliability, safety, flexibility, and human/machine interoperability to meet the
rigorous demands of these fields, the scope of which is beyond the capability of any one area.
The papers in these proceedings are evidence that users in each field, manufacturers and integrators, and technology developers
are rapidly increasing their understanding of integrating robotic systems on Earth and in space to accomplish economically
important tasks requiring mobility and manipulation. The 21 sessions of technical papers in 7 tracks plus 2 plenary sessions
cover just the tip of this major progress, but reveal its presence nonetheless.
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